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[Ê= hÞMeÑ QËf, LÊ& LÐ__cÐf 

`ÊZÔ Sf^ÞSf ÒMfÞ DW jOÒ_ Ð 

`ÍÐQÑ NN_ hÞÒe, bÐjÞ L_L _ÑÒe 

Aj [`_ DBÜ H DLúf bËaÒ_ Ð 

 

ASÞ LÞ jeN RaÞ eÐÒS eÊQÞe  

LÞ _aSÑaÒ_ beÐ ÒLÐVÞ @«e  

LÞaÐ H jÕ`] hÞeÑ, kóÒ] kóÒ] AÒj `ÊeÞ  

LÞ `ÊmL ^ÐeÐ ÒMfÞ AÒj ÒLÐVÞ a]Ò_ Ð 1Ð  

  

AkÐ H DLúf LÞaÐ jeN bËcÞ  

aÞm, a_, Òhßf jÞuÊ jÊicÐ ÒO_Þ  

S_cÞ H Ò]Òh ASÞ, H S__Ñ ÒLÐÒf eÐSÞ  

^_Ô ÒLÐVÞ _e_ÐeÑ, ae _e SÑaÒ_ Ð2Ð  

 

mfÞ[ @_= aÑe Í̀[Ð` dÐe  

`ÊZÔÒ[ÒS ^eÐcÊM LÒm D³éf  

hÐjÞÒm @[ÊmÔ aÒf, `ÐfÞÒm ÒjÒ_k bÒe  

HjaÊ JXÞA ]ÞÒ_ Ò]MÞR Òk _¯Ò_ Ð3Ð  

 

aÞ̀ Êf JXÞA Òj_Ð aÐkÊ aÞSÒ¯  

kÞcÐf¯ QÊXÊ ]ÞÒ_ LÊcÐeÞ dÐH  

kó]¯ ÒhÐZÞ[ YÐfÞ, Ò]B _ÞS hÞe afÞ,  

LÑràÞ ^éS DXÐBÒm LÞ `ÊmL `eÐÒZ Ð4Ð  

aÐeaÐVÑ ]ÊÒNà aÑe JXÞA jÊ[  

h[ h[õãÒj_Ð _ÐhÞ LÞaÐ ck[  

bÐ=ÞRÞ Òj aÐeaÐVÑ, Òj hÞeÞ dÐBRÞ [ÊVÞ  

ekÞRÞ Òj dh cÞhÞ SÒf yÒf `aÒ_ Ð5Ð  

 

ÒLÐZÐLà SÑÀà ÒjßÐÒ^ DLúf LÑràÞ  

]ÞÒh ]ÞÒh ASÞ LÞaÐ aÞLÒh $ÊVÞ  

_ÞfÐQÒf SN_ðÐ\, dÊÒNdÊÒN aÞeÐSÞ[  

DLúf ckÞcÐ ÒOÐiÞ, H bÐe[ bËaÒ_ Ð6Ð  

 

aÞcf QÞmÞLÐ aÒl ÒMfÊ Òj aÞQÞ  

DWÊ cÒkÐ]^Þ aÐeÞ @có[ jÞqÞ  

cÒktÍ hÔÐcf QËÒf, `ÊV QÞÒ[ÍÐ`úfÐ _ÑÒe  

YÐfÊ Òj jÕ`] hÞeÞ, NÍÐc, aÞm, LÐ_Ò_ Ð7Ð  

 

Ò[Ð bfÞ S__Ñ \ÐDÜ, S_cbËcÞ  

LÞ ]ÊÓM H JXÞAe `eÐÒZ `ÊZÞ?  

ÒcÐk_ cÊe[Þ ÒjkÞ, ]Þ@ ÒNÐ cÐ' ASÞ Ò$B  

ÒLÐVÞH j«Ð_ Ò[Ðe, `ÍZcÊÜ H QeÒZ Ð8Ð 
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Chapter Name Chapter Head Email Phone Start 
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Dear Friends,  

 

Namaskar! On behalf of OSA, it is my great pleasure to welcome 

you to 48
th

 OSA Convention on the Cruise to Bahamas from Miami, 

Florida. This convention is unique as it is organized outside of a host 

chapter. Very aptly the theme of this year’s convention ‘Ajeya Jatra’ 

signifies: no matter how big are the challenges and obstacles, we as Non Resident Odias will 

pursue this journey like the Odia Sadhabas of yesteryears. We have received various support 

from many of our fellow members and I thank our Organizing Committee for their hard work, 

dedication and commitment in organizing this event. The venue and platform will be different 

but we look forward to celebrate our culture and heritage with same vigor and enthusiasm and 

continue the tradition.  Also, I want to thank our ‘Urmi’ editorial committee led by Dr. Bigyani 

Das for their help in bringing out this issue.   

We had set out two primary goals: youth engagement and larger community outreach. 

Through various programs we are able to do so with the help of volunteers and chapters. Many 

of these efforts are dependent on the active participation and enthusiastic support of our members 

and local chapters. Furthermore, we belong to a larger Indian-American community, we need to 

put more effort in our outreach endeavors and introduce the rich culture and fine arts from 

Odisha to the non-Odia community. We have encouraged and supported the local OSA Chapters 

to celebrate Utkala Dibasa and depending on their comfort level we have encouraged them to 

invite members from other community to be part of it. In today’s world our youth need to 

embrace the multicultural and multilingual society and our effort should be to encourage Odia 

Culture and Odia Language to be foundation stone of that identity. We have made much  

progress (because outreach events by chapters like OSNE, OSANY-NJ, CA, Ohio, NW, Seattle, 

Chicago etc) because of our passionate volunteers and I hope we can achieve much more if more 

members volunteer for this and other causes.   

It has been an honor to serve you all. I want to thank each one of you for your support. We 

tried our best to bring reforms into each of the decision making processes, be it for convention or 

any other executive decisions so that the business of OSA is more transparent, open and 

inclusive, and ensure that all our members have equal say. As we pass our responsibilities to the 

incoming team led by Lalatendu Mohanty, I request you to continue to support OSA and 

advocate for the change to take it to greater heights.  

 

With warmest regards,  

Sushant Satpathy  

President, OSA  

Message from the President, OSA 
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Dear Friends, 

 

Last Friday, I was enjoying a rare perfect day and wondering how quickly 

the year has passed and we are going to celebrate yet another convention! 

This year we are venturing to do it in a cruise to Bahamas, where the days are 

always perfect, as perfect as my rare Friday!   I am excited and counting the 

days like a child! I promise, this is going to be a very special convention to 

remember. This is the first time in OSA history we are going to celebrate the 

convention outside USA. Let us all enjoy the few short days from June 30th 

through July 2nd celebrating our art, culture and our friendship. 

 

I am fortunate and proud to have you as my OSA family. I hope we will continue on this journey and 

build a stronger community, get our second generation involved and carry on our legacy to be a proud 

Odia and a proud Indian.  Let us put our motherland in a global position, so that we do not have to hear, 

“Where is Odisha?” It is our duty to put her in a pedestal and let the world recognize our contribution to 

the world through its unique art and culture. Most recently, Sri Shradhananda Mishra, a prominent OSA 

member and an Odia entrepreneur, of Canada donated five million dollars to Royal Ontario museum to 

enhance the commitment to south Asian art and culture. Morning shows the day and this example is 

just the beginning.  

 

Today, I would like to take this opportunity to state that as the Vice President for the last two years I 

have made several new friends, learnt to know some of you and your valuable contribution to this 

society. I salute you for your selfless contribution to build a family, our OSA family. I am proud to be a 

member and proud to have you as my friend.  

 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to be part of our current dedicated official members of OSA 

and welcome our newly elected officials. Let us enjoy our friendship and continue our journey together. 

 

Sulochana Patnaik 

Vice-President, OSA and Convener-De facto, 2017 

  

Message from the Vice President, OSA 
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ନମସ୍କାର, 
 

  

I would like to welcome you all and your family to the 48
th
 OSA first 

ever Bahamas Cruise convention from Miami, FL. The Odisha Society of 

The Americas is proud to host this cruise convention for the first time in its 

history. I’m sure the hard work of all the volunteers for this 48
th
 convention 

will be duly noticed by the guests, esteemed members and their families. I 

wish all the best to all volunteers of this convention. 

 

  I would like to take this opportunity to update you all about some of happenings in OSA since July 

2016. OSA Executives stated their effort to host first ever Cruise convention by talking to some esteemed 

members in community, Royal Caribbean and Carnival cruise lines. Later with consensus with BOG, we 

decided Bahamas as our destination from Miami through Royal Caribbean. Also for the first time we have 

decided to host the convention website within Odishasociety.org domain so that we don’t have to pay for 

domain, manage & maintain, then eventually delete it after the convention. By hosting it within our own 

domain, we can have archives for each year of hosting web contents going forward.   

 

On January 6
th
 2017 OSA received Prabasi Odia Sanmmana award from President of India in 

presence of Chief Minister of Odisha by the Odisha Forum at New Delhi.  Myself and Sushant Satpathy 

were honored to receive the award on behalf of OSA.  The list includes some prominent NRIs residing 

outside India who has achieved remarkable success in their respective professions. The awardees have 

been carefully selected by a panel of eminent jurors headed by Justice G.B. Patnaik, ex-chief justice of 

India. I’m proud to mention that we also have some our own OSA members in the list that includes Dr. 

Lalu Mansinha, Dr. Sitakantha Dash and Dr. Ajay Mohanty. 

  

The 2017 OSA election was held for the positions of President, Vice President, Secretary and 

Treasurer for OSA. The OSA Election Committee members consisting of Mr. Bijay Satapathy, Mr. Sanjay 

Patnaik and Mr. Sribatsa Das has completed the election process and submitted the results to OSA 

Executives on February 22, 2017 and OSA BOG has approved the election results. All positions were 

uncontested. Following is the list of the newly elected OSA executives for 2017-2019: Lalatendu Mohanty 

– President, Susil Panda - Vice-President, Amar Senapati – Secretary, Sachi Pati – Treasurer. On behalf 

of OSA Executives and the BOG, I congratulate all the newly elected OSA officials for 2017-2019 and 

wish them well. 

 

I would like to thank 2017 Election Committee members Mr. Bijay Satpathy (Chair), Mr. Sribatsa 

Das and Mr. Sanjay Patnaik for their dedication, hard work and diligence in carrying out this process.  

Although the 2017 election process concluded early because there was no contest,  the planning and 

preparation took place over more than a year starting with selection of an eVoting system, communicating 

the change, preparing voting roll for eVoting and devising alternate method for participation  etc. Also a 

bunch of thanks to Mr. Sunil Mishra and Mr. Kamal Panda for their help with selection of the eVoting 

System and past election committee members for their counsel to the current Election Committee. 

 

Message from the Secretary, OSA 
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 In Aug 2016, Kuku Das joined BOG as Chapter President of California Chapter. In September 

2016 Soumya Mohanty joined BOG as Chapter President of New England Chapter. In October 2016 

Anjana Chowdhury joined BOG as Chapter President of Washington DC Chapter. In Mar 2017 Suvendu 

Samal joined  BOG as Chapter President of Rocky Mountain Chapter. I encourage all other chapters due 

for elections (normally every 2-4 years) to elect their new representatives in a fair and democratic 

manner.  

 

Canada, California, Ohio, Southern, NY-NJ, Michigan, and MD/VA chapters celebrated various 

events around Utkal Dibasa. Finally as of May 2017 the total OSA membership is at 1278 families.  

 

 Again I would like to request every one of you to stay actively engaged in our OSA family 

activities and help us to grow as a community. I strongly encourage and request all members to update 

their spouse’s email id and verify the address on OSA directory.  Please keep visiting our OSA web site  

http://www.odishasociety.org   for update to information  about  our  various activities,  newsletter Utkarsa,  

monthly  Board  Of  Governors (BOG)  meeting  minutes,  yearly  general  body  meeting  minutes  and  

many  more. The Chapter and committee pages have been updated with latest information. If you want to 

contact the executives or any chapter representatives you can also find the contact information. 

 

As always, we conduct the monthly BOG meeting among chapter presidents and OSA executives 

every second Sunday at 7:30 PM EST. Below are the links to the minutes..  

                      

http://www.odishasociety.org/bog-meeting-minutes/ 

 

 If you have any suggestions or feedback, please contact me at saradapanda@hotmail.com  or at 

secretary@odishasociety.org 

  

http://www.odishasociety.org/
http://www.odishasociety.org/bog-meeting-minutes/
mailto:saradapanda@hotmail.com
mailto:secretary@odishasociety.org
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Dear OSA Members, 

 

 

Welcome to the new unique fun filled 48th annual OSA Convention 
in the Atlantic Ocean between Miami, FL and Bahamas from June 
30th through July 2nd. Normally, chapters volunteer to host annual 
event with the support of the local Odias. But, this time no chapter 
came forward to host the gathering of the Odias. We, the OSA 
office bearers, with the minimal support from others are hosting 
the convention in the Royal Caribbean Cruise. We have attempted 
to make this a memorable event by, letting the attendees (a) Watch 
Odia cultural activities, (b) Attend high quality entertainment  
programs by the Royal Caribbean Cruise, (c) Attend picnic in 

Nassau Island, etc. Like the past, we are continuing to promote and encourage Odia culture in USA by 
conducting Annual Convention in North America, Regional Drama Festivals, Utkala Divasa, CCO, Odia 
Language development and other chapter level activities. I will like to thank Anil Patnaik from Ohio, 
Khuku Das from California and Parag Mishra from Michigan to organize the convention related activities 
in the cruise ship. 
 
Last year we had a successful membership drive and our overall membership grew by 42. Over time our 
membership has consistently grown and now our organization has 1278 members. From the table below 
we can see our growth is mainly on the permanent Life Members.  
 

Category July 31st 
2015 

May 31st 
2016* 

May 31th 
2017** 

Increase since 
May 31st 2016 

Life Members 963 995 1015 20 

Benefactors 42 42 42 0 

Patron 51 51 51 0 

5 Year Member 62 61 67 6 

Annual Member 84 87 103 16 

Total 1202 1236 1278 42 

*  Doesn’t include new members registered for 2016 convention 
** Doesn’t include new members registered for 2017 convention 

 
Due to the tremendous effort from our community, chapter presidents and the convention volunteers 
we have managed to reach the high membership. We could not have reached the milestone without 
their support and hard work. 
 
Financially, we are in a much stronger position than before and mainly because of:  

● Surplus money from past annual conventions, 

Message from the Treasurer, OSA 
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● Increase in membership and upgrades of membership, and 
● Tight control of expenses 

 
Over the last 2 years the total balance has grown from $229,474.35 to $283,985.05. From the table 
below, the big jump is in the long term investment and the expense & other funds. The money has 
grown by about $54-K over a span of two years. After a long effort we finally closed the 2015 
Convention account in Dec. of 2016 and finally published the financial details to OSANet in April of 2017. 
We are also in the final stages of closing 2016 convention account.   
 

Category May 31st 2015 May 31st  2016 May 31st 2017** 

Relief Fund 15,598.12 16,818.12 17,598.12 

Long Term Investment* 156,321.75 174,870.74 185,512.63 

Expense + other funds 57,554.48 72,982.57 80,874.30 

Total 229,474.35 264,671.43 283,985.05 

 
* Includes the total amount in TD Ameritrade and cash in Bank of America account. 
** The total does not include $ 20,000.00 advance to 2017 OSA Convention 
 
In June of 2015 we opened a Savings Bank account in Bhubaneswar, Odisha. Last year we could get 
online access to view the transactions associated with the account. The account is enabling people and 
institutions to donate money to OSA in Indian Rupees. The money in the account can’t be repatriated to 
US dollars. They can only be used for expenses in India. As we do not have an entity registered in India, 
we are having hard time to file the taxes in India. Thus we haven’t paid taxes for the 2 financial years: 
2015 - 2016 and 2016- 2017. The current balance of the account is:  
 

Category June 1st 2015 - May 31st 2016 June 1st 2016 - May 31st 2017 

OSA Rs. 81,577.72 Rs. 832,711.993 

Previous convention Rs. 233,661.601 Rs. 0.002 

Current convention Rs. 300,000.002 Rs. 0.004 

Total Rs. 615,239.32 Rs. 832,711.99 

1 2015 convention 
2 2016 convention 
3 Includes 2015 & 2016 money 
4 2017 convention 
 
All of the achievements have been possible because of good support from our President Sushant 
Satpathy, Vice President Sulochana Patnaik and Secretary Saradakanta Panda. 
 
Siddharth Behera 
Treasurer, OSA (2015 - 2017) 
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Friends, 

 

It is an honor and a privilege to welcome you all to the 48th OSA annual 
convention as the Convener and Vice-President of OSA. As you all know, this is 
one of a kind as the convention is held for the first time in a cruise in OSA 
history. During June 30th to July 3rd, 2017 we will travel and celebrate the 
convention on a ship called, “Enchantment of the Seas” of Royal Caribbean, 
while it will be travelling from Miami to Bahamas and will return back to Miami 
on July 3rd morning.  This trip on a vessel on the sea reminds me of the 
numerous journeys taken by the Odia “Saudagars”. You will be celebrating this 
convention on this ship as a symbolic trip of our ancient “Boita Jatra”. 

 
If you recall, unlike previous conventions, during the closing ceremony of 2016 Convention, we 

could not announce where the 2017 convention would take place. Traditionally by the conclusion of a 
convention, one of our OSA chapters takes the responsibility to host the next convention. We had one 
chapter tentatively agreed to host 2017 convention and the same was conveyed in the BOG meetings 
but unfortunately, the chapter pulled out at the last moment. Then, after the 2016 convention was over, 
we, the OSA executives continued our effort of negotiating with different chapter presidents. Some 
chapters did not want to host because recent conventions have become too expensive; some wanted to 
host the 50th convention instead. We were left with options either to host in Chicago or have it on a 
cruise. BOG members overwhelmingly decided for the convention on a cruise to Bahamas and the 
journey continued…  

 
It is not an easy task to plan a cruise convention. However, with a renewed vigor when we finalized 

to have our convention on the cruise to Bahamas, we expected people would come forward and accept 
the newness and enjoy our friendship like any other convention, only in a different place, in a different 
atmosphere. The convention cultural program will be held on a 2000-seating auditorium with all 
amenities and we will have 3000+ co-travelers with an option to come and enjoy our cultural program.  
We are looking forward to our "Bana Bhoji" on a private beach in Nassau with Odia friends on the island. 
Our youth will have a great time; there are many programs on the cruise and we have planned an outing 
for them to enjoy snorkeling, scuba diving etc while on the island.  

 
Although we knew that there are challenges for OSA executive members to take the responsibility to 

host a convention. First, the concept of a chapter hosting a convention is lost and thereby, it was hard to 
get cooperation from OSA members and respective chapters. Secondly, we had to face new challenges 
to plan a convention on a cruise, which had never happened in OSA history.  We are delighted with the 
help from fellow members and long distance planning and coordination to host all activities done in a 
regular convention and some more.    

 
Nonetheless, we, the executive members, hope this convention will not only offer an opportunity 

for us to enjoy the cruise along with our OSA family friends, we will also enjoy our culture, art, and 
literature together as in previous conventions. We will continue our journey, “Jatra” of progress through 
unity and solidarity. We hope that this convention would be a unique and exciting one to remember. 

 
Sulochana Patnaik 
Vice President  
Convener, 2017 OSA Convention 

Message from the Convener, OSA 
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jÕ`Ð]LÑ¯: @ÒS¯ dÐ[ÍÐ 

 

 `ÍÞ̄  JjÐauÊ J aÐuaÑ cÐÒ_ 

 

 _c²Ðe Ð 

 LÐkÞÜ ÒLÒ[aià [Òf JXÞA jÐ^a Ề@ ÒaÐB[ ÒcmÞ dÐD\ÞmÐ aÞÒ]hLÊ Ð bÐe[ 

ckÐjÐNee LËfyÞ[ Ò]hcÐ_*Òe aÐZÞSÔ LeÞ ÒaÐkÞ AZÊ\ÞmÐ ÒLÒ[ ^_, jÕ`] JXÞhÐ 

bËBÜLÊ, jców LeÊ\ÞmÐ _ÞS eÐSÔLÊ, _ÞS Ò]hLÊ Ð Haià `Í\c \e `ÐBÜ AÒceÞLÐe Í̀aÐjÑ 

JXÞA jcÐS ÒjcÞ[Þ HL jé ð̀ eMÞRÞ, Ace aÐiàÞL j®Þf_ÑLÊ  LõãSçÒe LeÞaÐ`ÐBÜ, 

@_ÔÒ]hÒe aÐZÞSÔ LeÞaÐ`ÐBÜ _ÊÒkÜ, ÒkÒm @_Ô HL Ò]he _Ñf SfeÐhÞ J jÊte 

ÒafÐbËcÞe jÊicÐ D`ÒbÐN LeÞaÐ`ÐBÜ, AD [Ð' jkÞ[ Ac Í̀aÐjÑ JXÞA jcÐSe aÐiàÞL 

cÞf_Ñ `eÕ`eÐLÊ elÐLeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ Ð  

jaÊÒaÒf jc¯ D`LËf _\ÐH Ð Haià ÒjcÞ[Þ HL Í̀[ÞLËf `eÞyÞ[Þ `kqÞmÐ Ac 

jcÐSe aÐiàÞL `eÕ`eÐe AÒ¯ÐS_LÊ Ò_B Ð ÒLkÞ ỀÒeÐ^Ð aÐkÐeÞÒm_Þ Òj ]Ð¯Þ[é ak_ 

LeÞaÐLÊ Ð kÜ, ÒjcÞ[Þ HL Í̀[ÞLËf `eÞÒahÒe HL _Ë[_ `eÕ`eÐe ^ÐeZÐ AZÞÒm JjÐe 

@^ÞLÐeÑ cÐÒ_, H aÐiàÞL `eÕ`eÐLÊ HL _Ë[_ D`Ð¯Òe @aÔÐk[ eMÞaÐLÊ, Ac `eÕ`eÐe 

@ÒS¯ dÐ[ÍÐLÊ jêó[Þc¯ LeÞ eMÞaÐLÊ Ð  

HL]Ð JXÞA jÐ^a `Ê@ TX, aiàÐ, `Í[ÞLËf jÐcÊ]ÍÞL `eÞÒahLÊ bõãÒl` _LeÞ _ÞS ÒaÐB[dÐ[ÍÐe jÊelÐ 

LeÞaÐLÊ jÕLÁaw \ÞmÐ Ð Haià ÒjcÞ[Þ Ace JjÐ LcàLràÐcÐÒ_ jÕLÁaw ekÞR«Þ Ð H Òd Ace ""@ÒS¯ dÐ[ÍÐ'' 

Ð HB[ Ace JXÞA Ề@e cÐ_jÞL[Ð, Í̀[ÞLËf `eÞÒahÒe c^Ô dÐ[ÍÐ @aÔÐk[ eMÞaÐe ]óY cÒ_ÐbÐa_Ð, 

@ÒcÐO jÕLÁ Ð  

 HcÞ[Þ HL  OXÞjuÞ cÊkËràÒe aÐiàÞL JjÐ jêeZÞLÐ EcàÞe jÕ`Ð]_Ð ]Ð Þ̄[é bÐe NÍkZ LeÞ cÊÜ _ÞSLÊ 

bÐNÔa[Ñ cÒ_ LeÊRÞ Ð Haiàe L_çÒb_çj_ç AÒ¯ÐS_ ÒkaÐe _Ë[_[Ð ]éÐeÐ `ÍbÐaÞ[ _ÒkÐB, ÒdDÜ ÒmML, 

ÒmMÞLÐcÐÒ_ jÕLÁaw ÒkÐB ÒjcÐ_* ÒmMÞaÐ `eÕ`eÐ elÐLeÞ ÒmMÐ `WÐBR«Þ, ÒjcÐ_*Ê ÒcÐe @Òhi 

^_ÔaÐ] Ð jk jÕ`Ð]L J jÕ`Ð]ÞLÐcÐ_* jkÒdÐNÒe jcÒª cÞhÞ H Í̀LÐh_Ñ EcàÞLÊ A`ZcÐ_* `ÐBÜ `ÍªÊ[ 

LeÞRÊ Ð AhÐ, AccÐ_*e H `Í̄ Ðj j$fÒka J A`ZcÐ_* c_LÊ RÊBÜ`ÐeÞa  Ð 

 

Í̀[Þaià bfÞ JjÐ cÞf_Ñe  

  `Í\Ð, `eÕ`eÐ `ÐfÞ 

AÐÒ¯ÐS_ LÐdàÔ  ]Ð¯Þ[é jaÊeÊ  

  jbÞHÜ NÒm JkeÞ  Ð 

aÐkÐcÐjç ]éÑ`  LõãSçÒe dÞaÐLÊ 

  ÒhiÒe LeÞ jÞwÐ« 

JjÐ LcàLràÐ _ËA jc÷Ða_Ð 

  `ÍªÐa LÒm AN[  Ð 

@[Ñ[ dÊNe  ÒaÐB[ dÐ[ÍÐ 

  JXÞA `Ê@e LÑràÞ 

ÒjkÞ `eÕ`eÐ   `ÐfÞaÐLÊ cÒ_ 

  ÒhiÒe Ò_Òm _Þ¹rÞ   Ð    

AÒ¯ÐS_ jÞ_Ð   ÒkÐBNmÐ ÒkÒm 

  LÐkÐ«Þ LÞH ÒLDÜWÞ ? 

`&ÑLeZe   jËQÞ Ò]MÞ c_ 

  kÊ@B OÐÃÞQLVÞ   Ð 

jcª* j=,   jkÒdÐN aÞ_Ð 

  ÒLcÞ[Þ HjaÊ Òka ? 

kVkVÐ ÒkaÐ   jÐe Òka jÞ_Ð 

  `ÍÒQ½Ð Ë̀Àà Ò_ÐkÞa Ð 

AjÊ `ÒR ÒdÒ[ aÞOð, TXT&Ð 

  [\Ð Þ̀ _dÞaÐ VfÞ 

aeiÒL \Òe Ac j®Þf_Ñ 

  `eÕ`eÐ cÒ_ bÐfÞ  Ð 

H aiàe Ac   JjÐ JXÞA* 

  j®Þf_Ñe `Í¯Ðj 

dÊNdÊN `ÐBÜ   eMÞdÞa jêó[Þ 

  eQÞ _ËA B[ÞkÐj Ð 

JjÐ jÐ=jÐ\Ñ, ÒbVÊ LÞ _ÒbVÊ  

  jéÐN[ ÒO_ Ace 

[Êc  c_jÊM  `ÐBÜ Ace H 

  jêeZÞLÐ D`kÐe Ð

aÞsÐ_Ñ ]Ðj, jÕ`Ð]ÞLÐ, DcàÞ  

JjÐ L_çÒb_çj_ç 2017 
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Editorial: The Unstoppable Journey 

 
Dear Friends 

Greetings! 

 This is a very special time in OSA history. The annual convention is taking a new path, the path 
completely unexplored before. This risk is taken with determination to continue the tradition of our 
annual get-together irrespective of the obstacles that we faced this year. None of the chapter 
representatives came forward to organize the annual convention and there were limited alternatives 
that were available to continue with the tradition. 

Many thanks to OSA officials for taking this innovative 
initiative for organizing the convention in a cruise to Bahamas. 
The list of registrants is a very discouraging factor.  Instead of 
increasing day by day, the number is decreasing and some 
previously committed OSA members are dropping out from 
their commitment. However, OSA officials have pursued, kept 
their determination and we will have the cruise convention 
with full annual rituals, inauguration, General Body Meeting, 
Mehefil, Poetry Reading and so on.  

Because of the inconvenient nature of this convention, OSA 
annual souvenir has also been impacted. Our advertiser list is 
down even though we have many inspired writers, both young 
and old who have contributed their time to pen down their 
thoughts.   

Thank you all the authors for this OSA 2017 souvenir issue. Without your gift, the souvenir would 
not have been presented properly.  I thank our editorial team members  Joy Gopal Mohanty, Sikhanda 
Satapthy, Kanak Hota and Prasanta Kumar Bhuyan  for helping in reviews, decision making and 
communicating with the authors. Thanks are also due to Mrs Sulochana Pattnaik for helping in reviews. I 
am grateful for their willing assistance, as I am to the contributors.  

I thank Prasanta Kumar Bhuyan for coordinating Meghna Memorial award in creative writing. This 
award is  managed by the souvenir team every year in honor of Meghna from Michigan chapter. We are 
thankful to the judges Dr Nandini Sahu, Dr Sukanti Mohapatra and Dr Darshan Panda for donating their 
valuable time to help OSA judge the children's writing fairly and effectively.  Many thanks to Bijaylaxmi 
Sarangi of New Delhi for creating the beautiful Boita in jhoti that we have used in the cover page. I am  
also thankful to Tina Satapathy for creating sketches for section graphics.  

I take this opportunity to thank Dr Sitakantha Dash for his generous donation to support the 
souvenir publication.  

Last, but not least, I thank my family members, my husband Naresh Das and daughters Bagmi, 
Mrunali and Shashwati  for being understanding and always providing support for my passion. 

Souvenir is a team effort in a very large scale. The complexity increases when we edit articles in 
multiple languages and multiple Odia fonts. Keeping all the fonts reproduced properly is a very critical 
task. Thus, irrespective of all our best efforts,  oversights might still remain and I ask for your forgiveness 
for these unintentional mistakes.  

 Enjoy the souvenir and enjoy the cruise. 
 

 
Bigyani Das 
Editor, OSA 
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About Urmi  

 
 Urmi is the annual souvenir of The Odisha Society of the Americas (OSA). This is published every 

year to commemorate the annual convention that is held during the 4th of July weekend. The name 

"Urmi" for this annual publication/souvenir was selected in 2014. The souvenir provides a medium for 

OSA members to practice their thinking skills and writing skills and share their reflections of immigrant 

life's experiences with other OSA members and the world. Each year the annual convention committee 

selects an editor and the editorial committee to be in charge of publishing the souvenir for 

convention attendees. Even though this year we have an unconventional convention, we 

have still continued with the spirit of our annual publication for our members, and in 

particular for the convention attendees. In addition to publishing the annual souvenir and 

directory, OSA convention editorial committee also manages Meghna memorial award for 

OSA youth.  

 This year's souvenir contains seven sections. The editorial team came up with the 

idea to name these sections in synchronization with "Boita Jatra". Our cruise convention to 

Bahamas reminds us the "Boita Jatra" of our ancestors. 

 The first section contains information on the convention team members, OSA official teams, the 

messages from OSA officials and the convener. We have named this section "Offering Plate" (Arghya 

Thali). Hope you will examine the contents of the plate that is being prepared for the offering and be 

introduced to OSA and OSA officials , know about the convention organizers and the team members that 

are behind making this convention happen. 

 The second section is focused on this year's theme, "Unstoppable Journey" (Ajeya Jatra). We 

have named this section "Worship with Weaving of Light" (Nirajanaa). Before any special step in our life, 

we perform this ritual of "Nirajana". The members of the editorial team have shared their experiences 

and thoughts on this year's theme. Hope this will introduce you with the editorial team members better.  

 The third section contains writings from our younger OSA members. We have named this 

section, "Flower" (Prasuna). Flower is a must in every worship, every offering. Please feel these flowers 

and their fragrance. Their writing will surely move you with pleasant happiness.  

 The fourth section contains writings from our OSA thinkers, philosophers and poets. We have 

named this section, "Sandalwood" (chandana). Sandalwood paste is very auspicious and has healing 

power. Please use this paste to become relaxed from the hot summer. 

 The fifth section is the Odia section. We have named this section "Vermilion" (sindura). Like 

sindura on the forehead is a symbol of focus and dignity, a sign for the victorious and for the devoted, 

this section will provide you something that is a symbol of your identity and dignity, and that is your own 

language, own culture and own people.  

 The sixth section is for those people that are no more. They have contributed significantly to 

OSA, they have been our friends and they have touched our lives. We have named this section, "Lamp" 

(pradipa). This section is our tribute to those departed souls. 

 The seventh or the last section is the section on important OSA information, activity reports, 

chapter reports, new members and the financial status. We have named this section "Vessel (Boat)" 

(Bahitra). OSA is the vessel that carries us, our emotions and our expectations in this foreign land. Let us 

all make promise of our commitment to safeguard this vessel, keep its surface unscratched and immune 

from all types of disasters and keep it clean and beautiful. Let this moment be auspicious to OSA and 

OSA members. 
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ନୀରଜନା 
(The Ritual of Waving of Lighted) 

ଅଜଜୟ ଯାତ୍ରା ସମ୍ୱନ୍ଧଜର.... 
Ajeya Jatra (Unstoppable Journey) Special 
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jÊ_Ð\ÐfÞÒe SÐcÊÒLÐfÞ 

XLçVeç aÞsÐ_Ñ ]Ðj 

 

Í̀[Þaià bfÞ Òj aià aÞ dÐ[ÍÐ LeÞ\ÞmÞ, JjÐe aÐiàÞL j®Þf_ÑÒe ÒdÐNÒ]aÐ `ÐBÜ Ð cÊÜ 

J ÒcÐ `eÞaÐe ÒjÒ[ÒafLÊ Í̀Ð¯ _ÞeaoÞ_ð bÐÒa Í̀[Þaià H dÐ[ÍÐ LeÊ\ÞmÊ Ð SÊmÐB 4 

[ÐeÞM ]Þ_ JéÐjÞÕV_ç X.ÞjÞ.e jéÐ^Ñ_[Ð ]Þaje `ÔÐÒeXç J aÐZ$ÊVÐ _Ò]MÞ AÒc hkhk 

cÐBmç XÍÐBbç LeÞ LÞcéÐ DXÐSÐkÐSÒe ajÞ dÐ[ÍÐ LeÊ\ÞmÊ Ð Òjaià JXÞhÐe SÒZ 

jÊ_Ðc^_Ô NÐ¯L _Þc§Þ[ ÒkÐB AjÞ\Ð«Þ Ð [Ð*Ê VÞÒL `ÐMÒe Ò]MÞaÐe mÐfjÐ cÒ[ 

Ao_ LeÞ eMÞ\ÐH Ð  

_ÞwàÐeÞ[ jc¯eÊ `ÍÐ¯ ]ÊBOÃÐ aÞfcéÒe NÐ¯L*e NÐBaÐ Ò Í̀ÐNÍÐcç Aec÷ Òka 

ÒaÐmÞ ÒOÐiZÐ LeÐNmÐ Ð LZ aÐ LeÐdÞa? ScÐ @ÒYB ]Þ_ bÞ[Òe dÐa[Ñ¯ Ò`ÍÐNÍÐcç 

jaÊLÊ `ÍªÊ[ J `eÞÒaiZ LeÐBaÐe @RÞ Ð Òj\ÞÒe MÐBaÐ [Þ_Þ\e J QÐkÐ HaÕ SfMÞA jc¯ aÞ eMÐdÞaÐe @RÞ 

Ð AD JXÞA ÒmÐLcÐÒ_ jÐ= ÒkÐB MÐBajÞÒm, N`j`Òe HcÞ[Þ c³ÞdÞÒa Òd, MÐBaÐ ÒVaÊmçeÊ DWÞaÐe _ÜÐ 

^eÞÒa_Þ Ð ÒjcÐ_*Ê `Ê_¾ LÐdàÔLÍc `Í[Þ ALó½ LeÐBaÐ HL aX ]ÊÓjÐ^Ô aÔÐ`Ðe Ð  

ÒkÒm VfÞVfÞ cq D`eLÊ `ÍÒah LeÊ\ÞaÐ Òj @`eÞ´Ðe jÐVà, `ÔÐÃç `eÞkÞ[ b]ÍaÔ¦Þ*Ê ÒcÐe Í̀Þ¯ NÐ¯L 

bÐÒa AaÞ´Ðe LeÞaÐ`Òe [Ð* NÑ[ hÊZÞaÐ `dàÔ« @Ò`lÐ _LeÞ ÒcÐe jcª DÒrS_Ð ÒjBWÞ hÑ[f ÒkÐBNmÐ 

Ð HÒ[ Í̀jÞw NÐ¯L, HÒ[ jÊte L¶, HÒ[ BtÍ^_Ê e=e bÐa_Ð, jÞH ỀZÞ HcÞ[Þ eÐªÐLXe bÞLÐeÑ* bfÞ 

ÒahbËiÐÒe AjÞR«Þ HÒ[aX ÒkÐÒVmçe H jÊj³Þ[ cq D`Òe j=Ñ[ `eÞÒaiZ LeÞaÐ`ÐBÜ ? NÐ¯L SZL 

_ÞhÐj¦ \ÞÒm; [Ð* NÐBaÐe NÑ[e `Õ¦Þ ÒaÒfÒaÒf bÊmÞ dÐD\ÞÒm Ð [\Ð`Þ ]hàLc¨fÑ* c^ÔeÊ @Ò_L akÊ[ 

Í̀Nfçb ÒkD\Ð«Þ, Le[ÐfÞ Ò]D\Ð«Þ J NÐ¯L*e NÑ[ jkÞ[ [Ðf Ò]B _ÐQÊ\ÐA«Þ Ð 

aÞej c_ J k[ÐhÐe jêó[Þ Ò_B cÊÜ Òj aià OeLÊ Ò$eÞ\ÞmÞ Ð ÒjB OVZÐVÞ ÒcÐe cÒ_ `LÐB Ò]B\ÞmÐ Ac 

NÜÐe akÊf bÐÒa aÔakó[ YN, "jÊ_Ð\ÐfÞÒe SÐcÊÒLÐfÞ `ehÐ' Ð  

ASÞLÐmÞ JXÞA VÞbÞ ^ÐeÐaÐkÞL LÞ QfnÞÞ[Íe ]óhÔÒe jcÒª jaÊÒaÒf be Ë̀e NkZÐ, Ë̀eÐ ÒcLç@ ç̀, mÞ ç̀½ÞLç 

J ]h-ÒLÐXÞH kSÐe V*Ðe hÐYÑ Þ̀uÞ eÐ[ÞÒe ÒhÐBaÐLÊ dÞaÐ J jLÐfÊ DWÞaÐ ÒdcÞ[Þ @ Í̀Ðj=ÞL cÒ_kÊH, ÒjcÞ[Þ 

yÐ_, LÐf, `Ð[Í @_Ê`Ð[Òe Í̀ªÊ[Þ _LeÞ _ÞSLÊ `eÞÒaiZ LeÞaÐ jÐ^ÐeZ hÞ½ÐQÐee aÞeÊwÐQeZ LÒe Ð 

ASÞLÐmÞ @^ÞLÐÕh ªeÒe kÞÜ ÒjcÞ[Þ ÒabÐe Ð SÞ_ç `ÔÐÃç J VÞ-jÐVà Þ̀uÞ cq D`Òe LÞcéÐ ctÞeÒe bS_ 

`eÞÒaiZ LeÞaÐ LÞ Ae[Ñ LeÞaÐ ÒdcÞ[Þ @jcÑQÞ_ cÒ_kÊH, `Ðq-R kÐ[e hÐYÑ J Ò]kbeÐ be Ë̀e @f*Ðe 

Þ̀uÞ ÒaÍLç XÔÐ_çjç LeÞaÐ LÞ SÞcçLÊ dÞaÐ aÞ ÒjcÞ[Þ @jcÑQÞ_ cÒ_kÊH Ð 

d]Þ _Þc§Þ[ LfÐLÐecÐÒ_ _ÞSLÊ _ÞhÐe Í̀bÐaeÊ _Þ¯§Þ[ LeÞ eMÞ`ÐeÞÒa_Þ, _ÞSLÊ `eÞÒah J `eÞyÞ[Þ jkÞ[ 

MÐ` MÊAB ÒjB @_Ê`Ð[Òe Ò`ÐiÐL, `eÞo] J aÔakÐeÒe _ÞSLÊ jSÐB `eÞÒaiZ LeÞ`ÐeÞÒa_Þ, Ò[Òa ÒjcÞ[Þ 

LfÐLÐecÐ_*Ê _Þc§Z LeÞ AÒc LZ WÞLç LeÊ ? 

_ÞSe e=, Dn[Ð, heÑe NYZ, HjaÊ D`Òe Ace A¯[ _ÐkÞÜ jÞ_Ð, LÞ«Ê Ace `eÞ̂ Ð_, aÔakÐe ÒhßfÑ, 

L\ÐaÐràÐ, jÐSjSÐ J Í̀ªÊ[Þ D`Òe [ Ace `ËÀà @^ÞLÐe @RÞ Ð ÒjjaÊ D`Òe ^ÔÐ_ Ò]B d]Þ AÒc `eÞÒah, 

`eÞyÞ[Þ J OVZÐ jkÞ[ [Ðf cÞfÐB _ÞSLÊ `eÞÒaiZ LeÞ`ÐeÞaÐ, Ò[Òa [ÐkÐ jÊte ]ÞhÞa Ð  

Ò[Òa ÒjBVÐ ÒNÐVÞH c_e bÐa, aMÐZÞÒ]aÐ `ÐBÜ Ð aMÐZÞÒ]mÞ [! ÒcÐ LÐc jeÞNmÐ Ð HÒa A`Z* LÐc, 

A`Z ÒLcÞ[Þ NÍkZLeÞÒa Ð  

 

Aj«Ê, jÊ_Ð\ÐfÞÒe AÒc MÞeÞ `ehÞaÐ Ð 
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a]ÍÑLÐ dÞaÞ LÞ LÐeÒZ 

XLçVeç S¯ÒNÐ`Ðf ckÐ« Þ 

 

2016 cjÞkÐ _Òbcée cÐjÒe JéÐjÞÕV_ç XÞ.jÞ.Òe ÒLÒ[ SZ JXÞA* jÐ\ÞÒe Ò]MÐ 

ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ mÞmÞe aÞbÐOe DjúaÒe Ð  ÒjWÐÒe @_ÔcÐ_* jk L\ÐaÐràÐ ÒkaÐÒaÒf ÒcÐ' 

WÐeÊ jÐ_ SÒZ ckÞfÐ, cÑ_Ð LkÞÒm, Òj [Ð* cÐ'*Ê a]ÍÑ_Ð\ Ò_aÐ`ÐBÜ bÐaÊR«Þ  Ð  HkÐ 

hÊZÞ, ÒcÐe `_úÑ BRÊL ÒkÒm [Ð* jÐ\ÞÒe a]ÍÑ_Ð\ dÞaÐ`ÐBÜ Ð  Òj\Þ jÒ=jÒ=, cÑ_Ð Í̀hðLÒm, "bÐB_Ð, A`Z 

ÒjWÐLÊ dÐB `ÐeÞÒa [?'  Òj ÒaÐÒ^ bÐaÊ\ÞÒm, cÊÜ MÊaç a¯² ÒkmÞZÞ, LÐÒf `ÐkÐXÞA @qfÒe QÐmÞ `ÐeÞaÞLÞ _ÐkÞÜ 

Ð  cÊÜ LkÞmÞ, "ÒQ½Ð LeÞaÞ' Ð  ÒjkÞ @_ÊjÐÒe, Ace ÒdÐS_Ð QÐmÞmÐ Ð  [Ð'e LÞRÞ ]Þ_ bÞ[Òe, HAeçmÐB_ç cÐ_*e 

ÒJéaç jÐBVçÒe ÒMÐSÊ ÒMÐSÊ MÊaç bm ÒeVçÒe ]ÞmâÑ `ÐBÜ VÞÒLVç cÞfÞNmÐ HaÕ Ace a]ÍÑ_Ð\ dÐ[ÍÐ `ÐBÜ 

AÒ¯ÐS_ Aec÷ ÒkmÐ Ð  cÒ_ ÒkmÐ, Í̀bÊ a]ÍÑ_Ð\ AcLÊ ]¯ÐLeÞ XÐLÊR«Þ Ð   

cÑ_Ð*e ầÐ_ç @_ÊjÐÒe, Òj J [Ð* cÐ', AÒc ]Þ'SZ J [Ð* `ÒXÐhÑ L`â AÒceÞLÐeÊ aÐkÐeÞ ]ÞmâÑÒe 

`kÜQÞaÊ Ð  [Ð'`Òe, [Ð* cÐ'* SÒZ ckÞfÐ jÐ= bÊaÒ_héeçeÊ AjÞ ]ÞmâÑÒe Ac jÐ=Òe cÞhÞÒa Ð  HZÊ, AÒc jÐ[ 

SZ jÐ= ÒkÐB a]ÍÑ_Ð\ dÞaÊ Ð  ÒjkÞ @_ÊjÐÒe, cÑ_Ð [Ð*e ]ÞmâÑÒe ekÊ\ÞaÐ SÒZ jÐ=* jk ÒdÐNÐÒdÐN LÒm 

Ð  Òj jÐ=*e HL VÔÐµÞ LÕ`Ð_Ñ jkÞ[ SZÐhÊZÐ \ÞmÐ Ð  akÊ[ AÒmÐQ_Ð `Òe, WÞLç ÒkmÐ Òd AÒc jÐ[ SZ 

aÞb¦ ÒkÐB ]ÊBVÞ VÒ¯ÐVÐ CÒ_ÐbÐ VÔÐµÞÒe AN `R ÒkÐB a]ÍÑ_Ð\ dÞaÊ Ð  ÒjkÞ ầÐ_ç @_ÊjÐÒe, AÒc 6SZ 

XÒmâjç HAeçÒ`ÐVçeÊ N[ Òc' cÐj 22 [ÐeÞMÒe aÐkÐeÞ ]ÞmâÑ HAeçÒ`ÐVàçÒe bÐe[Ñ¯ VÐBcç 23 [ÐeÞM eÐ[Þ 

11VÐÒe `kÜQÞmÊ Ð  ]ÞmâÑÒe AÒc ÒNÐVÞH ]Þ_ ekÞ 25 [ÐeÞMÒe VÔÐµÞ ^eÞ keÞ]éÐeç aÐkÐeÞNmÊ Ð  ÒjWÞ `kÜQÞ 

Òj]Þ_ juÔÐÒaÒf, N=Ð _CLËfÒe ÒkD\ÞaÐ N=Ð Ae[Þ Ò]MÞmÊ Ð  MÊaç bmmÐNÞmÐ  Ð  [Ð'`Òe AÒc 26 [ÐeÞM 

jLÐÒf keÞ]éÐeç RÐXÞmÊ a]ÍÑ_Ð\ @bÞcÊÒM Ð  Ace `âÐ_ç \ÞmÐ, juÔÐ jÊ^Ð AÒc "ÒSÐjÞcW' ÒaÐmÞ HL SÐNÐÒe 

`kÜQÞ ÒjWÞ ekÞaÊ HaÕ [Ð' `e]Þ_ a]ÍÑ_Ð\ dÞaÊ Ð 

Ac NÐXÞÒe, AÒc ]ÊBVÞ L`â J `R NÐXÞÒe, cÑ_Ð, [Ð'* cÐ' HaÕ [Ð'* cÐ'* jÐ= ajÞ\ÞÒm Ð  keÞ]éÐe WÐeÊ 

Í̀Ð¯ 50 LÞÒmÐcÞVeç dÐBRÊ LÞ _ÐkÞÜ, `ÐkÐXÞA eÐªÐ `XÞmÐ J Òj eÐªÐÒe, akÊ[ aÐÜ-XÐkÐZ ÒcÐX \ÞmÐ Ð  `RLÊ 

@_ÐB Ò]MÞmÊ, Ac `R VÔÐµÞVÐ Ò]MÐdÐD_ÐkÞÜ Ð  QÞ«Þ[ ÒkÐB Ac XÍÐBbeçLÊ NÐXÞ eMÞaÐLÊ LkÞ Ae NÐXÞe 

XÍÐBbeçLÊ Ò$Ð_ç LeÞaÐLÊ LkÞmÊ Ð  SZÐ`XÞmÐ Òd, cÑ_Ð*e ÒcÐj_ç jÞLçÒ_jç @RÞ HaÕ [Ð*e aÐ«Þ ÒkÐBdÐBRÞ Ð  

HZÊ [Ð*e aÞhÍÐc `ÐBÜ NÐXÞVÞ `RÒe LÞRÞ ]ËeÒe @VLÞRÞ Ð  `ÊZÞ SZÐ`XÞmÐ Òd, cÑ_Ð* cÐ' [Ð*Ê aÐ«Þ LcÐBaÐ 

Ki^ c^Ô Ò]B Ò]BR«Þ Ð  AÒc aÞ LÞRÞ jc¯ eÐªÐ LXÒe ekÞmÊ HaÕ [Ð'`Òe ỀZÞ ANLÊ QÐmÞmÊ Ð  

Ò]MÐNmÐ, 10 LÞÒmÐcÞVeç bÞ[Òe, cÑ_Ð*Ê [Þ_Þ QÐeÞ \e ekÞaÐLÊ `XÞmÐ Ð  NÐXÞ QÐmÞmÐ cÐÒ[Í [Ð'*Ê aÐecéÐe aÐ«Þ 

mÐNÊRÞ J AÒ]ßÐ _ÞSLÊ LÒÃÐÍmç LeÞ `ÐeÊ_ÐkÐ«Þ Ð  _ÞÒS cÑ_Ð c^Ô QÞ«Þ[ Ð  HbfÞ @ayÐÒe, Òj LÞ`eÞ dÞÒa J 

AÒc LÞ`eÞ ÒSÐjÞcW `kÜQÞaÊ Ð  ÒjÒ[ÒafLÊ, AÒc ÒNÐVÞH ÒRÐV ÒkÐÒVmç `ÐMÒe ekÞ\ÞmÊ Ð  akÊ QÞ«ÐLeÞ, 

cÑ_Ð yÞeLÒm Òd Òj HbfÞ @ayÐÒe AD ANLÊ dÐB`ÐeÞÒa _ÐkÞÜ Ð  [Ð* cÐ' aÞ aX ]étÒe `XÞÒm Ð  HÒ[ 

aÐV AjÞ a]ÍÑ_Ð\ ÒLcÞ[Þ dÞÒa Ð  ÒjWÊ yÞe ÒkmÐ Òd, cÑ_Ð ÒjkÞ ÒRÐV ÒkÐÒVmçÒe ]ÊB ]Þ_ `ÐBÜ ekÞÒa J 

aÐLÞ AÒc jcÒª a]ÍÑ_Ð\ dÐB Ò$eÞmÐ aÐVÒe [Ð'*Ê Þ̀Lç@ ç̀ LeÞ _aÊ Ð  jcÒª Òj\ÞÒe eÐSÞÒkÒm HaÕ AÒc 

ÒjWÞ cÑ_Ð*Ê RÐXÞ a]ÍÑ_Ð\ @bÞcÊÒM QÐmÞmÊ Ð  cÑ_Ð LÞ«Ê c_]ÊÓMÒe ÒjkÞ ÒkÐÒVmçÒe ekÞÒm Ace `Í[ÔÐarà_LÊ 

@Ò`lÐ LeÞ HaÕ a]ÍÑ_Ð\ dÐB`ÐeÞÒm _ÐkÞÜ Ð  kÊH[, [ÐkÐ Chée* CRÐ \ÞmÐ Ð ÒkÒm, _ÞeÊ`Ð¯ ÒkÐB, cÑ_Ð 

ÒaÐÒ^ a]ÍÑ_Ð\*Ê QÞ«Ð LeÞ, Dwa hÍÑLó»*Ê LkÞ\ÞaÐ L\Ð bÐaÊ\ÞÒm, "jLf [Ñ\à Ò[Ð QeÒZ, a]ÍÑLÐ dÞaÞ LÞ' 

LÐeÒZ ?' Ð 
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ସା ବଦି୍ୟା ୟା ବମୁିକ୍ତୟୟ  
ପ୍ରଶାନ୍ତ କୁମାର ଭୂୟ ା 

 
ସୁଧୀ ପାଠୟକ!... 

ପ୍ରଥମୟର ମ ୁ ଏହା ଭାବ ିବସଥିିଲି ୟେ ପାଠକଟଏି ଅଝଟ ଏୟକାଇର ବଳା ବଶିୟିକଶନ ପୁଅଟଏି ପରକିା । ୟହୟଲ ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ 
ଏହା ମୟନ ହୁଏ ୟେ ଭଲ ପାଠକଟଏି ୟହଲା ୟଦ୍ହଲଗା ମା ପରକିା । ୟଗାୟେୟଗାୟେ ଛାଇ ଭଳ ିଲାଗି ରହଥିିବ। ମା’ଟଏି ୟେପର ି
ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ ୋଳୁ ଆଉ ବୁକୁୟର ହାେମାର ିୋେ ିୟଦ୍ୟେ େ ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ ନୁେରୁା ମୁଣ୍ଡୟର ୟେଲ ହାେଟଏି ବୁଲାଇନଏି । ୟସଥିୟର 
ଆଦ୍ର େ ନଶି୍ଚୟ ଥାଏ ଆଉ ଥାଏ ଏୟେ ଆଶୀଷ ୋ ଶଆାଳୀ ପାଇ । ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ ପୁଅ ହାେୟର ୋଇବା ୟପାଟଳଟିଏି ଧରାଇଦ୍ଏି ଆଉ ’
ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ ବଜିୟଟୀକା ଲଗାଇଦ୍ଏି । ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ ପୁଅର ୟେରବିା ବାଟ ଅୟନଇ ଦ୍ାଣ୍ଡକୁ ବାର ିଦ୍ଶଥର ହୁଏ େ ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ 
ଦ୍ୀପ ଆଉ ଦୂ୍ବଚାଉଳ ଧର ିଦୁ୍ଆର ମୁହ ୟର ଛେିା ୟହାଇଥାଏ । 

ପାଠକ ସବୁ ୟସହପିର ି। ଜୟେ ପି୍ରୟ ୟଲେକର ୟଲୋକୁ ଏୟେ ଆଦ୍ର ଆଉ େତ୍ନୟର ୋକୁ ବଢ଼ାନ୍ତ ି। ୟସହ ିୟଲୋ ସବବଜନବଦି୍େି 
ହୁଏ । ୟଲେକର ପରଚିେି ିଆଉ ପ୍ରେଷି୍ଠା ବୟଢ଼। ୟଲେକକୁ ଆହୁର ିଭଲ ୟଲଖିବାକୁ ୟପ୍ରରୋ ମିୟଳ । ୟଲେକ ୟଲଖିଚାୟଲ ଆଉ ପାଠକ 
ପଢ଼ଚିାୟଲ । ଅନନ୍ତ ଆଉ ଅସରନ୍ତ ିଏଇ ଭାବ। ଏଥିୟର ୟକୟେଜେଙ୍କ ଇଷବା, ହିିଂସା, ୟେଷ ଆସ ିସାମଲି ହୁଏ ଆଉ ୟଲୋ ଆଉ ୟଲେକଙୁ୍କ 
ଅପଦ୍ସ୍ତ କରବିାର ପ୍ରୟାସ ହୁଏ। ୟହୟଲ ଏଥିୟର ମେବୟଦ୍ା ସାହେିୟର ଧୂଳସିାେ ହୁଏ । ୟକୟେଜେ ନେ ଘସନ୍ତ ିଆଉ ୟକୟେଜେ ନାକୟର 
ଆଙୁ୍ଗଠ ିୟଦ୍ଇ ହସନ୍ତ ି।  

ଏଇ ସବୁ ୟଦ୍ଖି ଶଖିି ବୁଝ ିଏେୁଟଏିରୁ ଏୟେ ୟହଲିେି । ଭଲ କଛି ିୟହଉ କ ିନୟହଉ ୟହୟଲ ମନ୍ଦ ୟହବାର ୟକୌେସ ିବବିର୍ତ୍ବନବାଦ୍ର 
ହ୍ରାସ ୟହାଇନାହିଁ ବରିଂ େଗିେୁିେ ୟହାଇସାରଛି ି। ସାହେିୟ ଏଇ ସୁରଅସୁରଙ୍କ ପାଇ  ଏକ ସମଦୁ୍ର ମନ୍ଥନ େୁଲୟ ପ୍ରେେିନ୍ଦେିା ୟହାଇ ସାରଛି ି। 
ଏଥିରୁ ଅମୃେ ରୂପୀ କାବୟ, କବେିା, ଗଳ୍ପ, ପ୍ରଭୃେ ିମିଳଛି ିେ ଲକ୍ଷ୍ମୀ, ଐରାବେ, ଉୟଚୈଶ୍ରବା, ଚନ୍ଦ୍ର, ୟକୌସୁ୍ତଭ, ପାରଜିାେ ପର ିମାନ ସମ୍ମାନ, 
େଳକ ସବୁ ପ୍ରାପ୍ତ ୟହାଇଛ ି। ଏହାର ଆବଣ୍ଟନ ମଧ୍ୟ ୟସଇ ପ୍ରକାର ୟହବାୟର ଲାଗିଛ ି। ବଭିିନ୍ନ ଆଳୟର ପଦ୍ ଆଉ ସମଦୃ୍ଧୟିର ବୁେ ିରହଥିିବା 
ସୁରଗେ ସବୁ କରାୟର୍ତ୍ କରଛିନ୍ତ ି। ସୟବବାଚ ଆସନୟର ଉପବଷି୍ଟ ୟହାଇଥିବା ଈଶ୍ୱରଙୁ୍କ ଲକ୍ଷ୍ମୀଙ୍କ ଉୟକାଚ ୟଦ୍ଇ ମୁହ  ବନ୍ଦ କରାୋଇଅଛ।ି 
ଏଇ ସବୁ େୟଳଇ ୟଦ୍ଖିୟଲ ଜୋପୟେ ୟେ ଏଇ ପରୁାେ କଥା ସବୁ ପୁରୁୋ ନୁୟହ  ବରିଂ ଭବଷିୟେର ମାଦ୍ଳାପାଞି୍ଜଟଏି । ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ 
ଇେହିାସର ପନୁରାବର୍ତ୍ବନ ୟହବାୟର ଲାଗିଛ ିେ ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ ଅଜୋ, ଅଶୁୋ କଥା ମଧ୍ୟ ୟହବାୟର ଲାଗିଛ ି। 

ଜୟେ ୟଲେକର ସାହେିୟକୁ ୟରାମନ୍ଥନ କର ି କରାଇ ୟକୟେଜେ ଅମୃେ, ଚନ୍ଦ୍ର, ଲକ୍ଷ୍ମୀ, ଐରାବେ, ଉୟଚୈଶ୍ରବା, ପାରଜିାେ, ପ୍ରଭୃେ ି
ପାଇଛନ୍ତ ିେ ଆଉ ୟକୟେଜେ ଉକଟ ଗରଳ ମଧ୍ୟ ପାଠକର ମାନସକୁ ପିଆଇବାୟର ପଛଘଞୁ୍ଚା ୟଦ୍ବାୟର ପଛାଇ ନାହାନ୍ତ ି। ନଜିର ସାହେିୟ 
ପରାକାଷ୍ଠା ୟଦ୍ୋଇବାକୁ ୋଇ ସରଳ ପାଠକର ମାନସକିୋକୁ କୁଠାରାଘାେ ବ ିକରାୟହାଇଛ ି। ଏହ ିପରୟିପ୍ରକ୍ଷୀୟର ୟକୟେଜେ ପାଠକଙ୍କ 
ସାହେିୟର ଆଗ୍ରହ ମରେିାଇଛ ିେ ୟକୟେଜେ ସାହେିୟ ପଢ଼ବିାକୁ ଡର ିବ ିୋଇଛନ୍ତ ି। ଏେୁ ଅୟନକଙ୍କ ପାଇ  ଦୁ୍ୟବବାଧ୍ୟ କୂଟ ରାଜନୀେ ିପରାୟୟ 
ସାହେିୟ ମଧ୍ୟ ଗଳଗ୍ରହ ୟହାଇୋଇଛ ି। ସାହେିୟକୁ ସମୟସ୍ତ ୟଗାଟଏି ଜନପି୍ରୟ ୟହବାର ବାହନ ଭାବ ିବସଛିନ୍ତ।ି ସାହେିୟକୁ ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ 
ଶାରଦ୍ୀୟ ଅଭିନନ୍ଦନ ମଳିଛି ିେ ୟକୟେୟବୟଳ ଜନପଦ୍ୟର ଅେୟାଚାର ମଧ୍ୟ। 

ୟହୟଲ; ସାହେିୟର ସରୁକ୍ଷା ବଳୟ ସବୁ ୟସଇ ପାଠକଙ୍କ ଉପୟର ହିଁ ନଭିବର କରୁଛ ି। ପାଠକଙ୍କ ରୁଚ,ି ଆଗ୍ରହ ଆଉ ସାହେିୟାନୁରାଗ ହିଁ 
ପ୍ରକୃେ ସାହେିୟକୁ ଜନମାନସଙ୍କ ନକିଟୟର ଉପସ୍ଥାପିେ କରବି; ଏଥିୟର ୟକୌେସ ିସିଂଶୟ ନାହିଁ । ସବୁୟବଳ ପର ିୟମାର ଏହ ିଭରସା ମଧ୍ୟ 
ଅଛ ିଆଉ ରହବି ମଧ୍ୟ । ସାହେିୟର ଧ୍ୱଜା ଉେ ିଆସଛି,ି ଉେୁଛ ିଆଉ ଉେୁଥିବ । ଏେୁ ମ ୁ ସଧୁି ପାଠକବୃନ୍ଦଙୁ୍କ ଅନୁୟରାଧ କରବି ିୟେ ସାହେିୟ 
ନନ୍ଦୟିଘାଷର ରଜୁ୍ଜ ୟସମାନଙ୍କ ହାେୟର । ଏୟବ ୋଙ୍କ ମନ, ପ୍ରାେ ଆଉ ଆତ୍ମାର ବେଦ୍ାଣ୍ଡୟର ଏହ ି ରଥକୁ ୟନଇ ଆୟଗଇ ଚାଲନୁ୍ତ 
। ପାଠକଙ୍କ ନମିୟନ୍ତ ନୀେଶିେକରୁ ପଦ୍ଏି ୟଲେଛୁ…ି 

 
साहित्यसङ्गीतकलाहििीनः साक्षात्पश ः प च्छहिषाणिीनः तृणं न खादन्नहप जीिमानः तद्भागधये ंपरम ंपशनूाम् 

- ପ୍ରଭୂ 
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Coalition of the Willing… 
Dr Sikhanda Satapathy 

 

 “You can take a horse to the river, but you can’t make it drink,” is a 
very apt saying that applies to our everyday life. If there is thirst, there is a 
way to the water. Somebody may show the way to the water, but the 

important thing is to possess, in the first place, a thirst. As “ମିମରି ସାହେିୟ ଶକି୍ଷା” 

taught us, if there is no focus, it is very difficult to learn. Many go to sermons 
only to fall asleep in no time, because the idea was not to learn and reflect, 
but because turning down somebody’s invitation was difficult. Similarly, folks 
go to big conferences only to play on their phones while the speaker is 
expounding intricate details of his analysis.  

 Are we, the Odias in America, a coalition of the willing? Do we want to celebrate our roots 
through togetherness, be it at the convention, through articles in journals, newsletters or e-groups, or 
just meeting others who speak the same language, eat the same food and hum the same melody? Do 
we want to travel together though the life in this adopted country of ours, together? If yes, then we 
shouldn’t need prodding or coercion to be part of that journey. The companionship would be rewarding 
enough for us to volunteer our help, pat the back of another volunteer or just give that little push to get 
the cart over the hump. No force is necessary, no complaint is useful! 

Some of OSA’s well-wishers have lamented that there is a decline of volunteers in the society’s 
activities, there is poor attendance in community events and there is a general lack of enthusiasm in 
general! Why? Have we lost that thirst to celebrate our roots? Have we become too busy with our 
growing unit family or the demanding job? Or just that we haven’t kept up with time as the cultural 
focus has shifted for the immigrants? It is possible that the general cynicism emanating from the 
political milieu has made us mentally and physically numb. Or is it that we have forgotten our original 
purpose and have gotten sidetracked to peripheral objectives? 

 I don’t know the answer. It’s for us all to find our thirst – the common thirst. How do we want to 
lead our lives, and what environment do we want to create for the next generation – our children? 
Should we think beyond our immediate family, immediate neighborhood and immediate self-interest?  
Should we just want somebody else to carry the “water” to us, or should we beat the path to the water 
ourselves alongside our extended family here?  

 In the current political environment, it is a time for reflection for all of us on how to mold our 
place in American society! A quagmire of intolerance and misplaced nationalistic ideology is threatening 

the fabric of life. Kabibara Radhanath had aptly said, “ଇଛନ୍ତ ିଦ୍ାମି୍ଭୟକ, ହୟସ୍ତ ରଖିବାକୁ, ସମସ୍ତଙ୍କ ଭାଗୟ ୟଡାର;ି ନଜି 
ଭାଗୟ ୟଡାର,ି କାଳ ହୟସ୍ତ ବନ୍ଧା, ପକାନ୍ତ ିୟହୟଳ ପାୟଶାର ି|” The world has witnessed many such “ଦ୍ାମି୍ଭକ”s over the 

time. This time will also pass. But let that not be an alibi to develop a psychological numbness and 
cynical attitude. We can minimize the impact on our own finite time by being proactive. We need to find 
our common cause and chart our course in this society. That can be done if we participate and 
contribute our mite. We have to find our thirst first. 
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Dr. Gauri Charan Das: Understanding Odia Identity and Leadership in Retrospect 

Dr Kanak Hota 

 
Dr. Gauri Charan Das (1941-2017) one of the founders and the first president of The Odisha Society 

of the Americas (OSA) passed away on May 25th, 2017. 
 
Almost half a century ago in 1969, Gouribabu, then a young postdoctoral 

fellow from MIT, led a trove of brilliant minds with a manifesto stating that 
facilitation of social relationship, promotion of Odia culture and helping aspiring 
students from Odisha realize their dreams in America, were their goals. Those 
young men could put into perspective the opportunities the developed world 
offered and the dire seize of human potential back home. They wanted to 
develop a network of fellow Odias in North America who shared not just their 
sense of isolation and nostalgia in an alien land, but also their hopes and 
aspirations for Odisha. They wanted to forge a collective identity and celebrate the grandeur of Odisha’s 
rich cultural heritage.  They imagined a collective that would be a welcoming oasis for the potential 
immigrants from Odisha to North America that could render a tenor of fraternity in the foreign land.  
Their experiment was the first of its kind among the regional ethnic groups from India in North America. 

   Their quest planted the seed of a democratic organization that Bertrand Russell would 
characterize as strength of the otherwise feeble individual in a megalopolis, where man feels threatened 
and isolated. May be, something too was in the air in Boston –the cradle of liberty –the city historically 
known for the Tea Party Revolution. The burden of history was still weighing on India free from 
centuries of colonial domination. While the nation was still struggling to find her feet in the modern 
world, Odisha’s position was deplorable.  

 When we think of OSA as a large Odia family, Gauribabu is the vital generational link. Succinct 
and straight from the heart, Prof. Bijoy Misra calls him, “a blessed elder brother.” He says, “Gauribabu 
was a quintessential Oriya.  He carried Oriya brilliance, Oriya pride, Oriya sensitivity and the Oriya 
camaraderie.  He loved Oriya language, championed Oriya traditions, and sought out Oriya friends.  He 
knew of the Oriya poverty and the neglect of Orissa in modern days.” 

 Lalatendu Manasinha’s tribute includes Gauribabu’s two hand written notes, one inviting friends 
for a meet at Hosmer Auditorium in Hartford on October 8, 1970, and the other, stating the mission of 
the budding organization and asking for names and addresses of fellow Odias for compilation of an Odia 
directory.  

 From its inception as a besotted dream to birth and stabilization, OSA as a democratic 
organization went through those natural pangs of growth, but with time, became robust and sprawling. 
When passion becomes a collective posture, ideas collide and conflicts are unavoidable. OSA is no 
exception.   

 During the last fifty years, migratory patterns to the US and Canada have changed. The influx of 
new Odias joining the elite workforce in North America has been continuous. We may say, largely due to 
the revolution in communication technology, the arrival of the OSA newsletter in mail seems obsolete 
now, but it was the lifeline once. When the grace of Odissi or the mellifluous lines of Gitagovinda 
resonate in the sprawling halls during our conventions, we must remember the pioneering leadership of 
Gauribabu for imagining these possibilities. Also, when we celebrate our Odia roots through our 
language, food, dance, literature, music and history, we are transmitting historical awareness in a subtle 
way to generations born and raised here.  
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ପ୍ରସୂନ 
Prasuna - Flower 
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It’s Time We Talked 
Aryana Rajanala 

 

 

 

In spite of all the progress we have made, the social stigmas around menstruation hold girls and women 
back in many respects. UNESCO reports that 1 in 10 girls in Africa miss school during menstruation. In 
many parts of India and Bangladesh, women don’t go into the kitchen or cook during these days. A 
majority of women and girls in the world still do not have access to safe and hygienic supplies to manage 
their periods.   
 
This story was written for use by Ayati, a non-profit organization in NJ that supports menstrual education 
in India and helps procure and distribute supplies. 
  

Isla wakes up with a wide stretch, letting her long, shimmering black hair fall down her back as 
she sits up in bed, yawning. She uses a hand and pushes her hair back behind her ear, taking her other 
hand and rubbing her eyes blearily. Without actually opening her eyes, as if she's sleepwalking, she 
stands and walks over to her closet, pulling out what she believes to be a bright cyan dress. She loves 
that one, the way it fits elegantly over her form, curving around her slim figure. And of course today is 
the day to wear it! Ayaan is visiting!  He comes every month to see her and the town, but it feels like 
eternities pass between his visits. Ayaan is Isla's best friend. They met years ago, before he moved. 
Thankfully, though, he still visits her. Isla doesn't know what she would do without him.  

Still only half awake, Isla staggers over to the bathroom in the hallway, waving sleepily to her 
mother on her way in, and prepares herself for the day, combing her hair, taking a shower and getting 
dressed. It is not until she steps out of the bathroom, leaving the bathroom mirror covered in 
condensation, that she is finally awake. And now that she is awake, she finally has enough energy to be 
excited.  

Ayaan is coming!  
Briefly, she stops and checks her appearance in the mirror perched upon her dresser in her 

room. Her hair, however straight and manageable it seems at first glance, is totally and absolutely 
untamable. Despite the fact, she manages to braid it neatly and lets it hang over her right shoulder. The 
cyan dress is slightly tighter than it should be, but it isn't uncomfortable, and it doesn't look tight on her. 
The sleeves go down to just below her elbows and the dress itself flows down to her knees. She smiles 
contentedly, the soft features of her face lighting up with delight. Cyan is Ayaan’s favorite color.   

"Ma!" Isla calls, flinging herself down the hall and into the kitchen where her mother is standing 
by the stove. She looks to be cooking lunch.  
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"Good morning, Isla," her mother says sweetly. "It's about time you're up. It's getting late 
already."  

"Ma, it's only seven o'clock!" she exclaims. "So when is Ayaan getting here?"  
"Like you said," she chuckles softly, "it's only seven o'clock. Give him some time. He'll be here 

soon. In the meantime, why don't you help me with lunch?"  
Isla sighs, rolling her eyes. "No thanks, Ma. I think I should wait for him by the entrance. Maybe 

he doesn't remember where our house is after all this time."  
"He visits every month," her mother says. "I really don't think that he—" She turns around to 

look at her daughter after hearing a soft click behind her, but sees only an open door, a gentle zephyr 
blowing into the curtains on the other side of the room.  

Isla grins impishly to herself as she walks up the path to the entrance of the town, smiling at the 
other residents as she passes by, but the smile is strained. She doesn't really want to smile at them. She 
wants to smile at Ayaan, but he isn't here yet.  

She looks up as someone approaches her, smiling brightly. It's her friend, Ina. "Isla!" she calls 
happily, grabbing Isla's hand. "Come on, come play with us! Please?"  

Isla hesitates in answering. "Sorry, Ina, but I don't think I can play right now. I'm waiting for 
Ayaan. Maybe we can play a little later, alright?"  

Ina frowns. She looks so cute, Isla thinks for a moment, being only seven years old with a pair of 
short black pigtails bouncing on her back as she plays with her other friends. "Fine," she huffs. "But 
please come!"  

Isla watches as Ina runs off. She doesn't like saying no to her, but if she is to be completely 
honest, none of them really matter to her right now. She wants Ayaan, and he is taking a long time. Or 
maybe she's just really impatient. After all, it's still pretty early, and he doesn't usually get there until 
later in the day…but at the same time, he looks forward to his visits as much as Isla does, and— 

"Ah!" Isla cries as a pair of arms wraps around her neck, someone jumping on her back. She 
spins around in an attempt to throw her attacker off, though her efforts are in vain. At last, the arms let 
go and she whips around and slaps her assailant, then gasps.  

"Ayaan!" she shouts, throwing her arms around him. "Oh, you're finally here! What took you so 
long?"  

Ayaan winces, rubbing his cheek. "Ouch," he mutters. "That really hurt. I thought I'd get a 
warmer welcome."  

Isla pushes him back, frowning disapprovingly. "Then maybe you shouldn't have jumped on me 
like that! You scared me half to death!"  

He smiles sheepishly, shrugging innocently, pushing the pair of of glasses he wears higher up on 
his thin nose. She hates those glasses. It always makes it harder to see the shine in his warm, gentle 
brown eyes. "Isla, it's so good to see you again. I wish I could come more often."  

She nods enthusiastically. "Me too, but…you only leave for a month at a time. You don't have to 
act like it's been years since you've seen me! Now come on, let's go tell Ma that you're here! And then 
you can tell me all about what you've been doing without me and we can play some more! Come on, 
come on! You only have a few days here, so let's make the most of it!"  
Ayaan laughs as she drags him back to her house. He loves visiting her, however childish she is at times. 
Time always seems to fly during those few days. This is like a break for both of them, relief from the 
routine and pattern that haunts their everyday lives. This will be as fun as any other month, he thinks to 
himself.  

And the visits continue, each one consisting of a mixture of memories and pure bliss, flying past 
them like lightning, leaving the gaps in between to drag by in the muddy boredom they leave behind 
after their brief showers of dizzy ecstasy. A year passes, leaving both Ayaan and Isla at fifteen years of 
age.  
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Again, on a weekend morning like any other, in anticipation of Ayaan's arrival, Isla wakes up 
with a stretch and a yawn, making her way to the bathroom with a pastel yellow skirt and a cyan top—
cyan is still his favorite color, right?—but when she comes out, she turns white as a sheet. 

Her mother looks at her as she walks out, frowning. "Isla," she asks slowly, "is something 
wrong?"  

“It’s those days again,” Isla whispers quickly to her mother. “Aayan is coming. I...I can’t be 
home.” And with those few ambiguous words—though they were clear as day to her mother--she slips 
out the door, walking swiftly down the empty streets. Why are they empty? Is the world purposely 
avoiding her now? She chuckles to herself. As if. Clouds cover the sky, as if mourning for her. Today of all 
days, it had to happen! 

She goes into a quiet alley in a quiet part of neighborhood and sits down. She sighs. She won't 
be able to see Ayaan until it's over. That is one of the evil parts of growing up. Resignedly, she puts her 
head in her hands and sits there. She looks up as a raindrop falls on her arm. Isn't that just perfect?  

She really hates it when this happens to her. She isn't allowed to be around people. She isn't 
allowed to visit the temple. She isn't allowed to run or jump or play or really anything she likes to do. 
And worst of all, she isn't allowed to talk about it.  

Outside the alley, she can hear Ayaan's voice, very faintly. He sounds like he's looking for her. 
"Isla!" he calls out, but she knows she shouldn't reply. She can hear his footsteps approaching, getting 
closer and closer, and then…farther away. He walks past her. She hears him talking to someone else, 
probably the only other one outside on a cold, damp morning like this. "Hey," he says. "Have you seen 
Isla anywhere? I thought she'd be walking to the entrance to meet me, but I can't find…" The rest of his 
sentence is drowned out by the rain. Isla moves closer to the opening of the alley, trying to hear what he 
is saying.  

"I haven't been able to find her either," a voice replies. It's Ina. "I even asked her mother, but 
she wouldn't tell me. I'll just ask her about it when she stops hiding."  

Isla can practically hear the frown in Ayaan's voice. "Alright, but why do you think she's hiding?"  
"It's anyone's guess," she says. "But she's older than me, so I don't really question a lot about 

what she does. I know this, though; she hides like this every month."  
There's a pause. "Thanks," Ayaan says. "I'll go look for her."  
And then, once again, his footsteps race past the alley, but this time, they stop and turn around, 

skidding to a halt in front of it.  
"Isla!" Ayaan shouts. "Isla, are you down there? Come on, it's raining! We should go inside!"  
She gasps and shuffles back in the alley, trying to act like she isn't there, but Ayaan's figure 

appears as a shadow in the alley's entrance, running towards her.  
"I'm not supposed to be around anyone!" she calls to him. He stops a few feet away from her, 

frowning.  
"Why not?" he asks, confusion creasing his brow. "Isla, what's going on? I can't help unless you 

tell me."  
Realizing that he won't go away until she explains herself, Isla stands briefly, cringing as she does 

so, and whispers in his ear. His frown deepens.  
"What?"  
She whispers something else in his ear.  
"Isla, why are you whispering? I don't understand."  
"Neither do I!" she cries, frustration growing in her voice. "I don't understand any of it! All I 

know is that when it happens, I have to stay away from people and there’s a plethora of things I can't do 
because that's what Ma told me before and that's what all the other girls in the town do."  

Ayaan puts a hand on her shoulder and looks into her dark, steady eyes. "Why?" he inquires.  
"Because Ma said so, and she's been saying so for the past couple years."  
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"But why does she say that?" he insists. Isla frowns, struggling to figure out what he's trying to 
say. "Isla, have you ever really thought about it? This is just a part of you, something that happens to 
every woman, right? It's just a part of growing up. You shouldn't be afraid of any of it. This happens 
where I live, too, but we never do anything like this, sending the girls away, and no one ever gets hurt or 
anything. Well, sometimes it makes the women feel really sick, but then, we shouldn't be shunning 
them, we should be supporting them! Why should it be any different here? You don't know anything 
about this. How will you understand what's going on if you can't ask about it, if you can't learn?"  

Isla doesn't move for a second, trying to absorb what he’s just said, trying desperately to grab 
the words, to believe them. It…It makes sense. Why should she be afraid of this? Suddenly the rituals all 
seem ridiculous, baseless superstitions that stayed with them through the ages. Why should she stay 
away from people? Why shouldn't she do all these things? Why do people speak of it like they are 
planning to commit a crime, in whispers and mumbles? It's a part of them.  

It’s a part of me.  
"Ayaan," she breathes softly. "Oh Ayaan, I've been so silly! Well then, since you helped me, I…I 

want to tell everyone else." She nods to herself, finalizing the thought. She doesn't have to be afraid of 
it. She doesn't want anyone else to be. "I want to fix the way the town feels about all of this. I want to 
learn. You'll help me, right?"  

Ayaan nods, smiling brightly. "Of course I will. Alright, why don’t we start with your mother? 
She'll definitely listen to us, and then more and more people can understand. The first thing we'll tell 
everyone: you don't have to be afraid of it."  

 

 
 

Aaryana Pradhan Rajanala - 9th Grade, 14 Years 

Hobbies, Passions and Future Goals: Aaryana Rajanala is a freshman at the Bridgewater-

Raritan High School. She has lived in different parts of the country, including Michigan, 

Missouri, and New Jersey. Currently, her favorite subjects in school are Latin, literature, and 

choir. She participates in the Model UN club at school and volunteers for causes that she 

believes in. As well as writing, she also loves to sing and play the violin. 

 

Parent’s Name(s): Sushmita Pradhan and Nagesh Rajanala 

 

*Aaryana Rajanala was placed 3rd in Meghna Memorial Award Senior Category (Ages 13-18) 
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Firebird 
Amrita Sahu 

 

The autumn leaves crinkle under her sneakered feet. Anyone watching 
would see only a tall, dark haired girl with stormy grey eyes slip into the 
back door of the bakery. This is her daily routine, come back from high 
school, catch the bus, run to the shop. She loves working there, but lately 
the shop felt like a small, confining oven. It limited her possibilities, and 
lately she dreamed of only one escape - the stage. 
 
The audience is hushed as I step onstage. I hear the first tinkling notes. Step, 
jump, turn, in time with the music as if it is one with me. I leap across stage, 
gliding across the floor. Then… I come to a stop. There is a loud silence, a 
dreadful silence as I wait for the response of the crowd. But then, just as 
unexpectedly, I hear a roll of thunder. No, not of thunder, of applause. 
Applause! As one, the audience stands. I curtsy, and walk off the stage, 
elated. 

 
“Anna?” a voice asks, interrupting her thoughts.  She shakes her head to clear away the dreams. That’s 
all they are, she reminds herself. Dreams. She looks up to see whose voice awoke her. Anna glances 
around the small cafe, trying to find the speaker. The bakery was called La Artiste, and it sold everything 
from chocolate croissants and coffee to fruit tarts and tea. It was decorated like a small store from Paris, 
as if the owner had plucked a street shop from France and brought it to Pennsylvania. There were fairy 
lights along the ceiling and a mini Eiffel Tower in the corner. Sprawled across the wall was a large mural 
of the French countryside, a field dotted with purple irises and yellow daffodils. In the far distance, you 
could see Blue Mountains, looming over a small town. 
 
“Sleeping on the job is a bad sign, darling. How are you going to get promoted if you laze around all 
day?” says the woman, chuckling.   
 
“Mum!” Anna turned around and gasped. “Hi! How come you’re in town?” 
 
“Can’t I check on you at your new job every now and then?” she replied with one eyebrow raised. 
 
“Yes! Of course you can! But aren’t you busy?” 
 
“Yes, I’m actually only in this part of town because I have a school board. Ooh! I’ve got to get going. The 
meeting starts soon, and I like to meet with some of the other teachers before we get started.” 
 
“Well, is Dad going to be home tonight?” Anna asked hopefully. 
 
“Probably not, sweetheart. You know how it is. He’s got some kids who need extra help with their math 
finals. Ok, honey, I have to leave.” The woman hurriedly rushes out of the shop as Anna, still dazed, 
walks to the counter. 
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They never come see me for more than a few minutes. Its okay, but we’re always paycheck to paycheck. 
That’s why Dad works at night all the time to help his students. And that’s why Mum wants me to get a 
good, stable job. Well, why can’t I become a dancer? I know I could dance in a company, especially after 
the audition from last week. 
 
Just last Monday, Anna skipped work for a day and instead went to a preliminary audition for her dream 
ballet company, The National Youth Ballet. It was the first company to also use modern dance 
techniques, something Anna excelled at. Her audition piece was deemed, “beautiful,” by the judges and 
gave her a chance to compete for a scholarship to take lessons over the summer. But she needed to be 
in Chicago for the final round, and her parents would never agree to the trip. 
 
I can hear them now, “Of course not! We’ve saved so much hard earned money so that you can go to 
college and be a lawyer like you’ve always wanted.” Hah! Do they actually think I want to do that for the 
rest of my life? But I’m going to have to, if I don’t tell them about the truth soon. I’ll tell them tomorrow 
morning before they leave for work. 
 
That night Anna set her alarm for 5:30 in the morning so that she had enough time to gather her 
thoughts. The next day she freshened up and walked to the table holding sheets of papers.  
 
“Good morning! Oh, what are those, honey?” her mother asked. 
 
“They’re about ballet. I think we need to talk. Do you and Dad have a few minutes?” said Anna. 
 
“Sure thing, darling,” her father replied. 
 
They sat at the table silently as Anna told them everything. 
 
“How could you not tell us about this before?” her father asked after Anna finished. 
 
“I was afraid you would say no,” Anna answered. 
 
“Of course we’ll say no! To think that we sacrificed everything for your future, and you want to be a 
dancer? Just because we sent you to lessons doesn’t mean you could survive with it as a career. You’d 
starve!” her mom said immediately. 
 
“Yes, you can never be a dancer,” her father said. “And if you still want to pursue this foolish dream, 
you’ll have to do it without our help.” 
 
“Fine!” Anna cried. She got up and walked away, sobbing.  
 
I can do it without their help. I am strong enough. I’ll use the money I’ve saved up to buy a ticket to 
Chicago, win that audition and stay there for the rest of the summer for lessons. 
 
Three days later, Anna found herself on a train to Chicago, waiting for her dreams to come true. She got 
to the company, without her parents for the first time. The audition had two parts, barre and stage 
performance. She placed first in both categories and won the scholarship for lessons. 
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The summer went on, and she missed her parents more and more but as she remembered their angry 
words, she vowed to become the best dancer she could. Enjoying herself thoroughly, she felt like she 
had finally found where she belonged. All that she learned over the summer culminated in the 
company’s performance of The Firebird. She was invited to be the main soloist for the performance.  
 
I can’t believe that I’m going to be the soloist for NYB! It’s everything I ever wanted. I knew that I could 
do it, despite what everyone told me. I’m going to be a real dancer! 
 
That day, as she got ready for her final appearance and big finish of the performance she went 
backstage to prepare herself. Taking deep breaths, she stood in wings, pointe shoes on and ready to go. 
She walked on stage and gave the performance of her life. Pointing her feet more than ever, holding her 
back tall, adding personal touches here and there, she danced her heart out. As she curtsied to the 
audience, she saw everyone rise in unison, applauding her performance. 
 
Suddenly, she saw someone walk on stage. It was Brooke Trufine, the director of the company. She had 
a microphone in her hand, and after waiting for the audience to settle down, she started to speak. 
“Thank you all so much for joining us tonight. Here we have a very special dancer, Anna, who won our 
audition for summer lessons and showed her true talents tonight. I am very proud to present to her, our 
very first Ballet Debut Award. Let’s give it up for Anna!” 
 
The applause started again, even louder this time. Anna hugged Brooke and started to tear up. 
Accepting the plaque, Anna walked off stage, overwhelmed, to see yet another surprise. 
 
“Anna! Come here my darling! I missed you so much!” a familiar voice cried. “I’m so sorry for everything 
I said. You are a dancer and you will always be a dancer. I’m so proud of you. I know it’ll take a lot to 
forgive our words, but now we understand. You should always be true to yourself.” 
 
“Mum! Dad!” Anna shrieked and ran to them. “It’s alright, you unknowingly pushed me to work harder 
than I ever would have, just so that I could show you this was real. In a way, this was all thanks to you.” 
 
“Don’t ever say that, your hard work and dedication is what made this happen," Without another word, 
they all embraced each other, joy in their hearts. 
 
“Anna! Could you please come here for a minute? We wanted to offer you a full time position here at 
NYB after you finish your last year of high school, and we need to work out the logistics with you,” 
Brooke called. 
 
Anna gently extricated herself from the hug and looked at her parents. 
 
“Go honey, go follow your dream, and never look back. We’ll come with you this time,” her mother said. 
“And remember Anna, you are a true Firebird.” 
 

 
Amrita is 13 years old and is in 7th grade. She is an avid reader and spends her free time writing, drawing 
and painting. She lives with her parents Prakash and Manaswini in Herndon, Virgina.  

*Amrita Sahu was placed 1st in Meghna Memorial Award Senior Category (Ages 13-18) 
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The Truth about Truth 

Yogesh Mohapatra 

 
Many people say truth is god. Many say that saying the truth all the time is the righteous way. But many 
do not know that always saying the truth is like a double-edged sword, one side could be to save 
someone’s life, and another to end someone’s cherished life. A man named Fred first handedly 
experienced both sides of the sword. 
 
A man named Fred was walking through the forest, admiring its wonders and look for a nice place to 
stay for the night. He was cold, famished, and exhausted. He knew that the townspeople would ignore 
him, and would not give him food. He decided to disguise himself as the prince and thought that they 
would offer him shelter and probably a feast. He quickly went to find somethings in the forest, and 
snuck into some of the villagers’ houses to gather food. He couldn’t see any food there, no food to stop 
him from making a grave mistake. He gathered the material to disguise himself with and stole a horse to 
make him look more like a prince and not like a ragged man looking for food. He came into town riding 
the horse, now adorned by handmade ornaments Fred had created a few moments ago. The trick 
worked, and the people treated him amazingly, giving up their houses for shelter, their year’s supply of 
food, and most of their valued possessions. He took them greedily and was about to leave when he saw 
something that would haunt him for the rest of his life.  
 
As he packed up to leave, he saw the king’s chariot coming in. He saw the king exit, and right after, the 
prince, the real prince! He panicked, not knowing what to do.  All the villagers turned to face him. 
“You’re not the real prince!” One villager said. 
 
 “You’re a fraud!” The other villagers were yelling and screaming at him. Not knowing what to do, Fred 
took off, grabbing his belongings, and ran off into the forest. He tripped over rocks and tree roots, and 
looked for a good hiding place, because he knew he couldn’t run forever. He finally found a small cave, 
and quickly covered it with leaves.  The villagers pursued him, running faster than ever, now knowing 
that they spent their years’ worth of food on one fake prince, a fraud. What they also didn’t know was 
that they weren’t chasing anything now, as he was behind them. He thanked god for letting him go, and 
started his journey back home.   
 
After sometime, Fred realized that he made a huge mistake, and wanted to redeem himself. He decided 
to set a goal, to be able to not lie for 30 years, and see how it would impact his life. He worked very hard 
towards this goal, as he sought to be one of the most truthful people alive.   
 
On the last day of the 29th year, he was rejoicing. He couldn’t believe that he could have kept this 
astonishing goal. He was walking through the forest, merrily and happily, as he sought to be finally one 
of the most truthful people mankind has ever seen. He thought, ‘If I am the most truthful person alive, I 
must be one of the most considerate people in the world.’ What Fred hadn’t known was that being 
truthful isn’t always being considerate.  Fred would learn the hard way.  
 
While he was merrily rejoicing, a ragged man ran up to him. He told his story to Fred. “Please help me. I 
am a very poor person, and I am getting robbed. If they find me, they’ll surely kill me.  Just tell them I 
ran off, while I will be actually be hiding underneath that shrub. Please!” The man pleaded and pleaded 
to help him, but Fred was determined to keep his goal. He was determined to finish what he had started 
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30 years back. When the robbers came, he told them where he was hiding. As the man was about to be 
taken away, he screamed. “I curse you to lose everything that you own, everything you love and curse 
you to repent for the rest of your life about what you did!”  With that the man disappeared, right off the 
robber’s shoulders, in a flash of white blinding light. The robbers and Fred, all terrified, ran as fast as 
their legs could take them. Fred ran back to his house, but when he reached, nothing was there. When 
he screamed for his wife and children, nothing responded to him. His house, his belongings, everything 
was gone. He sat down and repented, crying on the land that used to be his, but now was gone.   
 
 After some time. He knew that sitting and crying wasn’t going to help him.  So, for the next years that 
he lived, he worked to be the best person out there, truthful yes, but was also kind and considerate and 
depleted his ego. He worked knowing that one day, he could see his family again. That one day came, 
along with all the things he had previously owned, with his family and belongings, soon became one of 
the richest men on the planet. Not only by wealth, but also rich in caring, compassion, and was one of 
the best people in the world.  Fred had seen the wrath of the double edged sword of truth, so he knew 
that he would only tell the truth that proved to be good to tell, the one that saves an innocent one’s life, 
and not ending up prevailing on the antagonist’s favor. 
 

 

 
Yogesh Mohapatra 
7th Grade 
Mount Olive Middle School, NJ 
12 Ruggiero Way, Buddlake, NJ – 07828 
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Stuck on Spotlight 

Debasmita Kanungo  

Sitting in position - hand over leg, leg in front - everything seemed primed and in place. I’m 
ready to rock this, my mind chattered amidst the excitement. Like a new bud in spring, ready to bloom 
any second, I awaited the music. My legs, tapped in bide of the sound that was to roar across the room. 
My ears searched for the familiar sound that had been played so often that its tune and lyrics had been 
engraved in my mind. However… the anticipated sound never reached my eager ears. Silence 
reverberated through the auditorium. I could hear footsteps at the back of the room. My heart skipped 
a beat as a sense of quietus replaced the routine soundtrack. In between its irregular thumps, it let out a 
cry for help. My heart rattled like a jackhammer within my ribcage. As I suddenly stood on stage, frozen, 
I felt the world was living out its premonition to crumble and crash. My body cemented to the ground. 
My eyes glazed over. My lips sealed shut. A rush of panic and conundrum coursed through my veins as I 
turned to stone, gaping at the flood of faces that eyed me with apprehensive curiosity. The arrow of 
certainty was surely to miss the bullseye. Rather, it would be far from the target. I was not going to get 
out of here with any accomplishment, but rather, with unsurpassable unease. Worry thundered through 
my body and right about then, a soft voice breathed the fundamental reason I was on stage; the same 
voice that had been there for every performance since I set foot on a stage. You are a performer and you 
can do just about anything! 

 
An unusual sense of aplomb took over my limp arms. Suddenly, an unexpected source of energy 

congealed in my fingertips.  “Just play the previous soundtrack!” I shouted with tremulous confidence.  
 
As simply as the words were uttered, the technician played the previous song on the list. It 

blared through the once silent speakers. I, as easily described, flailed around the stage, moving my arms 
in circular motions as my feet hopped from one place to another. I thumped across the stage, lightning 
striking a field. My arms tugged one way as my legs jerked me the other way. My core seemed to be 
bobbing around in a cumbersome manner, disconnected from the rest of me. As I looked up slowly in 
anticipation of encouraging eyes, a muddled expression countered me. The eyes widened in utter 
bafflement. I scanned the crowd but all the faces showed an unusual sense of discomfort. A panel of 
confused faces and dazed expressions stared up at me as the extemporaneous routine continued. As my 
hands found their way back to their normal positions and I found my body intact, slow rumbles of 
applause filled the air. I found myself slightly lowering my head in a rather odd way as I enclosed the 
performance. Getting ahold of myself, I descended off stage in a floundering, yet, graceful ordeal. 

 
Subsequently after the stirring ordeal, I seated myself in my chair, whose surface had grown 

cold after its lack of inhabitancy. Thoughts of embarrassment clouded my mind. Later that evening, 
young girls in their frilly dresses trotted up the stairs to receive their shiny, gold ‘swords’ as I remained in 
my seat. As sentiments of discouragement tousled about my exasperated brain, the little voice found its 
way back. Once again, it stated the most substantial part of the episode and cleared the negativity that 
so easily consumed me. It whispered, you might not have won a hefty, gold trophy tonight, but you did 

attain a quality more preeminent: courage.   

 

Debasmita Kanungo, is 14 years old and is a  9th grader at Sycamore High School in Cincinnati, Ohio.  
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The Power of A Smile 
Simoni Mishra 

 

What is it that separates us humans? Is it the side of the road that we drive on? 
Or the system that we use to classify different weights and measures? Or is it 
something bigger? Our backgrounds and opinions make up who we are; unique 
and amazing people, all of us here for a reason. But throughout a vast sea of 
customs, one symbol ties everyone together. A smile.  
 
A world without love is like a garden without flowers. However, acquiring love is easier said than done. 
Love and respect is at the top of the pyramid that we all have to climb. The foundation of it is attaining 
someone’s trust, and the best way I can think of to do that is to smile. But only planting the seed isn’t 
enough. You have to nurture this plant as well. Then, instead of blames and arguments that ring through 
the house, it will become soft chatter. Another thing about smiles; they don’t cost anything. You don’t 
lose anything by smiling. In fact, research shows that smiling 100 times a day is equivalent to 15 minutes 
on an exercise bike. Scientifically speaking, when you smile, neurotransmitters such as dopamine, 
endorphins and serotonins are sent into your body as stress fighters. In others words, every time you 
smile, parts of the stress about the English paper sitting on your desk slowly fades away. 
 
When I was younger, my family and I were visiting our family in Odisha. We were on our way to bring 
home the groceries, when we saw an old man who was sitting on the side of the road with a bowl in 
front of him. Now that wasn’t what was so special about this man. Sadly enough, there are hundreds of 
homeless people in Odisha itself. What made him unique was the smile on his weary face that kindled 
the fire of humanity that is in my heart. He was sitting there on the dusty road in nothing more than 
rags, yet had the brightest of smiles on his face. Anyone who could have seen this man would have a 
memory of this inspiration imprinted in their brain forever. That day taught me a big lesson: to be 
happy, all you need is self-contentment. Even though to this day I still have no idea who this man is, I 
respect him and think of him when a frown takes over my face.  
 

“Smile this, smile that.” The entire essay was about others smiling, so I decided to look at me. I 
would like to believe that I am generally a very jovial person, not that I don’t have my bad days. 
However, the point is that sometimes, when you are frustrated with what life has put in your face, you 
have to step back and look at everything you have been given, and find a reason to smile. There have 
been many times in my life that I have forejudged what I won’t be able to accomplish. But what I have 
failed to think about is what I can do well. I have learned that this simple action of mine can bring smiles 
thus making the impossible possible. 
 

The world is 200 million square miles and out of what I have seen from my small corner of the 
world, a mere smile can do a lot more than you think it can if you let it. 

 
Grade: 7 
Age: 12 
13419 Ridge Dr.  Rockville MD 
Hobbies: Dance, Music, Science 
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Friends 
Dhruv Das 

 

Rafal entered the house of Novicic in Maine to see what he was 
planning.  He needed to know what to defend himself against.  He 
looked at all the tables.  Rafal didn’t see the tripwire on the ground.  He 
stepped on it.  Rafal thought it was nothing and went back to his 
searching.  He heard a soft whirring sound behind him.  Rafal turned, 
only to see two metal spheres floating in the air.  Then, two lasers 
started to form from the robots. Both were aimed at him. 
Three Hours Earlier In Rockville… 
 
“YOU’VE BEEN STEALING ALL MY BELONGINGS!” Novicic yelled.  

 
“Not true,” Rafal countered in a calm voice, “You probably just misplaced your items.  You always lost 
your belongings when we were younger. Remember?  You lost all your toys in preschool, your 
homework many times in elementary school, and your classwork in middle school so many times, you 
nearly failed every subject.  
 
“True, but I have matured since then. I have lost less and less papers in the past few school years.  Last 
year, I only lost one or two papers.  That’s an improvement.  Besides, I know you stole them anyway. 
Everything I lost was valuable, and your family is one of the poorest I know.”  
 
Rafal winced.  Novicic had hit a sore spot.  Rafal’s family had always not had enough money to do many 
fun activities.  He had never even traveled out of Maryland.  The only times he had gone to do actions 
he found entertaining were where he got invited to birthday parties that the parents of the birthday kid 
paid for.  
 
Rafal shook his head.  Novicic was trying to get to his head.  “I didn’t do it Novicic.  You’ve known me 
AND been friends with me since we were three.  I don’t steal items.”  Rafal said shakily.  “You know 
that.” 
“Well maybe something inside you just snapped.  You never know.  However, I do.  I know you stole my 
valuables.”  
 
“I did not steal anything.  You have to know that.” 
 
“You know what?”  Novicic asked, “I don’t even care anymore.  I KNOW that I’m right.   YOU are the one 
who will have a guilty conscience for the rest of your life.  Fortunately for you, that won’t be much 
longer.”  Novicic had developed an evil gleam in his eyes.  Rafal noticed it right away, and got a bad 
feeling in the pit of his stomach.  Novicic noticed Rafal looking at him with a frightened expression on his 
face.  “What are you looking at you THIEF?!”  Novicic screaming the last word before storming away. 
 
During the walk back home, Novicic was devising a plan.  A plan to eliminate Rafal. 
 
Rafal still had a bad feeling when he walked back to his small house. I didn’t do anything. Maybe 
somebody else stole it, and then told Novicic that they saw me steal it.  Maybe he really did misplace 
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those valuables and he didn’t want to admit it, so he accused me.  Rafal was still thinking when he 
unlocked the door to his house.  His ceiling was really low compared to the houses of other kids in his 
school, so he had to stoop down to avoid getting his head hit against the roof. Rafal’s mom saw her 
son’s face and could see something was wrong.  “Anything wrong, Rafal?” 
 
Rafal looked up and replied, “Novicic will try to kill me.” 
 
Rafal’s mother blinked.  She would have thought that her beloved son was joking, but as a poor family, 
Rafal never joked about something serious, as he had to work hard to earn money for his family.  
 
“Oooookay, I think that you are exaggerating this a little bit.  I know that you and Novicic have had your 
differences, but I wouldn’t go that far.  Tell me exactly what happened.” 
 
Rafal’s throat was dry, but he explained the whole argument between Novicic and himself that unfolded 
at school.  After hearing the story, Rafal’s mom was near tears.  “I can’t believe Novicic could even 
consider that my darling little boy would have done this.” 
 
Rafal blushed.  “MOM!  You're embarrassing me.  However, I do agree with you. It’s not in my nature to 
do anything to blacken my soul.  I still need to do something!  I’m not going to sit around like a bump on 
a log, counting the days to my death!” 
 
Rafal’s mom was surprised by the boldness and determination in his eyes. Something she had never 
seen before, and realized that she could not do anything to change Rafal’s mind. 
“So, what are you going to do? “  Rafal’s mom asked. 
 
 I will find out what my former friend is doing.  I already know what he is going to do next.  He’s going to 
book a flight to Maine.  You are probably wondering how I know.  Well, when we were younger, Novicic 
said that he had always wanted to go to Maine.  He wanted to go as north as he could go without being 
in Canada.” 
 
Rafal felt his mom staring at him with a surprised expression.  I have never seen Rafal think something 
out this much.  Not even his homework, yet he still gets straight A’s. 
 
“Okay, Rafal.  I’m going to guess that you are going to Maine.  What do you want to take?” 
 
“Well, I have to take a sweater.  Maine is numbing this time of year. Or any time of year.  I have to take a 
few coins for money.  A bit of food.  I really need a weapon to defend myself.” 
 
“Let me show you something.  It’s been our family secret.  I think you are old enough to know about it.” 
 Rafal was led to.... a wall. 
 
“Uhhhh, not to pop your bubble or anything, but this a plain old wall.” 
 
“Ahhhhhhh. That’s where you’re wrong. We have wanted you to think that all these years.” With that, 
she tapped on the wall six times.  The wall opened. 
 
“What the heck?”  Rafal asked.  Before him were mountains of money, food, survival and first aid kits, 
weapons, and a dusty railroad track. 
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“We have always been very rich.  We have kept it secret for two reasons.  First of all, we didn’t want you 
to get spoiled.  Second of all, people could have stolen it, hurting us in the process.” 
Rafal was still flabbergasted when he realized what his mom wanted him to do.  “Do you want me to go 
to Maine in this?” 
 
“Yes.  Take what you want from here.  DON’T TAKE A LOT OF MONEY!  I forbid you.” 
 
With that, Rafal located the front car of the train, loaded everything he needed into it and climbed into 
the driver’s seat. He didn’t know how to drive, but he was very well educated.  Rafal quickly taught 
himself how to operate the train.  Once all was in order, he left for Maine. 
 
The trip was even longer than Rafal expected.  That was because the drive had many obstacles. 
 Stalagmites on the ground made the cart veer off the track many times.  Rafal had to stop the train right 
away to prevent it from crashing into the walls of the cavern.  Then he had to push it all the way back to 
the tracks.  The job was hard enough as the wheels were not cooperating.  It was even harder because 
Rafal wasn’t that strong.  
 
Along with the stalagmites, there were stalactites in the cave too.  Stalactites started to crash down 
onto the cart, denting it.  Rafal realized that the train could only take a few more hits before the engine 
would go out.  Knowing this, he whipped a sword from his bag and used it like a baseball bat, smacking 
them away.  He didn’t miss a single stalactite. 
 
As the drive went on, Rafal thought all the problems were behind him.  He wasn’t even close.  Even 
more barriers came in his way.  He interrupted a group of vampire bats in their sleep.  Rafal didn’t want 
to kill anything or anyone, so he smacked them unconscious with the hilt of his sword.  
 
The ride went on.  He saw a rattlesnake slithering on the ground.  Rafal had a fear of snakes.  This was 
mostly because his father had been killed by them on a hike.  After all he had been through, he wasn’t 
scared.  He stabbed the rattlesnake as he entered Maine. 
 
Rafal looked around as he unloaded the cart.  He spotted Novicic’s house right away.  It literally said 
“HOUSE OF NOVICIC” in big bold letters. He ventured over there. Nobody seemed to look at him.  He 
walked in the front gate. Huh. That’s weird. The front door is wide open.  Rafal entered cautiously.   
 
Nothing happened.  He started to look around and saw all the papers on the tables.  He went towards a 
desk when he stepped on a wire.  Rafal barely noticed it and went back to his searching.  He heard a 
strange sound behind him, and turned his head ever so slowly. In front of his eyes were two floating, 
metal spheres.  Lasers started to take shape.  Rafal showed no panic on his face as he sliced them in half. 
 
Novicic’s phone rang.  He pulled it out of his pocket to see that his home security system had been 
activated.  He sprinted to his house as fast as he could to see the trespasser.  Novicic put in his password 
to deactivate the alarm.  He then saw his former friend with a sword in his hand. 
 
Novicic’s anger flushed out of him as fear entered.  What have I done?  He quickly grabbed a sword from 
a wall to protect him. 
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“Don’t worry.  I use this to defend myself.  I’ve only used this three times.  Once to swat stalactites 
away, once to knock some bats unconscious, and once to stab a rattlesnake.”  Rafal assured.   
 
Novicic was relieved.  Then he realized something.  “How did you get here so fast?  And where did you 
even get the sword from?”  
 
Rafal answered “That’s my little secret.”   
 
Novicic looked past him to see something with a golden shine.  “Are these….. My valuables?  Huh.  I did 
misplace them.  And since I blamed you, how about you keep them?” 
“Nah.  I’m good.”  They headed back to Rockville as friends once again. 

 

 

Dhruv is 11 years old, and is a rising 6th grader at Robert Frost Middle School in Rockville, MD. He is the 
younger brother of Disha, and son of Deepa and Debananda Das. 

*Dhruv Das was placed 3rd in Meghna Memorial Award Junior Category (Ages 7-12) 

 

Friend's Flip Flops 
Puneeta Choudhury 

 
                 

I was at my friend’s house for a sleepover. I was just walking around 
when I saw a drink that said magic potion. I didn't know what it was so 
I drank it. Then I turned into my friend's flip flops and she was wearing 
me. 
            
Her feet smelled super stinky because she always likes to play in the 
mud and sand and she never washes her socks and she was wearing 
her socks. I could taste my friend's toenail because there was a hole in 
her socks and that tasted disgusting. 
       
I could see the ground because she was walking on the ground and she 
was playing in the mud and sand again so I saw that too. I could feel 
my friend’s socks and her foot because she has another hole in the 

bottom of her socks. I could hear her walking on the ground and I could hear squishy sounds because 
she was playing in the mud. 
          
Now I know to never drink magic potions again because they can turn you into flip flops. The worst part 
is that they turn you into your friend's flip flops and your friend always plays in the mud and sand.  

 
 
Puneeta Choudhry is 8 years old and goes to Woodbrook Elementary School in Edison, NJ. She likes 
drawing and painting. Her parents are: Pradeep K Choudhury and Archana Patra. 
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Limited 
Ajeetesh Ojha 

 

 “Honey,” said Aliah’s mother, Mrs. Winder. “Are you worried? 
Today is the first day of preschool…” 
“No, I’m not worried! I am happy. I like school―even though I have 
not gone to it yet, no, no. I am just a preschooler. Everyone will be 
nice, I am sure of it…” Aliah babbled on and on. 
“She’s one of the smarted little girls ever. Who ever knew of a 
preschooler that could start talking at such an early age,” sighed 
Mrs. Winder.  
“Well, of course, she is! I raised her,” boomed Aliah’s grandfather.  
“Papa!”  
He chuckled. 
“You’re ready to go to school?” he said. 

“Yes, Gramps!”  
“Alrighty, then, let’s go!” 
 And that was the beginning of Aliah’s story.  
 

EIGHT YEARS LATER 
 

“Eight years?” said Aliah’s only friend, Niya. 
Aliah had entered seventh grade and had suffered for eight years from the “disease of dumbness” as 
others said. 
It was something that had been going on for years, now, and no one wanted to get the “disease.” Aliah, 
over the long period of time, had grown used to it. She had only met one friend―and that would be 
Niya, a timid, African-American, twelve-year-old.  
Not that Aliah minded, of course. 
Aliah herself was a timid girl as well, with black, messy hair.  
“Yes, eight years,” said Aliah, responding to Niya. 
 “But, but...I thought you were one of the smartest in kindergarten and preschool…” 
 “It all started in first grade.” 
 “Oh,” she said, fumbling with her hands. 
 “Yeah, uh, so, I guess we’d better get to class.” 
And together, they left the lunch room and went to class.  
Aliah had never had a teacher that paid much attention to her. Nor had anyone else, but for a fact, it 
was the first day of eighth grade. 
Niya and Aliah had been best friends since seventh grade―a miracle in their opinions.  
“Okay class, listen, up.” said Mr. Domnick, the teacher of History Class. 
Aliah hated History. 
“Aliah! Get your nose out of that wretched notebook of yours and pay attention! Who was the first 
president of the United States of America?” 
“Uh...Ben Franklin?”  
Mr. Domnick hit his forehead with his hand as if he had to say: Really, you’re that stupid?  
“Wrong! Benjamin Franklin was never a president! That was a kindergarten question I asked you!” 
“Then why did you ask me that…?” Aliah muttered. 
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 “I heard that!” Mr. Domnick scowled. 
The kids laughed. 
“Shut up!” yelled Mr. Domnick. “Or else…”  
Everyone was silent. 
The class passed by in silence. People whispered crude words in Aliah’s ear and made fun of her behind 
her back. Aliah was to the point when she could crumble up and fall into a deep, dark, hole. 
Finally, the bell rang, and school was over. 

•    •    • 
 

Aliah ran into her room and jumped on her bed, crying. 
 “Ally?” Aliah’s sister, April, knocked on the door. 
 “What?” said Aliah, irritated 
 “Ally, I know you love to draw. I got you some loose leaf paper. 
“Y-you did?” Aliah stammered. 
 “Of course, I did. Anything for you, Ally. I’ll always be there for you.” April left the room. 
Aliah pulled out a crayon and started to draw. 
Eighth grade passed by slowly, with the name-calling, and meanness.  April was soon going to graduate.  
April had good grades and had many job options. Instead, when April graduated, she changed―a 
change which Aliah hated.  
Soon, April had been known for smoking with teenagers, drinking, and being a criminal.  Of all things, 
Aliah remembered the promise she made. It was broken.  
In her room, Aliah spotted the drawing of her and April. She crumbled it up and threw it across the room 
in anger and frustration.  
Neither Aliah’s mother nor Aliah’s father had shown much interest in April, which set her mindset to be 
the best she could be.  
But after a small fight, April changed completely.  

•    •    • 
 

“Honey, school is starting in a week? Do you want to go shopping for school supplies?” Mrs. Winder 
asked Aliah. 
 “Sure,” Aliah sighed. Memories of her sister flooded her mind.  
Aliah and her mother walked to Walmart. The rain mixed in with the snow created slush on the sides of 
the road, creating a gloomy atmosphere.  
While walking into the store, Mrs. Winder broke the silence. “You know, I forgot the list of supplies 
you’ll need.” 
 “Oh. I guess we’ll just have to guess?” Aliah said, a hint of annoyance in her voice.  
“Mhmm,” 
Mrs. Winder continued walking, and without noticing bumped into another elderly woman. 
 “Oh my! I’m so sorry!” exclaimed Mrs. Winders. 
 “No need,” the elderly woman smiled. 
This embarrassed Aliah. 
 “Now, let’s see—ah yes, sixteen notebooks for Woodland High School.” said the woman. 
 “Woodland High?” Aliah’s mother asked, who had just been standing there.  
 “Yes, Woodland High. Why, may I ask?” 
 “My daughter―” Mrs. Winder said, motioning towards Aliah, “―is attending ninth grade there. By any 
chance do you have the supplies list?” 
 “I’m teaching there next year! Of course, I’ll have the supplies list. Here―it has all the grades supplies 
for high school.” 
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 “Thank you!” 
 “I’m Mrs. Mosani.” 
 “I’m Mrs. Winder, and my daughter is Aliah.” 
Aliah nodded hello to Mrs. Mosani.  
 “Well, I hope I have you in my English class in September! 
Oh, and yes indeed did she have Mrs. Mosani. 

•    •    • 
The first day of high school, no biggie. Aliah heaved a big breath as she entered the school. 
She was greeted by the tenth and eleventh-grade students texting on their phones, or girls in hot pink 
and really short skirts (which Aliah thought was totally inappropriate for school) gossiping in groups. 
Being the first day of high school, no one knew she was dumb. But that was the problem. This was high 
school. She couldn’t let people possibly know she didn’t know the first president of the United States. 
Nervously, Aliah proceeded into the hallways, unsure of where to go. She glanced at her list.  
English class is first. I’m just dying to find which one is going to be my English teacher―Mr. Levare, Mrs. 
Tols, or...Mrs. Mosani. I just hope I won’t end up with that old lady. Aliah thought.  
Aliah walked in Room 109, a bit unsure about who her teacher was. 
Aliah mustered up all her courage and walked into the room.  
“Hello, class! Oh, Aliah!” 
It was Mrs. Mosani. 
Aliah kept her head down and replied. “Hello.”  
“What a lovely surprise to see you here!” 
“Uh, okay then…?” Aliah walked to her seat. While Mrs. Mosani was casually embarrassing Aliah, Niya 
nudged Aliah. 
“Aliah! Are you coming to Woodland High too? I’m just so happy you’re here too!” Niya whispered, and 
maybe squealed a bit too loudly. 
“Is something going on there, girls?” asked Mrs. Mosani, looking at Aliah and Niya. 
“No,” they replied in unison. 
“Maybe we should keep a low profile,” Aliah growled. 
“Geez, Aliah! Somebody’s acting like they got a hedgehog up their nose!” Niya said, finally irritated by 
Aliah’s behavior. 
“Girls, is there something you need to tell the class? I can be kind, but you must know that there are 
rules for the class that you need to follow. Now, before we start today’s lesson, I have to show you 
something.” 
She scribbled something on the board: 
Limited, everyone is limited. 
There are certain things people can do, and certain things they can’t do. 
Everyone’s good at something—it’s just a matter of fact of finding that skill. 
And suddenly, in a flash, Aliah’s mind opened up. Inventions, ideas, drawings, flashed through her mind.   
“Aliah, are you okay…?” Niya asked. 
“I’ve never felt better!” 
Aliah immediately pulled out her notebook and started to write. She started to draw. She was soaring 
through the air. 
And then she snapped back to reality.   
The message was still on the board. Aliah noticed the scribbles in her notebook. 
Everyone was staring at her, even Mrs. Mosani.  
Her mind shut down, and in frustration, she slammed her notebook closed, and ran out of the room. 
There were tears in her eyes as she ran through the hallways, trying to find a small enclosed space. 
Looking through closets, she finally found a place―the Janitor’s closet.  
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She didn’t know about the boy who had been following her. 
“Hiding in the closet, eh?” he sneered, “it’s where you belong.” 
“What do you want?” Aliah’s voice was shaky. 
“Mrs. Mosani wants you to go back to class.” 
“I refuse! I absolutely refuse!” 
“Say it to the teacher,” and the boy walked off. 
During lunch, Aliah sat in the corner―hiding in the shadows, as Niya would say. Aliah waited, and 
waited, and waited for Niya. 
She spotted Niya talking with some other people and watched in horror as she sat down with them. 
Aliah slowly stood up and walked towards Niya, her knees shaking.  
“Niya...I thought….” 
“You thought I was stupid like you, right?” 
Aliah said nothing. 
“Well, actually, my mom told me to be friends with you. I had to fake it for all those three years of 
middle school. I’m done, Aliah. Go away with your stupid personality and find someone else.” 
Aliah was dumbfounded. Without knowing what she was doing, she punched Niya, right in the face. 

•    •    • 
 “Aliah Winder.” said the principal dangerously. “We were informed that you were...in the event, of the 
harming of another person…?” 
Aliah said nothing. 
“Now, this would happen to be...Niya Hall, I assume.” 
Aliah nodded. 
“Our causes say this will cause a week of suspension…” 
“I don’t really care! I don’t want to go to school!” Aliah snapped immediately. 
The principal was shocked by her sudden behavior.  
“Then...then...Aliah, I will call your mother!”  
“Sure, go ahead,” 
The principal, in envy, grabbed the phone and dialed the phone number.  
“Hello, yes, this is the principal...yes, yes...she did...in fact, she has an attitude―suspended? ―of 
course! I agree...seems good to me...coming...reach in three minutes? sure…!” 

•    •    • 
 

While being suspended, it was up to Aliah to find out what she could do―to stop this mess.   
Suddenly, there was a knock on the door. 
“I’LL GET IT,” shouted Aliah. 
When she opened the door, a surprise awaited her. 
“April?” Aliah asked. 
“Ally?”  
“Go away,” Aliah said. 
“No…I’ve changed! Believe me, please!” 
“Sure….” 
“N-no... Mrs. Mosani!” 
“What?” Aliah was confused. 
Mrs. Mosani walked up the steps to her house. “Aliah. Take her in. She’s limited to.”  
“STOP! I AM NOT LETTING SOME DRUNK ALCOHOLIC DRINKER IN THIS HOUSE!” Aliah whisper-yelled. 
“Aliah! Please!” 
“NO.” 
“I’ve changed, just believe me! 
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“Aliah, please. Let April in,” Mrs. Mosani interrupted. 
“No,” Aliah felt tears welling up in her eyes. 
Aliah shut the door, in pain and envy.  
Would things ever change? she thought, would things ever change….? 
“Honey, who was at the door?” 
Aliah heaved a big sigh. 
“April.” she replied quietly. 
“Let her in,” 
“Okay…” 
Aliah let April in but locked Mrs. Mosani out. This was a family matter. She didn’t have to get involved. 
“April, what you did was very wrong,” 
“I know, and I’m sorry!” 
Silence remained, an understanding passing through mother and daughter until the phone rang. 
Mrs. Winder went to get it. “Hello…? Oh...my…” Her face was wrinkled in horror, as she heard what was 
happening, and if that wasn’t enough, she dropped the phone, and it shattered to pieces.  
“Your…” she sniffed, “...Grandfather…. died…” she sniffed again. “Cancer…” 
And Aliah knew exactly what she wanted to do with her life.  
 
25 YEARS LATER 
Aliah rushed down the aisles, carrying a small jar of medicine. 
“Coming through, Doc. Winder here,” 
She got a call. 
“EMERGENCY MEETING. HAVE YOU DELIVERED IT?” said the voice echoing through her small mic. 
“I’m on it!” She dashed through the emergency room, swung past a chair, and landed―in a perfect “TA-
DA” land―and tossed the vial of medicine towards the other doctor. 
“Gee, thanks, Aliah!” said Niya. 
“No problem.” 
And that’s what had become of Aliah, dear reader, she helped save lives. And maybe you can too...but in 
a different way…. 

 
 

Ajeetesh Ojha , 5th Grade, Wilson Wims Elementary School, Clarksburg, Age: 11 
Hobbies, Passions and Future Goals: Writing, Drawing/Painting, Singing/Playing Piano and flute 
Parent’s Name(s): Aruna Kumar Ojha/Ilwala Mohapatra 
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The Seashell Design 
Ananya Pradhan 

 

 

Reader’s Note: I look up at the water and stare at the horizon, where Skylar’s ship is now. Maybe even 
past that and on land. I remember touching her soft hands and our pictures. Skylar was amazing. Reader, 
I’m pretty sure you are wondering who is Skylar? You are going to find out right now. 

Me 
The sunshine sparkled over the water as I splashed my tail from left to right. I leaped and grab a 

fish through my beak and swallowed it down whole. 
“Mmmm! Delicious!” I exclaimed, smacking my lips the whole time. I saw the rest of the pod 

swimming up and grabbing fish effortlessly as they chattered away with each other. I also saw mom and 
dad catching a meal while my older sister, Kim caught I think one fish and dived back down, following 
her friends to rejoin their own discussion. Even Eva, one of Kim’s friends caught enough fish for lunch. If 
Kim wants to starve though, after all, it is her decision. I leaped and dived back into the cool, crystal 
clear water. Every part of the water I swam in I saw different types and colors of fish that darted away 
from my path. I felt like I was the queen, walking with no one in my way. Suddenly, I saw a flash of black 
and white from behind a rock. I narrowed my eyes, guessing what it was. 

“Eliza and Mira.” 
Eliza and Mira were the bullies of the pod. They were twin sisters and orcas. They were very 

pretty with their beautiful black tails that shimmered in the sunlight. They were the best swimmers of 
their kind and according to the orca body “are dreams”. I would have no problem with them if they 
hadn’t started bragging about their beauty and talents. They were always teasing younger children 
about how they would never be as pretty as them and would laugh at anyone that couldn’t leap as 
beautifully as they could and according to them, was no one. 
 “Oh, look who it is, Blair. What a surprise! What are you doing tonight, oh wait, what could you 
possibly be doing on a Saturday night, as today’s party night. What party would you have gotten invited 
too?” Eliza started with a disgusted look at me. Mira giggled and Eliza burst out laughing. The twins high-
finned as they swished their tails in glee. 
 “Whatever,” I mumble, rolling my eyes at their terrible comeback. I pushed through them and 
twisted beautifully as I leaped over the water and dived back with an amazing turn. I’ve been practicing 
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this trick for weeks just to get them annoyed. I smiled as I saw them frown. Without even saying a word 
they silently swam away. I swam to the surface and saw that everyone had finished their meals and had 
went back to the water. 
 Beep! Beep! 

I turned around and saw a white cruise ship in the distance. It had many people on the deck is 
what I can tell so far. I noticed the funnel puffing out thick, gray smoke that slowly disappeared as it 
floated into the air. I sighed, a bit saddened and a bit angry at the same time. Sometimes humans, I 
think is what they’re called dump all sorts of chemicals or release smoke into the ocean. That has killed 
many things. They’ve killed coral reefs and turn their beautiful multi-colored polyps into a plain white 
color that shows no existence of life. They’ve killed many animals such as our food we eat and even our 
predators. I know I should’ve sounded happy, but the way they die saddened me. I sometimes felt alone 
though because no one thinks like me. I felt different from the rest of my pod. I felt invisible almost. I 
sank back under the surface and swished my tail hard, swimming fast to the rest of my pod. 

Skylar 
The next day, the sun was still outside like yesterday. I had just finished my lunch and it was a 

little after noon. I was practicing a cool trick when I saw a big flash of white light in my face. My eyes 
started to see random colors. What just happened? After my eyes were back to normal I saw a huge 
group of people on a deck with their cameras out snapping pictures and pointing in my direction. Are 
they snapping pictures of me? I turned around and saw no one near me. I gasped and suddenly sank 
under water. 
 “Wait! Don’t go!” 

I peeked my eyes on the surface and saw a girl as she pushed her way through a crowd. I 
couldn’t tell her age, but she wasn’t young like a nine-year-old, but wasn’t as old as like a twelve-year-
old. She had shiny, long black hair that was tied into a perfect braid. She wore a black jacket with gray 
tight pants and short black boots. She had a small maroon bag around her shoulder and wore something 
on her ears that were shaped like circles and were the color gold I think. 
 “Wait, please don’t go. I want to meet you.” The girl called again as she took out a small 
rectangular-shaped item. The front was completely black and the back was plain blue with some white 
small items that sparkled. She touched a round-shaped thing on the bottom of the item on the front and 
the screen suddenly lit up showing a picture of the girl smiling I think and some words written on the 
picture. It said 1:09 PM, Monday, July 12, 2016, Touch ID or Passcode. She started to push buttons and 
there was a new screen with smaller, colorful squares inside. She touched a gray square with a black 
rectangular with a white circle picture. Underneath it spells ca-me-ra. Suddenly, another screen pops up 
with me inside. I splash my tail and it splashes back on the screen. Wait a second. It must be a reflection 
like water. The girl stretches her hand out to me, as if she actually understood me. 
 “Hello there. My name is Skylar,” She greets cheerfully. I backed away a few splashes, about to 
rapidly swim away. 
 “Don’t worry. I’m not going to hurt you. Your tricks seemed so beautiful and I just had to see 
how you did it,” She assured me as she still stretched her hand. I splash forward again and stretch my 
fin. I touch her soft hands and immediately pull away. Her hands were completely dry! Skylar seemed 
shocked too that I had actually touched her hand. I look at the water and see a faint orangish-pink color. 
I look to my right and see the sky as a combination of orange, red, and pink with a faint light blue. The 
clouds were light purple and the Sun was setting on the horizon. 
 “It seems as if you have to go now. I hope to see you again tomorrow!” Skylar said as she smiled. 
 “Skylar!” I hear. 
 “Coming mom! See you soon!” She replied standing up and waved as she walked away. I smiled 
and waved my fin. She smiled back and went inside the ship. I dived into the water, my eye on the 
lookout for dinner. 
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Skylar and Me 
I splashed my way to the surface of the water, bubbles all over my face. I saw a shadow of an 

oddly shaped figure. This must be it. I leaped out of the water, noticing Skylar looking out over the 
water. As soon as she spotted me she smiled. She takes out the item called I think a fone? She snapped 
a picture of the two of us. 

“Oh dolphin, soon my ship will be moving from here. Tomorrow, I believe. This may be the last 
day I shall see you. Before I go though, I wanted to talk to you about how you helped me with my 
problems. I used to have a fear of marine animals, but now I see how friendly and kind they are from 
you,” She confessed, but confident. 

Wait until you meet Eliza and Mira, I thought. I smiled instead though. If only I could talk to her. 
Skylar doesn’t know how much she has helped me with not judging a seashell by its design. Even the 
most unattractive design of a seashell can be the most antique seashell in the ocean. Skylar was the 
seashell design with me. The most amazing seashell design I had ever found. A very special one. 

“Bye! I hope I see you again in my life,” She whispered as she hugged me. I hugged her as tightly 
as can be. She turned around on her heels and walked until she opened the door. She turned around, to 
see me still there. She waved her hands in a tiny way and closed the door behind her. I dived backwards, 
lying on the surface. Humans aren’t so bad. I guess it’s all about perspective. I hope I see Skylar soon, I’m 
going to miss her. 

 

Illustration: Preeti Rath 

 

  Author’s/Artist’s Name and School Grade: Ananya Pradhan, Grade 6 

  Author’s/Artist’s Age: 12 

  Author’s/Artist’s Hobbies, Passions and Future Goals: Writing, Reading, Art, Music 

  Parent’s Name(s): Hemant and Mamata Pradhan 

*Ananya Pradhan  was placed 2nd in Meghna Memorial Award Junior Category (Ages 7-12) 
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"BRAVO", The Brave Dog 
Pratyay Mohapatra 

                            

               [It was a beautiful Saturday morning. While on patrol, an animal control officer was summoned 
to investigate the report of a wandering dog. The dog appeared friendly, but was hungry and very 
dirty. As the officer attempted to apprehend the dog, the dog escaped and ran away.  It seemed to be 
worried about losing his freedom. ] 
 
               I was running constantly as if I had decided to go so far that I would not be able to see even the 
tallest building of the city.  I was successful running away from the city without being caught by anyone 
else. When I realized that I had gone far away from the city, I found myself standing deep in the woods. 
The rumbling sound of my stomach reminded me that I had my last meal in the morning which was 
nothing much. All this running was draining out my energy. I needed a lot of energy or else he would 
collapse. The sun went down and I was about to faint.  As I trudged up a hill, I saw a little fire. At that 
very moment, I saw a little piece of bread sitting before me. I devoured it in one second. I looked up and 
saw a little boy throwing bread chunks at me. I then recognized that I was in a camp site. The boy smiled 
and told his parents something. His parents nodded. The boy gave me 2 full Hot Dogs.  After 30 minutes, 
I was found sleeping next to the family’s tent.  
 
When the boy’s family went to sleep, I woke up and heard a peculiar sound. I looked up and saw a 
venomous snake coming towards the tent! I was about to run away from that place but I reminded 
myself that the family had saved my life by giving food when I absolutely needed it. Now it was my turn 
to save them. I sprang into action, moved quickly to grab the tail of snake. The snake made a huge 
hissing sound out of pain and tried to bite me to death. I was clever enough to move quickly to grasp the 
hood of the snake and tear the snake to bits. The family (with grunts and groans) woke up. They were 
about to accuse me, but when they saw the “battle field”, they complimented and patted me. Feeling 
heroic, I fell asleep. 
 
Early in the morning while it was still dark, I again woke up. I saw a dark figure approaching the tent. But 
my canine instincts told me that wasn’t just a figure, it was a bear! I knew that the bear had come to 
steal the food stored in the tent. Whether the family would like it or not, I decided that he would bark as 
loud as he could. Even though I was barking crazily, it had no effect on the bear. I had no other choice 
but to go inside the tent and alert the family. I did it. As I knew, I got yelled at but I did not stop running 
in and out to tell them that they have an uninvited guest who was about to destroy the tent. The boy 
understood the signals and yelled, “BEAR, BEAR!”  Mom and Dad joined the “chorus” while screaming at 
the top of their lungs and waving the flashlights. I came out and saw the bear running away from the 
bizarre chorus!  Everything became quiet and I was allowed to stay in the tent as a “Thank you” gift.    
 
In the morning, when the family saw the footprints of the bear, they came to know how big the danger 
was. They all thanked me with a nice breakfast and a bath from the nearest mountain stream. Later that 
day, the parents were discussing how to find a home for me. Finally, the parents decided they should 
take me home. But first, they needed to check whether I was owned by anyone. If it was owned, then 
the family couldn’t take me home. But when they saw that I was not claimed at the information center 
of the camp, they decided to make me a part of their family. The boy named me… Bravo! 
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After supper, when I was lying on my bed near the fireplace in my new home, I was feeling very proud of 
myself and thankful to my master. I was thinking of all the adventures that I had in the last two days 
which made me confident that I was no ordinary dog. I was looking forward to be a loyal friend to my 
master without losing my freedom of moving around and facing more adventures. 
 

 
 
GRADE: 4th 
SCHOOL ADDRESS: Sandshore Elementary School,  Mount Olive School District,  498 Sandshore Rd Budd 
Lake, NJ 07828 

 

My Feelings... 

Prachita Mishra 

 
You shouldn’t be greedy, 

Because you make someone sad; 
 

You shouldn’t be sad, 
Because you make someone feel bad; 

 
You can’t be angry, 

Because you may make someone cry; 
 

You should always be happy, 
Because you make everybody happy! 

 

 

 

Prachita Mishra is 5-year-old and lives at 47 Meadow Brook Road, Edison - 08837, NJ with parents 
Chinmayee Tripathy (Mom) and Pravat Kumar Mishra (Dad). 
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Beauty Pagents Should Be Banned 
Priyanka Choudhury 

 
 

 

Imagine that you’re looking at yourself in the mirror. You think to 
yourself, If only I was thinner, or had longer hair… then I could be 
beautiful? Could you ever imagine having the burden of always 
wanting to be perfect on your shoulders? Could you imagine always 
feeling incapable of ever being beautiful, always having to compare 
yourself to countless other girls? No. Well you're lucky if you don’t but 
this is how many beauty pageant participants feel like--unworthy. 
Now you may ask yourselves why should you trust a bunch of 16 year 
olds and rightfully so, but I would like to make it clear that we are all 
girls who understand the daily pressures of trying to be beautiful. I 
can also discuss to you all my time as a beauty participant and how I 
constantly felt an overwhelming pressure to be perfect and beautiful 
all the time and how I quit because of this stress. This is why beauty 
pageants shouldn’t be allowed, because it lowers self-esteem, 
negatively impacts self-image, and promotes unrealistic standards of 
beauty. 
 
Behind the glossy lips, glittery eyes, and revealing outfits, there lies a 
repulsive truth that the beauty pageant industry masks from their 
audience. The dark reality is that these pageants have demoralizing effects on women and even young 
girls. From the minute they enter the contest, they constantly focus on their bodies and physical 
appearance. These girls try to alter their facial features to the point they look like a real Barbie doll. 
From the continual pressure of being ranked according to their bodies, girls from the ages of 4 to 26 are 
harmed emotionally and physically. A few years ago, as a prior child beauty contestant named Brooke 
Breedwell in “Pageant Stars USA”, she stated that she was forced to go to “tanning sessions” where 
she’d “lie on tanning beds up to three times a week, for 20 minutes at a time” during her pageant 
career. Is this really necessary to dramatically change your natural beauty just to make yourself feel 
worthy and draw people’s attention…? They are not even teenagers yet, they are just kids. Young 
children should never be obligated to participate in these kind of competitions; it makes them lose their 
innocence and endearing qualities. In addition, a former contestant of Miss Universe from Brazil, Juliana 
Borges has had “19 surgical procedures, including collagen injections in her lips and silicone implants in 
her breasts, cheeks and chin.” 
 
This gets even worse as beauty contests negatively influence young women and teens mentally. In a 
Dove Global study, 90% of women between the ages of 15-17 have considered to change at least one 
physical aspect of their body. Adding on to that, psychologist Martina Cartwright mentioned that “young 
women with eating disorders were trained at an early age to value physical perfection, thinness, and 
attractiveness.” 
 
How do we know that young women and teens are affected by this? Well, according to Park Nicollet 
Melrose Center, 53% of 13-year-olds in the US feel insecure and are unhappy about their bodies. This 
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grows to 78% when they turn 17. We also have to remember that young girls are involved with this 
problem as well. According to child psychologist Syd Brown, “children who compete in pageants 
measure their self-worth by their looks,” and “are in for a downfall if they don’t stay as pretty when they 
grow up. Kids could develop acne, or their bodies might not develop into what they imagined they 
would.” In other words, “many child pageants will face emotional problems” as well as teens and young 
women. This just reminds that beauty pageants promote unattainable goals for many women.       
 
People who encourage beauty pageants because they prepare the contestants for the future and help 
the contestants build confidence do have a valid point. However, the opposition has to consider the 
negative consequences of beauty pageants. The contestants can gradually turn very self-centered and 
arrogant, and they are harmed emotionally and physically. Clearly, the negative drawbacks outweigh the 
benefits. 
 
So, how can we contribute towards this major problem…? We can simply stop watching these pageant 
shows. We should promote natural beauty (inner beauty), intelligence and showcase our hidden talents. 
We don’t need prizes, loads of makeup and upscale outfits to make ourselves physically more appealing. 
We want you all in this room to wake up in the morning, go to the closest mirror, and tell yourself one 
thing you like about yourself instead of comparing yourself to other models. 
 
If our solution is implemented, it will create a more positive way in which women view themselves. 
Turning off the TV or changing the channel if a beauty pageant is on could lower the amount of views. 
Less views mean less popular--beauty pageants will become more outdated. Promoting natural beauty 
and talents will draw people away from artificial beauty. If we do NOT take action, then failing to do so 
will only prolong depression and other issues amongst girls who take part in the pageantry. 
 
Looking back at the drastic consequences of these pageants, these contests pose a significant threat to 
an individual’s physical and mental health, and on society’s standards of beauty. 
 
Remember: it may seem that beauty pageants promote confidence. However, they are demoralizing to 
women of all ages. Therefore, we must act to stop the promotion of beauty contests by recognizing our 
true inner potential. We urge all of you to consider the drawbacks that beauty pageants have on society 
and its individuals. Frankly, it’s not normal for kids, teens, and young women to dress up provocatively. 
 
Is it really worth to starve yourself to look like a Barbie? Women and girls do not need multiple plastic 
surgeries, a crown, a sash, or flowers to show that they are beautiful and glamorous. As the New York 
Times once said:  “The bottom line is that beauty is an organic process, not a contest.” 
 

 
 
Author’s/Artist’s Name and School Grade: Priyanka Choudhury/J.P Steven High School, Edison, NJ, 

10th Grade, Age: 15 
Hobbies, Passions and Future Goals : Watching thrillers ,Reading about conspiracy theories, She 

wants to be a Financial Advisor. 
Parent’s Name(s): Pradeep K Choudhury, Archana Patra 

 

*Priyanka Choudhury was placed 2nd in Meghna Memorial Award Senior Category (Ages 13-18) 
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Snapchat: Rumors vs Reality 
Rohan Dash 

 

You see hundreds of kids throughout the world use this 
innovative application throughout a range of devices, the 
software known as Snapchat. Besides all the myths and rumors 
of its misuse the application has evolved over its life. Since 2015 
the app began to include a “Discover” page, which in reality was 
just a series of news outlets with information that would 
entertain tweens through early adults in their 20’s. The 
database has also taken part in many fundraisers and are 
attempting allowing users to pay directly through the app. But 
the app does have a downside, “disappearing-snaps” which 
only a fraction of kids misuse. So what is true and what is not? 
 
Snapchat’s “Discover” Page has influenced many, including 
myself, to take part in reading about current events. Magazines 
and outlets, like Daily Mail, People, CNN, Nat. Geo., and many 
more are featured on this part of the app. By adding this kids 
have begun to read more about news, increasing the 
knowledge of teens throughout the nation. Events like the 
Election, the Paris attacks of 2015, and deaths of artists like 
Prince have all been featured. So by adding this element to this 
social media it is improving current event knowledge in many 
children.  
 
Fundraising as well as adding awareness to worldwide problems have all been done through snap. 
Organizations like Peta, the UN, Oceana and National Geographic are only a few of the tabs doing these 
works. By showing kids, the future of the world, the problems people face throughout the globe 
enhance the solution because kids will be faced with helping tackling these issues. Slowly Snapchat may 
become an important element of knowledge of world issues because it brings together various outlets. 
Snapchat is even in the works of creating “Snapcash” a way for people to donate money straight 
through Snap and pay in the app. So maybe, hopefully the app with a tarnished reputation may be 
saving lives worldwide. 
 
Now here is the time for facts. When parents hear Snapchat they assume, especially from all the bad 
publicity it has that kids are using it to sext or things of even worse nature. However, activities like this 
only occur in about 18% of boys and 22% of Girls (2016, dosomething.org). The news articles that 
feature this app are usually on the negative side, but isn’t most of news? So here’s the main idea, even 
though some may use the app for not so great things, this population, it’s not even close to half of the 
millions of users. So there’s a food for thought. Another issue with parents is the “disappearing-snap”. 
These snaps however, if you read through Snapchat’s privacy policy are all saved to the Snapchat 
database in Cali. So snaps are never 100% gone, this shows that Snap is also trying to ensure that if 
anything wrong is occurring they will be forced to step in. So parents, is anything wrong? 
  

http://dosomething.org/
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Overall you’ve read about Snapchat’s part in News, World Issues, and its part in fighting Sexting. So 
Snapchat isn’t really that bad of an application. And the two plusses listed are only a fraction of its 
benefits. Snap allows users to add to public “stories” or collages of events, they let you create filters for 
fun occasions and also allow you to see face of friends far away. So I hope your opinions of snap have 
improved maturely.  
 

 
 

Rohan Dash is 14 yrs and is a grade 8th student of Lawrence Middle School. He resides In Lawrenceville, 
NJ with his parents and elder brother who is an outgoing senior from Lawrence high school. Rohan is an 
avid sports enthusiast and represents his school in track as well as wrestling. He loves to read and write.  

 

Drawing 
Anika Satapathy 

 
Drawing is my favorite thing to do 
It’s fun, fascinating, and fantastic 

One can sketch whatever one would want to 
Faces or flowers whatever they pick 

Creativity flows like a river 
Once one starts they won’t be able to stop 

Some people's art can give you a shiver 
Some may add a little color for pop 

Though it may be fun one may not have pride 
No matter how it may turn out to be 

The artist will never be satisfied 
Someone may like it but they will ne’er see 

It may be hard but it’s a calming stress 
               Drawing is something that I do the best 
 

 

  
Anika is a rising 9th grader at River Hill high 
school in Clarksville, Maryland. Her parents 
are Sikhanda Satapathy and Tina Satapathy. 
She enjoys playing piano and viola, dancing, 
and drawing. Anika also participates in 
softball and was on her middle schools 
debate team. 
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Beautifully Dangerous 

Archit Rajanala 

 

 
When people picture flowers, the first thing that comes to mind are crimson roses and pink 
cherry blossoms. However, some people might tell you different, they could tell you about the 
Rafflesia arnoldii (the corpse flower), or a pot plant. Every rose has its thorns, is what people 
say when something beautiful can hurt, the Rafflasia’s make believe thorns aren’t sharp, but 
they rather have a pungent smell. Then there are Meat eating plants otherwise known as 
carnivorous plants eating differently than most other plants. For example they eat living 
organisms. 

Venus flytraps 
Everyone knows of the famous Venus fly trap, with its two mouth like leaves to capture, kill, 
and digest their pray. The part most people don’t understand very well is how, a snail can race 
across the mouth of one without it shutting. This is because in order for the trap to shut one of 
its “trigger hairs” needs to be bent in order for this to happen. An odd thing about these plants 
is that they prefer to live in dry soil so they can’t live off photosynthesis alone. 
 

Rafflasia arnoldnii 
The Rafflasia arnoldnii stinks like a rotten corpse earning it the name of corpse lily. These 
flowers usually grow 3ft. in diameter and can weigh up to fifteen pounds. This plant has no 
visible leaves or roots and it uses its corpse like smell to attract insects that pollinate the flower. 
The Rafflasia is also a parasitic plant that will attach itself to a host to absorb the water and 
nutrients it needs to survive. This plant also grows in Indonesia. 
 

Titan Aurum 
The Titan Aurum has many features in common with the Rafflasia, for example: this plant stinks 
like one, and the smell attracts insects that pollinate it, but this plant has earned the title corpse 
flower.  This is one huge flower, growing up to 7-12 feet weighing almost 170 pounds! This 
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flower is really a big cluster of smaller flower, but it has the largest unbranched inflorescence of 
any flower. 
 

Tropical pitcher plant 
Nepenthes mainly known as the tropical pitcher plant, is a carnivorous plant that pretends to 
be a flower to attract prey and it has the capability to use photosynthesis. This plant eats 
insects and is big enough to eat an unlucky bat who decides that this is the plant it will eat out 
of. The pitcher plant uses an appealing liquid to attract its food and so the prey doesn’t escape, 
it will close its top leaf until the digestive process is finished. That is the fate of anything in the 
mouth of the plant. 
 

Giant Hogweed 
This plant is truly terrifying, with its leaves covered in ooze that coats the skin and then almost 
immediately reacts with the sun and burns through the skin and tissues leading to necrosis. To 
make this plant even more terrifying, if the sap comes into contact with a person’s eyes, they 
will be permanently blinded.  This plant is eight feet tall, so when it drips, get out of the way.  
 
Finally the Hogweed gets its name from the animal that is immune to the sap’s effect is a pig. 
These are some of the weird plants that exist, but these aren’t the only ones you should stay 
away from; like: the Buttercup flower, Death Camas, Himalayan Blackberry bush, Gympie-
Gympie, and more.  

 

 
  
Archiit Rajanala is 12 years old and is a 6th grader in Eisenhower Middle School. His hobbies include, TV, 
videogames, playing the violin and drums 
Parent’s Name(s): Sushmita Pradhan and Nagesh Rajanala 
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OSA CONVENTION 
Bastav Senapati 

 

 
 

I have attended OSA annual function only once and I would like to let you know what I feel about  

“OSA CONVENTION”. It covers who we are, what we do, where we are from etc. 
 
 

OSA CONVENTION 
 
Odisha                  -  The motherland for Odias 
Smile    -  See smile on everybody's face and it is time for fun & glory 
America   -  The country where we are free to convene in 
 
Convene   -  Gather with your friends and Families 
Organize   -  It takes months to organize everything for 3-days event. 
News    -  Share the news for near and dearer ones  
Venture   -  Venture at different place every year 
Exciting   -  It is very exciting to attend and enjoy the Program 
Nice    -  Everyone is very nice and friendly 
Time    -  OSA happens every year at the same time of the year 
India    -  Our country, is significant in the world 
Open New Doors  -  Meet people that can open new doors for you 
New Delhi   -  Our country's capital 
 

 
Grade – 3, Author Age – 9 yr.; Hobbies – Reading books, Playing Soccer, Chess 

Passion -- Making Pictures, Learn and Chanting Veda 
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Doll in the Mirror 
Isha Satapathy 

 

 

The clouds  
Drifted, 

So peaceful in the sky. 
And under their glory 

Stood 
A barn. 
Holes 

In every unsteady wall. 
Tears 

In every piece of long forgotten garment. 
And in one 

Small wardrobe, 
A little doll 

Sat. 
It 

Gazed 
Stolidly into a mirror for years, forgotten by 

A little girl 
That had cared for it. 

She had been so 
Kind, 

Sweet, 
Innocent. 

The doll had sat 
Happily 

On its shelf, 
Always to see her round face pop around the corner. 

But one day, 
Her parents woke up 

To find her bed empty. 
She was found at the breakfast table, 

With nothing but a book. 
And slowly, 
She spoke: 

“I’m going far east, 
Where the sun shines on the sea, 

And the birds land on yellow sand. 
I will never come home.” 
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So she packed up her clothes, 
Said goodbye to her life, 

And ran away. 
But never did she once consider the doll that she had so loved. 

So the doll sat 
In the wardrobe 
In the barn with 
Unsteady walls, 

Under 
The clouds 

Drifting, 
So peaceful in the sky. 

 

 
 

Isha Satapathy is 11 years old and goes to Eagle Ridge Middle School in Virginia. Isha  loves to read and 
write, present/narrate/debate, dancing Odishi , singing, swimming and Tennis. 
Parents: Jayakumar Satapathy, Monalisha Mishra 

 
 

Cycle of Change 
Sumedha Jena 

 

A cold blanket wraps the earth with its arms 
In fear, all the animals have gone into hiding 
Blizzards show its wrath, hails come and go 
The snow feels very lonely. 
 
Time moves like a creepy snail, 
Buds open their eyes to the new world 
Birds trill their melodious song 
Rays of sunshine embrace the ground 
The empty trees are now dressed with green leaves 
Flowers burst with never ending happiness 
Spring has now put the spirit of youth 
Invigorating rain washed my thoughts out 
 
Trees start to dance…. with the warm summer air 
The gritty sand comes between my toes 
The touch of the ocean tingles my fingers 
Joyous moments among my friends 
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Leaves start to fall…….one by one 
The trees and ground start to wither 
The smell of pumpkins fill the air 
A cold breeze pushes itself against others 
 
The ground is frozen  
with fear of going to darkness again 
Plants start wilting,  
the grass can’t sway 
Heavy snow hits the calm tree’s arm,  
showing its loneliness 
The cycle of change is here  
for better and the blissful life  
to continue as ever. 

 

 

Author: Sumedha Jena, Age 12 

Grade: 7, Woodrow Wilson Middle School 

Hobbies/Passions: Reading, Writing 

Future Goals: I want to be Psychologist as well as to continue reading world literature and writing  

Parent’s Name(s): Sandhya R Jena & Nilasundar Jena 

 

Sumedha Jena was placed 1st in Meghna Memorial Award Junior Category (Ages 7-12) 
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Our Love 
Based after The Selection: The One by Kiera Cass 

By: Maya Devalcheruvu 

 
 

An open box 
A ring, resting in it 
Shining in the light 

 
Looked up 

Too stunned to speak 
The questions in my eyes 

 
Web of thin 
Gold vines 

Circle of the ring 
 

Two gems 
Green, purple 

Kissed at the crown 
 

Purple was mine 
Green was his 
There we were 

 
Two spots of light 
Growing together 

Inseparable 
 

Meant to speak 
Opened my mouth 

I try 
 

Managed to smile 
Blink my tears 

and nod 
 

Twice now 
Tried 
Failed 

 
 

Nod 
Not a word 

My entire body 
 

I love you 
Should have told you 

Long time ago 
 

Then again 
Began to smile 

I think 
 

Those obstacles 
Made me 

Love you so deeply 
 

Tears pooled 
Corners of my eyes 
Balancing my lashes 

 
What I said was true 

My heart is 
Yours to break 

 
You know 

I’d rather die 
Than see you in pain 

 
Life was ending 

All I thought about 
Was you 

 
Mourning everything 

I’d lost 
Never get to see you walk 
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Toward me 
Never get to see your face 

In our children 
 

Never see streaks of silver In your hair 
Me dying 
You living 

 
Nothing but good 
Lost my control 
Tears came in 

 
Loved 

Feeling radiating in my heart 
Every inch of me 

 
Absolute warmth 

A request 
A plea 

 

I beg 
Do me the honor 
Become my wife 

 
He kissed me 
Life settling 

Found everything 
 

Maxon’s arms 
Guide me 
Hold me 

 
Take on the world 

I was home 
Found my voice 

 
Yes! 

 
 

 

 
 
 
Maya Lochana Devalcheruvu is the daughter of Niharika Mohanty and Gopi Devalcheruvu. She 
is 14 years old and is going to 9th grade. Maya has been learning Odissi dance since she was 
4 and for the past year, she has started ballet, jazz, and tap. Maya enjoys tutoring young 
kids and volunteering at her local library. She also competes in math competitions, and plays 
soccer and piano. Maya dreams of going to Stanford and becoming a pediatrician. 
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ଚନ୍ଦନ 
Chandana - Sandalwood Paste 
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The Silver Lining 

Anuradha P Mishra   

The bus rolled on, packed almost to the door. The heat was oppressive. 

The air was filled with a weird but appealing odor-that of perspiration mingled 

with the scents of the fragrances used by some passengers. “It also has the 

smell of heat. Heat has a smell,” the girl in pink on the second row whispered 

to herself.  “It really does. It has a scent that is indescribable as well as 

intoxicating”, thought Maya.  Maya-that was her name.  “Maya” meant 

“Illusion” in Sanskrit .  It also meant “Great” in Latin. Maya-the Princess, she 

called herself. She lived in her own little world among fairies and princesses 

and thought ever since she could remember that she was a Princess in an 

earlier life. She believed she was royalty, despite the odds that she had been seeing in her small life of 

19 years.  Few ups and mostly downs. “Even this shall pass” had been her motto since the last few years, 

but things never seemed to pass. “Even this shall pass,” she thought of the bus ride to college, looking at 

the solitary coin between her fingers, rolling it absent mindedly,  as the bus stopped briefly to let in 

more passengers. This was her fare for the bus ride, discounted to a student rate. 

 “Can I sit here, please?” said a soft voice, yet loud enough to break Maya’s reverie.  ”Of course 

you can,” gushed Maya, moving closer to the window. ”Please take a seat.” The girl with the flushed 

pimple face thanked her as she sat down next to Maya. Maya stole a good look at her as she tried to 

settle in, with her books on her lap. ”She could be 16 or 17”, Maya wondered.  She liked to imagine what 

age strangers were, what life they led, whether they were happy or melancholic, famished or satiated, 

upset or unperturbed.  “She is a happy girl, maybe a bit nervous.   First day of college? Possibly”, 

thoughts raced in Maya’s head, as she watched the girl smile nervously, trying to adjust her skirt under 

the pile of books. 

Suddenly the bus started and the passengers were lunged forward. The still settling girl bumped 

her head on the backrest of the front seat and fell sideways on Maya, knocking the coin off her fingers 

onto the floor beneath.  ”I am sorry, extremely sorry,”  the girl blurted, almost in tears. Maya looked on, 

unable to respond. 

She watched helplessly as the coin rolled away from her, on the floor of the crowded bus. It was 

in her hand a moment ago.  She would have handed it over to the conductor while getting on. Now it 

was down there, somewhere among the endless rows of shoes. "It is impossible to find it among all 

these people standing here,” thought Maya.  Small beads of perspiration began to form on her 

forehead. It was the only money she had. It was her fare for the bus-ride to her college. She had no 

more money.  And, the next stop would be hers. 

Maya lived with her sister at her grandparents' home. Her father had lost his job and was yet to 

find another.  Her mother was expecting.   Her parents could no longer afford to send her to college. Her 

grandparents had stepped in and had brought Maya and her sister to live with them. They were the 
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nicest people on the planet, but sadly, her grandfather had died the previous week of a massive heart 

attack. As the family mourned his loss, Maya did not have the courage to say she had exhausted her 

allowance and ask for money. She had an assignment to submit for grading today.  Clutching her one-

way fare, she had boarded the bus. She would hitch a ride with a friend on her way back. 

The bus jolted to a stop. People started getting down. Maya shivered as she stepped onto the 

aisle. She did not know what to do.  She looked at the floor again, her eyes searching wildly for the lost 

coin; there was still no sight of it. The lump in her throat just got bigger and bigger and threatened to 

explode. 

“Excuse me“, said the girl from the seat behind. “Could you step aside, please? I need to get 

down here.  "Yy...Yes, yes...sure" mumbled Maya, and stepped aside to let the girl go ahead. Her mind 

was racing and her cheeks were flushed.  The conductor in the khaki uniform walked towards her. “OH 

my goodness!   He is coming to me.  He will ask for the fare. What do I do now? He will never believe my 

story of the rollaway coin”, Maya struggled with her thoughts as she tried not to look at the conductor in 

the eye. The conductor stopped near her. “Is this your stop?" he asked politely.  Maya searched for 

words to answer.  It was indeed her stop. “I’m sorry" she blurted out. "This Is my stop. But I do not have 

the fare. I just dropped it somewhere and can't seem to find it." she added breathlessly.  The conductor 

smiled. "Is this yours?" -  He asked, opening his palm in front of her. In his hand was the coin... the same 

kind Maya had dropped.  "A passenger gave it to me while getting off. She found it on the floor”, he 

added. 

"YES", cried Maya, "YES, YES. IT IS MINE”. “Thank you, Thank you", she whispered as she got off 

the bus. “You can keep it. It is my fare”,  she said in one breath with a wave of her hand. The conductor 

smiled. “Yes. Of course. Thank you Miss.  See you on the way back home” 

She stood frozen for a minute as the bus darted off, sweating heavily.  She had just been saved 

from being embarrassed. Slowly, she gathered herself and started to walk towards the big iron gate of 

the familiar red Victorian building. There was a new liveliness to her princess-like gait. A strange calm 

came over her as she looked up, offering a silent prayer, as she always did to be thankful. 

  The sun had just hidden behind a huge cumulonimbus cloud- signs of an approaching 

thunderstorm.  As the first drops started to fall, Maya smiled as she broke into a sprint. 

 The cloud had a silver lining. 

 

 

Anuradha P Mishra can be contacted via Email : anupranay@hotmail.com  

  

mailto:anupranay@hotmail.com
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Innocent stare 

Jigyansa Mohanty 

 

It was 4 pm and Rama had to rush to pick up her son from the bus 

stop. Rama, a former banking professional and a career woman 

now above all is a dedicated mother who dots on her kids. When 

Rama’s father was alive he always used to motivate Rama to follow 

her passion and fly high in her career. Rama, an independent 

woman had always dreamt of making it big.  A rewarding career 

and a hefty pay package was what she had always dreamt of. Never 

ever had she imagined that she would be away from her first love, 

her career and would get solace running after her two kids. 

Time played its part well and Rama decided to stay indoor to raise her kids. Rama had always prioritized 

her family above all post her nuptials and when it became difficult to reconcile both work and home she 

decided to quit one for the other. Her husband Satish also insisted she take a break as he couldn’t see 

her being in stress every time. Initially Rama used to feel  low as she had left her job in which she had 

toiled and invested a good 8 years of her life. But being a Taurean she preferred to be firm on her 

decision as she felt the need of the hour was to give her full time and energy in shaping up the growing 

up years of her two kids.  

This is the time of the day Rama loves the most. Getting ready to go down and pick up her son from the 

Society stop. As this is when she gets to meet her society friends who too come to pick up their kids and 

together they spend a good amount of time gossiping and chitchatting. Rama otherwise a homebody 

gets to know the entire community news from her friends. Starting from various recipes to diet control 

plans and skin care treatments everything finds a place in their chat list. Initially she was hesitant to 

open up, but, gradually she started enjoying their company.  

However today Rama is super excited. As after a gap of almost one month she is going to meet her 

friends. Being vacation time, most of her friends had travelled to their native and now that schools have 

reopened all are back with full enthusiasm as it marks the start of their childrens’ academic year. 

Happiness coupled with anxiety appears in a mixed bag on Rama’s face. Happiness first as she just can’t 

wait to see the radiant smile on her son’s face and anxiety as to whether the diet she was following has 

yielded any result, whether compromising on sweets and chocolates was worth for and if yes then her 

friends are going to notice her efforts or not. 

Taking her infant in a stroller and phone, door keys aptly placed in the back pocket of her faded jeans 

she hurriedly pressed the lift button. She just can’t wait to go down as after giving much thought she 

was able to finalize on that petite black floral top she used to wear prior to her pregnancy. Will she or 

won’t she ……………….as she takes the top in her hands after a long time. The smell of the naphthalene 
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balls reminds her of the day when she was six months carrying and not a single dress of hers was fitting 

in. For the first two trimesters she was gaining a kg a month, but, in the last trimester there was rapid 

weight gain. When her baby was due she was 10 kg on the plus side and she knew within that it’s going 

to be difficult for her to come back to shape as she doubted her metabolism. But thanks to Dr.Joshi , her 

dietician and her strong will power she was able to focus and lose a lot in the last two months. Her 

happiness knew no bounds as she went to Dr. Joshi’s clinic last week to check her weight and finally was 

all smiles after seeing the scale pointer stop at 59, her pre pregnancy weight. `I have done it’ she said 

getting a pat at the back from Dr. Joshi as well. Finally putting her inhibitions aside, she tried the black 

top and it fit her completely. 

As she brings the smile to her face thinking it is ground floor in the third floor, she is joined by Lata bai. 

Lata Bai, the one who used to do the household chores at Rama’s place gives a smile to Rama’s ten 

month old son while Rama stares with utter surprise. Lata to better describe was a ‘Phone Jockey’ 

always addicted to her phone. God knows where from she used to get the calls one after another. She 

hardly paid any heed to Rama’s repeated request to talk slowly and once to make matters worse Rama 

caught her talking endlessly on her mobile hardly paying any attention to the Roti which by then had 

turned into a baked pappad. That was enough to show her the doors. Finally meeting her today and 

getting a return smile was what Rama had least expected. 

These three seconds seemed like three hours for Rama who was eagerly waiting for the elevator to open 

in the ground floor. She hurriedly rushed to the sitting arena where she found her friends waiting for 

their little ones. Rama was super excited to meet her friends and a warm hello followed by a tight hug 

with a radiant return smile was enough to boost up Rama’s spirit. Here comes Adi’s mom wearing a cute 

pink dress short enough to show her perfect body curves. Wow!! Beautiful came out from Rishi’s mom 

followed by Rahul and Nishant’s. Rama thought that it was going to be her turn next, so she kept on 

smiling anticipating a complement at any point. But to her utter surprise the show stealer was Nidhi, 

Adi’s mom who by then had started explaining her dietary charts and hair texture to Rama’s friends. 

Rama didn’t know what to say, confused in her own thoughts she couldn’t utter a single word. 

How was she not complemented for her looks? How could her black floral top go unnoticed? Heads used 

to turn when she used to wear it with her beige cargo pant to her office. Even Satish used to notice it 

who otherwise is mostly hooked on to the laptop completing his office assignments. So what’s wrong 

today? She had been constantly trying to lose weight. For first six months of her pregnancy her only 

concern was to feed her new born properly but now that her younger one is already ten months old, she 

has been making some dietary changes followed by yoga to stay fit and shed those extra pounds. Now 

that she has come to shape has her weight loss regime taken a toll on her face as the glow she used to 

have earlier is no more there or else is it simply that her girlie gang has been floored by Nidhi and she 

stands nowhere close to her. What went wrong ? She wondered……………………. 

Avoiding a grumpy face and showing a fake smile she ran as her elder son jumped from the bus to greet 

her. Oh baby ………she exclaimed as she took him off from the bus. The little one slightly taking a pause 

asked her with enough curiousity, "Mamma, are we going out somewhere? you are all dressed up and 

look so good. I thought we are going out for pizza." Rama was perplexed. The entire dressing up process, 
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Lata Bai, Adi’s mom all seem to have vanished. It was only her five year old’s question that seem to have 

baffled her. She was speechless. Finally she planted a kiss on her son’s forehead and marched ahead to 

gorge on some healthy pizza…………… 

 

 

Divine bliss 

Jayasmita Mishra 

FAITH can move mountains. Passing through different phases of life we have faced 
difficulties which many a times have a miraculous ending. This itself explains the 
existence of a Super power. Here is one such encounter I had faced, that had a happy 
ending. 

This happened on a snowy winter evening...in New York. My husband was returning 
from an official trip from Brazil, he called me up from Miami. I did alert him about the 
bad weather conditions in New York. I suggested that it would be better and safe for 

him to stay there for the night and catch the plane next morning.  

I now realize, his eagerness to come home was quite strong, his immediate reply was that if the flight 
flew to NY he would definitely take the flight. As the paradigm goes: Men seldom listen, for sure the 
flight reached LaGuardia Airport with a lot of difficulty. Technology helps, all the time I was busy tracking 
the flight and my anxiety heightened up when the plane kept hovering above the airport as the snow 
was being cleaned at the ground level. Twenty minutes it circled up in the air till the runway was 
shoveled and it was safe to land. 

The phone rang, I was relieved to hear Parth’s voice, and only a sailor’s wife will understand my 
turbulent mind and gamut of emotions involved. This time when I spoke, once again I pleaded with him 
to book a hotel in the airport and stay rather than risk coming home, which on normal days would be a 
one and a half hour drive. Stubborn and firm, he was determined to take his own decision. At the airport 
none of the cab drivers wanted to bring him. Exhausted, frustrated and drained out he ultimately 
reached the train station in our town using various means of public transport; a shuttle, bus and train. At 
the train station again it was difficult to find a conveyance home; no cabs were available.  

Our efforts of getting help from neighbors and friends also was in vain. I tried calling a few friends, the 
irony: it was always the voice message answering my call and I had no patience for that. Times are 
different; no one wants to be bothered about other people's crisis. They fail to understand that it is 
always a two way street. In reality, one small gesture of kindness or good deed can create a domino 
effect of paying it forward. 

Panic stricken, I decided to seek help from neighbors, whom I knew for the past 15yrs., by virtue of 
residing in a huge apartment complex. Every other day we met at common places; elevator, lounge, 
parking lot, garbage bin, recycle area and so on, not forgetting to exchange greetings and smiles with 
one another. After all we shared a common sense of affinity and bonded as a big family. 

Cutting a long story short, at times your own people do not also realize the gravity of the situation and 
back out when in need. It was hard to believe when the neighbor who had a 4/4 wheel drive van, could 
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have helped but he was so much engrossed in watching a movie that he bluntly nodded his head and 
literally slammed the door on my face. Probably he was enjoying his, “ME” time to the brim. A police 
officer whose duty is to protect people also shrugged his shoulders off. A friend and good neighbor 
refused explaining his own limitations. It was a period of intense stress, I felt helpless. 

Cold and annoyed, Parth decided that he would walk home. My heart missed a beat, as I knew it would 
be an arduous task as he had his heavy luggage too. Not to mention he was sick two months ago and 
was under strict medical supervision. 

I had no other option: just closed my eyes and prayed. I decided I would also walk down to the train 
station so that when we meet both could help each other. I was just getting ready to go and lo behold! I 
opened the front door, to my utter disbelief Parth was standing in front of me. Indeed this was a 
miracle. It so happened an unknown Spanish lady who had gone to pick her family from the train 
station, did offer him a ride and dropped him right in front of our building. Swearing on God’s name 
Parth said he never knew the lady and from nowhere she came beckoning him to sit in her car and 
dropped him at his destination. Everything appeared to be well planned, she was God sent.  

Angles do exist on earth, immediately I could visualize myself being in God’s care. An unforgettable 
experience, worth sharing: prayers are answered; for sure miracles do happen. We should all recognize 
that every time God does choose to perform a miracle in our lives, He is showing His love for us in a 
tangible way. 

 
 

Dr Jayasmita Mishra, Ph.D  lives in upstate New York with husband Akshay and two children Suprav and 

Supriya. 
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That Night of Her Life 
Chinmoyee Tripathy 

 

Spring –the pleasant season with its beautiful fragrance of cosmos and gardenia, made the atmosphere 
heavenly. Sudha was sipping her hot cup of ginger tea while inhaling a little more of the spring aroma 
from her patio garden. The ginger aroma from her tea was subdued. The ‘Shutterfly’ courier guy had just 
delivered the online order of her wedding snaps. Luckily her 5-year-old munchkin went to school and 
Sudha was happy, as she was all alone to open the packet and ponder over the snaps without any 
disturbances. 

Sudha glanced at the wall clock from top of her shoulder and breathed a sigh of relief to find that four 
more hours were still there for her munchkin to be back from his school. She spread the hundred of 
snaps all over the carpet and started looking at each and every picture. She had ordered those pictures 
to make a collage as a wedding anniversary gift for her husband Sudeep. 

“How time flies,” she said to herself. Ten long years have passed and now she was Mrs. Mishra for such 
a long time! 

But all of a sudden, Sudha picked up a photo of her with drooped eyes, dry lips and with a rusty blanket 
wrapped all over her wedding ‘ghagra’. Pain streaked on her face. She could not stop herself from 
drifting into that part of her life. It was as if “Alice went into her WONDER-LAND.” 

***** 

Sudha when young, always dreamt of a house full of life, where members not only live for themselves 
but also live for each other. She always thought why her parents who showered their love on her only 
brother Kanhu, didn’t love her. She wondered if it was a mistake that they brought her to this world. 
With passage of time she was mature enough to understand about couples bearing kids. And Sudha 
knew that the first child could never be thought of as a mistake by any couple, but yes, her gender 
definitely was not what her parents wanted. They never wanted a girl child. Everyone liked Sudha, a 
slim, beautiful and fair girl, not because she was pretty, but because she was very friendly. Her witty 
talks made all her friends fall off their seats. Her selfless love towards God made her very confident and 
she always felt that miracles do happen. She thought her parents didn’t care for her small feelings, but 
she did feel that they provided things she needed the most. She found that parents of most of her 
friends didn’t even care to do that. This made her love her parents more with every passing day. While 
hanging around with friends she heard stories of rape and murder by neighbors or strangers but her 
story was different. She used to talk how several times strangers helped her. She felt as if someone was 
always there to hold her hand and guide her way ahead. 

Sudha offered silent prayers to God thanking Him for everything that happened in her life. Her only 
complaint against God was, “Why her parents never loved her the way she wanted?” Being very 
positive, she always thought, God would definitely send her a prince charming who would love her to 
the moon and back. Hence she was happy always. Finally the day came, her wedding day. She seemed 
very happy. Girls generally get depressed thinking of leaving their parents, friends and family but Sudha 
was excited to meet Sudeep, her prince charming. It was an arranged marriage. The numerous phone 
calls between the long distant friends during the brief span of time between engagement and marriage 
made them one soul with bodies. She always thought, “Will there ever be love in an arranged 
marriage?” But, it happened and she was terribly in love with the cute, fair and handsome Sudeep, a 
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software engineer by profession and a romantic by heart. Sudha was having mixed feelings; she could 
not believe that she would be someone’s wife first then someone’s daughter. But, of course, she was 
longing for this time. Her life partner from now on would be a part of her identity. This was what she 
wanted all her life. 

The days went smoothly with her pre and post-wedding rituals and soon Sudha and Sudeep were 
pronounced man and wife in a traditional Odia Hindu marriage. Legally they were the married couple as 
they registered their marriage 30 days prior to that big day. Time from dawn to dusk flew very fast. 
Sudha waved goodbye to everyone with teary eyes and a heavy heart after her marriage. She followed 
Sudeep to the decorated car and sat with him. She was excited for her new home in a remote village, 
some hundred kilometers away from her parent’s place.  Sudeep was a software engineer who worked 
far from his hometown, but he never forgot his roots from a remote rural place. He was the son of a 
zamindar of a small village in Odisha. Sudha, brought up in the city, had never seen a village, neither did 
she dream of going to one ever. So she wondered how everything was going to be in the new place. She 
had deep faith in Sudeep’s great love for her. 

The bridegroom’s decorated car got packed with the driver, Kanhu, Lali (Sudeep’s younger sister) and 
the newlywed couple. All the way to her new home she clutched Sudeep’s hand and was silently 
weeping; all her thoughts were about the new family. She kept asking Sudeep intermittently, “how far 
we need to go?” On their way home, Sudeep insisted her to take a nap leaning on his shoulder. Without 
uttering a single word she just leaned towards him and could smell his cologne. 

Sudha asked in a very faint voice, “How long?” 

Sudeep slightly lifting her clenched fist and kissing it gently, replied in his husky tone, “few more 
minutes, be ready for a grand welcome”. Sudha almost fainted with this gesture of his and felt 
everything stopped right in front of her. She was ecstatic. To her surprise the silence broke in no time. 

“Why did you stop the vehicle in the middle of the road?” Sudha heard Sudeep asking the driver. She 
saw the time from his watch was 12 o’clock when Sudeep pressed his digital clock’s light button. Lali and 
Kanhu were deep asleep. 

“The car hit something. Didn’t you hear that thud?” asked the driver. 

Sudha pressed her hand against Sudeep’s as if apologizing for what was going on between them just a 
few minutes back. Sudeep pretended as if he heard something and then asked the driver to restart the 
vehicle and move-on. Sudha tried looking out of the window and could feel just the quietness of the 
dark night. She could hear the sound of the breeze blowing away the leaves of big trees everywhere. 
This was very different from the nights in the city. She was bit scared when she could not see anything 
around her and grasped Sudeep’s hand very tightly. Soon she heard Sudeep being asked by his father to 
remain seated   and not to get down from that car. It was ritual; he was not supposed to stop during the 
time he takes his bride home. She was proud of Sudeep that he obeyed his father. She could hear 
footsteps of some people coming from the front. They were his cousins who came to help. First they 
dropped Kanhu and Lali at home safely and then tried every technique to roll the wheels, but it was all 
in vain. Literally struggling for two and a half hours, Sudeep lost all his patience and asked Sudha to get 
down from the broken car and follow him to the other car.  

Sudha got down from the car, adjusted her pallu, saree, and whole lot of ornaments, all the bridal decks. 
She was physically exhausted; tired even to lift the heavy jeweler over her body, which she was not 
habituated to wear as a girl. Everywhere she looked was dark, dark and only dark. She glanced at the 
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white car that was broken; still the flowers over it were fresh as if wishing her happiness all her life. She 
walked some 50-60 feet to reach to the parked car, which she guessed must be with Sudeep inside. She 
opened the rear door and slipped inside only to see no one inside it. The door lights also didn’t glow. 
She was struggling to recognize who were in the front seats when she heard Sudeep asking her to relax 
as he was seating next to his elder brother who was in the driver’s seat. Finally, they headed home after 
a very long break. Proper Grihapravesh was done. It was 3 o’clock in the morning but nothing seemed to 
have changed the wedding spirit. She saw decorations everywhere. The band stood quietly without 
playing the drums , they were trying not to disturb others in the village. After one hour Sudha got a bed 
to lie down; She was tired.  

As per the Odia wedding practice, the consummation occurs on the fourth night of the wedding day. 
Sudha had her bed with other ladies and Sudeep was somewhere among the gents. Just after an hour 
Sudha could hear the voices of many calling her name, asking her to get up. Once she got up, she was 
very tired as if something was wrong with her. She heard Lali talking to Sudeep about her. She told 
Sudeep that Sudha was shivering in fever and was making grunts as if somebody was pressing her 
throat. Sudha’s head was heavy; she remained in bed for the rest of the morning. She was down with 
very high fever for the next few days. She was tested for typhoid, malaria and dengue, which were all 
negative. Doctors gave her blood and urine reports as normal. But something was wrong with her. On 
the night of consummation Sudha was down with very high fever. With her bridal make-up she was 
wrapped with a rusty blanket. Her first night with Sudeep was sizzling hot not because of what she 
earlier dreamt of but because of her high body temperature. Day by day Sudha was becoming lean and 
weak. Days passed. Her health was deteriorating. Everyone in the village came up with new ideas to heal 
her; Sudeep’s family did everything for Sudha. Sudeep was very worried for his wife. He took a month’s 
leave for his wedding and twenty days were already gone; Sudha was still not in a condition to talk to 
him, or accompany him. 

One fine day, one of Sudeep’s friends suggested him to call a Tantrik Baba who could try some black 
magic to cure Sudha’s ailment. It was his last resort; Sudeep agreed and called the Tantrik Baba. He 
desperately wanted Sudha to be all right. The Baba determined something unnatural that caused her 
illness. Sudha could not believe what she heard. As per the Baba, an evil spirit came to stay in Sudha’s 
body from the spot where their car broke down on her wedding night. The finding was confirmed from 
the fact that a few years back a young woman, from Lali’s college had committed suicide by hanging 
from that banyan tree near the graveyard. It was her spirit, that unnatural-power which entered Sudha’s 
body when she walked alone from one car to the other. Sudha was not ready to accept what the Baba 
told; but it was hard to ignore what the driver too told the family. The driver told that when he went 
with a mechanic to bring the broken car for repair, they could not find anything wrong with the vehicle. 
The car started in the first attempt and rolled on. 

Soon the Baba performed certain pujas and chanted mantras; Sudha began feeling better. Her struggle 
for twenty-two days was over. Sudha and Sudeep spent rest of their days happily in the village with the 
family members and left for the city he worked. 

For Sudha it was something she could never decide: whether to accept that a spirit made her sick or, 
that the illness came to her from physical exhaustion and anxiety of coming to a completely new place. 
She thought of the episode as a miracle in her life. Her first few days in her in-laws house were so lovely 
for her that now she had memories to cherish all her life. Everybody took good care of her and loved her 
like she was never loved before. But every time she thought of that fateful night she was puzzled. 

“Whatever it may be, if you think good, good things will happen to you,” mused Sudha. 
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Tring! Tring! Tring! 

“Oh, it’s 4 o’clock. Tatu’s bus will be coming any moment. I must rush to the school bus-stop” said a 
smiling Sudha while piling up all her snaps. 

 

 

Konark, The Sunset Heritage 
Anil Dey 

 

The thirteenth century Sun Temple of Konarka - one of the Seven Wonders of the World in the past, a 
world heritage now - evokes global interest even in its ruins. The great tower is long gone, Jagamohona 
is in crutches, the beautiful sculptures are in terminal stage of leprous decay and cruel nature will surely 
claim the rest in another century at best. In the foreseeable future, ambiance of most of the sculptures 
will be beyond recognition and even the remains of Konarka will stand like a ghost of its past. It has 
therefore been a cherished dream in the heart of every art lover to see this great heritage rise again in a 
new Avatar. Yet there has been controversy galore, whenever such a proposal surfaced! 
 

THE CONTROVERSY 
Pseudo socialists jumped into the ring whenever such a proposal was made, questioning, why spend 
crores of rupees on building a temple when majority of people in the state are unable to manage two 
square meals a day? Yet, none of these antagonists had voiced a single protest when hundreds of 

temples dedicated to different Gods and Goddesses were 
sprouting across the state and beyond. The spree continues 
unabated but no one objects. One is bound to ask, is heritage 
of a nation, less important than its religious sentiments? 
Pardon me for asking, is it religious or superstitious?  
 
The controversy has arisen from the fact that protagonists are 
trying to view the external beauty of the temple as an 
independent phenomenon while antagonists are unable to 
see anything beyond its external beauty.  
 

What are visitors looking for in these ruins? A part of the crowd perhaps wonders what this stupendous 
creation originally was but a major part comes here to derive carnal pleasure from the thousands of 
erotic sculptures. Both the groups cannot even conceive, to what height of sophistication, these 
medieval artists had gone. 
 
THE ARTISTIC CONCEPT 
Behind every great art there is a great philosophy. Until that philosophy is understood the real greatness 
of the Sun Temple of Konarka will not be understood.  
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Start from the temple itself; it is not a structure alone with certain mundane roles to play. Hindus treat 
the temple as a living human being. They call the human body, ‘Deha Mandira’- body the temple. It is 
holy. In the canons of Kalingan architecture different parts of the structure are named after different 
parts of the human body – Pada (foot), Jangha (thigh), Gandi, (body above waist), Beki (neck), Mastaka 
(head) and so on. The tall tower of Rekha temple is considered as Man and the squat ornamented Pidha 
temple in front as Woman. Hindu philosopher has also likened the human body to a chariot:  

Atmanaam Rathinaam biddhi shariram ratha mebatu/ 
   Buddhi tu sarathi biddhi manah pragahameba cha //     

Kathopanisad (1.iii.3) 
Body is a chariot of which soul is the master; intellect is its charioteer and mind, its bridle.  

The world exists from the combined forces of man and woman. The great architect of Konarka added to 
this concept solar presence and the eternal journey of humanity. On stone he expressed, Powered by 
solar grace, the united journey of man and woman in their bodily chariot, rolls on and on through 
days, weeks,  months, years and generations after generations to eternity. This is deathless - Amruta. 
There is nothing parochial, narrow or communal in this great philosophy; no mention even of any known 
religion. 

Many theories have been advanced on the erotic images. Percy Brown (1872-1955), an art critic of 
Victorian mind set, who at one stage named these  sculptures, “Plastic obscenity” recorded later, “Deep 
within the sculptured stones lies an artless perfection that is full of art, in-expressible yet potent, like the 
musical notes of   Mendelssohn’s ‘Songs without words’ or the hunting indefinable melodies of  the 
‘Nocturnes’ Debussy. Serious viewers may suffer of such conflicting reaction but until the history and 
philosophy of temple ornamentation in Odisha is understood, these friezes will remain ever, an enigma. 

Till around 7th century ornamentations on the Odishan temples were few but there was no bar on 
decorating walls inside. The trend changed thereafter. While the external surface was ornamented more 
and more the inside was shorn of all ornamentation. Symbolically they were telling, man and woman 
come together attracted by physical charms but once they merge in each other all external attractions 
get lost. The architect seems to have been influenced by the under mentioned scripture – one of the 
many – in Brahadaraka Upanishad: 

 
Tadwa aswei-tatichhanda  apahata- papam-abhayam  rupam/  
Tadyatha Priyaya  striya  sampariswakto  na bahyam  kinchana  beda  nantaram, Ebamebayam 
 purushaha:  pragyenatmana samparshwakto na bahyam Kinchan beda nantaram; tadwa aswei-
tadapta-kamam-aptakamam-akamam rupam  Shokantaram. 
     -Brahadaraka Upanishad (4.3.21) 

 
This image of the soul is devoid of lust or guilt (atichhanda). Like a couple in deep embrace forgetting 
their outer or inner cravings and, in a state of oneness, the soul is beyond desire, lust, or sorrow. That is 
the state in which these couples have remained frozen for what seems to be the eternity.  
 
Now look at the erotic sculptures again. You will not find a single instance of rape or physical atrocity. 
 The churning world of humanity is merged in cosmic oneness. Essential though, can we present them in 
the new temple with same frankness? I shall try to answer the question by a simile. 
 
The Sun Temple of Konarka was an epic written on stone. Epics contain certain eternal values.  Epics 
like Ramayana and Mahabharata have been written time and again. Each of them is written in a manner 
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conforming to the social mores of that time. Yet the eternal values enshrined in these epics have not 
been lost.  This great temple can rise again if protagonists keep this in mind and modern artists are able 
to present the erotica in essence without offending contemporary social mores. 
 
A SECULAR TEMPLE 
Sounds absurd but it is true.  Apart from creating a classic beauty, there was a specific reason why king 
Narasinghadeb-I invested a fortune on this great monument. That reason is valid even today.  
 
At a time when Odisha was inundated in Jagannath worship and Jagannath was the royal icon of 
Ganga dynasty, what impelled the brightest star of the dynasty to create a temple much bigger than 
the tallest Jagannath temple, much more beautiful than any temple of that time and consecrated 
there in the Sun god, who had nominal followers then?  

The society then, was bitterly divided between, Vaishnavites, Shaivites and Shakti cult with followers of 
Jagannath trying to downplay every other god and goddess. Historian Dr. Karunasagar Behera has 
quoted from two old scriptures in this context. While Kapila Samhita asserts supremacy of Jagannath on 
all other gods, Bata Avakasha describes all gods as mere attendants of Jagannath like menials (Konark 
Vol-I p.141). Prime Minister Modiji today chants the mantra of, “Sabka’ saath sabka Vikash”. Nearly 
eight centuries earlier, a medieval king of Odisha had understood, without social amity his country 
cannot prosper. He used religion itself as a tool of reform. He had realized that every religion preaches 
good conduct and peaceful co-existence; followers twist them to create discord.  If the followers could 
be brought together under one roof and encouraged to discuss, much of the rift may even out.  He 
placed on one pedestal, the Lingam, Lord Jagannath and Ma’ Bhabani – representing the three warring 
cult and stood paying obeisance. 

Sun whose grace brooks no barrier of religion, caste, creed, colour or nationality, was the perfect foil 
to the radical thoughts of the king.  Unfortunately, the noble king had little time to implement his royal 
strategy. The temple was consecrated in 1258 AD and Narasingha tenure ended by 1264.  The strategy 
is still valid in a world torn in hatred, distrust and religious fanaticism. This temple in its contemporary 
Avatar could be the greatest gift of Odisha to the world.  

It is not to showcase the great stone craft of Odisha alone that a resurrection is necessary. Until the 
underlying spiritual and social causes of this temple are understood and brought out in the new 
creation, the whole exercise would be lost and it would be just another temple; at best a poor copy of 
the old masterpiece. 
 

Apart from artistic and conceptual aspects, there exists serious technical problems which cannot be 
solved through legends. A number of acknowledged experts from the field of engineering, science, art 
and architecture assembled under the banner of Kalinga Heritage Preservation Trust (KHPT) 5 years 
back to design a Global Sun Temple in the architectural, spiritual and secular tradition of the Sun Temple 
of Konarka.  Readers interested in details may visit website www.khptodisha.org.  The team has worked 
out detailed engineering drawings and a thousand rupees Project Report. 

Now question arose, who will foot the bill? This being an Odia heritage, the Trustees expected in fitness, 
the Odia community will come forward. There has been no response; there have rather been voices 
galore, expecting the Government to finance the project! The Odisha Government have washed their 
hands off the project. On 4 th May 2016 Honourable Minister, Tourism and Culture, stated on the floor of 
the house that the Government has no plan to create another Konark temple. The great heritage 

http://www.khptodisha.org/
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remains only in the horse icon printed at the head of Government stationary! State Government could 
have patronised this project to promote tourism – foreign tourists in particular. The catholic character of 
this temple is expected to attract people from all over the globe looking for peace. The Government at 
the centre – though saffron coloured – will not patronize a Hindu temple, secularin essence.  

On principle, why should Government build a temple? Somnath temple was destroyed 6 times and 
rebuilt 6 times, the last being in independent India between 1947 and 1951.  Government did not fund 
the restoration but Sardar Patel first and K.M.Munshi next was chief patron of the project. Is there any 
Nationalist politician of similar stature in Odisha?   

Why talk of politicians and Government, I will revert to the civil society again which seems to be in deep 
slumber. Business men and industrialists are also a part of that civil society.  

Italy in Europe is not a rich country. One shoe maker named Tod has donated 20.6 million Euro (Rs.210 
Crores) for restoration of the famous Colosseum. A diesel retailer has contributed 5 million Euro (Rs.42 
Crores) for conservation of the Rialto bridge of Venice. Fendi a fashion designer has donated 2.5 million 
Euro (Rs.21 Crore) for restoration of Trevi fountain in Rome.  I beg to ask the Odia community; is there 
no business house in Odisha or abroad, richer than a shoe maker or a diesel retailer?  

Coming to the financial burden on people, how much is the burden? As per a recent Census, population 
of Odisha is 4.55 Crores. The project cost being a thousand Crores, financial burden per head comes to 
only Rs.220/- and that too spread over 5 to 6 years. It is true, there are yet many in the State who 
cannot manage two square meals daily. It is equally true that there are many who can buy a whole 
granary. 
 
This temple is not a heritage of Odisha alone; it is the heritage of the whole world particularly because 
of its all-inclusive philosophy and contribution to world peace. The global community should also come 
forward for this noble cause.   
 
Odia sisters and brothers; awake to the cause of your national heritage; come forward - individually 
and collectively - to help the greatest project of the century take shape. 
 

 

P.S 

This writer is the author of two seminal works on Konarka; 

1. Arka Kshetra Konarka (Odia). Publisher Aama Odisha, Bhubaneshwar. 

2. The Sun Temple of Konark (English). Publisher Niyogi Books, Delhi. 
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Can We Make Our Cells Younger? 

Joy Gopal Mohanty 
 

 

When I was in the first grade, my grandfather gave me a book named, “First book of English” to 
read.  I forgot the author’s name of that book; but I still remember what I read in one of its pages that 
said, 

“If you wish to be stout and strong, 
Get up at five; go to bed at nine, 

Eat plain food and play for sometimes after school hours.” 

Now I am a grandfather and cannot even think of being stout and strong.  I can get up some days at five 
with alarm set; but it is hard.  Certainly, I would like to go to bed at nine, even before.  I do eat plain 
vegetarian food; but cannot walk much, forget about playing, not even feel like going to gym every day. 
 I think, my friends of my age will probably feel the same way.  I am old.  However, I would like not to get 
sick.  So, I am trying to keep a healthier life as much as possible.  Yet, aging has affected me like anybody 
else of my age.  One of my friend, when he was 50-55 years old, he had full head of hair; but they were 
all white.   He decided to color black and immediately thereafter, all of his colleagues said to him, “You 
look 20 years younger”.   He was musing to himself.  Amazing!  It feels good when someone says 
something nice about you.  It is true however, that he did not become younger by just coloring his hair, 
and it is just the look.  In fact, hair-coloring solution contains chemicals like peroxide that can even 
damage hair cells.   
 

Interestingly, human body has two different types of age [1]:  “Chronological age” according to 
the person’s date of birth and “Biological age” that refers to how old a person seems or feels.  My 
parents lived up to their mid-eighties, while my sister’s father-in-law is living and is already 100 years 
old.  He eats plain food, takes care of his own daily routine, talks normal to family members, and goes up 
and down on the stairs of the building where he lives.  Can we then say that his “Biological age” is 
definitely less than his chronological age?   According to the experts [1], the protective ends of the 
chromosomes, called “Telomeres” work to keep chromosome ends from deteriorating, affecting how 
quickly cells age and die.  It seems, there is a direct correlation between Telomere length and biological 
age.  Thus, persons with shorter Telomeres are more likely to experience an early death or develop 
neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease.  However, maintaining a 
healthy lifestyle, including a healthy diet and regular exercise, may maintain Telomere length.    
Recently, even a company [2] has opened up introducing a simple genetic test in measuring cellular age 
[2] of people in “Telo-years”.            

_______________ 
1.  http://www.medicaldaily.com/human-bodys-chronological-and-biological-age-may-differ-why-your-breast-
tissues-are-326884   
2.  https://www.teloyears.com/home/index.html?gclid=CI7W45Wjr9MCFQhXDQodqJ4G-Q  

http://www.medicaldaily.com/healthy-lifestyle-may-lengthen-telomeres-reversing-cellular-aging-257068
http://www.medicaldaily.com/human-bodys-chronological-and-biological-age-may-differ-why-your-breast-tissues-are-326884
http://www.medicaldaily.com/human-bodys-chronological-and-biological-age-may-differ-why-your-breast-tissues-are-326884
https://www.teloyears.com/home/index.html?gclid=CI7W45Wjr9MCFQhXDQodqJ4G-Q
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Think about when you have a pain or headache.  What you do?  Take rest and if that does not 
help, take some over-the-counter painkillers like “Aspirin” or “Ibuprofen (Advil)”.  Some people even 
have to take prescription painkillers to curb their pain.  In these situations, these painkillers act like 
blood thinners and thereby increase blood flow [3].  We must understand that for every cell in our body 
to work properly and do their job, they need oxygen and oxygen is delivered to them only by blood, 
circulating all over the body.  If for some reason there is a blood clot or so-called “Plaque” formation [4], 
blood circulation will be hampered.  Then, if cells undergo a condition with very low oxygen level than 
usual for a prolonged period, they can go through senescence or even die.   In fact, due to various 
factors, cells in our body do go through senescence and die.  Of course, each day new cells are born to 
compensate the loss.  However, this process has a limit and when majority of cells in blood circulation or 
in the heart go through senescence, death ultimately happens. 

 
So the question comes, what can we do to increase blood circulation?  These days, when I visit 

my doctor, he/she always asks me if I do exercise every day for at least half an hour.   Even walking will 
help.  In answer, I remain silent, as I do not feel like going to the gym.  That means we have to be active 
and move our body parts regularly to keep our cells healthier.  In fact, athletes always have to go 
through a warm up exercise before they take part in the completion.  If we sit still, body thinks as if cells 
do not need to metabolize or produce energy and they become sluggish.  In addition, in case you have a 
broken bone and have a cast, once the cast is removed, you have to go through a period of physical 
therapy to slowly increase the movement of that part of the body.   When we move, we use energy and 
then cells metabolize and produce more energy again.  However, if too much energy is drawn, we feel 
tired and feel sleepy.  Thus each one of us also needs to sleep for some time to rejuvenate our batteries 
or basal energy level of our cells. 

Therefore, here are some tips [5] for healthy aging that we should consider at any stage of life 
and particularly in the senior life: 

 
 Stay physically active with regular exercise. 
 Stay socially active with friends and family and within your community. 
 Eat a healthy, well-balanced diet — dump the junk food in favor of fiber-rich, low-fat, and 

low-cholesterol eating. 
 Do not neglect yourself:  Regular check-ups with your doctor, dentist, and optometrist are 

even more important now. 
 Take all medications as directed by your doctor. 
 Limit alcohol consumption and cut out smoking. 
 Get the sleep that your body needs. 

 
In addition, doctors [5] say, “Getting adequate nutrition can be a challenge as you get older.”   In 

fact, several key nutrients may be in short supply, as we get older.  Below are the top vitamins and 
nutrients [6] to be taken regularly that are suggested by them as follows.  Above all, nutritionists 
recommend us to drink 3 to 5 large glasses of water each day.  

 
__________________________ 

3.  http://www.nativeremedies.com/ailment/increase-poor-blood-circulation.html 
4.  http://www.webmd.com/heart-disease/clogged-arteries-arterial-plaque#1 
5.  http://www.everydayhealth.com/senior-health/understanding/index.aspx  
6.  http://www.webmd.com/healthy-aging/nutrition-world-2/missing-nutrients 
 

http://www.nativeremedies.com/ailment/increase-poor-blood-circulation.html
http://www.everydayhealth.com/senior-health/understanding/index.aspx
http://www.webmd.com/healthy-aging/nutrition-world-2/missing-nutrients
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Vitamin B12: This is an important vitamin needed for creating red blood cells and DNA, and for 
maintaining healthy nerve function.  This can be taken as supplements to meet the need.  

Folate/Folic Acid: This is an important nutrient that needs supplementation for older people whose 
diets do not include sufficient fruits and vegetables or they do not eat folic acid 
fortified cereals. 

Calcium: Calcium is so essential that if you do not get enough, your body will leach it out of your 
bones and this can increase the risk of brittle bones and fractures. Dairy products taken 
regularly can supply sufficient calcium.  Otherwise supplements will be needed. 

Vitamin D: This helps the body absorb calcium, maintain bone density, and prevent osteoporosis.  In 
older people, vitamin D deficiency has also been linked to increased risk of falling.  For this 
reason, calcium and vitamin D are available in one pill that should be taken by seniors. 

Potassium: This essential mineral is vital for cell function and has been shown to help reduce high 
blood pressure and the risk of kidney stones.  Unfortunately, surveys show that many older 
Americans do not get the recommended 4.7 gram of potassium a day.  Bananas are good 
source of potassium. 

Magnesium: Getting enough of this important nutrient can help keep your immune system in top shape, 
your heart healthy, and your bones strong.  Some medications older people take, including 
diuretics, may also reduce magnesium absorption. So, fill your plate with as many 
unprocessed foods as possible, including fresh fruits, vegetables, nuts, whole grains, beans 
and seeds, all of which are great sources of magnesium. 

Fiber: This is very important for good health and bowl movement as it helps promote healthy 
digestion by moving foods through the digestive tract.   

Probiotics and Prebiotics [7]:  

 Probiotics [7] are “good” bacteria that help keep our digestive system healthy.  In addition, 
once they live and colonize in the gut, they forcibly remove harmful bacteria.  One of the 
best sources of probiotics is yogurt containing live and good bacteria like lactobacillus or 
bifidobacteria.  Probiotics are even available in vegetarian capsules.  According to experts, 
strength of probiotics is measured in colony forming units (CFUs).  One should purchase 
probiotics with highest CFU available and with as many strains possible.  Vitacost [8] 
Probiotic 15-35 appears to be one of the best in this category. This probiotic supplement 
[8] provides 15 different probiotic strains with total strength of 35 CFUs.  

 On the other hand, prebiotics [7] are carbohydrates in the fibers that cannot be digested 
by the human body. They are food for probiotics.  Foods rich in prebiotics include 
asparagus, artichokes, bananas, oatmeal, and legumes.  Interestingly, Vitacost Probiotic 
15-35 is a synbiotic, meaning it contains both probiotics and prebiotics that work together 
to promote digestion and support a healthy immune system [8].  I remember when I 
started with this probiotic, I had a bloating feeling for a couple of days and then it went  

__________________ 

7.  http://www.webmd.com/vitamins-and-supplements/nutrition-vitamins-11/probiotics  
8.  https://www.vitacost.com/productResults.aspx?N=0&ss=1&Ntt=probiotic%2015-35  

http://www.webmd.com/vitamins-and-supplements/nutrition-vitamins-11/probiotics
https://www.vitacost.com/productResults.aspx?N=0&ss=1&Ntt=probiotic%2015-35
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away.  Moreover, after using it for 2-3 weeks, I felt do not need to use it every day.  That means, 
once the probiotics colonies are formed in the gut, we only need to maintain it and one capsule 
every 3 days was adequate for me to keep it going.   

 
Omega-3 Fats:  

These unsaturated fats, found primarily in fish, have a wide range of benefits, including possibly 
reducing symptoms in rheumatoid arthritis and slowing the progression of age-related macular 
degeneration, a disease of reduced vision in the elderly. Omega-3s may also reduce the risk of  
Alzheimer’s disease and perhaps even keep the brain sharper as we age.   Some vegetable 
sources of omega 3 include soybeans, walnuts, flaxseeds, and canola oil.  A vegetarian/vegan 
Omega-3 Supplement [9] called “Ovega-3” prepared from Algae (a plant) is one of the best 
products available in the market.  

 

A new Vitamin B3 called Nicotinamide Riboside:  

Cells in our body continuously go 
through DNA damage and subsequent 
repair [10].  Scientists are just 
beginning to understand some of the 
key molecules involved in DNA repair.  
Many factors, such as tobacco and 
radiation from sunlight, are known to 
actively damage DNA.  Although our 
cells have sophisticated mechanisms 
for repairing DNA, errors inevitably slip 
through.   

An important compound called 
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
(NAD+) found in all cells that regulates 

key signaling pathways and energy production, is also known to participate in DNA repair [10].   
Scientists [11] have discovered that NAD+ level in our cells decline with age.  The reason why 
NAD+ declines with age is unknown, but this might account for why DNA repair capacity declines 
with age.  Research group led by Dr. David Sinclair at Harvard Medical School [12] found that by 
administering mice with an endogenous compound called nicotinamide riboside (NR), which is 
converted into NAD+ by cells, they could repair cell’s loss in ability to make energy, and reverse 
signs of aging.  In fact, administration of 2-year old mice with this NAD+ booster, NR, their cells 
behaved like those of 6-month young mice.   

__________ 

9.  http://www.ovega.com/  
10.  https://www.nih.gov/news-events/nih-research-matters/researchers-find-clue-repair-aging-dna   
11.  Hassina Massudi, Ross Grant,

 
Nady Braidy,

 
Jade Guest,

 
Bruce Farnsworth,

 
and Gilles J. Guillemin:  Age-

Associated Changes In Oxidative Stress and NAD
+
 Metabolism In Human Tissue, PLoS One, vol. 7, e42357, 2012. 

12.  https://hms.harvard.edu/news/genetics/new-reversible-cause-aging-12-19-13    

http://www.ovega.com/
https://www.nih.gov/news-events/nih-research-matters/researchers-find-clue-repair-aging-dna
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Massudi%20H%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22848760
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Grant%20R%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22848760
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Braidy%20N%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22848760
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Guest%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22848760
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Farnsworth%20B%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22848760
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Guillemin%20GJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22848760
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3407129/
https://hms.harvard.edu/news/genetics/new-reversible-cause-aging-12-19-13
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Dr. Charles Brenner, a Biochemist from University of Iowa conducted a first human clinical trial of 
NR on himself [13] and a second human trial of NR [13] involving six men and six women.  Each 
participant received single oral doses of 100mg, 300mg, or 1000mg of NR in a different sequence 
with a seven-day gap between doses.  After each dose, blood and urine samples were collected 
and analyzed.  The results showed that NR vitamin increased NAD+ metabolism in a dose-
dependent manner and there were no serious side effects with any of the doses.  NR is now 
commercially available for human consumption from ChromaDex Inc [14] with the trade name 
“NIAGEN”. Several companies like Prohealthspan.com, Genexformulas.com, and 
hpnsupplements.com, sell Niagen in vegetarian capsules that can be taken in empty stomach 
daily with a glass of water.  These companies also sell their Niagen capsules via Amazon.com.   

With this information, it is tempting to ask, “Can we make our cells younger and have healthy aging by 
taking NR (Niagen) along with adequate nutrition and exercise?  That of course time will tell. 
______________ 
13.  https://medcom.uiowa.edu/theloop/news/first-human-clinical-trial-for-nicotinamide-riboside  
14.  https://www.chromadex.com/niagen/  

 

Author contact: 6387 Woodland Forest Dr., Elkridge, MD 21075 or via Email: jgmohanty@yahoo.com.  

 
 

 

What Alumni Can Do For Their Alma Mater 
Debendra Kumar Das   

 

INTRODUCTION 

Beginning in 1960’s many educated Odias migrated to the USA, Canada 
and Europe. Most had studied at good colleges in India and with that 
education; they came for and further higher studies at foreign universities.  
Once completed, they were able to get respectable white-collar jobs and led a 
very comfortable life. They could afford to give an excellent education to their 
children. This success in life was possible because they had received a good 
education in India, which gave them their first break, to come into the 
prosperous western countries.  

Therefore, the Odia immigrant community, who is the beneficiary of such good fortunes, owes it 
to the schools and colleges in Odisha and India to give something back in return. I particularly owe my 
gratitude to my Alma mater, the Regional Engineering College at Rourkela (RECR) located in western 
Odisha. Presently it is known as the National Institute of Technology Rourkela (NITR). 

In January 2017, about 100 alumni with their spouses of my RECR batch, returned to their Alma 
mater in Rourkela. We celebrated the golden jubilee; the 50th anniversary after beginning our education 
at RECR in 1967. On that occasion, the alumni performed two noteworthy acts for our Alma mater; (i) 
Creation of a scholarship fund and (ii) Creation of an Endowed Chair Professorship. These two special 

https://medcom.uiowa.edu/theloop/news/first-human-clinical-trial-for-nicotinamide-riboside
https://www.chromadex.com/niagen/
mailto:jgmohanty@yahoo.com
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deeds will remain as bright examples of what alumni can do for their Alma mater. I wish to share these 
with the Odia diaspora to inspire them to do similar things for their own Alma mater. 

 
 SCHOLARSHIP FUND 

Our classmates created a scholarship fund from their contributions and named it “1972 Batch 
Alumni Endowment Scholarship Fund.”  The year 1972 was the year of graduation of our batch with the 
bachelor’s degree in engineering. The amount of funds raised for this scheme thus far is approximately 
Rs. 50 lakhs (US$75000). Contributions came from the 1972 batch alumni from overseas as well as India.  
In the USA, our batch- mate, Gary Krishnan and in India, Siva Prasad Rao devoted many months of 
volunteer time in raising funds. Additional efforts were given unhesitatingly by many classmates to make 
this class reunion successful. The present scholarship scheme has been modeled after the old Prof. 
Bhubaneswar Behera Memorial Scholarship that was instituted around 1996 by the contributions of 
alumni of RECROAA (REC Rourkela overseas alumni association). This scholarship ran successfully at 
REC/NITR rewarding one meritorious student each year until 2010. Detailed information about this 
scholarship can be found in an article published in the Orissa Society of Americas souvenir journal in 
2008. 
 

Purpose: This is Tto award scholarships to financially needy students each year from the 
investment earnings of this endowment fund. Financial aid has become necessary in India, just 
as in the USA, during the last several decades, due to the rapid escalation in the cost of 
education. When we studied at RECR, the monthly tuition was Rs. 15, for a yearly amount of Rs. 
180. Presently, the tuition for the academic year 2016 was is Rs. 1.25 lakhs per year at NITR. 
However, Tthe total yearly expenditure for a student at NITR is Rs. 2 lakhs. Therefore, some 
students coming from poor families need financial assistance to continue their studies there, 
although some bank loans are available. Our goal is to make higher education accessible to 
students from all levels of financial condition.  

 
Criteria: The first criterion will be the financial need and the second criterion will be merit. More 
weight should be given to the means than merit. Therefore, a recipient need not be a top 
student in a class.  As long as a student is performing well academically, but besieged with 
financial worries, he or she qualifies for this scholarship.  
 
Selection: The selection will be made from a pool of applicants by a committee of professors 
appointed by the NITR administrators. Preferably, these scholarships should be awarded to 
students, who may otherwise dropout or discontinue their studies, because they are facing 
financial difficulty and do not possess the necessary funds for that year.  
 
Amount and Numbers: It is estimated that the scholarship per student would be Rs. 35000 to 
40000 per year. There is a 4-year degree program at NITR now, spanning 8 semesters. Each year 
8 students, one from each semester, would be selected to receive this scholarship. The 
scholarships will be awarded at the beginning of the semester, before the students are required 
to pay their college dues.  The first group of students will be awarded these scholarships in July 
2017, when the academic year starts. 
 
Permanency Clause of the Endowment Fund: The contributions of alumni, present and future, 
to this fund will go into the principal of the fund, which will remain in perpetuity. NITR has the 
authority to invest the fund prudently, in safe and secured investment schemes and maximize 
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the earning.  A part of the yearly earning of this principal will go to inflation-proof this fund. The 
remaining part of the earning will go to award the scholarships.  
 
Future Growth of the Principal: The inflation proofing will continuously raise the principal 
amount. Future contributions to the principal may include individual contributions by alumni of 
all batches, relatives and supporters. Multi-year donations are also encouraged. The recipients 
of this scholarship are urged to contribute after being gainfully employed. These additional 
contributions should always flow into the principal to boost it.     

 
 
ENDOWED CHAIR PROFESSORSHIP 

An endowed chair professorship will be opened in the electrical engineering department to 
honor the memory of late Dr. Ajay K. Mohanty, who was a deeply loved and well-accomplished 
professor in the discipline of electrical engineering. The targeted amount of contribution for this 
endowment fund is about Rs 1 crore (US$ 155000).  

 
Fund raising is going on at present in the USA under the leadership of Prof. Laxmi N. Bhuyan, 

Distinguished Professor at University of California, Riverside; and in India by Prof. Damodar Acharya 
(Past Director, IIT, Kharagpur), Mr. Bharat B. Mohanty, past president of NITR Alumni Association  and 
several other eminent alumni. This principal of Rs. 1 crore is expected to generate an earning of about 
Rs 7 lakhs per year. Out of that, Rs 5 lakhs per year will be devoted to fund the research activities of the 
endowed chair professor and the remaining Rs. 2 lakhs will go into the principal to inflation-proof it and 
boost the principal amount.  
 

The regular salary of the professor will come from the NITR source. There is an agreement that 
the institute NITR would provide matching funds to augment the research related expenditure of the 
endowed professor. The endowed chair professor will serve for a period of 3 to 5 years. 
 

The purpose of this endowed professorship is to attract high quality research professors to NITR 
using funds from the endowment earning. This research professor will enhance the scholarly research 
and accomplishments at NITR and make the institute internationally known. 

Prof. Laxmi N. Bhuyan, Prof. Damodar Acharya and several research oriented senior professors 
from NITR will be in the selection committee as experts to choose the first Endowed Chair Professor, 
which is scheduled to take place by July 2017. The criteria for the selection of the endowed professor 
are: national and international visibility through research awards, high quality publications in 
international journals and conferences, research funding from Indian government and industries, MS 
and Ph.D. student supervision during his/her career, and participation as program committee members 
in the national/international conferences. 

 
WHY SHOULD WE GIVE? 

(i) Our contributions and efforts may start new phenomena at our Alma mater.  
Remember, we could inspire alumni from many batches; who came after us and who 
came before us. They will do innovative improvements, which will make our Alma mater 
one of the top educational institutions in India. 
 

(ii) Relieve a poor but meritorious student's financial burden, so that she/he can study 
peacefully, without mental strain and do well.  
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(iii) Reward a student for her/his hard work and subsequent academic achievement. 
 
(iv) Students and faculty will become highly motivated, knowing that we are willing to invest 

our money for their success. 
 
(v) Your generosity in giving will set an example for the students, other alumni and faculty 

who may emulate similar charitable activities in India.  
 
The young alumni are more entrepreneurial nowadays. So, I encourage them to give genuine thoughts 
to various endowment projects for their Alma mater. They should procure substantial funds to promote 
many worthwhile educational projects such as; (a) student and faculty exchange, (b) distinguished 
lecture series, (c) teaching awards for faculty, etc. that would elevate their alma mater to a higher level.  

 

Dr. Debendra Kumar Das and his wife, Katherine Anne Cross-Das make Fairbanks, Alaska their home, 

where Debendra serves as a Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Alaska. 

 

My Ravenshaw Days - Some Reflections 

Annapurna Devi Pandey 

All the studies in Diaspora emphasize that Diasporic people retain aspects of both the cultures 
they are part of. Even after 30 years since I left my home state Odisha, I still 
embody the Ravenshaw college life as a student and a faculty. I was deeply 
influenced by the intellectual and political environment, my teachers, peers and my 
students from Ravenshaw (now a University) in Odisha. I was in college in the mid 
1970s when the women’s movement in India was peeking its head and women in 
rural, tribal and urban India were organizing against many injustices introducing 
changes in Indian laws and society. The impact of the women’s movement, fighting 
for equal rights in education, work and politics and their struggle against 

oppression, in the context of abuse, rape, dowry or sati, found its way into number of women taking up 
higher education. This atmosphere must have helped me realize my disadvantaged self as a girl in a 
patriarchal society despite my liberal middle-class upbringing. This consciousness stayed with me and 
ignited my desire to understand the significant contributions of women as an undergraduate student in 
an historically elite college in the 1970s.  

I distinctly remember the summer afternoon in 1973 when I received the index card for my 
application at Ravenshaw (then college). I was fifteen years old and had just graduated from Secondary 
Board High school where my father was teaching. I was super excited. I had not applied to any other 
college so I knew that if I did not get into Ravenshaw my fate was sealed. The first day at Ravenshaw 
was a completely new experience: the grand old red building bearing the weight of colonial heritage; the 
tall, enormous doors to the girl’s common room; students and faculty all over the sprawling campus. My 
mother never attended college, my father’s dream was to go to Ravenshaw but he had missed the 
application deadline and ended up going to Christ College. I was the first girl in my family to have the 
honor of attending Ravenshaw. 
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I have had the privilege of being a student at Ravenshaw (1973- 1977) and a lecturer in sociology 

from 1982 until 1988 when I went to a very well-regarded university in the west as a post-doctoral 

fellow in Social Anthropology. Ravenshaw played a critical role in my development, both as a student as 

well as a scholar. I had a wonderful college experience. I made many new friends (several who have 

reconnected with me recently on Facebook!). I gained a wealth of knowledge, learned to think in much 

more complex ways, and began to come into my own as a young woman. Ravenshaw gave me the 

exposure, confidence and most important of all, the tools to do well in graduate school.  

I am very fortunate to have had legendary teachers through my years at Ravenshaw. Now that I 

am a teacher, I recognize more clearly their influence and pay tribute to some of those who have 

touched my life in powerful ways. Some of these teachers are no longer with us, but their legacies still 

impact on me as I endeavor to educate my own students. Let me give one example - my Economics 

teacher, who modeled competence, compassion and caring in teaching me much more than economics. 

She later became the editor of the oldest Odia daily and is well known for her voluminous writing, 

mesmerizing oratory, and social activism.  

This teacher taught me in the first year at Ravenshaw and became my ideal. Even though she 

got married after high school, she was determined to pursue her higher education. After raising four 

children, she went back to college, topped in intermediate and got her Master’s degree in Economics. 

When women her age were planning to get their children married and were getting ready for a relaxed 

life, she ventured out to teach in college and became a very popular professor. She was very motherly – 

warm, loving and very caring. At the same time, she was very strict, always demanding the best in terms 

of academic achievement and maintained a close inter-personal relationship with her students. Her 

feminism was expressed through her writings – poems, short stories, fictions and essays. Even though 

she grew up in a liberal middle class family, as a girl, she herself experienced numerous constraints and 

observed women’s suffering as daughters, wives, mothers and widows and expressed it poignantly in 

her writings.  Against all odds, she got her master’s degree and earned economic independence but did 

not neglect her duties in the family. According to her, feminism is not about earning a degree in college 

but about overcoming the fear to be oneself and proving one’s full potential. I can never forget her 

loving words “Annapurna, you have my blessing. Never be afraid to fulfill your dreams”. 

A number of other teachers at Ravenshaw introduced me to subjects like Political Science, 

English and Psychology and taught me the love for higher education. Without these amazing teachers, I 

would have never developed an ambition to do better and explore new fields. Overall, the teachers at 

Ravenshaw helped me feel that I was somebody, and would become a better somebody. I was lucky to 

be part of the co-educational set up. It helped me realize that I was in no way lesser in intelligence than 

my male classmates were, a tremendous realization for me while growing up in a patriarchal society. 

Upon graduation from Ravenshaw with Psychology honors in 1977, I went to do my Masters and 

M.Phil. in Sociology at a highly regarded university in New Delhi, where I continued to meet teachers 

who would leave an indelible mark on me as a teacher and scholar. To my utmost delight, four years 

later, fate brought me back to Ravenshaw College as a lecturer. I was beside myself to teach at my alma 

mater! Fresh out of graduate school, I realized that the seeds were sown during my college years in the 
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same classrooms where I started teaching my students. Sociology was a new field and attracted many 

bright students. I had the privilege of teaching very bright, inquisitive and extremely hardworking 

students who have now become members of elite professional services such as IAS, IPS, Allied Services 

among others. 

I was young, barely few years older than my senior undergraduate students were. I had just 

returned from a well-known politically active university in the capital of India, an ambition many of them 

shared. I could easily connect with my students, belonging to same sociocultural class and sharing the 

political and intellectual ideology as a Ravenshavian. I participated in numerous debates and student led 

activities on the campus, shared common space with them and encouraged their vigorous participation 

in the class discussion. I certainly felt inspired by my student’s enthusiasm and their curiosity for 

knowledge.  

In my early years of teaching, I worked very closely with my honors students as well as students 

coming from backgrounds in intermediate and BA classes. I was particularly interested in connecting 

with students coming from marginalized communities. As a woman academic, I took special interest in 

inspiring young women, many of whom have landed prestigious jobs in universities in Odisha, elsewhere 

in India, and abroad. Just a few years ago, I had a reunion with my students and much to my delight, 

found out that all of my women students are doing very well – being well-placed in academic, 

administrative, banking as well as non-profit sectors. 

Now I teach Cultural Anthropology at the University of California, Santa Cruz. My warmest 

memories of being an Odia are my days at Ravenshaw as a student and faculty. It was here I realized 

that I was destined to become a teacher. I left Odisha in 1988; but have remained connected to my 

fellow students, friends as well as some of my revered teachers. I am happy to say that hardly a month 

passes by when I do not run into a Ravenshavian who brings wonderful memories of his or her time at 

Ravenshaw. When we are in college, we do not realize that if we do well, many of the doors, which 

seem tightly shut will automatically open to new avenues and opportunities leading us to what we call a 

meaningful life. I am so happy to know that my alma mater is celebrating its sesquicentennial year in 

2017. All my greetings go to the current generation of students and teachers at Ravenshaw and I salute 

to all the Ravenshavians – past, present and future pioneers. 

 

Dr. Pandey’s contact info:  101 Lisa Court, Santa Cruz, California 95060; Email: Adpandey101@gmail.com 

  

mailto:Adpandey101@gmail.com
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କାରି୍ତ୍ତକ ନା ଆଶ୍ୱନି (Karrtika or Ashwina) 

Padmanava Pradhan 
 

 “What are the most popular festivals of Odisha”, asked a co-commuter friend during one 40-

minutes trip to New York City. I said “Ratha Yatra” and “Durga Puja” followed by ‘Kumar Purnima” 

and “Raja Parba”.  I emphasized that the last two are unique because nowhere else these days are 

celebrated in the same way as we do in Odisha. These days are extra specials for the youths, for 

the ‘kumar’ and ‘kumari”.  On this gorgeous full moon night, youths, especially girls worship  

“Kumar”,  another name of Lord Karitkeya, the handsome son of Lord Shiva and brother of Lord 

Ganesh.  

 When is “Kumar Purnima”, he asked. I said it is on the last day of “Ashwina” and this year it 

falls on October 15th, 2016. The next day is “Kartika Pratipada”, the first day of Kartika, when 

many people in Odisha observe a month long vegetarian diet, abstaining from eating fish and 

meat till Kartika purnima.  

 “That’s not the first day of “Kartika”, that’s the 16th day of “Ashwina”, objected my friend and 

he was supported by a South India friend sitting nearby.  

 “The first day of “Kartika” is our new year and it starts on the day after “Deepawali”.   He 

continued and said the day after Deepavali Amabasya is the first day of Kartika and the first day of 

a new ‘Shaka’ year.  That is the reason we wish “Happy New Year” to each other on that day 

which is ‘shukla pratipapa’.   

  I then said  the Krishna janmasthami in Odisha comes in Bhadrpada month on the eighth day 

of the ‘krishna paksha’, the black fortnight of Bhadrapada.  He said Krishna Janmasthami is not in 

Bhadrapada month, it is in Shravan.   

 

 Now I know why he is confused.  There are several variations of Indian Hindu calendar 

depending on the region. Indians mostly follow either solar (tropical) or lunisolar depending on 

their location for religious observations. In Lunisolar calendars, the days and months are 

calculated based on the motions of the Moon and the Sun. Where as in solar calender, based on 

the motion of the Sun.  Most of the calenders are derived from Gupta Era astronomy developed 

by Aryabhatta, Barahamihira or Brahmagupta. Vedanga Jyotisha which in the earlier period had 

been standardized in a number of works known as Surya Siddhanta. The name of the twelve 

months are the same all over India except in Kerala where the months  are named according to 

the solar zodiac signs.  

 The Lunisolar calender has two main variations, Amanta and Purnimanta depending on 

whether the first day of the month starts after Amabasya or after Purnima. 
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Purnimanta calendar  

 The Purnimanta calendar is followed in most of North India, i.e., in the states of Bihar, 

Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Punjab, Jammu and Kashmir and Rajasthan, including 

Odisha for religious observations. It also includes Uttaranchal, Chattisgarh, Jharkhand and Delhi, 

but they are off-shots of bigger states and follow the same calendar. It differs from the amanta 

calendar in that the months are reckoned from Full Moon to Full Moon. Therefore, the 

Purnimanta calendar starts two weeks before the amanta calendar does; that is, it starts with the 

lunar day after the last Full Moon before the Mesha samkranti, after ‘Chaitra Purnima’. The 

Vikrama Era is followed, along with the northern school of Jovian year names 

Amanta calendar  

 It is lunisolar like purnimanta; i.e., its days and months are calculated based on the motions 
of the Moon and the Sun. Like the Chinese calendar, the month is calculated from new Moon to 
new Moon. It differs from the Chinese calendar in that the day of the new Moon is considered the 
last day of the previous month instead of the first day of the new month.  
 In the Chinese calendar, the year is divided into 12 solar months by 12 principal solar terms 
or zhongqis. In the Indian calendar, the year is divided into 12 solar months or rasis by 12 principal 
solar terms or samkranti. In the Chinese calendar the starting point of both the lunar and the solar 
months are considered to be the whole days on which the new Moon and the zhongqis occur. 
However, in the Indian calendar, the new Moon and the samkranti are considered moments in 
time. This becomes important when computing leap months, since like in the Chinese calendar, a 
leap month (adhika masa) is added to the calendar on average every 2.7 years to offset the 
disparity in lengths between the lunar year and the sidereal year. In addition, a month (kshaya 
masa) is occasionally skipped.  
 It has two variations, the southern Indian and the western Indian versions. The southern 
amanta lunisolar calendar is followed in the South and Southwest Indian states of Andhra 
Pradesh, Karnataka and Maharashtra.  
 The southern amanta calendar differs from the western amanta calendar in its treatment of 
kshaya masas, the New Year Day and the era followed. We believe that the southern amanta 
calendar follows the southern school for treating kshaya masas. Saha and Lahiri suggest that it 
follows the Salivahana Saka Era starting with Chaitra Sukla Pratipada [1], the lunar day after the 
last new Moon before the Mesha samkranti. The years are also named according to the names of 
the Jovian years (southern school [2]). The eras and handling of kshaya masas will be discussed in 
detail in their respective sections.  
 In Western India, specifically, in the state of Gujarat, the amanta calendar is of two forms [3], 

one that starts with Aashaadha (followed in the Kathiawar region) and one that starts with Kartika 

(followed all throughout Gujarat). Both calendars follow the Vikrama Era and both also probably 

follow the northwestern school for kshaya months. 

 

Solar calendars  
Malayali (Kerala) calendar  
 There are four regional variations of Indian solar calendars that differ in the way the start of 
the month is related to the samkranti. The samkranti is the moment when the Sun enters an 

http://www.math.nus.edu.sg/aslaksen/calendar/indian_regional.html#ftn1
http://www.math.nus.edu.sg/aslaksen/calendar/indian_regional.html#ftn2
http://www.math.nus.edu.sg/aslaksen/calendar/indian_regional.html#ftn3
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Indian zodiac sign or rasi. The Malayali calendar is followed in the South Indian state of Kerala. It is 
a solar calendar so the months are defined according to the rasis The year starts with the Simha 
samkranti and follows the Kollam Era. The month begins on the same day as the samkranti if it 
occurs before aparahna, i.e., three-fifths of a day. Otherwise, it begins on the next day.  
 
Tamil calendar  
 The Tamil calendar is followed in Tamil Nadu. This calendar is also solar; the month begins on 
the same day as the samkranti if it occurs before sunset. The Kali Era is followed along with the 
southern Jovian cycle. One peculiarity about the Tamil calendar is that its month names start with 
Chittirai (Chaitra). The Bengali calendar is followed in West Bengal, Assam and Tripura. The Era is 
the Bengali San. The rule for the beginning of the month is again different; the month begins on 
the day after the samkranti, if it occurs before midnight. Otherwise, it begins on the third day. 
 The Odia calendar is followed in the eastern state of Orissa. In addition to the Bengali San, 
the Saka, Vilayati and Amli eras are followed. The month begins on the same day as that of the 
samkranti. 
 
 In Odisha, we follow the solar calender starting from Mahabishuba Sankranti or Mesha 
sankranti. At the same time, most of the brata’s (Sudasha, bhai Jiantia, puo jiantia etc.) ,  osha and 
jatras (Ratha, Bahuda, Chandana etc) follow lunisolar calender 
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Clean Coal Technology 
Arun Misra 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Utilizing the vast reserves of Coal in environmentally safer ways has been an 

area of public and scientific concern, and intensive investigation for a long, long 

time, the world over.  ‘Clean coal’ is more of hype than substance.  It is a myth than 

a fact.  But the coal is abundant in many parts of the globe.  It is relatively easy to 

mine coal and transport.  It is extensively used from small family hearths to large 

coal-fired power plants, and is an excellent source of energy.  The environmental 

impact of burning coal is environmentally undesirable.  Hence, we must work diligently to make coal 

‘cleaner’.  The breakthrough in the use of coal will come by increasing its share in total energy market.  

Presently, coal is not being utilized enough, because as other energy resources are more economical and 

burn used environmentally more safely. The use of coal is increasingcould increase very fast, but the 

process of making it ‘cleaner’, and environmentally safer, which is of paramount importance, has not 

received much attention.  The combustion of coal to produce Coal-gas or Syngas is fairly well known.  It 

appears that biological processes for the utilization of coal products, especially syngas, may provide a 

cost effective means to obtain alternative industrially important chemicals, and fuels.   

PLASMIDS IN ANAEROBIC BACTERIA  

The use of microorganisms for the solubilization of coal is being attempted at various laboratories. 

However little attention has been given to the utilization of syngas through microbial fermentation.  

Clostridium thermoaceticum, in glucose-limited cultures grown anaerobically at the expense of carbon 

monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2), autotrophically utilizes syngas.  The hydrogenase enzyme of 

this organism functions in both the production and consumption of hydrogen gas (H2).  Both 

heterotrophic and autotrophic roles exist for this enzyme in the production of acetate.  We have been 

looking into the ability of C. thermoaceticum to utilize syngas (a mixture of CO, CO2, and H2) and to see if 

this bioconversion of syngas can yield useful fuels and/or chemicals. This organism also contains the 

enzymes CO-dehydrogenase, and Formate dehydrogenase, which are both required for the 

bioconversion of syngas and the production of acetic acid (1).  In an effort to genetically engineer C. 

thermoaceticum to overcome its natural physiological limitations as a syngas utilizer, we decided to look 

for naturally occurring plasmids (circular DNA in bacteria) and phages (bacterial viruses) that may be 

developed as cloning vectors.   
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C. thermoaceticum was grown at 55oC, in crimp-sealed bottles, in glucose medium under 100% CO2. 

Harvested bacteria were screened for plasmids, by ethanol precipitation; the resultant plasmid-DNA was 

purified by cesium chloride, buoyant-density gradient centrifugation. The resultant plasmids were 

compared with E. coli plasmid-DNA.  Competent cells of both C. thermoaceticum and E. coli were 

prepared by treatment with calcium chloride (CaCl2) and heat shock.  Plasmids from E. coli were used to 

transform C. thermoaceticum, while the plasmids from C. thermoaceticum to transform E.coli.  Gel 

electrophoresis on agarose, curing of plasmids by acridine orange were utilized to confirm the continued 

enzyme activity of transformed cells of C. thermoaceticum.  The presence of naturally occurring 

plasmids in this bacterium seems obvious, which was further confirmed by loss of plasmid bands in 

acridine orange treated cells.  Genetics of anaerobic bacteria is still in its infancy, due to the lack of 

proper laboratory techniques.  However, we have obtained evidences for the transfer of a thermophilic 

gene into mesophilic environment (2). 

The continued presence of enzymatic activity in plasmid cured C. thermoaceticum, confirms that the 

plasmids were not associated with the key enzymes of acetate biosysthesis.  However, the identification 

of these plasmids, and transformation of competent cells of E. coli with plasmids of C. thermoaceticum, 

and its further characterization should go a long way towards developing a cloning vector for gene 

transfer in industrially important thermophilic and anaerobic acetogens and methanogens. 

PHAGE IN SYNGAS-UTILIZING BACTERIA 

The strain improvement of bacteria to utilize coal for generating fuels and chemical should be 

accomplished by creating ‘super bugs’ using genetic engineering techniques.  A 30-kilo base (kb) plasmid 

in C. thermoaceticm, described above, affords a means to work in this direction.  However, gene transfer 

and introduction of newer traits in bacteria are accomplished using bacterial viruses, phages.  Phages of 

clostridia of industrial importance have been reported as contaminants causing extensive damage to 

acetone-butanol fermentation Industry.  

Water samples from sewage plants were collected anaerobically and filtered in anaerobic chamber, 

and the filtrate were added to the cultures C. thermoaceticum to observe lysis.  Filtrate from lysed 

cultures were transferred from one culture to another. Bacterial virus or phage particles were purified 

by Ultra centrifugation, and the pellets re-suspended, and characterized under electron microscope (3). 

The sterile filtrate from sewage plant (s) were able to lyse the bacterial culture, while the autoclaved 

and detergent treated were not.  Icosahedral viral particle were also confirmed by electron microscopy.  

But attempts to obtain visible plaques on bacterial lawns failed.  Further studies on this phage towards 

obtaining a lysogenic strain, or developing one by mutagenesis for its use as vector to transform the 

genes for co-hydrogenase, the key enzyme involved in the conversion of CO or syngas to acetic acid by 

this organism is required.  But this should comprise another approach, in addition to other methods of 

coal bioprocessing, especially with fungi (4). 
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CONCLUSION 

Coal-fired power plants are still the largest source of generating energy.   Problems associated with 

the disposal of nuclear waste, and adverse environmental impacts of hydroelectric dams, points towards 

further utilization of coal. Until we are able to contain the undesired aspects of coal-burning, we will not 

be able to use this abundant resource available to us.  Microbial and genetic Engineering approaches 

should go a long way towards developing ‘Clean Coal Technology‘, for generating plenty of affordable 

energy in environmentally safer ways.  Solar, wind and geothermal sources of energy will also have their 

fair share of the total energy spectrum. 
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Let  21st Century Be A Great Change for Women 
Jyotshna Mahapatra 

We as women of today have come across many changes but let  21st century bring out  a great change 
for women . To achieve this we have  to first change our mindsets that means mindsets of rural as well 
as urban women . We have to work harder and harder on  this. Rome was never built  in a day, so let's 
have patience and continue our trial for the great change. 

The 20th century gave birth to many successful women who made a 
significant impact and changed their country's political and social climate. First 
Lady of the US, Eleanor Roosevelt, helped women to think in a broader 
spectrum and her enormous humanitarian commitment towards children, the 
oppressed and the poor gained her the extraordinary love of millions of 
people throughout the world. The UK's first female Prime Minister, Margaret 
Thatcher, was well known by her nickname of the "Iron Lady". She said, "In 
politics if you want anything said, ask a man. If you want anything done, ask a 
woman". And the first woman Prime Minister of India and influential leader, 
Indira Gandhi was a symbol of women's strength in a prevalently male-
dominated society. These examples of success serve as excellent reminders of women's capabilities, 
talents, potential and strategic thinking that should be the model for future progress and development, 
especially in nations where women have historically held only subservient roles. 

The continued oppression and discrimination of women throughout the world today is an insult and 
offense to our ancestral roots, values and status. No one knows who the next Mother Teresa will be and 
by allowing discrimination and abuse of women in the world today, we are destroying potential new 
revolutionaries who can contribute their capabilities and passion toward creating a healthier social, 
economic and political environment. As Mother Teresa said "If we have no peace, it is because we have 
forgotten that we belong to each other." 

Continued mistreatment of women only results in destruction of our new generation who are the next 
branches of our family trees. However, if we want to build a democratic and autonomous society 
throughout the world and live in a respectful civilization and environment, we need to give an equal 
opportunity to women who always have been and always will be the role models, nurturers, counselors, 
providers, friends and valued members of our nations. Although throughout their lives many women 
suffered much abuse and cruelty, historically women have remained strong and powerful and have not 
given up fighting for the survival of their families and nations. They are the true examples of hope, trust 
and success. Let's be reminded of Rosa Parks, "the mother of the freedom movement" who did not give 
up her seat on the bus because she was physically tired, but because she was tired of giving in. She was 
a very strong, firm and proud woman, who tried to protect her dignity and rights as she said; "I felt that 
we had endured that too long. The more we gave in, the more we complied with that kind of treatment, 
the more oppressive it became." 

After all of these decades, women are no longer frightened to speak out in the hierarchical directorial 
society in order to protect their rights. Now, in the 21st century, it is time for women all over the world 
to harness their strengths as mothers, wives, daughters, friends, teachers, political figures, 
humanitarians and leaders, and follow in the path that has been blazed by powerful women who came 
before them. During the recent uprising in the Middle East, women across the Arab world exhibited 
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their courage, strength and fearless power, stood together and worked hard to support the protest and 
peaceful demonstrations assisting with communication, safety and shelter. These are women who have 
already made an enormous change in their countries and will remain as the archetypes in history. 

Let the 21st century be the revolution of thousands of successful women who can bring peace, 
harmony, prosperity and stability needed to change this world. While she started her long and difficult 
journey amidst discrimination, abuse and inequality in the 20th century, Oprah Winfrey emerged in the 
21st century as one of the most influential women in the world. Her rise to success proves that women, 
no matter where they are from, can be successful and powerful given the right opportunity. As she said 
"Excellence is the best deterrent to racism or sexism." One can only strive for excellence if given a 
chance. 

All of these successful women have contributed to changing the global condition. By using the 
technological revolution of the 21st century, which has made this planet very small and connected, 
women now have tools available to assist them in their fight for recognition, dignity and equality. 
Another successful woman of our time, Madeleine Albright, commented in one of her speeches that 
"There is a special place in hell for women who do not help each other." It's time for us to help each 
other, become empowered and accomplish our mission together. 

 

Prof.. Jyotshna Mahapatra 
E Mail :  jyotshnam@yahoo.com 
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Fisheries and Aquaculture Development in Odisha State (India)  
An Overview 

Dr. Prabhat Nalini Patnaik 
 

INTRODUCTION: 
 

Odisha State (Latitude  170  49’ 38’’-220 34’ 15’’ N and Longitude  810 23’ 21’’ -270 29’ 57’’  E ) is one of the 
major maritime States of India, offering vast scope for development of inland, brackish water and 

marine fisheries. The State’s 480 km long coastline with twenty four 
thousand sq.km area within the continental shelf has ample potential for 
marine fisheries development. Fresh water resources of the State are 
estimated to be 6.76 lakh ha comprising 1.25 lakh ha of tanks/ponds, 2.00 
lakh ha of reservoirs, 1.08 lakh ha of lakes, swamps, hill and 1.7 lakh ha of 
rivers and canals. The State’s brackish water resources are of the order of 
4.18 lakh ha with a break up of 0.93 lakh ha of Chilika Lake, 2.98 lakh ha of 
estuaries, 32587 ha of brackish water areas and 8100 ha of backwaters. By 
judiciously harnessing these resources, the fish production from capture and 

culture based capture fisheries would be substantially augmented to meet the domestic market 
demands, increase in export apart from creating employment and income generating opportunities for 
the rural poor and enhance their food, nutritional livelihood security. Fisheries sector of Odisha 
contributes to the State GDP at 6% of agriculture sector.  
 
The fishery sector in Odisha is faced with low levels of illiteracy and relatively high level of debt. This 
calls for a paradigm shift in the way fisheries is regulated and managed. The challenge, in this context is 
to develop a long term policy and strategies allowing for the balance and sustainable management and 
development of the fishery sector in Odisha. With the pragmatic action of State Government a new 
Odisha Fisheries Policy 2015 is already in force which has provided a suitable policy environment and 
impetus the overall development of fisheries sector in the State. 
 
1.0 Potential for fisheries development:  

 

Broadly the State is endowed with three major resources for development of fisheries sector which 
would essentially contribute to the economy of the State, employment generation, livelihood and 
nutritional security for 41.97 million population of the State. With the effective implementation of the 
new fisheries policy there is every likelihood to harness the full resource potential with projected fish 
production of 5.34 lakh metric ton from inland fisheries (culture & capture), 0.67 lakh metric ton from 
brackish water sector and 1.61 lakh metric ton from marine fisheries sector, totaling to 7.62 lakh metric 
ton per annum. The present level of fish production in the State is estimated at 4.67 lakh tonnes (2014-
15). While the fish production from the inland fisheries (fresh water & brackish water resources) has 
increased from 2,18,716 tonnes to 2,94,000 tonnes, the marine fish production declined from 1,30,767 
tonnes to 1,20,000 tonnes during the corresponding period (2013-14). The annual per capita fish 
production presently is 9.13 kg in Odisha is against the national per capita fish consumption of 9.8 kg. 
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2.0 Present Progress: 

 

Production: 

State’s fish production (2014-15) has been estimated at 4.67 lakhs tonnes comprises 3.34 lakh ton from 
inland fisheries including brackish water sector and 1.33 lakh tonnes from marine fishery sector. The 
annual export of marine products from Odisha during the last five years ranged between 14,135 tonnes 
in 2008-09 and 30,980 tonnes (2013-14) valued approximately at Rs.357.88 crores to Rs.1800.00 crores. 
Contribution of Odisha State to the present level of marine products expected from the Country is about 
2.5 % in terms of quantity and 4.8% in terms of value. 
 
Inland fisheries: 
For developing inland fisheries, the department fisheries has 106 fish farms, out of which 27 are fish 
breeding farms with hatcheries and the private sector has 89 fish bidding farms. Presently, there are 108 
fish seed hatcheries in Odisha with the designed capacity for producing around Rs.70. 00 crore fry. The 
average productivity of the reservoirs of the State was around 9.3 kg/ha as compared to the national 
average of 15 kg/ha. As a result of application of appropriate management measures the productivity of 
the reservoirs has increased to an average of 93 kg/ha where interventions are made. Fresh water 
aquaculture in State is being promoted through district level fish farmers’ development agencies 
(FFDAs). These FFDAs has so far brought under scientific fish farming in 62137 ha in 30 districts with an 
average fish productivity of 2.13 tonnes/ha. 
 
Brackish water fisheries: 
Out of the total potential brackish water area of 38,575 ha, 32,587 ha has been found suitable for 
brackish water aquaculture. So far 16,387 ha brackish water area has been developed of which 10174 ha 
has been brought under shrimp culture. The shrimp production (Peneaeus monodone) during 2014-15 
was 21,941 metric ton at the average productivity of 2.83 tonnes/ha. There are 14 shrimp hatcheries 
with an installed annual capacity of 50.5 crores post-larvae and about 73 percent of the installed 
capacity is being produced per year. 
 
Marine Fisheries: 
In the marine fisheries sector, significant marine fisheries infrastructures have been developed along 
480km long coast line of the State. Marine fishermen population with 1,14,228 households which live in 
813 marine fishing villages are the major beneficiaries of coastal fishing activities. There are 14,317 
fishing crafts operating in the State’s coastline of which 5,048 numbers are motorized and 1,854 
numbers are mechanized. There are, in total 68 marine fish landing centers and 4 no’s of fishing harbors. 
The total marine fish production during 2014-15 was estimated at 1,33,210 tonnes. 
 
3.0 Issues and challenges: 
 

The key issues that are currently faced by the fisheries sector in Odisha inter alia include:- 
 Resource depletion due to increasing use of destructive fishing gears and practices under 

unregulated fishing raising. 

 Inadequate information database on fisheries resources and the state of aquatic 

environment to guide management decisions. 

 Inappropriate regulatory framework and inappropriate mechanisms for controlling excess 

to fisheries resources. 

 Inadequate monitoring, extension and enforcement mechanisms. 
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 Effective and active participations of communities in sustainable development and 

management of fishery resources. 

 Inadequate extension services and capacity building trending to primary resource users 

(fishers, fish farmers and other stake holders). 

 Inadequate fisheries infrastructures. 

 Formulation and enforcement of appropriate fisheries legislations with effective panel 

provisions. 

 Clandestine import and introduction of non native (exotic) species of fish and shell fish in 

aquaculture. 

 

4.0 New Fishery Policy: (Thrust areas) 

 

The followings are the thrust areas under the new Fishery Policy which are being addressed 

during Policy implementation in the forthcoming years.  

 

 Uniform suitable leasing policy for Government water bodies and suitable brackish water 

land for aquaculture development. 

 Fish seed hatchery registration and seed certification. 

 Establishment of commercial snappy hatcheries in PPP mode. 

 Development of ornamental fisheries for livelihood development of rural communities 

and SHGs. 

 Strengthening of marine fisheries database. 

 Resource specific fishing in the marine offshore areas. 

 Valid addition and marketing systems. 

 Development of marine infrastructure. 

 Encouraging social fishery. 

 Resource mapping using GIS remote sensing technique for fishery resources of the State. 

 Diversification in aquaculture. 

 Post harvest fish quality management following the principles of cold chain system. 

 
 

 
 
Dr. (Mrs) Prabhat Nalini Patnaik 
Dy. Director of Fisheries, Odisha (Retd). 
Currently at 905 Winthrone Drive, Nashville, TN, 37214 
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The Pride of Odisha 
Surendra Nath (Contributed by Balakrishna Dixit) 

 

This is the story of Shri Haldhar Nag, who hails from the western part 

of Odisha and was recently awarded the Padmashree by the President of India. 

Shri Haldhar Nag was born on 31 March 1950, in a village in Bargarh 

district of Odisha, hailing from a poor family, Haldhar Nag did not receive 

formal education. He did many odd jobs in his childhood for a living. His odd 

jobs include performing on and off in theatre groups and other village troupes, 

where he gave expression to his artistic talents. He took up a job as a cook in a 

school hostel, and later set up a small cabin-shop selling stationery for students 

in the vicinity of that school.  

During his association with schools he started writing folk songs in his mother tongue, Koshali 

(the language also known as Sambalpuri). His writings were appreciated and soon he recognised his own 

talent and started writing more poems. The first poem he wrote, and which was published in 1990, in a 

local magazine, was Dhado Bargachh (The Old Banyan Tree). He then sent out four more poems to that 

magazine and all got published. Nag gained considerable fame for writing poems with social themes. 

Since then there has been no stopping for the flow of his creativity. He has written several 

hundreds of poems (they could even be more than a thousand) of which he has not kept a count. Some 

of his poetic works include long narratives like Mahasati Urmila, Bachhar, Achhia, Tara Mandodari, each 

between 200 to 300 stanzas in length. His poems carry a message for the people and he covers themes 

like oppression, social issues, nature, religion and mythology. In most of his poems, his message is 

delivered as a twist in the tail in the last stanza.  

He remembers all his poems by heart and used to sing them out to gatherings and crowds from 

his mind like a minstrel. Thus his popularity grew as a bard.  

He was recognized formally as ‘Lok Kabi Ratna’ by Prayog Anushthan in 1997 in a ceremony held 

in his honor. He received the Sahitya Akademy Award in 2014. The latest feather in his cap is the Padma 

Shri Award for literature bestowed on him by the President of India in 2016. 

Interestingly, poetry of Haldhar Nag has become the theses for Ph.D by three students of 

literature. But his poems in Koshali-Sambalpuri has limited readership even within Odisha. I have 

translated into English a collection of those poems and compiled them into a volume titled Kavyanjali, 

so that the poetry gets the worldwide attention it deserves. Kavyanjali, Vol-I was released on October 

2nd, 2016, and renowned litterateurs from different parts of the country have appreciated his work. 

The translation work on the second volume of Kavyanjali is in progress and is scheduled for 

release by the end of this year. 
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A Tribute to Mahapatra Nilamani Sahoo 
Kanak Hota 

 

 

Mahapatra Nilamani Sahoo (1926-2016) received Odisha Sahitya Academy award for Akasha Patala 

(1979) and Kendra Sahitya Academy award for Abhisapta Gandhara (1984). A 

consummate storyteller and conscientious chronicler of the moral dilemma 

faced by the middle class, Sahoo is hilariously comic and witty. He looks at 

life with a deep sense of awe. Faith in the innate goodness of man is central 

to his narratives though he is equally aware of the irrepressible darker sides 

of a man. His realistic comic narratives use both the scholarly and the 

everyday Odia language with great ease. Incompatibility in the man’s 

thought and action and the shadowy line between the real and the illusory 

that deludes him, often create the comic in his writings. 

In a tribute to him, I am presenting a commentary to one of his widely read short stories, “Andha 

Ratira Surya”, also a comic that represents a complex human drama poised on a clash between 

irrepressible greed and benevolent humanism. Caught in the conflict, Sahoo’s protagonist Mrutyunjaya 

ultimately has an encounter with his inherent goodness that turns into a surging afflatus helping him to 

withstand the imminent fall.  

I read this story as a three-layered fable on the clash of insufferable greed and benevolent 

humanism, in which fowls and humans tell a delicate tale of moral choice that an individual must accept 

at some critical point of his/her life. The structural integrity of the fable hinges upon the delicate 

weaving of the three layers of the tale.   Lighthearted at the outset, the story takes a serious didactic 

turn as ‘Andha Rati’, the dark night, brings the protagonist, face to face with vicious greed that shrouds 

his instinct and action momentarily. 

In the story, Mrutyunjaya, an inconsequential low-paid small employee, is caught in an unwarranted 

whirling tornado for precisely forty-five minutes on his way back from the market. The powerful storm 

sweeps him of his feet. High wind and torrential rain macerate the market place; shops and theaters are 

razed to the ground. The impact brings down a huge old tree – the safe haven for hordes of bats in the 

boundary of Radhakanta Mattha (a monastery). Thousands of hurt and wounded bats fling from the 

tree to the crowd of confused and panicking humans. An army of greedy scavengers, rushes to the heart 
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of the melee and begins collecting those desperate wounded bats in baskets; some even grab them in 

their bare hands. Mrutyunjaya too succumbs to the predatory instinct:  

“Mrutyunjaya Babu looked at those countless dying, hurt, and wounded bats littered on the ground…. The 

heart of the rain-soaked earth began to quicken… And, instantly a primitive, violent, devilish devouring 

animal instinct consumed him –his taste buds got wet. A force akin to the violent hunting instinct in the 

lizard targeting the prey, the tooth of the tiger prancing for the victim or the vigor in the tail of the 

crocodile ready to curl the catch, overpowered him . . .He switched on his torch light. He saw just large 

lumps of flesh, heaps of easily collectible flesh, chunks of tender flesh –flesh covered with fresh blood. He 

began collecting them…” (p 157) 

In these above lines, Sahoo, the masterful artist, equates human fallibility and wantonness   with 

“primitive, devilish devouring animal instinct” and says that the powerful impulse is insurmountable. He 

just does not ‘tell’, rather he  ‘shows’ the precise moment of his protagonist’s fall through the use of 

these powerful phrases. 

As Mrutyunjaya begins to collect few bats egregiously into his basket, more bats begin to swarm his 

bicycle and wrap its spokes, wheels, and handles; they choke him immobile. The piercing shrill cries of 

pain of the mass overwhelm him. Chained to stand in the chaos, he reflects on his senseless cruel action 

and reacts in remorse, “But Oh God what am I doing!”  

 Sahoo hints that with this realization, Mrutyunjaya feels the surging afflatus within; he reaches a 

redemptive moment that lets him look at the bats with pulsating hearts not just as meat to devour, but 

rather, as creatures desperately looking for his compassion: 

“Mrutyunjaya’s human heart with a divine soul emerged from the darkness; he had a brief but powerful 

brush with his inner humanity. The rush of the divine within was fierce and unstoppable; he was saved…” 

(p 161) 

When Sahoo says, “Mrutyunjaya is saved”, we understand that good sense prevails over his 

gluttonous impulse and he releases the throng of bats from his bicycle with genuine compassion.  Had it 

been a one-dimensional didactic tale, the story should appropriately end here.  But, Sahoo extends the 

tale beyond this point of simplistic solution to a more complex level of narration. The next two layers of 

“Andha Ratira Surya” elaborate the complexity of greed as a deep-rooted human malady.   

The second layer of the fable juxtaposes Mrutyunjaya’s intense longing for meat with the actions of 

his two innocent children: “Kuna” and “Kuni”. His children rise far above him in an identical critical 

situation the storm places them. The choice is whether to save a wounded bat and a forlorn kid, or kill 

and feast over their meat. They save the bird and the beast, and thus, surpass Mrutyunjaya in their 

exemplary acts of love and care.  

Kuna rescues a frightened kid (baby goat) who could not keep pace with the mother goat and got 

stuck in the storm.  Kuna says,  
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“This poor one, as the storm chased hard, could not run. Caught in the powerful wind it stood and cried for 

the mother.  I got him home…. That is our friend Kanagoi Babu’s goat Daddy! I will drop him back at their 

place tomorrow.” (p 162) 

His daughter Kuni is equally precocious in saving the life of a wounded bat: 

“Daddy!  Look at this bat. The storm that just struck brought it to our door. The poor one broke its wings. 

Mama put some iodine lotion on its wounds. I laid some rags in a cardboard box and let it rest. I gave him 

some rice and milk. So stubborn! It didn’t touch anything.” (p 162) 

Thus, Kuna and Kuni stand for the Sun (“Surya” in Odia), the beacon of light and hope in the dark 

night. The jolt is moral. Empathy and benevolence stand out as the virtues that Sahoo stresses as 

cardinal principles of being human.  

The third layer of the fable runs as a subtle parallel narrative to Andha Ratira Surya. In this part, a 

real life report of deplorable act of human cruelty stands as contrast to the act of kindness that two 

siblings exhibit. Serving as a trigger, the fable of Mrutyunjaya, takes the reader to the scene of a heart-

wrenching fatal train accident in Badapur that killed and wounded scores of passengers.  In that fateful 

night, people from the nearby villages come to the accident site and instead of rescuing the victims- 

dead and wounded, scavenge through their belongings and run away with their purses, necklaces, 

earrings, wristwatches, transistor radios and clothes. This large-scale act of collective disgrace and 

inhumanity finds a prototype in Mrutyunjaya’s private act of avariciously collecting wounded bats for 

feasting over their meat. 

The dark night of the train accident –when evil prevailed and men stooped disparagingly low to 

satisfy their greed, is synonymous with the sudden power outage during the storm that puts 

Mrutyunjaya’s humanity to test. Darkness grants anonymity and he, like the looters from the village, 

forgets the distinction between right and wrong. Mrutyunjaya’s wise friend Chandramohan aptly calls 

the looters of Badapur, 

“Heartless, cruel, beastly humans whose eyes are red with greed” and in whose “crooked eyes shine the 

fire of hell.” (p 161)  

         As told in the beginning, Andha Ratira Surya starts with a softer note.  Mrutyunjaya shops from the 

market the same old cheap, unsavory items “thoda” , the tender core of banana plant, also named 

“manjaa”; “badi”, dried lumps of Urad dal paste and “khadaa”,  a type of spinach stems. He manages his 

household with a meager income; he provides for his wife, three children and aging parents. Even 

though he is tempted to buy an expensive vegetable like “Potala” and rummages over the delicacies 

that can be made from it, he cannot afford to buy it. His budget is two rupees per day. “Sita Sagar Rohi,” 

the fabled fish too is another dream food beyond his reach.  

These details of his life remind the reader that Sahoo’s hero has wobbling repressed desire for 

delectable vegetables, fish and meat, and for the gratification of the same, he goes impulsively for the 

dying bats. The storm of forty-five minutes is a storm perhaps he has withstood all his life.  
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Sahoo has observed life closely. Mrutyunjaya’s wife Kuna-Bou (meaning Kuna’s mother), disgruntled 

and sarcastic of her husband’s poverty, Kuni’s stealing of fried fish from a friend’s kitchen and getting 

beaten and Mrutyunjaya feeling threatened from the rags to riches rise of his brother-in-law –a corrupt 

petty contractor, are realistic depictions of life marked by wants. He is guilty that he cannot feed fish to 

his daughter Kuni, that he cannot get a bicycle for his son Kuna and that he cannot present a nice sari to 

his wife. The reader discovers a subtle pattern in the narrative. Objects of his longing like “Potala”, “Rohi 

fish” and “Bat meat” have pricey utilitarian substitutes. We can replace them with his desire for a bicycle 

for his son, a good sari for his wife and a load of cash that his brother-in-law makes. At a deeper level, 

his preying upon bats also symbolizes that a person having no access to material comforts of life he 

wills, is most prone to be corrupt; he can act with no moral compunction to get hold of material gain 

through unscrupulous means.   

The locale of his story, though not pronounced, is identifiably Bhubaneswar, the state capital widely 

known as “Gulama Sahara”, (the city of the government servants). The reader visualizes the “na talaa” 

(the nine storied tower) its dimly lit cubicles and pan-chewing clerks going through dusty dog-eared files.  

One can also imagine the secretariat that houses the politicians and administrators –a place 

synonymous with intrigue and manipulation in popular imagination. Mrutyunjaya –a tiny cog in the 

machine, in all probability works in either of these two places.  In him, Sahoo looks at a character that 

stands at the lowest rung of an extremely stratified system. Mrutyunjaya is a victim of his circumstances. 

Rhythmic adage “thoda, badi, khadaa” suggests stagnation in his existence.  He invokes pity in his fall.   

In a subtle way, the story also tells that a man can, without scruples, instantaneously trample age-

old social and spiritual values that restrain him from wrongdoing. This exactly is the precept in the fall of 

the old sprawling tree in the premise of Radhakanta Mattha. So long as the tree was within the 

boundary of the Mattha and the strict vigilance of the proprietor, it was a safe haven for bats. Once the 

storm uproots and flings the tree and the bats out to an unobstructed zone, humans become hungry 

scavengers. Perhaps Sahoo is skeptical that religion and spiritual values can completely restrain the 

animal instincts in man. 

In Andha Ratira Surya, the storm, the wounded bats, the train accident and Mrutyunjaya’s existence 

arrested in poverty, combine to make a powerful statement on greed as one of the most pervasive vices 

of humanity. Sahoo ends his tale with a prophetic note. There is obvious symbolism in the name of his 

protagonist. Mrutyunjaya, literal meaning, “he who has concurred death”, is another name of Lord 

Shiva. Sahoo suggests that despite imperfections, Mrutyunjaya, the universal man carries the spark of 

divinity that would prevail over the evil within him. The narrative reaches a stasis as Mrutyunjaya, the 

small man, ultimately finds his anchor in the goodness of his “sinless, loving and caring family”:  

“Somehow he was positively convinced that this world will change some day. This poverty will go away. 

Not man but the hidden humanism inside him will save the world one day. May be it will be late –late it be, 

better be late than never.” (p 162)           
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Sahoo holds that the man has to look for answers to his moral debacle through ruthless self-

scrutiny. A great storyteller does not provide simplistic solutions to life’s enigmas and Mahapatra 

Nilamani Sahoo is no exception.  

______________ 

Note: Translation of parts of the story in quotation and indented in italics is mine. The beauty of Odia 

language and its suggestive layers of meaning for a native speaker are lost in translation. For example, 

“Patninkara Potala-chira akhi dekhile Mrutyunjaya Babu Maha Mrutyunjaya Mantra japa karanti” is a 

sentence loaded with meaning. As Odias, we are able to ‘feel’ and understand the writer’s intent. The 

vegetable, “Potala”, with its slightly twisted shape cut vertically would look like frightening human eyes. 

A woman (Patni, the wife of Mrutyunjaya) with such large expressionless eyes is angry, ugly and without 

any hint of romance. Figuratively she scares her husband, whose plight is like someone in grave danger 

chanting “Maha Mrutunjaya Mantra”. It sounds hilariously comic to culturally accustomed ears.  

  

 

Dr. Kanak Hota lives in Chicago. She writes both in Odia and English.  
Email address: kanakhota@yahoo.com 
 

 

  

mailto:kanakhota@yahoo.com
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Wisps From a Distant Land 
Deepti Paikray 

 
Often a distant land comes to me 
through the rolling mists of yearning dreams, 
pushing past tunnels of faraway memories 
triggering thoughts and feelings in continuous  reams. 
 
A land of ancient spires and rolling paddy fields 
of jangling humanity, strangled roads and kissing coconut trees, 
a Kalia (Lord Jagannath) with rotund  round eyes oversees this hoary land  
He is mostly famous for turning down earthly pleas. 
 
The morning  pops here quite early 
the crow and the cuckoo  are at loggerheads for keeps, 
and the fierce  sun sheds his scathing glory  
Upon crayon colored homes and corner garbage heaps. 
 
The red mandara (hibiscus) blooms on every  bushelbush 
like bits of heart spreading gaiety, 
and the frail basil spouts from oil cans or pots 
marking the presence of a reluctant deity. 
 
Stay at home are the withering old 
the young have left to chase some gold, 
Flower patches in homes have shrunk 
instead plain, high walls thwart a band of thieves  too bold. 
 
Unheeded construction mangle genteel neighborhoods 
even as street snacks of  desperate vendors continue to delight , 
Guardians of the sky ..... dimly, winking stars  
Grimly  oversee my town's plight. 
 
When dusk descends on rooftops 
and temple bells clang the spirits away, 
prayers piggy ride upon smoky  dhuna  spirals 
Thankfully this town still needs to pray. 
 
Bits and pieces of the land I attempt to carry  
a bell metal lamp, a silken paato (sari) , something from  Pipli  at a low bid. 
For it is my Kalia's land 
that unfolds  behind my closed eyelids. 
 
I wonder if He sees it all 
or has become unstaring ......having seen it all..... 
His eyes are open , perhaps unseeing 
mine are closed always reliving........... 
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often a  distant land  comes to me 
Through the rolling mists of yearning dreams. 
 

 

 
No More 

Nrusingha Mishra 

 

She is no more, she is gone 
Dove flew away, tears shed in vain 
Where did she go, I do not have her address 
They say, she went to her permanent abode  
She told me to stay for three more days 
I had to leave as in duty bound leaving her devastated 
She comes to my dream after long time I saw her bed-ridden 
 
Observed special rites not able to carry on my shoulder 
What did she leave for me to move on, nothing 
Except fond memories to ruminate in deep silence 
Look at the faces of the children to search for her smile 
Flashes of those memories come and soothe my soul 
Specter of traumatic news, “No More” has vanished 
Because she dwells within me and inspires to keep going 
 

 

Dr Nrusingha Mishra lives in Germantown, Maryland with his family. 
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A Ballad of Glorious Konarka 
Manoj Panda 

 

Blazes the mantle 
Konarka- the edifice  
An artistic pinnacle  
by the seaside today. 
 
Long in the hoary past.. 
 
 Up went the royal edict,  
trumpeting the grandeur of Odisha all over 
A temple would be built on the sea 
O Artisans…ally together to work for the clan 
And surely your scions would adore you for eons. 
 
Danced again the chisels 
and the mallets without fail  
to tunes of  rigor 
making adepts regale 
Presto..came the stones  
alive and charming 
drenched in the artisans  
finesse and sweating. 
 
Meanders the time in its trail  
And glides back never…. 
 
Enters here Dharama, the boy of twelve... 
 
Trudges he alone with plums from his yard 
To see his father building the temple hard 
Like a chariot for Sun God the temple would look 
And to affirm his friends his father never forsook. 
 
Despondent was his sire, when he arrived 
Fearing the worst if he would survive 
Not mounting the steeple would be the jive 
 
Silent was the night with twinkling of stars 
Wind became fierce and the waves were harsh 
Omen of evil got perilously built 
Laughter and laments filled it to hilt 
Awaiting the doom when napes would be slit. 
 
Decade and two Dharama was old,  
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Conferred with father and friends of gold 
Tried to ponder with knowledge from books  
Why not the steeple getting into hooks 
As slowly the night merged in the dark 
 Top of the temple he did embark 
Remembering his Mother and Divine name  
Focused on the spire to bring in the fame. 
 
Day as it dawned  
A surprise was in store 
Steeple was fixed for sculptors and more 
 
Giggling was the sky sea and cheery was the breeze 
Alas.. still the anxiety didn’t cross the bridge 
Honor won’t they lose for artisans on the morn? 
With the glory of the radiant success of the son. 
 
Tough was the choice for Bisu as a father 
Whether his son or sixty scores matter 
Never had Dharama pant for the fame  
Kinship is always better than his name 
Always would do to forgo his claim 
For the honor of his kin and brethren 
Never would the world know Sixty scores of men  
Lost to a child in the artistic domain. 
 
Dramatic was the elan like the meteoric fall  
Waves turned wild and storm became the gall 
Forever the artisans would carry on this slur 
Atoning the loss of the hero and conqueror 
Who let go his attachment in celebrating his race 
As sky and the earth grieved in embrace. 
 
World is awe-struck in the astonishing eye 
Looking at the monument in gleaming sea side 
Admires daily in amazed wonderment 
Right at the blazing brilliant firmament. 
Today by the seaside…. 
 

 
 
Manoj Panda lives in Gaithersburg, Maryland. The above poem is written on the reflection of Konarka 
Gatha by Gurukrushna Goswami. 
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O America, Where Art Thou?  
Samrat Mohanty  

 

 
 

Forgoing the mother and land,  
Yearning to breathe free, 

I set sail for your love once. 
But, o my enchantress, where did you flee?  

Is it your grave or mine, I see?  
 

Souls simmer when tides turn.  
Nations stir as times churn. 

Hopes and dreams once paved your streets.  
Are you still the shining city on hill?  
Are these your tears or mine, I feel?  

 
How did you ever fall so far? 
Will time ever heal your scar? 

Will you fall for each subversive’s lure?  
Will forces of fear hold the sway?  

Will your fabric start to fray?  
 

Does God still mend your flaws?  
Will all Gods be free in your laws?  

If I rang the liberty bell, 
Will you look away with guilt?  
Will your justice grow a tilt?  

 
What am I to think of you? 
What will you make of me? 

Do you hold the torch and flame, still?  
Will grace be shed on you and me?  

Will you keep shining from sea to sea? 
 

 
 

(Inspired by ‘America the Beautiful’ and Recent Events)  
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O’ My Son, O’ My Dear Friend! 

(a translation of Kauśalyā’s blessings to Rāma following Vālmīki Rāmāyaṇa  II.25) 
Bijoy Misra  

for South Asian Poets of New England in program 
Voice of the Mothers and the Youth  

March 25, 2017 
 
 

My son, my dear, O’ my dear friend! 
I am with you wherever you are,  

I’m your friend! (0) 
 

I taught you worship, I taught you how to be humble! 
Respect all that have virtue, never should you crumble! 

Let your weapons protect you, never you get feeble! 
Let your service to your parents be a guard on you,  

In Truth never you fumble! (1) 
 
 
Let the Stars and Light protect you, the Spirits and the Angels! 
Let the Time and the Events be good to you, the Seasons and the Years!  
Let the Gods and Powers protect you, lend you their ears! 
Know my son! I have prayed for you before, never have any fears! (2) 

 

Mountains, Oceans, Space and the Heavens! 
The Earth, the Air, the Water that leavens! 
The Arts, the Skills, the Talents, and the Senses! 
Let all come to your help, let you override all fences! (3) 

 

Let the Ghosts, the Fiends, the Wilds not scare you! 
Let the Snakes, the Insects, the Bees not snare you! 
Let the Animals, the Beasts, the Cruels not dare you! 
Let your strength, your valor, let your virtue never fail you! (4) 

 

Let the blessings of the Heavens be with you, my boy, 
    As Indra had in confronting terror! 

   Let the blessings of the Earth be with you, my son, 
       As Garuda had in searching nectar! 

Let you be blessed by the Divine Mother, 
    As Aditi did during the time of war! 
Let you have the spirit of that incomparable Vishnu, 
    Traversing the worlds, the Sky and afar! (5) 
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Melting into Eternity 
Surya Nayak 

 
 
Cloudy Sky, 
Rain-drops hanging like a canopy; 
Making the atmosphere dim, 
  And thoughtful. 
 
Standing lone on my balcony 
I looked at the horizon 
 I see you smiling at me,  
 With your ‘almond-split’  eyes 
 
My heart rushed towards you,  
Fully drenched with your smile,  
 I felt a meaningful jerk within me,  

And goose-bumps, populated over my skin. 
 
It is not,  
That I cannot live without you, but 
I do not want to live without you. 
 
I want to absorb, 
each of the sun rays 

 That reflects towards me 
From the touch of your body. 

 
I want to breathe the air, 

That swirled around you  
and breeze past you 

 
I want to feel your hairs 

 that caress you and 
spears towards me 

  I Closed My Eyes…, 
 
Leaving your soul to dissolve in mine, and 
 melt in me, like a candle 
 Burning slowly and your breasts  

Pressing  my ribcage. 
 
A passionate melting into eternity. 
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ସନୂି୍ଦର 
Sindura - Vermilion 
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ଗୁଣିଆ ବୁଢା 
ଶାନ୍ତନୁ କୁମାର ଆଚାର୍୍ଯୟ 

 
 ଘର ଆଗରର ନଈ! ନଈ କୂଳଆି ର ାକଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ ଏ ଏକ ଅର୍ଯାଚତି ବରଦାନ ର୍ଯାହା ଅନୟମାନଙ୍କ 
ଅରପକ୍ଷା ସବୁଠୁ ରବଶୀ ଜଣା ତାଙୁ୍କ ; କାରଣ ରସ ଥିର  ଜରଣ ପରରିବଶବତି୍  । ରସମିତ ିକଛି ିଡଗି୍ରୀଫିଗ୍ରୀ ନଥି ା 

ତାଙ୍କର ରସ ବଷିୟରର ର୍ଯାହାକୁ ଏରବ କୁହା ର୍ଯାଉଚ ିପରରିବଶ ବଜି୍ଞାନ; କନୁି୍ତ ତାଙୁ୍କ ନଈ କୂରଳ ବସଥିିବା ରଦଖିର  ଆଖ ପାଖ ବଣ ବୁଦାର 
ବ ୁିଆ ରକାକଶିଆିଳ ିରନଉଳ ସାପ ମୂଷା ପ୍ରଭୃତ ିଅଦୃଶୟ ପ୍ରାଣୀମାରନ  ନଜିକୁ ରଦରଖଇ ରହ ା ଭଳ ିବୃଥାଟାରର ତାଙ୍କ ଆଖ ପାଖରର 
ର୍ଯାଆସ ଆରମ୍ଭ କରଦିଅିନ୍ତ ି। ଏଇ କାରଣରୁ ତାଙୁ୍କ ଅରନକ ର ାକ କହନ୍ତ ିରସ ଜରଣ ତନ୍ତ୍ରମନ୍ତ୍ର ଜାଣିଥିବା ର ାକ । କନୁି୍ତ ରସ ତନ୍ତ୍ରମନ୍ତ୍ରର ଧାର 
ଧାରନ୍ତ ିନାହିଁ । ବରଂ ତନ୍ତ୍ରମନ୍ତ୍ର ଗଣୁଗିାରରଡ ିକରୁଥିବା ର ାକଙୁ୍କ ରସ ଘଣୃା କରନ୍ତ ି। ତଥାପି ଗଁା ର ାରକ ତାଙ୍କ ହାବଭାବକୁ  ସରେହ କରନ୍ତ ି। 
ତାଙ୍କ ଚାରପିାରଖ ନଭି୍ୟରର ଆତର୍ଯାତ ରହଉଥିବା ବ ୁିଆ ରକାକଶିଆିଳୀ ରନଉଳ ପ୍ରଭୃତ ିଜୀବଜନୁ୍ତଙ୍କ ସାରେ ତାଙ୍କ ସଂପକ୍କୁ ବୁନନିପାର ି
ରସମାରନ ସରେହ କରନ୍ତ ିହୁଏତ ର ାକଟା ରସମାନଙୁ୍କ ବଶୀଭୂତ କରଚି ିର୍ଯାହା ରକବଳ ଗଣୁିଗାରରଡ ିଜାଣିଥିବା ର ାକଙ୍କ ପକ୍ଷରର ସଂଭବ । 
ରତଣୁ ରସମାରନ ତାଙ୍କ ନାଁ ରଦଇଥାନ୍ତ ିଗଣୁିଆ ବୁଢା!  

 ଗୁଣିଆ ବୁଢାଙୁ୍କ ଜୀବଜନୁ୍ତ ମାରନ କାହିଁକ ିଏରତ ଭ  ପାଆନ୍ତ ିରକହ ିଜାରଣନା । କନୁି୍ତ ତାଙୁ୍କ ନଈ ଅତଡ ିଉପରର ବସବିାର 
ରଦଖିର  ପ୍ରଥରମ ତାର ରଟର ପାଇର୍ଯାଆନ୍ତ ିବ ୁିଆମାରନ । ରଗାଟାଏ ବୁଢା ବ ୁିଆ ଅତଡ ିତଳ ଗାତରୁ ମହୁଁ ରଟକ ିତାଙୁ୍କ ପ୍ରଥରମ ସ୍ୱାଗତ 
କରର- ରଗାଟାଏ ବଚିତି୍ର ସ୍ୱରରର । ରସ ସ୍ୱର ସାଧାରଣ ବ ୁିଆ ଡାକ ନୁରହ;ଁ ପୂରାପରୂ ିଭିରେ ରକମର! ରସ ପ୍ରକାର ସ୍ୱରରର ବ ୁିଆମାରନ 
ସାଧାରଣତଃ ରବାବାନ୍ତ ିନାହିଁ ।  

 ଗୁଣିଆ ବୁଢାଙ୍କ ସାେ ବ ୁିଆଟ ି କଛି ିଅସାଧାରଣ ବ ୁିଆ ନୁରହ;ଁ ରସ ବଚିରା ରସଇ ସାଧାରଣ ବ ୁିଆ ଜାତରି ବ ୁିଆଟଏି ରର୍ଯ 
ତା ଦଳରର ରରହ ଆଉ  ଗାଁ ପାଖ ବଣବୁଦାରର ବାସ କରୁଥିବା ଦଳଦଳ ବ ୁିଆଙ୍କ ଭିତରୁ ଜରଣ ଭଳ ିନଜିକୁ ପ୍ରକାଶ କରର । ତଥାପି 
ତା’ପାଖରର  କଛିଟିା  ଅସାଧାରଣତ୍ୱ  ଥାଏ । କାରଣ ଗୁଣିଆବୁଢାଙ୍କ ଉପସି୍ଥତକୁି ବଜି୍ଞାପିତ କରବିାକୁ ରସ ରର୍ଯଉଁ ସ୍ୱର କରର ରସ ସ୍ୱରରର 
ବ ୁିଆମାରନ ରବାବାନ୍ତ ିନାହିଁ ଆରଦୌ ।  ରତଣୁ ଦରିନ ରଦୈବରର୍ଯାରଗ ରକୌଣସ ିକାରଣରୁ ଗୁଣିଆବୁଢା ରସଇ ବ ୁିଆଟକୁି ରସପର ିସ୍ୱରରର 
ତାଙ୍କ ମହୁଁକୁ ଅରନଇ ରବାରବାଉଥିବା ରଦଖିର  । ରସ କଣ କହୁଚ ିଜାଣବିାକୁ ରଚଷ୍ଟା କର  । କନୁି୍ତ ରସଥିପାଇଁ ବ ୁିଆଙ୍କ ଭାଷା ତ ତାଙୁ୍କ 
ଜଣା ନଥି ା ରସର୍ଯାରକ । ରତଣୁ ରସ ତା ମହୁଁକୁ ଚାହ ିଁ ରକୌତୂହଳ ବଶତଃ ନଜି ଭାଷାରର ପଚାରରି  –“କରିହା ବନୁ୍ଧବର! ଖବର କଣ? କଣ 
କଛି ିକହବିାର ଅଛକି?ି ” 

  ତାଙ୍କ ପ୍ରଶନର କଛି ିଉତ୍ତର ରସ ଆଶା କରୁନଥିର   । କାରଣ  ବ ୁିଆମାରନ କଣ ମଣିଷଙ୍କ କଥାବାତ୍ାର ଅଥ୍ ବୁନୁଥିରବ? ତଥାପି 
ରସଇ ପ୍ରାରମି୍ଭକ ଆଳାପରୁ  ଜନୁ୍ତଟ ିସହତି ତାଙ୍କର ପ୍ରାଥମକି ସପର୍କ୍ ସ୍ଥାପିତ ରହବାର ସୂଚନା ମଳିଗି ା । ତାଙ୍କ ପ୍ରଶନର ଉତ୍ତର ରଦବାକୁ ରସ 
ପୁଣି ରଗାଟଏି ଭିେ ସ୍ୱରରର ରବାବାଇ ା । ପରରପରର ଜନୁ୍ତଟ ି ତାଙୁ୍କ ପରକି୍ରମା କରବିା ପର ିଦୂରଛଡାରର  ୁଚ ୁିଚକିା ଚାରପିାଖର ବଣ 
ବୁଦା ଆଢୁଆଳରୁ ନଜିର ଉପସି୍ଥତ ିବଜି୍ଞାପିତ କ ା ।  

 ବ ୁିଆର ରସପର ିଆଚରଣରର ରସଦନି ସଦୟ ସରକାର ିଚାକରିରୁି ଅବସର ରନଇ ସହର ଛାଡ ିଗଁାରର ରହବିାକୁ ପସେ କରଥିିବା  
ବଘି୍ନରାଜ ସାମନ୍ତରାୟ ର୍ଯାହାଙୁ୍କ ପରର ସରେ୍ଦହ କରଗ ା ଜରଣ ତାନ୍ତ୍ରକି ରବା ି ରସ ରକବଳ ବସିି୍ମତ ରହାଇ ନଥିର , ଏକ ଅଜଣା ଭୟ ମଧ୍ୟ 
ତାଙ୍କ ମନରର ପଶଗି ା । କାରଣ ରସପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ଗାଁଗହଳର ର ାକବଶି୍ୱାସକୁ ରସ  ଅମଳୂକ ରବା ି ଭାବରି   ମଧ୍ୟ କଛିଟିା ଗୁରୁତ୍ୱ ରଦଉଥିର  
। ପି ାଦରିନ ଗାଁରର ଥିବାରବରଳ ରସ ରଜରଜମା, ମା ଇତୟାଦଙି୍କ ଠୁଁ  ଶୁଣିଥିର  ରର୍ଯ ବ ୁିଆ ରଗାଟାଏ ଅଶୁଭ ପ୍ରାଣୀ ।  ରାତବିକିାଳ ିବ ୁିଆ 
ରବାବାଳ ିଶୁଣିର  ରଜରଜମା  କହୁଥିର  -ରହଇ ଶୁଣ! ପହରକିଆି ବ ୁିଆ ରବାରବଇର ଣି ।  ରଶାଇପଡ ସମରେ - 
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 ପହରକିଆି ବ ୁିଆ କଣ? ପଚାରରି  ଉତ୍ତର ରଦଉଥି ା ରଜରଜମା- ଜାଣିନୁ? ରସମାରନ ପରା ର୍ଯମଦୂତ! ରସମାନଙୁ୍କ କାଳରବଳ 
ଜଣା । ପହରକୁ ପହର ରସମାରନ ରମଳ ିକର ିରବାବାଳ ିପରକଇର  ର୍ଯମରଦବତା ଖବର ପାଇର୍ଯାନ୍ତ ିରର୍ଯ ମତ୍ତ୍ୟରର ମଣିଷମାନଙ୍କ 
ପରମାୟୁରୁ ପହରର ଆୟୁ ସରଗି ା! 

 ତା ପରର ନାତ ିପଚାରର -ରାତକି ରକଇ ପହର ରଜରଜମା ? ତାର ଉତ୍ତର ବ ିଥାଏ ରଜରଜମା ପାଖରର । କରହ ରାତକି ପା ଚାର ି
ପହର! ଦନିରର ଚାର ିରାତରିର ଚାର-ି ଏମିତ ିଏମିତ ିଆଠ ପହରକୁ ପହର ରସ କାଳତୁଣ୍ଡା ଜନୁ୍ତମାରନ ଥରକୁ ଥର ରମଳକିର ିରବାବାଳ ି
ପରକଇ ର୍ଯମ ରଦବତାଙୁ୍କ ମତ୍ତ୍ୟର ଖବର ରଦଇ ଆସୁଚନ୍ତ ିସୃଷି୍ଟ ଆରମ୍ଭରୁ । ଆହୁର ିଜାଣିଚୁ ନା? ର୍ଯଦ ିଗଁା ଭିତରର, ରାତରିର, ଅଣି୍ଡରା ବ ୁିଆ 
ଗଣଗିଣି ତନିଥିର ଡାକ ପରକଇବ ତାରହର  ନରିେ ନା ନରିେ କାହାର ରଗାଟାଏ ମୁଣ୍ଡ ନବାରପଇଁ ର୍ଯମରଦବ ଗାଁକୁ ବରିଜ କରଚିନ୍ତ ିରବା ି 
ଜାଣବିାକୁ ରହବ ।  

 ବଘି୍ନରାଜ ରସ କଥାର ସତୟାସତୟ ପରୀକ୍ଷା କରବିାକୁ ରଚଷ୍ଟା କରନିଥିର  ପି ାଦରିନ । କନୁି୍ତ ଜାଣି ଥିର -ଗଁାମାନଙ୍କରର ଏମିତ ି
ବହୁତ ର ାକକଥା ଥାଏ ର୍ଯାହାର ପ୍ରମାଣ ନଥିର  ବ ିର ାରକ ରସ କଥାକୁ  ହସ ିଉରଡଇ ଦଅିନ୍ତ ିନାହିଁ !  

 ୟା ଭିତରର ବହୁ ବଷ୍ କଟଗି ାଣି ତାଙ୍କ ଜୀବନର । ଚାକରିରୁି ଅବସର ରନଇ ଗାଁରର ବାକତିକ ବୟସ କରଟଇ ରଦବା ପାଇଁ ରସ 
ପ୍ରାୟ ଷାଠଏି ବଷ୍ ବୟସରର ଗାଁକୁ ରଫରବିା ରବଳକୁ ରଜରଜମା, ମା,ବାପା ସମରେ ସ୍ୱଗବ୍ାସୀ ରହାଇସାରଥିାନ୍ତ ି। ଏପରକି ିଗଁାର ସବୁ ତକ 
ପୁରୁଖା ର ାକଙ୍କ ଭିତରୁ ରକବଳ ଜରଣ ଦଜିଣଙ୍କ ଛଡା ଆଉ ସମରେ ଚା ିର୍ଯାଇଥାନ୍ତ ିରସପାରକୁି । ରସମାନଙ୍କ ଭିତରର  ପି ାଦନିର 
ଅଧିକାଂଶ  ସାେମାରନ ମଧ୍ୟ- । କାହା ସାରେ କଥାବାତ୍ତା୍ ପରଦ ପାଇଁ ଉପରୁ୍ଯକ୍ତ ର ାକଟଏି ନପାଇ ରସ ନରିାଶ ରହଉଥାନ୍ତ ି। ରସଥି ାଗି  
ପି ାଦନିର ସୃ୍ମତସିବୁକୁ ଏକାଏକା ବସ ିଆଉଥରର ଆଉରଡଇବାକୁ ରସ  ନଈ କୂଳରର ବୁ ିବା ଆରମ୍ଭ କରଥିିର  ।     

 କନୁି୍ତ, ରସଦନି ସନ୍ଧୟାରବରଳ ନଈ ତୁଠରର ଏକାଏକା ବସଥିିବା ରବରଳ ରସଇ ବୁଢା ବ ୁିଆର ରସଭଳ ିଅଦୁ୍ଭତ ବୟବହାରକୁ 
 କ୍ଷୟକ ା ପରର ହଠାତ ମରନ ପଡ ିା ତାଙ୍କର ପି ାଦରିନ ବୁଢମିା କହୁଥିବା କଥା ଗୁଡାକ । ବ ୁିଆମାରନ ର୍ଯମଦୂତ ଆଉ ରସମାନଙୁ୍କ 
ସମୟ ଗଣନା କର ିଆରସ, ରସ କଥା ମରନ ପଡରିି୍ଯବାରୁ ତାଙ୍କ ମନ ଆହୁର ିଦବଗି ା । ତା’ମାରନ କଣ ତାଙ୍କ ନଜିର ସମୟ ରହଇଗ ା? 
ରସଇ ଅଶୁଭ ଖବର ଆଗୁଆ ରଦବା ପାଇଁ ବ ୁିଆଟା ତାଙ୍କ ମୁହକୁଁ ଚାହିଁ ରସଭଳ ିଅସ୍ୱାଭାବକି ଶବ୍ଦ କରୁଥି ା?    

 ଏହାପରର କଛିଦିନି ପାଇଁ ରସ ଆଉ ନଈକୂଳକୁ ବୁ ିବାକୁ ଆସରି  ନାହିଁ । ରଗାଟାଏ ଡରଡର ଭାବ ମନରର ବରାବର ରହୁଥିବା 
ରହତୁ ତାଙୁ୍କ ନାନା  ଦୁେିନ୍ତା ଘାର ିା । ଏକଥା କନୁି୍ତ ରସ ଆଉ କାହାକୁ ଜାଣିବାକୁ ରଦର  ନାହିଁ । ଏପରକି ିତାଙ୍କ ସ୍ତ୍ରୀଙୁ୍କ ମଧ୍ୟ ନଜି ମରନାଭାବ 
ଜରଣଇବାକୁ ଇଚ୍ଛାକର  ନାହିଁ । ଏହପିର ିକଛି ିଦନି ଚା ିଗ ା । ରସ ଆଉ ନଈ କୂଳକୁ ବୁ ିବାକୁ ଆସରି  ନାହିଁ । ଘରର ବସ ିନରକା 
ରସପାଖ ୁରସ ତାଙ୍କ ଦାଣ୍ଡଦୁଆର ିନଈକୁ ସତୃଷ୍ଣ ନୟନରର ଅନାଇ ବସରି  । ଦୀଘ୍ ବଷ୍ ଧର ିସହରର ଗଳସିନ୍ଧରିର ଏକ ରଛାଟଆି  
ଭଡାଘରର ତାଙ୍କର ଚାକରି ିଜୀବନ କଟରି୍ଯାଇଥି ା । ରକରତ ଆଶା କର ିରସ ଆସଥିିର  ନଜି ଜନମସ୍ଥାନ ଗାଁରର ନଜିର ରପୈତୃକ ଘରକୁ 
ଅବସର ପରବତ୍ତ୍ୀ ଜୀବନର ବଷ୍ ରକଇଟା  କଟାଇବା ଆଶାରର । ଅଥଚ ଗାଁ ମାଟରିର ପାଦ ଦଉ ନଦଉଣୁ ଆସଗି ା ଏମିତ ିଅବସ୍ଥା ରର୍ଯ 
ରସ ବତ୍ତମ୍ାନ ଗୃହବେୀ -ନରିଜ ନଜିଘରର? ପୁଣ ିଘର ସାମନାରର ରବାହଚିା ିଚ ିରସଇ ବଶିାଳ ନଈ ର୍ଯାହା ତାଙ୍କର ନଜି ପି ାଦନିର ନଈ, 
ର୍ଯାହାର ପାଣିରର ସକାଳ ସନ୍ଧୟା କଟୁଥି ା ତାଙ୍କ ବା ୟ ରକୈରଶାର ଆଉ ଆଦୟ ରର୍ଯୌବନର ବଷ୍ ଗୁଡକି! ଗ୍ରୀଷମ ବଷ୍ା ଶରତ ରହମନ୍ତ ଶଶିରି 
ଆଉ ବସନ୍ତ- ବଷ୍ର ଛଅ ୠତୁର ରକୌଣସଟି ିୠତୁ ବାଦ ପରଡନାହିଁ ରର୍ଯରବ ରସ ଆଉ ତାଙ୍କର ଦୁଇ ଭାଇ ଆଉ ସାେସାଥିମାନଙ୍କ ରମଳରର  
ଏଇ ଘର ଦୁଆର ି ନଈର ପାଣିରର ଘଂଟାଘଂଟା ନପଡଛିନ୍ତ ିଗାରଧାଇବା ବାହାନାରର । ଖରାଦରିନ ନଈରର ପାଣି କମିଗର   ରସମାରନ 
ଥରରଥରର ବାହାର ିପଡନ୍ତ ି ନଈର ଏପାର ିରସପାର ିପହରଁା ପ୍ରତରିର୍ଯାଗୀତା କରବିା ପାଇଁ । କନୁି୍ତ କଣ ହୁଏ ରକଜାଣି ଅଧା ନଈ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ 
ପହରଁ ିରି୍ଯବା ପରର ଦଳର ସବା ଆଗରର ପହରୁଁଥିବା  ିଡର୍  ପହରଁାଳ ି ଜଣକ ସତକ୍ କରଦିଏି-“ରହଇଟ ିରସ କଳା ପାଣି ଅରାକ ଆଗରର 
ରଦଖଚୁ? ଆସଗି ା ରସ ର୍ଯାଗା! ଏଇଠ ିରସ ର୍ଯାଗା -ଶଂଖା କୁମ୍ଭୀରର ଘର! ନାଃ ଆଉ ରି୍ଯବା ନାଇଁ ।”  

 କହୁକହୁ   ିଡର୍ ପହରଁାଳ ିରଟାକା ଜଣକ ହଠାତ ମୁହଁ ବୁର ଇ ପଛୁଆ ରଫରପିରଡ । ତା ପରଛପରଛ ସବୁ ପି ାମାରନ ପହଁରା 
ଶରିଖାଉଥିବା ମା ବତକ ପଛରର ରଗାରଡଇଥିବା ଛୁଆ ବତକଙ୍କ ପର ିଘରୁ ିପଡନ୍ତ ିପଛକୁ । କୂଳକୁ ଆସବିା ପରର ର୍ଯାଇ  ିଡର ରଗାଟାଏ 
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ବଡଦମ ନଃିଶ୍ୱାସ ମାର ିକଥାଟାର ମମ୍ ବୁନାଏ ତା ଦଳକୁ । କରହ, “ରସଇ ରର୍ଯାଉ କଳା ପାଣି ଅରାକ ରଦଖଚୁ, ରଜରଜ କହନ୍ତ,ି ରସଇ  
ଗଣ୍ଡରର  ୁଚଚି ିରସ କୁୁ୍ମ୍ଭୀର ରର୍ଯ ରମା ରଜରଜମାକୁ ଖାଇଥି ା ।  ରଗାଟାଏ ମେ ବଡ ଧଳା କୁମ୍ଭୀର । ରସଇ କାରଣରୁ ତା ନାଁ ଶଂଖା । ରସ 
ରଗାଟାଏ କୁମ୍ଭୀର ନୁରହଁ –ରଗାଟାଏ ରପ୍ରତାତ୍ମା କ ିରଦବାରଦବୀ  ରବା ି ତାକୁ ପୂଜା କରନ୍ତ ିଆମର ଏ ଅଂଚଳର ର ାରକ । ଆମର ଏଠ ି
ସମରେ ଜାଣନ୍ତ ିରକରଡ ଭୟଙ୍କର ମଣିଷଖିଆ   କୁମ୍ଭୀର ରସ!   ଆମର ଏ  ଅଂଚଳର ପ୍ରାୟ ଶରହ ର ାକ, ରବଶୀ ଭାଗ ମାଇପିର ାକଙୁ୍କ 
ବାଛବିାଛ ିଖାଇଚ ିରସ । ରମା ନଜି ରଜରଜମାକୁ ଖାଇଚ ିରସ, ପୁଣି ରକମତି ିଢେରର ଶୁଣିର  ତମ କ ିଜା ଥରରିି୍ଯବ!” 

 ପି ାମାରନ ପଚାରନ୍ତ,ି “କାହିଁ? ଆରମମାରନ ତ ଦନିରାତ ିପଡଥିାଉ ଏଠ ିନଈ ପାଣିରର! କରିବ ତ ରଦଖିନୁ ଆମ ନଈରର କମି୍ଭୀର 
ଫିମବୀର କଛି?ି”  

 ଦଳପତ,ି ମାହାନ୍ତ ିସାଇର ମୁରବ ିରବୈଷ୍ଣବ ମାହାନ୍ତଙି୍କ ନାତ ିଟକିନିା ଦାଦା ତା ରବକରର ପିନ୍ଧଥିିବା ତୁଳସୀ ମାଳକୁ ଛୁଇଁ କରହ,  “ମଁୁ 
ରବୈଷ୍ଣବ ମାହାନ୍ତଙି୍କ ନାତ-ିଆରମ ଗରୁୁ ଦୀକ୍ଷା ରନଇଚୁ । ମିଛ କହବିା ଆମ ଜାତରକ ନାହିଁ । ଶୁଣ-ରମା ରଜରଜ ର୍ଯାହା କୁହନ୍ତ ିରସଇ କଥା 
କହୁଚ ି। ମନରୁ ଫାେବି ିକାଇଁକ?ି ରମାର କ ିଫାଇଦା ରଜରଜଙ୍କ ନଁାରର ମିଛ କହବିାକୁ ତମମାନଙୁ୍କ । ତମଠୁ ମଁୁ ବୟସରର  ବଡ । ତରମ 
ପହରଁା ଶଖିିବ ରବା ି କହ ିାରୁ ଶରିଖଇ ି । ଏରବ ତରମମାରନ ନଈ ଆରପାରକୁି ପହରଁବିା କଥା କହ ିାରୁ ମଁ ୁଭାବ ିି ତୁମମାନଙ୍କ 
ରମଳରର ମଁୁ ହୁଏତ ନଈ ରସ ପାରକି ିପହରଁ ିର୍ଯାଇ ପାରବି ି। କନୁି୍ତ ରସ ଗଣ୍ଡ ପାଖରର ପହଂଚ ିା ମାରତ୍ର ମରତ ଶୁଣାଗ ା – ରଜରଜଙ୍କ 
ସତକବ୍ାଣୀ । ରସ କହନ୍ତ ିଏଇ ଗଣ୍ଡରର ରହୁଚ ିରସ ମଣିଷଖିଆ କୁମ୍ଭୀର ର୍ଯାହା ନାଁ ଶଂଖା । ରସଇ କୁମ୍ଭୀର ଖାଇଥି ା ରମା ରଜରଜମାଙୁ୍କ ..  ”   

 ଏହାପରର ଟକିନିା ଦାଦା ତା ରଜରଜମାଙୁ୍କ ଶଂଖା କୁମ୍ଭୀର ରକମିତ ିଢେରର ମାରଥିି ା ରସ ବଷିୟରର ସବରିଶଷ ବବିରଣୀ 
ଶୁରଣାଉଥି ା ବଘି୍ନରାଜଙୁ୍କ ତାଙ୍କ ପି ାଦରିନ । କହୁଥି ା, “ମଁୁ ର୍ଯାହା ଶୁଣଚି ିରମା  ରଜରଜଙ୍କ ମୁହରୁଁ କହୁଚ ିଶୁଣ-ହାରାହାର ିଚାଳଶି   ପଚାଶ   
ବଷ୍ ତଳର କଥା । ରସରତରବରଳ ଆମର ଏ ନଈରର କୁମ୍ଭୀରମାରନ ଏରତ ସଂଖୟାରର ଥିର  ରର୍ଯ ରଜରଜ କହନ୍ତ ିନଈବା ିରର ରସମାରନ 
ଖରା ରପାଇଁବାକୁ ପଡଥିି ା ରବରଳ ଦଶୁିଥିର  ରର୍ଯମିତ ିକାଠ ରବପାରମିାରନ ନଈରର ରଭଳାବାନ୍ଧ ିକାଠଗଡ ଚା ାଣ କରବିାକୁ ବଣରୁ 
ଶହଶହ  ଶାଳପିଆଶାଳ ଗଛଗୁଡାକୁ କାଟ ିଆଣି ପରକଇଚନ୍ତ ିବା ିରର! କନୁି୍ତ ମଣିଷଙୁ୍କ ରଦଖିବା ମାରତ୍ର ରସଇ ନଜ୍ିୀବ କାଠଗଡ ଗୁଡାକ 
ଜୀବନ୍ତ ରହଇ ଉଠୁଥିର  । ପାଣିକୁ ପରଳାଉଥିର  । ରସମାରନ ଥିର  ଅରନକ ଜାତରି- ଥଂଟଆି, ଘଡଆିଳ, ରଗାମଖୁା ପ୍ରଭୃତ ି। କନୁି୍ତ 
ରସମାନଙ୍କ ଭିତରର ସବୁଠୁ ଭୟଙ୍କର ଆଉ ବୁଦ୍ଧମିାନ ରହର  ଏଇ ରଗାମଖୁା -ର୍ଯାହାଙ୍କ ମହୁଁ ଅବକିଳ ରଗାରୁ ମୁହଁ ପର ିରଦଖିବାକୁ । 
ରସଇମାରନ ରବଶୀ  ମଣିଷଖିଆ ଜାତରି ରବା ି ରଜରଜ କହନ୍ତ ି। ରସଇ ମଣିଷଖିଆଙ୍କ ଭିତରର ଶଂଖା ହଉଚ ିନମବର ୱାେ୍!  

 “କାହିଁକ ିନମବର ୱାେ୍ -ଶୁଣିବ? ରସ ରଗାଟାଏ କୁମ୍ଭୀର ରହର  ବ ିତାର ବୁଦ୍ଧ ିଥି ା । ଖା ି ବୁଦ୍ଧ ିନୁହ-ଁ ରଜରଜ କହନ୍ତ ିତାର ବ ି
ରଗାଟାଏ ବରିବକ ରବାରଧ ଥି ା- । ରସ ମଣିଷ ଖାଏ, କନୁି୍ତ ମୃତୁୟଦଣ୍ଡରର ଦଣି୍ଡତ ଆସାମୀକୁ ଫାଶଖିଂୁଟକୁ ରନବା ପୂବରୁ୍ ରର୍ଯମିତ ିତାକୁ 
ପଚରାର୍ଯାଏ ରତାର ରଶଷ ଇଚ୍ଛାଟା ପ୍ରକାଶ କର ରସମିତ ିକରର ଏ ମଣଷିଖିଆ କୁମ୍ଭୀର ଶଂଖା । ଏମିତ ିଘଟଣା ଘଟଥିି ା ଦରିନ ଆମର ନଜି 
ପରବିାରରର- ।  ରମା ନଜି ରଜରଜମାଙ୍କ ଜୀବନ ର୍ଯାଇଚ ି ଶଂଖା ମହୁଁରର । ତଥାପି ରସ ନୃଶଂସ ନଷୁି୍ଠର କୁମ୍ଭୀରଟାରଟାକୁ ପରୂା ରଦାଷ ଦଅିନ୍ତ ି
ନାହିଁ ରଜରଜ । କାହିଁକ ିଶୁଣିବ? 

 “ରସଦନି ସକାଳ ଗାଧୁଆ ରବରଳ, ଗଁାର ନଅିରବାହୁଙ୍କ ରମଳରର, ଆମ ଭୁଆଷୁଣୀ ରଜରଜମା ନଈକୁ ଗାରଧଇବାକୁ  ଆସରି  । 
ରସରତରବଳକୁ ଶଂଖାର ଉତ୍ପାତ ଖବୁ ବଢରି୍ଯାଇଥାଏ । ବହୁତ ଗାଈରଗାରୁ ମଣିଷ ର୍ଯାଇସାରଥିାନ୍ତ ିତା ରପଟଭିରକୁ । ରସଥିରର୍ଯାଗୁ ଗଁା 
ର ାରକ  ନଈ ତୁଠରର ବାଉଁଶ ଅଡା ବାନ୍ଧ ିଗାଧୁଆପାଧୁଆ କରୁଥିର  ।  ରସଦନି ରଜରଜମା ଗଁାର ଆଠଦଶ  ନଅିରବାହୁଙ୍କ ରମଳରର   
ପଶରି  ଗାଧୁଆ ତୁଠ ଅଡା ଭିତରକୁ ।  ରସମାରନ କଣ ଜାଣିଥିର  ଗ ା ରାତରୁି ତା ଭିତରକୁ ପଶଚି ିଶଂଖା? ହଠାତ ଭୁସ କନିା ରଗାଟାଏ 
ଶବ୍ଦ ରହ ା । ହାଉଳ ିଖାଇଉଠରି  ସମରେ – । ଚାହଁୁ  ଚାହଁୁ  ରମା ରଜରଜମାକୁ ମହୁଁରର ଧର ି ଅଡା ବାହାରକୁ ଟାଣିରନଇ ଚା ିଗ ା 
ରଗାଟାଏ ବରିାଟ କାୟ ଧଳାରେର  କୁମ୍ଭୀର! ତାଙୁ୍କ ଧରରିନଇ ନଈ ମନରିର ପହଂଚ ିା ପରର ପୁଣି କଣ ମନରହ ା ତାର ବୁ ି ପଡ ିା 
ପଛକୁ । ସମରେ ରଦଖଥୁାନ୍ତ-ିରଜରଜମାକୁ ମହୁଁ ଭିତରୁ ଛାଟରିଦ ା ଉପରକୁ । ରଜରଜମା ଉପରକୁ ଉଠ ିର୍ଯାଇ  ସଧିା  ଖସ ିପଡରି  
କୁମ୍ଭୀରଟାର  ପିଠ ିଉପରକୁ । କୁମ୍ଭୀର  ପିଠରିର ସବାର ରହଇରି୍ଯବା ପରର ରଜରଜମା ଡକା ପାରରି - ମରତ ବଂଚାଅ! ମରତ ବଂଚାଅରର! 
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କୂଳରର କାକୁସ୍ଥ ରହଇ ଜମିଥିବା ର ାରକ ତାଙୁ୍କ ବଂରଚଇରବ କଣ ଓ ଟ ିକୂଳ ଆଡକୁ ପହରଁ ିଆସଥୁିବା କୁଂଭୀରକୁ ଡର ିପରଳଇର  
ପାଣିକୂଳରୁ ଦୂରକୁ । ରସରତରବରଳ ରମା ରଜରଜମାଙୁ୍କ ବୟସ ରକାଡଏି କ ିପଚଶି ।  ସହରଜ ତ ସୁେରୀ । ପଣୁି ତାଙ୍କ ରଦହର  ଦ ି
ରହଇଥାଏ ସନୁା ଅଳଙ୍କାର । ପଣୁି ତାଙ୍କ ଦହିର ରେ  ସନୁା ପର ିରହଇଥିବାରୁ ତାଙ୍କ ନଁା ରଦଇଥିର  ଘରର ଆମର -  ସୁନାମଣି!  
ସୁନାମଣଙୁି୍କ ପିଠରିର ବରସଇ କୁମ୍ଭୀର ତାଙୁ୍କ ନଈ ତୁଠ ପାଖାପାଖି  ବହୁ ସମୟ ବୁର ଇ ା ରକଜାଣି କାହ ିଁକ!ି ରକହ ିର ାକ ତାଙୁ୍କ କୁମ୍ଭୀର 
ମୁହରୁଁ ଉଦ୍ଧାରବିା  ାଗି ନବାହାରବିା ରଦଖି ସନୁାମଣି  ତାଙ୍କ ରବକରୁ ଦଶ ଭରଆି ସନୁାର ରଗାଟାଏ ହାର,  ହାତରୁ ରଗାଛାଏ ରଗାଛାଏ 
ସୁନାଚୁଡ ିଆଉ କାନରୁ ନାକରୁ ପଣୁି ଅଂଟାରୁ ଚାଖରଣ୍ଡ ରମାଟ ରୁପା ରଗାଠ ଇତୟାଦ ିକାଢ ିପରକଇ ରଗାଟାରଗାଟା କର ିକୂଳକୁ ଫିେିବାକୁ 
 ାଗିର  । ଆମ ବଉଁଶଟା ର୍ଯାକ ର ାକ ରସରତରବରଳ ଠଆି ରହଇଥାନ୍ତ ିନଈକୂଳରର । ତାଙ୍କ ଭିତରର ବ ିଥାଆନ୍ତ ି ରଜରଜ । ରସରତରବରଳ 
ତାଙୁ୍କ ବୟସ  ତରିଶି । ରମାରଟ ବଷ୍ ଚାରପିାଂଚଟା ତରଳ ରଜରଜମା ରବାହୂରହଇ ଆସଥିାନ୍ତ ି। ରମା ବାପା ଦାଦା ରସପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ଜନମ ରହଇ 
ନଥାନ୍ତ ି। ଏରବ ବ ିବୁଢା  ବୟସରର  ରସ କଥା କହ ିାରବରଳ ରଜରଜ ଆମର କଇଁକଇଁ ରହଇ କାେନ୍ତ ିଆଉ କହନ୍ତ,ି “ଦହିରୁ ଅଳଂକାର ସବୁ 
କାଢ ିକୂଳକୁ ଫିେି ା ରବରଳ ରଜରଜମା ତାଙ୍କଠୁ ବଦିାୟ ମାଗି କହୁଥାନ୍ତ ି-ମଁୁ ର୍ଯାଉଚ ି। ରମା କଥା ରଖିବ । କୁଳ ରକ୍ଷା କରବିାକୁ ଆଉ ଥରର 
ବାହାହବ । ଏ ଗହଣାତକ ରଦଇର୍ଯାଉଚ ି।  ରମାର ସବୁ ରଦାଷ ମନରୁ ରପାଛଦିବ-  ମରତ ବଦିାୟ ଦଅି ।”  

  ସମେ ରଦଖଣାହାରଙୁି୍କ ହାତରର୍ଯାଡ ି ବଦିାୟ ମାଗୁଥି ା ରସ ରବା ି ମଁୁ ଶୁଣିଚ ିବୁଢାବୁଢାଙ୍କ ମୁହରୁଁ । ରସମାରନ କହନ୍ତ-ିଘଡକିରୁ 
ରବଶୀ ରବଳ ପିଠରିର ବରସଇ ନଈରର ବୁର ଇ ସାଇ ା ପରର ର୍ଯାଇ ରଜରଜମାଙୁ୍କ  ଗଣ୍ଡ ଭିତରକୁ ରନଇଗ ା ତାଙୁ୍କ ଶଂଖା ।  ଆହାରକୁ 
ମାରବିା ପୂବରୁ୍ ତାକୁ ରଖରଳଇବା ପ୍ରକୃତ ିରର୍ଯାଗୁ ତାକୁ ର ାରକ ମରନକର  କମି୍ଭୀର ନୁରହଁ –ରଦବତା! ତଥାପି ରସ   ଜନୁ୍ତକୁ  ମାରବିାକୁ 
ବ୍ରଟିଶି ସରକାର ରଗାରା ଶକିାରୀଙୁ୍କ ପରଠଇଥି ା । ରହର  ତାକୁ ରକହ ିମାର ିପାରରି  ନାହିଁ । କନୁି୍ତ ମହାତ୍ମା ଗାନ୍ଧଙି୍କ କୃପାରୁ ରଦଶ ସ୍ୱାଧୀନ 
ରହବା ପରଠୁ ରସ କୁଆରଡ ଗ ାଭାର ି ରକଜାଣି! ରଜରଜ କହନ୍ତ ିଆଉ କୁଆରଡ ର୍ଯାଇନାଇ ରସ । ଏଇ  ନଈ ଗଣ୍ଡରର  ୁଚଚି ିରସ - । 
ରଜରଜଙ୍କ କଥାଟା ମରନ ପଡଗି ା ରମାର ଗଣ୍ଡର କଳା ଭଅଁର ପାଣକୁି ଛୁଇଁ ରଦ ା କି୍ଷଣି । ରମା ହାତ ରଗାଡ ରକା  ମାରଗି ା । 
ରଫରଆିସବିା ଛଡା ଗତ ିକଣ ଅଛ ିକହୁନ, ଏମିତ ିଅବସ୍ଥାରର?”  

  ଏସବୁ ର ାକକଥା ତାଙ୍କ ପି ାଦରିନ ବଘି୍ନରାଜଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ  ଖବୁ ରବଶୀ ବଶି୍ୱାସନୀୟ ଥି ା  । ରସଇ ଜାରଣରୁ ରସ ଓ ତାଙ୍କ 
ସାେମାରନ କଦାପି ନଈର ଏପର ିରସପାର ିପହଁରବିାକୁ ଇଚ୍ଛା ମଧ୍ୟ  କରୁନଥିର  । କନୁି୍ତ ଷାଠଏି ବଷ୍ ବୟସରର ଚାକରିରୁି ଅବସର ରନବା 
ପରର ରସ ରର୍ଯରତରବରଳ ଗାଁକୁ ରଫରବିା ଚନି୍ତା କରୁଥିର  ରସରତରବରଳ  ତାଙ୍କ ମନରର ରସଇ ଅପୂର୍ଣ୍୍ ଆକଂକ୍ଷା ପଣୁି ଥରର ରୂପ ପାଇ ା 
। ରସ ଭାବଥିିର  ଗଁାକୁ ରଫରବିା ପରର  ସବୁଦରିନ ନଈରର ଗାରଧାଇରବ,  ପି ାଦନି ପର ିନଈପାଣରିର ପହଁରରିବ ଆଉ ର୍ଯଦ ିସଂଭବ 
ନଈର  ଗଣ୍ଡରର ପହରଁ ିପହରଁ ିପାରରିହଇ ଆର ପଟ ବନ୍ଧକୁ ଛୁଇଁରବ ।  

 କନୁି୍ତ ରସ ସବୁ ଆକାଂକ୍ଷା ଆକାଂକ୍ଷାରର ଇ ରହଗି ା । ତାର କାରଣ ରହ ା- ମୃତୁୟଭୟ! ତାରହର  କଣ ବ ୁିଆମାରନ ସତରର 
ଆଗତ ଭବଷିୟତ କଥା ଜାଣି ପାରନ୍ତ?ି ନରହର  ତାଙ୍କ ମହୁଁକୁ ଅରନଇ ରସ ବୁଢା ବ ୁିଆଟା ତାଙ୍କ ଚାରପିାରଖ ବୁ ିବୁ ିକା କାହିଁକ ିରସଭଳ ି
ଅସ୍ୱାଭାବକି ସ୍ୱରରର ରବାବାଇ ା?   ଏ କଥା ମନରର ରର୍ଯତକି ିରର୍ଯତକି ିରଗାରଳଇ ଘାଂଟ ିରହ ା ମୃତୁୟଭୟ ତାଙୁ୍କ ରସତକି ିରସତକି ିମାଡ ି
ବସ ିା ।   

  ସପ୍ତାରହ ବତିଗି ାଣି ତାଙ୍କର  ଚନି୍ତାରର ଚନି୍ତାରର -ରସଇ ଗହୃବେୀ ଅବସ୍ଥାରର  ।  ନରିେଷ୍ଟ ଅବସ୍ଥାରର ଦରିନ ରସ  ନରକା 
ବାହାରକୁ ଆନମନା ରହଇ ଅନାଇ ରହଥିିବା ରବରଳ ହଠାତ୍    ତାଙ୍କ ଆଖିରର ପଡ ିା ପଣୁି ରସଇ ଅଶୁଭ ଦୃଶୟ । ରସ ରଦଖିର  ରଗାଟାଏ 
ବ ୁିଆ ଠଆି ରହଇଚ ିତାଙ୍କ ଘର ଆଗରର, ନଈ ବନ୍ଧ ଉପରର ।  ଏକା ନୁରହ,ଁ ନଈ ବନ୍ଧ ଉପରର ଠଆି ରହଇଥାନ୍ତ ି ଦଳଟଏି  ବ ୁିଆ! କଛି ି
ନଜାଣି ା ପର ିରସମାରନ ବନ୍ଧ ଉପର ଉଈହୁଙ୍କା  ରଖାଜ ିତଳକୁ  ମୁହଁ କର ିଖାଦୟ ଅରନବଷଣର ଅଭିନୟ କରୁଥିର  ବ ିରସମାରନ ରର୍ଯ 
ପ୍ରକୃତରର ତାଙ୍କ ଘରର ନରକା ଆଡକୁ ନଜର ରଖିଚନ୍ତ ିତାହା ସ୍ପଷ୍ଟ ବୁନା ପଡରି୍ଯାଉଥାଏ  ରସମାନଙ୍କ ହାବଭାବରୁ । ଏହା ପରର ବଘି୍ନରାଜଙୁ୍କ 
ରଦଖା ଗ ା  ରଖାଦ ର୍ଯମରଦବଙ୍କ ମୁହଁ ନରକା ରସପାରଖ!   ଥଣ୍ଡା ନାଳରର ପିନ୍ଧା ରଗଂଜଟିା ଭିଜବିାକୁ ଆରମ୍ଭ କ ା ଆଉ ହଠାତ୍    ନଶି୍ୱାସ 
ପ୍ରଶ୍ୱାସର ଗତ ି ଅନୟିନ୍ତ୍ରତି  ରହାଇ ପଡ ିା ତାଙ୍କର ।   ରତରବ କଣ ହାଟ୍ ଆଟାର୍ ର ମରବିାକୁ ର୍ଯାଉଚନ୍ତ ିରସ?  ଆତଙି୍କତ ଅବସ୍ଥାରର   ରସ 
ବସବିା ର୍ଯାଗାରୁ ଉଠପିଡରି  - ନରକାଟାକୁ ବେ କରରିଦବା ଉରେଶୟରର । ରସତକି ିରବରଳ ରସ ଶୁଣପିାରରି  ତାଙ୍କର ରସଇ ପବୂ୍ ପରଚିତି 
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କଂଠ ସ୍ୱର! ନରକା ପାଖକୁ ର୍ଯାଇ ରଦଖିର  ଦଳକର୍ଯାକ ବ ୁିଆ ତାଙ୍କ ଘରର ନରକା ଆଡକୁ ମହୁଁ ରଟକ ିଠଆି ରହଇଚନ୍ତ-ିକାହାର  ନରିେ୍ଶକୁ 
ଅରପକ୍ଷା କ ାପର ି। ପରରପରର ରସମାନଙ୍କର ଦଳପତ ିଆରମ୍ଭ କ ା  ବଚିତି୍ର ସ୍ୱର ର୍ଯାହାକୁ ଅନୁସରଣ କର ିଦଳଟରି୍ଯାକ ବ ୁିଆ ଆରମ୍ଭ 
କରରିଦର  ରସମାନଙ୍କର ଚରିାଚରତି ସମି୍ମଳତି ଗାନ । କନୁି୍ତ ଆେର୍୍ଯୟ କଥା – ବ ୁିଆମାନଙ୍କର ରସଇ ସମି୍ମଳତି ଗାନ ଶୁଣିବା ପରର  
ବଘି୍ନରାଜ କଂିଚତି ଆଶ୍ୱେି ଅନୁଭବ କର  । ଏଥର ତାଙ୍କର ଏକ ଅସ୍ୱାଭାବକି ଭାବନ୍ତର ଘଟ ିା । ନରକା ବେ କରରଦବା ପୂବରୁ୍ ରସ ଆଉ 
ଥରର ଭ କର ିରସଇ ବ ୁିଆ ଦଳଟାକୁ ଅନାଇ ରଦଖିର  –ରସମାନଙ୍କର ରସଇ ଦଳପତଟି ିଅନୟରକହ ିନୁହ;ଁ ରସ ଥି ା ତାଙ୍କର 
ପୂବପ୍ରଚିତ ରସଇ ବୁଢା ବ ୁିଆ ର୍ଯାହାକୁ ପବୂ୍ରୁ ରଦଖିଥିର  ରସ ନଈ କୂଳ ତୁଠର ବୁଦବୁଦକିଆି ଜେ ରର, ରସଦନି । ରସଇ  ଥି ା ରସ 
ଦଳର ସେ୍ାର! ଦଳପତରି ରନତୃତ୍ୱରର ବହୁ ସମୟ ଧର ିତାଙ୍କ ଘର ଆଗ ନଈ ବନ୍ଧ ଉପରର ଚା ି ା ରସମାନଙ୍କର ‘ରକାରସ   ’ ।    

 ଭୟ ମିଶି୍ରତ ରକୌତୂହଳ ରନଇ ବଘି୍ନରାଜ ନରକା ଭିତରୁ ଅନାଇ ରହରି  ତାଙ୍କ ଘର ସାମନାରର ପ୍ରବାହତି ନଦୀକୁ ପ୍ରଚ୍ଛଦପଟ ପର ି
ବୟବହାର କର ି ନଦୀବନ୍ଧର ରଂଗମଂଚ ଉପରର ଅଭିନୀତ ରହଉଥିବା ରସଇ ବସି୍ମୟକର ଦୃଶୟଶ୍ରାବୟ ନାଟକକୁ !  ରକରତ ସମୟ ପରର ରସ 
ନାଟକର ର୍ଯବନକିା ପତନ ରହ ା । ବ ୁିଆମାରନ ଅନ୍ତହତି ରହାଇଗର  ଦୃଶୟପଟରୁ । ରସମାରନ ଚା ିରି୍ଯବା ପରର ପୁଣି ଗ୍ରାମାଂଚଳର 
ସ୍ୱାଭାବକି ନୀରବତା ରଫର ିଆସ ିା ପରରିବଶ ଭିତରକୁ ।  

 ପରର ପରର ବଘି୍ନରାଜଙ୍କ ଶଙ୍କାକୁଳ ମନରର ଏକ ଭାବାନ୍ତର ଘଟ ିା ।  ନଜିର ଅବରବାଧରର ହଠାତ ରକୌଣସ ିଏକ ନୂଆ 
ଅଥ୍ରବାଧ ଜାଗ୍ରତ ରହବା ପର ିତାଙୁ୍କ  ାଗି ା । ତାଙ୍କର ମରନରହ ା ବ ୁିଆମାନଙ୍କର  ଦୁରବା୍ଧ୍ୟ ରବାବାଳ ିଭିତରୁ  ଏକ ନୂଆ ଅଥ୍ 
ରର୍ଯମିତକି ିମଳିଗି ା ତାଙୁ୍କ! ଆେର୍୍ଯର କଥା-ଟକିଏ ଆଗରୁ ରର୍ଯାଉ ବ ୁିଆଡାକ ରନୈରାଶୟ ଉରେକକାରୀ ମତୁୃୟଭୟର ସୂଚନା ରଦଉଥି ା 
ବ ୁିଆମାନଙ୍କର ରକାରସ     ସମାପ୍ତ ରହବା ପରର ପରର ତାହା ସରତକ ିଏକ ସସୁମବାଦରର ରୂପାନ୍ତରତି ରହାଇଗ ା ଆପଣା ଛାଏଁ! ରସଇ 
ସୁସଂବାଦଟରି ସ୍ୱରୂପ ଏହାପରର ସ୍ପଷ୍ଟ ରହଇଗ ା ତାଙ୍କ ମନରର । ରସମାରନ ରର୍ଯ ପ୍ରକୃତରର ର୍ଯମଦୂତ ନଥିର , ବରଂ ରସମାନଙ୍କର  ଜରଣ 
ବନୁ୍ଧଘରକୁ ଆସଥିିର  ରକୌଣସ ିଶୁଭକାର୍୍ଯୟରର ନମିନ୍ତ୍ରଣ ଜଣାଇବାକୁ –ଏଇ ସୁସଂବାଦଟ ି ପାଇ ରି୍ଯବା ପରର ରସ ତତ୍   କ୍ଷଣାତ୍    ଉତଫୁଲି୍ଲତ 
ରହାଇ ଉଠରି  । ବୁନପିାରରି  ରସ-  ବନୁ୍ଧଙ୍କ କନୟାର ବବିାହ ଉତ୍ସବରର ରର୍ଯାଗ ରଦବା ପାଇଁ  ମେଳ ମହୁର ିବରଜଇ ବରଜଇ ରସମାରନ 
ଆସଥିିର  ତାଙୁ୍କ ନମିନ୍ତ୍ରଣ  କରବିାକୁ! ନଜିର କତ୍ତବ୍ୟ ରଶଷ କର ିରସମାରନ ଚା ିଗର  ।   

  ର୍ଯଥା ସମୟରର ରସ୍ୱଚ୍ଛାକୃତ ଗୃହବେୀ ଅବସ୍ଥାରୁ ନଜିକୁ ମୁକ୍ତ କର  ବଘି୍ନରାଜ । ଘର ଭିତରୁ  ବାହାରରି  ପଦାକୁ  । ପରର ପବୂର୍ 
ଆତ୍ମବଶି୍ୱାସ ପଣୁି ରଫର ିଆସ ିା ତାଙ୍କର । ମନରର ପଣୁି ଜାଗି ା ନଈ ପହରଁାର ଇଚ୍ଛା । କନୁି୍ତ ରସ ଇଚ୍ଛା ପରୂଣ କରବିା ପାଇଁ ରସଦନି ତାଙ୍କ 
ପି ାଦନିର ବନୁ୍ଧମାରନ ରକହ ିଗଁା ରର ନଥିର  ।  ରସମାରନ ସମରେ ସହରାଭିମଖୁି ରହାଇ ଗଁା ଛାଡ ିରହୁଥିର  ରର୍ଯର୍ଯାହାର କମ୍ସ୍ଥଳରର । 
ରସମାନଙ୍କ  ଭିତରୁ ରସ ନରିଜ ଏକମାତ୍ର ଜରଣ ରର୍ଯ ଅବସର ପରର ରଫରଥିାଏ ନଜି ଜନମସ୍ଥାନକୁ ।  ବତ୍ମାନ ନଃିସେ ଅବସ୍ଥାରର ରସ ବା 
ରକମିତ ିରହରନ୍ତ  ଗଁାରର? ରତଣୁ ରସ ବନୁ୍ଧ ରଖାଜ ିରଖାଜ ିରଶଷରର ପଣୁିଥରର ପହଂଚରି  ରସଇ ର୍ଯାଗାରର ରର୍ଯାଉଠ ିବୁଢା ବ ୁିଆଟ ି
ଅରପକ୍ଷା କରବିସଥିି ା ତାଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ ।   

  ବ ୁିଆମାନଙ୍କ ସହତି କଛିଦିନି ସାେ ରହବା ଭିତରର  ବଘି୍ନରାଜ ରଦଖିର  ନଈ କୂଳ ନବିାସୀ ତାଙ୍କର ଆହୁର ିଅରନକ ଅରନକ 
ବନୁ୍ଧ ଅଛନ୍ତ ିରର୍ଯାଉମାନଙୁ୍କ ଏର୍ଯାରକ ଗୁଡାଏ ଆରଜବାରଜ ଜୀବଜନୁ୍ତ ମରନକର ିବନୁ୍ଧପଣିଆରୁ ଦୁରରର ରଖିଥିର  ରସ । ରସମାନଙ୍କ 
ତା ିକାରର ଥିର  ନାନା ଜାତରି ପଶୁ–ରକାକ,ିରନଉଳ, ଓଧ, ଗାଡଭା ୁ, କଟାସ, ବଜ୍ରକାପ୍ତା, ରଗାଧି, ଆଉ ହରରକ ଜାତରି ସାପ ବ!ି 
ପି ାଦନୁି ସାପମାନଙ୍କ ପ୍ରତ ିତାଙ୍କର ସହଜାତ ଭୟ ରହଥିିବା କଥା ରସ ଜାଣିଥିର  । ତଥାପି ରସମାରନ ମଧ୍ୟ ତାଙ୍କ ସାରେ ସାେ ରହବାକୁ 
ଏରତଦୂର ଆଗ୍ରହୀ ତାହା ଥି ା ନଃିସରେହରର ତାଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ  ଏକ ନୂଆ ଆବଷି୍କାର । ଥରର ରସ ନଈ କୂଳର ରଗାଟଏି ନଙ୍କା ବରଗଛ ମୂରଳ 
ବସବୁସୁ ଖରାରବଳଆି ଛାଇ ନଦିରର ରକରତରବରଳ  ଢୁରଳଇ ପଡଚିନ୍ତ ି। ହଠାତ ଜଂଘ ଉପରର ରଗାଟାଏ ଥଣ୍ଡା  ସ୍ପଶ୍ରର ନଦି ଭାେିଗ ା 
ତାଙ୍କର । ର୍ଯାହା ରଦଖିର  ରସଥିରର ଜୀବନ ଛାଡଗି ା ଭଳ ି ାଗି ା ତାଙୁ୍କ । ରଗାଟାଏ ହଳଦୀ ରେର ସାପ ରକରତରବଳୁ ଆସ ିଚକାମାଡ ି
ରଶାଇଚ ିତାଙ୍କ ଜଂଘକୁ  ାଗିକର ିଜାଣିବା ପରର ତାଙ୍କ ରହାସ ବୁଡଗି ା । ଅରନକ ସମୟ ରସଇ ଅବସ୍ଥାରର ରଦହକୁ ଜଡକର ିପଡରିହବିା 
ପରର ସାପଟରି କୁଣ୍ଡଳ ିଫିଟ ିା । ତା ରଦହର କୁଣ୍ଡଳୀ  ପରୂା ଫିଟବିା ପରର ର୍ଯାଇ ରସ ରଦଖିର  ସାପଟା ରକାଉ ଜାତରି । ତା ମଣୁ୍ଡରର 
ରହଥିାଏ  କଠଉ ଚହି୍ନ ର୍ଯାହା ଜରଣାଉଥି ା ତାର ଜାତ ି। ରଗାଖର ବା ନାଗମାରନ ଭୟଙ୍କର, କନୁି୍ତ ନଜି ଜୀବନ ପ୍ରତ ିବପିଦ ଆଶଙ୍କା ନଥିର  
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ହଂିସ୍ର ରହାଇ ଉଠନ୍ତ ିନାହିଁ – ଏ ବଷିୟ ରସ ରକଉଁ ଏକ ବହରିର ପଢଥିିବା ମରନ ପଡ ିା ତାଙ୍କର । କନୁି୍ତ ରସ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ତାହା ଥି ା ତାଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ 
ରପାଥିଗତ ଜ୍ଞାନ ରକବଳ । ବତ୍ତମ୍ାନ ନଜି ଅଜାଣତରର ରସଇ ଜ୍ଞାନର ସତୟାସତୟ ପରୀକ୍ଷା ରହାଇଗ ା ତାଙ୍କର । ଏହାପରର ବଘି୍ନରାଜଙ୍କ 
ମରନରହ ା- ଏଣିକ ିରସ ତାଙ୍କ ଅଂଚଳର ସରସିୃପମାନଙ୍କ ସହତି ବନୁ୍ଧତା ବାନ୍ଧବିାର ସମୟ  ଆସଗି ା! ଏହପିର ିବଷ୍ାଧିକ କାଳ ବତିବିାକୁ 
 ାଗିଥାଏ  ତାଙ୍କର ପଶୁପକ୍ଷୀ ସରସିପୃଙ୍କ ରମଳରର ।  

 ଦରିନ ଗାଁରର ଖବର ରହ ା ରର୍ଯ ଗଣୁିଆ ବୁଢା ତା ରବକରର ରଗାଟାଏ ନାଗସାପ ଗରୁଡଇ ରହଇ ବସଚି ିନଈକୂଳ ବରଗଛ ମୂରଳ 
।  ରସଇ ଖବର ରଟବିା ପରରପରର ର ାକଙ୍କ ଭିଡ ଆରମ୍ଭ ରହ ା ତାଙ୍କ ଚାରପିାରଖ । ରସ ଦୃଶୟ ନଜି ଆଖିରର ରଦଖିବା ର ାରକ ମଧ୍ୟ 
ବଶି୍ୱାସ କରନିପାର ିଖବରଟାକୁ ଆହୁର ିଅତରିଂଜତି ଭାରବ ପ୍ରଚାର କରବିାକୁ  ାଗିର  । ରସ ଖବର ପାଇ ସହରରୁ ସବୁତକ ଖବରକାଗଜ 
ବା ା ଆଉ ଟଭିିବା ା ଏକାରବଳରକ ଆସ ିପହଂଚଗିର  । ରସରତରବରଳ ବଘି୍ନରାଜ  ତାଙ୍କ ଘର ସାମନା ନଈକୂଳର ରସଇ ବରଗଛ 
ଛାଇରର ଖରଣ୍ଡ କାଠଗଡ ଉପରର, ରଗାଡ ଉପରର ରଗାଡ ନୁର ଇ କର,ି ବସଥିାନ୍ତ ି। କନୁି୍ତ ତାଙୁ୍କ ରର୍ଯଉ ଁଅବସ୍ଥାରର ରଦଖିରବ ରବା ି 
ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମ ବା ାଏ ଆଶା କରୁଥିର  ରସ ଅବସ୍ଥାରର ତାଙୁ୍କ ନରଦଖି ରସମାରନ ବରିକି୍ତ ପ୍ରକାଶ କର  । ତଥାପି ତାଙ୍କ ପାଖରର ହାତରର୍ଯାଡ ି
ଭକ୍ତଙ୍କ ପର ିବସଥିିବା କଛି ିଗାଉ ିଁ ର ାକଙୁ୍କ ରଦଖି ରସମାନଙ୍କ ଭିତରୁ ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମର ଜରଣ  ପୁରୁଖା ସାମବାଦକି ରଖା ଟ ିଭାଷାରର  
ପଚାରରି  “କରିୟାଁ? କଧିର ଭାଗା  ତୁହ୍ମାରା ଓହ ିପଶୁପତନିାଥ? ପଶୁମାନଙୁ୍କ ବଶ କରଚି ିରବା ି କହୁଥି ା ପରା? କଧିର ଭାଗା ଓ  
ନାଗରାଜ ଜସିରକ ବାରରରମ  ରରିପାଟ୍ ରଭଜାଗିୟାଥା ହମାରର ପାଶ ? ଏ ଆଦମୀ ରତା ଶରିଫି ଅଡନିାର ିହୁୟମାନ ବଂି  ରହୈ - ରକାନ 
ରବା ତା ରଭାରଳନାଥ ଶବିଶଂକର ବନଗିୟା ଓ?”  

 ଆଗନୁ୍ତକ ସମବାଦଦାତାମାଙ୍କର ରଗାଟାଏ ସମି୍ମଳତି ତାଚ୍ଛ ୟ ମିଶି୍ରତ ହାସୟରରାଳରର ସ୍ଥାନଟା ମଖୁରତି ରହବା ବୟତୀତ ରସଦନି 
ଆଉ କଛ ିସମବାଦ  ାଏକ ଘଟଣା ଘଟବିାର  ନଥି ା  । ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମ ନରିାଶ ରହାଇ ସ୍ୱସ୍ଥାନଂ ଗଚ୍ଛ  କରବିା ପରର ବଘି୍ନରାଜ ଏକ ଦୀଘ୍ ନଶି୍ୱାସ 
ପରକଇର  । ପାଖରର ବସଥିିବା ର ାକମାନଙୁ୍କ ବନିୀତ ଭାରବ ଅନୁରରାଧ କର  ଦୟାକର ିତାଙୁ୍କ ଆଉ ରବଶୀ ହଇରାଣ ହରକତ ନକର ି
ନଜିନଜି ଘରକୁ ରଫରରିି୍ଯବାକୁ । 

 ସମରେ ଚା ିରି୍ଯବା ପରର ସ୍ଥାନଟା ପଣୁି ଥରର ସ୍ୱାଭାବକି ନକିାଂଚନ ଅବସ୍ଥାକୁ ରଫର ିଆସ ିା । କନୁି୍ତ ବଘି୍ନରାଜ ଜାଣିଥିର  
ମଣିଷମାରନ ଚା ିରି୍ଯବା ପରର ମଧ୍ୟ ବଣବୁଦା ଗାତ ରକାରଡରର ବାସ କରୁଥିବା ତାଙ୍କର ଅସଖୟ ବନୁ୍ଧମାରନ ତାଙୁ୍କ ଛାଡ ିଚା ିର୍ଯାଇନଥିର  । 
ସତକୁ ସତ ରସମାରନ ପଣୁି ରଗାଟରିଗାଟ ିରହଇ ରର୍ଯର୍ଯାହା ସ୍ଥାନରୁ ବାହାରରି  ଆଉ ତାପରର ଚା ି ା ଆଳାପ ଆର ାଚନା ପୂବପ୍ର ି
ରସମାନଙ୍କ ସାଥିରର ତାଙ୍କର ।   

 କନୁି୍ତ, ରସ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ବଘି୍ନରାଜଙ୍କ ମୂଳ ରର୍ଯାଜନାଟ ିଆରମ୍ଭ ବ ିରହାଇପାରନିଥାଏ । ଅଳ୍ପଦନି ପରର ଆରମ୍ଭ ରହ ା ତାଙ୍କର ରସଇ 
ରର୍ଯାଜନା ରର୍ଯାଉ କାରଣରୁ ରସ ଚାକରିରୁି  ଅବସର ଅରନ୍ତ ରଫର ିଆସଥିିର  ନଜି ଜନମସ୍ଥାନକୁ । ଦରିନ କାହାରକୁି କଛି ିନଜରଣଇ ରସ  
ଆରମ୍ଭ କର  ତାଙ୍କର ନଈ ପହରଁା – । ଏଣିକ ିତାଙ୍କର ଦନି ଆରମ୍ଭ ରହ ା ନଈପହରଁାରୁ ଆଉ ରଶଷ ରହ ା ମଧ୍ୟ ନଈ  ପହରଁାରର । 
ର ାରକ ରଦଖିର  ଗଣୁିଆ ବୁଢା ଆଉ ନଈତୁଠରର ଶୁଖି ାରର ବସନୁାହ ିଁ । ସକାଳୁ ସନ୍ଧୟା ରସ ର୍ଯାଇ ନଈରର!  ରକରତରବରଳ  ଅଂଟାଏ 
ପାଣିରର ତ ରକରତରବରଳ ରବରକ ପାଣିରର -ନଈ ଭିତରର । ରସଠ ିମଧ୍ୟ ତାର ଚା ିଚ ିକଣସବୁ ଗପସପ ହସ ଖସୁ ିକାହା ସାେରର ! 
କଛିଦିନି ପରର ରଦଖାଗ ା ଦରଳ ଏଣୁ୍ଡଳା ମାଛ ଗଣୁିଆ ବୁଢାକୁ ରଘରରି୍ଯାଇଚନ୍ତ ିଚାରପିାଖ ୁଆଉ ବୁଢା କରିକିରି ିରହଇ ହସୁଚ ିଆଉ 
ମନରିରମନରିର ଆଂଜୁଳାଏ ଆଂଜୁଳାଏ ପାଣି ଫିେୁଚ ିରସମାନଙ୍କ ଉପରକୁ । କନୁି୍ତ ରସମାରନ ଡର ିପଳାଉ ନାହାନ୍ତ ିଦୂରକୁ । ପରରପରର 
ରସମାରନ ରଦଖିର  ଗୁଣିଆ ବୁଢା ବଶକରସିାର ିାଣି ନଈର ବଡବଡ ମାଛଙୁ୍କ ବ-ି । ବୁଢାକୁ ନଡର ିନଈର ରରାହ ିଭାକୁର ଇ ିସ ିଏପରକି ି 
ଅକାତଆି ଜଳେ ବାଳଆି ଚତିଳ ଭଳ ିବଡମାଛମାରନ ମଧ୍ୟ ମୁଣ୍ଡ ରଟକ ି ାଂଜପିଟ ିତା ସହତି ଜଳରକଳ ିକରୁଥିବା ଖବର ରଟବିା ପରର ନଈ 
ଦୁଇପାଖ ବନ୍ଧରର ଦଶ୍କମାନଙ୍କର ରମଳା ବ ିକ୍ରମଶଃ ବଢଚିା ି ା । ରସ ଖବର ପାଇ ପୁଣି ଆସରି  ଖବରକାଗଜ ବା ାଏ, ଟଭିି ବା ାଏ 
ପାଖ ସହରରୁ । କନୁି୍ତ ଆେର୍୍ଯୟ କଥା ରସମାରନ ପହଂଚବିା ରବଳକୁ ନଈ ଭିତରର ଶୁନସାନ! ଏପରକି ିନଈରର ଦନିମାନ ରଭଳାରଭଳା 
ପହରୁଁଥିବା ରସଇ ରଢଗା ଆାଖିଆ ଏଣୁ୍ଡଳା ମାଛ ଦଳଗୁଡାକ ମଧ୍ୟ କୁଆରଡ ଉଭାନ ରହଇ ର୍ଯାଇଥାନ୍ତ ି! ଶୁେ୍ ସାେ୍  ଭିତରର ରକବଳ ଜରଣ  
ର ାକ ଚୁପ୍ ଚାପ୍  ଗାରଧାଉଚ ି ରଦଖି ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମ ର ାକଙୁ୍କ ପଚାର ିା-, “କାଇଁ ରସ ଗୁଣିଆ ତମ ଗଁାର କଓି!  କଣ କହୁଥି  ପରା  ବଶ 
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କରଚି ି ନଈର ମାଛମାନଙୁ୍କ?   କାଗଜରର ବାହାର କରବି ରବା ି ମିଛ ମନଗଢା ଖବର ଦଉଚ ଅମକୁ?  ୟାପ ଏଡକି ିଫିସାଦଆି  ର ାକ 
ତରମମାରନ? ରଧତ୍ ..”,ବହୁରବଳ ଅରପକ୍ଷା କ ାପରର ରଶଷରର  ଗାଳବିଷ୍ଣ କର ିରସମାରନ ରଫରରି  ସହରକୁ ।   

 ଏହା ପରର ଆରମ୍ଭ ରହ ା ଆଉ ଏକ ପର୍୍ଯୟାୟ । ରସଦନି  ନଈକୂଳଆି ର ାକଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ ଏକ ଅଭୂତପବୂ୍ ଦୃଶୟ ଅରପକ୍ଷା କରଥିାଏ! 
ସକାଳ ଗାଧୁଆ ରବଳ । ନଈରର ନଈଏ ର ାକ । ପ୍ରତ ିଗାଧୁଆ ଘାଟରର ମେ୍ ମାଇରପ ପି ାଛୁଆ ହାଉର୍ଯାଉଆ ରବଳ । ହଠାତ୍   ନଈ 
ମନରୁି ବାହାର ିା ରଗାଟାଏ କୁମ୍ଭୀର । ଧଳା ରେର ମେବଡ  ମବ ଏକ ଜନୁ୍ତ  । ଦଶୁିଥାଏ ଡବାକୁଡବା ଖଂଜା ରରଳଗାଡଟିାଏ ନଈ ମନରିର 
ରର୍ଯମିତକି ିଆରେଆରେ  ଚା ି ା ଭଳ ି। ର ାରକ ରସପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ଭାବ ିନଥିର  ରର୍ଯ ତାଙ୍କ ନଈରର  କୁମ୍ଭୀର ଅଛନ୍ତ ିରବା ି । ବହୁବଷ୍ ରହ ା 
ନଈରର ଥଂଟଆି କୁମ୍ଭୀରଟଏି ମଧ୍ୟ ରଦଖିନଥିର  ରକହ ି।  ରତଣୁ ନଈ ଗଣ୍ଡରର ଭାସୁଥିବା ରସଇ  ମବା ଜନିଷିଟାକୁ ରଦଖି ରସମାରନ 
ସରେହରର ପଡଗିର -  

 ରସମାରନ ରଦଖିର  ଚଳନ୍ତା ଜନିଷିଟା ର୍ଯାଇ ପହଂଚ ିା ରସଇ ତୁଠ ପାଖରର ରର୍ଯାଉଠ ିଗୁଣିଆ ବୁଢା ସକାଳୁ  ସକାଳୁ ନଈରର 
ଗାରଧାଇବାକୁ ଆସ ିପହ୍ଲଟାଏ  ଏଣୁ୍ଡଳା ମାଛଙ୍କ ରଘରରର  ଠଆି ରହଇଥାଏ ।  ହଠାତ୍    ରହାରହା ଶୁଣାଗ ା – “ଏଇଟା ରଗାଟାଏ 
ମଣିଷଖିଆ ରଗାମୁହାଁ କୁମ୍ଭୀର ରହା!  ଉଠଆିସ ପାଣରୁି , ନଈ ଭିତରୁ ଶୀଘ୍ର ପଳାଅ ଶୀଘ୍ର ପଳାଅ.. !” ରସ ଚତି୍କାର ଶୁଣି ନଈରର ପଶଥିିବା 
ପି ାଛୁଆ ମେ୍ ମାଇରପ ସମରେ ପ୍ରାଣ ବକିଳରର ନେଳା ମୁକୁଳା ରହଇ ଉଠ ିଆସରି  ନଈ ପାଣରୁି ।  ସମରେ ବାହାର ିଆସରି  ରକବଳ 
ଜଣକୁ ଛାଡ-ି । 

 ରସରତରବଳକୁ ଗଣୁିଆ ବୁଢା ତା ପାଖକୁ  ାଗି ଆସୁଥିବା  ଧଳା କୁମ୍ଭୀରର ଉପସି୍ଥତ ିସଂପକ୍ରର ସଂପୂର୍ଣ୍୍ ଅବଗତ ରହାଇସାରଥିାଏ 
।  କନୁି୍ତ ତାର ପ୍ରତକି୍ରିୟା ରଦଖି ବନ୍ଧ ଉପରୁ ନଈକୁ ଚାହଁୁଥିବା ର ାରକ ଆଖିକୁ ବଶି୍ୱାସ କରପିାରରି  ନାହିଁ ।  ସମରେ ରଦଖଥୁାନ୍ତ ି–ର ାକଟା 
ଡର ିପରଳଇବ କଣ ଓ ଟ ିକୁମ୍ଭୀର ସାଥିରର ରଗ  ହଉଚ!ି କୁମ୍ଭୀରଟା ମଧ୍ୟ ତା ସାରେ ପରୁୁଣା ରଦାେ ଭଳ ି ହଉଚ ି। ତା ଚାରପିରଟ ଚକ୍କର 
ମାରମିାର ିରକରତରବରଳ ଚତି ପହରଁା ରଦଇ ତା ଧଳା ରପଟ ରଦଖଉଚ ି ତ ରକରତରବରଳ  ଆଁ ରମ ି ହସ ିା ଭଳ ିଦଭିାଡ ିବକିଟାଳ ଦାନ୍ତ 
ରଦଖାଉଚ!ି କଛି ିସମୟ ରସମିତ ିଚହି୍ନାପରଚି ରହବା ପରର  ରଦଖାଗ ା ଗୁଣିଆ ବୁଢାକୁ ପିଠରିର ବରସଇ କୁମ୍ଭୀର ଚା ି ା ଗଭୀର ପାଣିକୁ ।     

 “ହାୟ ହାୟ ଗଣୁିଆ ବୁଢାକୁ ଶଂଖା କମି୍ଭୀର ରନଇ ଗ ା  ରହା ରନଇଗ ା!”  

 ନଈର ଦୁଇ ବନ୍ଧରର ରଦଖଣାହାର ିର ାକଙ୍କ ହାହାକାର ଶୁଣାଗ ା ବହୁଦୂରକୁ । ରସ ଶବ୍ଦରର ଆକାଶରର ଉଡରି୍ଯାଉଥିବା ଦରଳ 
ପକ୍ଷୀ କ୍ୱା୍ କ୍ୱା୍ ଧ୍ୱନୀ କର ିଚକ୍କର ମାରରି  ନଈ ଉପରର ।  ଶରତ ୠତୁର ରନଳୀ ଆକାଶରର ଭାସ ିର୍ଯାଉଥିବା ଧଳାଧଳା ରମଘଖଣ୍ଡ ବ ି
ଅଟକ ିଗର  –ତରଳ କଅଣ ଚା ିଚ ିରଦଖିବା ପାଇଁ ।  ସମରେ ରଦଖିର  – ରଗାଟାଏ ମଣିଷକୁ ପିଠରିର ବରସଇ ଏକ  ମେବଡ ଧଳା 
ରେର କୁମ୍ଭୀର ନଈ ଗଣ୍ଡର ଆଖି ଭଳ ିଦଶୁିଥିବା ରଗାଟାଏ ଜାଗା ଚାରପିାରଖ   ଘରୁ ିବୁ ୁଥାଏ ରର୍ଯାଉଠ ିଅତୀତରର ଶଂଖା ନାମକ ରଗାଟାଏ 
ମାରାତ୍ମକ ମଣିଷଖିଆ  କୁମ୍ଭୀର ଶତାଧିକ ମଣିଷଙୁ୍କ ମାର ିଆହାର କରଥିି ା । ଦଶ୍କମାରନ ରସଇ ଆଖିରଦଖା ଦୃଶୟକୁ ରଦଖି ମଧ୍ୟ ବଶି୍ୱାସ 
କରନିଥାନ୍ତ ିଆରଦୌ । ରସମାରନ  ମକୂ ପା ଟଗିର  । ପରରପରର ଚତୁେଗିର ପରରିବଶ   ଶାନ୍ତ ଆଉ   ନରିବ ରହଇଗ ା ।  

 ରସଇ ନରିବତାକୁ କନୁି୍ତ  ସହ ିପାରରି  ନାହିଁ ଗୁଣିଆ ବୁଢାର ପରୁୁଣା ରଦାେ ବ ୁିଆମାରନ । ସମୟସରଚତନ ପ୍ରାଣୀ ରସମାରନ । 
ବଣବୁଦା ଆଢୁଆଳରୁ ଶୁଣାଗ ା  ରସମାନଙ୍କର ପହରକିଆି ରକାରସ   !  

 ନଈ ମନରିର  ଶଂଖା କୁମ୍ଭୀରର ବାସସ୍ଥଳୀ ଗଣ୍ଡ ଉପର କଳାଗମୁର ପାଣି ଉପରର ରସପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ତଥାପି ଦୃଶୟମାନ ରହଉଥାନ୍ତ ି
ଉଭୟ ମଣିଷ ଓ କୁମ୍ଭୀର । ର ାରକ ମରନ କର  ଏହାପରର ନେିୟ କୁମ୍ଭୀରଟା ତା ପିଠରିର ବସଥିିବା ମଣିଷଟାକୁ ପିଠରୁି ଫିେିଦବ । ତାକୁ 
ଟାଣି ରନଇ ରି୍ଯବ  ଗଣ୍ଡ ଭିତରକୁ ।  

 ଏକା ରବଳରକ ନଈର ଉଭୟ ପାଖ ବନ୍ଧରର ର ାରକ ପାଟକିର ିଉଠରି , “ଆହା ଆହା ଆମ ଗୁଣିଆ ବୁଢାକୁ କମି୍ଭୀର ଖାଇଗ ା 
ରହା କମି୍ଭୀର ଖାଇଗ ା” ।  

 କନୁି୍ତ ବଘି୍ନରାଜ ସାମନ୍ତରାୟଙୁ୍କ ସତରର କୁମ୍ଭୀର ଖାଇ ା ନାହିଁ । ତାଙୁ୍କ ପିଠରିର ବରସଇ ପହରଁପିହରଁ ିଆସ ିା କୂଳକୁ ।  
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 ପରଦନି ର ାକମାରନ ରଦଖିର  ଗଣୁିଆ ବୁଢା ବସଚି ିତା ଆସ୍ଥନରର! ଘର ସାମନା ନଈ ବନ୍ଧ ତଳ  ବରଗଛ ମୂଳରର ଖରଣ୍ଡ 
ପଥର ଉପରର ବସଥିାଏ ଚକା ପରକଇ ରସ । ତାକୁ ରଘର ିଥାନ୍ତ ିତାର ବନୁ୍ଧବାନ୍ଧବମାରନ-ବ ୁିଆ, ରକାକୀ, ରନଉଳ, ରଗାଧୀ, ବଜ୍ରକାପ୍ତା, 
ଶାଳଆି ପତନୀ ଆଉ ରକରତକଏି । ଅରନକ ଜାତରି ଚରଢଇ ମଧ୍ୟ ବରଗଛ ଡାଳରର ବସ ିକଚିରି ିମଚିରି ି ହଉଥାନ୍ତ ି। ଆଉ, ସବୁଠୁ ରବଶୀ 
ବସି୍ମୟକର - ସତକୁ ସତ ତାଙ୍କ ବଁା ପାରଖ, ଅଦୂରରର ଫଣା ରଟକ ିରହଥିାଏ  ରଗାଟଏି ତମବା ରେର  ନାଗସାପ ! 

 ଦୂରରର ଥାଇ ଏଇ ଦୃଶୟ ରଦଖଥୁିର  ରକରତକ ସତକ ୍କର ଜ ଛାତ୍ର । ରସମାରନ  ନଜିନଜି  ରମାବାଇ  ରଫାନ କୟାରମରାରର 
ଦୃଶୟଟରି ଫରଟା ଉରଠଇବାରର ବୟେ ଥିର  । ଇତମିଧ୍ୟରର ଗ୍ରାମାଂଚଳର ଖବରଦାତା ସାମବାଦକିମାରନ ମଧ୍ୟ ନଜିନଜିର  ରମାବାଇ  
ରଫାନରର ଖବରଟା  ଜରଣଇର  ସହରର ଟଭିି ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମମାନଙୁ୍କ ।  

 କନୁି୍ତ ରସମାନଙ୍କର ସବୁ ଉଦୟମ ବୃଥା ପ୍ରମାଣିତ ରହ ା ।  ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମବା ାଏ  ରଫାରେ୍ ର  ଗଁାର ନଁା ଶୁଣୁଶୁଣୁ ଉତ୍  କି୍ଷପ୍ତ ରହାଇ  
ଗାଳ ିବଷ୍ଣ କର  । କହରି -“ପୁଣ ିଆମକୁ ଓ ୁ ବରନଇବାକୁ ବସଚି କରିର  ସରିପିରୁଆି ଗଁା ବା ାଏ?  ଆରମ ଜାଣସିାଇ ୁଣ ି ତୁମ ମସଧୁା 
। ରଗାଟାଏ ରଫ୍ ବାବାକୁ ଡାକରିନଇ ବରସଇଚ ରସଠ!ି  ଦ ିବଷ୍   ତରଳ ରସ ର ାକ ରଟିାୟାର କରଚି ିସରକାର ିଚାକରିରୁି । 
ରଭରଟରନିାର ିଡପିାଟ୍ରମଂର୍ ର ଷ୍ଟ୍ ମୟାେ୍   ଚାକରି ିକରୁଥି ା । ମହା ଟାଉଟର- ରସ ରଗାଟାଏ ଚି୍  ଫଣ୍ଡୁ୍   କଂପାନୀର ଏରଜଣ୍ଟୁ୍ , ଜାଣ? 
ହୁସଆିର- ରସ ରବାରଧ  ଭାବଚି ିଏମିତ ିଏମିତ ିର ାକଙୁ୍କ ଭରଣ୍ଡଇ ଇର ୍ ସରେ୍ ର ସରକାର ିଦଳରୁ ଟକିଟ ମାରନିବ  ରବା ି! ଖବରଦାର -
ରସ ଟାଉଟର ଫେରିର  ପଡ ନା ଜମାରୁ ।”  
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କମି୍ବଦନ୍ତୀ ନୁହହେଁ ଶାସ୍ତ୍ର ହିଁ ଶ୍ରୀଜଗନ୍ନାଥଙ୍କ ପରିଚୟ 
ରଗାପୀନାଥ ମହାନ୍ତ ି

 
ରବଦ ବା ଶୁତ ିହ ିଁ ପଣୁୟଭୂମି ଭାରତବଷ୍ର ସବପ୍୍ରଥମ ଆଧ୍ୟାତ୍ମକି ଶାସ୍ତ୍ର । ବୟାସରଦବ ଏହାକୁ ଋ୍, 
ସାମ, ର୍ଯଜୁଃ ଓ ଅଥବ୍ ଏହ ିଚାର ିଭାଗରର ବଭିକ୍ତ କରଛିନ୍ତ ି। ରବଦର ଗମ୍ଭୀରାଥକୁ୍ ସବ୍ଜନ ଆଦୃତ 
କରବିା ପାଇଁ ମହଷ ିବୟାସ ସରଳ ଭାଷାରର ଅଷ୍ଟାଦଶ ପରୁାଣ ରଚନା କରଥିିର  । ପୁରାଣର ଅଥ୍ 
ରହ ା ଶୁତରିର ଥିବା ଅନ୍ତନହିତି ଗଢ଼ୂ ଅଥ୍କୁ ସରଳ ଏବଂ ସାବ ୀଳ ଭାବରର ବର୍ଣ୍ନ୍ା କର ି
ଜନସାଧାରଣଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାରା ଆଦୃତ କରାଇବା । ହେୁି ଧମର୍ର ବ୍ରହ୍ମା, ବଷୁି୍ଣ ଓ ମରହଶ୍ୱରଙ୍କ ଆବଭି୍ାବ, 
ସ୍ୱରୂପ, ମାହାତ୍ମୟ ଓ  ୀଳା ବଷିୟ ଏହ ିପରୁାଣମାନଙ୍କରୁ ମିଳଥିାଏ । ହେୁିଧମର୍ ନେିଷି୍ଟ ରଦବାରଦବୀକୁ 
ମଧ୍ୟ ରକନ୍ଦ୍ରକର ିପରୁାଣ ର ଖାର୍ଯାଇଛ ି। ସୃଷି୍ଟର ଇତହିାସ, ରାଜା, ଋଷ ିତଥା ରଦବାରଦବୀମାନଙୁ୍କ 
ରନଇ ବଭିିେ କାହାଣୀମାନ ମଧ୍ୟ ଏହ ିପରୁାଣମାନଙ୍କରର ସ୍ଥାନ ପାଇଛ ି। 
 ମହଷ ିବୟାସରଦବଙ୍କ  ିଖିତ ୧୮ଟ ିପୁରାଣ ମହାେ୍ । ବ୍ରହ୍ମା, ବଷୁି୍ଣ ଓ ଶବିଙ୍କ ନାମାନୁସାରର 
ଏହ ିପରୁାଣମାନଙୁ୍କ ତନିଭିାଗରର ବଭିକ୍ତ କରାର୍ଯାଇଛ ି। ପଦମପରୁାଣରର ସତ୍ତ୍ୱ, ରଜ, ତମ ଗୁଣକୁ ରନଇ 
ଏହ ିପରୁାଣମାନଙ୍କର ବଭିାଗୀକରଣ ରହାଇଛ ି। ସ୍କେପରୁାଣ ରଶୈବ ପୁରାଣ ଅନ୍ତଗ୍ତ । ଉପପରୁାଣର 

ସଂଖୟା ମଧ୍ୟ ୧୮ । ମାତୃଭାଷାରର ମଧ୍ୟ ଆଞ୍ଚଳକି େରରର ପରୁାଣମାନ ର ଖାର୍ଯାଇଛ ି। ଅଷ୍ଟାଦଶ ପରୁାଣ ମଧ୍ୟରର ବ୍ରହ୍ମପରୁାଣର ରଳାକ 
ସଂଖୟା ଦଶହଜାର, ପଦମପରୁାଣର ରଳାକ ସଂଖୟା ପଞ୍ଚାବନ ହଜାର ଏବଂ ସ୍କେପୁରାଣର ରଳାକ ସଂଖୟା ଏକାଅଶୀ ହଜାର ଏକଶହ ଅରଟ । 
 ପଦମପରୁାଣର ଶତାଧିକ ରଳାକରର ଶ୍ରୀପୁରୁରଷାତ୍ତମ ମାହାତ୍ମୟ ଓ ନମି୍ା ୟ ମାହାତ୍ମୟ ବର୍ଣ୍ିତ ରହାଇଛ ି। କନୁି୍ତ ବ୍ରହ୍ମପରୁାଣରର 
ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ପ୍ରସେ ବେୃିତ । ଉକ୍ତ ଗ୍ରନ୍ଥର ୪୨ ଅଧ୍ୟାୟରୁ ୫୭ ଅଧ୍ୟାୟ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ରମାଟ ୧୬ଟ ିଅଧ୍ୟାୟ ୮୦୦ ରଳାକରର ଶ୍ରୀପୁରୁରଷାତ୍ତମ 
ମାହାତ୍ମୟ ବର୍ଣ୍ତି ରହାଇଛ ି। କନୁି୍ତ ସ୍କେପୁରାଣର ଶ୍ରୀପରୁୁରଷାତ୍ତମ ରକ୍ଷତ୍ର ମାହାତ୍ମୟ ବା ଉତ୍କଳଖଣ୍ଡରର ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ପ୍ରସେ ବେୃିତ 
ଆକାରରର ବର୍ଣ୍ିତ ରହାଇଛ ି। ଏହା ୬୦ ଅଧ୍ୟାୟ ଏବଂ ତନି ିହଜାର ଆଠଶହ ରତଷଠ ିରଳାକ ବଶିଷି୍ଟ । 
 ରକରତକ ଭାଷାତତ୍ତ୍ୱବତି୍ ଓ ଐତହିାସକି ଅଷ୍ଟାଦଶ ପରୁାଣ ମହଷ ିବୟାସରଦବକୃତ ନୁରହ ଁରବା ି ମତ ରପାଷଣ କରଥିାନ୍ତ ି। 
ରସମାନଙ୍କ ମତରର ଏହ ିପରୁାଣଗୁଡକୁି ଷଷ୍ଠ ବା ସପ୍ତମ ଶତାବ୍ଦୀରର ତ ତ୍ କାଳୀନ ବଦି୍ୱାନମାରନ ରଚନାକର ିବୟାସରଦବଙ୍କ ନାମରର ନାମିତ 
କରଛିନ୍ତ ିବା ଏହାର ରଚୟିତା ବୟାସରଦବ ନାମରର ରକୌଣସ ିପଣି୍ଡତ ରହାଇଥାଇ ପାରଥିାନ୍ତ ି। ଦାରୁବ୍ରହ୍ମଙ୍କ ଆବଭିା୍ବ ବ୍ରହ୍ମପୁରାଣ ଓ 
ସ୍କେପୁରାଣରର ଭିେ ପ୍ରକାରରର ବର୍ଣ୍୍ନା କରାର୍ଯାଇଛ ି। ଏହ ିଗ୍ରନ୍ଥମାନଙ୍କର ଭାଷାରର ମଧ୍ୟ ତାରତମୟ ପର ିକି୍ଷତ ହୁଏ । 
 ଅଷ୍ଟାଦଶ ପରୁାଣର ପ୍ରବକ୍ତାମାରନ ଏହ ିଗ୍ରନ୍ଥମାନଙ୍କର ପ୍ରାଚୀନତାକୁ ଗ୍ରହଣ କରଛିନ୍ତ ି। ର୍ଯଦ ିତାହା ରହାଇନଥାନ୍ତା ରତରବ 
ଜଗଦ୍ ଗରୁୁ ଶଙ୍କରାଚାର୍୍ଯୟ, ଶ୍ରୀରାମାନୁଚାର୍୍ଯୟ, ଶ୍ରୀନମିବାକ,୍ ଶ୍ରୀବଲ୍ଲଭାଚାର୍୍ଯୟ ଏବଂ ରଗାସ୍ୱାମୀଗଣ ସ୍ୱକୃତ ଭାଷୟର ଟୀକା, ଟପି୍ପଣୀମାନଙ୍କରର 
ପୁରାଣ ବର୍ଣ୍ିତ ରଳାକମାନଙୁ୍କ ପ୍ରମାଣ ସ୍ୱରୂପ ଉରଲ୍ଲଖ କର ିନଥାରନ୍ତ । ଦ୍ୱତିୀୟତଃ ଭଗବାନ ରବଦବୟାସଙୁ୍କ ଭାଗବତରର ନାରାୟଣଙ୍କ 
ସ୍ୱରୂପଭାରବ ରୂପାୟିତ କରାର୍ଯାଇଛ ି। ଏଣୁ ଅଷ୍ଟାଦଶ ପରୁାଣ ସଜ୍ନା କରବିା ତାଙ୍କ ପକ୍ଷରର ଅସମ୍ଭବ ନୁରହଁ । 
 ସ୍କେପୁରାଣରର ଦାରୁବ୍ରହ୍ମଙ୍କ ଆବଭିା୍ବ, ସ୍ୱରୂପ, ମହମିା,  ୀଳା ଏବଂ ଶ୍ରୀରକ୍ଷତ୍ରର ପରଚିୟ ବେୃିତ ଭାବରର ବର୍ଣ୍୍ନା କରାର୍ଯାଇଛ ି। 
ଦାରୁବ୍ରହ୍ମଙ୍କର ରକଉଁ ରକଉଁ ଉତ୍ସବ ପାଳନ କରାରି୍ଯବ ଏବଂ କପିର ିସମାହତି ରହବ, ତାହା ମଧ୍ୟ ରସଥିରର ଦଆିର୍ଯାଇଛ ି। ସାତଦନି ମଧ୍ୟରର 
ରମାକ୍ଷପ୍ରାପି୍ତ ପାଇଁ ଶୁକମନୁ ିପରୀକି୍ଷତ ରାଜାଙୁ୍କ ଭାଗବତ ଶୁଣାଇଥିର  । ମହାଭାରତ ରୁ୍ଯଦ୍ଧରର ଅଜୁ୍ନଙ୍କ ବଷିାଦକୁ ପରବିତ୍ତ୍ନ କରବିା ନମିରନ୍ତ 
ଶ୍ରୀକୃଷ୍ଣ ର୍ଯାହା ଶୁଣାଇଥିର  ତାହା ରହ ା ଶ୍ରୀମଦ୍ ଭଗବତ୍ ଗୀତା, ଠି୍  ରସହପିର ିଭଗବାନ ବୟାସରଦବଙ୍କ ବରଷି୍ଠ ଶଷିୟ ରଜୈମନି ିମୁନମିାନଙୁ୍କ 
ଶ୍ରୀପୁରୁରଷାତ୍ତମ ରକ୍ଷତ୍ର ଓ ରସଠାରର ଅବସି୍ଥତ ଦାରୁମୂତ୍ତଙି୍କ ମାନବ ୀଳାର ପରପି୍ରକାଶ ବଷିୟରର ର୍ଯାହା ପ୍ରକାଶ କରଥିିର  ତାହା ହ ିଁ 
ସ୍କେପୁରାଣର ବଷିୟବେୁ । 
 ପ୍ରଭୁ ଶ୍ରୀରାମଚନ୍ଦ୍ରଙ୍କ ଗାଥା ରାମାୟଣରର ବର୍ଣ୍ିତ । ଭାଗବତ ଭଗବାନ ଶ୍ରୀକୃଷ୍ଣଙ୍କର ଆବଭି୍ାବ ଓ  ୀଳା ବଷିୟରର ମଖୁରତି । ଠି୍  
ରସହଭିଳ ିସ୍କେପରୁାଣ ଜଗତର ନାଥ ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ମଳୂଶାସ୍ତ୍ର । ଏହ ିଶାସ୍ତ୍ର ପ୍ରଭୁଙ୍କ ଭକ୍ତମାନଙ୍କ ପାଖରର ପ୍ରାୟ ଅଜଣା ଥି ା । ୨୦୧୨ 
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ମସହିାରର ସ୍କେପରୁାଣ ଅନୁର୍ଯାୟୀ ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥ ପାଞ୍ଚରାତ୍ର ଶ୍ରୀମେରି ଆନୁକୂ ୟରର ଶରଧାବା ିରର ଅନୁଷ୍ଠତି ରହାଇଥି ା । ଏହାପରର ପରର 
ସ୍କେପୁରାଣ ପ୍ରଚାର  ାଭ କରୁଅଛ ି। 
 ସ୍କେପୁରାଣ ସମାଜରର ବେୃିତ ି ାଭ କର ିନ ଥିବାରୁ ଭକ୍ତମାରନ ବହୁ କମିବଦନ୍ତୀ ତଥା ପ୍ରଚଳତି ର ାକକଥା ଉପରର ବଶି୍ୱାସ 
ରଖିଛନ୍ତ ି। ରସଗୁଡକୁି ଆର ାଚନା କରାଗର  ତାହା ବଶି୍ୱାସ ରବା ି ପ୍ରତୀତ ହୁଏନାହିଁ । ତାହାକୁ ନମିନମରତ ଆର ାଚନା କରାର୍ଯାଇପାରର । 
 
୧. ଶ୍ରୀକୃଷ୍ଣଙ୍କ ଅହପାଡା ପିଣ୍ଡ ଶ୍ରୀଜଗନ୍ନାଥଙ୍କ ବ୍ରହ୍ମ ନୁହହେଁ 
 ଭଗବାନ ଶ୍ରୀକୃଷ୍ଣଙ୍କର ଅରପାଡା ପିଣ୍ଡକୁ ମହାପ୍ରଭୁ ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ନାଭିରର ବ୍ରହ୍ମ ଭାବରର ରଖାର୍ଯାଇଛ ିରବା ି ଧାରଣା ପ୍ରାୟ 
ସମେଙ୍କର ଅଛ ି। ଶାରଳା ଦାସ ତାଙ୍କ ମହାଭାରତରର ର ଖିର - 
   “ରସ ପିଣ୍ଡକୁ ଦହନ ନକର ଧନଞ୍ଜରୟ, 
   ଆକାଶ ଥାଇ କହରି  ତାକୁ ରଦବତାଏ । 
   ଶୁଣି ଅରଜୁନ ପିଣ୍ଡ ପକାଇ ା ଜରଳ, 
   ରସ ପିଣ୍ଡ  ାଗି ା ନୀଳସୁେର ରଶୈରଳ । 
   ଜାରା ବୟାଧକୁ ପ୍ରସେ ରହରବ ମହାରାଜା, 
   ଜାରା ଶବର କରବି ଏ ପିଣ୍ଡକୁ ପୂଜା ।” 
 ଏହା କନୁି୍ତ ଅମଳୂକ । ଶ୍ରୀମଦ୍ଭାଗବତରର ଶ୍ରୀକୃଷ୍ଣଙ୍କର ସ୍ୱଧାମ ଗମନର  ୀଳା ଏକାଦଶ ସ୍କେ ୩୧ ଅଧ୍ୟାୟରର ବର୍ଣ୍ିତ । 
   ର ାକାଭିରାମଂ ସ୍ୱତନୁ୍ତଂ ଧାରଣା ଧ୍ୟାନମେଳମ୍ । 
   ରର୍ଯାଗ ଧାରଣୟାରେୟା ଅଦଗ୍ଧ୍ୱା ଧାମାବଶିତ୍ ସ୍ୱକମ୍ । । 
 ଶ୍ରୀକୃଷ୍ଣଙ୍କର ଶରୀର ଭକ୍ତମାନଙ୍କର ଧ୍ୟାନ ଧାରଣାର ବଷିୟ । ଅଥ୍ାତ୍ ଭକ୍ତମାରନ ଶ୍ରୀକୃଷ୍ଣଙ୍କ ରୂପକୁ ଧ୍ୟାନ କରଥିାଆନ୍ତ ିଏବଂ 
ଧାରଣାରର ମଧ୍ୟ ଆଣିଥାଆନ୍ତ ି। ତାଙ୍କ ଶରୀର ଅତ ିସୁେର ରହତୁ ର ାକମାନଙ୍କର ରସ ନୟନାଭିରାମ ମତୂ୍ତ ି। ଏମନ୍ତରୂପକୁ ରସ ଆରେୟୀ 
ରର୍ଯାଗ ଧାରଣା ଦ୍ୱାରା ଦଗ୍ଧ୍ ନକର ିସ୍ୱ ଶରୀରରର ରଗା କ ରବୈକୁଣ୍ଠକୁ ଚା ିଗର  । ଏଥିରର ପିଣ୍ଡ ରପାଡବିାର ପ୍ରଶନହ ିଁ ନାହ ିଁ । ରତଣୁ 
ଅରପାଡାପିଣ୍ଡ ରକଉଁଠୁ ଆସ ିା ରର୍ଯ ରସ ଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ବ୍ରହ୍ମ ରହ ା? 
 ହେୁି ଧମ୍ରର ମୃତ ଶରୀର ଦାହ ରହାଇଗ ାପରର ରସଥିରୁ ରହରି୍ଯାଇଥିବା ଅସି୍ଥଖଣ୍ଡକୁ ଘରକୁ ଆଣଥିାନ୍ତ ି। ପରର ପ୍ରାଣୀର ରମାକ୍ଷ 
ପାଇଁ ପାବନ ନଦୀ ଗୋ କମିବା ତ୍ରରିବଣୀରର ବସିଜ୍ନ କରଦିଆିର୍ଯାଏ । ରକୌଣସ ିବୟକି୍ତ ତାଙ୍କ ପିତାମାତାଙ୍କ ଅସି୍ଥକୁ ମଧ୍ୟ ଗୃହ ମଧ୍ୟକୁ ରନଇ 
ନଥାନ୍ତ ି। ଘର ବାହାର ବଗିଚାରର ରକୌଣସ ିନଜ୍ିନ ସ୍ଥାନରର ରଖି ପୂଜା କରଥିାନ୍ତ ି। ରର୍ଯରତରବରଳ ହେୁି ନଜିର ପିତାମାତାଙ୍କ ଅସି୍ଥକୁ ନଜି ଘର 
ଭିତରକୁ ରନଇନଥାଏ, ରସରତରବରଳ କୃଷ୍ଣଙ୍କ ଅରପାଡା ପିଣ୍ଡକୁ ରନଇ ପ୍ରଭୁଙ୍କ ବ୍ରହ୍ମରର ରଖି ପୂଜା କରବିା ସପୂର୍ର୍ଣ୍୍ ଅସମ୍ଭବ ଅରଟ । 
 
୨. ଲଳତିା ବଦିୟାପତ ିପ୍ରସଙ୍ଗ ଅବାନ୍ତର 
 ଅବନ୍ତୀ ରଦଶର ସମ୍ରାଟ ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନଙ୍କ ପୁରରାହତିଙ୍କ ସାନଭାଇ ବଦିୟାପତ ିଅପରାହ୍ନରର ନୀଳାଚଳ ଧାମରର ପହଞ୍ଚରି  । 
ଶବରପଲ୍ଲୀରର ପ୍ରରବଶ କର ିରସ ବଷୁି୍ଣଭକ୍ତମାନଙୁ୍କ ରଦଖିର  । କଛି ିସମୟ ପରର ଚେନ ଚର୍ଚ୍ଚତି ବପୁ ବୃଦ୍ଧ ବଶି୍ୱାବସୁ ରସଠାରର ପହଞ୍ଚରି  । 
ରସ ମାଧବଙ୍କ ପୂଜା ସମାପନାରନ୍ତ ନୀଳପବ୍ତରୁ ରଫରୁଥିର  । ବଦିୟାପତ ିଭାବରି  ଏହ ିରବୈଷ୍ଣବ ପ୍ରଧାନ ହର ିପୂଜା କର ିନେିୟ ରଫରୁଛନ୍ତ ି
। ରସ ନେିୟ ରମାରତ ହରଙି୍କ ବଷିୟରର କଥା କହ ିରମାର ଚନି୍ତା ଦୂର କରରିବ । 
 ବଦିୟାପତ ିଏହପିର ିଚନି୍ତା କରୁଥିବାରବରଳ ବଶି୍ୱାବସ ୁତାଙୁ୍କ ପଚାରରି , “ରହ ଦ୍ୱଜି ରଶ୍ରଷ୍ଠ! ଆପଣ ରକଉଁ ସ୍ଥାନରୁ ଆସଛିନ୍ତ?ି 
ଆପଣ ରଭାକ ିା ଜଣାପଡୁଛନ୍ତ ି। ଏଠାରର କଛି ିସମୟ ବଶି୍ରାମ କର ିକ୍ଷଧୁା ଓ ତୃଷା ଦୂର କରନୁ୍ତ । ବଦିୟାପତ ିନଜିର ପରଚିୟ ପ୍ରଦାନ କର ି
କହରି  ରାଜା ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନ ଜଟଳି ସେୟାସୀଙ୍କଠାରୁ ହର ିମାହାତ୍ମୟ ଶ୍ରବଣ କର ିହର ିଦଶ୍ନ ପାଇଁ ରମାରତ ରପ୍ରରଣ କରଛିନ୍ତ ି। ରର୍ଯପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ 
ତାଙୁ୍କ ମଁୁ ସ୍ୱଚକ୍ଷୁରର ଦଶ୍ନ ନ କରଛି ିମଁୁ ଅେ ରସବନ କରବି ିନାହିଁ ରବା ି ସି୍ଥର କରଛି ି। ବଶି୍ୱାବସୁ ଭାବୁଥାନ୍ତ,ି ଆଜ ିଆମମାନଙ୍କର ଦୁେନି 
ଉପସି୍ଥତ ରହ ା । ପ୍ରଭୁ ଏ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ଗୁପ୍ତରର ଥିର  । ବ୍ରାହ୍ମଣଙୁ୍କ ରଦଖାଇରଦର  ରସ ସବ୍ଜନରର ପରଚିତି ରହାଇରି୍ଯରବ । ର୍ଯଦ ିମଁୁ ନ 
ରଦଖାଏ ରତରବ ବ୍ରାହ୍ମଣ ରକ୍ରାଧାନିବତ ରହାଇ ଅଭିଶାପ ରଦଇପାରନ୍ତ ି। ରତରବ ରମାର ସମେ କୃତ ପଣୁୟ ନଷ୍ଟ ରହାଇରି୍ଯବ । ବଶି୍ୱାବସୁଙ୍କର 
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ପୂବରୁ୍ ପ୍ରସାରତି ଜନଶୁତ ିକଥା ମରନ ପଡଗି ା । ରସ ଶୁଣିଥିର  ନୀଳମାଧବ ଭୂମିଗତ ରହାଇରି୍ଯରବ । ପ୍ରବଳ ପରାକ୍ରମୀ ରାଜା ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନ 
ଏଠାକୁ ଆସ ିପ୍ରଜାମାନଙ୍କ ସହ ସହସ୍ର ଅଶ୍ୱରମଧ ର୍ଯଜ୍ଞ କରରିବ । ମହାପ୍ରଭୁ ଦାରୁ ରଦହରର ଚତୁଦ୍ଧ୍ାମୂତ୍ତ ିରହାଇ ତାଙୁ୍କ ଦଶ୍ନ ରଦରବ । ହର ି
ଇଚ୍ଛା ବଳବାନ । ମନୁଷୟର ତା ଉପରର କତ୍ତ୍ୃ ତ୍ୱ ନାହିଁ । ଏହାପରର ରସ ବଦିୟାପତଙି୍କ ହାତ ଧର ିପଥର ଓ କଣ୍ଟକାବୃତ ସଂକୀର୍ଣ୍,୍ ଦୁଗମ୍ ଓ 
ଅନ୍ଧକାର ପଥରର ଆରଗଇ ଚା ିର  । ନୀଳାଚଳ ଉପରର ବଟବୃକ୍ଷ, ରରାହଣିୀକୁଣ୍ଡ ଏବଂ ନୀଳମାଧବଙୁ୍କ ଦଶ୍ନ କର ିବଦିୟାପତ ିଧନୟ 
ରହର  । ତାପରର ବଦିୟାପତଙି୍କ ହାତଧର ିବଶି୍ୱାବସୁ ତଳକୁ ଓହ୍ଲାଇର  ଏବଂ ନଜି ଗହୃରର ତାଙୁ୍କ ଦବିୟ ରଭାଜନ ପ୍ରଦାନ କର  । 
 ରାତ୍ର ସମୟରର ଶୟନକକ୍ଷରର ବଶି୍ୱାବସୁ ବଦିୟାପତଙୁି୍କ କହଥିିର , “ଏହ ିରକ୍ଷତ୍ରରର ଶ୍ରୀହର ିରର୍ଯରତକାଳ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ଅବସ୍ଥାନ 
କରରିବ ରସ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ତାଙ୍କ ଅନୁଗ୍ରହରୁ ଆମ୍ଭ ଉଭୟଙ୍କର ବଂଶ ରହବି । ଏଥିରର ରକୌଣସ ିସରେହ କରଣୀୟ ନୁରହଁ ।” 
    ସ୍ଥିତରିତ୍ର ହରରର୍୍ଯାବଦାବରୟାବ୍ଂଶ ସଂସ୍ଥିତଃି 
    ଅନୁଗ୍ରହାଦ୍ ଭଗବରତା ନାତ୍ର କାର୍୍ଯୟା ବଚିାରଣା । ୮/୭୭ (ସ୍କେ) 
 ପ୍ରାତଃକାଳରର ତୀଥ୍ରାଜ ସମେୁରର ସ୍ନାନ କର ିନୀଳକାନ୍ତ ମଣିବଗି୍ରହଙୁ୍କ ପୁନରାୟ ଦଶ୍ନ କର ିରାଜାଙ୍କ ବାସରର୍ଯାଗୟ ସ୍ଥାନ ନରି୍ଣ୍୍ୟ 
କରବିାପରର ଅବନ୍ତୀ ନଗରକୁ ପ୍ରତୟାବତ୍ତନ୍ କର  । 
    ପ୍ରଭାତାୟାନୁ୍ତ ଶବ୍ର୍୍ଯୟାଂ ତୀଥର୍ାରଜାଦରକନ ରତୌ, 
    ସ୍ନାନଂ ନବି୍ତ୍ୟ ବଧିିବନମାଧବଂ ପ୍ରଣିପତୟ ଚ । 
    ରାଜାହ୍ସ୍ଥାନଂ ନରି୍ଣ୍୍ୀୟ ନଜିାଳୟଂ ଗରତୌ ପନୁଃ । ୮/୮୨ (ସ୍କେ) 
 ଏଥିରୁ ଜଣାର୍ଯାଏ ରର୍ଯ ନୀଳାଚଳରର ବଦିୟାପତଙି୍କ ରହଣି ମାତ୍ର ରଗାଟଏି ଦନି । ବରିଶଷ ଭାବରର  ଳତିା ନାମରର ନଅିଟଏି ଥିବା 
କଥା ଏଥିରର ଉରଲ୍ଲଖ ନାହିଁ । ପଣୁି ରଗାଟଏି ଦନିରର  ଳତିା ସହ ବବିାହ କର ିମାଧବ ଦଶ୍ନ ନମିରନ୍ତ ରକ୍ଷତ୍ର ପ୍ରେୁତ କରବିା ସମ୍ଭବ ନୁରହଁ । 
ରତଣୁ ଏହ ିବବିାହ ପ୍ରସେ ଅପ୍ରାସେିକ । ରତରବ ପ୍ରଶନ ଉରଠ, କପିର ିଏପର ିପ୍ରସେ ଜନମାନସରର ପ୍ରସାର  ାଭକ ା? ଏହାର ଏକମାତ୍ର 
ଉତ୍ତର ରହଉଛ ିଶଶୁି କୃଷ୍ଣଦାସଙ୍କ ‘ରଦଉଳରତାଳା’ ପୁେକ । ଘଟଣାକୁ ନାଟକୀୟ କରବିାପାଇଁ  ଳତିା ବଦିୟାପତ ିବବିାହ ପ୍ରସେର ଅବତାରଣା 
କରାର୍ଯାଇଛ ି। 
 କମିବଦନ୍ତୀ ଅନୁର୍ଯାୟୀ ବଶି୍ୱାବସୁ ବଦିୟାପତଙି୍କ ଆଖିରର ଅନ୍ଧପୁଟୁଳ ିବାନ୍ଧ ିମାଧବ ଦଶ୍ନ ପାଇଁ ତାଙୁ୍କ ରନଇର୍ଯାଇଥିର  । ବଦିୟାପତ ି
ତାଙ୍କ ଅରଗାଚରରର ରସାରଷି ବୁଣି ବୁଣି ର୍ଯାଇଥିର  । ର୍ଯଦ ିତାହା ସତୟ ରହାଇଥାଏ, ରତରବ ଦୀଘ୍ ପାଞ୍ଚ କରି ାମିଟର ପଥ ପାଇଁ ରସ କ’ଣ 
ମୁଠାଏ ରସାରଷି ରନଇଥିର ? ତାହା କ’ଣ ବଶି୍ୱାବସଙୁ୍କ ଦୃଷି୍ଟ ଏଡାଇ ପାରଥିିବ? ଏହ ିଅବତାରଣା କରପାଳକଳ୍ପତି ମରନହୁଏ । 
 
୩. ଦଇତାପତ ିପ୍ରସଙ୍ଗ 
 ଦଇତା ଏବଂ ପତମିହାପାତ୍ର ଏମାରନ ଦୁଇଟ ିବଂଶ । ର୍ଯଦ ି ଳତିା ବଦିୟାପତଙୁି୍କ ବବିାହ ରହାଇଥାନ୍ତା, ରତରବ ସନ୍ତାନମାରନ ପିତୃ 
ପରଚିୟରର ବ୍ରାହ୍ମଣ ରହାଇଥାଆରନ୍ତ । ରସମାରନ ପଣୁି  ଳତିାର ପି ାମାରନ ‘ଦୟିତା’ ଏବଂ ବଦିୟାପତଙି୍କ ପି ାମାରନ ‘ପତମିହାପାତ୍ର’ 
ରହର  କପିର?ି ବାେବ କଥା ରହଉଛ ିବଦିୟାପତଙି୍କର (ବ୍ରାହ୍ମଣ ସ୍ତ୍ରୀର) ପି ାମାରନ ପତମିହାପାତ୍ର ଓ ବଶି୍ୱାବସଙୁ୍କର ପି ାମାରନ ଦୟିତା । 
କାରଣ ପିତୃଗଣୁରର ରସମାନଙ୍କର ପ୍ରଭୁଙ୍କ ପାଖରର ଦୟିତ (ରସବକର ଭାବ) ଭାବ ଥି ା । ପବୂ୍ରୁ ଦୁଇ ବଂଶର ଉତ୍ତରାଧିକାରୀମାରନ 
ପ୍ରଭୁଙ୍କର ରସବା କରରିବ ରବା ି ସ୍କେପୁରାଣରର ବର୍ଣ୍ନ୍ା କରାର୍ଯାଇଛ ି। 
 
୪. ବଶି୍ୱାବସୁ ପୂଜତି ନୀଳମ୍ାଧବଙୁ୍କ ଏକକ ବଷୁି୍ଣ ମ୍ୂରି୍ତ୍ତ ବୁଝବିା ଭୁଲ୍ 
 ନୀଳମାଧବ ଶବ୍ଦ ଉର୍ଚ୍ଚାରତି ରହ ାମାରତ୍ର ଜଣାର୍ଯାଏ ସଏି ଏକ ମାଧବ (ବଷୁି୍ଣ) ମୂତ୍ତ ିଅଟନ୍ତ ି। ଚତୁଭ୍ୁ ଜରର ଶଙ୍ଖ, ଚକ୍ର, ଗଦା, ପଦମ 
ଧାରଣ କରଥିାଆନ୍ତ ି। ଏହା କନୁି୍ତ ଠି୍  ନୁରହଁ । ସ୍କେପରୁାଣ କହନ୍ତ-ି 
  “ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରନୀଳମରୟା ରଦବ ଆରେ ଚକ୍ର ଗଦାଧରଃ, ଏକାଶୀତୟେୁଳମିତଃ ସ୍ୱର୍ଣ୍୍ ପରଦମାପର ିସି୍ଥତଃ ।” ୧୦/୧୮ 
ଅଥ୍ାତ୍ ଏକାଅଶୀ ଆେୁଳ ଉର୍ଚ୍ଚ ଶଙ୍ଖ-ଚକ୍ର-ଗଦା-ପଦମଧାରୀ ଏକ ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରନୀଳମଣି ମତୂ୍ତ ିସ୍ୱର୍ଣ୍୍ ପଦମ ଉପରର ବରିାଜତି ଥିର  । ପାଖରର ଆଉ 
ରକଉମଁାରନ ଥିର ? 
   ବାମପାଶ୍ୱଗ୍ତା କ୍ଷ୍ମୀରାଳିଷ୍ଟା ପଦମପାଣିନା । ୧୦/୩୩ 
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ରସହ ିସ୍ୱର୍ଣ୍୍ପଦମ ଉପରର ମାଧବ, ରଦବୀ  କ୍ଷ୍ମୀଙୁ୍କ ବାମପାଶ୍ୱରର୍ ଆ ିେନ କର ିରହଥିିର  । 
   ଛତ୍ରୀଭୂତଫଣାବୃେଃ ରଶଷଃ ପୋଦବସି୍ଥତଃ । ୧୦/୩୬ 
  କ୍ଷ୍ମୀନାରାୟଣଙ୍କର ପୋତ୍ ଭାଗରର ରଶଷନାଗ ଅନନ୍ତ ଫଣାବେିାର କରଥିିର  । 
   ଅରଗ୍ର ବୟବସି୍ଥତଂ ଦୃଷ୍ଟଂ ବପୁବଭି୍ରତୁ୍ସଦଶ୍ନମ୍ । 
   କୃତାଞ୍ଜଳପିୁଟଂ ତସୟ ପୋଦ୍ ଗରୁଡମାସି୍ଥତମ୍ । ୧୦/୩୭ 
  କ୍ଷ୍ମୀନାରାୟଣଙ୍କ ସାମନାରର ସୁଦଶ୍ନ ଏବଂ ଟକିଏି ପଛକୁ ରର୍ଯାଡ଼ହେରର ଗରୁଡ଼ ବରିାଜମାନ ଥିର  । 
 
୫. ଶ୍ରୀଜଗନ୍ନାଥଙ୍କ ବଗି୍ରହ ନମି୍ମାଣ ପାଇେଁ ସମ୍ୁଦ୍ରହର ଦାରୁ ଭାସଥୁିଲା ନା ତରୁ ଭାସଥୁିଲା? 
 କମିବଦନ୍ତୀ ଅନୁସାରର ସମୁେରର ଦାରୁ ଭାସୁଥି ା ଏବଂ ଏହ ିଦାରୁରୁ ଚତୁଦ୍ଧ୍ାମୂତ୍ତ ିତଆିର ିରହାଇଥିର  । କନୁି୍ତ ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରକୁ ରଦଖିର  
ଜଣାର୍ଯାଏ- 
   “ରଦବ ଦୃରଷ୍ଟା ମହାବୃକ୍ଷଃ ତଟଭୂରମୌ ମରହାଦରଧଃ, 
   ପ୍ରବଷି୍ଟାଗ୍ରଃ ସମେୁାନ୍ତଃ କରଲ୍ଲାଳପଲବମୂଳକଃ” । ୧୮/୬ (ସ୍କେ) 
 ପ୍ରଭାତରୁ ସ୍ନାନ କରବିାକୁ ର୍ଯାଇଥିବା ର୍ଯଜ୍ଞ ପରୁରାହତି ବ୍ରାହ୍ମଣମାରନ, ରସବକମାରନ ମରହାଦଧି କୂଳରର ରର୍ଯଉଁ ବୃକ୍ଷ ରଦଖିଥିର  
ତାହାହିଁ ରାଜା ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନଙ୍କ ଆରଗ ବର୍ଣ୍୍ନା କରୁଛନ୍ତ ି। ରସମାରନ କହରି  ରହ ମହାରାଜା! ଆରମ୍ଭମାରନ ମରହାଦଧି ତଟରର ଏକ ମହାେ୍ ବୃକ୍ଷ 
ରଦଖି ୁ । ର୍ଯାହାର ଅଗ୍ରଭାଗ (ଡାଳପତ୍ର) ସମୁେ ଭିତରକୁ  ମି୍ବଥି ା ଏବଂ ମୂଳ ତଟଭୂମରିର ରପାତ ିରହାଇଥି ା ଏବଂ ର୍ଯାହାକୁ ସମେୁ ରଢଉ 
ବାରମବାର ରଧାଇ ରଦଉଥି ା, ରସ ବୃକ୍ଷର ରଂଗ ମଂଜୁଆତ ିରଂଗ ପର ିଈଷତ୍  ା  । ରସହ ିବୃକ୍ଷରର ଶଙ୍ଖ-ଚକ୍ର ଚହି୍ନ ଥି ା ଏବଂ ତାହା 
ସୁଗନ୍ଧ ରୁ୍ଯକ୍ତ ଥି ା । 
 ଏହା ଥି ା ଏକ ବୃକ୍ଷ । ଦାରୁ ଅଥା୍ତ୍ ନଜ୍ିୀବ କାଠଗଣି୍ଡ ନୁରହଁ ବରଂ ତରୁ । ଏହାକୁ ଆଣି ରସଥିରର ଚତୁଦ୍ଧା୍ ମତୂ୍ତ ିନମି୍ାଣ କରାଗ ା 
। ଏରବ ମଧ୍ୟ ବନର୍ଯାଗ ପଦ୍ଧତରିର ନମିବ ବୃକ୍ଷ ହିଁ ବଗି୍ରହ ପାଇଁ ଠି୍  କରାର୍ଯାଉଛ ି। 
 
୬. ମ୍ୂରି୍ତ୍ତ ନମି୍ମାଣ ହବହଳ ଅଧାରୁ ହ ାଲି ହଦବାରୁ ଚତୁର୍ଦ୍ମା ମ୍ୂରି୍ତ୍ତ ଅସମୂ୍ପର୍ଣ୍ମ ହହହଲ - ଏହା ମ୍ଧ୍ୟ ଏକ ଶୁଣା କଥା ଆହଦୌ ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରୀୟ ନୁହହେଁ 
 କମିବଦନ୍ତୀ ଅନୁସାରର ବରିଶଷକର ି‘ରଦଉଳରତାଳା’ରର ର ଖାର୍ଯାଇଛ ିମତୂ୍ତ ିନମି୍ାଣ ପାଇଁ ବୁଢ଼ା ବରଢ଼ଇକୁ ୨୧ ଦନି ପାଇଁ ଆବଦ୍ଧ 
ଘରର ରଖାଗ ା, କନୁି୍ତ କଛିଦିନି ପରର ରସହ ିବେ ଘରର ଆଉ ଠକ ଠକ ମୂତ୍ତ ିନମି୍ାଣ ଶବ୍ଦ ଶୁଣାନରି୍ଯବାରୁ ରାଣୀ ବକିଳ ରହାଇ ରାଜାଙୁ୍କ 
କହରି  ଏବଂ ବୁଢ଼ା ବରଢ଼ଇ ମୃତୁୟ ରହାଇର୍ଯାଇଥିବା ଆଶଙ୍କା କର ିକବାଟ ରଖା ିରଦବାରୁ ରଦଖାଗ ା ବରଢ଼ଇ ନାହିଁ ଏବଂ ମୂତ୍ତମିାନ 
ଅଧାଗଢ଼ା । କନୁି୍ତ ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରୀୟ ପ୍ରମାଣ ରହ ା- 
   ସୁଗପୁ୍ତାୟାଂ ମହାରବଦୟାଂ ସ୍ୱୟଂ ରସାଽବତରଷିୟତ ି। 
   ପ୍ରଚ୍ଛାଦୟତାଂ ଦନିାରନୟବ ର୍ଯାବତ୍ ପଞ୍ଚଦଶାନ ିରବୈ । ୧୮/୩୭ (ସ୍କେ) 
 ଶୂନୟବାଣୀ ରହ ା ମହାରାଜା! ମହାରବଦୀରର (ମୂତ୍ତମିାନ ନମି୍ାଣ ସ୍ଥଳରର) ଅତ ିରଗାପନରର ଜରଣ ବୃଦ୍ଧବଦ୍ଧ୍କୀ ଅବତରଣ 
କରରିବ । ମହାରବଦୀକୁ ସବୁଦଗିରୁ ଆବଦ୍ଧ କର ିତୁରମ ରସହ ିବରଢ଼ଇଙୁ୍କ ତା ମଧ୍ୟରର ୧୫ ଦନି ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ବେ କର ିରଖ, ରସ ହିଁ 
ଭଗବାନଙ୍କର ମୂତ୍ତ ିନମି୍ାଣ କରରିଦରବ । ତାହାହିଁ ରହ ା ଏବଂ ୧୫ ଦନି ରଶଷ ରହବାପରର ନାରଦ ଏବଂ ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନ  ବେ ଘରକୁ ରଖା ି 
ଭଗବାନଙ୍କ ନଜି ଇଚ୍ଛାରର ନମିିତ ବଗି୍ରହମାନଙୁ୍କ ରଦଖିର  ଏବଂ ବରଢ଼ଇ ଅନ୍ତଦ୍ଧ୍ାନ ରହାଇର୍ଯାଇଥିର  । 
 ଏଥିରର ୨୧ ଦନି କଥା ଆସ ିା କୁଆଡୁ? ଏହ ିପରପର୍ରାକୁ ଅନୁସରଣ କର ିଏରବ ମଧ୍ୟ ‘ଅଣସର’ ୧୫ ଦନି ପାଳନ କରାର୍ଯାଉଛ ି
। 
 
୭. ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମ୍ନ ହମ୍ା ବଂଶହର ହକହ ିନରହନୁ୍ତ ହବାଲି ବର ମ୍ାଗିବା ମ୍ଧ୍ୟ ହାସୟାସ୍ପଦ କଥା 
 ର ାକକଥାରର ଶୁଣାର୍ଯାଏ ନୀଳାଚଳରର ଭଗବାନ ଜଗୋଥ ବରିାଜତି ରହାଇରି୍ଯବା ପରର ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନଙୁ୍କ ବର ମାଗିବା ପାଇଁ କହରି  
। ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନ କହରି , “ପ୍ରରଭା! ରମାରତ ନଃିସନ୍ତାନ କରଦିଅିନୁ୍ତ, ରମା’ ବଂଶରର ରକହ ିନ ରହନୁ୍ତ । କାରଣ ରସମାରନ ପରର କହରିବ, ରଦଉଳ 
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ଆମର । ଆମ୍ଭ ବଂଶର ରାଜା ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନ ଏ ରଦଉଳ ନମି୍ାଣ କର ିମହାପ୍ରଭୁ ଜଗୋଥଙୁ୍କ ପ୍ରକଟ କରାଇଥିର  । ଏହା ରମା ପାଇଁ ଅପକୀତ୍ତ ି
ରହବ ।” 
 ରକଉଁ ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରର ଆଧାରରର ଏ କଥା କୁହାର୍ଯାଇଛ?ି ମହାରାଜା ନଃିସନ୍ତାନ ରହର  ଆଉ ବଂଶ ଆସବି ରକଉଁଠୁ ରର୍ଯ ରସମାରନ 
ମେରିକୁ ନଜିର ରବା ି ଦାବ ିକରରିବ? ଏରବ କ’ଣ ର ାରକ କହୁ ନାହାନ୍ତ ିକ ିଏ ମେରି ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନ ନମିା୍ଣ କରଛିନ୍ତ ିରବା ି, ତାଙ୍କ 
ବଂଶଧରମାରନ ଏକଥା କହଥିାରନ୍ତ, ଏଥିରର କ୍ଷତ ିକ’ଣ? ଏ ସଂପକର୍ର ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରୀୟତା ର୍ଯାହା, ତାହା ରଦଖନୁ୍ତ- 
   “ପ୍ରୀରତାଽସ ିର୍ଯଦ ିତ୍ୱଂ ନାଥ ବୃରଣରହଂ ବରମୁତ୍ତମମ୍ । 
   ତ୍ୱତ୍ପଦଂ ଗନୁ୍ତମିଚ୍ଛାମି ତ୍ୱତ୍ ପ୍ରସାଦାତ୍ ସୁଦୁଲ୍ଲ୍ଭମ୍” । (ବ୍ରହ୍ମପୁରାଣ) 
 ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନ କହୁଛନ୍ତ ିରହ ନାଥ! ରମା ଉପରର ର୍ଯଦ ିଆପଣ କୃପା କରଛିନ୍ତ,ି ରତରବ ରମାରତ ଏହ ିବର ଦଅିନୁ୍ତ ରର୍ଯ ଆପଣଙ୍କ କୃପାରୁ 
ରମାରତ ଆପଣଙ୍କ ପାଦପଦମ ତରଳ ସ୍ଥାନ ମିଳୁ । ଅଥା୍ତ୍ ମଁୁ ସଂସାରରୁ ମକିୁ୍ତ ଚାହଁୁଛ ି। ଏଥିରର ବଂଶରର ରକହ ିନ ରହବିାର କଥା ଉଠ ିା 
ରକଉଁଠୁ? 
 ମେରିରର ମୂତ୍ତମିାନଙୁ୍କ ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠା କରବିା ପାଇଁ ରାଜା ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନ ରଦବଷ ିନାରଦଙ୍କ ସହ ସ୍ୱଶରୀରରର ବ୍ରହ୍ମର ାକକୁ ର୍ଯାଇ ବ୍ରହ୍ମାଙୁ୍କ 
ସାକ୍ଷାତ୍ କର ିନମିନ୍ତ୍ରଣ ଜଣାଇର  । ବ୍ରହ୍ମା ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନଙୁ୍କ ପ୍ରସେ ରହାଇ କହରି , ତୁରମ ନାରାୟଣଙ୍କ ନମିରନ୍ତ ମେରି ନମି୍ାଣ କରଛି, ଏ କଥା 
ଠି୍  । ମାତ୍ର ଏହା ଭିତରର ଅରନକଦନି ବତିଗି ାଣି । ତୁମର ରାଜୟ ଆଉ ନାହିଁ । ତୁମର ଶୁଦ୍ଧପତୂଃ ବଂଶ, ପୁତ୍ର ରପୌତ୍ରାଦଙି୍କର କାଳ 
ରହାଇଗ ାଣ ି। ଇତମିଧ୍ୟରର ପଥୃିବୀରର ରକରତ ରୁ୍ଯଗ ବତିଗି ାଣି । ଏହା ଭିତରର ରକାଟ ିରକାଟ ିରାଜା ରାଜତ୍ୱ କରସିାରରି ଣି । ଏଠାରର 
ଏକ ସପ୍ତତ ିଦବିୟବଷ୍ ରହର  ପଥୃିବୀରର ରଗାଟଏି ମନବନ୍ତର ହୁଏ । ଏହା ଭିତରର ତୁରମ ମୃତୁୁ୍ୟ ଓ ବାଦ୍ଧ୍କୟରର ଆକ୍ରାନ୍ତ ରହାଇସାରଛି । 
ମାତ୍ର ଏଠାରର ଥିବାରୁ ତୁମକୁ ରସସବୁ ଜଣାର୍ଯାଉନାହିଁ । ତୁମର ରସହ ିମେରି ଓ ରସହ ିଦାରୁ ମତୂ୍ତ ିରସପର ିଅଛନ୍ତ ି। ତୁରମ ଏରବ ରଫରରି୍ଯାଇ 
ରସହ ିମେରି ଓ ରଦବତାଙୁ୍କ ନଜି ଆୟତ୍ତକୁ ନଅି । ଆରମ୍ଭ ତୁମ୍ଭ ପରଛ ପରଛ ରସଠାରର ପହଞ୍ଚବୁି । ଏଥିରୁ ସ୍ପଷ୍ଟ ଅନୁମିତ ହୁଏ ରର୍ଯ ର ାକକଥା 
ସତୟ ନୁରହ ଁ। 
 ସ୍କେପୁରାଣରର ବର୍ଣ୍ିତ ଅଛ ିରର୍ଯ ବ୍ରହ୍ମାଙ୍କ ପ୍ରାଥ୍ନା ଶୁଣି ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥ ଇନ୍ଦ୍ରଦୁୟମନଙୁ୍କ କହରି , “ରହ ରାରଜନ୍ଦ୍ର! ତୁରମ୍ଭ ରର୍ଯରତରବରଳ 
ରକାଟ ିରକାଟ ିରତ୍ନ ଉତ୍ସଗ୍ କର ିରମାର ମେରି ସ୍ଥାପନ କରଅିଛ ମଁୁ ତୁମ୍ଭଙୁ୍କ ଏହ ିବର ରଦଉଅଛ ିରର୍ଯ, ରମା ପ୍ରତ ିତୁମ୍ଭର ଭକି୍ତ ଅଚଳା ରହଉ ।” 
୨୯/୧୧ 
 
୮. ବଡ଼ଦାଣ୍ଡହର ଥିବା ଅରୁଣ-ସ୍ତମ୍ଭ ଶ୍ରୀମ୍ନ୍ଦରି ବା ଜଗନ୍ନାଥଙ୍କ ସହ ଆହଦୌ ସଂପକତି ନୁହହେଁ 
 ରର୍ଯଉଁଠ ିଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥ ମେରି ନମିିତ ରହଉଛ,ି ତାର ିସାମନାରର ଏକ ଅରୁଣ େମ୍ଭ ନମିତି ରହଉଛ ି। ସରତ ରର୍ଯମତି ିମେରି ନମି୍ାଣର 
ଇଏ ଏକ ଅେ । ଉପାସୟ ରଦବତାଙ୍କର ସାମନାରର ବାହନ ରହବିା ଶଳି୍ପଶାସ୍ତ୍ର ଅନୁସାରର ଜରୁରୀ । ରତଣୁ ମହାପ୍ରଭୁ ଜଗୋଥଙ୍କର ବାହନ 
ଗରୁଡ଼ ଜଗରମାହନରର ହିଁ ଏକ େମ୍ଭ ଉପରର ବରିାଜମାନ ଥିବା ରହତୁ ପଣୁି ବାହାରର େମ୍ଭ ଉପରର ଅରୁଣଙ୍କ ସି୍ଥତ ିକଭିଳ ିଭାବରର 
ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ସହତି ସପର୍କ୍ ରଖଛୁ?ି ଅରୁଣ ତ ସୂର୍୍ଯୟଙ୍କ ସାରଥୀ । 
 ରତରବ ସତୟତା ରହ ା ଏହା ରର୍ଯ ମରହଟ୍ଟାମାନଙ୍କ ଓଡଶିା ଶାସନ କାଳରର ‘ବାବା-ବ୍ରହ୍ମଚାରୀ’ ନାମରର ମରହଟ୍ଟା ସାଧୁ ରକାଣାକ ୍
ଦଶ୍ନ ପାଇଁ ର୍ଯାଇଥିର  । ରସଠାରୁ ରକାଣାକ୍ର ଭେ ମେରି ସମ୍ମଖୁରର ଏହ ିସୁଦୃଶୟ ଅରୁଣ େମ୍ଭକୁ ରଦଖି ବରିମାହତି ରହାଇର୍ଯାଇଥିର  । 
କାଳ କାଳ ଧର ିସମେୁ  ୁଣହିାୱା ବାଜ ିମଧ୍ୟ େମ୍ଭଟ ିକ୍ଷୟପ୍ରାୟ ରହଉନାହିଁ ଏବଂ ଜଗତ୍ ବସି୍ମୟ ଏହ ିେମ୍ଭକୁ ଅପାଂରକ୍ତୟ  ଅବସ୍ଥାରର ରଦଖି 
ଚନି୍ତା କର ିଠି୍  କର  ରର୍ଯ ଏହାକୁ ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ମେରି ସମ୍ମଖୁରର ସ୍ଥାପିତ କରରିଦର  ଅସଂଖୟ ର୍ଯାତ୍ରୀ ଏହାକୁ ରଦଖିବାର ସରୁର୍ଯାଗ 
ପାଇରବ । ତାହାହିଁ ରହ ା । ଏହା ଥି ା ଏକ ସଂରର୍ଯାଗ ମାତ୍ର । 
 
୯. ଚନ୍ଦନ ଅଗମଳଠିାରୁ ରତ୍ନସଂିହାସନ ପର୍ଯମୟନ୍ତ ଶାଳଗ୍ରାମ୍ ହପାତା ର୍ଯାଉଛନ୍ତ ି। ହତଣୁ ତା ଉପହର ଚାଲି ରି୍ଯବାକୁ ମ୍ନା, ଏହା ସତୟ କ?ି 
 ଉପରରାକ୍ତ କଥା ଆପଣମାରନ ରସବକମାନଙ୍କଠାରୁ ଆରମ୍ଭ କର ିଅନୟମାନଙ୍କଠାରୁ ମଧ୍ୟ ଶୁଣଥିିରବ । ଏଥିରର ସତୟତା ରକରତ? 
ଚେନ ଅଗଳ୍ଠିାରୁ ରତ୍ନସଂିହାସନ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ରାୋରର ର୍ଯାହା ଉପରର ପ୍ରତଦିନି  କ୍ଷ କ୍ଷ ର ାକ ଜଗୋଥଙୁ୍କ ଦଶ୍ନ କରବିା ପାଇଁ ର୍ଯାଆନ୍ତ,ି ରସ 
ରାୋରର ଶାଳଗ୍ରାମ ରପାତାରି୍ଯବାର କାରଣ ହିଁ କଛି ିନାହିଁ । ଏହା ରକବଳ ଏକ ର ାକ ବଶି୍ୱାସ । ଶାଳଗ୍ରାମ ରହଉଛନ୍ତ ି‘ଶଳିାବ୍ରହ୍ମ’ ସ୍ୱୟଂ ବଷୁି୍ଣ । 
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ର୍ଯାହାଙ୍କର ସ୍ନାନଜଳ ଅରଶୌଚ ପ୍ରାଣୀକୁ ରଶୌଚ କରାଇଦଏି, ସଏି ପଣୁି ରାୋରର ରପାତାରି୍ଯରବ କାହିଁକ?ି ଶାଳଗ୍ରାମ ବ୍ରାହ୍ମଣ ପୂଜକମାନଙ୍କର 
ଇଷ୍ଟ । ରାୋ କଥା ତ ଦୂର ର୍ଯଦ ିରତ୍ନସଂିହାସନ ଉପରର ମଧ୍ୟ ଶାଳଗ୍ରାମ ଥାଆରନ୍ତ, ରତରବ ରକୌଣସ ିବ୍ରାହ୍ମଣ ରକରବରହର  ତା’ ଉପରର 
ଠଆି ରହାଇ ଜଗୋଥଙ୍କର ପୂଜା, ଅର୍ଚ୍ଚ୍ନା, ଶେୃାର ଆଦ ିକରରନ୍ତ ନାହିଁ । ରଦଖାର୍ଯାଏ ବ୍ରାହ୍ମଣ ରସବାୟତମାରନ ଚକାରର (ରର୍ଯଉଁ ରଗାର ଇ 
ପଥର ରଖାପ ମଧ୍ୟରର ବଗି୍ରହମାରନ ବରିାଜମାନ କରଛିନ୍ତ)ି ରଗାଡ଼ ବାଜରିି୍ଯବାକୁ ରନଇ ଖବୁ୍ ସାବଧାନ ଥାଆନ୍ତ ିକନୁି୍ତ ରତ୍ନସଂିହାସନ ଉପରର 
ସ୍ୱଚ୍ଛଳରର ରସମାରନ ନୀତ ିସମାପନ କରଥିାନ୍ତ ି। ଏଥିରୁ ଅନୁମିତ ହୁଏ ଚେନ ଅଗ୍ଳଠିାରୁ ରତ୍ନ ସଂିହାସନ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ଏପରକି ିରତ୍ନସଂିହାସନ 
ଉପରର ମଧ୍ୟ ଶାଳଗ୍ରାମ ଥିବାର ସମ୍ଭାବନା ନାହିଁ । ରକୌଣସ ିଶାସ୍ତ୍ରରର ମଧ୍ୟ ଏ ସଂପକର୍ର ସାମାନୟତମ ସୂଚନା  ଦଆିର୍ଯାଇନାହିଁ । ର୍ଯାହା 
ମରନହୁଏ ଏ ର୍ଯାତ୍ରୀମାନଙ୍କର ଅତୟଧିକ ଭିଡ଼କୁ  କ୍ଷୟକର ିଏକଥା ପ୍ରଚାରତି ରହାଇଛ ି। ଗରୁଡ଼ ପଛରର ଥାଇ ରଦଖିବାକଥା କୁହାର୍ଯାଇଛ ି। 
 
୧୦. ଶ୍ରୀଜଗନ୍ନାଥ ହରାଷଶାଳାହର କୁଡୁଆ ଉପହର କୁଡୁଆ ବସ ିପାକ ପ୍ରସୁ୍ତତ ହୁଏ କ?ି 
 ଆଜ ିପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ଆରମ ରଗାଟଏି କଥା ଶୁଣି ଆସରିଛ ରର୍ଯ ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥଙୁ୍କ ରରାଷଶାଳାରର ଚୁ ି ଉପରର କୁଡୁଆ ଉପରର କୁଡୁଆ 
ରଖି ପାକ ପ୍ରେୁତ ହୁଏ । ଏହା ଠି୍  । କନୁି୍ତ ଆେର୍୍ଯୟ  ାରଗ ରର୍ଯରତରବରଳ ଆରମ ଶୁଣୁ ରର୍ଯ ଚୁ ିରର ଉପରକୁ ଉପର ବସଥିିବା କୁଡୁଆର 
ସବା ଉପରର କୁଡୁଆ ଆଗ ପାକ ରହାଇର୍ଯାଏ । ଏହାର କାରଣ ମଧ୍ୟ ମହାପ୍ରଭୁଙ୍କ ମହମିା ରବା ି କୁହାର୍ଯାଏ । କନୁି୍ତ ମନରର ଶଙ୍କା ଆରସ 
ଆରଦୌ ଅେିର ଉତ୍ତାପ ପାଉନଥିବା ଉପର କୁଡୁଆରର ପାକ ସଦି୍ଧ ିହୁଏ କପିର?ି 
 ଏରବ ବାେବତାକୁ ଆସବିା । ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ରରାଷଶାଳାରର ସବ୍ରମାଟ ୨୪୦ଟ ିଚୁ ି ଅଛ ି। ରସଥିରୁ ୧୦ଟ ିଚୁ ିରର 
ରକାଠରଭାଗ ରନ୍ଧାର୍ଯାଏ ଏବଂ ଅବଶିଷି୍ଟ ୨୩୦ଟ ିଚୁ ିରର ସୁଆରମାରନ ପାକ ପ୍ରେୁତ କରନ୍ତ ି। ଚୁ ିଗୁଡକି ତନି ିପ୍ରକାରର । ୧-ଅେଚୁ ି, ୨-
ଅହଆିଚୁ ି, ୩-ପିଠାଚୁ ି । ଚୁ ିଗୁଡକି ଚଟାଣଉପରୁ ୩ ଫୁଟ ଉର୍ଚ୍ଚରର ଧାଡÿି ଧାଡÿି ରହାଇ ରହଥିାଏ । ଏଥିମଧ୍ୟରୁ ଅେଚୁ ିର ସଂଖୟା 
ସବୁଠୁ ଅଧିକ । ଅେଚୁ ିଗୁଡକିରର ଏକାଥରରକ ପ୍ରାୟ ୯ ରଗାଟ ିକୁଡୁଆରର ଅେ ରନ୍ଧାର୍ଯାଇଥାଏ । ୫ଟ ିକୁଡୁଆକୁ ଚୁ ିର ୬ଟ ିନଙି୍କା (ଇଣ୍ଡା) 
ଉପରର ରଖାର୍ଯାଏ । ଏହାପରର ଏହ ିକୁଡୁଆଗୁଡÿିକ ଉପରର ୩ଟ ିକୁଡୁଆ ରଖାର୍ଯାଏ ଏବଂ ସବାଉପରର ରଗାଟଏି କୁଡୁଆ ରଖାର୍ଯାଏ । ଏହ ି
ଚୁ ିରର ଦୁଇଥାକରର ଜାରଳଣି କାଠ ଦଆିରି୍ଯବାର ବୟବସ୍ଥା ରହଥିାଏ । ଏକାରବଳରକ ଅଧମହଣରୁ ମହରଣ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ କାଠ ଜାରଳଣି ରୂରପ 
ଦଆିର୍ଯାଇଥାଏ । ଚୁ ିର ଗଠଣ ଏପର ିଭାବରର ରହାଇଥାଏ ରର୍ଯ ୯ଟ ିର୍ଯାକ କୁଡୁଆ ସମାନ ଭାବରର ତାପ ଗ୍ରହଣ କରଥିାଏ । ପ୍ରରତୟକ 
କୁଡୁଆରର ଚାଉଳ ଓ ଜଳ ଦଆିର୍ଯାଇଥାଏ । ଏ ପ୍ରାୟ ୧୫ ମନିି୍  ମଧ୍ୟରର ଅେ ପାକସଦି୍ଧ ରହାଇର୍ଯାଏ । ରସବକମାରନ ଦଉଡ ିସାହାର୍ଯୟରର 
ସୁବଧିା ପାଇଁ ଉପରୁ କୁଡୁଆକୁ ବାହାରକର ିପାଖରର ଥିବା ବାଇହାଣି୍ଡରର ଅେ ଓ ରପଜକୁ ଢାଳ ିରଦଇଥାଆନ୍ତ ି। ପରର ପରର ତରଳ ଥିବା 
କୁଡୁଆରୁ ଅେ ଓ ରପଜକୁ ବାଇହାଣି୍ଡକୁ ରନଇର୍ଯାଇଥାଆନ୍ତ ି। ଏହାର ଅଥ ୍ନୁରହଁ ରର୍ଯ ଉପରର ବସଥିିବା କୁଡୁଆରର ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ମହମିାରୁ 
ପ୍ରଥରମ ଅେ ସଦି୍ଧ ରହାଇଥାଏ । 
 ଅହଆି ଚୁ ିଗୁଡକି ପ୍ରାୟ ୩ ଫୁଟ  ମବ ଏବଂ ୨ ଫୁ୍ ଓସାର । ଏଥିରର କାଠ ନ ଜାଳ ିଅେ-ଚୁ ିର ରଡନଆଁିକୁ ବୟବହାର 
କରାର୍ଯାଏ । ଏହ ିଚୁ ିମାନଙ୍କରର ଡା ି, ତରକାରୀ ଧାଡରିହାଇ ରନ୍ଧାହୁଏ । ରରାଷଘରର ରଗାଟାଏ କଣରର କଛି ିନଆଁିରଡ ଗଦା ରହାଇଥାଏ 
ଏବଂ ରସହଠିାରର ଡା ି, ତରକାରୀ ବଘରାହୁଏ । 
 ପିଠା ଚୁ ିଗୁଡକି ସରିମଣ୍ଟରର ତଆିର ି। ଏଗୁଡକି ନଙି୍କାହୀନ । ରତଣୁ ଚୁ ି ଉପରର ପିଠା କରଡଇ ବସରି  ଅେି ଆଉ ବାହାରକୁ 
ରଦଖାର୍ଯାଏ ନାହିଁ । ଏଠାରର ନାନାପ୍ରକାର ପିଠାପଣା ପ୍ରେୁତ ହୁଏ । 

 
ସଭାପତ,ି ଶ୍ରୀଜଗୋଥ ସଂସ୍କତୃ ିପରଷିଦ 
ଭୁବରନଶ୍ୱର, ରମା-୯୪୩୭୦୦୬୬୭୦   
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ହମ୍ା ହଦଶ ହମ୍ା ଠାକୁର 
ନରୁିପମା ଆଚାର୍୍ଯୟ 

  

 ଆଃ ରମା ମାତୃଭୂମ,ି ରମା ରଦଶ ।  

 ସନ୍ଧୟାରର ଟଭିିରର ପ୍ରଧାନ ମନ୍ତ୍ରୀଙ୍କ ପ୍ରଶନ – 

 “ଆମ ରଦଶ ଉପରରଦଇ ଗ ାରବରଳ ଭାରତ ତୁମକୁ ରକମିତ ିଦଶି ିା? ”  

 “ସାରର ର୍ଯାହଁାରସ ଆଚ୍ଛା!”, ଅନ୍ତରୀକ୍ଷ ର୍ଯାନରୁ ରାରକଶ ଶମ୍ାଙ୍କ ଉତ୍ତର । ୟାଠାରୁ ବଳ ିମଧୁର ଉତ୍ତର ଆଉ କଣ ଥାଇପାରର!  
ରାତସିାରା ରସଇ ଭାବ ମରତ ଆଚ୍ଛେ କର ିରଖି ା । ସକାରଳ ବରିଦଶରୁ ନଅିର ଚଠିଖିଣି୍ଡଏ ପାଇ ି ଡାକରର । ତା ଉପରର  ଗାର୍ଯାଇଥିବା 
ଡାକଟକିଟ ଉପରର ବାଇସଦିନି ତରଳ ରପାଷ୍ଟିଂରହାଇଥିବା ଡାକରମାହର ସ୍ପଷ୍ଟ ପଢରିହଉଥାଏ । ର ଖିଚ ି–“ମମି! ଜୀବନରର ଜଗୋଥଙୁ୍କ 
ଏରତ ବକିଳ ରହାଇ ରକରବ ଡାକ ିନଥି ି । ରସ ହଜାରହଜାର ମାଇ  ଦୂରରର, ରକବଳ ମେରିରର, ନାହାନ୍ତ ି। ରମା ପାଖରର ଠଆି ରହାଇ 
ଗର  ମହୂୁତ୍ତ୍କରର । ”  

 ଘଟଣାଟରି ବର୍ଣ୍୍ନା ଏହପିର ିର ଖିଥାଏ ରସ ତା ରସଇ ଚଠିରିର: ସକାଳ ଛ! ଅନ୍ଧାର ଆହୁର ିକଟନି ି। ତନିଦିନି ରହ ା ଭୟଙ୍କର 
ବରଫ ବଷ୍ାରର୍ଯାଗ ୁରାୋରର ଗାଡ ିଚା ିବା ବପିଦଜନକ ରବା ି ସ୍କ ୁକର ଜ ଫୟାକିର  ିଆଦ ିବେ ରହ ିରସଇଦନି ରଖା ିଥାଏ । ବରଫ ନଡ 
ସଂପରୂ୍ଣ୍୍ ବେ ନରହର  ବ ିକମିଥାଏ । ଚାଳଶି ମାଇ  ଦୂର ଚାକରି ିରକ୍ଷତ୍ରକୁ ରି୍ଯବାକୁ ପଡବି ରବା ି ତା ସ୍ୱାମୀ ବାହାର ିଗର ଣି । ରସ 
ଏକୁଟଆିଟ ିରସଦନିର ପରୀକ୍ଷା  ାଗି ପାଠ ପଢୁଥାଏ । ହଠାତ୍   ପାଖରର ରକଉଁଠ ିରଗାଟାଏ ଭୟଙ୍କର ଶବ୍ଦରର ରସ ଚମକ ିପଡ ିା । ମଣିଷର 
ର୍ଯନ୍ତ୍ରଣା କାତର ଚତି୍କାର ମଧ୍ୟ ତା କାନରର ବାଜ ିା ।  ରଧୈର୍୍ଯୟ ଧର ିନପାର ିରସ ପଦାକୁ ବାହାର ିଆସ ିା ।  

 ଆଖିରର ପଡ ିା ପାଖ ଘର ଭିତରକୁ ରଗାଟାଏ କାର୍ ପରୂା କାନ୍ଥ ଧରସଇ ପଶ ିର୍ଯାଇଚ ିଓ ତା ଉପରର ଘରର କାନ୍ଥ ଅଜାଡ ିରହଇ 
ପଡଚି ି। ରକରତଦନି ରହବ ରସ ଘରଟ ିବକି୍ରୀ ରହବା ପାଇଁ ବେ ରହଥିି ା । ରସ ଘରର ର ାକବାକ ରହୁନଥାନ୍ତ ିକ ିଆଖପାଖରର ବ ିରକହ ି
ଜରଣରହର  ମଣିଷ ରଦଖା ର୍ଯାଉନଥାନ୍ତ ି। କଅଣ କରବି ିଭାବ ିନପାର ିମଁୁ ରସଠକି ିଦଉଡଗି ି । ପାଖରର ପହଂଚ ିରଦଖି ି ରକାଡଏି ବାଇଶ 
ବଷ୍ର ରବଶ   ବଡ ରଟାକାଟାଏ ଗାଡ ିଭିତରର...! ଷି୍ଟଅରଂି ଉପରର ମୁଣ୍ଡ  ଦ ିରଦଇଚ ି। ଶରୀର ତାର ହ ଚ  ହଉନଥାଏ ଟକିଏି ରହର  ।  
ଗାଡରି ଇଂଜେି୍   ତଥାପି ଚା ୁଥାଏ । ପ୍ରଥରମ ରଡାର୍ ରଖା ି ଇଂଜେି୍   ବେକର ିରଦ ି । ତାପରର ପି ାଟାକୁ ସଧିାକର ିବରସଇବାକୁ ରଚଷ୍ଟାକ ି 
। ରହର  କଣ ରଦଖି ି! ଭଗବାନ! ତା ମହୁଁ ଆଉ ଦଶୁିନଥାଏ-ଖା ି ରକ୍ତ! ନାକ ପାଟ ିକାନରୁ ମଧ୍ୟ ରକ୍ତଧାର ଛୁଟୁଥାଏ ।  ରସ ଅରଚତ ।  

 ଏରଡବଡ ରଟାକାଟାକୁ ଗାଡ ିଭିତରୁ ପଦାକୁ ଆଣବି ିରକମତି?ି କାେକିାେ ିମଁୁ ରକବଳ ବଡ ପାଟରିର ଡାକୁଥାଏ “ ରହ ଜଗୋଥ!  
ତାକୁ ବଂଚାଅ ତାକୁ ବଂଚାଅ ।” ରାୋରର ଆଖି ପାଇବା ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ଚାହିଁ ରଦଖି ି ରକାଉଠ ିରକହନିାହିଁ । ପେର ମିନଟି ଖରଣ୍ଡ ରଚଷ୍ଟାକର ିତାକୁ 
ଟାଣିଟାଣି ପଦାକୁ ଆଣି ି । ତାକୁ ରସଇଠ ିତରଳ ଶୁଆଇ ରଦଇ ଘରକୁ ଦଉଡ ିଆସ ିି-ରଫାେ୍ କର ିଆମବଲ ାେ୍ ସ  ଡାକବିା ପାଇଁ ।  

 ଘରର ପଶ ିା ପରର ମଁୁ କଂପିବାକୁ  ାଗି ି । ଜାଣିପାର ିି ରର୍ଯ ଗରମ ରପାଷାକ ନପିନ୍ଧ ିଘରୁ ବାହାର ିର୍ଯାଇଥି ି । ରମା ରଦହ 
ମୁଣ୍ଡରର ବରଫ ଜମିର୍ଯାଇଥାଏ ।  

 ଆମବଲ ାେ୍ ସ  ଓ ରପା ିସକୁ ରଫାେ୍  କରସିାର ିତା ପାଇଁ ଖରଣ୍ଡ କମବଳଧର ିପୁଣି ଘଟଣା ସ୍ଥଳକୁ ଦଉଡ ିି  । ରସରତରବଳକୁ  ରସ 
ର୍ଯାଗା ରକ୍ତରର ବୁଡ ିଗ ାଣି ରଦଖି ରମା ଛାତ ିଥରବିାକୁ  ାଗି ା । ରସଇ ଅବସ୍ଥାରର  ପି ାଟାକୁ କମ୍ଭଳରର ରଘାଡାଇ ପକାଇ ଅରପକ୍ଷା 
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କରବିା ଛଡା ଆଉ କଣ କରବି ିଜାଣ ିପାର ିି ନାହିଁ । ଅଳ୍ପ ସମୟ ପରର ରପା ିସ  ଓ ଆମବଲ ାେ୍ ସ   ଆସ ିପହଂଚଗିର  ଓ ରସମାରନ ପି ାଟକୁି 
ରନଇଗର  ।  

 ମଁୁ ଏରତ ଡର ିର୍ଯାଇଥି ି ରର୍ଯ କର ଜ   ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ ଗାଡ ିଡ୍ରାଇଭ୍ କର ି ରି୍ଯବାକୁ ରମାର ସାହାସ ରହ ା ନାହିଁ । ରସ ଦନିର ପରୀକ୍ଷା 
ରଦବା ବେ ରହ ା । ଦନି ସାରା ବାରମବାର ହସପିଟା କୁ ରଫାେ୍    କର ିପି ାଟରି ଅବସ୍ଥା ବୁନୁଥାଏ । ପ୍ରତଥିର ଉତ୍ତର ମିଳୁଥାଏ  -ନା! ରଚତା 
ରଫରନିାଇଁ ।  

 ଦୁଇଦନି ପରର ସକାଳୁସକାଳୁ ଗାଡଟିଏି ଅଟକ ିା ଆମ ଘର ଆଗରର । କଏି ଆସଚିନ୍ତ ିରବା ି ଜାଣବିାକୁ ଆରମ ସ୍ୱମୀ, ସ୍ତ୍ରୀ 
ପଦାକୁ ଆସ ୁି । ଆମକୁ ରଦଖି ବୟସ୍କା ଆରମରକିାେ୍   ଭେମହଳିା ଜରଣ ତାଙ୍କ କାର୍ ରୁ ବାହାର ିଆସରି  । ପାଖକୁ ଆସ ିମରତ କୁରେଇ 
ପରକଇର  ।   

 “ତୁ ଏରଡ ରଛାଟ ନଅିଟଏି! ମଁୁ ରତା ରୁଣ ରକମିତ ିଶୁନବି?ି କହ କଅଣ ମଁୁ କରରିଦଇ ପାରବି ି? ରତାର ଘରସଫା କରରିଦବ,ି 
 େ୍ ରୁ ଘାସ କାଟରିଦବ-ିର୍ଯାହାକହବୁି ସବୁ କରରିଦବ ି। ତୁ ରମା ପୁଅକୁ ବଂରଚଇ ରଦଇଚୁ । ରସ ଏପିର ପିରକ ରପରସଂ୍    । ତାକୁ ଗାଡ ି
ଚର ଇବା ମନା । ମନରି ମନରିର ରସ ଏମତ ିଅରଚତ ରହଇର୍ଯାଏ । ରତାର ିରର୍ଯାଗୁ ବଂଚଗି ା । ରଚତା ରଫର ିାଣ,ି ଭ  ଅଛ ି। ରମାର 
ରସଇ ରଗାଟକି ପୁଅ.. ରତାର ିରର୍ଯାଗ ୁବଂଚଗି ା ରମା ପୁଅ..” ତାଙ୍କ ଆଖିରୁ ଧାରଧାର  ୁହ ରବାହ ିର୍ଯାଉଥାଏ ।  

 ତାଙୁ୍କ ସାନ୍ତ୍ୱନା ରଦବା ପାଇଁ ଆରମ ସ୍ୱାମୀ ସ୍ତ୍ରୀ ଦୁରହଁ ହସ ପିଟା୍  ଗ ୁ ପି ାଟକୁି ରଦଖିବାକୁ ।  ଆମର ପରଚିୟ ପାଇ ପରୂା ମଣୁ୍ଡ ଓ 
ମୁହଁ ସରମତ ବୟାରଣ୍ଡଜ  ରହାଇଥିବା ଏକ ଫାଙ୍କ ଭିତରୁ ପି ାଟରି ଜୁଳୁଜୁଳୁ ଆଖି ରର୍ଯାଡକି କୃତଜ୍ଞତାରର ଉଜ୍ୱଳ ଦଶି ିା । ଭେମହଳିାଙ୍କର 
ବାରମବାର କୃତଜ୍ଞତାର ସ୍ୱର ‘ତୁ ରମା ପୁଅକୁ ବଂରଚଇ ରଦଇଚୁ ’ର ଉତ୍ତରରର ମଁୁ କହ ିି, “ନାଇଁ, ମଁୁ ନୁରହ,ଁ ମଁୁ ନୁରହ.ଁ. ରମା ଜଗୋଥ ତାକୁ 
ବଂରଚଇଚନ୍ତ ି। ମଁୁ କଛି ିକରନି ିଖା ି ତାଙୁ୍କ ଡାକଥିି ି ।”  

 ରସ  ଘଟଣା  ଉପରର ରସତକି ିର ଖିସାରବିା ପରର ରଦଖି ି ନଅିର ଚଠି ିପୂରରି୍ଯାଇଥାଏ ଖା ି  ଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ କଥାରର । 
ର ଖିଥାଏ- ମମି! ନୀଳାେୀ ବହିାର ( ପୁରୀର ଜଗୋଥ ମେରି ମୁୟଜୟିମ୍  ) ଦୁଆର ମହୁଁରର ଷ୍ଟାଣ୍ଡୁ୍    ଉପରୁ ରସଇ ରର୍ଯାଉ ବଶିାଳକାୟ, କ ି
ଧାତୁରର ତଆିର ିରକଜାଣି ରସ  ମେବଡ ଘଂଟାଟା ନୁ ୁଥାଏ,   ର୍ଯାହାକୁ କହନ୍ତ ିପତ୍ତ୍ୁ ଗୀଜ ଘଂଟା ମରନ ପଡୁଚ?ି ରସଇ ଅଦୁ୍ଭତ  ଘଂଟାର 
ଇତହିାସ ରମାର ରସରତରବରଳ ମରନପଡଗି ା ।   ଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ନଁାକୁ ଭୁ୍ କର ିବାରମବାର ଉର୍ଚ୍ଚାରଣକରୁଥିବା ରସଇ ଆରମରକିାେ୍   
ଭେମହଳିାଙୁ୍କ ଚାହିଁ ମଁୁ ମେରି ମୁୟଜୟିମ୍ ର ମୟଗାଜରିେ୍ ର ବାହାରଥିିବା  ପତ୍ତ୍ୁ ଗୀଜ ଘଂଟାର ଇତହିାସ ବର୍ଣ୍ନ୍ା କ ି- 

ରଷାହଳଶ  ଶତାବ୍ଦୀର ଘଟଣା । ରସରତରବରଳ ଭାରତକୁ ବାଣିଜୟ ଆଳରର ଆସୁଥିବା ୟୁରରାପୀୟ ଉପନରିବଶକାରୀଙ୍କ ସାମୁେିକ 
ଅଭିର୍ଯାନର ଆରମ୍ଭ କାଳ । ଜଳଦସୟୁମାରନ ରସରତରବରଳ ଆମର କଳେିର ବାଣିଜୟ ତରୀ ଗୁଡାକୁ ଅକାମୀ କରରିଦବା ଉରେଶୟରର 
ଭୟଙ୍କର ଉତ୍ପାତ କରୁଥାନ୍ତ ି। ରସଇ ସମୟର ରସ ଘଟଣା- । ରସଦନି ରଗାଟାଏ  ପତ୍ତ୍ୁ ଗୀଜ ପା ଟଣା ଜାହାଜ କଳେି ସାଗର ( ରସ ପର୍୍ଯୟନ୍ତ 
ଭାରତ ମାନଚତି୍ରରର ରବ ଅଫ   ରବେ୍ ର ନଁା ର ଖା ରହାଇନଥାଏ), ବାର ଶ୍ୱର କ ି କ ିକତା ବେର ଅଭିମରୁଖ ର୍ଯାତ୍ରା କରୁଥାଏ । ମନ ି
ସମେୁରର ଆରମ୍ଭ ରହ ା ଭୟଙ୍କର ନଡ ରତାଫାନ! ରତାଫାନର ରବଗ ବପିଦଜନକ ରହବା ସହତି ହଠାତ୍   କୟାପରଟେ୍   କ୍ଷୟ କର  ଅନୟ 
ଏକ ସଂପୂର୍ଣ୍୍ ଅଭାବତି ବପିଦ ମଧ୍ୟ ମାଡ ିଆସୁଛ ିତାଙ୍କ ଜାହାଜ ଉପରକୁ । ଏକ ବରିାଟକାୟ ଭୟାନକ ସାମେିୁକ ସପ୍ ପର ିମରନରହଉଥିବା 
ରକୌଣସ ିଏକ ଜନୁ୍ତ ରସଇ ଜାହାଜକୁ କକ୍ଷୟ କର ିଦୂରରୁ ଛୁଟ ିଆସୁଥିବା ରଦଖିପାର ିକୟାପରଟେ୍    କଂିକତ୍ତବ୍ୟବମିୂଢ ରହାଇ ପଡରି  । 
ଜାହାଜର କମଚ୍ାରୀ ମାନଙୁ୍କ ରଡ୍  ଉପରକୁ ଡରକଇ ଆଣ ି ଆଶୁ ବପିଦ ସଂପକ୍ରର ସତକ୍ କରରିଦର  । ସମରେ ଧାଇଁ ଆସରି  ରଡ୍ 
ଉପରକୁ ରକବଳ ଜଣକ ବୟତୀତ । ରସଇ ଜଣକ କୁଆରଡ ଗ ା ରଖାଜା ପଡବିା ପରର ଜଣାଗ ା ରସ ଜରଣ ଭାରତୀୟ ନାବକି ।  ଏ 
ବପିଦ ରବରଳ ରସ ର ାକଟ ିଜାହାଜର ମେ ପାଖରର ଆଖିବୁଜ ିବସଥିାଏ । ତା ହାତରର ଥାଏ ଚତି୍ରପଟ ଭଳ ିକଛି ିରଗାଟାଏ ଛବ ି। ରସ ଭଳ ି
ସାମୂହକି ଆତଙ୍କ ମହୂୁୁ୍ତ୍ତ୍ରର  ଛବଟିାଏ ଧର ି ଆଖିବୁଜ ିନେିିନ୍ତରର ବସଥିିବା ନାବକିଟକୁି ରଦଖି  କୟାପରଟେ୍ ରକ୍ରାଧରର ଜଳଉିଠରି  । 
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ନାବକିର ନଁା ଧର ି  ଚତି୍କାର କର  । ର ାକଟ ିଆଖି ଫିରଟଇ ଚାହିଁ ା । ନବିକିାର ସ୍ୱରରର କହ ିା – “କୟାପରଟେ୍  ! ଏ ରମା ଜାତରି ଠାକୁର  
ଇଷ୍ଟରଦବ ଜଗୋଥ! ରମା ଆତ୍ତ୍ ପ୍ରାଥ୍ନା ର୍ଯଦ ିତାଙ୍କ କାନରର ବାଜଥିିବ ରତରବ ତୁମ ଜାହାଜ ବେିୟ ଏ ବପିଦରୁ ଉଦ୍ଧାର ପାଇରି୍ଯବ ।”  
ଭାରତୀୟ ର ାକଟା ତା ହାତରର ଧରଥିିବା ରସଇ ବଚିତି୍ର ଚତି୍ରପଟକୁ ଚାହିଁ ପତ୍ତ୍ୁ ଗା ର କାରଥା ିକ  ଖ୍ରୀଷି୍ଟୟାନ ସଂପ୍ରଦାୟର ର ାକ ରସଇ 
କପ୍ତାନ ଜଣକ  କଣ ଭାବ ିା ରକଜାଣି! ହଠାତ ତା ପାଟରୁି ବାହାରଗି ା-ରଦଖ !  ର୍ଯଦ ିତମର ଏଇ ଛବଖିଣ୍ଡକ ଆମକୁ ଆଜ ିଏ ରଘାର 
ସଂକଟରୁ ରକ୍ଷା କରରିଦବ ରତରବ  ଆରମ ଆମ ଚର୍ଚ୍ଚ୍  ାଗି ଆଣିଥିବା ସବୁତକ ମୂ ୟବାନ ଧନରତ୍ନ ତୁମର ଏଇ ଠାକୁରଙୁ୍କ ଉପହାର  
ରଦଇରି୍ଯବୁ । କୟାପରଟେ୍   ରଡ୍  ଉପରକୁ ରଫର ିଆସରି  । ଆେର୍୍ଯୟର କଥା । ସାମୁେିକ ରତାଫାନ ରସରତରବଳକୁ  ଦଗି ପରବିତ୍ତନ୍ କର ି
ସାରଥିାଏ । ଏବଂ, ତା ଠାରୁ ଆହୁର ିବସି୍ମୟକର ବୟାପାର ଜାହାଜ ଆଡକୁ ମାଡ ିଆସୁଥିବା ରସଇ କାଳସପ୍ଟ ିମଧ୍ୟ ସମେୁରର କୁଆରଡ 
ଉରଭଇ ର୍ଯାଇଥାଏ । 

 କୃତଜ୍ଞ ପତ୍ତ୍ୁ ଗୀଜ    କୟାପରଟେ୍  ମଧ୍ୟ ତାଙ୍କର କଥା ରକ୍ଷାକର ିଥିର  । ପରୁୀ  ବେରରର ଜାହାଜ  ାଗିବା ପରର ସମେ ଧନରତ୍ନ 
ସହତି ରସଇ ବରିାଟକାୟ ଘଂଟାକୁ ଶ୍ରୀ ଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ରତ୍ନ ଭଣ୍ଡାରକୁ ଦାନ କରଥିିର  । ”  

 ମମ!ି ଏ ଦୃଶୟ ବର୍ଣ୍ନ୍ା କ ା ରବଳକୁ ରମା ରଦହ ତ ରରାମାଂଚତି; କନୁି୍ତ ଆମ ଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ ସହତି ଅପରଚିତି ରସ ଆରମରକିାେ୍   
ଭେମହଳିାଙ୍କ ଆଖିର  ୁହଧାର ସାରା ହସପିଟା୍ ର ଷ୍ଟାଫ ଙୁ୍କ ମଧ୍ୟ ପ୍ରଭାବତି କରସିାରଚି ି ରଦଖି ଆହୁର ିଆେର୍୍ଯୟ ରହ ି । ରଶଷରର ରମା 
ହାତ ଦୁଇଟକୁି ଧରପିରକଇ ଭେ ମହଳିା କହରି , “ ପ୍ରଭୁ ଜଗୋଥଙୁ୍କ ରମାର ପ୍ରଣାମ । ରମା  ାଗି ଆଉ ପରଦ ପ୍ରାଥ୍ନା କର ତାଙୁ୍କ ନଅି - 
ରସଇ ରକବଳ ରମା ପୁଅକୁ ଉଦ୍ଧାର କରରିବ ମଁୁ ଜାରଣ -ଖା ି ଏଇ ଆ୍ ସରିଡଟ୍ ରୁ ନୁରହ,ଁ ତାର ଏ ରପୈତୃକ ରରାଗ ଏପିର ପ୍ ସରୁି .ମଧ୍ୟ 
ଉଦ୍ଧାର କରବିାକୁ ପ୍ରାଥନ୍ା କର ମା ତାଙୁ୍କ...” 

 ରଶଷ ଆଡକୁ ତା ଚଠିରି ଅକ୍ଷରସବୁ ରମା  ୁହଭତ୍ତ ିଆଖିକୁ ନାପସା ଦଶୁିଥାଏ । ରମା ଛାତ ିଭିତରଟା ପରୂରି୍ଯାଇସାରଥିାଏ ।  

 ଧନୟ ରମା ରଦଶ ସାରର ର୍ଯାହଁାରସ ଆଚ୍ଛା, ଧନୟ ରମା ଜଗୋଥ ।  

       ( ଏକ ସତୟ ଘଟଣା )  
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ÒLÐBmÞ jÐkÞ[Ô  

jÊcÞ[ÍÐ `ÐYÑ 

 

ÒLÐBmÞ aÐ ÒLÐ-BmÞ ÒNÐVÐH ỀeÊZÐ [ÐcÞmç L\Ð Ð HkÐe @\à ÒkmÐ Ò]k-Nók 

aÐ Ò]Df Ð `ÊeÑ ctÞeÒe ÒLÐBmÞ-ÒaßLÊ¶ @RÞ Ð ÒaßLÊ¶ LkÞÒm ÒdDÜWÞ LÊ¶Ð _ÐkÞÜ Ð 

d\Ð\àÒe Ac ÒLÐBmÞ-ÒaßLÊ¶Òe LÊ¶Ð aÐ _ÐLÒVLÐ @\àÐ[ç OóZÐ AÒ]ßÐ _ÐkÞÜ Ð ỀeÑ 

ctÞeLÊ dÐD\ÞaÐ dÐ[ÍÑcÐÒ_ HB ÒLÐBmÞ-ÒaßLÊ¶Òe dÐB ÒjWÞ _ÞSe _Ðc, `Þ[Ðe _Ðc 

J SÐ[Þ ÒOÐiZÐ LeÞ\Ð«Þ Ð `¨ÐcÐÒ_ [ÐkÐ ÒmMÞ eM«Þ Ð kÞtÊcÐ_*e ckÐ ^cà`ÑW JXÞhÐe SN_ðÐ\ bËcÞÒe ASÞ 

c^Ô LÐdàÔÒe SÐ[Þ J aÀà Òb] _ÐkÞÜ Ð jcÒª ÒjWÞ jcÐ_ Ð aÞhéÒcß[ÍÑÒe jcÒª HL Ð HkÐ ỀZÞ ÒOÐiZÐ LeÞaÐ 

`ÐBÜ ÒjWÞ @RÞ ÒLÐBmÞ-ÒaßLÊ¶ Ð HkÐ JXÞASÐ[Þe SÑa« aÞhéÒcß[ÍÑe jÕÒL[ Ð ÒLÐBmÞ `lÑ jÕÒN cÞ[Í[Ð LeÞ 

_ÞSe c_bÐa Í̀LÐh LeÊ\ÞaÐeÊ H eQ_ÐÒe JXÞAcÐ_*e aÞhéÒcß[ÍÑ QfZÞ jÕ ỀÀà bÐÒa Í̀LVÞ[ ÒkÐBRÞ Ð 

ÒLÐBmÞ jÐkÞ[Ô ÒLÒa Aec÷ ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ [ÐkÐ jWÞLç bÐÒa SZÐ _ÐkÞÜ Ð cÐLà¨ ]Ðj* "ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞ' 

Í̀ÐQÑ_[c eQ_Ð ÒaÐmÞ @^ÞLÐÕh NÒaiL c[ ]Þ@«Þ Ð N= LÐfe j=Ñ[ QnàÐ ÒkDRÞ HkÐe cËf Ð j=Ñ[ aÞ]ÔÐe 

Í̀au aÐ _ÞawNÑ[ QnàÐeÊ HkÐe Aec÷ Ð HB `Íaue cËf, bÐe[Ñ¯ j=Ñ[ hÐ±Òe akÊ Í̀ÐQÑ_ Ð JXÞA cÐÒ_ 

H\ÞÒe MÊaç Ló[Þ[é Ò]MÐB\ÞÒm Ð `ÍauÒe jaà[Í ÒmÐLNÑ[LÊ j=Ñ[ _Þ¯c ^eÞ aÔÐMÔÐ LeÐdÐBRÞ Ð cÐ[Í JXÞhÐÒe 

ÒjkÞ jée _Þ̄ ce LÍÞ¯ÐN[ÞLÊ aÞªÑÀà LeÞ [ÐLÊ LÐaÔ jÐkÞ[Ôe ÒNÐVÞH @aÞÒo]Ô @=Òe `eÞZ[ LeÐ dÐBRÞ Ð 

ÒmÐLNÑ[LÊ HkÞ`eÞ LeÞaÐe Í̀\c j$f D]Ôc ÒkDRÞ ÒLÐBmÞ QD[ÞhÐ Ð "ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞ' ANeÊ HB ÒLÐBmÞ 

QD[ÞhÐ aÐ Òj`eÞ LÞRÞ \ÞmÐ LÞ _ÐkÞÜ SZÐ_ÐkÞÜ Ð hÐ± Í̀au AÒmÐQ_ÐÒe ÒLÐBmÞ QD[ÞhÐe yÐ_ ÒLaf A]Þc 

_ÊÒkÜ, HkÐ HL Í̀LÐe Í̀[ÞºÞ[ Ð SN_ðÐ\ ]Ðj "@\à ÒLÐBmÞ' ÒmMÞR«Þ Ð Ò[ZÊ [ÐkÐe akÊ Ë̀aàeÊ "ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞ' 

ÒmMÐ ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ Ð  

`qjMÐ afeÐc, @_«, SN_ðÐ\, dÒhÐa« J @QÊÔ[ Í̀Ð¯ HL jc¯e LaÞ \ÞÒm Ð D]¯ LÐkÐZÑ 

@_ÊjÐÒe `q]h h[Le Òhi`Ð]Òe kÞÜ HcÐ_*e AaÞbàÐa Ð ÒiÐXh h[Le ]Þé[Ñ¯ bÐN AXLÊ HcÐ_*e 

Ò]kÐajÐ_ OVÞ\ÞaÐe @_ÊcÐ_ Ð ÒiÐXh h[Ð~Ñe SN_ðÐ\ ]Ðj "ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞ'e aÐMÔÐ ÒmMÞ [ÐLÊ "@\à ÒLÐBmÞ' 

_ÐcÒe @bÞkÞ[ LeÞR«Þ Ð H\ÞeÊ SZÐ dÐH "ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞ' Ë̀aàeÊ eQÞ[ ÒkÐB ÒiÐXh h[Ð~ÑÒe [ÐkÐ jÊ`eÞQÞ[ 

ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ Ð ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞÒe ÒdDÜ bÐiÐ aÔakó[, SN_ðÐ\ ]Ðj*e @\à ÒLÐBmÞÒe @aÞLf ÒjkÞ bÐiÐ Dwó[ Ð 

ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞÒe Òd`eÞ A]Ô Í̀Ð« jef JXÞA eÑ[ÞjÞw LÐaÔ aÔakó[, Òj`eÞ @_Ô LaÞ* eQ_ÐÒe LéQÞ[ç 

Ò]MÐdÐH Ð H\ÞÒe ' ỀH' `eÞaÒrà "Ò`ÐH' aÔakÐe ÒkÐBRÞ Ð Ò`ÐH h~ `ÊeÑSÞmâÐe NÍÐc cÐ_*Òe aÔakó[ 

ÒkÐB\ÐH Ð NbàyÞ[ÞL JXÞA ÒmÐL bÐiÐÒe $fÞ dÞaÐ Lk«Þ (d\Ð H NÐC $fÞmÐZÞ) Ð H L\Ð cÐLà¨ ]Ðj ÒLha 

ÒLÐBmÞÒe aÔakÐe LeÞR«Þ Ð  

"ÒLÐBmÞ $fÞaÐLÊ _ÐkÞÜ Ah, $fÞaÐe $f NmÐ aÐjÊÒ]a `Ðh,  ÒmÐ ÒLÐBmÞ' Ð  

H\ÞÒe jÐ^ÐeZ ÒmÐL aÊTÞaÐ `ÐBÜ  AqfÞL h~e akÊf aÔakÐe LeÐdÐBRÞ Ð hÍÑLó» c\ÊeÐLÊ QÐmÞdÞaÐeÊ dÒhÐ]Ð 

Ề[Í aÞekÒe ÒLÐBmÞLÊ jÒcÐé^_ LeÞ _ÞS kó]¯e ÒhÐL [ÐkÐ ANÒe aÔ¦ LeÊR«Þ Ð HkÞ LeÊZÐcúL OVZÐLÊ 

@amcé_ LeÞ "ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞÞ' eQÞ[ Ð HkÐ ÒNÐVÞH lÊ]Í eQ_Ð ÒkÒm c^Ô H\ÞÒe JXÞhÐe SÐ[Ñ¯ QÞ[Í `Í[Þ$fÞ[ 
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Ð JXÞA Þ̀mÐcÐÒ_ OeÊ ÒLßÐZjÞ Djúa D`mÒl @_Ô yÐ_LÊ dÞaÐ jc¯Òe L³éf mNÐB\Ð«Þ Ð HkÐ "ÒLha 

ÒLÐBmÞ'Òe aÀàÞ[ Ð  

"ÒLÐBmÞ _t Ò]k `ÐhÐÒZ NYÞmÐ, _¯Ò_ L³éf Ò]B eÒ\ ajÐBmÐ ÒmÐ ÒLÐBmÞ'  Ð 

ỀZÞ eÐ[ÞÒe aÐ`Ð cÐ' `ÞmÐ*Ê ÒLÐfÒe ^eÞ Òd`eÞ SkðcÐcÊÜLÊ XÐL«Þ, Òj L\Ð c^Ô H\ÞÒe aÀàÞ[ Ð 

  "ÒLÐBmÞ _ÞhÐ LÐÒf keÞ cÐÒN QÐt, _¯_ ÒVLÞZ [Ð*Ê eÐD \Ð«Þ _t, ÒmÐ ÒLÐBmÞ'  Ð 

HkÞ`eÞ SÐ[Ñ¯ `ÍaórÞ ÒO_Þ jef J mfÞ[ bÐiÐÒe ÒLÐBmÞ eQÞ[ ÒkÐB\ÞaÐeÊ HkÐ jcª*e `ÍÐZ¸hàÑ ÒkÐBRÞ Ð  

"ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞ'LÊ c^Ô QD[ÞhÐ AMÔÐ ]ÞAdÐBRÞ, LÐeZ HkÐe Í̀\c `Ð]e Í̀Ò[ÔL `Ð] ANÒe "L' ]Þé[Ñ¯ 

`]e Í̀Ò[ÔL `Ð] ANÒe "M' HkÞ`eÞ LÍcÐ_é¯Òe QD[ÞeÞÞhVÞ aÔ&_ aÀà aÔakó[ ÒkÐBRÞ Ð cÐLà¨ ]Ðj*e 

"ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞ' e aÔÐMÔÐ SN_ðÐ\ ]Ðj "@\à ÒLÐBmÞ'Òe aÊTÐBR«Þ Ð [Ð* c[Òe HkÐ Ló», LÕj* L\Ð _ÊÒkÜ, 

HkÐ SÑa-@SÑa jcéuÑ¯ L\Ð Ð 

LaÞ h*e ]Ðj j©]h h[Ð~ÑÒe "aÐecÐjÑ ÒLÐBmÞ' eQ_Ð LeÞ\ÞÒm Ð HkÞ ÒLÐBmÞVÞ QD[ÞhÐ _Þ¯cÒe 

eQÞ[ _ÊÒkÜ Ð eÐc a_aÐj jc¯Òe aÐecÐj ^eÞ LÞ`eÞ ÒLìh @_Êba LeÊ\ÞÒa, [ÐkÐ QÞ«ÐLeÞ ÒLßÐhmÔÐ* aÞfÐ` 

"aÐecÐjÑ ÒLÐBmÞ'Òe mÞ`Þaw Ð HkÐ jef bÐiÐÒe HL LeÊZ ejNbàL eQ_Ð Ð H\ÞÒe ÒLßÐhmÔÐ, ÒLÐBmÞ 

ANÒe _ÞSe c_bÐa SZÐDR«Þ Ð JXÞA cÐ_*F Ò]ß_tÞ_ SÑa_ ^ÐeÐ H\ÞÒe Í̀[Þ$fÞ[ ÒkÐBRÞ Ð AhÞé_ cÐjÒe 

]hkeÐ, LÊcÐe `ËÀàcÑ A]Þ akÊ[ `aà `Ðf_ LeÐdÐB\ÐH Ð Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ H\ÞÒe ÒmMÐ ÒkÐBRÞ,  

                  "AhÞéÒ_ QtÍ LÞeZ LeB c_ keZ 

         ÒLÒ[ cÒ[ ÒLÒ[ Djúa LeÐ«Ð OÒe \ÞÒm eOÊeÐZ ÒmÐ ÒLÐBmÞ hÊZ ÒmÐ' Ð 

dÐkÐ @_ÊcÐ_ LeÐdÐDRÞ ÒiÐXh h[Ð~Ñ Ë̀aàeÊ ÒLÐBmÞ eQ_Ð Aec÷ ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ Ð LÞ«Ê HkÐe @ajÐ_ ÒLÒa OVÞmÐ 

SZÐ_ÐkÞÜ Ð aoÐ]Ðj *e LfjÐ ÒNÐVÞH QD[ÞhÐ Ð LÞ«Ê [ÐkÐ ÒLÐBmÞ jÐkÞ[ÔWÐeÊ bÞ_ð Ð ÒmÐLNÑ[e @[Þ jÐ^ÐeZ 

NÑ[e jéeb=ÑLÊ cÐSÞ j$Ð LeÞaÐ "LfjÐ QD[ÞhÐ'Òe Í̀LÐh `ÐB\ÞmÐ Ð jÕNÑ[ hÐ±e Í̀au AÒmÐQ_ÐÒe 

ÒLÐBmÞ QD[ÞhÐe yÐ_ ÒLaf A]Þc _ÊÒkÜ, HkÐ HL`ÍLÐe `Í[ÞºÞ[ Ð  
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`eÞarà_e `ÍN[Þ 

hÍÑ ÒNÐ`Ðf ckÐ«Þ  

 

"Small is beautiful" (ÒRÐVVÞ jÊte) - E.F. Schumacher. 
 

`eÞarà_ QÞe«_, @ce J jaÊÒaÒf j]Ô Ð Òj _ÞÒSkÞÜ [Ðe jó½ÞLràÐ J _ÞÒSkÞÜ [Ðe 

Í̀N[Þ Ð 

 

cÊÜ LkÊ_ÐkÞÜ af] NÐXÞeÊ jÐBLm, ÒemNÐXÞ, cVe NÐXÞ J DXÐSÐkÐSÒe dÐ[Ð¯[ 

LeÞaÐe `eÞarà_ Ð @aÐ ÒjcÞ[Þ @RÞ @jÊcÐeÞ LÞRÞ Ð 

 

cÊÜ LkÊRÞ - N[ Ò$aóAeÑ cÐj Òhi AXLÊ cÊÜ bÐe[ dÐB\ÞmÞ J Ò`eÞmÞ HÒa H`ÍÞm Aec÷Òe Ð HB hÊZ«Ê ÒjB 

@_ÊbÊ[ÞeÊ `Ò]@Ò^ - 

 

@aje Í̀Ð© `ÍÒ$je c&Ê @NÍJéÐmÐ  ÒcÐe auÊ Ð ]ÞmâÑÒe ek«Þ [Ð* cÐ J bDZÑ* jkÞ[ Ð ]ÊB bDZÑ @aÞaÐkÞ[Ð; 

cÐA*e d_ú Ò_B AjÊR«Þ jaÊ]Þ_ `ÐBÜÞ Ð  Ò$Ð_ LeÞaÐeÊ aÐ^Ô LÒm [Ð* OeLÊ dÞaÐ `ÐBÜ Ð `kqÞaÐeÊ 

ÒjðkA]ebeÐ  @bÔ\à_Ð Ð c&Ê*Ê SZÐ@RÞ Òd cÊÜ ckÞfÐ* jh¦ÞLeZ `ÐBÜ ckÞfÐ hÐ«ÞÒj_Ð AÒtÐf_Òe jÕ`ó¦ Ð 

jcª*e, aÞÒhi[Ó cÐA*e SÐZÞaÐLÊ ÒLßÐ[Êkf Òd JXÞhÐÒe HkÐe LÞ LÐc ÒkDRÞ Ð cÊÜ LÞRÞ LkÞmÞ Ð dÞaÐLÊ 

aÐkÐeÞaÐ ÒaÒf HkÞ AÒtÐf_ `ÐBÜ ÒcÐ kÐ[LÊ aYÐB Ò]B\ÞÒm ÒQLçVÞH Ð 

 

cÐnà `Í\c j©ÐkÒe bÊaÒ_héeWÐÒe ckÞfÐ hÐ«ÞÒj_Ðe HL LÐdàÔhÐfÐ ajÞ\ÞmÐ ]ÊB]Þ_ ^eÞ Ð aÞbÞ_ð SÞmâÐeÊ Í̀Ð¯ 

ÒLÐXÞH SZ ckÞfÐ H\ÞÒe ÒdÐN Ò]B\ÞÒm Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ ÒkÒm _ÞS @qfe ckÞfÐ Òj_Ð*e `Í[Þ_Þ^Þ Ð ÒLaf 

ÒjcÐ_*Ê dÞaÐAjÞaÐ Mnà ]ÞAdÐH J ÒjcÐ_*e jÐ^ÐeZ MÐBaÐ J [Òf aÞRZÐ `ÐeÞ ÒhÐBaÐe aÒtÐaª LeÐ 

dÐB\ÐH Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ Aj«Þ `Í[Þaià HÒ[ ]Ëe ANÍke jkÞ[ _ÞS `eÞaÐe J jÕjÐe RÐXÞ, _Þ¾¯ LÞRÞ AhÐÒe Ð  

 

]ÞÒ_ SN[jÞÕk`Êe SÞmâÐe ÒLÐhf NÐÜÒe HL jéÐyÔ hÞaÞee AÒ¯ÐS_ LeÐdÐB\ÞmÐ aÞLÐh VÍ½ SeÞAÒe Ð HWÐÒe 

cÐNZÐÒe Í̀Ð\cÞL jéÐyÔ `eÑlÐ J QÞLÞjúÐe aÒtÐaª 

LeÐdÐB\ÞmÐ bÊaÒ_héeyÞ[ HÒ`ÐÒmÐâ k¸ÞVÐmçe aÞÒhi 

jkÐ¯[Ð ÒdÐNÊÜ Ð ÒLÐhf ]ÊeÒe _ \ÞaÐeÊ ÒLÒ[SZ XÐ¦e 

ÒjéoÐÒjaLbÐaÒe ÒdÐN]Ð_ Ò]aÐLÊ eÐSÞ ÒkÐB\ÞÒm J _ÞSe 

RÐ[ÍRÐ[ÍÑ*Ê jÐ=Òe AZÞ\ÞÒm Ð AM`ÐM NÐÜeÊ HkÞ hÞaÞee 

jÐkdÔ Ò_aÐ `ÐBÜ AjÞ\ÞaÐ Í̀Ð¯ 350 SZ* c^ÔeÊ @^ÞLÐÕh 

\ÞÒm ckÞfÐcÐÒ_ Ð HkÞ Í̀\c\e D]Ôce j$f[Ð Ò]MÞ 

c_Òe BoÐ D*Þ cÐeÊ\ÐH H`eÞ aÔayÐe `Ê_eÐaórÞ LeÐBaÐLÊ 

Ð 

ỀZÞ `kqÞ\ÞmÊ ÒjB SN[jÞÕk Ềe SÞmâÐe NeÐc ÒaÐmÞ AD HL 

NÐÜÒe ÒdDÜWÞ "Ace aÞhéÐj'e ÒLtÍ ÒMÐmÐ ÒkÐBRÞ Ð SZÐhÊZÐ jcÐSLcàÑ eÐ_Ê cÐkÐ«Þ NYÞR«Þ 'Ace aÞhéÐj,' 
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dÐkÐe cÊMÔ DÒ~hÔ ÒkDRÞ @[Þ NeÞa `eÞaÐeLÊ FZ ÒaÐTÒe Ò`iÞ ÒkaÐLÊ _ Ò]aÐ J Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ ckÞfÐcÐ_*Ê 

aÞ_Ð jÊ̂ Òe jéÁ FZ Ò]B (nano-finance ) ÒjcÐ_*e @jÊaÞ^ÐLÊ [Êe« ]Ëe LeÐBaÐ Ð FZ jÊTÐBaÐe 

ÒdÐNÔ[Ð D`Òe aÞhéÐj LeÞaÐ HkÞ DÒ~hÔe cËf]ÊA Ð D¦ DÒ~hÔe LÐdàÔLÐeÞ[Ð H`eÞ cÐ[ÍÐÒe j$f ÒkÐBRÞ 

Òd HkÞ ÒdÐS_Ð aràcÐ_ A$ÍÞLÐÒe `kqÞmÐZÞ Ð NÍÐc ÒLtÍÒe ckÞfÐcÐ_*Ê ÒeÐSNÐe LeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ jÐkÐdÔ 

LeÐdÐDRÞ, aÞÒhi[Ó NÍÐcÔhÞÁbÐaÒe feminine napkins [ÞAeÞ LeÐBaÐ J jÞmÐB hÞMÐBaÐe aÔayÐ 

LeÐB Ð jÕ ó̀¦ jcª*`ÐBÜ HkÐ HL AcúaÞhéÐje `eÑlÐ Ð 

 

ỀeÑ SÞmâÐe ÒXmÐ=Òe ÒaeÒaÐB ÒaÐmÞ NÐAÜ Ð ÒXmÐ=e B[ÞkÐj [ JXÞhÐ B[ÞkÐj jkÞ[ SXÞ[ Ð ÒaeÒaÐB LÞ«Ê 

LkÞa @_Ô `eÞbÐiÐ J ÒmMÞ@RÞ @_Ô HL B[ÞkÐj, dÐkÐ kÊH[ 

@Ò_L*Ê SZÐ Ð HWÐÒe 1938 cjÞkÐ cÐnà 25-31Òe NÐuÑ ÒjaÐ 

jÕOe @^ÞÒah_ ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ, ÒdDÜ\ÞÒe NÐuÑSÑ, LªÊeaÐ, j~àÐe 

`ÒVm, ÒcßÐmÐ_Ð ASÐ]ç, AQÐdàÔ Ló`ÐfÞ_Ñ J JXÞhÐeÊ cÊMÔ[Ó `¨Þ[ 

Ló`ÐjÞuÊ ÒkÐ[Ð, AQÐdàÔ keÞke, ÒNÐ`auÊ ÒQßÐ^ÊeÑ J ecÐÒ]aÑ 

jÒc[ `ÍÐ¯ jÐ[AW kSÐe L®àÑ ÒdÐN Ò]B\ÞÒm Ð ÒjÒ[ÒaÒm 

ÒaeÒaÐB NÐÜ HL ÒRÐVÞA bÐe[eËÒ` `eÞZ[ ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ Ð  

@^ÞÒah_ jcéuÒe ÒNÐVÞH LÐkÐZÑ @RÞ Ð ]ÞÒ_ NÐuÑSÑ jLÐÒf 

aÊmÞaÐ jc¯Òe ÒLÒ[L aÐDÜh aÐXÞ `eÑlÐ LeÊ\ÞaÐ ÒaÒf  

ÒNÐ`auÊ aÐaÊ J AQÐdàÔ keÞke HkÐLÊ Ò]MÞ`ÐeÞÒm Ð jÒ=jÒ= 

]ÊÒkÜ ÒNÐÒV QÞÒ[ Dq jfM aÐXÞVÞH Ò_B [Ð*Ê ÒbVÞ Ò]B\ÞÒm Ð 

Òj aÐXÞVÞÞ 1944Òe kSÞNmÐ ÒdcÞ[Þ bÐe[ [Ð' aÐXÞ keÐBajÞmÐ Ð 

HÒa @^ÞÒah_ ÒkÐB\ÞaÐ yÐ_Òe ÒLaf aÐXÞ^eÐ NÐuÑSÑ*e 

cËràÞVÞH @RÞ Ð aÐLÞ B[ÞkÐj _ÞSàÑa 0 _Þª• Ð 

 

AÒc ÒaeÒaÐB dÐB\ÞmÊ `ÐMÒe \ÞaÐ LªÊeaÐ NÐuÑ _ÔÐj_Ðm' 

ÒcÒcÐeÞHm VÍ½çe ÒNÐVÞH aÐmçaÐXÞLÊ Ò]MÞaÐ `ÐBÜÞ Ð A\ÞàL jcjÔÐ 

`ÐBÜ VÍ½çe jÐkÐdÔ @^ÞL `eÞcÐZÒe LcÐB ]ÞAdÐBRÞ dÐkÐ`ÐBÜ 

jÕyÐ QfÐBaÐ @[Ô« L½Le ÒkÐB`XÞRÞ Ð HkÐe [réÐa^Ð_Òe \ÞaÐ LaÞ[Ð `eÞXÐ H OXÞjuÞ cÊkËràÒe jÕyÐ at 

LeÞaÐLÊ @_ÞoÊL Ð ÒLaf AcúaÞhéÐj J c_e h¦Þ afÒe jÕyÐe `eÞQÐf_Ð LeÊR«Þ Ð 

 

Institute of Mathematics and Applications bÊaÒ_héee QtLÐ dÞaÐ eÐªÐÒe `ÒX Ð cÊÜ dÐB\ÞmÞ aràcÐ_e 

kÐmQÐm SÐZÞaÐLÊ Ð Ò]MÐ ÒkmÐ XÞÒeLçVe* jÐÒ= Ð Òj Lk«Þ ANeÊ Institute NÊeÊ[é Ò]B AjÞ\ÞmÐ 

Mathematics hÞlÐe D_ð[Þ J Í̀jÐe D`Òe Ð HÒa [Ð* jc¯ c^ÔÒe eÞjnà D`Òe NÊeÊ[é Ò]aÐ `ÐBÜ Òj 

LÐcLeÞÒa Ð Òj LkÞÒm Òd _ÞLVÒe jÐ[ SZ faculty _ÞdÊ¦Þ `ÐBaÐe aÒtÐaª ÒkDRÞ Ð LÞ«Ê baÞiÔ[ `ÐBÜ Òj 

QÞ«Þ[ Ð 

 

_Þc§Z `ÐB\ÞmÊ `ÊeÑÒe HL D`_¯_ DjúaÒe ÒdÐN Ò]aÐLÊ Ð `ÊeÑ jcÊ]ÍLËfÒe QÐmÊ\ÞaÐ ÒaÒf kWÐ[ç Ac 

AMÞ TmjÞ DWÞmÐ ALÐh $ÐVÞ `XÞaÐ bfÞ AmÊ@cÐfÐ Ò]MÞ Ð SÐZÞmÊ Òd AÒc WÞL SÐNÐÒe `kqÞRÊ Ð Djúa [ 
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_ÊÒkÜ, cÒkÐjúa Ð AXcéee `eÞcÐZ jÑcÐLÊ aÞ V Þ̀dÞaÐ `eÞ mÐNÊ\ÐH Ð Mae `ÐBmÊ Òd Í̀Ð¯ j[ÊeÞ ml Mnà 

ÒkBRÞ Ð Ò$eÞaÐ eÐªÐÒe `ÊeÑ `Ðe _ ÒkDZÊ Í̀af aiàÐ Aec÷ ÒkÐBNmÐ Ð bÐaÞmÞ Djúa HÒa L@Z ÒkD\Þa ! 

 

AÒc ÒjÐe dÐB\ÞmÊ Ò]Ðf ÒafLÊ Ð JXÞhÑ _ó[Ôe jÊ`ÍjÞwÐ _ràLÑ jÊSÐ[Ð ckÐ`Ð[Í* NÜÐ _Ðc a¯ÐÜ, ÒjÐe `ÐMÒe 

Ð aÐ`ÐcÐ, bÐBbÐDS* jk jcÒª NÐÜLÊ AjÞ\ÐA«Þ e= ÒMfÞaÐLÊ aÞÒhi[Ó NÐÜ WÐLÊe* Òcf_ `ÐBÜ Ð AÒc `kqÞ 

dÐB\ÞmÊ jÊSÐ[Ð `eÞaÐeLÊ ÒbVÞaÐ `ÐBÜ HkÞ hÊb]Þ_Òe Ð jÊSÐ[Ð jkÞ[ AjÞ\ÞÒm SÒZ RÐ[Í J SÒZ $ÍÐ_çjçeÊ 

AjÞ\ÞaÐ SÒZ RÐ[ÍÑ Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ Oe`eÞaÐee SÒZSÒZ ÒaÐmÞ NZÐ dÐD\ÞÒm Ð ANLÐfe ÒLÐWÐOe; RÐ[Òe 

LÐWe LXÞaeNÐ Ð [\Ð`Þ NÐÜ `eÞ Oee QÐmÞQfZÞ Ð aÐ`Ð \ÞÒm jéÐ^Ñ_[Ð jÕNÍÐc jc¯e `ÞmÐ, LkÞ ajÞÒm 

BecÒe  maZ j[ÔÐNÍke LÐkÐZÑ Ð [Ð* Oe \ÞmÐ j[ÔÐNÍkÑcÐ_* dÞaÐeÐªÐe aÞhÍÐc yf Ð ỀZÞ ANÍke jkÞ[ 

ÒcÐÒ[ Ò_BNÒm ^ÐXÞ ^eÞ TÊmÊ\ÞaÐ $VNÊXÞLÊ Ò]MÐBaÐLÊ Ð LkÞaÐe AÒaN J DjúÐkeÊ SÐZÞ `ÐeÊ\ÐH SÑa_e 

B[ÞkÐjLÊ aÐÃÞaÐÒe $ÊVÞ DWÊ\ÞmÐ [Ð*e LÞ`eÞ HL @SZÐ A_t Ð Òj ÒaÐ^kÊH aMÐZÞ \ÐAÒ« @Ò_L Ð  

 

`e]Þ_ jLÐÒf Ac AM`ÐM aÞbÞ_ð NÐÜe ÒmÐÒL eÐ^Ló»*Ê jÊte jSÐ ÒkÐB\ÞaÐ aÞcÐ_Òe ajÐB ÒaÐkÞ AZÞ\ÞÒm  

N[Ð_ÊN[ÞL ÒcfZ `XÞALÊ Ð ÒjWÐÒe QÐmÞmÐ e= ÒMfe ^Êcç^Ðcç Ð HcÞ[Þ e=Òae=Òe cZÞiNÊXÐ*Ê QÞkðÞ kÊH_ÐkÞÜ 

Ð Ò$eÞmÐ aÐVÒe Ac WÐLÊe* LÑrà_ÞA ]f có]= J TÐ& cÐXÒe ckÞ $VÐB `LÐD\ÐA«Þ, HcÐÒ_kÞÜ @_Êba 

Le«Þ Òd ctÞe J WÐLÊe* `aà`aàÐZÑ QÐf_e ]Ð¯Þ[é _ÞSe HL ^ÐcÞàL LràaÔ Ð AD \ÐA«Þ SÞ_ç`ÞuÐ $Ê=ÊfÐ 

Ò]kÒe e¦ ÒaÐkÞmÐ `eÞ e= ÒaÐfÞ ÒVÐLÐ ]Òf Ð LÐ_[XÐ NÑ[ aSÐB ÒjcÐÒ_ _ÐQÊ\Ð«Þ amÞDXç YÜÐQÐLÊ _Lm 

LeÞ, `ÊeÊZÐ `eÕ`eÐ D`Òe A Ê̂_ÞL[Ðe HL h¦ QYÐD bfÞ Ð    

 

Ac NÐÜÒe j& `Òe WÐLÊe Aj«Þ TÊmÞaÐ `ÐBÜ Ð [Ð* `ÐMÒe LÑrà_ kÊH Ð HÒ[ÒafLÊ ÒLaf R@jÐ[ SZ*  

Ò]MÐ Ð LÞ«Ê ]ÊÓM _ÐkÞÜ, ÒjB ÒLBSZ NÐBÒm ỀZÞ ÒjB NÑ[ dÐkÐLÊ AakcÐ_ LÐfeÊ NÐB AjÊR«Þ Ð NÑ[NÊXÞL 

eQ_Ð LeÞ\ÞÒm AceÞ NÐÜe aÐaÐSÑ `]ê QeZ ]Ðj 1915 -16Òe dÐkÐ Í̀LÐh `ÐBRÞ "JXÞ¯Ð LÑrà_ (1c J 

2¯ bÐN)' J "jÕNÑ[ kÐeÐafÑ' akÞÒe Ð akÞNÊXÞL JXÞA jÐkÞ[ÔÒe aÞef, ÒaÐ^kÊH JXÞA LÑrà_ ÒmMÐ 

jÐkÞ[ÔÒe Í̀\c Ð `ÞmÐ]Þ_ L\Ð cÒ_ `LÐB cÊÜ aÞ NfÐTÐXÞ `ÐfÞ Ò]mÞ: @_ÐÒmÐ cÞ[ jÊte F[ÊeÐSLÊ...., hÊbÍ 

TÑ_aÐj Þ̀uÞÒmÐ jS_Ñ... 

 

Ò`Ð`Ê Ac NÐÜe Ð Þ̀mÐ]ÞÒ_ aÐaÐ* `ÐMÒe `YÊ\ÞmÐ Ð `Òe aÔÐ*ç aórÞÒe ekÞ @aje Ò_mÐ Ð NÐÜe DnhÞlÐÒ_aÐ 

ÒcÐVÐÒcÐVÞ jaÊ `ÞmÐ[L aÐkÐÒe ekÞ NÐÜLÊ AÒ]ßÐ Aj«Þ _ÐkÞÜ, d]ÞJ NÐÜÒe jaÊ jÊaÞ^Ð ekÞRÞ Ð LÞ«Ê @`Ëaà L\Ð Òd 

Ò`Ð`Ê bÊaÒ_héeÒe Oe LeÞ jÊwÐ `ÐqR@ cÐj NÐÜÒe LVÐH Ð Òj ]Þ_ cÊÜ LÑrà_ NÐBaÐ ÒaÒf Ò]MÊRÞ `R`ÒV 

ajÞRÞ Ò`Ð`Ê Ð 

 

N¨ÞÒaX ÒjÐe `ÐMeÊ `ÍÐ¯ ÒLÐXÞH LÞÒmÐcÞVe `¾ÞcLÊ Ð Òj @qfÒe XÐ. jÊ Í̀bÐ ]Ðj* Ò`ÍeZÐÒe ÒLÒ[L ckÞfÐ 

HLSÊV ÒkÐBR«Þ ckÞfÐcÐ_*e D_ð[Þ J jcÐSe LÞRÞ jcjÔÐe jcÐ^Ð_ LeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ Ð HkÐeÞ QnàÐ LeÐBaÐ `ÐBÜ 

XÐ. ]Ðj LÞRÞ `ÊeÊi J ckÞfÐcÐ_*Ê XLÐB\ÞÒm Ð cÊÜ c^Ô ÒdÐN Ò]B\ÞmÞ Ð Ò]MÞmÞ ckÞfÐ*WÐeÊ ÒahÞ `ÊeÊi D`yÞ[ 

@R«Þ Ð Í̀\ceÊ jée DWÞ\ÞmÐ _ÞhÐ J c]e @[Ô Þ̂L ]ÊaàÔakÐe L\Ð Ò_B, dÐkÐ $fÒe `eÞaÐeNÊXÞL _½ 

ÒkÐBdÐDR«Þ Ð _ÞhÐ _ÞaÐeZe HL aÞhÞ½ `xÐ ÒkmÐ c]bÐVÞ bÐ=Þ Ò]aÐ Ð HkÐe d\Ð\à[Ð Ò_B AÒmÐQ_Ð ÒkmÐ 

J `ÍÐ¯ ÒLkÞ HkÐe j`lÒe _\ÞÒm Ð ckÞfÐcÐ_*e _ÞS jcéuÒe LkÞaÐ L\Ð ÒkmÐ Òd ÒjcÐÒ_ jÕNWÞ[ ÒkaÐ 

]eLÐe Ð jỀ ÍbÐ ÒLÒ[ jÐ\Ñ `ÐBR«Þ - jÑ[Ð, c&Ê, Òc_LÐ, AD HcÞ[Þ... 
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aÐÒmhée dÐB\ÞmÊ ÒcÐ bDZÑcÐ_*Ê Ò]MÞaÐLÊ Ð aÐVÒe @VLÞ NmÊ Ac jaÞ[Ð `ÐZÞNÍÐkÑ* aÐ`ÐcÐ* Oe `ÐMÒe Ð 

a¯je RÐ`, [\Ð`Þ j«Ê½[Ðe c^Êe[Ð cÊkÜÒe Ð cÐ QÐeÊm[Ð hÐ±Ñ¯ [\Ð JXÞhÑ jÕNÑ[Òe Í̀aÑZÐ Ð ÒaßWL 

OÒe @[Þ _ÞLVÒe kÐeçÒcÐ_Þ¯cçVÞ d_úÒe \ÊA ÒkÐBRÞ ÒdcÞ[Þ jaÊÒaÒf aÔakÐe ÒkDRÞ Ð cÊÜ cÊkÜ ÒMÐmÞ LkÞ 

`LÐBmÞÞ - A`Z ÒNÐVÞH NÑ[ ÒaÐmÞÒaLÞ ? aÞ_Ð LÊ¶Ð J A`rÞÒe ajÞNÒm, LkÞÒm "JXÞhÑ NÐBaÞ' Ð cÊkÜ ÒMÐmÞmÐ 

`Òe Òj L¶ J Òj jée \ÞmÐ jéNàÑ¯ ... AD cÊÜ VÞLÞH ajÞ dÐB\ÐA«Þ LÞ ? 

 

j&Òe aÐÒmhée LfÞ=  ÒkÐÒVmçÒe ajÞ\Ð«Þ cÐ[Í jÐ[SZ Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ "bm LaÞ[Ðe ÒMÐS' LkÞ @¨ÐfÞ ÒkD\ÐA«Þ 

HL aÞeÐV jé ð̀ Ò_B - `ÍLó[Òe [Ð*e ÒRÐVÞA ]fVÞ HkÞ _ÐcÒe SZÐ Ð ÒcÐÒ[ XÐLÞ\ÞÒm LÐkÞÜLÞ ÒLSÐZÞ, cÊÜ 

dÐB\ÞmÞ Ð ÒjWÐÒe \ÞÒm @nà_Ð e\ Ð [Ð*e J [Ð* jéÐcÑ aÍkê_Ð\ e\* ÒmMÐ "[ÊÒc J cÊÜ ' LaÞ[Ð akÞVÞ Òj 

ÒcÐÒ[ Ò]B\ÞÒm Ð akÞÒe "$NÊZ' hÑiàLÒe @RÞ ÒRÐVÞA LaÞ[ÐVÞH - cÐfÑ NRÊ ÒMÐÒS $Êm ÒMÐÒS_Ð $NÊZ, 

$NÊZ AjÞÒm LÞ«Ê $Êm ÒMÐÒS Ò`Íc Ð aÐjç Òj[ÞLÞ - 

 

bÊaÒ_héeeÊ ]ÞÒ_ Ò$Ð_ç AjÞmÐ, 'aÐ`Ð A`Z*Ê MÒ¨ akÞ Ò]Òa' Ð SÐZÞmÞ Òd ÒjcÐÒ_ ÒcÐe jÕ`LàÑ¯ ÒkÒa Ð  

LÞ akÞ J LÐkÞÜLÞ ÒcÐÒ[ Ò]Òa HcÞ[Þ bÐaÊ\ÞaÐ ÒaÒf akÞVÞ `kqÞmÐ  - 'Subjective Science' dÐkÐe 

ÒmML ÒkÒm he[ LÊcÐe ckÐ«Þ Ð Òj B&Þ_Þ̄ e \ÞÒm Ð jaÊÒaÒm QÞ«Ð LeÊ\ÞÒm Í̀Ló[Òe aÐªaÞL[Ð aÐ j[Ô[Ð 

L@Z Ð Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ Òj QÐLÞeÞeÊ Sm]Þ @aÔÐk[Þ Ò_B aÞsÐ_ J ]hà_e aÞbÞ_ð aÞbÐNe [\Ô SÐZÞaÐLÊ mÐNÞÒm Ð 

H`eÞ @NÐ^ @^Ô¯_ J @_ÊhÑf_e $f \ÞmÐ HkÞ akÞVÞ dÐkÐ jkS _ÊÒkÜ `YÞaÐLÊ Ð he[aÐaÊ Lk«Þ HkÐ sÐ_e 

HL _Ë[_ ]ÞN Ð H`eÞ @jÐ^ÐeZ akÞVÞe NËY[é LZ ?  

 

JXÞhÐÒe c] J _ÞhÐ aÞeÊwÒe AÒtÐm_ MÊa ÒSÐeÒe QÐmÞRÞ, aÞÒhi[Ó "_ÞhÐ _ÞaÐeZ @bÞdÐ_' @_ÊºÐ_ ]éÐeÐ Ð 

HkÐe Ò_[ó[é Ò_BR«Þ  

`]ê QeZ _Ð¯L Ð [Ð*Ê aràcÐ_ 91 aià Ð [Ð* jkÞ[ ÒdÐN Ò]BR«Þ @`ÀàÐ _Ð¯L Ð cÊÜ ÒbVÞ\ÞmÞ ÒjcÐ_*Ê Ð 

[Ð*e LkÞaÐe L\Ð: c] J _ÞhÐ Ac `ÞmÐ, `eÞaÐe, Ò]h jaÊLÊ _½ LeÊRÞ Ð jeLÐe*e H\ÞeÊ ÒdÒ[ A¯ 

[ÐWÐeÊ ÒahÑ Mnà _ÞhÐe @`aÔakÐeeÊ ÒkD\ÞaÐ jéÐyÔ kÐ_Þ J jÐcÐSÞL l[Þ `ÐBÜ Ð Oe RÐXÞaÐ ÒaÒf `]ê QeZ 

aÐaÊ ÒcÐÒ[ Ò]B\ÞÒm [Ð* ÒmMÐ akÞ "[\Ð`Þ cÊÜ ÒmÒM' Ð   

 

BÕeÐSÑ Í̀Ò$jeç [ÍÞÒmÐQ_ cÞhÍ ÒcÐÒ[ aÐÒmhéeÒe `YÐB\ÞÒm J ÒcÐe SÒZ aÞhÞ½ hÊbÐLÐÕlÑ Ð Òj ÒcÐ 

aÐaÐ*e RÐ[Í \ÞÒm [Ð* NÐÜÒe Ð cÊÜ ÒdÒa JXÞhÐ dÐH [Ð*Ê Ò]MÐ LeÞ\ÐH jéÐcÑ, ±Ñ*e ÒjðkA]eeÊ LÞRÞ `ÐBaÐ 

`ÐBÜ Ð H\e Ò$Ð_ LmÐeÊ SÐZÞmÞ N[aià [Ð*e Ò]kÐ« ÒkÐBRÞ Ð ÒjÒ[ÒafLÊ [Ð*Ê 92 aià Ð LÞ«Ê cÊÜ kWÐ[ç cÒ_ 

LmÞ ÒdcÞ[Þ LÞRÞ keÐB ajÞmÞ Ð @ahÔ cÊÜ dÐB `ÐeÞ _ \ÞmÞ N[aià Ð BÕeÐSÑ RXÐ [ÍÞÒmÐQ_aÐaÊ*e jÕ²ó[Òe 

c^Ô `Ð¨Þ[Ô \ÞmÐ Ð Mae `ÐB cÊÜ [Ð* OeLÊ dÐB\ÞmÞ Ð ÒjWÐÒe [Ð* jÐ_ÒaÐkÊ jÐeç*e Òhi ÒmMÐ akÞM¨L 

Ò]MÐBÒm - Sanskrit, Language and Learning Ð  

 

jÊaÞMÔÐ[ L¶hÞÁÑ @l¯ ckÐ«Þ*Ê LÞH _ SÐÒZ Ð [Ð*e MÔÐ[Þ aYÞaÐ Aec÷ ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ 1955 cjÞkÐ `Òe`Òe 

ÒLÒ[NÊXÞH _ËA^eZe NÑ[ NÐB - ÒcÐ e=m[Ð FiÞRÞ... LÞH `ÞuÞ\ÐH jÊ_ÐQÊXÞ jÒ[... V`çV`ç ÒOÐXÐ QÐÒm ... -

HL _ËA ^eZe ÒmÐLNÑ[ dÐkÐ D`Òe A^Ê_ÞL[Ðe MÐ`MÐBmÐ bfÞ RÐ` Ð eÞµÐaÐmÐ, LÒmS Þ̀mÐ* cÊkÜÒe @aÐ 

aSÐekÐVÒe MÐmÞ ÒjB NÑ[ Ð JXÞA NÑ[Þ jÐkÞ[ÔÒe HB _Ë[_[éLÊ NYÞ\ÞÒm _ÞS LmceÊ NÑ[ÞLÐe `Ð\à jÐe\Ñ 
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ckÐ`Ð[Í Ð @LÐf có[ÊÔ [Ð*Ê cÐ[Í 43 aià a¯jÒe VÐZÞ Ò_B\ÞmÐ, [Ð jkÞ[ [Ð*e NÑ[ÞLÐe _Ðc mÞbÞdÐB\ÞmÐ 

ÒdcÞ[Þ jaÊ]Þ_ `ÐBÜ Ð LÞ«Ê 41 aià `Òe [Ð*Ê chÐZÞ `]ÐeÊ ÒVLÞAZÞ ÒLÒ[ WÞA LeÐB\ÞÒm LVLe 

h[ÐvÑba_Òe `Ð\à jÐe\Ñ jêó[ÞDjúa `Ðf_ LeÐB Ð cÊÜ DjúaÒe ÒdÐN Ò]B\ÞmÞ Òj ]Þ_, ÒdDÜWÞ aÞ S_ê ÒkmÐ 

' Í̀ZÐc `Ð\à jÐe\Ñ' akÞVÞ J `Ð\à* ªÍÑ TeZÐ Í̀Ðec÷ÞL jÕNÑ[VÞ NÐB\ÞÒm `Ð\à* ÒmMÐ - eÐ^ÞLÐ ÒcÐk_ HÒa 

`Ð][Òf _Þ@ XÐLÞ...  

 

 

A]ÞaÐjÑcÐÒ_ Ò]he LÞRÞ ÒaÐmÞ NZÐ dÐA«Þ _ÐkÞÜ LkÞÒm QÒf Ð @QÊÔ[ ]Ðj J [Ð* ±Ñ aÞ]ÔÐÒ]aÑ eÐ¯NXÐe 

LÐhÑ ỀeÒe ÒjcÐ_* ÒcfÒe ekÞR«Þ aiàaià ^eÞ, aÞÒhi[Ó ckÞfÐ J `ÞmÐcÐ_*e D_ð[Þ LeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ Ð Òj\ÞmÐNÞ 

@NÍNÐcÑ ÒaÐmÞ jÕyÐVÞH NYÞR«Þ Ð @ahÔ ÒjcÐ_*e DnhÞlÐ dÒ\½ \ÞmÐ @_ÔcÐ_* `eÞ jéof SÑa_ 

aÞ[ÐBaÐLÊ Ð MÐjLeÞç A]ÞÞaÐjÑ ckÞfÐcÐ_*Ê AMÞÒe eMÞ cÊÜ ÒjcÐ_*Ê ÒbVÞ\ÞmÞ ckÞfÐ hÐ«Þ Òj_Ð J @NÍNÐcÑe 

ÒdÐNÐÒdÐN LeÐBaÐLÊ Ð 

 

JXÞAbÐiÐLÊ aqÐBaÐ J jcówÞhÐfÑ LeÐBaÐe ÒQ½Ð [ @Ò_L Ð Òj ]Þ_ HLÐcÍ kÐVÒe Ò]MÐ ÒkmÐ jc÷Ða_Ð 

ÒaÐmÞ @_ÊºÐ_ dÐkÐe DÒ~hÔ ÒkDRÞ aÞÒhi LeÞ JXÞhÐe `eÕ`eÐLÊ aqÐB eMÞaÐ ckÞfÐcÐ_* Ò]B Ð Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ 

bÊaÒ_héeÒe ÒhÍº JXÞAZÑ Í̀[ÞÒdÐNÑ[Ðe AÒ¯ÐS_ LeÞR«Þ H`ÍÞm `kÞmÐWÐeÊ QD] [ÐeÞM `dàÔ« Ð H\ÞÒe 

cÊeÊS, ÒTÐVÞ, h<$Ê*Ð, kÊfkÊfÞ, ÒeÐÒiB sÐ_, YNYcÐfÞ bÐiÐ sÐ_, ỀeÐZ AaórÞ B[ÔÐ]Þe `eÑlÐ Òka Ð [Ð 

RXÐ hÞhÊ-LÞÒhÐe JXÞA jéÐbÞcÐ_e Í̀[ÞÒdÐNÑ[Ð @RÞ Ð cÊÜ ajÞ\ÞaÐÒaÒf ]ÊBSZ ckÞfÐ AjÞ Í̀[ÞÒdÐNÑ[ÐÒe ÒdÐN 

Ò]aÐ`ÐBÜ _Ðc Ò]BNÒm Ð bÐaÊ\ÞmÞ NÐÜe `ÐmÐ L\Ð, cÐfcÐf English medium ²Êm L\Ð Ð 

 

LVL SÞmâÐe XÐfÞÒdÐXÐ L Þ̀fÐjÒeÐX Ò½j_WÐeÊ `ÍÐ¯ 30 LÞÒmÐcÞVe `¾ÞcLÊ Ð ÒjWÐÒe @eaÞt @le AhÍc 

@RÞ Ð H @qme ÒmÐL @^ÞLÐÕh A]ÞaÐjÑ aÐ ]fÞ[ ÒhÍZÑe Ð AhÍc kÐB²ÊmçÒe HcÐ_* Þ̀mÐ `Y«Þ Ð AhÍce 

QÐi$jm ÒNÐeỀ Ðf_WÐeÊ Aec÷ LeÞ dÐa[Ñ¯ LÐc HkÞcÐÒ_ kÞÜ Le«Þ Ð ÒLÒ[L hÞlL HB NÐÜe Þ̀mÐ Ð AM`ÐM 

NÐÜNÊXÞLe D_ð[Þ @Ò_L `eÞcÐZÒe AhÍc D`Òe _Þbàe LÒe Ð cÊÜ dÐB\ÞmÞ Òj @qfe aÞLÐh `ÐBÜ ÒNÐVÞH 

ÒdÐS_Ðe Í̀ªÐa Ò]aÐLÊ, aÞÒhi LeÞ NÍÐcÔ cÒXmç mÐBÒaÍeÑ, `ÐZÞe jÊaÞ̂ Ð J jq¯,, ÒjßÐe h¦Þe aÔakÐe J 

ckÞfÐ jh¦ÞLeZ jcéuÒe - HL jÕlÞ© `ËÀàÐ= ÒdÐS_Ð Ð AhÍce ÒjÒLÍÒVeÑ ^eZÑ `Ðf H\ÞÒe eÐSÞ ÒkÒm Ð 

[Ð*e aÞhéÐj Òd HkÐ NÐÜ ÒmÐL* jÐkdÔÒe LÐcÒe jc÷a Òka Ð  

 

@_ÊÒNÐfÒe aÐSÞ eÐD[ RÐ[ÍÐaÐje [réÐa^Ð_Òe @R«Þ Ló»Ð ckÐ«Þ Ð  ÒcÐe ÒjWÐLÊ dÞaÐe \ÞmÐ Ð _ dÐB 

`ÐeÞaÐeÊ Òj jÐcÐ_Ô @jÊy \ÞÒm aÞ MÊa jLÐfÊ ÒVÍ_ç ^eÞ AjÞ `kqÞ NÒm Ð a¯j [Ð*e @hÑ `ÐMÐ`ÐMÞ Ð ÒcÐÒ[ 

MeÐ` mÐNÞ\ÞmÐ, [Ð*e Òjðk J hÍwÐ `ÐBÜ cÊÜ Ló[s Ð AÒc jÐ\Ñ ÒkÐB dÐB\ÞmÊ JXÞhÐ M]Þ ÒaÐXà @$ÞjçLÊ Ð 

ÒaÐ^kÊH Òj yÐ_VÞ _ÞA dÐB\ÞmÐ NÐuÑ QÞ«Ð^ÐeÐe ÒLßÐZjÞ NW_cËfL LÐcÒe mNÐBaÐ `ÐBÜ Ð ]ÊBaià `ËÒaà cÊÜ 
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`YÞ\ÞmÞ ÒjWÐÒe NÐuÑ cÊÔSÞ@cç LeÞaÐe ÒdÐS_Ð QÐmÞRÞ, LÞ«Ê HÒa hÊZÐ dÐDRÞ [ÐkÐ jêÐVà jÞVÞe @Õh Òka ÒaÐmÞ 

Ð 

 

hÊZÞÒm [ ? A`Z* Ò^ßdàÔ `ÐBÜ ^_ÔaÐ] Ð LZ bÐaÊR«Þ A`Z ? 

 

`eÞarà_ akÊcÊMÑ Ð D`e VÞLÞVÞLÞ LÐkZÑ(@aÐ OVZÐ)NÊXÞL LZ jÒ[ [Ðe aÞbÞ_ð eË` ? ÒjNÊXÞL MÐ`RXÐ _Ð 

LÞRÞbÐaÒe jÕ ó̀¦, LÞRÞ [\Ô @RÞ Òj\ÞÒe ? HcÐÒ_ `eÞarà_e `eÞZÐc _Ð A^Ðe _Ð Í̀[ÑL ? HcÞ[Þ [ NYÐ 

ÒkÐB QÐmÞRÞ @SjÍ LÐkZÑ Ð [Ðe LÞRÞ cÐÒ_ @RÞ ? 

 

cÊÜ QÐmÞRÞ jcÊ]ÍLËfe ^ÐÒe^ÐÒe Ð ÒNÐÒVB QÐmÞRÞ b=Ð QÞ[ÞeÞA hÐcÊLÐ, SLSL cÐeÊ\ÞaÐ VÞLÞ e=Ñ_ `\e aÐ 

AD LÞRÞ Ð AMÞ `ÐD _ÐkÞÜ H LËfe @« ÒLDÜWÞ, Ò$eÞ `RLÊ QÐkÞÜÒm ÒLDÜWÊ AjÞmÞ [Ð `rÐ aÞ `ÐD _ÐkÞÜ Ð ÒLaf 

cÊÜ ÒNÐÒVB QÐmÞRÞ ÒjB QÊ_ÞQÊ_Þ @_Ða_Ð Ò]MÞaÐLÊ bÞ_ðbÞ_ð "L@Z' NÊXÐLÊ dÐkÐ `eÞarà_e HL cÊkËràe `Í[ÑL Ð 

ÒjNÊXÞLÊ ÒSÐXÞajÞmÞ H`ÐM Òj`ÐM M&Þ, Ð ÒLÒa ÒLcÞ[Þ M&ÞÒm jÊteÞA c_ÒmÐbÐ Ò]MÐdÐH - aÐÓ LÞ aÞQÞ[Í Ð  

 

aÞbÞ_ð[Ð S_ê _ÞH `eÞarà_eÊ Ð aÞbÞ_ð[Ð bÞ[Òe jc[ÐLÊ @_Êba LeÞ `ÐeÞÒm ILÔe jó½Þ kÊH aÞbÞ_ð[ÐLÊ _½ _LeÞ 

(unity in diversity) Ð _ÒQ[ aÞbÞ_ð[Ð HL @_Ða_Ð @fÞAN]Ð Ð [ÐLÊ jSÐXÞaÐLÊ Òka, a]fÐBaÐLÊ `XÞa 

jc[Ð ÒkaÐLÊ (uniformaization of diversity) |     
 

HkÞ OVZÐNÊXÞL aÞ  aÞhéeË`Ñ `eÞarà_e NbàÒe Ð 

 

 

 

 

hÍÑ ÒNÐ`Ðf ckÐ«Þ LÐ_ÐXÐe JÒÃeÞJ `ÍÒ]hÒe \ÞaÐ A*Ð½eç jkeÒe aÐj Le«Þ  Ð 
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ଭିନ୍ନ ଏକ ପ୍ରତୀକ୍ଷା 
ସୂ ୂ୍ର୍ଯମୟସ୍ନାତା ରଥ 

ଥରର ପାକର୍ର ତାଙ୍କ ସାରେ ରଦଖା ରହାଇଥି । ।  କଛି ିରଗାରଟ ରଖାଜୁଥିବାର ରଦଖି ି। 
ଚା ୁ ଚା ୁ ପଚାରରିଦ ି ''ମାଉସୀ, କ'ଣ ରଖାଜ ିପାଉ ନାହାନ୍ତ ିକ ି?'' ରମାଟା ଚଷମା ତଳୁ 
ରଦଖିର  ରସ । କହରି  ''ହ ଁରର ମା, ରମାବାଇ୍ଟା ପରକଇରଦ ି ରବାରଧ । ପ।ଉନ ି।'' 
''ରୁହନୁ୍ତ, ମଁୁ ରଦଖଛୁ'ି'। ଏତକି ିକହ ିମଁ ୁରଖାଜବି।ରର  ।ଗି ି । ରସଇ ପ।ଖ ବୁଦାରୁ ହିଁ ମିଳଗି ା 
ରଫାେ୍ । ରଦଖ ୁରଦଖ ୁବହୁତ ଖସୁ ିରହାଇଗର  । କହରି  ''ଧନୟବାଦ ନଅି । ରମା ଆଖିକୁ ତ 
ଭ ରର କଛି ିରଦଖା ର୍ଯାଉନ ି। ରମା ନଅିର ରଫାେ୍ ଆସବିା ସମୟ ରହାଇ ର୍ଯାଇଥି ା । 
ବରିଦଶରର ରରହ ରସ । ରମାବାଇ୍ଟା ନ ମିଳଥିିର  ବହୁତ ବୟେ  ାଗିଥାନ୍ତା ।'' 

ମାଉସୀ ରସଇ ଜାଗାରର ହିଁ ପ୍ରାୟ ରଦଖା ହୁଅନ୍ତ ି। ବହୁତ ରସ୍ନହୀ ମଣିଷ । ତାଙ୍କ ସାରେ କଥା 
ରହବାକୁ ଭ   ାରଗ ।  ଆପଣାର ମରନ ହୁଅନ୍ତ ି। ସବୁରବରଳ ହସ ହସ ମୁହ ଁ। ନଜିର ରୁ୍ଯବତୀ 
ରବରଳ ନେିୟ ଖବୁ୍ ସୁେରୀ ଥିରବ ରସ । ବୟସର ରରଖା ତାଙ୍କ ରଚରହରାକୁ ର୍ଯାହା ଟରିକ ମଳନି 
କର ିରଦଇଛ ି। ମଉସା ବ ିଆସନ୍ତ ିରକରବ ରକରବ ମାଉସୀଙ୍କ ସାରେ । ରସ କନୁି୍ତ ଏରତ ରମଳାପୀ ନୁହନ୍ତ ି। ଟରିକ ଗମ୍ଭୀର  ାଗନ୍ତ ି। ମାଉସୀ 
ତାଙ୍କ ପାରଖ ବସ ିରଫାେ୍ ରର ଗପନ୍ତ ିନଅି ସାରେ । ମଉସାଙ୍କ ମୁହ ଁସାମାନୟ ପରବିତ୍ତନ୍ ହୁଏନା । ଆେର୍୍ଯୟ  ାରଗ ମରତ । ଥରର ରମା 
ସାରେ ମଉସାଙ୍କର ପରଚିୟ କରରଇ ରଦର  ମାଉସୀ । କହରି  ''ଏଇ ନଅିଟରି ନଁା ଅସୀମା । ଆମ 'ତଥିି' ପର ିରଦଖ। ର୍ଯାଉନ ି? ରସମିତ ି
 ମବା ନାକ ଆଉ ବଡ ବଡ ଆଖି । ଏଇ ପାଖରର ରରହ ପିଜରିର । ଚାକରି ିକରୁଛ ିରଗାରଟ ବଡ କପର୍ାନୀରର । ତାକୁ ରଦଖିର  ମରତ ବହୁତ 
ଭ   ାରଗ । ମା' ରର ରବଳ ପାଇର  ରକରବ ଆମ ଘରକୁ ଆସ ।'' 

ମାଉସୀଙ୍କ ବାରମବାର ଆମନ୍ତ୍ରଣକୁ ଏରଡଇ ନପାର ିରକରବ ରକରବ ରବବିାର ରଦଖି ମଁ ୁତାଙ୍କ ଘରକୁ ରି୍ଯବା ଆରମ୍ଭ କ ି । ଘରକୁ ରବଶ 
ସୁେର କର ିସରଜଇ ଥାନ୍ତ ିରସ । ସବୁ ଆରଡ ତାଙ୍କ ନଅିର ଫରଟା । ରବଶ ସୁେର ତାଙ୍କ ତଥିି । ପୂରା ମାଉସୀଙ୍କ ପର ି। କହୁ କହୁ ଦରିନ 
ମାଉସୀ କହରି , ''ବାହାଘରର ବହୁତ ବଷ୍ ପରର ରର୍ଯରତରବରଳ ବାପା ମା' ରହବାର ସବୁ ଆଶା ଆରମ ହରରଇ ବସଥିି ୁ, ରସରତରବରଳ 
ଦରିନ ଭଗବାନ ଆମ ରକାଳକୁ ରଦର  ତଥିି । ଆମ ଜୀବନକୁ ଖସୁରିର ଭରରିଦ ା ରସ । ପି ାଟ ିଦନୁି ପାଠ, ରଖଳ, ଗୀତ, ନାଚ ସବୁଥିରର 
ଆଗୁଆ  ରସ । ଆଉ ଟରିକ ଜଦିଆି ବ ି। ବହୁତ ରଗହ୍ଲାକର ିରଦଇଚୁ ନା ଆରମ । ଏଇ ରଦଖନୁୁ । ୨୬ ପୂର ି୨୭ ଚା ି ାଣ ି। ବାହା ରହବା 
ପାଇଁ ଜମା ରାଜ ିରହଉନ ି। ସବୁ ପ୍ରୋବକୁ ମନା କର ିରଦଉଚ ି। କ'ଣ କରବି ିଏଇ ନଅିଟାକୁ ମଁୁ । ଏରବ ପଣୂ ିଆରମରକିା ର୍ଯାଇଚ ିରପ୍ରାରଜକର 
କାମରର । ଆସ ୁଏଇ ଥର । ହାତକୁ ଦ ିହାତ କରକି ିହିଁ ଛାଡବି ି।''  ନଅି କଥା କହ ିା ରବରଳ ମାଉସୀଙ୍କ ପାଟ ିରକରବ ଅଟକ ିର୍ଯାଏନ ି। 
ତାର ସବୁ କାହାଣୀ ସରତ ରର୍ଯମିତ ିତାଙ୍କ ଜଭି ଅଗରର ଥାଏ । 

ମାଉସୀଙ୍କର ହାତ ତଆିର ିଖାଇବା ଥରର ଖାଇର  ପାଟରୁି ଛାଡବିନ ି। ଥରର ର୍ଯାଉର୍ଯାଉ ରସ ରଟବୁ୍ ଉପରର ସରଜଇରଦର  
ପୂରଦଆି ମଣ୍ଡା, ରଛନାରପାଡ, କ୍ଷୀର,ି କାକରା । ''ଆରର ମାଉସୀ, ଆଜ ିକଛି ିଖାସ କ ି?" ପଚାର ିି ମଁୁ । ''ଆଜ ିଆମ ତଥିିର ଜନମଦନି ତ । 
ରସଥିପାଇଁ ତା ମନ ପସେର ଜନିଷି ସବୁ ବରନଇଚ ି। ଖାଇକ ିରଦଖ ନଅି । ରକମିତ ିରହଇଚ ି।'' ହସହିସ ିକହରି  ମାଉସୀ । ଭାବ ିି, 
ସତରର ରକରତ ମିସ କରୁଚନ୍ତ ିନଅିକୁ ରସ । 

କାମରର ବୟେ ରହ ିବହୁତ ଦନି ରହ ା ମାଉସୀଙ୍କ ସାରେ ମଁୁ ରଦଖା କର ିପାର ିନଥି ି । ଅଚାନକ ଦରିନ ସଂଧ୍ୟାରର ମଉସାଙ୍କ ନମବରରୁ 
ରଗାରଟ କ୍ ରଦଖି ତାଙ୍କ ଘର ଆଗରର ହିଁ ଓରହ୍ଲଇ ଗ ି ମଁ ୁଅରଟାରୁ । ରଦଖି ି, ତା ା ପଡଚି ି। ସାରେ ସାରେ ମଉସାଙୁ୍କ କ୍ କର ିଜାଣି ି 
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ରର୍ଯ ରସ ଅଛନ୍ତ ିହସି୍ପଟା୍ରର । ମାଉସୀ ଆଡମି୍ ରହାଇଛନ୍ତ ି। ମନଟା ରକମିତ ିରକମିତ ି ାଗି ା । ଟରିକ ବ ିରଡର ିନକର ିହସି୍ପଟା୍କୁ 
ମୁରହଁଇ ି ମଁ ୁ। ର୍ଯାଇ ରଦଖି ି ମଉସା ତଳକୁ ମୁହ ଁରପାତ ିବସଛିନ୍ତ ିଆଇ.ସୟୁି. ବାହାରର । ମରତ ରଦଖି ଉପରକୁ ଧୀରର ଧୀରର ଚାହିଁର  
ଆଉ କହରି  ''ଭ  କ ୁ ମା' ଆସଗି ୁ । ମାଉସୀର ରବ୍ରେ୍ ହାମରରଜ ରହାଇଛ ି। ରକଉ ଁମୁହୂତ୍ତ୍  ରର ଚ। ିରି୍ଯବ ହୁଏତ !!'' କହୁକହୁ 
ରକାହରର ଅଟକଗି ା ଶବ୍ଦ ତାଙ୍କର । ଅମାନଆି  ୁହକୁ ରରାକ ିପାରୁ ନଥି ି ମଁୁ । ବହୁତ କଷ୍ଟରର ପଚାର ିି ''ମଉସ।, ତଥିି ରକରତରବରଳ 
ଆସୁଚ ି? ଆରମରକିାରୁ ଆସବିା ପାଇଁ ଟରିକ ସମୟ ତ ନେିୟ  ାଗିବ'' । 

''କଏି ଆସବିରର ମା' ? ତଥିି ? ରସ ତ ଚା ି ର୍ଯାଇଚ ି୩ ବଷ୍ ତରଳ ! ରସଇ ଅରଫରା  ଦୁନଆିକୁ ! ବମିାନ ଦୂଘ୍ଟଣା ରନଇର୍ଯାଇଚ ି
ତାକୁ ରସପାରକୁି ସବୁଦନି ପାଇଁ । ମାଉସୀ ରତାର ରସଦନୁି ପାଗଳ ି। ଆଜରି୍ଯାଏ ଁମାନ ିପାରନି ି। ତାକୁ  ାଗଚୁ,ି ନଅି ତା'ର ରଫର ିଆସବି । 
ଘଣ୍ଟା ଘଣ୍ଟା ଧର ିନଜି ସାଂରଗ ଗପି ଭାବୁଚ ିନଅି ସାଂରଗ ଗପୁଛ ି। ଆଉ ନରକା ପାରଖ ଅରପକ୍ଷା କର ିବସୁଛ ିତା'ର ରଗହ୍ଲା ତଥିିକୁ ।'' 

େବ୍ଧ ରହାଇର୍ଯାଇଥି ା ସବୁ କଛି ିରମା ପାଖରର । ସବୁ ଚନି୍ତା ଶକି୍ତ ର ାପ ପାଇ ର୍ଯାଇଥି ା । ଅବଶି୍ରାନ୍ତ ଭାବରର କାେ ିଚା ିଥିବା 
ମଉସାଙୁ୍କ କ'ଣ କହ ିବୁରନଇବ ିଜାଣ ିପାରୁନଥି ି । ଆଇ.ସୟୁି. କାଚ ବାରଟ ରଦଖି ି ମାଉସୀଙୁ୍କ । ଗଭୀର ନଦିରର ରଶାଇ ର୍ଯାଇଛନ୍ତ ି। 
ରକରତ ଶାନ୍ତ ରଦଖା ର୍ଯାଉଚ ିମୁହ ଁତାଙ୍କର । ସରତ ରର୍ଯମିତ ିତାଙ୍କର ସବୁ ପ୍ରତୀକ୍ଷାର ଅନ୍ତ ରହାଇର୍ଯାଇଛ!ି  

 
 

Contact Info, 1717 Crystal Spring Lane, Hermitage, TN 37076; Email: suryasnata.rath@gmail.com  
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ସପର୍କ୍ 
ବଜିୟ ମହାନ୍ତ ି

 

ହଠାତ୍  କର ିରମାର ଜରଣ ବନୁ୍ଧ ରଫାେ୍ କର  ସକାଳୁ ସକାଳୁ, କହରି , ଆରର ବଜିୟ, ଆମର 
OSA ର ବାଷକି ପତ୍ରକିାରର ଆମର ସପର୍କ ୍ଅଭିର୍ଯାନ ବଷିୟରର କଛି ିର ଖନୁ କାହିଁକ?ି ମଁ ୁ
ଚମକ ିପଡଥିି ି. ମଁ ୁଆଉ ର ଖା? ରସ ବାଧ୍ୟ କର , କଛି ିର ଖ | ଆମର ଏହ ିଚନି୍ତାଧାରାଟକୁି 
ଅନୟ ମାନଙ୍କ ପାଖରର ପହରଞ୍ଚଇ ପାରବିା | ପ୍ରାୟ ତନି ିଚାର ିଦନି ବତିଗି ା | ରର୍ଯରହତୁ ଏହ ି
ବଷିୟବେୁଟ ିରମାର ମନକୁ ସବୁରବରଳ ବଚିଳତି କରଥିାଏ ମଁୁ ଭାବ ିି ମଁ ୁକଛି ିର ଖିବ ିରମାର 
ମନର କଥା | ରବାଧହୁଏ ରମାର ମନର କଥା ଅନୟମାନଙୁ୍କ କଛି ିପରମିାଣରର ପ୍ରଭାବତି 
କରପିାରବି ଏବଂ ଏହ ିପ୍ରୟାସଟକୁି କଛି ିପରମିାଣରର ସୁଫଳ ମିଳପିାରବି…। 

ସାତ ଦରଆି ପାରକିର ିଆରମ ଆମର ବାପ, ମା, ଭାଇ, ଭଉଣୀ, ବନୁ୍ଧବାନ୍ଧବଙୁ୍କ ଛାଡ ି ଏଠାରର 
ରଗାଟଏି ରଛାଟ ପରବିାର ଗଢଛୁି | ଆଖପାଖରର ଥିବା ଆମର ନୂଆପିଢ଼ରି ସାେ ଏବଂ ତାଙ୍କର 
ପରବିାର ଆମର ପରବିାରର ରଗାଟଏି ଭାଗ ରହାଇ ର୍ଯାଇଛନ୍ତ ି| ଅତୟନ୍ତ ସୁଖ ମିଳଥିାଏ 
ରର୍ଯରତରବରଳ ଆରମ ନଜି ନଜିର ସୁଖଦୁଃଖ ବାଣ୍ଟଥିାଉ ଏବଂ ସମୟଟକୁି ଖସୁରି ସହତି 
ଅତବିାହତି କରଥିାଉ | ଏହ ିପରବିାରଟକୁି ବଢ଼ାଇ ଚା ିଥାଉ ନୂଆବନୁ୍ଧ ମାନଙ୍କ ସଂସ୍ପଶ୍ରର ଆସ ି
| କନୁି୍ତ ମନରର ରଗାଟଏି ଉରଦ୍ ବଗ ଗଢ଼ ିଉଠଥିାଏ, ଓ ସବୁରବରଳ ମନକୁ ବଚିଳତି କରଥିାଏ 

ରର୍ଯ ଆମର ବାପା ମାଙ୍କ ପ୍ରତ ିଆମର କତ୍ତ୍ବୟଟ ିକଣ ଆରମ ଠକି ଭାବରର ପ୍ରତପିାଳତି କରପିାରଛୁି? ତାଙ୍କ ବାଦ୍ଧକ୍ୟ ସମୟରର ଆରମ ତାଙ୍କ 
ପାଖରର ରହ ିତାଙ୍କର ସାହା ରହାଇ ପାରନିାହଁୁ | ନଜି ନଜିର ସୁଖ ଦୁଃଖରର ଭାଗୀ ରହାଇ ପାରନିାହଁୁ | ରବାଧହୁଏ ଏହା ହିଁ ଆମର ଭାଗୟ | 
ମନରର ଦୁଃଖ ଥିର  ମଧ୍ୟ ରସମାରନ ରକରବ ଅସରନ୍ତାଷ ପ୍ରକାଶ କର ିନଥାନ୍ତ ି| ସବୁରବରଳ କହୁଥିରବ, ତୁମର ରର୍ଯାଉଠ ିରହବିାରର ଖସୁ,ି 
ଆମର ମଧ୍ୟ ରସଥିରର ଖସୁ ି| ଆମ ପାଇଁ ବୟେ ହୁଅନାହିଁ, ଆରମ ରବଶ ଭ ରର ଅଛୁ | ତାଙ୍କର ଏହ ିଆଶ୍ୱାସନାଟ ିହିଁ ଆମକୁ ଆଗକୁ 
ବଢବିାରର ସାହାର୍ଯୟ କରଥିାଏ | କନୁି୍ତ ମନରର ସବୁରବରଳ ଉତ୍କଣ୍ଠା ଥାଏ କଛି ିସାହାର୍ଯୟ କରବିାପାଇଁ ରସହପିର ିବାପା ମା'ମାନଙୁ୍କ 
ରର୍ଯାଉମାରନ ଏଠାରର ଥାଇ ଏକୁଟଆି ରହାଇ ର୍ଯାଇଛନ୍ତ ିତାଙ୍କ ପି ାମାନଙୁ୍କ ଦୂରରର ଛାଡ ି| ତାଙ୍କର ସାହାର୍ଯୟ ର ାଡ଼ା ଥିର  ମଧ୍ୟ କାହାକୁ 
କହପିାର ିନଥାନ୍ତ ିରଛାଟ ସାହାର୍ଯୟଟଏି ପାଇଁ | ହୁଏତ ଆରମ କଛି ିଅଳ୍ପ ଦୂରରର ରହୁଥିବା, କନୁି୍ତ ରସମାନଙ୍କର ନକିଟତର ରହବାର କଛି ି
ସୁରର୍ଯାଗ ମିଳ ିନଥାଇ ପାରର |  ସମ୍ଭବତଃ ନକିଟତର ନ ରହର  ରବାଧହୁଏ ଆରମ ଆମର ଆବଶୟକତା ପରପି୍ରକାଶ କର ିନଥାଉ | 
ଆବଶୟକ ରହଛି ିସୁରର୍ଯାଗ ରଖାଜ ିନକିଟତର ରହବା ପାଇଁ ଏବଂ ନଜି ନଜିର ସୁଖଦୁଃଖ ବାଣ୍ଟବିା ପାଇଁ | ରସଥିରୁ ରବାଧହୁଏ ଆମର 
ପି ାମାରନ ମଧ୍ୟ ତାଙ୍କର ଅଜା, ଆଇ, ରଜରଜ ଏବଂ ରଜରଜ ମା'ଙ୍କର ଶୂନୟତାକୁ ପୂରଣ କର ିପାରରିବ | ଏବଂ ଏହ ିଶକି୍ଷାଟ ିଆମ 
ପି ାମାନଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ ଭବଷିୟତରର ସମାଜ ପ୍ରତ ିତାଙ୍କର କତ୍ତ୍ବୟରବାଧ ଜାଗ୍ରତ କରପିାରବି |   

ଆରମ OSA NY-NJ chapterରର ଏହ ିକାର୍୍ଯୟକ୍ରମଟକୁି ଆରଗଇ ରନବାର ପ୍ରୟାସ ଜାର ିରଖିଛୁ ଏବଂ ଆଶା କରୁଛୁ, ଏହ ିମହତ 
କାର୍୍ଯୟଟ ିରଗାଟଏି ଉଦାହରଣ ସାଜବି ଅନୟମାନଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ | କୁଣ୍ଠାରବାଧ ଥିର  ମଧ୍ୟ ମଁ ୁରମାର କଛି ିଅଭିଜ୍ଞତା ପ୍ରକାଶ କରବିା ପାଇଁ  ଚାହଁୁଛ ି| 
ଅଜଣା ମଣିଷ ରର୍ଯରତରବରଳ ନଜିର ରହାଇ ର୍ଯାଇଛ ିତାହା ଆମର ମନକୁ ଉତ୍ ଫୁଲି୍ଲତ କରରିଦଇ ର୍ଯାଇଛ ି| ରବାଧହୁଏ ଆରମ ତାଙ୍କ ମଧ୍ୟରର 
ଆମର ବାପା ମା'ଙ୍କର ଛବଟିକୁି ରଦଖିପାରଛୁି | ରସମାନଙ୍କ ମୁହରଁର ଟକିଏି ଖସୁ ିରଦଖିର  ଆମର ଛାତ ିକୁରେରମାଟ ରହାଇ ର୍ଯାଇଥାଏ | 
ସବୁରବରଳ ଅରନଇ ବସଥିାଉ ତାଙ୍କ ସଂରଗ ବସ ିଦୁଇପଦ କଥା ରହବା ପାଇଁ ଏବଂ ତାଙ୍କର ଏକାନ୍ତତା ଦୂର କରବିା ପାଇଁ | ଆରମ ନେିୟ 
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ଭାରବ ଅନୁଭବ କରଛୁି ରସହ ିଖସୁରି ସମୟଟକୁି ଉଭୟ ପରବିାର ମଧ୍ୟରର |  ବାରମବାର କଛି ିସାହାର୍ଯୟର ର ାଡ଼ା ଥିର  ଆରମ ତାଙ୍କର 
ମନରର ସଂରକାଚ ରଦଖି ପାରଥିାଉ, କନୁି୍ତ ଆମର ମନ ଆନେର ସହତି ନରନର ରହାଇଥାଏ ରର୍ଯ ଆମକୁ ରସମାରନ ନଜିର ଭାବ ିପାରଛିନ୍ତ ି
ଏବଂ ରକରବ ପଛଘଞୁ୍ଚା ରଦଇ ନାହାନ୍ତ ିରକୌଣସ ିସାହାର୍ଯୟଟଏି ମାଗିବା ପାଇଁ | ରସଇଟା ଆମ ପାଇଁ ରଗାରଟ ବଡ ଉପ ବ୍ ଧି  | ଏମିତ ି
ରଖାଜ ିଚା ିଥାଉ ଆଉ କଛି ିଅଜଣା ମଣିଷଙୁ୍କ ନଜିର କରବିା ପାଇଁ ଏବଂ ଏଠାର ଏକାନ୍ତତାପୂଣ ୍ସଂସ୍କତୃରୁି ଦୁରରଇ ରଖିବା ପାଇଁ  ଆମର 
ଏଇ ରଛାଟ ଓଡ଼ଆି ସମାଜଟକୁି |  

ଆରମ ଅନୁଭବ କରପିାରଛୁି ସମେଙ୍କର ମଳିତି ଉଦୟମହିଁ ଏହ ିପ୍ରୟାସଟକୁି ସଫଳତା  ରଦଇପାରବି | ରତଣୁ ଆସନୁ୍ତ ଆମର କଛିଟିା ସମୟ 
କଛି ିଭ  କାର୍୍ଯୟରର  ଗାଇବା ଏବଂ ଆମର “ସମ୍ପକମ”କୁ ଗଢ ିଚା ିବା |  

 

‘The future depends on what we do in the present.’ – Mahatma Gandhi 

 

ବଜିୟ ମହାନ୍ତ ି
ନୁୟ ଜସ ି 

bijmon@yahoo.com 
 

ପୁନଃରୁର୍ଦ୍ାର 
ରଦବାଶୀଷ ଦାସ 

 
A:"If you won't take it otherwise, may I ask you something?" 
B:"Yes , please tell me!" 
A:" If you are from Odisha ?" 
B: " Yes , I am !" 
A: "ଭାଇ ମଁୁ  ବ ିଓଡ଼ଆି! " .. 
....and the rest is history. 
 
ଆରମରିକାରର  ରମାର ମାତ୍ର ଚାରିବଷ୍ ରହଣିରର  ସୁଦୂର ଜନମଭୂମିର ଜରଣ ଓଡ଼ଆି ଭାଇ ଅବା ଭଉଣୀଙୁ୍କ ଅଫିସ    cafeteria 
ରର ହଠାତ ଆବଷି୍କାର କରିବାର  ଏହ ିମଧୁର ଅନୁଭୂତ ିମଁୁ ଏକାଧିକ ଥର ପାଇଛ ି।  ବହୁରାଷ୍ଟ୍ରୀୟ କପର୍ାନୀ ଗୁଡକିରର କମ୍ରତ 
ଓଡ଼ଆି ଭାଇ ଭଉଣୀ ମାନଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ ଏମିତ ିଅଭିଜ୍ଞତା ଆଉ ନଆିରା ରହାଇ ନାହିଁ । ଆଜରି ତାରିଖରର ପ୍ରତ ିଦଶ ପେର ଜଣ 
ପ୍ରବାସୀ ଭାରତୀୟ ମାନଙ୍କ ମଧ୍ୟରୁ ହାରାହାରି ଜରଣ ଓଡ଼ଆି ଭାଇ କ ିଭଉଣୀ ମିଳରିି୍ଯରବ । ଏହା ଗବ୍ର ବଷିୟ ମଧ୍ୟ ! ଆମ 
ରାଜୟର ଆଥକି ଅବସ୍ଥା ତୁଳନାରର ପ୍ରରୁ୍ଯକି୍ତ ବଜି୍ଞାନରର ଓଡ଼ଆିଙ୍କ ଆରପକି୍ଷକ ସି୍ଥତ ିରେଶ  ମଜବୁତ । ଆରମରିକା, ଇଂ ଣ୍ଡୁ୍  , 
ଅରଷ୍ଟ୍ର ିଆ, ସିୋପୁର ରକଉଁଠ ିଅବା ନାହାନ୍ତ ିଓଡ଼ଆି ଆଜରି ସମୟରର  !  
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ଦୁଇ ଦଶନ୍ଧ ିତରଳ ହାତ ଗଣତ ିଡାକ୍ତର, ଇଂଜନିୟିର ଏବଂ ପ୍ରରଫସର ମାନଙୁ୍କ ଛାଡରିଦର  ବରିଦଶ ମାଟ ିତ ଦୂରର କଥା, 
ଏପରିକ ିଗୁଜରାଟ ଓ ଦଲି୍ଲୀରର ମଧ୍ୟ ଓଡ଼ଆି କହରି  ଅଣକୁଶଳୀ ଓ ଅଳ୍ପଶକିି୍ଷତ ଖଣି୍ଡ ହେିୀ କହୁଥିବା ଓଡ଼ଶିାର ଭାଇମାନଙୁ୍କ 
ବୁନାଉଥି ା ! ତା ହିଁ ଥି ା ଭାରତ ତଥା ବଶି୍ୱ  ଜନମାନସରର ଏକ ସାଧାରଣ ଓଡ଼ଆିର ପରିଚୟ ! ଜଗୋଥଙ୍କ କୃପା ଓ ପ୍ରରୁ୍ଯକି୍ତ 
ବଜି୍ଞାନର ଆରୋଳନକୁ ଧନୟବାଦ, ତାହା ଭାରତ ତଥା ଓଡଶିାକୁ ଏକ ସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର ପାହୟା ପ୍ରଦାନ କ ା । ଆଜରି ଘଡ଼ସିନ୍ଧ ିସମୟରର 
ରସଟା ରକରତ ସ୍ଥାୟୀ ରହବ ଅବା ରକରତ ଆଗକୁ ରି୍ଯବ, ତାହା ଏକ ପଥୃ୍  ଚର୍ଚ୍ଚ୍ାର ବଷିୟ । ରହର  ଉତ୍କଳ ଇତହିାସର ପ୍ରାୟ 
ଚାରିଶ କ ିପାଞ୍ଚଶ ବଷ୍ ପରର ଓଡଶିା ଆଜ ିଏକ ଏମିତ ିଚାରିଛକରର ଠଆିରହାଇଛ ିରର୍ଯଉଁଠାରୁ ଆଗାମୀ ଦଶନ୍ଧ ିଏବଂ ଶତାବ୍ଦୀରର 
ତାର ପରିଚୟ, ଏହ ିଜାତରି ବତ୍ତ୍ମାନର ଗତ ିହିଁ ନଦି୍ଧ୍ାରଣ କରିବ । ଆଜ ିହୁଏତ ଆଗପରି ନାହିଁ ରସରତ ଅସହାୟତା, ରହର  
ଓଡ଼ଆି ଜାତ ିତଥା ରାଜୟର ନଜି ମୁଣ୍ଡକୁ ସପୂର୍ର୍୍ଣ୍ ହାତ  ବ ି ପାଇର୍ଯାଇନାହିଁ । 
 
ଗଜପତ ିକପିରଳନ୍ଦ୍ର ରଦବଙ୍କ ଶାସନକାଳ ପରବତ୍ତ୍ୀ ସମୟରର ଓଡ଼ଶିାର ହଜାର ହଜାର ବଷ୍ର ସୁବର୍୍ଣ୍ ଇତହିାସ ସମୁେ ବା ିର 
ଗାର ଭଳ ିଏମିତ ି ିଭିଗ ା ରର୍ଯ  ଇତହିାସ ପଷୃ୍ଠାରର ଆଜରି୍ଯାଏଁ ଓଡ଼ଆି ରକବଳ ନଅଙ୍କ ଦୁଭିକ୍ଷର ଚହି୍ନ ରହାଇ ରହଗିର  । ସତୟ 
ଶୁଣିବାକୁ କଟୁ, ରହର  ରସ କାଳମିାକୁ ରକ.ବ.ିରକ ରର୍ଯାଜନା ମାଧ୍ୟମରର ଆଜ ିମଧ୍ୟୟ ବରଞ୍ଚଇରଖିବାକୁ ଆପ୍ରାଣ ଉଦୟମ ଚା ିଛ ି। 
 
ରହର  ପ୍ରଶନ ଆରସ. "ମଁୁ  ର୍ଯଦ ିସ୍ୱଚ୍ଛଳ, ରମାର ପରିଚୟ ଦୁସ୍ଥ ଓଡ଼ଆିଙ୍କ ସହତି ସଂ େ ରହବାର କଣ ଆବଶୟକତା  ରହଛି ି? 
ଅଳସୁଆ ଓ ରଗାଡଟଣା ଚ ିିକା କଙ୍କଡା ମାନଙ୍କ ସହତି ନଜି ପରିଚୟକୁ ବାଧ୍ୟବାଧକତା ପୂବକ୍ ରର୍ଯାଡ଼ରି   ରମାର ସାମାଜକି ସି୍ଥତ ି
ପ୍ରତହିତ ରହବନାହିଁ କ ି?" 
 
ପ୍ରଶନଟ ିଆରପକି୍ଷକ, ରହର  ଉତ୍ତର ରଗାଟଏି ...। 
 
ସାମାଜକି ପରିଚୟର ସଜ୍ଞା  ର୍ଯଦ ିବୟାଙ୍କୁ୍   ବା ାେ୍ ସ   , ଆଉ ଉପର ମହ ରର ଉଠାେସା ର୍ଯାଏ ସୀମିତ, ତାରହର  ଉପରରାକ୍ତ 
ରୁ୍ଯକି୍ତଟ ିସମୀଚନି । ରହର , ରସଇ ଉପର ମହ ରର ଉଠାେସା ରର୍ଯରତରବରଳ ଆଉ ଟରିକ ଉପର ସ୍ଥରକୁ ପରଳଇର୍ଯାଏ, 
ରସରତରବରଳ ଆମ ଇତହିାସ, ଆମ ଜନମମାଟ,ି ଆମ ସଂସ୍କତୃରି ଭିତ୍ତଭୂିମି ରଘାଷରା ରହବା ଅବଶୟମ୍ଭାବୀ । ଆରମରିକା ଅବା 
ଇଉରରାପର ସାମାଜକି ଚଳଣିରର ରକହ ିବ ି ମାନୟଗଣୟ ବୟକି୍ତବରିଶଷଙ୍କର ପରିଚୟ ବଢ଼ ିାରବରଳ ତାଙ୍କର 
ବଂରଶାଦ୍ଭବ(ancestry) କୁ ସୁଚାଇବା  ଅପରିହାର୍ଯ୍ୟ । ରସ ବୟକି୍ତ ରକରତ ପ୍ରତଶିତ ଜମ୍ାନ, ରକରତ ଇଂ ିଶ, ରକରତ 
ଆଈରୀଶ ଇତୟାଦ ିଇତୟାଦ ି। ଏହା ସପକ୍ଷରର ଅବା ବପିକ୍ଷରର କହବିାଟା  ବୟକି୍ତବରିଶଷଙ୍କ ମାନବୀୟ ସରମବଦନା ଉପରର 
ନଭି୍ରଶୀଳ । ରହର  ରକବଳ ନଜିର ସ୍ୱଚ୍ଛଳତା ଦ୍ୱାରା ସଫଳତାକୁ ବୟାଖୟା କରୁଥିବା ର ାକଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ ଏହା ଏକ ଆଇନା 
ରହାଇପାରର । ନରହର , ଏମିତ ିବ ି ଓଡ଼ଆି ମନଟା ଦରଦୀ, ଉପରନୁ୍ତ ଆତ୍ମପରିଚୟ (self promotion ) ସାଧାରଣ 
ଓଡ଼ଆିର ଚରିତ୍ରରର ପ୍ରାୟ ନାହିଁ । ଏଠାରର ଉତ୍କଳମଣି ରଗାପବନୁ୍ଧଙ୍କ ଜୀବନୀର ଉଦାହରଣ ନଆିର୍ଯାଇପାରର । 
 
ସଫଳ ଓଡ଼ଆିଙ୍କ ଗହଣରର ଏସବୁ ଗ୍ଳାନଭିରା  କଥା କହ ି ମୁଡ୍   ବଗିାଡବିାରର ରମାର ଉରେଶୟ ନାହିଁ । ରହର , ଏହ ିସମୀକ୍ଷା 
ର୍ଯଦ ିସପୂର୍ର୍୍ଣ୍  ଭିତ୍ତହିୀନ ଏବଂ ରମାର କରପାଳକଳ୍ପତି, ମଁୁ  ହାତରର୍ଯାଡ଼ ିକ୍ଷମା ଚାହିଁବ ି। ଅନୟଥା ଆମ ବୟେ ଜୀବନରୁ ଦୁଇଟ ିମୁହୁତ୍୍ତ 
ସୁଦୂର ଆମ ରାଜୟ ଓ ଓଡ଼ଆି ଜାତରି ସ୍ୱର୍ଣ୍ିମ ଇତହିାସ, ର୍ଯାହା ସମୟର ବା ିରର ରପାତ ିରହାଇର୍ଯାଇଛ,ି ତାର ପୁନରୁଦ୍ଧାରର 
ଆବଶୟକତା ଉପରର ଆମକୁ ବଚିାର କରିବାକୁ ପଡବି । ଏମିତ ିରକରତଦନି ଆଉ ଓଡ଼ଆି ତାର ପରିଚୟ ରକାଣାକ୍ର ଭେ 
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ମୁଖଶାଳା, ଓଡଶିୀ ନୃତୟ, ଆଉ ପ୍ରଭୁ ଜଗନାଥଙ୍କ ଉପରର ଛାଡ ିରଶାଇର୍ଯାଉଥିବ । ଏଇ ପରିରପ୍ରକ୍ଷୀରର ମଧୁବାବୁଙ୍କ ରସଇ ଉକି୍ତଟ ି
ମରନପରଡ .. 
 
"ରତା ପୁବ୍ପୁରୁରଷ ଜୟ କରିଥିର  
ଗୋ ଠାରୁ ରଗାଦାବରୀ , 
ତାଙ୍କରି ଔରରସ ଜାତରହାଇ ତୁହ ି
ରକଉଁ ଗୁରଣ ତାଙୁ୍କ ସର ି।" 
 
ଏଇ ସଂଗ୍ରାମରର ଆମକୁ ହୁଏତ କଛି ିଆଖିଦୁରୁଷିଆ ମିଳନିପାରର, କନୁି୍ତ ଜାତରି ଭବଷିୟତମାନଙ୍କର  ଓଡ଼ଆି ଭାରବ ମୁଣ୍ଡରଟକ ି
ଚା ିବା ପାଇଁ ଏହା ଏକ ବୃହତ ଭିତ୍ତଭୂିମି  ନମି୍ାଣ କରିପାରିବ, ରର୍ଯଉଁଟା ଆଜ ିତାରିଖରର ଅସରନ୍ତ ିଧନ ମଧ୍ୟ ଆମକୁ 
ରଦଇପାରୁନାହିଁ । ବରିଶଷକରି ଓଡ଼ଆି ଜାତରି ପରିଚୟରର ଶୂନୟତା ରର୍ଯାଗଁୁ ହିଁ ଓଡ଼ଶିାରର ଥିବା ଓଡ଼ଆି ପି ାମାରନ ନଜି 
ନଜିଭିତରର ଓଡ଼ଆିରର କଥା କହବିାକୁ  ଜ୍ଜତି ରହବାକୁ  ାଗିର ଣି  । ଏକଥାର ପ୍ରମାଣ, ଆପଣ ଆଜଦିନିରର  କଟକ, 
ଭୁବରନଶ୍ୱର, ରାଉରରକ ା ଅବା ଓଡ଼ଶିାର ଅନୟ ରକଉଁ ବ ିସହରର ବଦିୟାଥ୍ୀ ମାନଙୁ୍କ ଅନୁଧ୍ୟାନ କର  ନହିାତ ିପାଇପାରିରବ । 
ଏପ୍ରକାର ସାଂସ୍କତୃକି ଅବକ୍ଷୟ, ଆମ ଓଡ଼ଆି ସତ୍ତାର ବରି ାପ ରହବାର ପୁନଭ୍ାଷ  ନୁଁରହତ ! ତାହା ଆଗାମୀ ସମୟ ହିଁ କହବି । 
 
ଏରବ କଥା ଉରଠ, "ଆରମ କଣ କରିପାରିବା ?" 
ରମାର ନଜି ଅନୁଶୀଳନରୁ ମଁୁ ର୍ଯାହା ଉପ ବ୍ ଧି  କରର, ଏହ ି ସଂସ୍ଥା ଓ ବୟବସ୍ଥା OSA ହିଁ ଓଡ଼ଆି ଜାତରି ଗତପିଥ 
ବଦରଳଇପାରିବ । ଏହା ମଧ୍ୟ ନରିାଟ ସତୟ ରର୍ଯ ଏଇ ପବତି୍ର ସଂସ୍ଥା, ଓଡଶିା ଏବଂ ଓଡ଼ଆିର ପରିଚୟକୁ ରବଶ   କଛି ିରଦଇଆସିଛ ି
। ଏଥିର ସମେ ସଦସୟ ଏବଂ ବରିଶଷ କରି ପୁରରାଧାମାନଙ୍କ ମନ ର୍ଯଦ ିଜାତରି ରଗୌରବ ଓ ପରିଚୟ ପାଇଁ ବୟେ ରହଉନଥାନ୍ତା, 
ତାରହର  ଏହା ଅଙୁ୍କରରୁ ଆଜ ିଏରତବଡ଼ ଦୁମ କପିରି ରହ ା  ! ରମାର ରଚଷ୍ଟା, ସମେଙ୍କ ଦୃଷି୍ଟକୁ ଏକ ନଚି୍ଛକ ସତୟକୁ ଉପ ବ୍ ଧି  
କରାଇବା ପାଇ,ଁ ଏବଂ ତା ରହ ା  ...."ଗଁା କନଆି ସିଂଘାଣି ନାକ ି" । 
 
ଆଜ ିଦନିରର ଓଡ଼ଶିାରର ଏମିତ ିଅଗଣିତ ବୟକି୍ତତ୍ୱ ଅଛନ୍ତ ିରର୍ଯଉଁମାରନ ଜାତରି ପୁନଃରୁଥାନ ପାଇଁ ନଜିକୁ ଜଳାଞ୍ଜଳ ିରଦଇ 
ଚା ିଛନ୍ତ,ି ରହର  ଓଡ଼ଶିାର ରୁ୍ଯବା ରର୍ଯ କ ିଜାତରି ଦାୟାଦ, ରସ ପ୍ରଭାବତି ରହଉନାହିଁ ! ବ୍ରାଣି୍ଡେୁ୍     ଓ ପ୍ରରମାସେ୍   ରୁ୍ଯଗରର not-
happening profiles ବ ିରକରତ କଣ ପରିବତ୍୍ତନ ଆଣିପାରିରବ କୁହନୁ୍ତ ? ରତଣୁ, ରକବଳ ଏକ larger than life 
entity ହିଁ protagonist ରହାଇପାରିବ । ର୍ଯାହାର ପ୍ରତଟି ିପଦରକ୍ଷପ ସୁଦୂର ଓଡ଼ଶିାର ରୁ୍ଯବମାନସ ପାଇଁ ଏକ ରପ୍ରରଣା 
ରହବାର ଆଶା ରଖଛୁ ି। ଏହ ିରଚଷ୍ଟାରର OSAର ଅନୟ ବକିଳ୍ପ ରମାରତ ରଦଖାର୍ଯାଉନାହିଁ । ଓଡଶିାର ସଂସ୍କତୃ ିପାଇଁ ଏହାର 
ଅରହତୁକ ରପ୍ରମଟ,ି ଓଡ଼ଶିାର ପ୍ରତ ିଜନମାନସରର ବାରମବାର  ପ୍ରତଧି୍ୱନତି ରହବାର ଆବଶୟକତା ରମାର ଅନୁଭୂତ ରହଉଛ ି। 
ଇଂ ିଶ  ସି୍ପକେିୁ୍   ରଦଶରର ଥାଇମଧ୍ୟ ଓଡ଼ଆି ଭାଷା ପାଇଁ ଏହାର ଅନୁରକି୍ତର ଖବରଟ,ି ଓଡ଼ଶିାରର ରହ ିଓଡ଼ଆି କହବିାକୁ 
 ାରଜାଉଥିବା ରୁ୍ଯବପିଢରି କାନରର ପହଞ୍ଚପିାରିର  ତାକୁ ଆତ୍ମାନୁଶୀଳନ ଆଡକୁ ରପ୍ରରିତ କରିପାରିବ । ସବୁଠାରୁ ମହତ୍ତ୍ୱପୁର୍୍ଣ୍  
ରହ ା ପାଠୟକ୍ରମରର ଓଡଶିା ଇତହିାସର ପ୍ରେୁତ ି। ଆମ ଇତହିାସ ପରଡାଶୀ ରାଜୟର ଐତହିାସିକ ଆଉ ଇଂରାଜୀ ଶାସକ 
ର ଖିରଦଇଗର , ଅଧିକନୁ୍ତ ତାକୁ ରଦଖି ଆରମ ବଗିତ ଅଶୀ ବଷ୍ ଧରି ଜଳକା ରହାଇ ରହରି୍ଯାଇଛୁ । ଆମର ଅନନୟ ସଂସ୍କତୃ ିଓ 
ସ୍ଥାପତୟର ଭୋବରଶଷକୁ ଅନୁଧ୍ୟାନ କର  ଆରମ ଜାଣିପାରିବୁ ରର୍ଯ ପାଠୟପୁେକରର ଇତହିାସର ବୟାଖୟା ସହତି ବାେବତାର 
ରକୌଣସି ରମଳ ନାହିଁ । ତଥାପି  ସତୟ ରଖାଜବିାପାଇଁ ରାଜରନୈତକି ଅବା ସାଧାରଣ ମହ ରର ବରିଶଷ ସରମବଦନା ନାହିଁ । 
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ଓଡଶିାର ରଗୌରବମୟ ଇତହିାସର ସତୟକୁ ରଖାଜବିାର ରପ୍ରରଣା ଆରମ ଏର୍ଯାବତ ଅଣଓଡ଼ଆି ଐତହିାସିକଙ୍କ ଉପରର 
ଛାଡ଼ରିଦଇଛୁ, ଅଥବା ଉରନମାଚତି ସତୟକୁ ପାଠୟପୁେକର ମୁଖୟଧାରାକୁ ଆଣି ଆମ ପି ାମାନଙୁ୍କ ଓଡ଼ଆି ରହବାପାଇଁ ର୍ଯରଥଷ୍ଟ 
ଗବତି ଅବା ପ୍ରଭାବତି କରିପାରନୁି । ରମାର ଧାରଣା OSA ରାଜୟ ସରକାରଙୁ୍କ ଏ ଦୃଷି୍ଟରୁ ପ୍ରଭାବତି କରିପାରିବ । ଓଡଶିା 
ଇତହିାସକୁ ଆଉଥରର ଅନୁଧ୍ୟାନ କରିବାର ଆବଶୟକତା ନହିାତ ିଅନୁଭୂତ ହୁଏ । ପ୍ରତ୍ନତତ୍ତ୍ୱଭିତ୍ତରିର ଅବରିତ ରଚଷ୍ଟା  ସହ 
ନରିରପକ୍ଷ ଭାରବ ଇତହିାସ ରଖାଜବିାପାଇଁ ରର୍ଯଉଁ ଆଥକି ରପ୍ରରଣା ଆବଶୟକ ତାହା ହୂଏତ ରାଜୟ ସରକାର ଏବଂ ରଦଶ 
ନବିରିଶଷରର ପ୍ରବାସୀ ଓଡ଼ଆିଙ୍କ ମିଳତି ଉଦୟମରର ସଫଳ ରହାଇପାରିବ । 
 
ଓଡ଼ଆି ଆତ୍ମପରିଚୟରର ବଶି୍ୱାସ କରରନ,ି ତାହା ସତ । ରହର  ଜାତରି ପୁନଃରୁଥାନ ପାଇଁ ର୍ଯଦ ିଆମକୁ ଅମଡ଼ାବାଟରର କଛି ି
ପାହୁଣ୍ଡ ଚା ିବାକୁ ପଡୁଛ,ି ତା ମଧ୍ୟ ସ୍ପହୃଣୀୟ । OSA ନଜିର ଓଡ଼ଆିପଣର ଅନୁରକି୍ତକୁ ବଭିିେ ମାଧ୍ୟମରର promote 
କରିବାକୁ ଚନି୍ତା କରିପାରିବ ।  ଆବଶୟକ ରହର  ଓଡ଼ଶିାରର ଥିବା PR Agencies ସହ ମିଶକି ିକଛି ିପାଦ ଆରଗଇ ରହବ । 
ଅନୟ ରଦଶ ମାନଙ୍କରର ଥିବା ପ୍ରବାସୀ ଓଡ଼ଆିଙ୍କ ସହ ସଂରର୍ଯାଗରଖି ଏହ ିଉରେ ଶୟଟକୁି ରବଶ    ଆଗକୁ ରନଇରହବ । OSA 
ଅନୁକୁ ୟରର ଓଡ଼ଶିାର ସଂସ୍କତୃକୁି ପ୍ରରମା୍  କରିବାରର ର ଖକ, ଚତି୍ରକରଙ୍କ ବୟତୀତ ସମେଦଗିରୁ ବଭିିେ ବ୍ବ୍ୟକି୍ତତ୍ୱଙୁ୍କ ଅଭୟଥ୍ନା 
ଏବଂ ବଭିିେ ବୃତ୍ତରି(scholarship) େୟେସ୍ଥାକୁ ମଧ୍ୟ ବଚିାରକୁ ଅଣାର୍ଯାଇପାରର । ରମାର ଦୃଢ ଧାରଣା,  ଏସବୁ ଦଗିରର 
ଆଗରୁ ନରିେ କଛି ିପଦରକ୍ଷପ ନଆିର୍ଯାଇ ସାରିଥିବ । ରସଥିପାଇଁ ପୁନରାବୃତ୍ତ ିପାଇଁ ମଁ ୁ ଆଉଥରର କ୍ଷମା ଚାହିଁବ ି। 
 
ରମାର ସୀମିତ ଅନୁଭୂତରୁି ର୍ଯାହା ଉପ ବ୍ ଧି , ତାରହ ା ଓଡ଼ଆି ଭାରତରର ସମ୍ମାନସ୍ପଦ ରହାଇପାରିର  ରସଇ ଅନୁଭୂତ ିପଥୃିବୀର 
ଅନୟ ରକାଣାନୁରକାଣକୁ ବୟାପ୍ତ ରହବାକୁ ରବଶୀ ସମୟ  ାଗିବନ ି। ପ୍ରାୟ ସମେ ପ୍ରବାସୀ ଓଡ଼ଆିଙ୍କର ଅଳ୍ପବହୁତ ଏହ ିଅନୁଭୂତ ି
ନେିୟଥିବ ରର୍ଯ କମ୍ରକ୍ଷତ୍ରରର ଜରଣ ବୟକି୍ତତ୍ୱ ଭାରବ ତାଙ୍କପାଇଁ ସମ୍ମାନ ରର୍ଯରତ ଥାଏ, ନଜିକୁ ଓଡ଼ଆି ପରିଚୟ ରଦ ାପରର 
 ଆମର ଅଣଓଡ଼ଆି ଭାରତୀୟ ଭାଇମାରନ ଭୁକୁଞ୍ଚନ କରିଥାନ୍ତ ି। ତାହା ଭିତ୍ତହିୀନ ଏବଂ ତାହା ଭୁ୍  ପ୍ରତପିାଦନ କରିବାର ଉତୃ୍କଷ୍ଟ 
ସମୟ ରହ ା ବତ୍ତ୍ମାନ । 
 
ଜୟ ଜଗୋଥ 
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ଭାଷା ପ୍ରସାରରର ପ୍ରବାସୀ ଓଡ଼ିଆ 
ପ୍ରଶାନ୍ତ କୁମାର ଭୂୟ ା 

 
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଷାର ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରୀୟ ମାନ୍ୟତା ପାଇବାର ଏକ ବଷଷ ପୂର୍ତ୍ଷୀ ଉପଲକ୍ଷେ ଏଇ ପ୍ରସଙ୍ଗଟି କ୍ଷଲଖା କ୍ଷହାଇଛି। ଏଥିକ୍ଷର କିଛି ନୂ୍ତନ୍ ଆଉ କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତ ବହୁ ପୂବଷରୁ ପ୍ରକାଶିତ 

କ୍ଷହାଇଥିବା ପ୍ରବନ୍ଧରୁ ଉପହୃତ। 

ଜକ୍ଷେ ପ୍ରବାସୀ ଓଡ଼ିଆର, ଓଡିଆ ଭାଷା ଓ ସଂସ୍କତିୃର ପ୍ରଶସି୍ତ ଅନୁ୍ଭୂତି ଏହି ପ୍ରବନ୍ଧକ୍ଷର ସନି୍ନହିତ। ଏହା ଏକ ସକ୍ଷମେଦନ୍ଶୀଳ ବୟାପାର। ଅେଓଡ଼ିଆ ପ୍ରକ୍ଷଦଶକ୍ଷର 
ଓଡ଼ିଶାବାସୀ ଆଉ ଓଡ଼ିଶାଭାଷୀଙୁ୍କ ଭାଷାର ସମ୍ମାନ୍ ଉକ୍ଷେଶୟକ୍ଷର ଏକତ୍ର କରିବା ଆଉ ଭାଷାର ମର୍ଯଷୟଦା ବଜାୟ ରଖିବାକୁ କ୍ଷେଷି୍ଟତ କ୍ଷହବା ଅତୟନ୍ତ କଠିନ୍ କ୍ଷହାଇ ଆସିଛି। 

କ୍ଷହକ୍ଷଲ ବି ଆମ ମାତୃଭାଷାର ସମୃଦି୍ଧ ଆଉ ପ୍ରଶସି୍ତକ୍ଷର ଆମ୍ଭକୁ ବ୍ରତୀ କ୍ଷହବାକୁ ପଡ଼ିବ। ଏହା ହିଁ ଲେୟ ରହିଆସିଛି। କ୍ଷସହି ପ୍ରକ୍ଷେଷ୍ଟାର ବାର୍ତ୍ଷା ଏହି ଆକ୍ଷଲଖୟ... 

 
 
୨୧ କ୍ଷେବୃଆରୀ ୨୦୧୪ର କଥା...ଓଡ଼ିଶାକ୍ଷର ଥିବା ଜକ୍ଷେ ବନୁ୍ଧ ଦୂରଭାଷକ୍ଷର କହିକ୍ଷଲ... 
 “ପ୍ରଶାନ୍ତ ଭାଇ, ଜାେିକ୍ଷଲେି କି ନ୍ାହିଁ; ‘ଓଡ଼ିଆ’ ଭାଷାକୁ ‘କଲାସିକ୍  ଷ୍ଟାଟସ୍ ’ ମିଳିଗଲା।” 
:କ’େ...!!! 
କ୍ଷମା ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଇ କ୍ଷବାଧହୁଏ ଭାବିକ୍ଷଲ, ଦୂରଭାଷର କିଛି କ୍ଷଗାଳମାଳ କ୍ଷହତୁ ମ ୁ କ୍ଷବାଧହୁଏ ଶୁେି 
ପାରିଲି ନ୍ାହିଁ। କ୍ଷହକ୍ଷଲ ସତ ଏହିକି କ୍ଷର୍ଯ, ଓଡ଼ିଆ କଥାକୁ ମ ୁ ଇଂରାଜୀକ୍ଷର ଶୁେି ପାକ୍ଷରନ୍ାହିଁ। ଟିକିଏ 
ଅଡ଼ୁଆ କ୍ଷବାଧହୁଏ । 
"କିକ୍ଷହା, ଏଣୁ୍ଡରୀ ପିଠାକୁ କ’େ ଅଲ୍  ପର ପଜ୍  କ୍ଷେଲାର କ୍ଷର କକ୍ଷଲ ସୁଆଦିଆ କ୍ଷହବ? କ୍ଷସ କଥା 
ବୁଝୁନ୍! ଗଣି୍ଠ କଥା କ୍ଷସଇଠି ଅଛି ପରା!" 
 
କ୍ଷସ ନି୍ଜର ଉତ୍କଣି୍ଠତ କଣ୍ଠକୁ ଆହୁରି କ୍ଷଟକି କ୍ଷଦଇ କହିକ୍ଷଲ; :"ମ ୁ କେ କହୁଥିଲି କି ଆମ ‘ଓଡ଼ିଆ’ ଭାଷାକୁ ‘ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରୀୟ ମାନ୍ୟତା’ ମିଳିଗଲା 
ଭାଇ।" 
ଆହାାଃ...ଓକ୍ଷହା...କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷଡ଼ ଉଶ୍ୱାସ ଲାଗିଲା କ୍ଷମା ଭାଇର ମୁହ ରୁ ଏଇ କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତପଦ ଓଡ଼ିଆ କଥା ଶୁେି। 
 
ଓଡ଼ିଶାବାସୀ ତଥା ଓଡ଼ିଆଭାଷୀ, କ୍ଷହ କ୍ଷମା ଭାଇ ଓ ଭଉେୀମାକ୍ଷନ୍! 
କ୍ଷମା ମନ୍-ପ୍ରାେ-ଆତ୍ମାକ୍ଷର ସଦା ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଷା ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରୀୟ । ଏଥିପାଇ  କ୍ଷମାକ୍ଷତ କାହାର ନ୍ାମାଙ୍କନ୍ କ୍ଷମାହରର ଆବଶୟକ ହୁଏନ୍ାହିଁ। ଆକ୍ଷହ! 
ମ ୁ ଏହା ଅଲବତ୍  କହିବି କ୍ଷର୍ଯ, କ୍ଷମାର ପୁଅଝିଅ, କ୍ଷମାର କ୍ଷବାଲି ପ୍ରମାେ କରିବାକୁ କ୍ଷମାକ୍ଷତ କ୍ଷମାର ଗୁେସୂତ୍ର ପରୀେେ କରିବା ଆବଶୟକ 
ନ୍ାହିଁ କ୍ଷହା। ଜନ୍ମ କ୍ଷହଲାଠ ୁ  କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତ କେ ପଢ଼ି ଆସିଛି, ଜାେି ଆସିଛି, ବୁଝି ଆସିଛି; ସବୁ ଓଡ଼ିଆକ୍ଷର। ମନ୍କୁ ର୍ଯଦି କ’େ ଛୁଇ ଛି କ୍ଷତକ୍ଷବ; 
ତାହା ଓଡ଼ିଆ। ଇଂରାଜୀ, ଋଷି, ଜାପାନ୍ୀ, େୀନି୍ ପ୍ରଭୃତି ଭାଷାର ସାହିତୟ ପଢ଼ିସାରିଲା ପକ୍ଷର, ମନ୍ର କ୍ଷକଉ  କ୍ଷକାେକ୍ଷର "କ୍ଷଦଖକ୍ଷର ନ୍ଳିନି୍, 
ନ୍ଳିନ୍ୀ ନ୍ଳିନ୍ୀକ୍ଷର କ୍ଷଶାଭିତ"କୁ ଗୁେୁଗୁେୁ କ୍ଷହାଇ ଭାବିଛି "ଜଗକ୍ଷତ କ୍ଷକବଳ"...! 
କ୍ଷମାର କଥାକୁ ଟିକ୍ଷକ ସଂେିପ୍ତ କରି କକ୍ଷହ;  

ଆମ ଭାଷା ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରୀୟ; ଏହା ସତ୍ୟ ରହରେ ଏହାର ଅଧିଗମ ବିଶ୍ୱବାସୀଙୁ୍କ ଏରବ ରହଲା। 
ଏେୁ ବର୍ତ୍ଷମାନ୍ ଏହାକୁ କ୍ଷନ୍ଇ େୁଲିୋଟି କ୍ଷହବା ଅକ୍ଷପୋ; ଭାଇ ଓ ଭଉେୀମାକ୍ଷନ୍ ଆସନ୍ତୁ ‘ଓଡ଼ିଆ’ ଭାଷାକୁ ‘ଓଡ଼ିଆ’ ଆଉ କ୍ଷକବଳ 
‘ଓଡ଼ିଆ’କ୍ଷର ହିଁ କ୍ଷଲଖିବା...! ଅନ୍ୟ ଭାଷାର ଅନ୍ାଦର କରନ୍ତୁ ନ୍ାହିଁ କିନ୍ତୁ ଆମ ମାତୃଭାଷାର ସମ୍ମାନ୍ ରୋ କରନ୍ତୁ । ମାତୃଭାଷା କ୍ଷକବଳ 
ପଢ଼ିବା ଅଥବା କ୍ଷଲଖିବାର କଳା ନୁ୍ହ । ବରଂେ ଏହା ପ୍ରକ୍ଷତୟକ ଧମଷ-ଜାତି-ରାଷ୍ଟ୍ରର କ୍ଷେୈତନ୍ୟଗତ ପରିେୟ। ଏହା ବିଶ୍ୱମାନ୍ବ କ୍ଷେତନ୍ାର 
ଏକ ଭାବମୟ ତରଙ୍ଗ। ଏହାର ଝଙ୍କାର ପ୍ରକ୍ଷତୟକ ସମାଜ ପାଇ  ଅତୀବ ଅମୂଲୟ। ଏେୁ ମାତୃଭାଷାର ସାହିତୟ ଜାେିବା ଆଉ ବୁଝିବା ଅତି 
ପ୍ରାସଙି୍ଗକ। 
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ଭାଷା ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରୀୟ ରହୁ ବା ନ୍ରହୁ, କ୍ଷହଉ ବା ନ୍କ୍ଷହଉ; ଏହାର କ୍ଷକୌେସି ମୂଲୟ ନ୍ାହିଁ  ର୍ଯଦି ଏହାର ଆତ୍ମନ୍ୀନ୍ ଠାରୁ ଆରମ୍ଭ କରି ବିଶ୍ୱହିତର 
ଉକ୍ଷେଶୟ ନ୍ାହିଁ। ଏେୁ ସମସ୍ତ ବୟକି୍ତ କ୍ଷର୍ଯଉ ମାକ୍ଷନ୍ ସାହିତୟ ସହ ଓତାଃକ୍ଷପ୍ରାତ ଭାକ୍ଷବ ଜଡ଼ିତ; କ୍ଷସମାନ୍ଙୁ୍କ ଏହାର ଅବକ୍ଷରାହ କରିବାକୁ ହିଁ 
ପଡ଼ିବ। ଭାଷା କ୍ଷହଉ ଅବା ସାହିତୟ; ଏହା ଉଦକଷର ଏକ ମାଧ୍ୟମ ନ୍କ୍ଷହଉ। ସାହିତୟକ୍ଷର ଥିବା ଦୁଇଟି ସରଳ ପଦ; ‘ସହ’ ଆଉ ‘ହିତ’ କୁ 
ବିକ୍ଷବେନ୍ା କରାର୍ଯାଉ। କ୍ଷର୍ଯ ଆମର ସହ ରହିଛି ଆଉ ଆମର ହିତକ୍ଷର ରହିଛି କ୍ଷସହିଁ ସାହିତୟ। ମ ୁ ଏୟା ବୁକ୍ଷଝ। ଏଥିକ୍ଷର କ୍ଷମାର ସ୍ୱକୀୟ 
ଦଶଷନ୍ କିଛି ନ୍ାହିଁ। ମ ୁ କ୍ଷମା ମାତୃଭାଷାକ୍ଷର କ୍ଷମା ସାହିତୟକୁ ପଢ଼ିଛି, ପଢ଼ୁଛି ଆଉ ପଢ଼ୁଥିବି ଜୀବେଶାକ୍ଷର ଥିବା ପର୍ଯଷୟନ୍ତ। କ୍ଷସଇଥିକ୍ଷର ହିଁ 
କ୍ଷମାର ଦିବୟତୃପି୍ତ। ଏେୁ ମ ୁ ସଦା ସମସ୍ତଙୁ୍କ ବୁଝାଇ କକ୍ଷହ... 
 

‘ଓଡ଼ିଶାବାସୀ’ ଓ ‘ଓଡ଼ିଆଭାଷୀ’ ସୁଧୀ...ଜ୍ଞାନୀ...ଗୁଣୀ...ସାହିତ୍ୟରପ୍ରମୀ! 
ଆସନ୍ତୁ  

‘ଓଡ଼ିଆ’ ସାହିତ୍ୟ ଶୁଣିବା – ଜାଣିବା – ପଢ଼ିବା – ବୁଝିବା – ରେଖିବା; 
ଆମ ‘ମାତୃ୍ଭାଷା’ ‘ଓଡ଼ିଆ’ ଆଉ ରେବଳ ‘ଓଡ଼ିଆ’ ରର...! 

 
ଏଇ ଓଡ଼ିଆପେକୁ କ୍ଷନ୍ଇ ଅକ୍ଷନ୍କ ସ୍ଥାନ୍କ୍ଷର ଅପଦସ୍ତ କ୍ଷହାଇଛି ଆଉ ସ୍ୱାଭିମାନ୍କ୍ଷର ବାଧା ମଧ୍ୟ ଆସିଛି। କ୍ଷହକ୍ଷଲ ବି କ୍ଷସଇ ଓଡ଼ିଆ ହିଁ  କ୍ଷମାର 
ମାନ୍ସମ୍ମାନ୍ର କବେ କ୍ଷହାଇ ରହିଛି। ଛାତି େୁଲାଇ ଏକ୍ଷବ ବି କକ୍ଷହ ମ ୁ ଓଡ଼ିଆ।  ମ ୁ ବାଦକୁ ପିଲା ଜନ୍କ୍ଷମଇବା କଥା କହୁନ୍ାହିଁମ! 
ବିକ୍ଷବକକୁ କ୍ଷର୍ଯକ୍ଷତକ୍ଷବକ୍ଷଳ ବାକ୍ଷଧ କ୍ଷସକ୍ଷତକ୍ଷବକ୍ଷଳ ଛାଏ  ଛାଏ  ଏ ଅଭିମାନ୍ ସବୁ ଶବ୍ଦ କ୍ଷହାଇ ବାହାରି ପଡ଼ନି୍ତ। ଏକ୍ଷବ ସରିକି ଶକ୍ଷହ ଦୁଇଶ 
ଥାନ୍କ୍ଷର ଅପଦସ୍ତ କ୍ଷହଇଛି। କ୍ଷହଉଛି ମଧ୍ୟ ଏକ୍ଷବ। କଥାଟି କ୍ଷହଲା, କ୍ଷର୍ଯକ୍ଷତକ୍ଷବକ୍ଷଳ କ୍ଷମାକ୍ଷତ କ୍ଷକହି ପଚାରନି୍ତ କ୍ଷର୍ଯ, 
 

“ଆପେ କ୍ଷକଉ ଠାର ନି୍ବାସୀ ?”  
ମ ୁ ଜଗି ରହିଥିଲା ଭଳି ଅତି ଉଚ୍ଛ୍ୱାସ ସହ କହିଉକ୍ଷଠ, 
“ଓଡ଼ିଶା...କ୍ଷମାର ଜନ୍ମଭୂମି...!” 
କ୍ଷସଇଟା କ୍ଷମା ଉର୍ତ୍ରର ପ୍ରଥମ କ୍ଷସାପାନ୍ ଥାଏ।କ୍ଷହକ୍ଷଲ ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ନ୍ାମ ଶୁେି କ୍ଷସମାକ୍ଷନ୍ ଆବାକାବା କ୍ଷହାଇ ମକ୍ଷତ ଟିକିଏ ଅନ୍ାନି୍ତ; ତାପକ୍ଷର 
ବିଭିନ୍ନ ଅଭିନ୍ୟ ମ ୁ କ୍ଷଦକ୍ଷଖ କ୍ଷମା ରାଜୟର ନ୍ାମ ଶୁେି। ସବୁ ଧାଡ଼ିକି ଧାଡ଼ି କ୍ଷଲଖିନି୍ଏ। ଆପେମାକ୍ଷନ୍ ବି ଏଇମିତି କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତ ଅଭିନ୍ୟ 
କ୍ଷଦଖିଥିକ୍ଷବ। ସତସତିକା କ୍ଷସମାନ୍ଙ୍କ ପାଇ । କ୍ଷସମାକ୍ଷନ୍ ସବୁ ପଚାରିବା କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତ କଥା କ୍ଷହଲା... 
 ୧. ପ୍ରଥମ ଥର ଓଡ଼ିଶା ନ୍ା ଶୁେି େିହିଁକି ଉଠିଥିବା ଜକ୍ଷେ ଅକ୍ଷଷ୍ଟ୍ରଲିଆ ନି୍ବାସୀ: 
:ଉ...ଡ଼ି...ଶା...! ରେଉଁଠି ଏଇ ସହର ? 
: ଆଜ୍ଞା...ଉଡ଼ିଶା ନୁହଁ ଓଡ଼ିଶା। ଏଇଟା’ତ୍ ପ୍ରଥମ େଥା। ତ୍ା’ପରର ଓଡ଼ିଶା ସହର ନୁହଁ ବରଂଚ ଏହା ଏେ ସ୍ୱାଧିନ ରାଜୟ, ପୂବବଭାରତ୍ର। 
:ଓ...ଡ଼ି...ଶା...! ଓଃ...ରେରବ ଶୁଣିନି। ଏଇଟା େଣ ନୂଆଦିଲ୍ଲୀ ପାଖରର ? 
: ଆଜ୍ଞା...ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ଅବସି୍ଥତି୍ ପଶି୍ଚମ ବଙ୍ଗାଳ, ଝାଡ଼ଖଣ୍ଡ, ଛତି୍ଶଗଡ଼, ରତ୍ରେଙ୍ଗାନା ଆଉ ଆନ୍ଧ୍ରପ୍ରରଦଶ  ସୀମାେୁ ଛୁଇଁ ରହିଛି। 
:ହଁ ରହଇଥିବ; ରମାର ଧାରଣା ନାହିଁ। 
:ରହଉ ଆଜ୍ଞା, ରେରବ ଭାରତ୍େୁ ଗରେ ଓଡ଼ିଶା ଯାଇ ରଦଖନ୍ତୁ। େଳା – ସଂସ୍କତିୃ୍- ଐତି୍ହୟଭରା ସୁନ୍ଦର  ରାଜୟଟିଏ। ପ୍ରତି୍ ପଯବୟଟେଙ୍କ ରୁଚି 
ଅନୁଯାୟୀ ରସଇଠି ବିଭିନ୍ନ ଅଞ୍ଚଳ ରହିଅଛି। 
 
୨. ଓଡ଼ିଶା ଭାରତର ଏକ ରାଜୟ କ୍ଷହାଇଥିବା ଜାେି, ଜକ୍ଷେ କାରିବିଆନ୍  ନି୍ବାସୀ: 
:ଓଡ଼ିଶାରର ମୁଖୟ ଜୀବିୋ େଣ ? ଏଇଠି ରଲାେମାନଙ୍କ ଖାଦୟରପୟ େଣ ? 
:ଆଜ୍ଞା, େୃଷି ମୁଖୟ ଜୀବିୋ ରହରେ େୁଟିର ଶିଳ୍ପ, େଳା ସ୍ଥାପତ୍ୟ, ଶିଳ୍ପ, ଖଣିଜ ସମ୍ପତି୍ତରର ଭରା ରମାର ଏଇ ରାଜୟରର ସବୁ ପ୍ରୋର 
ଜୀବିୋେୁ ରନଇ ରଲାରେ ରୁହନି୍ତ। ଆଉ ନଦୀ, ହ୍ରଦ, ସମୁଦ୍ର ସବୁ ଥିବା ରହତୁ୍ ଖାଦୟରପୟ ସବୁ ବିଭିନ୍ନ ଧରଣର। ରହରେବି ଭାତ୍ ଆମର 
ପ୍ରଥମ ପସନ୍ଦ। ପନିପରିବା ସବୁପ୍ରୋର ମିଳୁଥିବା ରହତୁ୍ ଅଧିୋଂଶ ସୁସ୍ୱାଦୁ ଅନ୍ନବୟଞ୍ଜନରର ପନିପରିବା ହିଁ ପ୍ରଧାନ ଜାଗା ଅକି୍ତଆର 
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େରିଥାନି୍ତ। ଆମିଷରର ଆରମ ମାଛ, ଚିଙୁ୍ଗଡ଼ି, େଙ୍କଡ଼ା, ରଛଳିମାଂସ, େୁେୁଡ଼ାମାଂସ, ମୁଖୟତ୍ଃ ଖାଇଥାଉ। ଗଁାଗଣ୍ଡା ଆଉ ପଲ୍ଲୀପଙ୍କାଳରର 
ରଲାରେ ସମବର, ଜିଆଦ, େୁଟୁରା, ପ୍ରଭୃତି୍ ଶିୋର େରି ଖାଆନି୍ତ। 
:ଗାଈ, ଘୁଷୁରୀ ମାଂସ ଖାଅନି ତୁ୍ରମ ସବୁ ? 
:ଗାଈ ସହ ଆମର ଧାମିେ ଆଉ ସରମବଦନଶୀଳ ସମ୍ପେବ ରହତୁ୍ ଆରମ ଗାଈ ମାଂସ ଖାଉନାହୁଁ। ଆଉ ଆମର ରସଇଠି ସବୁ ଘୁଷୁରୀ ସବୁ 
ଅଖାଦୟ ଖାଉଥିବା ରହତୁ୍ ତ୍ାହା ମଧ୍ୟ ଆମର ପସନ୍ଦ ନାହିଁ। (ଏଇ େଥା ଖାେି ବାଆଁରରଇବାେୁ େହିଥିେି ରହରେ ରମାର ଏଥିପ୍ରତି୍ ମତ୍ ଟିରେ 
ଅନୟପ୍ରୋର; ରେରବ  ରେଖିବି ଏଇ ଆମିଷ ରଭାଜନେୁ ରନଇ) 
:ଓଃ...ରହା...! 
 
୩. ଓଡ଼ିଶାର କିଛି ଅନ୍ନବୟଞ୍ଜନ୍ କ୍ଷମା ଘକ୍ଷର ଖାଇସାରିବା ପକ୍ଷର ଜକ୍ଷେ ସବିଆ ନି୍ବାସୀ : 
: ଆପଣଙ୍କ ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ସମରେ େହନି୍ତ ରଯ ରସଇଠି ସବୁ ରଲାେ ଅତି୍ ଖାଦୟପି୍ରୟ, ରହରେ ଆପଣ ପୃଥିବୀର ରଯଉଁ ରୋଣ ଅନୁରୋଣେୁ 
ଯାଆନ୍ତୁ ରସଇଠି ଭାରତ୍ର ବିଭିନ୍ନ ରାଜୟର ଖାଦୟରପୟର ରହାରଟେ ବଜାର ରଦଖିରବ। ରହରେ ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ତ୍ ୋହିଁ ରେଉଁଠି ଚିହ୍ନବର୍ଣ୍ବ ନାହିଁ  
ଏଇ ଖାଦୟରପୟ ବୟବସାୟରର।  
 
ରଦଖନ୍ତୁ ରଯପରିେି: ଆନ୍ଧ୍ରା ରରଷୁ୍ଟରାଣ୍ଟ, ପଞ୍ଜାବୀ ଢାବା, ସାଉଥ୍  ଇଣ୍ଡିଆନ୍  ରହାରଟଲ୍ , ରଚତି୍ନାଡ୍  ରରଷୁ୍ଟରାଣ୍ଟ, ରନରଲାର୍  ରମସ୍ , ଉଡ଼ୁପୀ 
ରହାରଟଲ୍ , ପ୍ରଭୃତି୍। ଖାେି ରହାରଟଲ୍  ବା ରରଷୁ୍ଟରାଣ୍ଟ ନୁହଁ ଖାଦୟର ନାମ ରଯପରିେି, ବରମବ ଚାଟ୍ , ବରମବ ପାଉଁଭାଜୀ,  ପୁେିଓଗାରର, 
ପୁେିହାରୀ, ପାନିପୁରୀ, ବରମବ ବିରିୟାନୀ, ଦମ୍  ବିରିୟାନୀ, ହେଦୀରାମ୍  ସ୍ୱୀଟ୍ ସ, ତ୍ଡ୍ ୋ, ପନୀର ବଟର୍  ମସାଲା, ରଦାସା, ନାନ୍ , ପ୍ରଭୃତି୍ 
ବିଭିନ୍ନ ଅଞ୍ଚଳର ଖାଦୟପଦାଥବ ହିସାବରର ପ୍ରସିଦ୍ଧ ଅଛି ରହରେ ଆପଣଙ୍କ ଅଞ୍ଚଳର ରେୌଣସି ଖାଦୟରପୟର ନାମ ମଁୁ ଏ ପଯବୟନ୍ତ ଶୁଣିନାହିଁ 
ଅଥବା ଖାଇନାହିଁ। 
  
ଆପଣ ଆଜି ରମାରତ୍ ଓଡ଼ିଶାରର ଏଇ ସବୁ ରଯଉଁ ଅନ୍ନବୟଞ୍ଜନ ଖୁଆଇରେ ଏଇ ସବୁ ଅତି୍ ସୁସ୍ୱାଦୁ ଆଉ ଏହା ମଁୁ ରମାର ଏଇ ୫୦ବଷବର 
ଜୀବନୋଳରର ରେଉଁଠି ଖାଇ ନାହିଁ  । 
:ଆଜ୍ଞା, ଆପଣ ରଯଉଁ ସବୁ ଅନ୍ନବୟଞ୍ଜନ ଖାଇରେ ରସଇ ସବୁ ରହଲା ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ନିଜସ୍ୱ ପ୍ରସିଦ୍ଧ ଖାଦୟରପୟ। ଜାତି୍-ଧମବ-ବର୍ଣ୍ବ ନିବିରଶଷରର 
ତ୍ଥା ଧନୀେ ରେଣୀ ଠାରୁ ଗରୀବ ପଯବୟନ୍ତ ସଭିଙ୍କ ଘରର ଏହା ପ୍ରେୁତ୍ ରହାଇଆସୁଅଛି। ଆପଣ ଯାହା ଖାଇରେ; ଏଇ ସବୁର ନାମ ରହଲା 
ରଖଚୁଡ଼ୀ, ଡାେମା, ଘାଣ୍ଟ ତ୍ରୋରୀ, ଅମୃତ୍ଭଣ୍ଡା - ରବାଇତ୍ାଳୂ ସାେରା, ନଡ଼ିଆ ପିଠଉ ଭଜା, ଶାଗ ଖରଡ଼ା ଆଉ ସବା ରଶଷରର ରଯଉଁ 
ମିଠା ଖାଇରେ ତ୍ାହା ରହଉଛି ସାରା ବିଶ୍ୱରର ରେବଳ ରମା ରାଜୟରର ପ୍ରେୁତ୍ ରହଉଥିବା ରଛନାରପାଡ଼...! 
 
ଏଇପରି କ୍ଷଲଖି ବସିବି ର୍ଯଦି ଭାଇ ଓ ଭଉେୀମାକ୍ଷନ୍ ଆପେଙୁ୍କ ପୃଥିବୀର ଅଧା ଭୂକ୍ଷଗାଳ ଜ୍ଞାନ୍ କ୍ଷହାଇରି୍ଯବ ଆଉ ମନ୍କ୍ଷର ପୀଡ଼ା କ୍ଷହବ କ୍ଷର୍ଯ 
ଆମ ଓଡ଼ିଶା ଆଉ ଓଡ଼ିଆର ପରିେୟ କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତ କଦଥଷ ସମସ୍ତଙ୍କ ପାଇ । ଆଉ କ୍ଷର୍ଯଉ  କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତଜେ ଓଡ଼ିଆ, ଓଡ଼ିଶାକୁ ବିଶ୍ୱସ୍ତରକ୍ଷର ପରିେୟ 
କ୍ଷଦବାକୁ କ୍ଷେଷ୍ଟା କରୁଛନି୍ତ କ୍ଷସମାନ୍ଙ୍କ ପାଇ  ଅନ୍ୟ ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଇ ଓ ଭଉେୀ କରୁଛନି୍ତ କ’େ ! 
ଅକ୍ଷନ୍କ ଓଡ଼ିଆଙୁ୍କ ଏଇୟା କହିବାର ଶୁେିଛି କ୍ଷର୍ଯ, 
ଶାଃ...ଆମର ପରା କଙ୍କଡ଼ା ଜାତି; ଜକ୍ଷେ ଆଉ ଜେକୁ ଭିଡ଼ାଭିଡ଼ି କରିବାକ୍ଷର ହିଁ ବୟସ୍ତ। ଏେୁ ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ଉନ୍ନତି ଅସମ୍ଭବ। 
ଅତି ନି୍ଲଷଜ୍ଜ କଥା ଆଉ ଅଲାଜୁକ େିନ୍ତନ୍ ଇଏ। ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ଆଉ ଏହାର ମାତୃଭାଷାର ସମୃଦି୍ଧ ନି୍ମକ୍ଷନ୍ତ ସାହିତୟ କ୍ଷହଉଛି ଏକ ରୁ୍ଯକ୍ଷଗାପକ୍ଷର୍ଯାଗୀ 
ଆୟୁଧ। ଆମ ରାଜୟର କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତଜେ ହାତଗେତି ଆତ୍ମବଡ଼ିମାକ୍ଷର ପାଗଳ ସାହିତିୟକ ହାଟ ମଝିକ୍ଷର ବ୍ରହ୍ମଜ୍ଞାନ୍ ବାଢି ବସନି୍ତ। ଏମାକ୍ଷନ୍ 
ସାହିତୟରୂପୀ ସୂର୍ଯଷୟକୁ ନି୍କ୍ଷବଷାଧତାର ମଶାଲକ୍ଷର କ୍ଷଦଖାଇବାକୁ ଚାହ ୁ ଛନି୍ତ। ଭାଷାର ପ୍ରକ୍ଷୟାଗ, ନି୍ବଷାେନ୍ ତଥା ସମାଦରକ୍ଷର ହିଁ ପ୍ରକ୍ଷତୟକ 
ସାହିତିୟକର ପରିେିତି ଥାଏ। ପ୍ରକ୍ଷତୟକ ସାହିତିୟକ ଆଗାମୀ ପୀଢ଼ି ପାଇ  ଉର୍ତ୍ରଦାୟୀ। ରୁେି ଅନୁ୍ର୍ଯାୟୀ କ୍ଷଲଖା ଆଉ ସବଷଜନ୍ ହିତାୟ 
କ୍ଷଲଖାକ୍ଷର ପାଥଷକୟ ବୁଝିବାକୁ ପଡ଼ିବ। କ୍ଷସଇଥିପାଇ  ମ ୁ "ହାଟମଝିକ୍ଷର ବ୍ରହ୍ମଜ୍ଞାନ୍" କ୍ଷବାଲି ଦଶଷାଇଅଛି। ଅକ୍ଷନ୍କ ସାହିତୟ ପୃଷ୍ଠାକ୍ଷର ଅକ୍ଷନ୍କ 
ଉାଃ..ଆାଃ...ଓାଃ..ରୂପୀ ମନ୍ତବୟ ମ ୁ କ୍ଷଦଖିପଢ଼ି ଆସୁଛି। କ୍ଷସଥିକ୍ଷର କିଏ କାଳିଦାସ କ୍ଷହାଇଗଲାେି ତ କିଏ ରାଧାନ୍ାଥ। ଅତି ଆଶ୍ଚର୍ଯଷୟ କ୍ଷବାଧହୁଏ 
ଏଇ ଅଜ୍ଞାନ୍ତା କ୍ଷଦଖି। ପ୍ରକୃତ ପାଠକ ହିଁ ଉର୍ତ୍ମ ସାହିତୟ ପାଇ  ଦାୟିତ୍ୱବାନ୍ କ୍ଷହବା ଉେିତ। କ୍ଷସଇଥିପାଇ  ଅକ୍ଷନ୍କ ଦିନ୍ ତକ୍ଷଳ ଏକ 
ଆକ୍ଷଲଖୟକ୍ଷର ମ ୁ କହିଥିଲି କ୍ଷର୍ଯ... 
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"ସାହିତୟର ଭାବ, ଶବ୍ଦ ସବୁ କ୍ଷଦଖି ପସନ୍ଦ କ୍ଷହଉ, ସାହିତିୟକର ନ୍ାମ ଓ ଲିଙ୍ଗ କ୍ଷଦଖି ନୁ୍ହ "', ଏଇ କଥାକୁ ସମକ୍ଷସ୍ତ ଧ୍ୟାନ୍ କ୍ଷଦକ୍ଷବ କ୍ଷବାଲି 
ଅନୁ୍କ୍ଷରାଧ। 
 
କ୍ଷମାର ଏକ ପ୍ରବନ୍ଧ ସଙ୍କଳନ୍ ସାହିତୟ ତି୍ରଭୂଜକ୍ଷର ଏହା କ୍ଷଲଖିଥିଲି କ୍ଷର୍ଯ... 
ସାହିତୟ କ୍ଷହଉଛି ପ୍ରଜ୍ଞାବାନ୍ଙ୍କ ଏକ ବଳିଷ୍ଠ ଶସ୍ତ୍ର। ଏହା ଜନ୍ସାଧାରେ ତଥା ସମାଜର ଉତ୍ ଥାନ୍ ଏବଂ ଜନ୍ଜୀବନ୍ର ସମୃଦି୍ଧ ନି୍ମକ୍ଷନ୍ତ 
ବୟବହାର କରାଗକ୍ଷଲ ସତକ୍ଷର କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତ ଭଲ ହୁଅନ୍ତା। ସାହିତୟ ହିଁ  ଜନ୍ମାନ୍ସକୁ ଅଥଷ ଶ୍ରମର ସ୍ୱଳ୍ପ ବିନି୍ମୟକ୍ଷର ପରମାନ୍ନ୍ଦ ଦିଏ। 
କ୍ଷସଇଥିପାଇ ତ ଶ୍ରମଜୀବି, ଧମଷଜୀବି ସବୁ ଏଇ ସାହିତୟର ସାହାର୍ଯୟ ନି୍ଅନି୍ତ । ଜୀବନ୍ର ପ୍ରତିଟି ମୂହୁର୍ତ୍ଷକ୍ଷର ପ୍ରତି ପ୍ରାେୀ ଗୁେୁଗୁେୁ କ୍ଷହାଇ 
ଝଙ୍କାର କ୍ଷତାଳିଥାଏ। କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତକ୍ଷବକ୍ଷଳ ଏହା କ୍ଷଲଖନ୍ୀ ମୁନ୍ରୁ ଝରିପକ୍ଷଡ଼ ତ କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତକ୍ଷବକ୍ଷଳ ସାତସୁର କ୍ଷହାଇ ଆମର ମୁଖ ନି୍ସୃତ କ୍ଷହାଇଥାଏ। 
ଏଇ ସାହିତୟ ହିଁ କ୍ଷଦଶ ବିକ୍ଷଦଶ ଆଉ ବିଭିନ୍ନ ସଂସ୍କତିୃ ସହ ଆମକୁ ପରିେିତ କରାଇଥାଏ। ଏେୁ ସାହିତୟର ଉକ୍ଷେଶୟ ଆଉ ସାହିତିୟକଙ୍କ 
ମକ୍ଷନ୍ାକ୍ଷେଶା ଅତୟନ୍ତ ତାତ୍ପର୍ଯଷୟପୂର୍ଣ୍ଷ କ୍ଷହକ୍ଷଲ ସମାଜ ପାଇ  ଏହା ହିତକାରୀ ନି୍ଶି୍ଚତ ହୁଅନ୍ତା । 
 ସମାଜର ବିଭିନ୍ନ ସ୍ତର ଆଉ ବଗଷକ୍ଷର ସାହିତୟର ବୟବହାର ଆଉ ପ୍ରସିଦି୍ଧ ଏଇ ପଦକ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତରୁ ଜୋର୍ଯାଏ... ବୀରବରଙ୍କ ନି୍ମକ୍ଷନ୍ତ ଏଇ କଥା 
ପ୍ରସିଦ୍ଧ ଥିଲା... 

"ଗାଏ ତ୍ବ ଗୀତ୍ ସଭାରର ପଣ୍ଡତି୍ 
ପରଥ ପାନ୍ଥ ହୃଷ୍ଟମନା 

ବିରେ ଗାଏ ଚଷା, ଅନ୍ତଃପୁରର ରଯାଷା 
ନୃତ୍ୟରରଙ୍ଗ ବାରାଙ୍ଗନା" 

 
କବି ର୍ଯଦୁମେିଙ୍କ...  

ରଜା ସିନା ପୂଜା ପାଏ ଆପଣା ରଦଶରର 
େବି ପୂଜା ପାଉଥାଏ ରଦଶ ବିରଦଶରର 

ଏେୁ ସାହିତୟ ଶସ୍ତ୍ରକୁ କ୍ଷନ୍ଇ ସାହିତିୟକଗେ ନି୍ଜନି୍ଜର ଦାୟିତ୍ୱ ପାଳନ୍ କରି ସମାଜ ପାଇ  ଏକ ଶୁଭଙ୍କର ରୁ୍ଯଗ ଆେି ପାରିକ୍ଷବ, ଏହା କ୍ଷମାର 
ମତ। 
 
ଭାଇ ଓ ଭଉେୀମାକ୍ଷନ୍, ଆମର ଓଡ଼ିଶା ମା’ପାଇ ; କ୍ଷମା କଥା ଅନୁ୍ସାକ୍ଷର ମ ୁ ସଦା ସମସ୍ତଙୁ୍କ ଏଇଭଳି କକ୍ଷହ... 

ଆରମ ଓଡ଼ିଆ...ଆମ ଓଡ଼ିଶା...!!! 
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରବାଇରେ େ’ଣ ? 

ଓଡ଼ିଆ େିଏ ? 
େ’ଣ ତ୍ାର ପ୍ରେୃତ୍ ପରିଚୟ ? 

ରଙ୍ଗବତ୍ୀ ଗୀତ୍ ଗାଇ ପାରୁଥିବା ବୟକି୍ତଟି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ନା ଏଣୁ୍ଡରୀ ପିଠା ଖାଉଥିବା ରଲାେଟି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ? 
ମାତୃ୍ଭାଷା ଓଡ଼ିଆ ପଢ଼ୁଥିବା ବୟକି୍ତଟି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ନା ଓଡ଼ିଆ େହି ପାରୁଥିବା ବୟକି୍ତଟି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ? 

ଜଗନ୍ନାଥେୁ ନିଜର ଆରାଧ୍ୟ ମାନୁଥିବା ବୟକି୍ତଟି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ନା ଅଧୁନା ଓଡ଼ିଶାରର ବସବାସ େରୁଥିବା ବୟକି୍ତଟି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ? 
ଅପି୍ରଲ୍  ପହିଲାରର ଉତ୍କଳ ଦିବସ ପାଳନ େରୁଥିବା ବୟକି୍ତଟି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ନା େଳିଙ୍ଗ ଯୁଦ୍ଧରର ଚଣ୍ଡାରଶାେେୁ , ଧମବାରଶାେରର ପରିଣତ୍ 

େରରଇଥିବା ଇତି୍ହାସ େହୁଥିବା ବୟକି୍ତଟି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ? 
 
ଏଇପରି କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତ କଥା ଓ ଲଥାର ଅଡ଼ୁଆ ଲଟା ଇଏ। ଏହାର ସଜ୍ଞା କ୍ଷଖାଜିବାକୁ ବସିକ୍ଷଲ ଲମି୍ବରି୍ଯବ ଇତିହାସର ଅଙ୍କାବଙ୍କା କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତ ବାଟ । 
ଆଜି ନୁ୍କ୍ଷହ  ଆଉଦିକ୍ଷନ୍ କ୍ଷସଇ କଥା କହିବି ଏଇ ଓଡ଼ିଆପେିଆର। ଆସନ୍ତୁ ଆଜି କିଛି କଥା କ୍ଷହବା ଆକ୍ଷମ ଓଡ଼ିଆ...ଆମ ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ।   
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ଧାଡ଼ିକକ୍ଷର କହିବାକୁ ଗକ୍ଷଲ। ଆମର ରାଜୟ ଓଡ଼ିଶା; ଆମର ଭାଷା ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଓ ଆକ୍ଷମ ଓଡ଼ିଆ । ଆମର ଆରାଧ୍ୟ କ୍ଷଦବତା ଶ୍ରୀଜଗନ୍ନାଥ। ଆମ 
ଜୀବନ୍ର ପ୍ରଥମ ଏବଂ େରମ ସତୟ ଏହାହିଁ ଅକ୍ଷଟ । ଏଥିକୁ କ୍ଷନ୍ଇ କ୍ଷକୌେସି ନ୍ାଟତାମସା ନ୍କ୍ଷହଉ, କ୍ଷକୌେସି ଖିଲାପ ନ୍କ୍ଷହଉ, କ୍ଷକୌେସି 
ତକଷବିତକଷ ନ୍କ୍ଷହଉ। ଏଇ କଥାଟା କ୍ଷର୍ଯ ମଞ୍ଜକଥା ଏହା ବୁଝିବାକୁ ପଡ଼ିବ,ପ୍ରଥମତାଃ। 
 

“ରହିଛି ରହିବ ମୁଣ୍ଡ ଠିଆ େରି ପାଉଥିବ ଦଶଦିରଶ ଯଶ 
ରସବୁଥିବା ତ୍ାରର ଆରମ ତ୍ା ସନ୍ତାନ  ଆରମ ଓଡ଼ିଆ, ଓଡ଼ିଶା ଆମ ରଦଶ 

ଉରପନ୍ଦ୍ର, ରଗାପାଳ, ଭୀମ, ବଳରଦବ  ବଳରାମ ଆଉ ଜଗନ୍ନାଥ 
ଦୀନେୃଷ୍ଣ ଅଭିମନୁୟ ଓ ସାରଳା ଫେୀର ଗଙ୍ଗା ଓ ରାଧାନାଥ 
ଭାଷା ପଞ୍ଚାମୃତ୍ ସିଞ୍ଚନ େରାଇ ଓଡ଼ିଆରର ରଦରେ ଜୀବନ୍ନୟାସ 

ପଞ୍ଚସଖା ବଳିଦାନେ ଏୋଧାର ରହଲା ଧନୟ ରମା ଓଡ଼ିଶା ରଦଶ ” 
 

ଆରମ ଓଡ଼ିଆ...!!! 
ଏଇ ଓଡ଼ିଶା ମା’ର ଆକ୍ଷମ ଦାୟାଦ, ଏହାର ଭବିଷୟତର ରୂପକ୍ଷରଖ ଆମ୍ଭରି ହାତକ୍ଷର। ଏହାକୁ ଉନ୍ନତି ଓ ବିକାଶକ୍ଷର ଅଗ୍ରଗେୟ ଏବଂ 

ବିଶ୍ୱସ୍ତରକ୍ଷର ପ୍ରତିଷ୍ଠା କରି ଆମକୁ ପ୍ରମାେ କରିବାକୁ କ୍ଷହବ ଆକ୍ଷମ ହିଁ ଏହାର ସୁକ୍ଷର୍ଯାଗୟ ବଂଶଧର । ଆମକୁ ବିଶ୍ୱ ଦରବାରକ୍ଷର ପ୍ରତିଷି୍ଠତ 

କରିବାକୁ କ୍ଷହକ୍ଷଲ ସମକ୍ଷସ୍ତ ଏକ ମନ୍ ପ୍ରାେ ଓ ଆତ୍ମା କ୍ଷହାଇ କାନ୍ଧକ୍ଷର କାନ୍ଧ ମିଳାଇ ଆଗକୁ ରି୍ଯବାକୁ କ୍ଷହବ । ଆମ ମାତୃଭୂମି ଓ ମାତୃଭାଷାର 

ଉନ୍ନତି କକ୍ଷଳ୍ପ ସମସ୍ତ ପ୍ରକାର େିନ୍ତା ଓ କ୍ଷେତନ୍ାକୁ ଭବିଷୟକ୍ଷତାକ୍ଷନ୍ମାଖି କରାଇପାରିକ୍ଷଲ ଆମର ଉନ୍ନତି କ୍ଷହବ କ୍ଷବାଲି ଆମ୍ଭର ଦୃଢ଼ବିଶ୍ୱାସ ।  
 

“ଭାଷାେୁ ବରଜି ଜ୍ଞାନୀ େି ରହାଇବ,  ଓଡ଼ିଆ ତୁ୍ମର ପରିଚୟ 
ମାତୃ୍ଭୂମି, ମାତୃ୍ଭାଷା ନ ବନି୍ଦରେ େିସ ରହବ େରେ ବିଶବଜୟ ” 

 
ସମସ୍ତ ଓଡ଼ିଶାବାସୀ ତଥା ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଇ ଓ ଭଉେୀ ମାନ୍ଙୁ୍କ ବିନ୍ମ୍ର ଅନୁ୍କ୍ଷରାଧ କ୍ଷର୍ଯ; ଚାଲନ୍ତୁ ପରସ୍ପର ମଧ୍ୟକ୍ଷର କ୍ଷସୌହାେଷୟପୂର୍ଣ୍ଷ ବାତାବରେ 
ସୃଷି୍ଟ କରିବା ଏବଂ କ୍ଷକୌେସି ପ୍ରକାରର ପ୍ରତିକ୍ଷର୍ଯାଗିତା ମୂଳକ ଅଭିସନି୍ଧ ନ୍ରଖି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ତଥା ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ଉନ୍ନତି ତଥା ପ୍ରଶସି୍ତ ନି୍ମକ୍ଷନ୍ତ କାର୍ଯଷୟ 
କରି ଆକ୍ଷଗଇ ରି୍ଯବା ।  
 

“ଓଡିଆରର ଆରମ, ଜାତି୍ ଧମବ ରପ୍ରମ ସବୁତ୍ ଓଡ଼ିଶା ପାଇଁ, 
ବୀର ପ୍ରସବିନୀ ଧରା  ଆମ ଓଡ଼ିଶା ମା ପରା ବଞ୍ଚବିା ତ୍ାହାରି ପାଇଁ । 

ଓଡ଼ିଶା ମାଟିରର ହସିବା ରଖଳିବା, ତ୍ାହାରି ରସବାରର ପ୍ରାଣ, 
ମରିଯିବା ପରଛ ରେରଭଁ ନଭୁେିବା ଆମ ଓଡ଼ିଶାର  ଗୁଣଗାନ । ” 

 
ଆମ ଓଡ଼ିଶା...!!! 

ଶାନ୍ତ ସି୍ନଗ୍ଧ କମନ୍ୀୟ ଅପରୂପା ଓ ପ୍ରକୃତିର ଗନ୍ତାଘର । ସମୁଦ୍ରର ଉରୁ୍ତ୍ଙ୍ଗ ଲହରୀମାଳା ର୍ଯା’ର େରେ ସ୍ପଶଷ କରି ପାଆନି୍ତ ଅନ୍ନ୍ତ ତୃପି୍ତ । 
ପ୍ରାକୃତିକ ଖେିଜ ସମ୍ପରି୍ତ୍, ଶିଳ୍ପକଳା ଓ ଭାସ୍କର୍ଯଷୟକ୍ଷର ର୍ଯା’ର ତନୁ୍ଶ୍ରୀ ଖେିତ। ନୃ୍ତୟ, ବାଦୟ ଓ କ୍ଷଲାକଗୀତିକ୍ଷର ର୍ଯା’ର ଗଗନ୍ ପବନ୍ ପ୍ରକମି୍ପତ 

। ପ୍ରାେୁର୍ଯଷୟମୟ ଇତିହାସ, ସାହିତୟ ଓ କ୍ଷଲାକକଥାକ୍ଷର ର୍ଯା’ର ସାମାଜିକ ଜୀବନ୍ ଓତାଃକ୍ଷପ୍ରାତ । ହ୍ରଦ, ନ୍ଦୀ, ବନ୍ ଓ ଝରୋର କୁଳୁକୁଳୁ 

ନ୍ାଦକ୍ଷର ର୍ଯା’ର ଗ ା ଗହଳିର ଜୀବନ୍କ୍ଷରାତ ମୁଖରିତ । ଭୁବକ୍ଷନ୍ଶ୍ୱର ଏବଂ ଜଗନ୍ନାଥଙ୍କ କ୍ଷେତ୍ର ର୍ଯା’ର ଜନ୍ମାନ୍ସକୁ ଶକି୍ତ ଓ ଭକି୍ତକ୍ଷର 

ଅନୁ୍ପ୍ରାେିତ କରିଆସିଛନି୍ତ । ସକ୍ଷବଷାପରି ଧମଷ, କମଷ ତଥା ସଂସ୍କାର ଓ ସଂସ୍କତିୃ ର୍ଯା’ର କ୍ଷକାେ ଓ ଅନୁ୍କ୍ଷକାେକ୍ଷର ପ୍ରବାହିତ କ୍ଷହାଇ କ୍ଷକଉ  
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ଆବହମାନ୍ କାଳରୁ ଓଡ଼ିଆ ମନ୍, ପ୍ରାେ ଓ ଆତ୍ମାକୁ ପ୍ରେୁଲ୍ଲ ଓ ସକ୍ଷତଜ କରି ରଖିଛି । କ୍ଷସଇ କ୍ଷଗୌରବମୟୀ ଜନ୍ମଭୂମିର ଆକ୍ଷମ ଗବିତ 

ସନ୍ତାନ୍ ।  
“ଭାଇ ଭଉଣୀଏ...! 

ରେଖିବା ୋହାଣୀ େଥା ଗୀତ୍ େଳା ଓଡିଶାର, 
ଦୁନିଆ ଜାଣିବ ଶୁଣିବ ଅପୂବବ  ଗଉରବ  ଗାଥା ଉତ୍କଳର...!! 
ଆମ ହାଣ୍ଡଶିାଳ ଆମର ଆଖଡା ଆମ ରଲାେେଥା ଆମ ଭାଷା, 

ଆମର ଉତ୍କଳ, ଆମର େଳିଙ୍ଗ, ଆମର ମାଟି ମା ଏ ଓଡିଶା...!!!” 
 

ଓଡ଼ିଶାବାସୀ ଓ ଓଡ଼ିଆଭାଷୀ!!! 
 ଏଇ ମାଟିକ୍ଷର ଆମର ଜନ୍ମ। ଏଇ ମନ୍ଆତ୍ମାକ୍ଷର ଏହାର ସୁଧାଧାର ନ୍ାମ ସଦାସବଷଦା ଝଙୃ୍କତ-ପ୍ରାେ-।  ଏଇ ଆମ ଜନ୍ମଭୂମି, କମଷଭୂମି ଆଉ 

ଜ୍ଞାନ୍ଭୂମି ; ଏଇ ଆମ ଓଡ଼ିଶା; ଇଏ ଆମ ଓଡ଼ିଆମାନ୍ଙ୍କର ପ୍ରାେପ୍ରବାହର ଅମୃତଧାରା। ସମଗ୍ର ବିଶ୍ୱର ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଇ ଓ ଭଉେୀଙୁ୍କ ଆମ୍ଭର 
ହାେିକ ଶୁକ୍ଷଭଚ୍ଛ୍ା ଆଉ ଆପେଙ୍କ ସମୃଦ୍ଧ ପ୍ରାେପ୍ରାେୁର୍ଯଷୟ ନି୍ମକ୍ଷନ୍ତ ଶ୍ରୀ ଜଗନ୍ନାଥଙ୍କ େରେ କମଳକ୍ଷର ଭକି୍ତପୂତ ପ୍ରାଥଷନ୍ା କରୁଅଛୁ। 
 

“ ଭାଷା ନନି୍ଦରଘାରଷ େମରଜୁ୍ଜ ବାଧି  ଏରବ ତ୍ୟାଗର ରଜାର୍ େଗାଅ, 
ବିଶବ ବଡ଼ଦାରଣ୍ଡ ଟାଣିରନବା ରଥ  ଆରମ ଓଡ଼ିଶା ମାଟିର ପୁଅ । 
ପ୍ରଗତି୍ ରୋଣାରେବ ମୁଣ୍ଡ ିମାରିରଦବା  ଆରମ ଧମବପଦ ବୀର ପରି, 

ମାତୃ୍ଭୂମି, ମାତୃ୍ଭାଷାର ବିୋରଶ  ରହବା ସରବବ ଜାଗ୍ରତ୍ ପ୍ରହରୀ ।” 
 
ଅତୀତର ସଂଘଷଷମୟ ବିଭୀଷିକା, ଇତିହାସର ପୃଷ୍ଠା ପୃଷ୍ଠାକ୍ଷର ଆମର ସମୃଦି୍ଧର ବିବର୍ତ୍ଷନ୍ ସଂଗ୍ରାମ, ପ୍ରସ୍ତର ଆକ୍ଷଲଖୟକ୍ଷର ରାଜଭାଷା ଆଉ 
ସାମାଜିକ ଜନ୍ଜୀବନ୍କ୍ଷର ଓତାଃକ୍ଷପ୍ରାତ ଆମର ସଂସ୍କାର ଆଉ ସଂସ୍କତିୃ । ଆମ୍ଭର ସରଳତା ଆଉ ଜୀବନ୍ର ଅନ୍ତାଃକ୍ଷରାତ ଆମ୍ଭକୁ କ୍ଷର୍ଯକ୍ଷତ 
ସାମାଜିକ େିନ୍ତା ଓ କ୍ଷେୈତନ୍ୟକ୍ଷର ଉଦ ବୃଦ୍ଧ କରିଛି, ବାହୟଶକି୍ତମାକ୍ଷନ୍ ଆମ୍ଭକୁ କ୍ଷସକ୍ଷତ ଦୁବଷଳ ଆଉ ସୁପ୍ତ ଭାବି ନି୍ଷୁ୍ଠରତାର କଷାଘାତକ୍ଷର 
ଜଜ୍ଜଷରିତ କରିଚାଲିଛନି୍ତ । କ୍ଷକଉ  ଆବହମାନ୍ କାଳରୁ ଆମ୍ଭପ୍ରତି ଅନ୍ୟାୟକ୍ଷର କ୍ଷକୌେସି କାପଷେୟତା କରିନ୍ାହାନି୍ତ ଆମ୍ଭ ଭାରତର ରାଷ୍ଟ୍ରୀୟ 
ଜନ୍ନ୍ାୟକଗେ ମଧ୍ୟ। ସମୟର ଜୀର୍ଣ୍ଷପୃଷ୍ଠାକୁ ଓଲଟାଇକ୍ଷଲ ଏକ୍ଷବବି ଦୟାନ୍ଦୀର ଗୁମୁରି କ୍ଷହାଇ କାନି୍ଦବାର ଶୁୋର୍ଯାଏ, କ୍ଷକାୋକଷର କ୍ଷକାହ 
ଏକ୍ଷବବି କ୍ଷବଳାଭୂମିକୁ ଥରାଇ ଦିଏ । ଆମ୍ଭର ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଷାକୁ ବିକ୍ଷଲାପ କରିବାର େକ୍ରାନ୍ତ, ଆମ ଓଡ଼ିଶାକୁ ବଙ୍ଗ ବିହାରକ୍ଷର ମିଶାଇ କ୍ଷଦବାର 
କୂଟନ୍ୀତି, ଆମ୍ଭ ସଂସ୍କତିୃ ଆଉ ପରମ୍ପରାକୁ ଉଧାର ଅୋରି୍ଯବାର ଉଭଟ ଟ କଳ୍ପନ୍ା କଥା, ଏକ୍ଷବବି ବୟାଖୟା କଲାକ୍ଷବକ୍ଷଳ କ୍ଷକକ୍ଷତ ମହାନ୍ ଆତ୍ମାଙ୍କ 
କ୍ଷକାଟରଗତ ଆଖିରୁ ଦୁଇବୁନ୍ଦା ତତଲା ଲୁହ କ୍ଷବାହିପକ୍ଷଡ଼ ।  
 

“ଓଡ଼ିଶା ମାଟିର ଭଉଣୀ ଭାଇରର ! ମରମ େଥା ଏ ଶୁଣିଯାଅ । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଷାରର ରେଖ ପଢ଼ େୁହ  ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ରପାଥି ପୁରାଣ ଗାଅ । 

ବିଶବ ଦରବାରର ପ୍ରତି୍ଷ୍ଠାେୁ ଇଚି୍ଛ ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଏୋଠି ହୁଅ ଆଜି ।  
ଆରମ ରନାହୁଁ କୁ୍ଷଦ୍ର, ନୁହଁ ତ୍ ଦରିଦ୍ର ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଉଠ ତୁ୍ ୋଳନିଦ୍ରା ରତ୍ଜି । ” 

 
ଏହାତ ଗଲା ବାହାର କ୍ଷଲାକଙ୍କ ଆମ୍ଭପ୍ରତି ଉପହାସ ତଥା ତାତ୍ସଲୟର େିରାେରିତ ଉପାଖୟାନ୍ । କ୍ଷହକ୍ଷଲ, ଏହି ସବୁ ସମୟର କୁରତାକୁ ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ କାହିଁକି ଭୂଲି 
ର୍ଯାଉଅକ୍ଷଛ ?  କ୍ଷର୍ଯଉ  ଡାଳକ୍ଷର ଆମ୍ଭର ଏହି ଜନ୍ମ-କମଷ-ଧମଷର ନ୍ୀଡ଼ଟି ଋତୁେକ୍ରର ପ୍ରବାହକ୍ଷର କ୍ଷଦାଳାୟମାନ୍ ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ କ୍ଷସହି ଡାଳଟିକୁ ଆଜି କୁଠାରାଘାତ 

କରିବାକୁ ପଶ୍ଚାତପଦ କାହିଁକି କ୍ଷହାଇପାରୁକ୍ଷନ୍?? ସମୟକ୍ଷର କ୍ଷଲଲିହାନ୍ ଶିଖାକ୍ଷର ନି୍ଜକୁ ଝାସକ୍ଷଦବାର ଏହି ପ୍ରୟାସ କାହିଁକି ??? ଧମଷପଦର ଉତ୍ସାହ, 
ଏକାଗ୍ରତା ଆଉ ମଣୁ୍ଡମିାରିବାର ଦୃଢ଼ତା ; ବାଜିରାଉତର ଅଟଳ ବିଶ୍ୱାସ, ଜନ୍ମଭୂମିର ପ୍ରୀତି ଆଉ ବଳିଦାନ୍; କ୍ଷଦାହରା ବିକ୍ଷଷାୟୀ, ଜୟୀ ରାଜଗୁରୁ, ପଞ୍ଚସଖା 
ଆଉ ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ଗଠନ୍, ବିକାଶ ଆଉ ସୁରୋ ନି୍ମକ୍ଷନ୍ତ ନି୍ଜର ଜୀବନ୍, କ୍ଷର୍ଯୌବନ୍ ଆଉ ସକଳ ସୁଖସ୍ୱାଚ୍ଛ୍ନ୍ଦୟକୁ ବଳିଦାନ୍ କ୍ଷଦଇଥିବା କ୍ଷସହି ଅମର ଓଡ଼ିଆ 
ଭାଇ ଓ ଭଉେୀଙ୍କ ଏହି ସେଳ ପ୍ରୟାସ କେ ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ ଭୂଲିରି୍ଯବା ? 
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“େମଦାନ ତ୍ୟାଗ ଉତ୍ସଗବ ଜୀବନ ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଷାରର ଥାଉ । 
ଭାଷାର ବିନୟାସ ଭୂମିର ବିୋଶ ପାଇଁ ଏ ଜୀବନ ଯାଉ ।। 
ସମରେ ହାତ୍େୁ ୋଧେୁ ମିଳାଇ ହୃଦ ମରନ ଏେ ରହବା । 
ଓଡ଼ିଶାେୁ ବିଶବ େରରର ପ୍ରତି୍ଷ୍ଠା ନିଶ୍ଚୟ ଆରେ େରିବା ।।” 

ଆସନ୍ତୁ,  
କ୍ଷହ ଆମ୍ଭର ଓଡ଼ିଶାବାସୀ ଆଉ ବିଶ୍ୱର କ୍ଷକାେ ଅନୁ୍କ୍ଷକାେକ୍ଷର ବସବାସ କରୁଥିବା ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଇ ଓ ଭଉେୀମାକ୍ଷନ୍!... 
୨୦୧୨ ଏପି୍ରଲ୍  ପହିଲାକ୍ଷର ଏକ କବିତା ମାଧ୍ୟମକ୍ଷର କିଛି କ୍ଷେତନ୍ା ଆେିବାକୁ ପ୍ରକ୍ଷେଷ୍ଟା କରିଥିଲି... 

ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ଗତି୍...!!! 
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଝିେୁଛି ଓଡ଼ିଆର ରଗାଡ଼  

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ନିେୁଟି ହସୁଛି । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାତ୍ରର ଓଡ଼ିଆର ଧୂଳି 

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ସୁମରି ଝୁରୁଛି । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଗାେରର ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଚାପୁଡ଼ା 

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଖାଉଛି ନାତ୍ । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆର ଗାେୁ ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଶୁଣୁଛି  

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରର ନାହିଁ ଭାତ୍ । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆେୁ ରଦଖି ଓଡ଼ିଆ େୁଚୁଛି 

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରଖାଜୁଛି ସିଏ ।  
ଓଡ଼ିଆେୁ ଶିଖି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭୁେିଛି  

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଷାେୁ ରମାରହ । 
 ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଶଣ୍ଠଣା ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଚୂେିେି 

ଓଡ଼ିଆରର ରଭେ ନାହିଁ । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଦାଣ୍ଡ ରର ଓଡ଼ିଆ ମୁେୁଳା  

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରଦଖିେି ବାଇ । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆର ଦୃଷି୍ଟ ଓଡ଼ିଆ ହାଏ ରର  

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରହାଇଛି ରରାଗୀ । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଇରର ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭଉଣୀ 

ଓଡ଼ିଆର େଥା ଭାବି । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଏପରି ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରନାହିବ 

ଓଡ଼ିଆରର ଗରେ ଭୂେି । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆର ଶିକ୍ଷା ଓଡ଼ିଆର ଦୀକ୍ଷା  

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଚଳଣୀ ଚାେି । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆର ପିଣ୍ଡ ଓଡ଼ିଆର ପ୍ରାଣ 

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରଯରବ ବୁଝିବ । 
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ମହତ୍ ଓଡ଼ିଆର ମାନ  

ଓଡ଼ିଆ ସିନା ରଖିବ?  
ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରଥ େୁ ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଟାଣିରେ 

ଓଡ଼ିଆର ସବପନ ରନଇ । 
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ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରତ୍ରବରର ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରହିବ 
ଓଡ଼ିଶା ଓଡ଼ିଆ ରହାଇ ...! 

 
ସମଗ୍ର ବିଶ୍ୱବାସୀଙୁ୍କ ଆମ୍ଭ ମାନ୍ଙୁ୍କ ଜୋଇ କ୍ଷଦବାକୁ କ୍ଷହବ,  ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ ସୁପ୍ତ, ନି୍ରୀହ, ଦୁବଷଳ ନୁ୍ହ  ; ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ ଶକ୍ତ, ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ ଉନ୍ନତ, ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ 
ସମୃଦ୍ଧ;  ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ ସଂସ୍କାର, ସଂସ୍କତିୃ ଓ ସମୃଦି୍ଧର ଏକ ଗନ୍ତାଘର । ଏକ୍ଷବ ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ ହାତକ୍ଷର ହାତ ମିଳାଇ, ସମୂ୍ପର୍ଣ୍ଷ ସହକ୍ଷର୍ଯାଗ ସହ ଚାଲନ୍ତୁ ଏକ 
ବିକାଶଶୀଳ, ଉନ୍ନତ ଆଉ ସମୃଦ୍ଧ ଓଡ଼ିଶାର ଅମରଗାଥା କ୍ଷଲଖିବା ବିଶ୍ୱଇତିହାସକ୍ଷର। ଏକ ମନ୍ ଆତ୍ମା କ୍ଷହାଇ-ପ୍ରାେ-ଓଡ଼ିଶାକୁ ଏକ 
ଅଗ୍ରଗେୟ ପ୍ରକ୍ଷଦଶର ମର୍ଯଷୟଦା କ୍ଷଦବା ।  
ହାତୀ ବେକ୍ଷର ଥିକ୍ଷଲ ମଧ୍ୟ ରାଜାର..ଏଇ କଥା ଶୁେି ଆସୁକ୍ଷଛ ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ। କ୍ଷସଇ କଥା ହିଁ କହୁଛି; ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ କ୍ଷର୍ଯଉ ଠି ଥିକ୍ଷଲ ବି ଓଡ଼ିଶା ମା’ର। ଏେୁ 
ମ ୁ କକ୍ଷହ... 

 
“ପ୍ରବାରସ ରହିରେ ତୁ୍ଣ୍ଡେି ରହିବ 
ମାତୃ୍ଭାଷାରର ରଯ ପରଦ ନ’ଗାଇ! 
ରଜାେି ରନାହିବ ଜୀବର ପାଳେ 
ମତ୍ଙ୍ଗ ଅରରଣୟ ରହିରେ ଯାଇ? 

େହିବା, ଗାଇବା, ରେଖିବା ସରରବ 
ଅତି୍ ସୁମଧୁର ଓଡ଼ିଆ ଭାଷା, 

ଓଡ଼ିଶା ପରାଣ ମାତୃ୍ଭାଷା ଆମ 
ରେରଭଁ ରହାଇବେି ଏ ପିତ୍ାେଷା !!! ” 

 
ଏକତା ଆମ୍ଭର ଅସ୍ତ୍ର କ୍ଷହବ, ସଂସ୍କତିୃ କ୍ଷହବ ଆମ୍ଭର ଶସ୍ତ୍ର, ବିଶ୍ୱାସ କ୍ଷହବ ଆମ୍ଭର ସହର୍ଯାତ୍ରୀ ଆଉ ଦୃଢବ୍ରତୀ କ୍ଷହାଇ ଆକ୍ଷମ୍ଭ ଗଢ଼ିବା ଏକ 
ସ୍ୱରି୍ଣ୍ମ ଓଡ଼ିଶା। ପ୍ରକ୍ଷତୟକ ଓଡ଼ିଶାବାସୀ ପୂର୍ଣ୍ଷାଙ୍ଗ ଜୀବନ୍ଧାରା, ଶାଶ୍ୱତ ଅନୁ୍େିନ୍ତନ୍ ତଥା ଐଶ୍ୱରୀୟ କ୍ଷେତନ୍ାକ୍ଷର ଉଦ ବୃଦ୍ଧ କ୍ଷହାଇ ନି୍ଜକୁ 
ଓଡ଼ିଶାର କ୍ଷସବାକ୍ଷର ନି୍କ୍ଷୟାଜିତ କରିକ୍ଷଲ ଆମ୍ଭର ରାଜୟ ନି୍ଶ୍ଚୟ େିରନ୍ତନ୍ ଏକ କ୍ଷଗୌରବମୟ ରାଜୟକ୍ଷର କ୍ଷର୍ଯ ପରିଗେିତ କ୍ଷହବ ଏଥିକ୍ଷର ଦି୍ୱରୁକି୍ତ 
ନ୍ାହିଁ । 

-ପ୍ରଭୂ 

 
 

ଜୟ ଓଡ଼ିଆ...ଜୟ ଓଡ଼ିଶା...ଜୟ ଜଗନ୍ନାଥ...!!! 
ପ୍ରଶାନ୍ତ କୁମାର ଭୂୟ ା, 

ଟରୋରଟା, ଓଟାରିଓ, କାନାଡା, 
ଜନମସ୍ଥାନ - ବଡଦାଣ୍ଡ, ଜଗନ୍ନାଥ ପ୍ରସାଦ, ଗଞ୍ଜାମ 

+୧ ୬୪୭ ୯୯୬ ୫୨୮୦ 
prasantabhunya@gmail.com 

  

mailto:prasantabhunya@gmail.com
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cÞeÐ, cmâÞ J mÞ¨Ð 

jé`ðm[Ð cÞhÍ(e\) 

 

mÞ̈ Ð BSç Ò_Ð ÒcÐeç' Ð 

 jLÐfÊ jLÐfÊ Ò$jçaÊLçÒe cmâÞe `te cÞ_ÞVç `Ëaàe @ ç̀ÒXVç Ò]MÞ cÞeÐ QcLÞ `XÞmÐ Ð Aeç @ÐB Þ̀... Aeç 

AB `Þ... LÒcÃç `Òe LÒcÃç Ò]B QÐmÞ\ÞÒm cmâÞe Ò$jçaÊLç Ò$Í¨ç cÐÒ_ Ð cÞeÐ 

LÞ«Ê  SÐZÞ`ÐeÊ _\ÞmÐ LÒcÃçÒe LZ ÒmMÞa Ð cmâÞ HÒa @RÞ ÒLÐDWÞ... 

ÒcÒjSçVÐLÊ ÒQLç LmÐ AD\Òe Ð A¾dàÔ ÒkmÐ cÞeÐ...cmâÞ VÐD_çÒe @RÞ ! AD 

ÒLÒ[Òaf ÒkB\ÞÒm cÞeÐLÊ QÞXÞ mÐNÞ\Ð«Ð Ð `ÍÐ¯ ]ÊB aià `Òe VÐD_çLÊ AjÞRÞ 

@\Q [ÐLÊ SÒZB_Þ Ð cmâÞe cÐ_jÞL yÞ[Þ ÒLcÞ[Þ \Þa HÒa, Òj MÊjÞ\Þa _Ð ]ÊÓMÑ 

ÒkB dÐB\Þa... Òj HÒa HLÐ \Þa _Ð [Ð `ÐMÒe [Ð bÐB bDZÑcÐÒ_ aÞ \ÞÒa Ð 

[Ð c_ bÞ[Òe aÞbÞ_ð Í̀LÐee Í̀hð D*Þ cÐeÊ\ÞmÐ Ð cmâÞe jaÊÒaÒf kjÊ\ÞaÐ cÊkÜVÐ 

[Ð AMÞ ANÒe _ÐQÞNmÐ Ð kjÞmÐ ÒaÒf [Ð AMÞe QcL AD ÒNÐmÐ Þ̀ ÒNÐmÐ`Þ 

]ÊB NÐme bDÜeÞ [Ð kjLÊ AkÊeÞ ALiàZÑ¯ LÒe Ð [ÐLÊ _ kjÊ\ÞaÐ ÒaÐÒ^ ÒLkÞ ÒLÒa Ò]MÞ _\ÞÒa, ÒLaf 

cÞeÐ RXÐ Ð LÒmSçÒe QÐeÞ aià eÊcçÒcVç \ÞÒm ÒjcÐÒ_ Ð cÞeÐ Òd[ÞLÞ elZhÑf \ÞmÐ cmâÞ Òj[ÞLÞ cÊ¦ QÞ«Ð^ÐeÐe 

\ÞmÐ Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ ]ÊÒkÜ ]ÊkÞÜ*e Òa½ç Ò$Í¨ç _ \ÞÒmaÞ ]ÊkÞÜ* bÞ[Òe ÒLÒa cÒ_ÐcÐfÞ_Ô ÒkÐB _\ÞmÐ Ð eÊcç ÒcVç 

jÞÒmµ_ç VÐBcç AjÞÒm ÒjcÐÒ_ `e¸eLÊ aÐRÊ\ÞÒm Ð  cÞeÐe @Ò`lÐLó[ elZhÑf cÒ_ÐbÐaLÊ aÞ_Ð LÞRÞ 

@bÞÒdÐNÒe NÍkZ LeÞÒ_B\ÞmÐ ... WÞLç ÒdcÞ[Þ cmâÑe  AÒceÞLÑ¯ D_êÊ¦[ÐLÊ cÞeÐ NÍkZ LeÞ Ò_B\ÞmÐ Ð 

eÊcçÒcVç ÒkÒmaÞ _Þ[Þ ]Þ_ÞA SÑa_ ÒhßfÑ `ÐBÜ akÊ[ Lcç jc¯ ÒjcÐÒ_ HLÐWÞ LÐVÊ\ÞÒm Ð [\Ð Þ̀ O_Þº[Ð 

aYÊ\ÞmÐ Ð LÒmSç jeÞaÐ ÒafLÊ cmâÞ [Ð SÑa_e @Ò_L aÔ¦ÞN[ L\Ð [Ð ANÒe `ÍLÐh LeÞjÐeÞ\ÞmÐ ...cÞeÐ 

SÑa_Òe OVÞ\ÞaÐ @Ò_L L\Ð cmâÞ a SÐZÞ jÐeÞ\ÞmÐ Ð jÊMÒe ]ÊÓMÒe `e¸e `ÐBÜ `e¸e WÞA ÒkD\ÞÒm aÞ_Ð 

A`rÞÒe Ð  

cmâÞ SÑa_Òe @NZÞ[ QeÞ[Í* bÞ[eÊ mÞ¨Ð ÒNÐVÞH aÞaÐ]Ñ¯ QeÞ[Í Ð fÞ¨Ð aÞi¯Òe N` AFc÷ LÒm cmâÞe cÊkÜÒe, 

jéeÒe aÞÒ]ÐÍkÒe bÐa ¸½ aÐeÞÒkB `ÒX Ð kÐ[Òe JéÐB_ç NâÐjç ^eÞ [Ð SÑa_e jaÊ ]ÊÓM jaÊ aÞ$f[Ðe LÐeZ 

mÞ̈ Ð ÒaÐmÞ kjÞ kjÞ cmâÞ ÒOÐiZÐ LeÞmÐ ÒaÒf cmâÞ AlÞÒe $ÊVÞ DWÊ\ÞaÐ OóZÐLÊ ¸½ Ò]MÞ`ÐÒe cÞeÐ Ð Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ  

mÞ̈ Ð AÒmÐQ_Ð `eÞjeLÊ AjÞÒm cÞeÐ ÒQ½ÐLÒe AÒmÐQ_Ðe aÞi¯ aªÊ a]ÒfBaÐLÊ Ð cÐ[Í cmâÞ d]Þ \Òe 

Aec÷ LÒe mÞ¨Ð aÞi¯Òe AD Òj a]ÒfB `ÐÒe_Þ ... mÞ¨ÐLÊ  NÊXÐH NÐfÞÒ]aÐ`Òe @Ò_L jc¯ ^eÞ LÐÒt 

AD ÒhÐB`ÒX Ð Í̀\Òc Í̀\Òc HjaÊ @jkÔ mÐNÞÒmaÞ AÒª AÒª Ò]kjÊkÐ ÒkBdÐB\ÞmÐ cÞeÐe Ð Í̀\Òc 

Í̀\Òc mÞ¨Ðe `eÞQ¯ J cmâÞ SÑa_Òe [Ðe yÞ[ÞLÊ aÊTÞaÐ `ÐBÜ ÒQ½ÐLeÞ\ÞmÐ Òj Ð LÞ«Ê Í̀[Þ\e cmâÞ LÞRÞ _Ð LÞRÞ 

aÐk_Ð LeÞ L\ÐVÐ a]ÒfB ]ÞH Ð cÞeÐ H[ÞLÞ aÊTÞNmÐ mÞ¨Ð ÒkDRÞ HL OóZÔ QeÞ[Í dÐkÐLÊ Ò_B cmâÞ ÒLßÐZjÞ QnàÐ 

LeÞaÐLÊ QÐÒkÜ_Ð... jaÊ aÞ$f[Ð `ÐBÜ dÐkÐLÊ ÒLaf ]Ð¯Ñ LeÞaÐLÊ QÐÒkÜ Ð _ÞhÐNÍª ÒkÐB `Í[Þ\e mÞ¨Ðe QeÞ[Í 

jÕkÐe LmÐÒaÒf cmâÞ bÞ[ee ]ÊÓMÑ @jkÐ¯ ÒjðkLÐ=Ðf TÞ@VÞLÊ Ò]ÒM cÞeÐ... dÐkÐLÊ cmâÞ _ÞÒS jÐeÐ ]Ê_ÞA 

`ÐMeÊ @[Þ j[LàÒe mÊÒQB eMÞ\ÞmÐ Ð ÒjB TÞ@VÞ Í̀[Þ cÞeÐ c_Òe @Òk[ÊL Òjðk aYÞQÐmÞ\ÞmÐ Ð ÒaÐ^kÊH 

Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ SÑa_ ÒhßfÑ, jÐ= jÐ\ÑÒe ÒLßÐZjÞ Í̀LÐe jÐc&jÔ _\ÐBaÞ ÒjcÐÒ_ QÐeÞaià HLÐWÞ ekÞ`ÐeÞÒm, d]ÞJ 
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eÊcç aÐkÐÒe cÞeÐ aÔª eÒk [Ðe @_ÔÐ_Ô jÑcÞ[ aÐuaÑ* NkZÒe AD cmâÞ aÔª eÒk `Í[Þ ÒjcÞ½eçÒe 

a]fÊ\ÞaÐ [Ð ÒjÐjÞAmÞ JbeçALçVÞbç Ò$Í¨ç jeçLçmÒe Ð Í̀[Þ RÊVÞ ANeÊ NÊeÊaÐe eÐ[ÞÒe mÞ¨Ð `ÐMeÊ Lmç AÒj 

cmâÞLÊ ... cmâÞ Ò$Ð_ç LÐVÞÒ]B QÞLúÐe LÒe ... "ÒNÐ VÊ Òkmç mÞ¨Ð Ð' Í̀[Þ RÊVÞÒe cmâÞ ccç `ÐMLÊ dÐH Ð ccç OÒe 

ÒjcÐÒ_ jaÊ bÐB bDZÑ HLÐWÞ kÊ@«Þ AD akÊ[ c³Ð kÊH ÒaÐmÞ cmâÞ LÊÒk Ð cÞeÐLÊ BiàÐ mÐÒN LÐeZ Òj 

HLÊVÞA, [Ðe ÒLkÞ bÐB bDZÑ _ÐkÐ«Þ Ð aÐ`Ð cÐ'*WÊ ÒdÒ[ @Ð]e d_ú `ÐBÒmaÞ aÞ_Ð bÐB bDZÑe Oe [ÐLÊ 

bm mÐÒN_Ð Ð aÐ`Ð cÐ'* jÒ= ÒNÐÒV ]Þ_ LÐVÞaÐ `Òe Òj @Ò`lÐ LÒe LÔÐÕ`jçLÊ Ò$eÞdÞaÐ `ÐBÜ Ð eÊcçLÊ 

Ò$eÞaÐ `Òe eÐ[Þ @_Þ]ÍÐ ÒkÐB N` Le«Þ ]ÊÒkÜ Ð cÞeÐ NÒ` aÐ`Ð cÐ'* elZhÑf bÐe[Ñ¯ cÒ_ÐaórÞ bÞ[Òe [Ð 

_ÞSe héÐjeÊwLe @_ÊbÊ[Þ, [Ð aÐ`Ð cÐ'*WÊ hÊZÞ\ÞaÐ ÒjcÐ_* `ÞmÐ]Þ_e @Sa aÞe¦ÞLe LÐkZÑ dÐkÐLÊ hÊZÞ 

kjÞkjÞ NXÞdÐH cmâÞ, cmâÞ NÒ` [Ð ccç* LÊLÞÕ ÒaLÞÕ `ÔÐj_çLÊ Ò_B AD bÐB bDZÑ cÐ_*e Ò Í̀c LÐkÐZÑLÊ 

Ò_B dÐkÐ jaÊ ÒjcÐÒ_ ccç* jÒ= aÞ_Ð ]Þé^ÐÒe ÒhAeç Le«Þ AD cÞeÐ ÒhÐBaÐe aÐkÐ_Ð LeÞ QÊ ç̀QÐ`ç 

hÊZÞ\ÐH Ð HcÞ[Þ QÐeÞaiàe LÒmSç mÐB$ç aÞ[ÞNmÐ `Òe cmâÞ _ÞD¯Là QÐmÞNmÐ LÐc @Ò_éiZÒe j[, LÞ«Ê cÞeÐ 

SÐZÞ\ÞmÐ [Ðe Í̀Ló[ DÒ~hÔ \ÞmÐ mÞ̈ ÐWÊ @Ò_L ]ÊeLÊ QÐmÞdÞaÐLÊ Ð [Ð`Òe AD ÒahÑ Ò]MÐ ÒkÐB_Þ ]ÊB SZ*e 

Ð LÞ«Ê ÒdÒaaÞ _ÞD¯LàeÊ @ÐÒj cmâÞ [Ð jkÞ[ _ÞS@ÐXÊ ÒdÐNÐÒdÐN LÒe Ð ekZÞ bÞ[Òe \eÊVÞH ÒjcÐÒ_ mq/ 

XÞ_e `ÐBÜ ÒkD @aÐ L$Þ/ABjç LÍÞcç `ÐBÜ ÒkD, HLWÞ kÊ@«Þ Ð c_ÒMÐmÐ N`j` kÊH... LÐc, jÕ`LàLÊ Ò_B 

_Þ[Þ]Þ_ÞA `ÍÐ© a¯² SÑa_e SVÞf[ÐLÊ Ò_B QnàÐ MÊaç SÒc Ð LÞ«Ê mÞ¨ÐLÊ Ò_B ÒLßÐZjÞ Í̀hðe Dre ]ÞH_Þ cmâÞ ... 

ÒLaf [Ð SÑa_e jaÊ aÞ$f[Ðe LÐeZ LkÞ Ò]ÐiÐÒeÐ` LeÞaÐ RXÐ Ð  

 

 ÒLÒa ÒLÒa cÞeÐe cÒ_ ÒkÐBRÞ mÞ̈ Ð HL LÐÁ_ÞL QeÞ[Í, dÐkÐe j[Ô DÒ_êÐQ_Òe LÞRÞ @ Í̀Þ¯ j[Ôe 

jÐcðÐLÊ b¯LÒe cmâÞ Ð cmâÞ jkÞ[ cÞeÐe Òhi\e Ò]MÐ ÒkB\ÞmÐ cmâÞe ccçe $ÊÔ_eÐmçÒe ÒdDÜWÞ  cÞeÐ Í̀\c 

\e `ÐBÜ cmâÞe `eÞaÐeLÊ Ò]MÞ\ÞmÐ HÒ[ `ÐMeÊ Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ ]h bÐB bDZÑ, ÒjcÐ_* bÞ[Òe \ÞaÐ @«e=[Ð 

¸½ aÐeÞ ÒkB `XÊ\ÞmÐ Ð HÒ[ aX ]ÓÊM jc¯ÒeaÞ ÒLkÞ bÐ=Þ `XÊ_\ÞÒm ... jcÒª jcª*Ê jÐkÐeÐ Ò]B _ÞÒS 

]óY bÐÒa WÞA ÒkB ekÞ\ÞÒm ÒdcÞ[Þ Ð cÞeÐ ANeÊ SÐZÞ\ÞmÐ ÒjcÐÒ_ ÒLkÞ e¦ jÕ`LàÑ¯ _Êk«Þ ÒLaf ccç*e 

LeÊZÐ @D @_ÊLÕ`Ð ÒjcÐ_*Ê ÒNÐVÞH jË[ÍÒe aÐuÞ eMÞ\ÞmÐ Ð SÑa_e aÞbÞ_ð jc¯Òe Ò$ÐiçVeç `ÔÐÒeÃ bÐÒa 

]Ð¯Þré Ò_B HÒ[ NÊÒX `ÞmÐ*e ccç `ÐmVÞ dÐB\ÞÒm Òj Ð cÐ[Í ÒjBWÞ SZ*Ê Ò]MÞ AaÐLç ÒkBdÐB\ÞmÐ cÞeÐ Ð 

ÒjB SZL \ÞÒm cmâÞe @aÞLf `Í[ÞeË`, a¯je RÐ` dÐkÐ \ÞmÐ cÊkÜÒe Ð _ QÐkÞÜaÞ aÐecéÐe [Ð* AÒX _Se 

`fD\ÞmÐ Ð cmâÞLÊ LÞRÞ `QÐeÞaÐ @ÐNeÊ b]ÍckÞfÐ [Ð jkÞ[ _ÞS AXÊ L\Ð Aec÷ LeÞ LkÞ\ÞÒm... "cÊÜ mÞ¨Ð Ð' L\Ð 

AD LÞRÞ aYÞaÐ ANeÊ cmâÞ bÞXÞ Ò_B\ÞmÐ cÞeÐLÊ... @_Ô ỀeÊZÐ jÐ= cÐ_* jkÞ[ ÒbV LÒeB Ò]aÐ aÐkÐ_ÐÒe Ð 

Òj]Þ_ aÞ]Ð¯ Ò_mÐ ÒaÒf cmâÞLÊ LkÞ\ÞmÐ ... mÞ¨Ð Ò]MÞaÐLÊ WÞLç Ò[Ð bfÞ  Ð DreÒe cmâÞ LkÞ\ÞmÐ, ""]ÊbàÐNÔah[Ó 

kÜ '' Ð cÞeÐ `QÐeÞ\ÞmÐ... HÒa [ Lk Òj LÞH Ð cmâÞ Dre Ò]B\ÞmÐ ... HÒa _ÊÒkÜ AD ÒLÒa... ASÞ ccçe  

j®Ð_Òe cÊÜ cÊXç WÞLç eMÞaÐLÊ QÐkÊÜRÞ Ð cÞeÐLÊ cmâÞe Dre bm mÐNÞ_\mÐ Ð HcÞ[Þ HL ]ÑOà ]Þ_e O_Þº[Ð bÞ[Òe 

ÒNÐVÞH aÞaÐ]Ñ¯ QeÞ[ÍLÊ Ò_B HÒ[ ÒahÑ ÒNÐ`_Ñ¯[ÐLÊ NÍkZ LeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ jkS _\ÞmÐ [Ð`ÐBÜ Ð aÞÒhiLeÞ 

mÞ̈ ÐLÊ HÒ[ `ÐMeÊ Ò]MÞaÐ `Òe [ÐbÞ[Òe DWÞ\ÞaÐ ÒLßÐ[ÊkfLÊÊ cmâÞe HcÞ[Þ Òa`eÊA bÐaÒe HÒXB Ò]aÐVÐ 

cmâÞe jéÐbÞcÐ_LÊ AOÐ[ LeÞ\ÞmÐ Ð cÞeÐ ÒLÒ[\e cmâÞe ÒcÒjSçLÊ eÞ`âÐB _LeÞaÐeÊ cmâÞ aÞ _ÞS ÒcÒjSç 

`ÒWBaÐ at LeÞÒ]mÐ Ð [Ð`eWÊ ]ÊkÞÜ* bÞ[Òe AD Í̀[Ôl ÒdÐNÐÒdÐN _\ÞmÐ, ÒLaf dÐkÐ Ò$jçaÊLç @`çÒXVçeÊ 

cÞeÐ ÒLÒa ÒLÒa cmâÞe Mae `ÐH Ð [Ð JbeçALçVÞbç ÒjÐjÞAmç mÐB$ç AD Hbeç ÒQ&Þ= a¯Ò$Í¨ç cÐ_*Ê Ò_B 

[Ð Ò$jçaÊLç ó̀ºÐÒe `Í[Þ eÐ[Þe @`çÒXVç NmÐ LÞRÞ]Þ_ ÒkmÐZÞ LÐkÞÜLÞ at ÒkB dÐB\ÞmÐ Ð _ÞS LÐcÒe aÔª ekÞ 
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_ÞS AXÊ ANÍk Ò]ÒMB cmâÞLÊ Òj LÞRÞ `QÐeÞ _\ÞmÐ Ð AD\Òe cmâÞe @ ç̀ÒXVçÒe _Se `ÒLBaÐLÊ Ò$Ð_ç @_ç 

LeÞ Ò$jçaÊLç ÒMÐmÞmÐ cÞeÐ Ð LÒcÃç `Òe LÒcÃç AjÊRÞ Ð jcÒª jcÒa]_Ð SÒZB QÐmÞR«Þ Ð ÒLkÞ ÒLkÞ 

`QÐeÊR«... mÞ̈ Ð LÞH ? ÒLkÞ ÒLkÞ `QÐeÊR«Þ ...[Ê ASÞLÐmÞ ÒLDÜWÞ? LÞ«Ê cmâÞe ÒLßÐZjÞ Dre _\ÞmÐ Ð mÐNÊ\ÞmÐ 

cmâÞ Òahç LÞRÞ ]Þ_ ^eÞ jcª*WÊ ]ËÒeB ekÞ\ÞmÐ Ð Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ [Ðe QÞkðÐSZÐ jcÒª DLú¶Þ[ \ÞÒm cmìÞe `eÞyÞ[Þ 

SÐZÞaÐLÊ Ð cÞeÐLÊ aÔª mÐNÞmÐ Ð  

 cmâÞe cÐ_jÞL yÞ[Þ ÒLcÞ[Þ \Þa HÒa, mÞ¨Ð _ÐcL QeÞ[ÍVÞe Ò]kÐ«Òe Òj MÊjÞ\Þa _Ð aÞQfÞ[  ÒkB 

dÐB\Þa... cmâÞ HÒa ÒLÐDWÞ \Þa ... L'Z LeÊ\Þa ... HcÞ[Þ bÐaÊbÐaÊ cÞeÐ yÞe LmÐ Òj cmâÞLÊ Ò]MÞaÐLÊ dÞa Ð ASÞ 

h_ÞaÐe, LÐc _ÐkÞÜ Ð HAeç Ò`ÐVàLÊ aÐkÐeÞaÐ @ÐNeÊ [Ð kÐ[Òe LÞRÞ jc¯ @RÞ Ð cmâÞLÊ mÞ¨Ð aÞi¯Òe LÞRÞ 

`QÐeÞaÐLÊ _ÊÒkÜ, dÞa cmâÞ `ÐMÒe WÞA ÒkaÐLÊ _ÑeaÒe, ÒdcÞ[Þ Òj eÐ[Þ `Òe eÐ[Þ hÊZÊ\ÞmÐ mÞ¨ÐLÊ Ò_B cmâÞe 

@_Nàf @bÞÒdÐNLÊ ...ÒdcÞ[Þ Òj _ÒhÐB aÞ ÒhÐBaÐe aÐkÐ_Ð LeÞ hÊZÊ\ÞmÐ cmâÞe LÐtLÊ, Òa½çÒ$Í¨ç _ÒkÒm _ÐkÞÜ, 

Ò$Í ç̈ [ ÒkB `ÐeÞa Ð HcÞ[ÞÒe mÞ¨ÐLÊ SÐZÞaÐ aÐ L'Z ]eLÐe [Ðe ?  

cmâÞLÊ ÒVLçjçVç LmÐ ...[Ê ÒLÐDWÞ Ð cmâÞe Dre AjÞmÐ Ac ²Êmç `ÐM QnàÒe Ð 

cÞeÐ `QÐeÞmÐ... Ò[ÐÒ[ Ò]MÞaÐLÊ BRÐ ÒkDRÞ, dÞaÞ ÒjWÞLÊ Ð 

cmâÞe Dre AjÞmÐ...A mÞ¨ÐLÊ Ò]MÞaÊ... Òhi \e `ÐBÜ Ð 

cÞeÐ `QÐeÞmÐ ... [Ê L'Z mÞ̈ Ð `ÐMÒe ?  

cmâÞe Dre AjÞmÐ ...kÜ A, Ò[ÐÒ[ mÞ̈ Ð N` LkÞaÞ Ð 

cÞeÐ ÒmMÞmÐ ... ek cÊ AjÊRÞ, NÐXÞ ½ÐVà LeÞaÞ HÒa Ð  

QnàÒe `kqÞ cÞeÐLÊ ÒMÐSÞmÐ cmâÞ Ð ÒahÑ LÞRÞ bÞX _\ÞmÐ ...MÐmÞ dÐkÐ cmâÞe bÐB bDZÑ cÐÒ_, @Á LÞRÞ jÕ`LàÑ¯ 

@ÐD Qnàe LcàQÐeÑ H`V Òj`V ÒkD\ÞÒm Ð L\ÐaÐràÐeÊ SZÐ `XÊ\ÞmÐ ÒjcÐÒ_ $ÊÔÒ_eÐmç `ÐBÜ ÒeXÞ ÒkDR«Þ Ð 

cmâÞ L$Þ_ç `ÐMÒe ajÞ\ÞmÐ Ð cÞeÐLÊ Ò]MÞ DWÞ AjÞmÐ, [ÐLÊ VÐZÞ VÐZÞ Ò_BNmÐ L$Þ_ç `ÐMLÊ Ð mÞ¨Ð hÐ«ÞÒe 

ÒhÐB\ÞmÐ bfÞ mÐNÊ\ÞmÐ Ð ÒdcÞ[Þ akÊ[ ]Þ_`Òe [ÐLÊ aÞhÍÐc cÞmÞmÐ Ð cmâÞ LkÞmÐ ..."aÞQÐeÞ ÒhÐBRÞ AeÐcçÒe,  

ÒaÐ^kÊH HB MÊjÞÒe Òd ÒhiLÊ [Ð TÞ@ aÊTÞmÐ [Ð cÐ'e [Ð RXÐ H ]Ê_ÞAÒe AD ÒLkÞ _\ÞÒm Ð `QÐeÊ_Ê mÞ¨Ð 

LÞH ?' cmâÞLÊ QÐkÞÜmÐ cÞeÐ ... cmâÞe ]ÊB AMÞÒe mÊk Yf Yf ÒkD\ÞmÐ Ð cmâÞLÊ LÊÒ¬B `ÒLBmÐ cÞeÐ Ð cÞeÐ 

`QeÞmÐ ...Lk mÞ¨Ð N` Ð cmâÞ $Êjç$Êjç ÒkB LkÞmÐ ....mÞ¨Ð @We aiàe ÒkB\ÞmÐ [Ð TÞ@ HB ]Ê_ÞALÊ AjÞaÐ 

ÒafLÊ... LÐkÐ L\Ð hÊZÞmÐ_Þ AÒaÐjà_ç LeÞaÐLÊ, [Ð a¯Ò$Í¨ç [ÐLÊ RÐXÞÒ]mÐ ... TÞ@LÊ aÐ`ÐcÐ* jÐkdÔÒe aYD 

aYD aÐ`Ð cÐ QÐmÞNÒm HLÐ jc¯Òe Ð a¯çÒ$Í¨ç `Òe a¯çÒ$Í¨ a]fÞÞÒm, ÒkÒm ÒLkÞ [Ð TÞ@e aÐ`Ð ÒkB 

`ÐeÞÒm_Þ Ð ÒLÒaÒLÒa mÞ̈ Ð SÐZÞ̀ ÐeÊ\ÞmÐ LÞH [Ð TÞ@LÊ MeÐ` aÔakÐe LeÊRÞ ... Òj `ÐVÞ[Ê̈  LÒm LÞRÞ mÐb 

kÊH_Þ Ð HcÞ[ÞLÐ ÒNÐÒV SÑa_Òe @[Þº ÒkB Òj Acúk[ÔÐ LeÞaÐe `ÍÒQ½Ð LeÞ aÔ\à ÒkmÐ`Òe ÒjÐjÞAmç 

JéÐLàe cÐÒ_ [Ð TÞ@LÊ [ÐWÊ RÒXB Ò_Òm Ð mÞ¨Ð akÊ[ dÊw LmÐ jÞjçVcç jkÞ[ Ð LÞ«Ê Òj [Ð TÞ@LÊ kÒeB 

jÐeÞ\ÞmÐ ]Ê_ÞA `ÐMÒe ... jcª* `eÞ [Ð TÞ@ aÞ cÐ_Þ Ò_B\ÞmÐ, Òj ÒNÐÒV @ÒdÐNÔ cÐ Ð aÞbÞ_ð Ò$ÐiçVeç 

ÒkÐcçÒe ekÞ aÞbÞ_ð `ÍLÐee aÞe¦ÞLe @_ÊbË[Þ ÒNÐÒVBmÐ `Òe [Ð TÞ@LÊ ccç cÞfÞNmÐ, bÐB bDZÑ cÞfÞNÒm, 

ÒNÐÒV Oe cÞfÞNmÐ, ÒNÐÒV `eÞaÐe cÞfÞNmÐ Ð mÞ¨Ð baÊ\ÞmÐ [Ð TÞ@ ]ÞÒ_ _Þ¾¯ [Ð `ÐMLÊ Ò$eÞAjÞa Ð [Ð TÞ@ 

aXÒkmÐ, ²mejÞ ç̀ `ÐBmÐ, LÒmS NmÐ, [\Ð`Þ cÐ' `ÐMLÊ AjÞ _\ÞmÐ Ð 
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 cÞeÐ `QÐeÞmÐ ...kWÐ[ç `ÊZÞ TÞ@ AjÞmÐ ÒLcÞ[Þ ? ]ÑOàhéÐj Ò_B cÞeÐ LkÞmÐ R cÐj [Òf [Ð TÞ@ SÐZÞmÐ 

Òj Ò Í̀Nç_ÐÃç Ð  

]ÊBaiàe mÞbÞ= VÊÒN]eçe jÕ`Là `Òe aÞ TÞ@e a¯Ò$Í¨ AÒaÐej_ç `ÐBÜ aÐ^ÔLmÐ Ð HLÊVÞA RÊALÊ aÒYB 

_`ÐeÞaÐ b¯Òe Òj AÒaÐjà_ç LmÐ jÞ_Ð _ÞSLÊ lcÐ LeÞ`ÐeÞmÐ_Þ Ð HB L\ÐLÊ Ò_B a¯Ò$Í ç̈ jÐÒ= jÕ`Là 

bÐ=ÞNmÐ Ð _ÞS bÞ[ee k[ÐhÒaÐ^ bÞ[Òe aÊXÞNmÐ ÒaÒf mÞ̈ Ðe Ò_aeç [ÐLÊ Ò$Ð_ç LeÞ mÞ¨Ðe @jÊy[Ð aÞi¯Òe 

Mae Ò]Òm Ð ÒLSÐZÞ LÐkÞÜLÞ Òj mÞ¨ÐLÊ Ò]MÞaÐLÊ QÐmÞAjÞmÐ Ð AjÞmÐ Òd AD Ò$eÞ `ÐeÞmÐ_Þ Ð ]Ê_ÞA jÐ=Òe 

mYÞ [ÐLÊ SÑa_ Ò]B aÒqB eMÞaÐe Í̀¯Ðj LeÊLeÊ _ÞSLÊ _ÞÒS kÒeB Ò]B\ÞaÐ mÞ¨Ðe @jkÐ¯[Ð [ÐLÊ aÞah 

LeÞÒ]mÐ ... ÒSÐeç Saeç]ª keÐB Ò]B\ÞaÐ cc[é [Ð bÞ[Òe SÐNÞDWÞmÐ Ð jÐeÐ SÑa_ DÒ`lÞ[Ð mÞ̈ Ð [Ð _ÞS 

TÞ@e TÞ@ ÒkBNmÐ Ð L\ÐaÐràÐ LeÞ `ÐeÊ _\ÞmÐ Òj, [\Ð`Þ [Ð bÞ[ee MÊjÞLÊ Òj ÒLcÞ[Þ _Ð ÒLcÞ[Þ `ÍLÐh 

LeÊ\ÞmÐ Ð aÞ_Ð L\ÐaÐràÐÒeaÞ ÒjcÐÒ_ ÒdÐNÐÒdÐN LeÞ `ÐeÊ\ÞÒm Ð AD\Òe SÞBÜaÐe BRÐÒe có[ÔÊ jkÞ[ dÊw 

LeÊ\ÞmÐ Òj `Í[Þ cÊkËràÒe Ð LÞ«Ê ÒhiÒe [Þ_Þ]Þ_ [Òf eÐ[ÞÒe [Ð TÞ@e ÒLÐfÒe cÊ¨eMÞ kjÞ kjÞ Òhi _ÞhéÐj 

[ÔÐN LmÐ Ð ÒafLÊ Òaf cmâÞ bÐaaÞkéf ÒkB dÐD\ÞmÐ Ð cmâÞe bÐB AjÞ [ÐLÊ ÒeXÞ ÒkaÐLÊ BjÐeÐ LÒm Ð cÞeÐ 

aÊTÞmÐ HÒa ÒjcÐÒ_ $ÞD_eÐmç ÒkÐcçLÊ dÞÒa Ð [ÐLÊ LÞ«Ê OeLÊ dÞaÐLÊ Òka, aÐ`Ð cÐ @ÐSÞ B¨ÞAeÊ Ò$eÞÒa 

..ÒjcÐ_*Ê AZÞaÐLÊ Òj H¯Ðe Ò`ÐVà dÞa Ð ÒhÐLÐ[ÊeÐ cmâÞLÊ Òj aÞ]Ð¯ cÐNÞaÐ ANeÊ cmâÞ ""Ò]MÐÒka'' LkÞ L$Þ_ç 

jkÞ[ ANLÊ dÐB jÐeÞ\ÞmÐ Ð  cÞeÐ AMÞeÊ ÒaÐkÞ AjÊ\ÞaÐ mÊkLÊ Ò`ÐRÞ mÞ¨Ð AcúÐe j]çN[Þ `ÐBÜ `ÍÐ\à_Ð LmÐ Ð 

ÒjcÐÒ_ Í̀Òjj_ç Ò_B aÐkÐeÞ dÞaÐ `Òe H¯ÐeçÒ`ÐVàLÊ aÐkÐeÞaÐ @ÐNeÊ Ò$Ð_ç LÐYÞ ÒcÒjSç ÒQLç LmÐ Ð ]ÊBVÐ 

ÒcÒjSç \ÞmÐ Ð ÒNÐÒV H@ÐeçmÐB_çje ÒcÒjSç ... Ò ầ_ç _ÞwàÐeÞ[ jc¯Òe `kqÞa Ð AeVÐ cmâÞe ÒcÒjSç \ÞmÐ ... 

"`QÐeÊ_Ê mÞ¨Ð LÞH ÒcÐe ?' ...ÒcÒjSçVÐ ÒaÐÒ^ Òj QnàÒe `kqÞaÐ ANeÊ AjÞ\ÞmÐ Ð cÞeÐ jéNÒ[Ð¦Þ LmÐ ... 

mÞ̈ Ðe TÞ@ ...[Ê [ SÐZÞNmÊ AD LÞH SÐZÊ LÞ _ SÐZÊ !  

..HÒa Òj[ÞLÞ dÒ\½ Ð 

 

 

jé ð̀m[Ð cÞhÍ( e\) j`eÞaÐÒe cÞQÞNÐ_çe aÐjÞtÐ Ð  
cÞQÞNÐ_ç JjÐe jLÍÞ¯ jbÔÐ Ð 

N`VÞ D`Òe c[Ðc[ Ò]B BÒcmç VÞH `ÒÒWB DjúÐkÞ[ Le«Ê Ð  

email : swapnarath90@gmail.com 
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`Í[ÑlÐ 

jÊÒmÐQ_Ð `p_Ð¯L 

 

 

cc[Ð OeLÊ `kqÞmÐ ÒafLÊ eÐ[Þ @Ò_L ÒkÐBdÞa Ð OeLÊ Ò$eÞÞaÐLÊ kÞÜ Òka Ð 

Ề@ jkÞ[ LÞRÞ jc¯ LVÐBaÐLÊ [Ðe akÊ[ BRÐ\ÞmÐ Ð j[ LkÞÒm Ò$eÞaÐLÊ 

BRÐ aÞ _ \ÞmÐ Ð LÞ«Ê _ AjÞ\ÞÒm ÒjWÞ ekÞaÐLÊ `XÞ\Ð«Ð Ð ekÞ\ÞÒm, ÒLDÜWÞ 

ekÞ\Ð«Ð ? ÒkÐÒVmçÒe ? Ề@ `ÐÒM? `ÊeÊZÐ jÐ=cÐ_* `ÐÒM ? ÒLÒ[ `ÐZÞ 

_CÒe ÒaÐkÞ NmÐZÞ H bÞ[Òe Ð ASÞ [Ð' `ÐBÜ HL aX ]Þ_ Ð Ề@e ÒcXÞLÐm 

`YÞaÐe ÒdDÜ jé`ð jÞH Ò]MÞ\ÞmÐ ASÞ [Ð' Ë̀Àà ÒkÐBRÞ Ð @Ò_L jé̀ ðeÊ ÒNÐVÞH 

aX jé̀ ð `ËÀà[Ðe MÊjÞ ASÞ jÐLÐe ÒkÐBRÞ Ð ASÞ cÒ_ÒkmÐ ÒdcÞ[Þ LÐueÊ aX 

ÒaÐTVÐH JkâÐB NmÐ Ð LÞ«Ê jÞH ASÞ c_ ÒMÐmÞ kjÞ `ÐeÊ_Þ LÐkÞÜLÞ? 

 

jc¯e N[Þ ASÞ bÞ_ð eË` Ò_BRÞ Ð ÒdÐXÞ ÒkÐB\ÞaÐ jÕ`Làe jË[Ð MÞ@ `[fÐ ÒkaÐLÊ mÐNÞRÞ Ð  ÒLÒ[ÒaÒf RÞ¨Þ 

dÞa, b¯ mÐNÊRÞ Ð `Ê@LÊ Ò]MÞmÐ, ÒjB\ÞÒe jÞH j«Ê½ Òka Ð Ề@ MÊjÞ @RÞ, ÒjB\ÞÒe jÞH MÊjÞ Òka Ð ASÞ jÞH 

ÒkÐBRÞ XÐ¦e Ð XÐ¦e @cÞ[ç ]Ðj Ð aX `ÐVÞÒe LkÞaÐLÊ BRÐ ÒkDRÞ, "ÒcÐ Ề@ XÐ¦e ÒkÐBRÞ' Ð LÞ«Ê ÒLDÜWÞ, 

ÒLcÞ[Þ, LÞH ÒdcÞ[Þ [Ð L\ÐLÊ @VLÐB Ò]DRÞ Ð ]Þ_ a]fÞ dÐBRÞ, @cÞ[ a]fÞ dÐBRÞ Ð SÑa_ a]fÞ dÐBRÞ Ð 

 

ÒXÍÒµmç Dn aÞ]ÔÐf¯e aÞeÐV AÒ¯ÐS_ Ð akÊ[ NkfÞ Ð ÒLÒ[ aÐ`Ð cÐA*e jé ð̀ ASÞ j$f ÒkÐBRÞ Ð jaÊAÒX 

kj MÊjÞe cÒkÐjúa NÍÐSÊHj_çLÊ @cÞ[e aÐ`Ð, A_t aÞ AjÞ\ÞÒm A_Ñ jk Ð A_Ñ [Ð*e NÐmàÒ$Í¨ç Ð A_Ñ jk 

bmÒe L\Ð ÒkmÐ cc[Ð Ð HLÐWÞ jcÒª ajÞÒm NÔÐÒmeÞÒe Ð LÐemç, @cÞ[çe NÐmàÒ$Í¨ç jcª*Ê `eÞQ¯ 

LeÐBÒ]mÐ Ð LÐemçe cÐ aÐ`Ð aÞ AjÞR«Þ Ð jcÒª HLÐWÞ cÞhÞ NÍÐSÊHj_ç `Òe MÐBaÐLÊ dÞaÐe aÒtÐaª LeÞ\ÐH 

LÐem Ð bÐeÞ @cÐ¯ÞL `eÞaÐe LÐemçe Ð jcÒª ÒdcÞ[Þ ÒNÐVÞH `eÞaÐee bfÞ cÒ_ ÒkD\Ð«Þ Ð @cÞ[ç cÒ_ 

ÒkD\ÐH [Ð* `eÞaÐee j]jÔ `eÞ Ð bÐeÞ ÒcfÐ Þ̀ TÞ@VÞH LÐemç Ð bÐeÞ QÐmÐL Q[Êe c^Ô Ð jaÊ AXLÊ _Se 

[Ðe Ð ÒXÍÒµmççÒe jÞH `.ÞHQç.XÞ. LeÊRÞ aÐÒ¯ÐÒmÐSÞÒe Ð aÐ`Ð, cÐ [Ð'e ÒjBWÞ `ÍÒ$jeç Ð bm `eÞaÐe 

Ð$ÞmÐÒXmç$ÞAÒe eÊk«Þ Ð jaÊ bm Ð @cÞ[ç AD jÞH HLÐWÞ bm ÒdÐXÞVÞH `eÞ Ò]MÐdÐD\Ð«Þ Ð A_Ñ, A_t AD 

LÐemçe `eÞaÐe, jcÒª ÒNÐVÞH `eÞaÐe bfÞ kj MÊjÞÒe @cÞ[çe hÊb]Þ_VÞLÊ D`ÒbÐN LeÊ\Ð«Þ Ð ÒLaf HLÊVÞA 

ÒkÐBdÐB\ÞmÐ cc[Ð Ð JWÒe hÊMÞmÐ kjeÊ ^ÐÒe mÐMÞ ekÞ\ÞÒm c^Ô, `ÐVÞeÊ L\Ð ÒdcÞ[Þ LÞH Ò_B dÐB\ÞmÐ Ð 

]ÊBVÐ NÐXÞÒe ajÞ jcÒª `kqÞÒm Þ̀-H$ç - ÒQ=çÒe Ð ÒjBVÐ ÒkmÐ @cÞ[çe Í̀Þ̄  Òe½ÊeÐÃç Ð MÐBaÐÒe c_ _ 

\ÐH cc[Ðe Ð AjÞa, AjÞa ÒaÐmÞ ÒNÐX [Òf mÐNÊ _ \ÞmÐ, HÒa dÞaÐLÊ aÊwÞ ]ÞhÊ_Þ Ð @cÞ[çe c_ ÒdcÞ[Þ AD 

ÒLDÜWÞ Ð cÐ' Òd [Ðe HLÐLÞ_Ñ, AD [Ð'e Òd LÞRÞ L½ @RÞ, [Ð' ÒdcÞ[Þ jcª QÞ«Ðe DwéàÒe Ð [Ð'e AD ]ÊBSZ 

jÐ=*Ê aÞ jÞH MÐBaÐLÊ XÐLÞ\ÐH Ð kÐB ²Êmçe jÐ= ÒjcÐÒ_ Ð ]ÊÒkÜ AB-VÞ Òe LÐc Le«Þ Ð jcÒª MÊjÞÒe 

MÐBaÐe A_t DWÐD\Ð«Þ Ð LÐemç H bÞ[Òe cÊbÞ dÞaÐe ầÐ_ç aÞ LeÞ jÐeÞ\ÐH Ð ASÞLÐmÞ VÞÒLVç LÞZÞaÐ bÐeÞ 

jkS ÒkÐBNmÐZÞ Ð Òjmç Ò$Ð_çÒe jaÊ aÒtÐaª, jaÊ jkS Ð cc[Ð dÞaÐLÊ aÐkÐeÞmÐ Ð jcª*Ê aÞ]Ð¯ cÐNÞmÐ Ð 

@cÞ[ç `ÐMLÊ dÐB, [ÐLÊ LÊ¬ÐB AD\Òe L_çNÍÐQÊÒmj_çjç LkÞmÐ Ð VÔÐµÞVÐH  XÐLÞa LkÞ aÐkÐeLÊ AjÞaÐLÊ 

aÐkÐeÞmÐ Ð LÞ«Ê LÐemçe aÐ`Ð SÞ]ç LÒm jÞH [ÐLÊ HAeÒ`ÐVàçÒe RÐXÞ Ò]Òa ÒaÐmÞ Ð c_Ð LeÞÒkmÐ _ÐkÞÜ Ð ỀZÞ 

AjÞ [Ð* NÐXÞÒe ajÞmÐ Ð AMÞÒe mÊk^ÐÒe SÒLB AjÊ\ÐH Ð jÕjÐe LeÞ\ÞmÐ cc[Ð Ð kj MÊjÞ, A_te jÕjÐe Ð 
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ÒNÐVÐH ÒaÐmÞ Ề@ Ð Ề@LÊ RÐXÞ dÞH ]Ò¨ ekÞ`ÐeÊ _ \ÞmÐ, ASÞ ÒdcÞ[Þ [ÐLÊ RÐXÞmÐÒaÒf cÒ_ ÒkmÐ [ÐkÐ kÞÜ [ 

jÕjÐe Ð cÐ' AD Ề@ bÞ[Òe ]Ëe[Ð kÞÜ HLcÐ[Í j[Ô Ð 

 

Ề@LÊ ÒcXÞLÐmç LÒmSçe XcàÒe RÐXÞmÐÒaÒf RÐ[ÞLÊ `\e LeÞ\ÞmÐ cc[Ð Ð A_t*Ê RÐXÞ ÒceÞmÐ¨çLÊ AjÞaÐVÐ 

HÒ[ aÐ^Þ _\ÞmÐ Ð XÞÒbÐjàLÊ jc¯ jkS LÒeB Ò]B\ÞmÐ Ð jaÊÒaÒf LkÊ\ÞmÐ, LfÞ [LeÐfe jÕjÐeWÐeÊ bm 

HLÊVÞA jÕjÐe Ð _Ñea[Ðe jÕjÐe Ð LÞ«Ê ÒkmÐ LZ Ð jaÊ ]c÷ LÊAÒX `ÐZÞ `eÞ cÞÒfBNmÐ Ð cÞfÞNmÐ `ÐZÞÒe 

mÊZ `eÞ Ð LÐemçe aÐ`Ð, cÐ'*Ê aÞ]Ð¯ cÐNÞ H¯ÐeÒ`ÐVçà bÞ [eLÊ AjÞ ÒaÐXàçÒe dÐ[ÍÐe jËQ_Ð Ò]MÞmÐ Ð HÒX aX 

HAeÒ`ÐVçàVÐ ASÞ LÐBÜ cÒ_ÒkDRÞ hË_Ô, ckÐhË_Ô Ð HB ckÐhË_ÔÒe jÞH hË_Ô ÒkÐB cÞhÞ dÐD_Þ LÐkÞÜLÞ ? 

c_Òe @SjÍ Drf `Íhð, ]ÊÓaàÞjk ]ÊÓM Ð LÞH ÒdcÞ[Þ [Ðe jrÐLÊ ÒcÐXÞcÐXÞ aÞmÑ_ LeÞÒ]DRÞ Ð 

cÊ̈  bÐeÞ ÒkÐB`XÊRÞ Ð ANLÊ QÐkÞÜÒkD_Þ Ð ANLÊ QÐmÞÒkD_Þ Ð [\Ð Þ̀ QÐmÞaÐLÊ `XÞa Ð eÐªÐ ÒdcÞ[Þ jeÞaÐLÊ _ÐkÞÜ 

Ð ÒLÒ[ Ò]Ð RLÞÒe jÞH RÞXÐ ÒkÐBRÞ Ð ÒLÒ[ QDeÐkÐeÊ eÐªÐ aÐkÐe LeÞRÞ Ð ASÞ mÐNÊRÞ ANLÊ `XÞRÞ ÒNÐVÐH 

eÐªÐ Ð Nkf Qkf eÐªÐ Ð NÐXÞ, ÒcÐVe, ÒmÐLaÐLÒe Ò]kLÊ Ò]k aÐSÊRÞ Ð cc[Ð QÐmÞRÞ HLcÊkÐÜ ÒkÐB ÒjB 

@SZÐ eÐªÐÒe Ð 

 

jÒ[Bh aiàe jÕjÐe [Ðe DSÊXÞ `XÞRÞ, LÐkÐLÊ LkÞa? ÒaÐD _ÐkÞÜ, aÐ`Ð _ÐkÐ«Þ Ð ÒNÐVÞH ÒaÐmÞ bÐB Ð jÞH [Ð 

SÕSÐfÒe aÔª Ð aÐLÞ ekÞÒm jÐ= jÐ\Ñ Ð dÞH dÐkÐ LÐcÒe aÔª Ð HWÞ aÞ LeÞRÞ LÞRÞ jÐ= Ð LÞ«Ê jÕ`Là MÐmÞ kÐH 

kÐÒmÐe Ð H[ÞLÞÒaÒf Ò$Ð_çÒe jÕÒL[ AjÞmÐ, LÞH ÒVµçVç LeÞRÞ Ð MÊjÞÒe Ò]MÞmÐ, kÊH[ @cÞ[çe ÒkÐB`ÐÒe Ð 

ỀZÞ k[ÐhÐe afhÐfÑ kÐ[, [Ðe jrÐLÊ LmÐ hÞ\Þf Ð ÒVµçVççVÐ \ÞmÐ [Ðe `ÒXÐhÑ* `ÐMeÊ Ð `kqÞaÐ jc¯e 

yÞe[Ð `eMÊ\ÞÒm Ð Ò_aÐ`ÐBÜ AjÞÒa [ÐLÊ Ð c_Ð LÒm aÞ hÊZÞÒm_Þ Ð eÐ[Þ ]ÊBVÐÒe HLÊVÞA AjÞaÐVÐ WÞL Òka_Þ 

ÒaÐmÞ LkÞÒm Ð cÐcÑ J eÐSÑa, [Ð'e `ÒXÐhÑ, eÊk«Þ [Ð' OeWÊ ]ÊBVÐ aâLç RÐXÞ Ð bNaÐ_*Ê cÒ_ cÒ_ ^_ÔaÐ] 

Ò]mÐ cc[Ð Ð ASÞLÐmÞ dÊNÒe [\Ð Þ̀ bm ÒmÐL @R«Þ ÒjcÐ_* `eÞ Ð ]¯Ða«, `ÒeÐ`LÐeÑ `ÒXÐhÑ ÒjcÐÒ_ Ð 

jaÊ ÒjB bNaÐ_*e BRÐ Ð 

 

c_Òe @jÕMÔ Òa]_Ð - @jÕMÔ `Íhð Ð jaÊLÊ `RLÊ ÒWmÞ AN L\Ð QÞ«Ð LeÞaÐLÊ WÞLç LmÐ cc[Ð Ð kÐ[Òe ÒRÐV 

`jàVÞH RXÐ AD LÞRÞ _ \ÐH Ð Ò[ZÊ LÞRÞ _bÐaÞ Ò$Ðeç-H ÒNVç cÊkÐÜ QÐmÞaÐLÊ mÐNÞmÐ Ð eÐ[Þ ÒaÐmÞ ÒahÑ bÞX _ 

\ÐH Ð ÒRÐV `ÐZÞ ÒaÐ[mVÞH `ÐMÒe \ÞmÐ Ð [ÐLÊ YLYL LeÞ Þ̀BÒ]mÐ Ð jÒ[ ÒdcÞ[Þ dÊN dÊNÐ«e [ó»ÐLÊ 

]jÐ_Ñe AW AD_çj `ÐZÞ ÒcÃÐB Ò]a ! L½cç jÞLÊÔeÞVÞ dÐqç jÐeÞ ÒNVç jÐc_Ð ^ÐXÞe Òhi QDLÞÒe ajÞ 

`XÞmÐ Ð LÐkÐLÊ _Se _ÐkÞÜ Ð LÐkÐLÊ ÒdcÞ[Þ jÞH Ò]MÞ`ÐeÊ_Þ Ð hË_Ô[Ðe HL aór ÒdcÞ[Þ [ÐLÊ ÒOeÞ ajÞRÞ Ð MÊa 

ÒRÐV [Ðe `eÞ^Þ Ð ÒjB `eÞ^Þe ÒLtÍaÞtÊÒe jÞH WÞA ÒkÐBRÞ Ð aór ÒMÐmÞ aÐkÐeLÊ dÞaÐe eÐªÐ ]ÞhÊ_Þ Ð ANLÊ 

L'Z @RÞ bÐaÞ ÒkD_Þ Ð bÐaÞaÐLÊ ANÍk _ÐkÞÜ, BRÐ _ÐkÞÜ Ð HL @cÊkÐÜ ÒjÐÍ[Òe @ªÞ[ékÑ_ HL LÊVÐMÞ@, bÐjÞ QÐmÞRÞ 

Ð 

 

AN ^ÐXÞÒe ajÞ\ÞÒm aÞ ÒLÒ[ÒaÒf $âÐBVçe ÒaÐXÞÕ ÒOÐiZÐ ÒkÐB mcéÐ ^ÐXÞVÞH aÞ ÒkÐBNmÐZÞ [Ð'e _Se _ÐkÞÜ 

Ð kWÐ[ç SÒZ LÞH [ÐLÊ jËQÐB Ò]mÐ, "A`Z*e ÒXmçVÐ 202Òe ÒceÑmÐ¨ç dÞaÐ L\Ð[ ?' QcLÞ @Ò_BmÐ cc[Ð 

Ð JXÞAÒe ỀZÞ [ÐLÊ LÞH L\Ð LkÊRÞ ? Òj\ÞÒe ỀZÞ $ÞmÐÒXm$ÞA H¯ÐeÒ`ÐVàçÒe ? jQLÞ[ ÒkÐB cc[Ð QÐkÞÜmÐ Ð 

cÊÜkVÐ QÞkðÐQÞkðÐ cÒ_ ÒkD\ÞmÐ, LÞ«Ê _ÐÜ cÒ_`XÊ_\ÐH Ð `ÐVÞeÊ `]VÞH L\Ð aÞ aÐkÐeÞmÐ _ÐkÞÜ Ð LÐuÒe `jàLÊ 

`LÐB Ò]B jÞH bÞ[eLÊ NmÐ Ð ÒXmçVÐ 202e Òhi dÐ[ÑÍ Ð 

 

ÒXmçVÐ 202 bmÒe ÒceÑmÐ¨Òe `kqÞNmÐ Ð jÊVçÒLjç _ÐkÞÜ, aÔÐÒNSç ÒLâcç _ÐkÞÜ Ð Oe cÊkÐÜ `lÑVÞH Ð _ÞSe 
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ÒjB ÒRÐVÞA ]ÊB aMeÞA LÒ¨Ð kÞÜ [Ðe jéNà Ð ]ÊBVÞ eÊcç [Ð `ÐBÜ dÒ\½ Ð Òj[ÞLÞ aÞ ÒaÒfÒaÒf mÐÒN [Ð' 

HLÊVÞA c_LÊ AÒaÐeÞ ajÊRÞ Ð BRÐkÊH Oee ÒLDÜ ÒRÐVÞA ÒLÐZÒe ajÞ c_ `ËeÐB LÐtÞaÐLÊ Ð aX `ÐVÞÒe 

QÞLúÐe LeÞaÐLÊ Ð bNaÐ_*Ê XÐLÞ `QÐeÞaÐLÊ Ð LÊAÒX NmÐ [Ð'e jéNàe jÕjÐe ? LÊAÒX NmÐ [Ð'e `eÑ SÑa_ ? 

LÊAÒX NmÐ [Ð'e @jÊcÐeÑ jé ð̀, LÊAÒX NÒm [Ð'e eÐSLÊcÐe ? LÊAÒX NmÐ [Ð'e jÐ[ jcÊ]Í Ò[e _C `ÐeÞ 

ÒkÐB AjÞ NYÞ\ÞaÐ _ËA ó̀\ÞaÑ ? kÜ, jaÊ jé ð̀ j[ kÊH _Þ Ð ÒLÒ[ ÒjB jé ð̀Òe kÞÜ ekÞdÐH Ð jaÊ d]Þ j[ kÊ@«Ð, 

[ÐÒkÒm SÑa_ [ HL jkS jÊte @__Ô j$f LÐkÐZÑ kÊ@«Ð Ð bÐaÞÒm L'Z Òka AD ? bÐaÞbÐaÞ jÞH 

aÐkÐeLÊ AjÞNmÐZÞ Ð eÐªÐ Ae`VÊ cÐcÑ kÐ[ WÐeÊR«Þ Ð NÐXÞe kÐSÐXç mÐBVç ^`^` ÒkDRÞ Ð NÐXÞ bÞ[Òe 

AÒ`lÐ LeÞR«Þ eÐSÑa Ð eÐªÐ`ÐeÞ ÒkÐB cc[Ð AjÞ NÐXÞÒe ajÞmÐ Ð ]h cÞ_ÞVçÒe OÒe `kqÞNÒm Ð cÐcÑe 

@jÊcÐeÑ `Íhðe Dre ÒjB ]h cÞ_ÞVÒe Òhi ÒkÐB _\ÐH Ð @Ò_L Mae @RÞ LkÞaÐ `ÐBÜ Ð cc[Ð ÒjcÐ_*Ê 

OeLÊ XÐLÞmÐ L$Þ LÒ` `ÐBÜ Ð [Þ_ÞÒkÜ OeLÊ AjÞÒm Ð cc[Ðe L\Ð ÒdcÞ[Þ at ÒkaÐLÊ _ÐkÞÜ Ð A_Ñ jk jÐlÐ[ 

AD LÐemç aÞi¯Òe jÞH _ LkÞÒm ÒhÐB`ÐeÞa_Þ ÒdcÞ[Þ Ð c_ bÞ[eÊ jaÊ eÐN, @bÞcÐ_, ÒLÐk, L\Ð ÒkÐB aÐkeÞ 

AjÊRÞ Ð L$Þ kÐ[Òe ^eÞ ajÞNÒm [Þ_ÞÒkÜ Ð aÊYÑcÐe N`Ò`XÞ ÒMÐmÞ Ò]mÐ cc[Ð Ð 

 

A_Ñ, A_t*e aràcÐ_e jkQeÑ Ð bÐeÞ jÊte [Ð''e jaÊS AMÞ Ð jcÊ]Íe eÕN AD NbÑe[Ð Òj AMÞÒe Ð 

@Ò_L aÞhéÐj beÞ ekÞRÞ Ð OÃÐLe jÐlÐ[Òe jÞH [Ð c_LÊ LÞZÞ Ò_BRÞ Ð _ÞSe jéÐcÑ jk @_Ô HL _ÐeÑe jÕ`Là 

[Ð c_LÊ AD [Þ¦ LeÞ_Þ Ð jÞH MÊjÞ A_Ñ `ÐBÜ Ð jÞH MÊjÞ A_t* `ÐBÜ Ð `Ðq aià [fe OVZÐVÞH cÒ_ `XÞNmÐ 

cc[Ðe Ð A_t bÊmÒe Ò$Ð_çVÐ OÒe RÐXÞÒ]B dÐB\ÞÒm Ð Òj]Þ_ A_Ñe [Þ_Þ/QÐeÞVÐ ÒVµçVç Ò]MÞ cc[Ð MÊa 

eÐNÞ dÐB\ÞmÐ Ð ]ÊB SZ* c^ÔÒe @Ò_L L\Ð LVÐ LVÞ ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ Òj]Þ_ Ð OÊÒeBÒkÐB `QÐeÊ\ÐH A_Ñ LÞH ? 

HLÐWÞ LÐc LeÊ\ÞaÐ jcª ckÞfÐ auÊ* jk [Ð*e L'Z jcÐ_ jÕ`Là ? ÒLßÐZjÞ LÐkÞÜLÞe Dre jÞH Òj]Þ_ `ÐB 

_\ÞmÐ Ð ÒjB jÒtke aÞtÊ ÒLÒ[ÒaÒf jÞuÊVÞH ÒkÐBNmÐ jÞH SÐZÞ̀ ÐeÞmÐ_Þ Ð ỀZÞ ÒLÒ[ÒaÒf Òj jÞuÊe @[f 

[f NbàÒe [Ðe `eÑeÐBSe jÕjÐee có[ÊÔ ÒkÐBRÞ [Ð aÞ jÞH SÐZÞ̀ ÐeÞ_Þ Ð ASÞ A_ÑLÊ Ò]MÞ cÒ_ ÒkmÐ, 

AÒceÞLÐ_ç ÒkÒm aÞ jÒ[ ÒdcÞ[Þ jÞH HL bÐe[Ñ¯ _ÐeÑ Ð jéÐcÑ _ÒkÒm aÞ A_t ÒdcÞ[Þ [Ðe jaàjé Ð A_t* 

jcª QÞkðÐ SZÐ `eÞQ¯ ÒdcÞ[Þ [Ð'e _ÞSe Ð cc[ÐLÊ ]ÊB kÐ[ DWÐB jÞH _c²Ðe LeÞ\ÞmÐ Ð NmÐ ÒaÒf 

BÕeÐSÑÒe LkÞmÐ, "A`Z*Ê Ò]MÞ akÊ[ bm mÐNÞmÐ' Ð dÐkÐe _ÐÜ hÊZÞÒm kó]¯Òe LÃÐ Ò$ÐXÞmÐ `eÞ mNÊ\ÞmÐ, 

ASÞ [ÐLÊ Í̀\c \e Ò]MÞ, Í̀\c \e L\Ð LkÞ, cÒ_ ÒkmÐ ÒdcÞ[Þ [Ð' `ÐMÒe HL dÐ]ÊLeÑ h¦Þ @RÞ Ð HL 

jéNàÑ¯ jrÐ @RÞ Ð bm `ÐBaÐe jÞH ÒdcÞ[Þ HL cËràÞc« eË` Ð MÐmÞ bm `ÐBaÐ Ð [Ð' AMÞÒe _ÐkÞÜ @kÕLÐee 

QÞkð, jÞH LkÊ_,Þ "A_t ÒcÐe' Ð jÞH LkÊRÞ, "SÑa_ HL LÐkÐZÑ Ð jc¯ LÍÒc Òj LÐkÐZÑe ej kÊH bÞ_ð Ð Òj 

LÐkÐZÑe _Ð¯L, _Ð¯ÞLÐe bËcÞLÐ a]Òf Ð Òj LÐkÐZÑe Òhi ÒLDÜWÞ J ÒLÒa [Ð' LkÞ Òka_Þ Ð jÞH [ bNaÐ_* 

NYÐ LÐkZÑ Ð AÒc jaÊ ỀrfÞLÐ cÐ[Í' Ð 

 

cc[Ðe SÑa_ LÐkÐZÑe HL aX @^ÔÐ¯ jeÞRÞ Ð cÐcÑ J eÐSÑa*Ê ÒaßWL MÐ_ÐÒe ajÐB jÞH QÐkÐ LeÞ AZÞmÐ  

eÐSÑa*Ê QÞ_Þ _`LÐB QÐkÐ Ò]mÐ, cÐcÑ*e @^ÞLÐ kÐ$ç A¨ç kÐ$ç ]eLÐe Ð _ÞS `ÐBÜ ÒcÒq QÞ_Þ `LÐB QÐkÐ 

Þ̀BaÐ bÞ[Òe NÍÐSÊHj_ç ÒjeÞÒcÐ_Þe N` N Þ̀ N`Þ eÐ[Þ aYÞmÐZÞ Ð ÒkÒm cÐcÑ eÐSÑa*e Oe L\Ð QÞ«Ð_ÐkÞÜ Ð 

Þ̀mÐRÊAe jÕjÐe _ÐkÞÜ [Ð*e Ð jéÐcÑ ±Ñ ] ÊBSZ Ð bÐeÞ ÒcfÐ`Ñ, bÐeÞ ÒjðkÑ Ð cÐcÑ QÐLÞeÞ Le«Þ _ÐkÞÜ Ð 

jéÐcÑ*e L_jmçVÞ=ç LÐc Ð akÊ[\e jke aÐkÐeLÊ dÞaÐLÊ `ÒX, ÒaÐÒ^ Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ Ð LÞ«Ê c_ ]ÊB SZ*e HLÐWÞ 

Ð cc[ÐLÊ bDZÑ `eÞ bm`ÐA«Þ Ð jaÊL\Ð LkÞ jÐeÞmÐ`Òe cc[ÐLÊ VÞLÞH kÐmÊLÐ mÐNÞmÐ Ð SÑa_Òe dÐkÐjaÊ 

OÒV, jaÊ L'Z bNaÐ_* aeÐ]Òe OVÊ\ÐH ? cÐcÑ cc[ÐLÊ LkÞÒm, "jc¯ jaÊ WÞL LeÞÒ]a cc[Ð, Ò^ßdàÔ ^e' 

Ð c_Òe ÒdDÜ a_ÔÐ RÊVÞRÞ [ÐLÊ LZ @VLÐB Òka? 
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cÐcÑ J eÐSÑa QÐmÞNmÐ `Òe cc[Ð dÐB mÊNÐ a]fÐBmÐ Ð ỀZÞ AjÞ ÒjB ÒjÐ$ÐÒe NXÞ `XÞmÐ Ð _Þ] [Ð'' 

AMÞeÊ LÞH ÒQÐeÐB Ò_BRÞ Ð [Ð''e jcª Í̀Þ¯S_*Ê [Ð' WÐeÊ LÞH RXÐB Ò_BRÞ Ð dÐkÐ bÐ=ÞRÞ [ÐLÊ [ AD NYÞ 

Òka_Þ ! c_LÊ ÒdÒ[ aÊTÐBÒm jÞH aÊTÊ_Þ Ð dÐkÐ OVÊRÞ, dÐkÐ jÞH aràcÐ_ @Ò= mÞbÐDRÞ [ÐkÐ kÞÜ j[Ô Ð cZÞi 

dÐkÐ QÐÒkÜ jaÊÒaÒf [Ð' `ÐH_Ð Ð kÊH[ jc¯ LÍÒc AjÞa hÐ«Þ Ð [\Ð`Þ c_ aÊTÊ_Þ Ð @LÐeÒZ heaÞw `hÊ `eÞ 

jÞH `XÞekÞRÞ Ð HBA kÞÜ [Ð' bÐNÔ Ð [Ð' bÐNÔLÊ jÞH _ÞÒS NYÞRÞ Ð Í̀Ð¯ jÒ[Bh aià [Òf, HL ]óY `]Òl` 

Ò_B, _ÞÒS WÞLç LeÞ jÞH aÞaÐk LeÞ\ÞmÐ A_t*Ê Ð aÐ`Ð ÒaÐD*e AhÑaàÐ] Ò_B, AjÞ\ÞmÐ AÒceÞLÐLÊ NYÞaÐ 

`ÐBÜ [Ð'e jÕjÐe Ð ASÞ AÒNB dÐBR«Þ A_t Ð `ÊZÞ AÒNB dÞa @cÞ[ç Ð Òj\ÞÒe LÐkÐe bÊmç _ÐkÞÜ Ð LÐkÐLÊ 

AD bÊm Ò]B aÐ mÐb LZ ? jcÒª _ÞS _ÞSe `eÞÒahÒe _ÞSLÊ WÞLç jÐaÔª LeÞÒa Ð SÑa_e HL cÐ[Í j[Ô, 

`eÞarà_ Ð `ó\ÞaÑ [Ðe @lÒe OÊeÊRÞ, Ll aÞQÊÔ[ _ LeÞ Ð jËdàÔ `ÐMLÊ dÞaÐe Í̀¯Ðj ÒjcÞ[Þ @lËÀà Ð cËkÊrà `Òe 

cËkÊràe @aÞjc÷ÐaÞ `eÞarà_Òe c_ [\Ð`Þ @Vf Ð cc[Ðe c_Òe AjÞRÞ TX Ð TX kÊH[ \cÞa ]ÞÒ_ Ð c_e 

ALÐhÒe DBÜa jËdàÔ Ð `ÊZÞ QÐmÞa SÑa_ N[Ð_ÊN[ÞL eÑ[ÞÒe Ð ỀZÞ kjÞa jËdàÔ Ð jc÷a J @jc÷ae OËÀàÞaÐ[ÔÐ 

bÞ[eÊ cc[Ð aÐRÞa jc÷a[ÐLÊ Ð A]eÞ Ò_a [Ðe HB HLÊVÞA _ËA SÑa_LÊ Ð `ÍÞ̄ S_e ]Ëe[Ð AZÞÒ]a HL 

@Òk[ÊL bm`ÐBaÐ Ð ÒkD`ÒR [ÐkÐ HL`VÊA bm`ÐBaÐ Ð bm ÒMÐSÞa bÊmçeÊ Ð `Í[Þ LÐeZeÊ ÒLaf jÐDÜVÞ Ò_a 

ÒNÐVÞH LÐeZ, "bm `ÐBaÐ' Ð AD ÒMÐSÞaÐLÊ `XÞa _ÐkÞÜ ÒaÐkÊVÞH @cÞ[ `ÐBÜ Ð [ÐLÊ ]ËÒeB Ò]B, ]ËeÒe ekÞÒm 

aÞ bmÒe \ÐA«Ê Ð L'Z AD LeÞ`ÐeÞ\ÐA«Ð cc[Ð ? cÐ'e cc[Ð LÐ_ÞÒe [ aÐuÞ `ÐeÞa_Þ `Ê@LÊ ? jaàÕjkÐ 

^eÞ[ÍÑ ÒkÐB _ `ÐeÞaÐe ]ÊÓMÒe bÐ=ÞNÒm QfÞa ÒLcÞ[Þ ? @[Ñ[LÊ aÞ]Ð¯ Ò]B jÞH jéÐN[ LeÞa _ËA 

baÞiÔ[LÊ, @Ò]MÐ @hÊZÐ _Ë[_ jc÷Ða_ÐLÊ Ð cc[Ðe AMÞ aÊSÞÒkÐB AjÞmÐ Ð WÞLç Òj[ÞLÞÒafLÊ TeLÐÒ]B jËdàÔe 

jÊÒ_mÞ LÞeZeÊ ^ÐÒe AjÞ eÐ[ÍÞe @uLÐeLÊ Ò`ÐRÞ mÞbÐB Ò]mÐ Ð @[Ñ[ D`Òe `Ð] Ò]B aràcÐ_ WÞA ÒkmÐ 

baÞiÔ[e `Í[ÑlÐÒe Ð 

 

 

jÊÒmÐQ_Ð `p_Ð¯L H–çeÞSç, ÒceÑmÐ¨çÒe ek«Þ Ð jÕ Í̀[Þ Òj JjÐe bÐBjç Ò Í̀jÞÒXÃç @R«Þ Ð 
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]Þé[Ñ¯ jÊÒdÐN 

aÞsÐ_Ñ ]Ðj 

 

`ÐM A`ÐVàÒcÃçÒe MÊXçMÐXç hv Aec÷ ÒkÐBdÐB\ÞmÐ Ð mÐNÊ\ÞmÐ, Òj dÊaLVÞ 

ÒaÐ^kÊH DWÞNmÐZÞ J LÐcLÊ dÞaÐ`ÐBÜ `ÍªÊ[Þ LeÊRÞ Ð ÒhÐb_Ðe ASÞ OeÊ LÐc 

LeÞaÐe @RÞ Ð jÞH Ò$ÒXeÐmç NbÀàÒcÃçÒe LÐcLÒe J cTÞÒe cTÞÒe ÒVmÞJéÐLà 

LÒe Ð ASÞaÞ ÒjcÞ[Þ HL ]Þ_ \ÞmÐ Ð jÞH @fÒjB @fÒjB DWÞaÐLÊ QÐkÊÜ\ÞmÐ, 

ÒdÒ[ÒaÒf [Ð' heÑe aÞRZÐ RÐXÞaÐLÊ jÕ Ë̀Àà Í̀ªÊ[ Òka, Ò[Òa dÐB jÞH aÞRZÐeÊ 

DWÞa, ÒSÐe Sae]ª _ÊÒkÜ Ð ÒkÒm `ÐM A`ÐVàÒcÃçe Òj ^Xç^ÐXç, MXçMÐXç, 

jÐJéÐeç HjaÊ hvÒe ÒhÐBaÞ ÒkDRÞ ÒLcÞ[Þ ? ÒLÒaWÐeÊ bÐaÞmÐZÞ, ÒNÐVÞH Oe LÞZÞ 

ÒjWÞLÊ QÐmÞdÞa ÒaÐmÞ Ð LÞ«Ê HLmÐ cZÞiLÊ OeVÐ Ò_B HLÐ ekÞaÐLÊ bÐaÞÒm 

XemÐÒN Ð Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ H A`ÐVàÒcÃçÒe jÞH ekÞRÞ Òd ekÞRÞ, HÒa jÐ[aià ÒkÐBdÞa 

Ð 

 

ÒhÐBaÐOee `e]Ð ÒMÐmÞÒ]mÐ ÒafLÊ ÒLÐWeÞjÐeÐ [ÑdàÔLç jËdàÔehêÞe AÒmÐL ÒMfÞNmÐ Ð MeÐ]Þ_e jLÐf Ð 

A`ÐVàÒcÃçÒe ekÊ\ÞaÐ ÒLÒ[ aÊYÐaÊYÑ jaÊ `ÍÐ[ÓbÍcZ LeÞ Ò$eÊ\ÞÒm Ð ÒhÐb_Ð aÐmçÒLÐ_ÞLÊ dÐB [fLÊ QÐkÞÜ 

Ò]MÞmÐ [ jÐc_Ð A`ÐVàÒcÃçÒe ekÊ\ÞaÐ aÊYÐ SZL ajÞ aÐmçÒLÐ_ÞÒe jÞNÐÒeVç VÐZÊR«Þ Ð [Ð* aÊYÑ L$Þ `ÍªÊ[ 

LeÞ AZÞmÐ J [Ð* jÐc_ÐÒe ajÞ L$Þ `ÞBmÐ Ð [Ð`Òe ]ÊBSZ N`j`Òe c³ÞNÒm Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ aÞ ÒjB HLÐ 

A`ÐVàÒcÃçÒe Í̀Ð¯ `Ðq, R@ aià ekÞÒmZÞ, ÒhÐb_Ð [Ð*Ê _Þ[Þ Ò]ÒM Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ ÒkÒm cÐXÐcç LÐ\çeÞ_ç J [Ð* 

jéÐcÑ aÞmç Ð 

 

 ÒkB[, `ÐM A`ÐVàÒcÃçe Òj dÊaL SZL NÐXÞ ½ÐVà LeÊRÞ Ð HÒa AD Òj OeÊ hv AjÞa_Þ Ð ÒhÐb_Ð 

ỀZÞ dÐB aÞRZÐÒe NX`X ÒkaLÞ VÞÒL ? Òj dÊaLVÞ ÒhÐb_ÐLÊ kÐ[ kÒmBmÐ Ð ÒhÐb_Ð aÞ [ÐLÊ kÐ[ kÒmBmÐ 

Ð dÊaLVÞ `QÐeÞmÐ, ""LZ ASÞ OeÊ LÐc LeÊR LÞ?'' 

 ""kÜ, @«[Ó VÍÐ$ÞLçe ]Êy `eÞyÞ[ÞeÊ [ VÞÒL eÞkÐ[Þ cÞfÞa Ð'' - ÒhÐb_Ð LkÞmÐ Ð 

 ""[Ð _ÊÒkÜ AD LZ Ð Ò]MÊ_, ÒcÐe aÞ H jc¯Òe LÐcLÊ aÐkÐeÞaÐLÊ BoÐ kÊH_Þ Ð ÒkÒm Ac cÔÐÒ_Seç 

_@VÐ ÒaÒf cÞVÞ=ç eMÞRÞ Ð AD LZ LeÐdÞa Ð kD, aÐH Ð `ÊZÞ `Òe Ò]MÐÒka Ð'' - HcÞ[Þ LkÞ Òj dÊaLVÞ NÐXÞ 

QÒmB QÐmÞNmÐ Ð 

 ÒhÐb_Ð Òj dÊaLVÞLÊ SÐZÞRÞ Ð ÒLÒ[\e kmçÒe ÒbV ÒkÐBRÞ Ð jÞH aÞ bÐe[e, JXÞhÐeÊ AjÞRÞ Ð [Ð' _ÜÐ 

ÒkmÐ @bÞSÞ[ç Ð aÐkÐ ÒkBQÞ LÞ _ÐkÞÜ ÒLSÐZÞ ? LÐkÞÜ [Þ_ÞcÐj ÒkmÐ ekÞmÐZÞ, jÞH [ HLÐ ekÊRÞ Ð [Ð' e=Y= [ 

aÞaÐkÞ[ bfÞ SZÐ`XÊ_Þ Ð ÒLaf ÒNÐVÞH L\Ð mlÔLeÞRÞ ÒhÐb_Ð, @bÞSÞ[çe cÊkÜÒe ÒLÒaaÞ kj Ò]MÞ_Þ Ð ÒkÒm 

aÞ [Ðe cÊkÜVÞ aX auÊ[é`ËÀà, jef J _Þcàf Ò]MÐdÐH Ð  

 

cÐXÐcç LÐ\çeÞ_ç J aÞmç [\Ð`Þ ajÞ N`ÊR«Þ Ð ÒhÐb_Ðe BoÐkÊH [Ðe aÞ HcÞ[Þ HL jÐ\Ñ \ÐA«Ð, dÐ' jkÞ[ jÞH 

HcÞ[Þ aÐmçÒLÐ_ÞÒe ajÞ QÐkÐ Þ̀D\ÐA«Ð J N` LeÊ\ÐA«Ð Ð ÒkÒm, ÒjL\Ð bÐaÞaÐLÊ aÞ b¯mÐÒN Ð LÐkÐLÊ aÞhéÐj 

LeÞkÊH_Þ Ð ]haià [fe OVZÐ cÒ_`LÐB]ÞH Òj jÕ`Là jaÊ ÒLÒ[ SVÞf Ð ÒLÒ[ AXcéeÒe [Ðe aÐkÐOe 

ÒkÐB_\ÞmÐ jÒ[? OeLÊ ae, jaÊ jÊte, jaÊ bm Ð ÒLÒ[ NÑ[, _ÐQ, `ÐVàÞ, kj, MÊjÞ Ð ÒkÒm Q[Ê\àÑ eÐ[ÞÒe, 
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ÒjB ÒjßÐcLÐ« dÊaL SZL [ÐLÊ ÒLÒ[ jkSÒe Òj _ÞºÊeaÐZÑ hÊÒZB\ÞÒm, ""cÊÜ AD SZLÊ bm`ÐH J [ÐLÊ 

ctÞeÒe aÐkÐ ÒkÐBjÐeÞRÞ; ÒLaf aÐ`Ð, cÐ'* aÐ^ÔÒe cÊÜ [cLÊ aÞaÐk LeÞRÞ Ð [Òc ÒaÐkË ÒkÐB MÊjÞÒe eÊk, 

ÒkÒm ÒcÐWÐeÊ AD ÒahÞ LÞRÞ AhÐ LeÞa _ÐkÞÜ Ð'' 

 jaÊ jé`ð ÒhÐb_Ðe ÒjB Q[Ê\àÑ eÐ[ÞÒe kÞÜ jeÞNmÐ Ð LÐtÞLÐtÞ jÐeÐeÐ[Þ aÞ[ÞNmÐ Ð jLÐfÊ _Zt 

`QÐeÞÒm, ""bÐDS, LZ _ÞS OeL\Ð cÒ_`XÊRÞ; ÒkÒm ScÐ c_]ÊÓM Le_Þ Ð Ac NkZÒe cÞhÞNÒm [cLÊ 

OeL\Ð AD cÒ_`XÞa_Þ Ð'' 

 hÐhÊ, héhÊe @[Þ ÒjðkÒe k_ÞcÊ_çÒe ]ÐSÞàÞmÞÕ dÞaÐLÊ VÞÒLVç J ÒkÐÒVmç aÊLç LeÞ\ÞÒm Ð ÒhÐb_Ðe BoÐ 

_\ÞmÐ, ÒkÒm kÊH[ HLÐ LÞRÞ]Þ_ aÞ[ÐBaÐ`Òe [Ð jéÐcÑ [Ð* aÐkÐÒa]Ñe Í̀[Þhõã[Þ J kÐ[N¶Þ cÒ_`LÐB [ÐLÊ 

A`ZÐe LeÞÒa Ð ÒkÒm ÒjcÞ[Þ ÒkmÐ_Þ Ð ]ÐSÞàmÞÕÒe AjÞ `kqÞNmÐ [Ð jéÐcÑ*e Ò Í̀cÞLÐ J `Í\c `_úÑ hhÞLfÐ, 

j[Òe SÒZ bÐeÑ eË`jÑ dÊa[Ñ Ð hhÞLfÐ J [Ðe jéÐcÑ jÊaÍ[ ÒNÐVÞH ÒLÐWeÞÒe ekÞÒm J ÒhÐb_Ð ekÞmÐ @_Ô 

HL ÒLÐWeÞÒe Ð ÒNÐVÞH j©Ðk ÒNÐVÞH dÊN bfÞ mÐNÞmÐ Ð Ò$eÞaÐÒaÒf, jÊaÍ[ aÒ[BÒ]Òm, OÒe ÒdcÞ[Þ H 

aÞi¯Òe ÒLkÞ LÞRÞ SÐZÞÒa_Þ Ð  

 ""_Ð, AD _ÊÒkÜ Ð akÊ[ ÒkÐBNmÐ Ð HcÞ[Þ HL SÑa_ jkÞ[ ScÐ aÞ jÐmÞjç LeÞÒka_Þ Ð aeÕ HL\Ð cÊÜ 

aÐ`Ð, cÐ*Ê SÒZBaÞ Ð'' - HcÞ[Þ bÐaÞ ÒhÐb_Ð aÐ`Ð, cÐ'*Ê Ò$Ð_ç LeÞ H¯ÐeçÒ`ÐVà AjÞaÐLÊ LkÞmÐ Ð ÒjcÐ_*Ê Òj 

akÊ[ cÞjç LeÊRÞ J [Ð*Ê jÞH Ò]MÞaÐLÊ QÐkÊÜRÞ Ð H¯ÐeçÒ`ÐVàÒe aÐ`Ð, cÐ*Ê Ò]MÞ jÞH jÞ^Ð [Ð* NÐXÞÒe [Ð mÒNSç 

eMÞÒ]B ajÞmÐ J XÍÐBbeçLÊ NÐXÞ QÒmBaÐLÊ LkÞmÐ Ð aÐ`Ð, cÐ*Ê MÐmÞ LkÞmÐ, ""OÒe `kqÞ jaÊ LkÞaÞ Ð'' 

 OÒe `kqÞ [Ð AMÞe mÊk RÊVÞmÐ Òd, AD atÒkaÐe _ÐkÞÜ Ð AD ÒhiÒe ÒdÒ[ÒaÒf aÐ`Ð, cÐ _ÞS 

TÞ@e H SÑa_LÐkÐZÑ hÊZÞÒm, ÒLÍÐ^Òe @[Þº ÒkÐBNÒm Ð jÐÒ=jÐÒ= Ò`ÐmÞjç XÐLÞ eÞÒ`ÐVà ÒmÒMBaÐLÊ 

QÐkÊÜ\ÞÒm, ÒkÒm ÒhÐb_Ð c_ÐLmÐ Ð [Ð hÐhÊ, héhÊe, _Zt, jcÒª HÒ[ bm, Òj ÒjcÐ_*Ê ÒLßÐZjÞ L½Ò]aÐLÊ 

QÐkÊÜ_\ÞmÐ, ÒLaf QÐkÊÜ\ÞmÐ Òj SVÞf jÕ`LàeÊ cÊ¦Þ Ð hÐhÊ, héhÊe akÊ[ @_Ê_¯, aÞ_¯ LÒm, hhÞLfÐ TÞ@VÐ aX 

a]cÐjç, jÊaÍ[LÊ bËAÜ aÊÒmB [Ð' cÊ̈  MÐBdÐBRÞ, ÒhÐb_Ð VÞÒL Ò^ßdàÔ ^eÞÒm, jaÊ WÞLç ÒkÐBdÞa Ð HcÞ[Þ akÊ[ 

@bÞ_¯ `Òe, cÊ¦Þ cÞfÞ\ÞmÐ ÒhÐb_ÐLÊ Ð [Ð`Òe jÞH AD Òj jkeÒe ekÞaÐLÊ QÐkÞÜmÐ_Þ Ð ]ÞmâÑ AjÞ\ÞmÐ `ÞSÞ 

LeÞaÐLÊ, ]ÞmâÑeÊ AjÞmÐ AÒceÞLÐ, ÒjWÞ ]ÊBaià ½ÐVÞ½ÞLçjçÒe cÐ½ejç LeÞjÐeÞ QÐLÞeÞ `ÐBNmÐ Ð ÒjBWÞ @RÞ [ 

@RÞ Ð QÐeÞaiàLÐf LÃÍÐLçVeç ÒkÐB LÐcLeÞaÐ `Òe, [ÐLÊ Ò$ÒXeÐmç NbÀàÒcÃç QÐLÞeÞ cÞfÞNmÐ Ð  

 ""RÐX, ÒjjaÊ @[Ñ[ L\Ð bÐaÞ mÐb LZ ? HÒa jÐÒY ]hVÐÒe ÒNÐVÞH L_ç$Òe_çjç Lmç cÞVÞ=çÒe 

ÒdÐNÒ]aÐLÊ `XÞa Ð'' - HcÞ[Þ bÐaÞ ÒhÐb_Ð OebÞ[eLÊ AjÞmÐ J _Þ[ÔLcà jÐeÞmÐ Ð 

 

H bÞ[Òe LÞRÞ]Þ_ aÞ[ÞdÐB\ÞmÐ Ð \Òe eaÞaÐe ]Þ_ BjçL_ç ctÞeÒe kWÐ[ç ÒbV ÒkÐBNmÐ @bÞSÞ[ç* jkÞ[ Ð 

[Ð* jkÞ[ \ÞÒm SÒZ b]ÍckÞfÐ, dÐkÐ*Ê jÞH [Ð* cÐ' ÒaÐmÞ SÐZÞmÐ Ð @bÞSÞ[ç* jÐ_bÐB eÊk«Þ _ÞDSjàÑÒe, 

ÒaÐkËe `ÞmÐ`ÞmÞ ÒkaÐe \ÞmÐ, Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ Òj AjÞ\ÞÒm Ð HÒa ]ÊB j©Ðk H aX`Ê@ `ÐMÒe ekÞÒa Ð [Ð* cÐ' aX 

ÒjðkÑ SZÐ`XÞÒm Ð kÊH[ N`j` LeÞaÐLÊ QÐkÊÜ\ÞÒm, ÒkÒm ÒhÐb_Ð @ZJXÞA SÐZÞaÐ `Òe [Ð* ANÍk cDfÞNmÐ 

Ð [\Ð`Þ `QÐeÞÒm, ""[Òc JXÞA aÊT [ TÞ@, a=ÐfÑ AD JXÞA bÐiÐ [ HLÐ bfÞ Ð''  

 ÒhÐb_Ð [Ð*Ê a=fÐÒe ""aÊTÞ`ÐeÊRÞ'' ÒaÐmÞ SZÐBmÐ Ð ÒhÐb_Ðe aÐ`Ð `ÐqaiàLÐf JXÞhÐÒe LÐc 

LeÊ\ÞÒm, ÒhÐb_Ð LÞRÞLÞRÞ JXÞA aÞ SÐZÞRÞ Ð HjaÊ SÐZÞaÐ`Òe, cÐDjÑ aX MÊjÞ ÒkÐB ÒLÒ[L\Ð N`ÞNÒm Ð H 

Ò]hÒe [Ð*Ê ScÐ bmmÐNÊ_Þ Ð ÒLkÞ [Ð* bÐiÐ aÊTÊ_ÐkÐ«Þ Ð Oe bÞ[Òe jaÊÒaÒf ekÞekÞ @[Þº mÐNÞmÐZÞ, HcÞ[Þ 

jaÊ ÒLÒ[LZ Òj LkÞNÒm Ð ÒdÒ[ÒaÒf Òj SÐZÞÒm, jÞH ÒjB A`ÐVàÒcÃçÒe ekÊRÞ ÒaÐmÞ, bÐeÞ MÊjÞÒkÐB 

LkÞÒm, ""[ÐÒkÒm [ TÞ@, akÊ[ bmÒkmÐ Ð'' 
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[Ð' `e]Þ_ ÒjÐcaÐe Ð ÒhÐb_Ð LÐceÊ Ò$eÞaÐÒafLÊ Òj cÐDjÑ [Ð* aÐmçÒLÐ_ÞÒe ajÞ\ÞÒm Ð ÒhÐb_ÐLÊ AjÞaÐe 

Ò]MÞ [Ð* A`ÐVàÒcÃç ]éÐe ÒMÐmÞ @Ò`lÐ LeÞ\ÞÒm Ð ÒhÐb_Ð _ÞS A`ÐVàÒcÃçe LaÐV ÒMÐmÊÒMÐmÊ LkÞÒm, ""TÞ@, 

`LÊXÞ RÐZÞ\ÞmÞ, [c`ÐBÜ eMÞRÞ Ð HLÐ ekÊR, LZ HLÐ LeÞLÞ MÐD\Þa, _ MÐD\Þa Ð'' [Ð`Òe ÒNÐVÞH Ò ầVçÒe LÞRÞ 

`ÒLÐXÞ AZÞ [Ð kÐ[Òe ^ÒeBÒ]Òm Ð ÒhÐb_ÐLÊ bmmÐNÞmÐ Ð jÞH [Ð*Ê ""^_ÔaÐ]'' LkÞmÐ J ""cÊÜ VÞÒL ^ÊA^ÊB 

ÒkÐB L`XÐ a]fÐB AÒj, AÒc jÐ\Ñ ÒkÐB juÔÐÒaÒf QÐmÞaÐLÊ dÞaÐ Ð'' 

 j[LÊ j[ Òj]Þ_ juÔÐÒaÒf, ÒhÐb_Ð J Òj cÐDjÑ ]ÊBSZ jÐ= ÒkÐB cÐBmÞH MÒ¨ aÐV QÐmÞÒm Ð 

jÞH ÒhÐb_ÐWÐeÊ akÊ[ L\Ð `QÐeÞ aÊTÞÒm, jÞH LÞ LÐc LÒe, ÒLÒ[ bÐB bDZÑ, aÐ`Ð, cÐ ÒLÐDWÞ @R«Þ, HcÞ[Þ 

jaÊ ÒLÒ[ LZ Ð OeLÊ Ò$eÞaÐ `Òe, @bÞSÞ[ç ÒhÐb_ÐLÊ lcÐcÐNÞ LkÞÒm, ""cÐ' VÞÒL HLÐLÑ @_Êba LeÊ\ÞaÐeÊ 

A`Z*Ê XÞ½aà LeÊRÞ Ð cÊÜ [ÐLÊ aÊÒTBÒ]aÞ Ð ÒkÒm A`Z [ SÐZÞR«Þ bÐe[Ñ¯ aÐ`Ð, cÐ cÐÒ_ ÒLcÞ[Þ J [Ð* 

QfZÞ Ð Ò[ZÊ cÊÜ H aÊÒTBaÐVÐ ^ÑÒe^ÑÒe LeÞaÞ Ð'' 

 ÒhÐb_Ð LkÞmÐ, ""_ÐBÜ, A`Z ÒjcÞ[Þ bÐa«Ê_Þ Ð cÐDjÑ cÒ[ ScÐ aÞ XÞ½aà LeÊ_ÐkÐ«Þ, aeÕ [Ð* D`yÞ[Þ 

cÒ[ bmmÐNÊRÞ Ð ÒcÐ cÐ'* jêó[Þ AZÞÒ]DRÞ Ð'' 

 HcÞ[Þ ^ÑÒe^ÑÒe ÒhÐb_Ðe J Òj NÑ[Ð cÐDjÑ*e jÕ`Là aYÞmÐ Ð hÊLÍaÐe]Þ_ ÒhÐb_Ð OeÊ LÐc 

LeÊ\ÞmÐ Ð NÑ[Ð cÐDjÑ*Ê XÐLÞ [Ð* jkÞ[ mqç MÐBmÐ Ð NÑ[Ð cÐDjÑ [Ð* `Ê@ aÞi¯Òe N Þ̀Òm Ð ""@bÞVÐ bÐeÞ 

bm Þ̀mÐ \ÞmÐ, kjMÊjÞA, ÒjðkÑ Ð ÒkÒm cÐ, [Ð SÑa_Òe HcÞ[Þ ÒNÐVÞH OVZÐ OVÞmÐ Òd, jÞH `ÊeÐ a]fÞNmÐ Ð 

ÒLÒ[ Ò]MÞ QÐkÞÜ [Ð' aÐkÐOe LeÞ\ÞmÊ, LeZ OÒe, aX MÐ_ç]Ð_Ñ, ÒkÒm aÐkÐOe ]Þ]Þ_ dÐB_Þ, ÒaÐkË [Ð'e AD 

ÒNÐVÞH `Ê@ jkÞ[ `ÒfBNmÐ Ð Òj TÞ@e aÐ`Ð, cÐ JmVÐ Ac Oe D`Òe ÒLjç LÒm, [Ð* TÞ@LÊ AÒc jaÊ 

MeÐ` aÔakÐe LmÊ, _ÞdàÔÐ[_Ð Ò]mÊ, Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ jÞH OeRÐXÞ QÐmÞNmÐ Ð ÒjB]Þ_eÊ `Ê@ ÒcÐe ỀeÐ a]fÞNmÐ, c] 

Þ̀BmÐ, cÐ[Ðm ÒkmÐ Ð NÊeÊÒ]a aÊÒTBaÐ `Òe VÞÒL ỀZÞ aÐNLÊ AjÞmÐ Ð'' 

 ÒhÐb_Ð _ÞS SÑa_ L\Ð QÞ«Ð LeÊ\ÞmÐ Ð ""HcÞ[Þ LÐkÞÜLÞ kÊH ? d]Þ [Òc bm`ÐDR LÐkÐLÊ, aÐ`Ð, cÐ*Ê 

LkÞ]Þ@_Þ LZ`ÐBÜ ? @bÞ_¯ LeÞ Òa]ÑÒe ajÞdÐ@, ]Ê_ÞA AMÞÒe jÊ_Ð`ÞmÐ ÒkÐBdÐ@ Ð [Ð`Òe AD SZ*e 

SÑa_ Òd _½Le, ÒjL\Ð QÞ«Ð Le_Þ Ð'' - @bÞSÞ[çLÊ aÐkÐÒkÐB HcÞ[Þ k«j« LeÞ\ÞaÐ Òj _ÐeÑ SZL `Í[Þ 

ÒhÐb_Ð c_Òe akÊ[ OóZÐ AjÊ\ÞmÐ Ð Òd[ÞLÞ OóZÐ [Ðe \ÞmÐ jÊaÍ[* Í̀[Þ, [ÐWÐeÊ @^ÞL OóZÐ ÒkmÐ ÒjB TÞ@VÞ 

Í̀[Þ Ð  

 

 h_ÞaÐe ]Þ_, @bÞSÞ[ç [Ð* cÐ'*Ê JéÐhÞÕV_ç XÞjÞ aÊÒmBaÐLÊ Ò_D\ÞÒm Ð NÑ[Ð cÐDjÑ XÐLÞÒm, ""[Ê AjÊ_Ê 

TÞ@, Ac jÐ=Òe VÞÒL aÊmÞAjÞaÊ, HLÐVÞA OebÞ[Òe _ÒkÒm ajÞ\ÞaÊ Ð A...Ð''  

 NÑ[Ð cÐDjÑ* L¶Òe LÞ SÐ]Ê \ÞmÐ ÒLSÐZÞ, ÒhÐb_Ð ÒjcÐ_* jkÞ[ aÐkÐeÞmÐ Ð @bÞSÞ[ç LkÞÒm, 

""A`Z*Ê akÊ[ ^_ÔaÐ] Ð _ÒkÒm ÒcÐ `ÐMÒe [ cÐ' `ÊeÐ ÒaÐeç ÒkD\Ð«Ð Ð A`Z* jkÞ[ N`LeÞ jÞH Òahç 

MÊjÞ @RÞ Ð'' 

 ""^_ÔaÐ] [ cÊÜ [Ð*Ê Ò]aÞ Ð [Ð*`ÐBÜ cÊÜ ÒLÒ[ JXÞA Þ̀WÐ AD cÞWÐe jéÐ] QÐMÞmÞ Ð ÒcÐ `ÐBÜ aÞ jÞH 

jÐuÔbÍcZe jÐ\Ñ `ÐmVÞNÒm Ð'' 

 

 eaÞaÐe ]Þ_, ÒjcÐÒ_ jcÒª cÞhÞ BjçL_ç ctÞe NÒm Ð jébÐa[Ó ÒhÐb_Ð ChéeÒ`ÍcÑ Ð [Ð* OÒe `ÍbÊ 

c]_ÒcÐk_*e `ËSÐ LeÐdÐH Ð NÑ[Ð cÐDjÑ*Ê ÒjBL\ÐVÞ bÐeÞ bmmÐNÞmÐ Ð SÐZÞhÊZÞ ÒhÐb_Ð [Ð*Ê _ÞS SÑa_ 

LÐkÐZÑ hÊÒZB_\ÞmÐ Ð jÞH \Òe `QÐeÞ\ÞÒm, ""LÐkÞÜLÞ aÐkÐÒkB_ TÞ@ Ð `ÐW `YÞm, QÐLÞeÞ Lm, aÐ`Ð, cÐ*Ê MÊjÞ 

LeÞaÐLÊ aÐkÐÒkaÐ ]eLÐe _Ð Ð'' ÒhÐb_Ð Dre Ò]B\ÞmÐ, ""cÊÜ [ aÊYÑ ÒkmÞZÞ, LÞH cÒ[ aÐkÐÒka LkÊ_ÐkÐ«Þ ? 

[Ð`Òe cÐDjÑ, H Ò]hÒe LÐce HÒ[ QÐ` Òd, aÐkÐÒkB ADSZ* jkÞ[ AXçS½ç LeÞaÐ akÊ[ L½Le Ð 

Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ [ cÐDjÑ, H Ò]hÒe @Ò_L ÒmÐL aÐkÐ ÒkÐB_ÐkÐ«Þ Ð'' 
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    ]ÊB j©Ðk `Òe NÑ[Ð cÐDjÑ [Ð* jÐ_ Ề@ `ÐMLÊ Ò$eÞNÒm Ð ÒkÒm [Ð* cÐ^ÔcÒe @bÞSÞ[ç J ÒhÐb_Ð 

c^ÔÒe ÒdDÜ `eÞQ¯VÞ Aec÷ÒkmÐ, ÒjBVÐ ÒjcÐ_*Ê _ÞLV[e LeÐBmÐ Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ ÒaÒfÒaÒf jÐ=ÒkÐB L$Þ 

Þ̀BaÐLÊ QÐmÞdÐA«Þ Ð ỀZÞ ÒaÒfÒaÒf jÐ= ÒkÐB j`Þ=ç LeÞaÐLÊ QÐmÞdÐA«Þ [ `ÐMÒe Òe½ÊeÐÃç \ÞÒm MÐB]Þ@«Þ 

Ð ÒhÐb_Ð LÞRÞ bm eÐuÞÒm Ò_B @bÞSÞ[ç*Ê Ò]BAÒj Ð  

 ]ÞÒ_ LÐkÞÜLÞ ÒLSÐZÞ @bÞSÞ[ç `QÐeÞÒ]mÐ, ""A`Z LZ jÐeÐSÑa_ HcÞ[Þ j jÞ=çmç ÒkÐB ekÞaÐLÊ QÐkÐ«Þ 

?'' 

DreÒe ÒhÐb_Ð `QÐeÞmÐ, ""A`Z aÞ [ jÞ=çmç mÐB$ç `ÍÞ$eç Le«Þ Ð kÜ LÞ _Ð Ð'' 

@bÞSÞ[ç LkÞmÐ, ""_Ð, cÊÜ HL `ÐeÞaÐeÞL SÑa_ QÐÒkÜ Ð ±Ñ QÐÒkÜ, j«Ð_ QÐÒkÜ Ð ÒkÒm ÒcÐ SÑa_Òe HcÞ[Þ LÞRÞ 

OVÞmÐ Òd, ÒcÐe jé ð̀ jaÊ QÊeçcÐeç ÒkÐBNmÐ Ð ÒjB d§ZÐeÊ cÊ¦Þ `ÐBaÐLÊ cÒ[ @Ò_L ]Þ_ mÐNÞNmÐ Ð HÒa [ 

a¯j aYÞNmÐZÞ Ð jé ð̀Òe aÞ ÒjcÞ[Þ jaÊ @fuÊ mÐNÞNÒmZÞ Ð ÒLÒ[ÒaÒf jc¯ @RÞ Òd j$Ð LeÞaÞ ?'' 

 ÒhÐb_Ðe cÒ_ÒkmÐ ÒdcÞ[Þ Í̀bÊ c]_ÒcÐk_ [Ð `ÐMLÊ @bÞSÞ[ç*Ê `WÐBR«Þ Ð jÞH aÞ _ÞS c_ 

ÒMÐmÞÒ]mÐ Ð ""A`Z* bfÞ ÒcÐ SÑa_Òe aÞ HcÞ[Þ HL OVZÐ OVÞmÐ dÐkÐ ÒcÐ jé ð̀ jaÊLÊ JmÒVB Ò]mÐ Ð 

[Ð`Òe, cÊÜ AD ÒjjaÊ jé ð̀LÊ bÊmÞdÐBRÞ LkÞÒm QÒf Ð LÐcÒe c_ cÒ³BÒ]DRÞ, h_ÞaÐe, eaÞaÐe WÐLÊe* 

ÒjaÐ LeÊRÞ Ð aÐjç, SÑa_ ÒjcÞ[Þ LVÞdÐDRÞ Ð'' 

 

 ÒhÐb_Ð J @bÞSÞ[ç*e auÊ[Ð aYÞ\ÞmÐ Ð ÒNÐVÞH aià`Òe ỀZÞ ÒdÒ[ÒaÒf @bÞSÞ[çe cÐ' AjÞÒm [Ð* 

Ề@`ÐMLÊ, ÒhÐb_ÐLÊ @_ÊÒeÐ^ LeÞ LkÞÒm, ""TÞ@, Ac @bÞLÊ [Ê VÞÒL aÊTÐ«Ê_Þ Ð Ac `ÐMÒe akÊ[ `ÍÒ`ÐSÐmç jaÊ 

@RÞ Ð ÒkB Ò]ÒM, H $ÒVÐ jaÊ Ð ÒkÒm jÞH HLÐ dÞ]ç ^eÞRÞ Òd, aÐkÐ ka_Þ Ð AÒc aÊYÐaÊYÑ ÒkmÊZÞ, 

ÒLÒ[ÒaÒf ÒLÐDL\Ð Ð Þ̀mÐVÐ d]Þ OejÕjÐe LeÞ MÊjÞÒe eÊk«Ð, AcLÊ aÞ VÞÒL MÊjÞ cÞf«Ð Ð ÒNÐVÞH TÞ@ HcÞ[Þ 

LmÐ ÒaÐmÞ, LZ jaÊ TÞ@ ÒjcÞ[Þ ? Ac jÐ_ÒaÐkË [ `ÊZÞ HÒ[ bm ?'' 

 ÒhÐb_Ð Í̀[Þhõã[Þ Ò]mÐ, ""cÊÜ ÒQ½Ð LeÞ Ò]MÞaÞ Ð'' 

 Òj[ÞLÞ ÒaÒf [Ð LÐ_Òe ÒdcÞ[Þ LÞRÞ ÒNÐVÞH `Í[Þ^é_Þ[ ÒkmÐ, ""ÒNÐVÞH `Ê@ HcÞ[Þ LmÐ ÒaÐmÞ, LZ jaÊ 

Ề@ ÒjcÞ[Þ ?'' 

 cÐDjÑ Ò]MÐB\ÞaÐ $ÒVÐe jaÊ TÞ@ aX jÊte ]ÞhÊ\ÞÒm Ð cÐDjÑ* LkÞaÐ @_ÊdÐ¯Ñ, ÒjcÐÒ_ jaÊ 

DnhÞlÞ[Ð J bm QÐLÞeÞ aÞ LeÞR«Þ Ð cÐDjÑ* aÞi¯ bÐaÞ jÞH _ÞS aÐ`Ð, cÐ* L\Ð cÒ_`ÒLBmÐ Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ LZ 

cÐDjÑ* bfÞ [Ð' `ÐBÜ HcÞ[Þ ]ÊÓMÑ ÒkD\ÞÒa ? 

 

 cÐDjÑ ]ÊB j©Ðk ekÞ `ÊZÞ _ÞS jÐ_`Ê@ `ÐMLÊ QÐmÞNÒm J ÒjWÞ cÐÒj ekÞ `ÊZÞ bÐe[ Ò$eÞaÐ `ËaàeÊ 

aX Ề@ `ÐMLÊ AjÞÒa LkÞ aÞ]Ð¯Ò_Òm Ð NmÐÒaÒf ÒhÐb_Ðe kÐ[^eÞ LkÞdÐB\ÞÒm @bÞSÞ[çLÊ aÊÒTBaÐ `ÐBÜ Ð  

 Òj]Þ_ h_ÞaÐe \ÞmÐ Ð ÒhÐb_Ð LkÞmÐ, ""AÒc ASÞ _ÞÒS eÐuÞ XÞ_eç LeÞaÐ Ð [Òc aÞeÞ¯Ð_Þ [ÞAeÞ Le J 

cÊÜ cVeç-`_Þeç eÐuÊRÞ Ð'' 

 ÒhÐb_Ðe mÞbÞ=ç eÊcçÒe ÒjcÐÒ_ XÞ_eç LeÊ\ÞÒm Ð ÒhÐb_Ð @bÞSÞ[ç*Ê aÊÒTBaÐLÊ ÒQ½ÐLmÐ, ""ÒNÐVÞH TÞ@ 

HcÞ[Þ LmÐ ÒaÐmÞ, LZ jaÊ TÞ@ ÒjcÞ[Þ ? A`Z* jÐ_bÐBe ±Ñ [ ÒLÒ[ bm Ð A`Z aÐkÐÒkaÐLÊ 

eÐSÞÒkD_ÐkÐ«Þ LÐkÞÜLÞ ?'' 

 @bÞSÞ[ç A¾dàÔ ÒkÐB `QÐeÞmÐ, ""A`Z LZ cÒ[ ÒLÒ[ÒaÒf `ÍÒ`ÐSç LeÞR«Þ Òd cÊÜ c_ÐLmÞ Ð @jm 

L\ÐÒkmÐ, cÒ[ [ ÒLkÞ H`dàÔ« `ÍÒ`ÐSç LeÞ_ÐkÐ«Þ Ð'' 

 ""BH ÒLcÞ[ÞLÐ cÊMà L\Ð Ð cÊÜ LÐkÞÜLÞ A`Z*Ê `ÍÒ`ÐSç LeÞaÞ ? ÒcÐ LkÞaÐ L\ÐÒkmÐ Òd, A`Z* aÐ`Ð, 

cÐ' ÒdDÜ jaÊ Í̀Ò`ÐSÐmç AZÊR«Þ, A`Z eÐSÞÒkD_ÐkÐ«Þ LÐkÞÜLÞ ?'' 
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@bÞSÞ[ç LkÞÒm, ""Ò]M«Ê ÒhÐb_Ð, cÊÜ ÒjbfÞ aÐkÐOeÒe ÒLÒaaÞ eÐSÞ_ÊÒkÜ Ð ÒkÒm d]Þ [Òc Í̀Ò`ÐSç LeÞa [ cÊÜ 

eÐSÞ ÒkÐBdÞaÞ Ð'' 

 

ÒhÐb_Ð cÊkÜÒe e= ÒMfÞNmÐ Ð jÞH VÞÒL cÞR eÐN Ò]MÐB J mÐÒSBdÐB LkÞmÐ, ""Ò]M @bÞSÞ[ç, HBVÐ c³Ð 

LeÞaÐe Òaf _ÊÒkÜ Ð HBVÐ ÒNÐVÞH jÞeÞ¯jç L\Ð Ð `ÍLó[Òe [c`ÐBÜ [c aÐ`Ð, cÐ' akÊ[ QÞ«Þ[ Ð [Ð`Òe ÒcÐ 

@[Ñ[ [ [Òc SÐZÞR Ð aÐkÐOe Í̀[Þ ÒcÐe ÒLcÞ[Þ HL OóZÐ AjÞdÐBRÞ Ð'' 

 

""cÊÜ c³Ð LeÊ_Þ, [cbfÞ jÞeÞ¯jç ÒkÐB LkÊRÞ Ð [c _ÞS jé ð̀LÊ, [c SÑa_LÊ AD \Òe ]Þé[Ñ¯ jÊÒdÐN [ Ò]BLeÞ 

Ò]M Ð [c aÐ`Ð, cÐ' LZ [c`ÐBÜ QÞ«Þ[ _ÊkÜ«Þ ?'' - có]ÊÔ kjÞ @bÞSÞ[ç LkÞmÐ Ð 

 

""[Òc Òj SÐeS`Ê[Í jÊaÍ[ bfÞ Òka_Þ [ ?'' - ÒhÐb_Ð `QÐeÞmÐ Ð 

""[Òc Òj XÐkÐZÑ jË`ÀàMÐ bfÞ Òka_Þ [ ?'' - @bÞSÞ[ç `QÐeÞmÐ Ð @bÞSÞ[çe Í̀\c ±Ñe _Ðc jË̀ ÀàÐ \ÞmÐ Ð ÒkÒm 

[Ð* OÒe jcÒª OóZÐÒe jË`ÀàÐLÊ jË`ÀàMÐ LkÊ\ÞÒm Ð 

 

ÒjBWÞ Ò Í̀c Aec÷ÒkmÐ Ð ÒhÐb_Ðe A`ÐVàÒcÃçe mÞbÞ=çeÊcçÒe Ð @_Ô SZLÊ Òjðk LeÞaÐe, QÊcé_ Ò]aÐe ÒdÒ[ 

BoÐ, ÒdÒ[ ]ÊaàÐe aÐj_Ð jqÞ[ ÒkÐB ekÞ\ÞmÐ @bÞSÞ[çe c_Òe, Òj ÒjjaÊ Ë̀eZ LmÐ Ð ÒhÐb_Ð aÞ QkmÞNmÐ Ð 

@bÞSÞ[çe VÞÒL ÒjðkÞf ¸hà [Ðe akÊ]Þ_e jqÞ[ Ò^ßdàÔau bÐ=ÞÒ]mÐ Ð 

 

HBVÐ Db¯* `ÐBÜ ]Þé[Ñ¯ jÊÒdÐN Ð H jÊÒdÐN keÐBaÐe _ÊÒkÜ Ð ÒLÒa _ÊÒkÜ Ð  

 

 

XLçVeç aÞsÐ_Ñ ]Ðj ÒXV_ç, ÒceÑmÐ¨çÒe ek«Þ Ð ÒmMÐÒmMÞÒe [Ð*e @[Ô« ANÍk Ð Òj aràcÐ_ jÊwÐ [Þ_ÞVÞ 

NÁ jÕLf_, jÕ`Là, ekjÔ J @ZÐ¯[ bÐNÔ Í̀LÐhÞ[ LeÞR«Þ J LaÞ[Ð jÕLf_ "jÕ`Làe Òj[Ê' `ÍLÐh LeÞR«Þ Ð 

[Ð*Ê ÒdÐNÐÒdÐN LeÞaÐe cÐ^Ôc ÒkmÐ, bigyanidas.osa@gmail.com. 
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jcÞ[Ðe aÔ\Ð 

hÐ«Þm[Ð cÞh Í 

 

 MeÐ]ÞÒ_ LË@eÊ aÐmçVÞH `ÐZÞ LÐYÞmÐ ÒafLÊ LÞ L½ Ð cZÞi ^BÜjBÜ Ð `ÐZÞ 

dÐB ÒLÐD `Ð[ÐfÒe `hÞRÞ Ð `ÐZÞ AZÞ ]ËAÒe Ò\ÐBÒ]mÐ ÒafLÊ [Þ_Þ RÊA ²ÊmeÊ 

AjÞ ÒNÐX, kÐ[ cÊkÜ Ò^ÐBÒ]B jaÊ `ÐZÞ `ÐMÐ`ÐMÞ Òhi LeÞ ]DR«Þ Ð "ÒLha' 

@$ÞjçeÊ AjÞ "`ÐZÞ _ÐkÞÜ bmÒe cÊkÜ kÐ[ Ò^ÐBaÐLÊ', ÒaÐmÞ `ÐVÞ LeÊR«Þ Ð 

 

 ÒLha Òd[ÞLÞ NeNe, "jcÞ[Ð' aÞ Òj[ÞLÞ NeNe Ð ÒNÐVÐH aÐmçVÞ `ÐZÞ 

LË@eÊ LÐYÞaÐLÊ cZÞi _¯Ð«, jeÞmÐ ÒafLÊ ÒNÐVÐH ÒjÒL¨ç aÞ mÐNÞmÐ_Þ, ÒdcÞ[Þ 

ÒLha* ]ecÐ Ð cÐj dÐLe N^ MVZÞ `Òe dÐkÐ ]ecÐ cÞÒf cÐje `Í\c ]Þ 

j©ÐkÒe Í̀Ð¯ jaÊ jeÞdÐH Ð BÒmLVÍÞLç aÞmç, MÞe aÐmÐ, Ò]ÐLÐ_ jD]Ð aÞmç, `ÞmÐ cÐ_* ²Êm Mnà, Oee @_ÔÐ_Ô 

MnàÒe jaÊ jeÞdÐH Ð Ae ]Þ j©Ðk jcÞ[Ð Òd LÞ L½Òe VÐZÞVÊZÞ Oe QfÐH ÒLaf ÒjB kÜÞ SÐÒZ Ð 

 

 XÐmÞÒe `ÐZÞ, QÐeÞ $Ðf `eÞaÐ aÐ AfÊLÊ AW $Ðf LeÞ [eLÐeÑ LeÞ `ÞmÐ cÐ_*Ê J jéÐcÑ*Ê MÐBaÐLÊ 

]ÞH, _ÞÒS Ò`S cÞhÐ `MÐf jÒ= mÊZ, m*Ð, AQÐe Ò]B LÐc QfÐH Ð ]Þ_ NZÊ\ÐH cÐj ÒhiLÊ Ð cÐR, cÐÕj [ 

jÐ[ j`_; cÐjcÐj QÐmÞdÐH, `ÐVÞÒe aÐÒS_Ð Ð d]Þ jÐB`XÞhÐÒe LÐkÐ Ò`ÐMeÑeÊ cÐR ^eÐ ÒkÐB\ÐH J d]Þ 

ÒjcÐ_*e afÞ\ÐH AjÞ Ò]BdÐ@«Þ, Òj]Þ_ MÐH, _ÒQ[ _ÐkÞÜ Ð  

 

 jLÐfÊ jcÞ[Ðe c_VÐ WÞLç _\ÞmÐ Ð HcÞ[Þ HL ]ÊyÞA SÑa_LÊ Ò_B LZ [Ðe jÐeÐ SÑa_ LVÞdÞa ? 

ÒLha LÊk«Þ `ÞmÐ cÐÒ_ `ÐeÞNÒm H ]ÊÓM Ace ekÞa_Þ Ð Òj ]Þ_ AjÞaÐLÊ [ AkÊeÞ dÊÒN @RÞ Ð aX `Ê@LÊ cÐ[Í 

]h aià Ð jÐ_ `Ê@LÊ QÐeÞ, cTÞA TÞ@LÊ jÐ[ Ð HcÐÒ_ ÒLÒa `ÐeÞÒa, dÐB [Ðe ]ÊÓM Ò_Òa Ð ÒjdÐH [Ðe 

Ò^ßdàÔ AD A¯Êi \ÞÒm ÒkmÐ Ð Þ̀mÐÒaf, _ÞSe ÒmÐLcÐÒ_ cÒ_ `XÊ\ÞÒm Ð [Ðe aÐ`Oe jéRf _\ÞÒm aÞ @bÐa, 

@_ÐV_ Òj ÒLÒa Ò]MÞ_\ÞmÐ Ð LÐt mÐNÊ\ÞmÐ LÞ«Ê LÐtÞ `ÐeÊ_\ÞmÐ Ð LÐtÞÒm `eÞaÐee @hÊb bÐaÞ mÊk jaÊ ÒYÐLÞ 

Ò_D\ÞmÐ Ð  

 

 kWÐ[ XÐLaÐmÐ WÐeÊ QÞWÞMÒ¨ `ÐB ÒMÐmÞ `YÞajÞmÐ Ð cÐDjÑ TÞ@ bDZÑ "eÐZÑ' Ò]BRÞ Ð MÊjÞ mÐNÞmÐ Ð 

AkÊeÞ MÊjÞmÐNÞmÐ Òd Òj HWÞLÞ AjÞa ÒaÐmÞ ÒmMÞRÞ, LÞRÞ]Þ_ `ÐBÜ [Ð' `ÐÒM ekÞLeÞ dÞa Ð LÞ«Ê `e cÊkÊràÒe [Ð 

MÊjÞVÐ cDfÞ dÐB\ÞmÐ Ð Òj AjÞÒm [Ðe HWÞ ekÞaÐ, MÐBaÐÒe akÊ[ @jÊaÞ̂ Ð Òka Ð ÒkD `ÒR ]Þ QÐeÞ]Þ_ `ÐBÜ 

Ð 

 bÐaÞ `ÐeÊ_\ÞmÐ jcÞ[Ð LZ LeÞa ÒaÐmÞ Ð Þ̀mÐ]Þ_Ê ÒjcÐÒ_ akÊ[ jÐ= \ÞÒm Ð MeÐ RÊVÞÒe @SÐ OeLÊ 

jaÊ aià dÐD\ÞÒm Ð ÒjWÞ akÊ[ cSÐ LeÊ\ÞÒm Ð @SÐ AC QÐmÞNmÐ `Òe Òj HB eÐZÑÒaÐD dÞHLÞ [Ðe aX 

cÐDjÑ [Ð* OeLÊ dÐH Ð cÐDjÑe ]ÊB Ề@Òe ÒNÐVÞH TÞ@ ÒkmÐ eÐZÑ Ð cÐDjÑe aÞeÐV Oe jÐ=LÊ @`dàÔÐ© 

jÕ`rÞ Ð eÐZÑLÊ aÞ ÒjcÞ[Þ Oe ae Ò]MÞ Ò]B\ÞmÐ Ð aÐkÐ ÒkÐBNmÐ `Òe SÑa_ SÕSÐf bÞ[Òe ÒjcÐ_*e 

aÞÒhi Ò]MÐjÐlÐ[ akÊ[ aiàeÊ ÒkÐB_\ÞmÐ Ð 
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 aÞÒhi[Ó jcÞ[Ðe SÑa_ HÒ[ jkS _\ÞmÐ Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ [Þ_Þ bDZÑ J ]ÊB bÐB AD c^ÔaÞr `eÞaÐe Ð 

[Ðe aÐkÐOee aiàL Ë̀aàeÊ [Ðe aÐ`Ð*e Ò]kÐ« ÒkÐBdÐB\ÞmÐ Ð Òj jÐ_TÞ@ \ÞmÐ j[, [ÐLÊ bmOÒe ]aÐ`ÐBÜ 

ÒaÐD `ÐÒM ÒLßÐZjÞ jcéf _\ÞmÐ Ð cÐDjÑe jkÐ¯[ÐÒe [Ðe aÐkÐOe ÒLha* jÒ= ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ Ð ÒLha aÞ 

ÒjcÞ[Þ c^ÔaÞr `eÞaÐee ÒmÐL \ÞÒm j[, LÞ«Ê QfÞaÐÒe LÞRÞ @jÊaÞ^Ð _\ÞmÐ Ð ÒLha*e HL aX LÕ`Ð_ÞÒe 

QÐLÞeÞ \ÞmÐ Ð LÞ«Ê aÐkÐOee @ÐWaià `Òe Òj LÕ`Ð_ÞVÞ ÒLßÐZjÞ LÐeZeÊ at ÒkÐBdÞaÐ $fÒe [Ð*Ê OÒe ajÞ 

ekÞaÐLÊ ÒkmÐ Ð 

 

 ÒLha HL cÐ[Í `Ê[Í [Ð* aÐ` cÐ'*e Ð Òj[ÞLÞ ÒaÒf cÐ' [Ð*e LÔÐ_jeçÒe QÐmÞNÒm Ð aÐ`Ð ANeÊ 

QÐmÞdÐB\ÞÒm Ð cÐ'* QÞLÞjúÐÒe aÐX,Þ aNÞQÐ dÐkÐ \ÞmÐ jaÊ aÞLÍÞ LeÞaÐLÊ `XÞ\ÞmÐ [Ð*Ê, ÒLaf HB Oe M¨LÊ RÐXÞ 

Ð hÐhÊ* NkZÐ jaÊ aÞ aÞLÞaÐLÊ `XÞ\ÞmÐ Ð [Ðe _ÞS NkZÐ MÐmÞ dÐkÐ ekÞ dÐB\ÞmÐ Ð 

 

  ajÞ MÐBÒm _C aÐmÞ jeÞdÞaÐ `eÞ @ayÐ [Ð*e AjÞNmÐ Ð LÐÒf LÕ`Ð_Ñ ÒMÐmÞ dÐB`ÐÒe HB AhÐÒe 

QÐmÞNmÐ @Ò_L aià Ð  HWÞÒjWÞ ÒRÐVÒcÐV LÐc LeÞ LÞRÞaià MÐmÞ MÐB`ÞB QfÞNÒm Ð jq¯e _ÐcNu _\ÞmÐ Ð 

Þ̀mÐ [Þ_ÞSZ ÒdcÞ[Þ ÒbÐLÒe _ eÊk«Ê Ð _ÞS Ò`VeÊ LÐVÞ ÒjcÐ_* Ò`V `ÊÒeÐD\ÞÒm ÒLaf Ð 

 

 HÒa QÐeÞaià Òka AD HL ÒRÐV LÕ`Ð_ÑÒe LÐc LeÊR«Þ ÒLha, LÞ«Ê ANWÐeÊ akÊ[ Lcç V*Ð cÞfÊRÞ Ð 

ÒdcÞ[Þ ÒjcÞ[Þ ÒkD Oe QfÞdÐDRÞ Ð @^ÞLÐ Mnà [ÊÒmBaÐ @ayÐ [Ð*e _ÊÒkÜ Ð 

 

 ÒLha* cÊkÜ hÊMÞNmÐ, jcÞ[ÐWÐeÊ eÐZÑe AjÞaÐ L\Ð hÊZÞ Ð [ÐLÊ Òj ÒLÒa Ò]MÞ _ÐkÜÐ«Þ j[, LÞ«Ê 

jcÞ[ÐWÐeÊ hÊZÞQ«Þ akÊ[ \e, aX ÒmÐLe TÞ@, ỀZÞ aX ÒmÐLe ±Ñ Ð LÞ«Ê jcÞ[Ðe HÒ[ MÊjÞ Ò]MÞ LÞRÞ cÊkÜ 

ÒMÐmÞ LkÞ `ÐeÊ_\Ð«Þ Ð [Ð*e ÒjB ÒRÐVÞ@Ð OeLÊ jcÞ[Ð aÐecéÐe j$Ð LeÞQÐmÞQÞ Ð QÐeÞaMeÐ OeÊ ÒNÐVÐH 

aMeÐ eÐZÑ `ÐBÜ jÐB[Þ eMÞRÞ Ð _ÊA ÒaXçjÞVç AZÞ MVÒe `ÒLB Ò]BRÞ Ð bm mÐNÊ_\ÐH ÒLha*Ê H jaÊ Ð 

HÒa _ AjÞÒm bmkÊ@«Ð ÒaÐmÞ bÐaÊ\ÞÒm aÞ jcÞ[Ðe H @]Þ_ÞA MÊjÞVÐ aÞ QÐmÞdÞa jÐÒ=jÐÒ= bÐaÞ QỀ ç ekÞaÐLÊ 

aÐ^ÔÒkÒm Ð  

 

 Í̀\c ]Þ_e euÐ Ò]MÞ ÒLha* cÊ¨ Nec ÒkBNmÐ Ð cÐR cÐÕj jÒ= [Þ_Þ QÐeÞ Í̀LÐe [eLÐeÑ jÐ=LÊ 

MÞeÞ Ð kÜ, MÐBaÐLÊ bmmÐNÞmÐ j[, @Ò_L ]Þ_eÊ H`eÞ MÐ]Ô `ÐVÞ QÐMÞ_\ÞmÐ Ð LÞ«Ê ÒLÒ[ V*Ð Òd Mnà LeÞ\Þa 

jcÞ[Ð bÐaÞmÐ ÒafLÊ ÒQ[Ð aÊXÞdÐDRÞ Ð [Ð*e ]ÊBj©Ðke OeMnà ]ÊB]Þ_ MÐBaÐÒe NmÐZÞ Ð ÒLÒ[]Þ_ H`eÞ 

QÐmÞa LÞH SÐÒZ ? 

 

 ]ÊB j©Ðk ÒkÐBNmÐZÞ dÞaÐLÊ _Ðc ^eÊ_Þ eÐZÑ Ð `ÞmÐcÐ_* jÒ= `ÊeÐ cÞhÞNmÐZÞ Ð `ÞmÐcÐ_* MÊjÞ 

LkÞÒm _jÒe Ð eÐZÑ cÐDjÑ, eÐZÑ cÐDjÑ ÒkÐB [ÐLÊ lÒZ RÐXÞaÐLÊ _ÐeÐS Ð jcÞ[Ð jÒ= ÒLÒa ctÞe [ 

ÒLÒa aSÐe kÐV jÐ=jÐ\Ñ QÞkðÐ ÒmÐL* Oe aÊmÞaÐÒe ÒjcÐ_*Ê Òaf _ÐkÞÜ Ð jcÞ[Ðe MÊjÞ eÐZÑ @Ò`lÐ akÊ[ 

ÒahÞ Ð `ÞmÐ Òafe ÒLÒ[ N`j`Òe ]Þ_eÐ[Þ HLÐLÐe LeÞÒ]ÒmZÞ Ð ÒLha* eÐN \c\c cÊkÜ Ò]MÞaÐLÊ 

ÒjcÐ_*Ê Òaf aÐ LÐkÞÜ ? 

 

  ekÊekÊ cÐÒj ekÞNmÐ eÐZÑ Ð jcÞ[Ð cÊkÜLÊ QÐkÞÜ QÊ ç̀ ekÞNÒm aÞ ]Ð« LXcX ÒkD\ÞmÐ ÒLha*e Ð 

cÊkÜ ÒMÐmÞ LkÞÒ]Òa LÞ ]Þ`], aÊÒmB aÒ*B, "[Êc Oe L\Ð cÒ_`XÊ_Þ LÞ' ÒaÐmÞ Ð jcÞ[Ð XeÒe ÒYÐLÞ _Þ@«Þ 

L\ÐjaÊ Ð jcÞ[Ð OeLÐc LeÞLeÞ _¯Ð« ÒkÐB jÐeÞmÐZÞ Ð _Þ[Þ LË@eÊ `ÐZÞ LYÐ, R@ WÐ [Þ@Z, _@ WÐ bSÐ, 
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ÒLÒa Þ̀WÐ`ZÐ, MÞeÞ ÒMÒQXÞ, `ÒmÐD, aÞeÞA_Þ ÒeÐÒiB Ð Þ̀mÐcÐÒ_ bÐeÞ MÊjÞ, HcÞ[Þ MÐBaÐ [Ð*Ê ÒLÒa cÞÒf_Þ, 

d]Þ aÐ cÞÒf ÒLÒaÒLÒa `aà`aàÐZÑÒe; [Ð `ÊZÞ ]Þ_L `ÐBÜ cÐ[Í, H [ `ÊeÐ cÐÒj ÒkBNmÐZÞ Ð  

 

 [Ð jÐ=LÊ aÐkÐÒe dÐB QÐVà, NÊ ç̀QÊ`ç, aeÐ Þ̀ASÞ Ð jcÞ[Ð [Ðe jÊ_ÐMXÊ, ]ÊBVÐ kÐe J @_ÔÐ_Ô NkZÐ 

jaÊ auÐ `ÒLB V*Ð ^ÐeLeÞ AZÞ Mnà LeÞQÐmÞRÞ Ð ÒLha j$Ð LkÞÒ]BQ«Þ d]Þ V*Ð ckÐS_LÊ WÞLç jc¯Òe 

_Ò]B [Ð' NkZÐ aÊXÞdÞa, Òj AD ÒLÒaaÞ [ÐLÊ NkZÐ LÞZÞÒ]B `ÐeÞÒa_Þ Ð jcÞ[Ð kÒj, LÒk H NkZÐ jaÊ 

[ÐeÞ cÐDjÑ eÐZÑe ÒaÐD Ò]B\ÞmÐ Ð [ÐeÞ TÞ@ LÐcÒe d]Þ VÞÒL @ÐjÞmÐ, LZ l[Þ ÒkÐBNmÐ ? 

 

 [Ð `e]Þ_ jLÐf ÒVÍ_çÒe FÐZÑ Ò$eÞdÞa Ð ÒLha* MÊjÞ LkÞÒm _jÒe Ð jcÞ[Ð aÞ Oe LÐc AD @[Þ\Þ 

ÒjaÐ LeÞLeÞ \LÞNmÐZÞ Ð Òj aÞ QÐkÞÜmÐZÞ eÐZÑ H\e Ò$eÞdÞaÐ DQÞ[ Òka Ð eÐZÑe ÒLkÞ `ÞmÐRÊA _ÐkÜÐ«Þ Ð 

jéÐcÑ [Ðe ]Þ aià [Òf QÐmÞNÒm Ð HÒa Òj HLÐLÑ Ð OÒe QÐLe ỀTÐeÑ, ]Þ@e dÐ', [Ð*e ]Þ `Ê@ [Ð OÒe 

eÊk«Þ j[, [Ð c_Òe LÞ«Ê Òj bÐeÞ ]ÊÓMÑ Ð cÐDjÑ aÞ _ÐkÞÜ Ð aÐ`Oe `VÊ LkÞÒm HB jcÞ[Ð kÞÜ [Ðe jÊM]ÊÓMe 

jÐ\Ñ Ð c_ aÊTÞaÐ `eÞ bÐB, bÐDS _ÊkÜ«Þ Ð 

 

 jéÐcÑ* aÐecéÐe a]fÞ ÒdÐNÊ eÐZÑ aÞbÞ_ð jkeLÊ dÐB ekÞ\ÞaÐeÊ jcÞ[Ð jÒ= [Ðe @Ò_L aiàeÊ ÒLÒa 

Ò]MÐ ÒkÐB_\ÞmÐ Ð cTÞÒe cTÞÒe QÞWÞe A]Ð_ Í̀]Ð_ kÊH j[, LÞ«Ê jcÞ[Ð Dre WÞLç jc¯Òe Ò]B`ÐÒe_Ð Ð  

 

 Òj]Þ_ eÐ[ÍÒbÐS_ jc¯ ÒaÒf jcÞ[Ð L\Ð Aec÷ LmÐ -""j[Òe cÐÒj LÊAÒX QÐmÞNmÐ SZÐ `XÞmÐ_Þ Ð 

akÊ[ MÊjÞmÐNÞmÐ, [Ê AjÞ ÒcÐ `ÐÒM ekÞmÊ'' Ð 

 

  -kÜ cÒ[ aÞ bm mÐNÞmÐ bÐeÞ Ð Þ̀mÐcÐÒ_ Ò[Ðe ÒLÒ[ bm, ÒLÒ[ ÒjðkÑ, ÒjcÐ_* `ÐMÒe c_ aÐuÞ 

ÒkÐBNmÐ Ð Aj«Ð aià AD\Òe AjÞaÞ Ð 

 

 J.._Ð.. _Ð ...ÒLha LÞRÞ LkÞ AjÊ\ÞÒm LÞ«Ê jcÞ[Ð JWÒe A=ÊWÞ Ò]B B=Þ[Òe QÊ ç̀ ekÞaÐ `ÐBÜ LkÞmÐ Ð 

Òj]Þ_ eÐ[ÞÒe jcÞ[Ð J ÒLha* c^ÔÒe Òahç ÒNÐVÐH TNXÐe TX akÞNmÐ Ð -""[ÐLÊ c_Ð LÐkÞÜ j$Ð LeÞÒ]m 

_ÐkÞÜ Aj«Ð aià _ AjÞaÐLÊ Ð HBVÐ ^càhÐfÐ _ÊÒkÜ''  Ð eÐNÒe akÊ[ LÞRÞ aLÞNÒm ÒLha Ð jcÞ[Ð LkÞmÐ -""HÒ[ 

]Þ_ [ MÊjÞaÐjÞÒe NmÐ, NmÐ ÒafLÊ [Ð' c_Òe LÐkÞÜLÞ @ Í̀Þ¯ L\Ð LkÞ L½Ò]aÞ ? HÒ[ MÊjÞÒe AjÞ\ÞmÐ, ÒjB 

MÊjÞ VÞLL [Ðe c^Êe jêó[Þ ÒkÐB ekÊ, cÊÜ QÐÒkÜ Ð ÒLßÐZjÞ LXÐ L\Ð LkÞ dÞaÐ ÒafLÊ [Ð' c_Òe cÊÜ L½ Ò]B 

`ÐeÞaÞ_Þ Ð Aj«Ð aiàLÊ Ò]MÐ @RÞ Ð''  

 

 -""Ace jÊaÞ^Ð \ÞÒm Òj AjÞa, _ÒkÒm LÞRÞ ÒjÒ[ÒafLÊ aÐkÐ_Ð LeÞÒ]aÐ AÒc NÐÜLÊ dÐDRÊ aÐ AD 

ÒLÐDWÞLÞ dÐDRÞ LkÞ'' Ð H L\ÐVÐ ÒLha* c_LÊ Òahç `ÐBmÐ Ð kÜ WÞLç @RÞ Ð ÒdcÞ[Þ ÒjcÞ[Þ LeÞ eÐ[Þ `ÐkÞNmÐ Ð 

bmÒe _Þ] ÒkmÐ aÐ ÒLÐDWÞ ?  

 

 aXÞ ÒbÐeeÊ jcÒª DWÞaÐ Ë̀aàeÊ jcÞ[Ð DWÞ QLÊfÞ Þ̀WÐ, N[ eÐ[ÞeÊ AZÞ\ÞaÐ ejÒNÐmÐ J XÐmcÐ LeÞ 

MÐBaÐLÊ Ò]mÐ Ð aÞ]Ð¯ ÒafÒe ]ÊÒkÜ ]ÊkÞÜ*Ê ^eÞ LÐtÞÒm Ð Aj«Ð aiàLÊ @jÞaÐLÊ eÐZ Ò]mÐ jcÞ[Ð Ð ÒLha ]Ð« 

LXLX LeÞ ekÞNÒm Ð dÐD Òj, [Ð`Òe jcÞ[Ð jÐÒ= L\ÐaÐràÐ Ð jcÒª Ò½j_LÊ NÒm eÐZÑLÊ RÐXÞaÐLÊ Ð 

Þ̀mÐcÐÒ_ aÞ LÐtÞÒm Ð ÒLha*Ê RÐXÞ jcª* AMÞ J]Ð Ð [Ð* MÊjÞLÊ Òj d\Ð jc÷a QÐ`Þ eMÞÒm Ð 
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 NmÐ ÒaÒf HL m$Ð`Ð Ò]BNmÐ eÐZÑ Ð -"LZ ÒmÐ BH' Ð `QÐeÞmÐ jcÞ[Ð Ð -"LÞRÞ _ÊÒkÜÒmÐ, Þ̀mÐcÐ_*Ê 

LZ LÞZÞLÞ Ò]aÊ Ð [Ê HÒ[ MnàaÐnà LeÞ A]e jLúÐe LmÊ, SÑa_ jÐeÐ Ò[Ð ÒjðkhÍwÐ bÊmÞ`ÐeÞaÞ_Þ' Ð  

 

 ÒVÍ_ç RÐXÞÒ]mÐ, eÐZÑ QÐmÞNmÐ Ð jcÞ[Ðe c_ aÊTÊ_\ÞmÐ Ð eÐZÑe Drc jLúÐe Òj LeÞ`ÐeÞ_Þ Ð cÐDjÑ 

[ÐLÊ ÒLÒaaÞ lcÐ Ò]a_Þ Ð cÐDjÑ [Ð* Oe`ÐBÜ akÊ[ LÞRÞ LeÞ\ÞmÐ Ð [ÐeÞ kÐ[ cÊWÐLÊ ÒjcÐÒ_ QÐkÞÜ ajÊ\ÞÒm Ð 

mÊNÐ`VÐWÐeÊ Aec÷ LeÞ QÐDf, XÐmÞ, `eÞaÐ, V*Ð `BjÐ AjÞÒm [Ðe aÐ` cÐ'* `eÞaÐe QÒf Ð  

 

 [\Ð`Þ Òj ÒLha* L\ÐLÊ bõâÒl` _LeÞ `ÐeÊ `dàÔ« ÒQ½Ð LeÞRÞ [Ðe d_ú Ò_aÐÒe Ð OeLÊ Ò$eÞ 

AjÞÒm jcÒª Ð OeVÐ MÜÐ MÜÐ mÐNÊRÞ Ð Þ̀mÐcÐÒ_ jcÒª ÒOeÞ jcÞ[ÐLÊ `QÐeÞÒm -""cÐDjÑ LZ Ò]BRÞ ÒMÐm _Ð 

ÒaÐD m$Ð`Ð VÐ'' Ð AÒe kÜ, Òj [ m$Ð`Ð L\Ð `ÊeÐ bÊmÞ dÐBRÞ Ð ÒLha LkÞÒm -""ÒQÐ`Ð Ò]BRÞ'' Ð 

 

 m$Ð$Ð ÒMÐmÞ jcÞ[Ðe AMÞ `ÊeÐ ÒMÐjÞ ÒkÐBNmÐ, ÒLha*e aÞ Ð LÞRÞ LkÞ AjÊ\ÞaÐ L\Ð ÒjBWÞ @VLÞ 

NmÐ Ð V*Ð, Òj aÞ aÞXÐaÞXÐ Ð HÒ[ V*Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ ÒLÒa ANeÊ Ò]MÞ_\ÞÒm Ð QÞWÞVÞH aÞ ÒmMÞLÞ dÐBRÞ eÐZÑ Ð  

 

 -""HB ÒLÐXÞH ml V*Ð Ò]BLÞ dÐDRÞ Ð Ò[Ð Oe @Ò_L SÐNÐ bÐ=ÞeÊSÞ dÐBRÞ, [ÐLÊ ceÐc[Þ LeÞaÊ, 

Þ̀mÐcÐ_* `ÐBÜ J ÒLha aÐaÊ J Ò[Ð `ÐBÜ ]Þ, QÐeÞ kf bm Ò`ÐiÐL LÞZÞaÊ Ð ÒLÒ[ Ò^ÐB hÊÒMB ]ÊBkf 

mÊNÐ`VÐ `ÞuÊ\Þa ? AD kÜ, OÒe NÐ^ÊAOe AD `ÐZÞLf mÒNBaÐLÊ bÊmÞaÊ_Þ Ð ÒLÒ[ ajÞ `ÐZÞ LÐYÊ\ÞaÊ H MeÐ 

]Þ_VÐÒe Ð AD V*Ð ]eLÐe ÒkÒm ÒmMÞaÊ, jÕÒLÐQ LeÞaÊ_Þ Ð ekÊRÞ Ò[Ðe bDZÑ eÐZÑ'' Ð 

 

 jcÞ[Ð Òd[ÞLÞ A¾dàÔ, ÒLha [Ð'WÐeÊ AkÊeÞ A¾dàÔ Ð m³Ð, jÒ*ÐQÒe Òj HÒ[ VÞÒL ÒkÐBNÒm Ð 

bÐaÊ\ÞÒm, cÐ' LeÞ dÐB\ÞaÐ ]¯Ð, ]Ð_ jaÊ TÞ@ AjÞRÞ A]Ð¯ LeÞaÐLÊ Ð _ÞS cÒ_ÐaórÞ `ÐMÒe Òj _ÞÒS ÒRÐV 

ÒkÐBNÒm Ð [Ð*e HB `eÞyÞ[ÞÒe V*Ðe AahÔL[Ð akÊ[ \ÞmÐ Ð eÐZÑ cÐ_aÑ eË`Òe Ò]aÑ ÒkÐB @ÐjÞ\ÞmÐ 

Ò[Òa Ð V*Ð `ÐMÒe jcÒª a*Ð ÒkÐB dÐA«Þ ÒaÐmÞ Òj ANeÊ SÐZÞ\ÞÒm Ð LÞ«Ê jaÊ cZÞiLÊ ÒNÐVÞH `mÐÒe 

[DmÞaÐ WÞLç _ÊÒkÜ ÒaÐmÞ ASÞ Í̀\c \e SÐZÞÒm Ð  

 

 Í̀\Òc dÐB jÐkÊLÐee ^Ðe hÊTÞ jcÞ[Ðe NkZÐ jaÊ Ò_B AjÞ\ÞÒm Ð Aj«Ð aiàLÊ AD\Òe AjÞaÐLÊ 

_Þc§Z SZÐB QÞWÞ ÒmMÞ ajÞ\ÞÒm eÐZÑ `ÐMLÊ Ð Ae\eLÊ ]ÊB cÐjeÊ @^ÞL ekÞaÐLÊ c^Ô @_ÊÒeÐ^ beÐ @_Ê_¯ 

LeÞ\ÞÒm Ð 

                              

hÐ«Þm[Ð cÞhÍ, eÒQ½e, cÞÒ_ÒjÐVÐ       
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mÊ© jóê[Þ 

hÞM¨ h[`\Ñ 

 

 

 

@uÐee AaeZ [Òf  

mÊQÞmÊQÞ NmÞ j« à̀ÒZ  

ÒMÐSÞaÐLÊ, kSÞdÐB\ÞaÐ jóê[Þ jaÊ  

_ÞOq S=m, [eÊ AYÊAf  

XÐf DkÐXÒe, `\e juÞÒe  

ÒMÐSÞmÞ, LÃÐaÊ]Ð LÐ]Ê@ @¨ÐfÞ  

`ÐBdÞaÞ LÐÒf, jóê[ÞeÊ ÒQ_ÐH Ð  

 

`[ÍNkfeÊ \ÞmÐ`XÞ, QtÍcÐe LÞeZ aÞMeÞ  

NmÞ ^ÐBÜ, cÒ_ AhÐ Ò_B  

cÞfÞdÞa `eÐ, jóê[Þ `jeÐ  

ÒMÐmÞa LÞ @aÐ, jóê[Þe $eÊA  

Þ̀ASe RÞXÐ JYZÞ @XÊA  

[Òf \ÞaÐ mÊQÞ, Í̀ª `Íª cÞhÞ  

@«eÊ aÞLhÞ, jÊ©NÊ© eÐhÞ  

ÒMÐmÞÒa AlÞe ÒmÐ[Le ^Ðe  

c^Êc¯ Lt, @aÐ @aNu  

Í̀Þ̄ Ðe `Í\c, Ò`Íc AmÞ=_  

aÞek aÞiÐ] @aÐ @bÞcÐ_  

ÒMÐmÞa c_e `ÐÒ¨ÐeÐ jÞtÊL 

hÐ« kó]¯LÊ LeÞ \eke Ð 

 

_ÐkÞÜ, ÒMÐSÞaÞ cÊÜ AD]ÞÒ_  

jÐÒ\ AZÞ `Í[ÞÒahÑ SÒZ  

ASÞcÊÜ d]Þ, QtÍe _ÞÒ~àÒh  

jóê[Þ ÒMÐSÊ ÒMÐSÊ _ÞSLÊ keÐH  

jcÑe jÐ\ÞÒe, _ÐQÞa ÒSÐR_Ð  

[ÑaÍÐÒmÐÒL LeÞ _Nð ÒcÐ ÒQ[_Ð  

aÞN[ jóê[ÞÒe HLÐ kSÞdÐH d]Þ  

_\Þa jÐ\ÞÒe ÒLkÞ DwÐeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ  

]ÞNkeÐ ÒkÐB bÐjÞÒm j«ÐÒ`  

QtÞÍLÐe LZ dÐH @aÐ jÒ[?  

_ÐkÞÜ, ÒMÐSÞaÞ cÊÜ AD]ÞÒ_  

jÐÒ\ AZÞ `Í[ÞÒahÑ SÒZ Ð 
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aÐVRÐX jÊkV _ÐNe 

`Í[ÞbÐ h[`\Ñ 

 

LÞH `\ÒeÐ^ LeÊRÞ ÒcÐe 

aÐVRLÞ WÞAÒkBdÐBRÞ 

ANLÊ aYÞaÐLÊ ]D_Þ cÒ[- 

ckÐaÞhée ÒLßÐZjÞ @LÁ_Ñ¯ jrÐ 

LkÊRÞ, "[Ê kÍjé' - 

[Ð' [ cÊÜ SÐÒZ, [\Ð`Þ 

NRVÞH, $ÊmVÞH L\Ð LkÞ`ÐÒe ÒaÐmÞ, 

aÞ SÐÒZ, 

 

cÊÜ Òd[ÞLÞ `ÐBRÞ 

dÒ\½ _ÞkÐ[Þ, 

AD HZÞLÞ ÒMÐSÞaÞ _ÐkÞÜ [ÊcLÊ Ð 

 

LÞ«Ê [ÊÒc QÐkÜ d]Þ 

ÒcÐ LÐ_Þ̀ LÐB VÐZÞAZÞaÞ [ÊcLÊ 

OËeÐBaÞ QDL[Þ, 

ÒjB\Þ`ÐBÜ ÒcÐ aÐVjÐeÐ 

LÃÐ AD LÐ]Ê@ 

RÐVÞ Ò]BQ QÐeÞAX Ð 

 

ÒkmÐ H\e, 

aÐVRÐX - 

dÞaÐLÊ ka ]Ëe, akÊ]Ëe 

NÍk NÍkÐ«e 

[ÊÒc SÐZÞQ jaÊ -  

`âÞSç, cÒ[ aÐVRÐX Ð 

 

HL\Ð bmLeÞ cÊÜ aÊTÞjÐeÞQÞ Òd 

[ÊÒc cÒ[ bm`Ð@ 

[ÊÒc cÒ[ CiàÐLe Ð 

 

 

`Í[ÞbÐ h[`\Ñ 

1, NÍÞ_ç`ÐLà 

`VÞA Ò½j_çÒeÐXç 

Ò`Ð; LÞVÞ 

bÊaÒ_hée - 24 
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ସଭୟତା 
ବରୁଣ ପାଣି 

 

 
ରଜା ଆଉ ପୁରରାହତି, ବଣିକ ର୍ଯାତରା ଦଳ ଚା ିଛନ୍ତି ଅପନ୍ତରା ସରଗ ଗଳିରର  
ପରଛ ପରଛ ବିଦୁଷକ, ଗାହାଣ, ପାଳିଆ ସବୁ ଗାଇ ଚା ିଛନ୍ତି ରକରତ ଭଜନ, ଅଳିରର || 
ମୁକତରି ପରଥ ବନ୍ଧା, ବନ୍ଧକ ରର୍ଯ ଭକତର ଦଳ  
ଆଉ ରସୈନକି ପରଜା ସହ ଶ୍ରମିକ ଗହଳ ||  
ହାତ ଧରି ଚା ିଛନ୍ତି ଅନ୍ଧ ରହାଇ ଅନ୍ଧକାର ସରଗର ପରଥ  
ରକରତ ରସ ନୂଆ ରାଇଜ, ମେରି, କାରଖାନା ଗଢିରବ ରସ ନୂଆ ନୂଆ ଭବିଷୟତ ସାରଥ ||  
ଚରିନ୍ତନ ଚରିା କନା, ଭିକ ଆଉ ଦରମାରର ବନ୍ଧା ରହାଇ ଶ୍ରମିକ ଭକତ ଆଉ ପରଜାର ଦଳ 
ସା ୁବା ୁ ରହଉଛନ୍ତି ଅନ୍ଧାର ସଭୟତା ପରଥ ରଦଖ ମାଳ ମାଳ ||  
ବିଦୁଷକ କହଚିାର  ଅନନ୍ତ ରସ ଆର ାକ କାହାଣୀ  
ବଖାରଣ ରସ ରଦବ ତୁ ୟ ରାଜାର ମହମିା ଆଉ ବଣିକର ହୀରା ନୀଳା ମଣି ||  
ରକରତ ରର୍ଯ ସୁେର ତାର କବିତା ଓ ଉପନୟାସ, ଆହା ରକରତ  ୁହ ଆଉ  ହୁ ରର୍ଯ  ାଘବ ହୁଏ  
ଅଫିମ ନଶିାରର ଆଜ ିଶ୍ରମିକ ଭକତ ତାର ଦୁଃଖ କଷ୍ଟ ସବୁ ଭୁ ି ର୍ଯାଏ ||  
ଚରିନ୍ତନ କାଳ ଧରି ଚା ିଛ ିସଭୟତା ଭାଇ, ଚା ିଛ ିଆରଗଇ  
ରକରତ  ାଶ ମୁଳଦୁଆ, ସପନ କଂକାଳ ନାରଚ, ନାରଚ ରଥଇ ରଥଇ  
ଆସ, ଆଜ ିସଂଖୁଳିବା ସଭୟତାର ପରଥ ଏଇ ଚରି ର୍ଯାତ୍ରୀ ଦଳ  
ନମନ କରି ରର୍ଯ କବି କୁହାରଟ ରସ କଲାନ୍ତ କଂରଠ, ଡାହା ମିଛ, ମିଛ ଖା ି  
ଏଇ ସଭୟତାର ରଖଳ || 

 

ବରୁଣ ପାଣି, ୩/୨୭/୨୦୧୭ ରିଜ  ାଣ୍ଡ ମିଶିଶିପି 
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@_Ê`c jóS_ 

Òjðk ckÐ« Þ 

 

jó½Þe H ecÔ D`aÒ_ 

jSÐBm ÒLÒ[ Òd LÊjÊc, 

aÐjbeÐ eË`e= Ò]B 

eQÞÒ]m AÒk @_Ê`c Ð1Ð 

 

Ò[ÐfÞÒ]m jÐNÒe [e= 

jÞuÊ [ÊÒc LeÊZÐe aÞtÊ 

_NZÔ cÊÜ LÞ`eÞ aÊTÞaÞ 

ekjÔÒe beÐ jÐ[jÞuÊ Ð2Ð 

 

[Êc NYÐ jó½Þe ÒNßÐea 

jÍ½Ð [ÊÒc NYÞm cÐ_a, 

j[Ô cÒ^Ô @j[Ô eMÞm 

]ÊÓM `Òe jÊMe aÞba Ð3Ð 

 

beÞÒ]m @Òhi dÐ[_Ð 

`\keÐ ÒkmÐ ÒdÒa c_, 

LfÊiÞ[ aÞi¯ÐÒe cÐ[Þ 

ÒQ[ÐBm cÐ¯Ð H SÑa_ Ð4Ð 

 

SÑa_e @«Þc ÒjÐ`ÐÒ_ 

hÊÒb_ÐkÞÜ ]ËeÊ ÒLÐfÐkf 

c_ Ò]k _Ñea _ÞÒªS, 

AhÍ¯ kÞÜ [Êc `][f Ð5Ð 

 

 

Sneha Mohanty lives in Huntington Beach, California. She is a regular contributor to the OSA Journal. 
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$ÊmVÞH 
ପରାଶର ମିଶ୍ର 

 

LÐkÞÜLÞ ÒLSÐZÞ ASÞ VÞÒL `ÊZÞ 

$ÊmVÞH Ò]MÞaÐLÊ c_ kÊH 

$Êm jkÞ[ N`ÞaÐLÊ c_ kÊH 

$Êm NR ANÒe WÞA ÒkÐB 

]ÊÓM-jÊM ÒkaÐLÊ 

LÐtÞaÐLÊ, kjÞaÐLÊ c_ kÊH Ð 

 

NRLÊ jÊte ]ÞÒh $Êm 

c_ ÒcÐÒk L@Üf `ÐMÊXÐ 

bÞ_ð, bÞ_ð e= AD ckLÒe $ÊÒV 

`ÐMÊXÐ [Ð' ÒcmÞ kó]¯ [Ð' ÒMÐmÐ 

_Ð \ÐH jéÐbÞcÐ_, @aÐ @bÞcÐ_ 

ALÐhÒe jËdÔà, QtÍ, [ÐeÐ jc 

jSÐH Òj ^Ëje `ó\ÞaÑ 

]ÞaÐ _ÞhÞ `Í[ÞVÞ cÊkËr Ð 

 

$Êm @RÞ @Ò_L SÐ[Þe, @Ò_L _ÐAÜe 

$Êm $ÊÒV bfÞ, bfÞ 

$ÊVÞ jÞH ÒcÐÒ[ XÐLÊ\ÐH   

XÐLÞ, XÐLÞ kjÊ\ÐH,  

kjÞ, kjÞ Ò]MÐD\ÐH  

`ÍLó[Þe ÒjßÐtdàÔ @`Ëaà  

hÞMÐH, SÑa_ ÒmÐÒX 

NR, cÐVÞ, `ÐZÞ, `a_ Ð 

 

$ÊmLÊ cÊÜ ÒbVÞ\ÐH 

$ÊVÞmÐ NRÒe, S_ê]Þ_Òe,þ có[ÊÔhdÔÐÒeþ,  

jbþÐjcÞ[ÞÒe,þ ÒhÐbÐdÐ[ÍÐÒe, jèÐN[ 

jc÷ÐiZÒeþ, ctÞeÒe  

`ÊZÞ `ÍÞ¯[cÐe NbþÐÒe 

$Êm $ÊVÞdÐH `ÍÞ¯Ðe kjÒe Ð 

 

LÐkÞÜLÞ ÒLSÐZÞ ASÞ  

$ÊmVÞH Ò]MÞÒm `ÍÞ¯[cÐ cÒ_ `ÒX 

`ÍÞ¯[cÐe eÐN, eÊiÐ, cÐ_, @bÞcÐ_ bm mÐÒN 

`ÍÞ¯[cÐe ÒLÐfÒe ÒhÐB 

eÐSÐ-eÐZÑ N` hÊZÞ hÊZÞ `eÑ eÐBSLÊ 

DXÞdÞaÐLÊ  

AD jé`ð Ò]MÞaÐLÊ c_ kÊH  Ð 

 

Ò`Íc, `ÍZ¯ J jêeZe `Í[ÑL $Êm 

hÐ«Þ, jcówÞ AD ÒjßÐtdàÔe `Í[ÑL aÞ jÞH 

jÒ[S[Ð J ÉË¥rÞÙeþ `õ[ÑL Ò_B 

$Êm Chèeþ*eþ HL Ò_ßjNÙL jó½Þ  

jÞH AÒZ ]ÞaÔ[Ðe kj Ð   

$Êm jk c_ ÒMÐmÞ N`ÞaÐLÊ, 

]ÊÓM-jÊM ÒkÐB LÐtÞaÐLÊ, kjÞaÐLÊ  

c_ ÒcÐe aÔÐLÊf kÊH `Í[ÞVÞ cÊkËrà  Ð
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LlQÔÊ[ NÍkVÞH cÊÜ 

hh^e ckÐ`Ð[ Í 

cÐNÞ_ÐkÞÜÞ ÒLÒa ]ÞÒ_ 

@f` LÞ ÒahÞ 

ÒdÒ[ÒaÒf dÐkÐÒ]m 

`ÐBÒkmÞ MÊjÞ Ð 

 

Ò`V ÒcÐe ỀeÞdÐH  

cÊWÐH bÐ[Òe 

eÐSLÑ¯ MÐ]ÔWÐeÊ 

ekÊRÞ ]ËeÒe Ð 

 

[ÐcjÞL dÐkÐ @RÞ 

[Êc ]Ê_ÞAÒe 

c_LÊ aÊTÐB LÒk 

ekÞdÐA ]ËÒe Ð 

 

TÐVÞcÐVÞ OÒe \úmÞ 

akÊ[ bmÒe 

ÒhÐD\úmÞ N^bfÞ 

NbÑe _Þ]Òe Ð 

 

ÒhÐBÒ]D\úm ÒcÐÒ[ 

RÞ̈ Ð chÞZÐÒe 

aÊTÊ\úm bmct 

@[Þ d[_Òe Ð 

 

ÒLÐWÐOÒe ekÞ ASÞ 

hÊH `m*Òe 

_Þ]NmÐ LÐkÞÜ kSÞ 

QÞ«Ð ÒcÐÒ[ OÐÒe Ð 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

]Þ'M¨ mÊNÐ`ÞuÞ 

LVÊ\úmÐ mÐS 

hkhk mÊNÐ\ÐB 

LÞÒZ H _ÞmâàS Ð 

 

ÒeÐN, aÔÐ^ú dÐkÐÒ]m 

jÒk ÒcÐ' SÑaÒ_ 

_ÞS mÊk _ÞÒS Ò`ÐÒR 

AjÞÒm _¯Ò_ Ð 

 

QÐLÞeÞÒe ÒdDÜ LÐc 

aeÐ] LeÞm 

Ò]B h[ `eçÒjÃç 

LeÊ@RÞ bm Ð 

 

AahÔL dÐkÐ ÒcÐe 

]Þ@ [ÊÒc ÒahÞ 

Òj afLÐ @\à mÐÒN 

[Êc`ÐBÜ kjÞ Ð 

 

LlQÊÔ[ NÍkVÞH 

[Êc BmÐLÐÒe 

OÊeÞOÊeÞ aÊmÊ\ÐH 

[Êc bejÐÒe Ð 

 

aÐLÞ SÑa_VÞ LVÊ 

VÞLÞH hÐ«ÞÒe 

S_ÒjaÐ`ÐBÜ aÍ[ 

AjÊ kó]¯Òe Ð 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ÒdÒ[dÐkÐ `Ð` Ë̀ZÔ 

LeÞ@RÞ jÐBÜ 

LÐkÞÜLÞ cÊÜ LeÞ\úmÞ 

ÒcÐÒ[ SZÐ_ÐkÞÜ Ð 

 

ÒdÒ[ÒaÒf [Êc `ÐhÊ 

AjÞa XÐLeÐ  

Òj\ú`ÐBÜ j]ÐÒaÒf 

Í̀ªÊ[ cÊÜ `eÐ Ð 

 

[Êc `Ð]`Ò]ê Ò]a 

VÞLÞH AheÐ 

TÊeÊ\úaÞ [ÊcLÊ cÊÜ 

S_êS_ê jÐeÐ Ð

XLçVeç  hh^e ckÐ`Ð[Í 

jÞmçbeç ¸ÍÞ=ç, ÒceÑmÐ¨çÒe 

eÊk«Þ Ð [Ð*e ÒNÐVÞH 

LaÞ[Ð ỀªL `ÍLÐhÞ[ 

ÒkÐBjÐeÞRÞ J Òj LaÞ[Ð 

ÒmMÐÒe aX ANÍk eM«Þ 

Ð aràcÐ_ Òj [Ð* ]Þé[Ñ¯ 

LaÞ[Ð ỀªL D`Òe LÐc 

LeÊR«Þ Ð 
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“ହନା ଇଙ୍ଗଲିଶ୍, ଇଣି୍ଡଆନ୍” 
ଗଗନ ପାଣିଗ୍ରାହୀ 

 
 

 
 
ଆରମରିକା ରଦଶ ଆ ବାମା ରାରଜୟ 
ମାଡସିନ ନାମନୀ ସହର ଭିତରର, 
ନବ ଆଗନୁ୍ତକ ସୁରରଶ ପରଟ  
ବାହାରିର  ଦରିନ ପ୍ରାତଃ ଭ୍ରମଣରର  
 
ରଫବୃୟାରୀ ମାସ ଆ ବାମା ରାରଜୟ 
ଶୀତର ପ୍ରରକାପ ପାଇଥାଏ ହ୍ରାସ, 
ପଲ୍ଲବବିା ପାଇଁ ପତ୍ର ଧୀରର ଧୀରର 
ପାଦପ ଶାଖାରୁ କରନ୍ତ ିପ୍ରୟାସ  
 
ସୁରୁଜ କରିଣ ଜକଜକ ରହାଇ 
ବୁଣି ର୍ଯାଇଥାଏ ସବୁଜ ଘାସରର, 
ଶୀତୁଆ ପବନ ଥୁଣ୍ଟା ବୃକ୍ଷ ଡାଳ 
ରଦାରହା ାଉ ଥାଏ ମନିରର ମନରିର  
 
କାହିଁ ଗୁଜୁରାତ କାହିଁ ଆ ବାମା 
ହଜାର ହଜାର ମାଇ  ଦୂରତା, 
ଉଡାଜାହାଜରର ଆସିଛନ୍ତ ିଭାବ ି
ସୁରରଶ ଭାଇଙ୍କ ଘୁରିର୍ଯାଏ ମଥା  
 
ନଅ ବରଷର ପ୍ରତୀକ୍ଷାର ଫଳ 
ପ୍ରାପ୍ତ ରହ ା ରର୍ଯରବ ଆରମରିକା ଭିସା 
ପ୍ରଭୁଙୁ୍କ କୃପାରୁ ମିଳବିାରୁ ରହ ା 
ପୂରଣ ଅରନକ ପ୍ରାଣର ଅଭୀପ୍ ସା 
 
 
 

କ୍ଷୀଣାେ ଶରୀର ଶିରର ପକବରକଶ 
ବୟସର ଛାପ ଦରିଶ ମୁଖ ପରର, 
ତାଙୁ୍କ ସତାବନ  ରଦଖାର୍ଯାନ୍ତ ିକନୁି୍ତ 
ବୟସ ରର୍ଯମିତ ିସତୁରୀ ସତରର  
 
ରାୋ ଦୁଇ ପାରଶ ରଦଖି ଚା ିଥାନ୍ତ ି
ରହଅିଛ ିଘର ଧାଡଧିାଡ ିରହାଇ, 
ପାଦ ଚ ା ପରଥ ଚା ିଥାନ୍ତ ିଧୀରର 
ଏପଟ ରସପଟ ଅନାଇ ଅନାଇ  
 
ସବୁ ଘର ଆରଗ ସଜାଇ ର୍ଯତରନ 
ରହଅିଛ ିଏକ ପୁଷ୍ପର ଉଦୟାନ, 
ପିଚୁ ରାୋ ଘାଟ ପାଦ ଚ ା ପଥ 
ଦଶିଇ ସୁତୁରା ରକରଡ ପରିଚ୍ଛେ  
 
ରୁ୍ଯଆରଡ ଚାହିଁବ ପଡ ିନାହ ିକାହିଁ  
ଅଳଆି ଅସନା ତାଙ୍କ ରଦଶ ପରି, 
ଏହ ିଦୃଶୟ ରଦଖି ସୁରରଶ ଭାଇଙ୍କ 
ଗରବରର ମନ ଉଠୁଥି ା ଭରି  
 
ଆରମରିକା ଭଳ ିସମଦୃ୍ଧ ରଦଶରର 
ପୁତ୍ର, ବଧୂ ଏରବ କରୁଛନ୍ତ ିବାସ, 
ତାଙ୍କ ପାଇଁ ଏହା ଅତ ିବଡ କଥା 
ରହାଇର  ବ ିସତ ହୁଏନ ିବଶିବାସ  
 
 
 

ଦୁରରଇ ା ରବା ି ଦାରିେୟ ଦୁେ୍ଶା 
ଇଶବରଙ୍କ ପାରଶ ମିନତୀ ଜଣାଇ, 
ଭାବାରବରଗ ସିଏ ଚା ିଥାନ୍ତ ିଧୀରର 
ଆଖିରୁ ର ାତକ ର୍ଯାଉଥାଏ ରବାହ ି 
 
ଭାବରିଦର  ପାଦ ପରଡନାହିଁ ତରଳ 
ନାତଟିଏି ପୁଣି ରହାଇଛ ିତାଙ୍କର, 
ନାତ ିସାରଥ ରଖଳ ିବତିରିି୍ଯବ ଦନି 
ଏରତ ଦରିନ ଡାକ ଶୁଣିର  ଠାକୁର  
 
ଏହ ିସବୁ ଭାବ ିଚା ିଥାନ୍ତ ିସିଏ 
ନୂଆ ରଦରଶ ନୂଆ ଘରମାନ ରଦଖି, 
ରକଉଁ ଘର ରଦଖି ରହଉଥାନ୍ତ ିକାବା 
ରକଉଁ ଘରର ଆଖି ର୍ଯାଉଥାଏ  ାଖି  
 
ଏମନ୍ତ ସମରୟ କାହୁଁ କୃଷ୍ଣକାୟ 
ଗାଡଟିଏି ଆସି ରହ ିା ଅଦୂରର, 
ତହିଁରୁ ବାହାରି ଦୁଇଟ ିପୁ ିସ 
ଛଡିାରହର  ଆସି ସୁରରଶ ଆଗରର  
 
ରଦଖିବାକୁ ଦୀଘ୍କାୟ ହୃଷ୍ଟପଷୃ୍ଟ 
ପିନ୍ଧଥିାନ୍ତ ିକଳା ରପାଷାକ ରଦହରର, 
ରଶବତାେ ଶରୀର ନୀଳବର୍୍ଣ୍ ଚକ୍ଷୁ 
ବଚନ କହନ୍ତ ିଇଂରାଜୀ ଭାଷାରର  
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ପଚାରିର  ଆସି ସୁରରଶ ଭାଇଙୁ୍କ 
ଇଂରାଜୀରର ନାମ, ରହବିା ଠକିଣା, 
ଭୟଭୀତ ରଭାଇ କହରି  ସୁରରଶ 
ଭ ରର ଇଂରାଜୀ ନାହିଁ ତାଙୁ୍କ ଜଣା  
 
“ରନା ଇେ ିଶ  , ଇଣି୍ଡଆେ୍  ” କହ ି
ପୁଅ ଘର ଆରଡ ରଦଖାଇର  ହାତ, 
ପୁଣି ପଚାରିର  “କ ିଉରେଶୟ ତୁମ”? 
କାହିଁ ପାଇଁ ଏଠ ିକର ର୍ଯାତାୟତ” ? 
 
ସମନ ିନ ପାରି ଥରଥର ଥର ି
ସୁରରଶ ବାପୁଡା ରର୍ଯାଡ ିଦୁଇକର,  
“ରନା ଇେ ିଶ , ଇଣି୍ଡଆେ୍  ” କହ ି
ପୁଣି ଆଉ ଥରର ରଦଖାଇର  ଘର  
 
ରକ୍ରାଧ ରହାଇ ଜରଣ ପୁ ିସ ତହିଁରୁ 
ସୁରରଶଙୁ୍କ ରଦର  ଭୁଇରଁର କଚାଡ,ି 
ରଗାଡ ରଟକ ିରହାଇ ପଡରି  ସୁରରଶ 
ସିରମଣ୍ଟ ରାୋର ତରଳ ମୁହଁମାଡ ି 
 
ନାକ ମଥା ଫାଟ ିରବାହ ିା ରକତ 
ନର ନର ରହାଇ ସିରମଣ୍ଟ ଉପରର, 
ଗଳା ଧକ୍କା ରଦଇ ହାତ ପଛକରି 
କଡ ି ଗାଇର  ହାତ ଦୁଇଟରିର  
 
ଅଦ୍ଧ୍ମତୃ ରହାଇ ପଡରି  ସୁରରଶ 
ନସୁ୍ପରି ା ଭାଷା ମୁଖରୁ ତାଙ୍କର, 
ସାଇଁ ସାଇଁ ଖା ି ମାରିର  ନଃିଶବାସ 
ଥରୁଥି ା ରଦହ ରହାଇ ଥରଥର  
 
ଇଂରାଜୀ ଭାଷାରର ବବ୍ର ପୁ ିସ 
ପୁଣି ଆରଦଶରି  ଛଡିା ରହବା ପାଇଁ, 
ରମରୁଦଣ୍ଡ ଭାେିବାରୁ ଧକ୍କା ପାଇ, 
ନପାରିର  ସିଏ ଆଉ ଛଡିାରହାଇ  

ରକ୍ତସ୍ରାବ ରହାଇ ବୁଡବିାରୁ ରଚତା 
ଦାଖ  ରହାଇର  ହାସପାତାଳରର, 
ରକରତ ଘଣ୍ଟା ଅରନ୍ତ ରହବାରୁ ସରଚତ 
ଜାଣି ନ ପାରିର  ସିଏ ରକଉଁଠାରର  
 
ସ୍ପଶ୍ ଶକି୍ତ ହାତଁୁ  ପାଇଥି ା ର ାପ 
ଜଳ ଜଳ ଖା ି ରହଥିିର  ଚାହିଁ, 
ନେିରି  ନଜିକୁ, ଆରମରିକା ଆସି 
ରକରଡ କ୍ଷତ ିକର  ପୁତ୍ର, ବଧୂ ପାଇଁ  
 
ପୁତ୍ର ତାଙ୍କ ପାଇ ଏ ମେ ଖବର 
ହତବା୍ ରହାଇ ରହରି  ଅନାଇ, 
ଘଟ ିା କପିରି ଏରଡ ଅଘଟଣ 
ଜାଣିର  ସମେ ହସ ପିଟା୍  ର୍ଯାଇ  
 
ଜାଣିଥିର  ସିଏ ପ୍ରଭାତରର ପିତା 
ର୍ଯାଇଥିର  ରବା ି ପ୍ରାତଃ ଭ୍ରମଣରର, 
ଜାଗି ା ସରେହ ପୁ ିସ ରକମିତ ି
କାହିଁକ ିରଭଟରି  ପିତାଙୁ୍କ ରାୋରର  
 
ତଡତି ରବଗରର ଏ ଦୁଃଖ ସମବାଦ 
ରହାଇ ା ପ୍ରଘଟ ସାରା ପଥୃିବୀରର, 
ଭାରତୀୟ ବୃଦ୍ଧ ପେୁ,  ବନିା ରଦାରଷ 
ଆରମରିକା ଧୂତ୍୍ତ ରପା ିସ  ଧକ୍କାରର  
 
ଆ ବାମା ରାଜୟ ପୁ ିସ ବଭିାଗ 
ରଦଶ ବରିଦଶରର ନେିତି ରହବାରୁ, 
ପୁ ିସ  ଜଣକୁ ନଳିମି୍ବତ କରି 
ବହଷି୍କାର କର  ପୁ ିସ  କାମରୁ  
 
ନମିିରଷ ଆସି ା ପ୍ରତବିାଦ ପତ୍ର 
ଭାରତୀୟ ଦୁତାବାସ ମାନଙ୍କରୁ, 
ବୃଦ୍ଧ ଭାରତୀୟ ରକଉଁ କାରଣରୁ 
ଜଖମ ରହାଇ ା ପୁ ିସ  ହାତରୁ  

କଥାର ଗୁରୁତବ ଜାଣି ଗଭର୍୍ଣ୍ର 
ମାଗିରଦର  କ୍ଷମା ସୁରରଶ ଭାଇଙୁ୍କ, 
ରଦର  ଆଶବାସନା ମିଳବି ନେିିତ 
ନୟାୟଗତ ଦଣ୍ଡ ଆସାମୀ ଜଣକୁ  
 
ର ାକ ରଦଖାଣିଆ ମାମ ା ଉଠି ା 
ଆ ବାମା ରାଜୟ ରକାଟ୍ କରଚରୀରର, 
ଏଫ   ବ ିଆଇ ଦବାରା ଦୁଇ ଦୁଇ ଥର 
ରକସ  ଜାରି ରହ ା ପୁ ିସ  ନାଆଁରର  
 
ପୁ ିସ  ବକ୍ତବୟ, “କଳା ବୟକି୍ତ ଜଣ 
କରି ରଖଥୁି ା ରର୍ଯାଜନା ଆଗରୁ, 
ପରର ରକରତରବରଳ ପାଇର  ସୁରର୍ଯାଗ 
ରଚାରି କରିଥାନ୍ତା ରନବରହୁଡ୍ ରୁ  
 
ପୁ ିସ ହାବୁରଡ ପଡରିି୍ଯବା ପରର 
ରଚଷ୍ଟା କରୁଥି ା ଖସିବ କପିରି, 
ରସ ପାଇଁ ତାହାକୁ କରିରଦ ୁ କାବୁ 
ନକରି ପାରିବ ସିଏ ଆଉ ରଚାରି ” 
 
ପୁ ିସ ଓକ ି ବାଢରିଦର  ରୁ୍ଯକି୍ତ 
“ଆରମରିକା ରଦରଶ ଆସୁପରଛ ରି୍ଯଏ, 
ମାନବିାକୁ ରହବ ଆମର କାନୁେ୍    
କହ ିପାରୁଥିବ ଇେ ିଶ ସିଏ”  
 
ଜଜ ମହାଶୟା ରାୟ ରଦର  ରଶରଷ 
“ରଦାଷ ରହଗି ା ସୁରରଶ ପାଖରର, 
ଇେ ିଶ  ଭାଷା ନଜାଣି ଥିବାରୁ 
କହପିାରି ାନ ିସଠକି ଭାବରର  
 
ଆଉ ପୁଣି ସିଏ ଭାେି ା କାନୁନ 
ପରିଚୟ ପତ୍ର ନରଖି ପାଖରର, 
ଆଗନୁ୍ତକ ମାରନ ରଖିବାର କଥା 
ପରିଚୟ ପତ୍ର ସବ୍ଦା ହାତରର”  
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ଉଦ୍ଭଟ ନୟିମ ଆରମରିକା ରଦରଶ 
ଆଗନୁ୍ତକ ପରା ପରିଚୟ ପତ୍ର, 
ହାରତ ଧରିଧରି ଦନି ଅବା ରାତ,ି  
ବୁ ିବାର କଥା ସବ୍ଦା ସବ୍ତ୍ର  
 
କୃଷ୍ଣାେୀ ମହଳିା ଜୁରି ଦୁଇଜଣ 
ପୁ ିସକୁ ରଦାଷୀ ରବା ି ରଦର  ମତ, 
ଆଉ ଆଠ ଜଣ ରଶବତାେ ପୁରୁଷ 
ନରିେ୍ାଷ ହସିାରବ କର  ମତ ବୟକ୍ତ   
 
ପୁ ିସ, ଓକ ି, ଜ ଜ  ମହାଶୟା, 
ଜୁରି ଆଠ ଜଣ ସମରେ ରଶ୍ୱତାେ, 
ନରିେ୍ାରଷ ରଶଷକୁ ପୁ ିସ  ଖ ାସ  
ଦଶି ିା ପ୍ରକୃତ ଆରମରିକା ରେ  

ଆରମରିକା ରଦଶ ଡଣିି୍ଡମ ବଜାଏ 
“ହୁୟମାେ୍  ରାଇ୍ ସ ” ପାଇଁ ଚାରିଆରଡ, 
ନଜି ରଦରଶ କନୁି୍ତ କଳା ଧଳା ରଭଦ 
ଏରବ ବ ିଗଚ୍ଛତି ର୍ଯାହା ଜଣା ପରଡ  
 
ନାହିଁ ତ ରକବଳ ବର୍ଣ୍୍ ରବୈଷମୟତା 
ଅଶକିି୍ଷତ ନାଗରିକ ମହ ରର, 
ଦୁଭ୍ାଗୟବଶତଃ ଭରିଅଛ ିଏହା 
ବଚିାର ବଭିାଗ ସରକାରୀ େରର  
 
ପେୁ ରହାଇ ଏରବ ସୁରରଶ ଚା ନ୍ତ ି
“ୱାକର” ସାହାରର୍ଯୟ ମନ୍ଥର ଗତରିର, 
ନାତ ିସାରଥ ରଖଳ ରହାଇ ା ସପନ 
ନଜିର ରକ୍ଷଣ ଏରବ ପର ପରର  

କବିା ତାଙ୍କ ରଦାଷ? କଏି ରଦବ ନୟାୟ ? 
ଅକମ୍ଣୟ ଆଜ ିପୁ ିସ ଧକ୍କାରର  
ନୁରହଁ “ରହା ିଗାେ୍  ” ନୁହଁ “ହୁଡ୍  ୁମ୍ ”  
ରକ୍ଷାକତ୍ତ୍ା ରି୍ଯଏ ତାହାରି ହାତରର  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

      ୧୩୧ ରଗା ିଡଂ ଏଭିନବଲ  
ଟରରାରଣ୍ଟା, କାନାଡା  
ରଫାେ୍   ୪୧୬୨୨୩୨୭୫୬
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ଅୋହୂତ ଦ ୁଃଖର ଫସଲ 
ସତୟ ପଟ୍ଟୋୟକ 

 
 

 
ଅେ ରାଗ ୋଆଁ ନଦଇ  
ଆଖପାଖ ପୃଥବିୀନର ନମାର 
ନବାଳିନଦଲ ତ ନମ ନେଉ ଁ
ମ ଠା ମ ଠା ବିଷର୍ଣ୍ଣ ଅନ୍ଧାର 
ତଥାପି ପାରିବି ୋହିଁ  ନପାଛି ତାକ  
ମଁ  ଜାଣଛିି 
ନପାଛିବାର ପ୍ରନେଷ୍ଟାନର ବିତିେିବ 
ଜୀବେର ଅବଶିଷ୍ଟ କାଳ  
 
ନସ ଅନ୍ଧାର ସି୍ଥତିଶୂେୟ 
ଅବୟବଶୂେୟ 
ଅଥେ ପାନରୋ ସହି 
ଭାର ତାର 
ଫିକା ଫିକା ନହାଇୋଏ 
ଏୋବତ୍ ଅଜିଥବିା 
ସବ  ପ ଣୟ ନମାର  
 
ତ ମର ଆଖିନର େଦି 
କଜଳ ଧାର ଥଲିା 
ନଗାଧୂଳିର ରଙ୍ଗ ବି ତ ଥଲିା 
ସବପନର ତରଙ୍ଗ ବି ତ ଥଲିା 
ତ ମର ଆଖିନର େଦି 
ତାରାଭରା ରାତି ଥଲିା 
ଜହ୍ନର ନଜାଛୋ ବି ତ ଥଲିା 
ସବପନ ସବ  ସାଇତିଲ 
ଆଉ ନକଉଁ ଋତ  ପାଇ ଁ
ମହ୍ଲାରର ୋଆଁ ନଦଇ 

ନମା ଋତ ର ଅସଜଡା ଆକାଶନର 
ଭନସଇଲ ନେନତସବ  
କଳଙି୍କତ ନମଘର ବାଦଲ 
ମଁ  ଜାଣଛିି 
ନସ ନମଘର ପ୍ରତି ବ ନ୍ଦା 
ତ ଣୀରର ଅନଫରନ୍ତା ତୀର ସମ 
ବିନ୍ଧ ଥନିବ ନମା ଛାତିକ  
ଝରିୋଉଥବି ନେନବ ରକ୍ତ ପଳପଳ  
 
ଅନ୍ଧାରର ୋଆଁ ୋହିଁ 
ନସଥପିାଇଁ ନବାନଧ ତ ନମ 
ଅନ୍ଧାରର େୂଆ େୂଆ ୋଆଁ ନଦଲ 
ନକନତନବନଳ ପ୍ରାଥଣୋ କହି 
ପ୍ରତାରଣା ନଦଲ 
ତ ନକନତନବନଳ ଜୀବେ କହି 
େନ୍ତ୍ରଣା ନଦଲ 
ବିଶ୍ୱାସର ୋଆଁ ନଦଇ 
ନମା ନେତନର ନେଉଁ ବୀଜ ବ ଣନିଦଲ 
ମଁ  ଜାଣଛିି 
ନକନବବି ସରିବ ୋହିଁ 
ସାରାଜେମ କାଟ ଥବିି 
ଅୋହୂତ ଦ ୁଃଖର ଫସଲ  
 
୭୪୬୪ ୱିଜ ଡମ୍ ଲେନ୍, 
ଡବ େିନ୍, ଓହିଓ ୪୩୦୧୬ 
ଯୁକ୍ତରାଷ୍ଟ୍ର ଆଲେରିକା 
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ବରକ୍  ିଷ୍ଟୁ୍   
ରଦବରାଜ ସାହୁ 

 
 
ମହା ପ୍ରୟାଣ 
ମହା ନମିନ୍ତ୍ରଣ 
ବାହୁଡା ବଜିୟ 
ଶରୀର ବ ିୟ । 
 
ସ୍ନାୟୁ ରହବ ଶଥିିଳ 
କାମନା ରହବ ପରୁଣ 
ଅବାଞ୍ଛତି ପରାଜୟ ରହବ 
ବାଞ୍ଛତି ରହବ ପ୍ରାପୟ । 
 
ଗାନ୍ଧାର ରଦଶର କୁହୁକ 
ଶଖିି ମଁୁ ପଣୁି ହୁଅନ୍ତ ିଶଶୁିଟଏି 
ରବାଉ ରମାରତ କରନ୍ତା କାଖ 
କ ିଶାନ୍ତ,ି କ ିତୃପି୍ତ । 
 
ସମୟକୁ ପରାେ କର ିମଁ ୁ
ବହୁତ ପଛକୁ ର୍ଯାଆନ୍ତ ି
ସାଗର ମନ୍ଥନ ସହତି  
ରଦଖନ୍ତ ିରକଶବଙ୍କ କମଳା ପ୍ରାପି୍ତ । 
 
ଜଂଜାଳର ଶଙୃ୍ଖଳରର 
କାମର ଦବିା ନଶି ିଦାବରିର 
ଦଗିହରା ପତରି କତ୍ତବ୍ୟରର 
ରହଳା, ଅବରହଳା ତଥା ଅବଜ୍ଞା । 

ପରରିଶାଧ ହୁଏତ ଅସମ୍ଭବ 
କଣିକାଏ ଶୁନନ୍ତ ିର୍ଯଦ ି
ରମଘର ଶର୍ଯୟାରର ରନଇର୍ଯାଆନ୍ତ ିତୁମକୁ 
ହୁଅନ୍ତା ରସ ଶାନ୍ତରି ଶର୍ଯୟା । 
 
ଭସାନ୍ତ ିରବାଇତ 
କାଚ ରବାତ ରର ରଖି 
ବା୍ ଟରିମାର୍  ବେରରୁ 
ରି୍ଯବାକୁ ରଗାପାଳପରୁକୁ । 
 
ମହା ସମେୁର 
ପ୍ରଶେ ବକ୍ଷରର 
ବାଟ ହଜରି  ବ ି
ବତୀଘର ଆଉ ଧୁବତାରା ରମା ସହାୟ । 
 
ଘରର ନନା ଆଉ ରବାଉ 
ଜଗିଥିରବ ବେିାରତି ନୟନରର 
ଗ ାପୁଅ ବାହୁଡ ିଆସ ିା ସରତକ ି
ସାଧବ ଘର ରବାଇତରର! 
 
 
 
 

  
 
ରଦବରାଜ ସାହୁ, ରମରୀ ାଣ୍ଡୁ୍    
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ଓସା ପିକ ନକି ୨୦୧୬ 

ରହମନ୍ତ କୁମାର ପ୍ରଧାନ 
 

 

ଶନବିାର ଜୁେ୍ ଏଗାର ତାରିଖ, ପି୍ରେ୍ ସ ଟେ୍   କଲବ୍ ପଡଆି, 
ବହୁ ପ୍ରତୀକ୍ଷୀତ ଓସା ପିକ୍ନିକ୍, ଖରା ରର୍ଯ ଉଦୁଉଦଅିI | 

 
ମକା ତରଭୁଜ ଗୁପ୍ ଚୁପ୍ ସଂରଗ ସିଂଗଡା ଓ ଦହବିରା, 
ଚରିକେ୍ ପନରି୍ ପରିବା ବାବକୁିୟ, ସୁଅIଦ ବଡ ନଆିରା | 

 
ଦୁ ୁକ ିା ଭୂମି "ରଂଗବତୀ" ତାରନ, ଅନନୟ ବ ିଉଡ୍ ନମବର୍, 
ଚାଟୁକାର ବାକୟ ଭାଷନ୍ତ ିରନପଥୁୟ, ଡରିଜ ରଦବୀ, ଅମର୍ | 

 
ରଖଳ ପଡଆିରର ରୁ୍ଯବ ରଖଳାଳଙି୍କ, ଭ ିବ୍ ମାଡ ରଦଖି, 
ଚକତିରର ଚାହିଁ ଦଶ୍କ ପ୍ରବର ଚଷମା ଦଅିନ୍ତ ିରଟକ ି| 

 
କି୍ରରକ୍ ବୟା୍ ରୁ ଉଡୁଥି ା ଖା ି, ଚଉକା ଅIଉ ଛକ୍କା, 

ସରତକ ିରର୍ଯମିତ ିସଚେି୍ ଆଉ ରଧାନୀ, ରଦଖି ରହାଇରବ ତାଟକା | 
 

ଭାତ, ପୁରୀ ଆଉ ମାଉଁସ ପନରି୍, ଘାଂଟ ରର୍ଯ ଆଳୁ ରପାଟଳ, 
ରଜ ରପାଡ ପିଠା, ମାଛ ଭଜା ସଂରଗ ସୁସ୍ୱାଦୁ ଦହ ିପଖାଳ | 

 
ମଧ୍ୟାହ୍ନ ରଭାଜନ ପ୍ରାରନ୍ତ ଆଇସ କି୍ରମ୍, ତାପରର ଚାହା ରସବନ, 
ଓଡଆି ଖାଇବା ସଂପୂର୍୍ଣ୍ ହୁଏକ ିନଖାଇର  ଭ ା ପାନ ? 

 
କୁନ ିକୁନ ିପି ା ମଁୁହରର ଆଂକିର , ଚତି୍ର ରର୍ଯ ଭଳକି ିଭଳ,ି 
ସଜ ବାଜ ରହାଇ ନଅିପି ା ମାରନ, ରଖଳୁଥିର  ରଜରଦାଳ ି| 

 
ଅଖା ରଦୈାଡ ଆଉ ତନି ିରଗାଡ ରଦୈାଡ, ତା ସାଂଗକୁ ନାଚ ଠାଣି, 
ପିଚକାରୀ ଧରି ପାଣି ରଖଳୁଥିର , ଆବାଳ ବୃଦ୍ଧ ରମଣୀ | 

 
ସକାଳରୁ ସଞ ସାଂଗ ସାଥୀ ରମରଳ, ରକୈାତୁକ ଭାରି ବଢଆି, 
ଖାଇ ଖଆୁଇ ରର୍ଯ ମଉଜ କରିବା, ଏଇତ ଆମ ଓଡଆି | 
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ପ୍ରଦୀପ 
(Pradipa - The Lamp) 
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In Memory of Sujeet Kishore Mohanty 
Saradindu Misra 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

On Sunday, January 22, 2017, Sujeet Kishore Mohanty passed away at his home in Marlton, New Jersey 
at the age of only 66 years. Shri Mohanty was a great friend of Odias living all over the United States. His 
untimely death was a great loss for the Odia community. 
 
Sujeet was born in Cuttack in 1950 to a very affluent family. His father, Shri Naba Kishore Mohanty was a 
reputed contractor and a businessman of that time. He studied in the Stewart School and eventually 
enrolled in the Ravenshaw College, Cuttack from where he passed his M.A. in English literature with 
distinction. After completion, he joined the Ravenshaw College as a faculty member in the English 
Department. He was extremely popular among his students as well as his fellow teachers. His students 
simply adored him for his friendly nature. He behaved with his students more like friends. 
 
He represented his College, University and the State as a cricket player of repute and even represented 
the State in the Ranji Trophy Tournament. Cricket used to be his great passion. However, it was not 
cricket alone, he also became a very popular Odia singer. Under the tutelage of the legendary Akshaya 
Mohanty, he sang in a number of Odia records which became very popular among the masses. He was 
called the “melody master” and was able to pull a big audience in public performances. He was also 
involved in a multitude of other social activities, even including the presidency of the Rickshaw-Pullers 
Association of Cuttack! 
 
Sujeet got married in June of 1975 to Sangeeta Mohapatra (Kitty), daughter of late Binod Mohapatra, a 
retired I.G. of Vigilance of Orissa. In the year 1981, Sujeet decided to move to the U.S.A. to pursue a 
Ph.D. program in English language and joined the S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo. However, after completing his 
Masters requirement, he changed his mind and joined Law, instead, which he completed in 1988. 
 

Sujeet Kishore Mohanty 

 May 21, 1950 – January 22, 2017 
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I came to know Sujeet while he was living in Buffalo and I will narrate an interesting incident as to how I 
met him for the first time. The OSA Convention was being held in Toronto in 1988. I and my wife, Lata, 
decided to accompany late Dr. Krushna Mohan Das and his wife, Basi Apa, to attend the event. Dr. Das 
was related to Sujeet – his son in law, Ranjeet Mohanty was Sujeet’s elder brother. Dr. Das had decided 
to spend the night in Sujeet’s house, en route to Montreal. It was past midnight. Although he had been 
there before, he sort of lost his way around the neighborhood at that time of the night. There was no 
GPS at that time and we were wondering around the neighborhood trying to locate the house but all 
was in vain. Finally Dr. Das shouted at the top of his voice “Tuna! Tuna!” (Sujeet’s pet name) thinking 
that he would get a response from him. Yes, after a few attempts, the door of his house opened and 
Sujeet waved his hands at us and led us all into his house. We spent the night with his family and the 
next day continued our journey to Toronto. That was how I first met Sujeet and started a friendship with 
him which continued until his death. 
 
Sujeet moved to the New York area in 1988 and stayed for a while in New York’s Long Island. At that 
time we also stayed in Long Island. During that time, we met frequently and became good friends. 
Subsequently, he moved to Marlon in New Jersey where he set up his law practice. His practice was 
mostly in immigration-related matters. He helped many people in matters of immigration for free when 
they could not afford to spend money. He also acquired quite a reputation in commercial, criminal, civil 
and constitutional law. For many years, he was an honorary legal consultant for the Odisha Society of 
the Americas. He was very popular among the people who lived around him in New Jersey, particularly 
in social gatherings where he used to render his melodious songs to the utmost delight of the gathering. 
For the last year or so, he started singing in his face book, every Saturday, a couple of popular Hindi film 
songs to the delight of all his friends. On Saturday, January 21, one of the two songs was from the 
famous Hindi movie Teesri Kasam which was “Sajanre Jhoot Mat Bolo, Khuda Ke Pass Jana Hai”. And the 
next day, he passed away to his Khuda in his sleep. He has left behind his wife, three children and two 
grandchildren and infinite number of friends and well-wishers to mourn his untimely death. He was a 
man who was loved and respected by all and with his death created a void which is impossible to fill. He 
is gone but his memory will be cherished for a very long time. May God rest his noble soul in peace and 
give strength to his wife, Kitty, daughters Amrita and Tina, and son Rohan.  
 
 

 
 
 
Saradindu Misra 
Franklin Park, New Jersey 
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In Memory of Dr Gouri Das 
Bijoy Misra 

 
 

 

Dr Gauri Das (front row, center) with friends in Boston, Spring, 1975. 

Dr. Gauri C Das – 
The Leader and the Brother 

(1941-2017) 
 

Gauribabu was a quintessential Oriya.  He carried Oriya 

brilliance, Oriya pride, Oriya sensitivity and the Oriya 

camaraderie.  He loved Oriya language, championed Oriya 

traditions, sought out Oriya friends.  He knew of the Oriya 

poverty and the neglect of Orissa in modern days. He 

made all efforts to be of help to other Oriya friends in 

achieving security and stability.  For some of us, he was a 

blessed elder brother who waited on us such that we 

might learn to walk the difficult paths of life. 

 

I met Gauribabu in Cambridge, MA, when he was just 

completing the post-doctoral tenure in MIT.  Unassuming, 

not-so-urban, an earthy pedestrian had written me a 

letter welcoming me to Boston.  It was not easy for me to 

connect my dream personality to my brother seemingly 

living in Orissa.  Then I saw his heart, his kindness, his 

hospitality and his affection.  I was one of many in his family.  He taught that our life was higher than our 

means. 
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My school friend Nagabhushan Senapati was in MIT and another staunch Oriya Prasanna Samantarai 

lived nearby.  Prafulla Padhi was a student in MIT.  My school seniors Nityananda Misra lived in the 

neighboring town and the other senior Chandrasekhar Mohanty lived in the neighboring State of Rhode 

Island.  Nagbhushan, Nityanandababu,  Chandrasekharbabu were married.  Also we had Kabita Sinha, a 

dancer from cuttack, married to a Peace Core volunteer Kenneth Lombard.  

Gauribabu was older to us and he was the leader.  In our social events, he would be the first to arrive 

and the last to leave.  Jovial and gregarious, he never missed a good game of bridge before he called it a 

day.  He would shun anyone who would touch alcohol.  He would cook all food himself if he was the 

host.  He would clean the utensils three times to make sure everything was clean.  He would be finicky, 

but utterly sincere. 

He came from a teacher's family and had the trait of traditionalism built in him. He would be rigid in his 

opinion and steadfast in his principles; he would suffer than beg. He believed that Oriyas needed 

friendship first. He had his value that the friendship must not have a price tag.  He was a friend to all; his 

house was open to all. 

 

Dr Jogeshwar Rath had left for Orissa those days and returned back in 1977.  I learned that Gauribabu, 

Jogeshbabu along with a visiting Nurse-physician Dr Laxmi Saraswati Rao from Berhampur laid the 

foundation of Orissa Society of the Americas in 1969.  In later years, OSA got more structured and 

Gauribabu was in pains to observe the deficit of friendship that he had cherished.  Eventually his vision 

lost currency with the new volunteers, and he was marginalized.   

Nagabhusan, Gouri Das, Jogesh Rath, Manmohan Subudhi 
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In 1994, I made efforts to bring him to the OSA Convention in New Jersey by conveying that he would be 

honored for his early contributions.  The business model of the Convention bothered him.  It is possible 

that that he did not fully visualize that the seed he had sown would eventually become a tree.  He had 

imagined of an Oriya village.  The delegates appeared to him as transient consumers.  He felt lost and 

never returned to another Convention. 

Gauribabu was a bright student, a thorough engineer and a careful thinker.  His selection of Chinmayee 

as his partner was novel and elegant.  Blessed with two able daughters, he was a homely man, who 

wanted to be loved by his dear family.  He gained respect from his professional friends, his personal 

friends and his neighbors. His friendliness won many hearts. 

An early light of the Oriya immigration in the US was extinguished on May 25 through an unkind 

sickness. A life of service, support and dedication to the dignity of tradition was called back to eternity.  

His memory and legacy would continue to live as long as people of Oriya descent would live in North 

America.  He showed what an Oriya was in one's heart and in one's soul.  Oriyas in the world might 

discover their traits in course of time! 

Peace! 

 

 

Bijoy Misra 
May 28, 2017 
Lincoln, MA. 
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In Memory of Sworna Senapati 

Manoj Panda, Lata Misra (through OSAnet) 

 

 

 

Sworna Lata Subudhi was born on July 15, 1950 in Berhampur, Orissa, India to Dibakar and Labanya 

Subudhi. She graduated from Oakland University with a B.A in Human Resource in 1976, and went on to 

gain her Masters of Social Work from Wayne State University in 1981. Over her thirty-two year career, 

she worked as a social worker for a number of public and private agencies. She worked at Gentiva (fka 

Odyssey Hospice), until her retirement in 2013. 

Manoj Panda shared the following information in OSAnet: 

vasamsi jirNAni yathA vihAya 

navAni grhNAti naro 'parANi 

tathA sharIrANi vihAyAya jirnani 

anyAnu samyAti navAni dehi 

(Bhagavad Gita, 2:22) 

 

The Blessed Lord says that just like a human being puts on new clothes by giving up old ones, similarly 

the conditioned soul accepts new material bodies in due course by giving up the old bodies. 

 

On behalf of Senapati family with profound grief we inform all that Mrs Sworna Senapati (Kuni) 

breathed her last peacefully in her residence at Bloomfield Hills, Michigan on August 6, 2016 (Saturday) 

at 8 PM in the presence of her family. She is the wife of Late Dr Hemanta Senapati, ex-President of OSA. 

Her cremation took place in White Chapel Crematorium in Troy, Michigan on August 8, 2016 (Monday) 

at 1 PM in the presence of close relatives and friends. 

 

Mrs Senapati, a long time resident of Detroit area, was a wonderful lady in helping the community in 

every way possible. Odias of Michigan lost a great member. She left behind her 2 sons Rajesh and 

Devesh who are established well with their families. 
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Our deep condolences to the bereaved family and we pray for the well being of the departed soul. 

 

Saradindu and Lata Mista shared the following in OSAnet: 

We are very sorry to learn about the demise of Sworna Senapati (Kuni) on August 6. Hemanta 

Babu and Kuni were known to us for a very long time. When Hemanta Babu's parents visited 

them, the whole family stayed with us in our Little Neck home. That was around 1982 or 83. 

Rajesh was a little boy then. All of us went together for sightseeing in New York City. We had 

close association with the family. During the first OSA convention in Detroit, we had rehearsal in 

their house and Kuni was as usual proved to be a great hostess. She was a charming and loving 

personality and kept close contact with us even after the demise of Hemanta Babu. During the 

time when Hemanta Babu was President of OSA, Kuni supported him tremendously in 

discharging his duties as President. After his passing away, Kuni continued to be actively involved 

in the activities of OSA as well as in community services. She was a sweet and noble person and 

will be missed by all. Our heartfelt condolence to Rajesh and Devesh. May Kuni's soul rest in 

peace! 
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ବହତି୍ର 
(The Vessel) 
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OSA Treasurer's Report 

Siddharth Behera 
 

Last year we had a successful membership drive and our overall membership grew by 42. Over time our 
membership has consistently grown and now our organization has 1278 members. From the table below 
we can see our growth is mainly on the permanent Life Members.  
 

Category July 31st 
2014 

July 31st 
2015 

May 31st 
2016* 

May 
14st 

2017 

Increase since May 31st 
2016 

Life Members 921 963 995 1015 20 

Benefactors 42 42 42 42 0 

Patron 51 51 51 51 0 

5 Year Member 51 62 61 67 6 

Annual Member 40 84 87 103 16 

Total 1105 1202 1236 1278 42 

* Doesn’t include new members registered for 2016 convention 
 
Due to the tremendous effort from our community, chapter presidents and the convention volunteers 
we have managed to reach the high in membership. We could not have reached the milestone without 
their support and hard work. 
 
Financially, we are in a much stronger position than before and mainly because of:  

● Surplus money from past annual conventions, 
● Increase in membership and upgrades of membership, and 
● Tight control of expenses 

 
Over the last 4 years the total balance has grown from $220,923.52 to $290,770.47. From the table 
below, the big jump is in the long term investment and the expense & other funds. Previous executive 
committee did a tremendous job of investing part of the money in long term investment. The money has 
grown by about $22K over a span of two and half years. After a lot of effort we finally closed the 2015 
convention account in Dec. of 2016 and finally published the financial details in OSAnet in April of 2017. 
We are also in the final stages of closing 2016 convention account.   
 

Category May 31st 2014 May 31st 2015 May 31st  2016 May 14th 2017 

Relief Fund 7,000.00 15,598.12 16,818.12 17,598.12 

Long Term 
Investment* 

103.584.24 156,321.75 174,870.74 182,998.05 
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Expense + 
other funds 

110,339.28 57,554.48 72,982.57 90,174.30 

Total 220,923.52 229,474.35 264,671.43 290,770.47 

 
* Includes the total amount in TD Ameritrade and cash in Bank of America account. 
 
 
In June of 2015 we opened a Savings Bank account in Bhubaneswar, Odisha. Last year we could get 
online access to view the transactions associated with the account. The account is enabling people and 
institutions to donate money to OSA in Indian Rupees. The money in the account can’t be repatriated to 
US dollars.They can only be used for expenses in India. As we do not have an entity registered in India, 
we are having hard time to file the taxes in India. Thus we haven’t paid taxes for the 2 financial years: 
2015 - 2016 and 2016- 2017.The current balance of the account is:  
 

Category June 1st 2015 - May 31st 2016 June 1st 2016 - May 14th 2017 

OSA Rs. 81,577.72 Rs. 832,711.993 

Previous convention Rs. 233,661.601 Rs. 0.002 

Current convention Rs. 300,000.002 Rs. 0.004 

Total Rs. 615,239.32 Rs. 832,711.99 

1 2015 convention 
2 2016 convention 
3 Includes 2015 & 2016 money 
4 2017 convention 
 
All of the achievements have been possible because of good support from our President Sushant 
Satpathy, Vice President Sulochana Pattnaik and Secretary Saradakanta Panda. 
 
Siddharth Behera 
Treasurer, OSA (2015 - 2017)  
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OSA USA Account Statement 9/1/2016  through 5/14/2017 
 

 

 Amount  Income / Expense Categories 

Opening Balance (9/1/2016)    

Checking A/C (Main)  $61,512.77   

Checking A/C (Relief Fund)  $17,110.62   

TD 
Ameritrade 

 $170,225.46   

Total Balance (9/1/2016) $248,848.85   

Receipts     

  $21,679.22  Convention 2015 (account 
settlement) 

  $40,302.86  Convention 2016 (account 
settlement) 

  $6,260.00  Donation 

  $4,120.00  Membership 

Payments     

  $412.72  Administrative 

  $15,962.44  Convention 2016 (donations) 

  $20,000.00  Convention 2017 (advance) 

  $1,000.00  CCO-CD 

  $1,835.00  Awards 

  $500.00  Youth Program 

  $2,500.00  Cultural 

  $1250.00  Cultural 

  $950.00  Chapters (matching funds) 

  $52.89  PayPal Transaction Fees 
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Closing Balance (5/14/2017)    

Checking A/C (Main)  $90,174.30   

Checking A/C (Relief Fund)  $17,598.12   

TD 
Ameritrade 

 $172,748.05   

Convention 2017 Advance 
Receivable 

 $20,000.00   

Total Balance (5/14/2017) $300,520.47   

 

OSA India Account Statement 9/1/2016 through 5/14/2017 
 

 Amount  Income / Expense Categories 

Opening Balance (9/1/2016)    

Syndicate Bank  Rs.1,132,950.94   

Total Balance (9/1/2016) Rs.1,132,950.94   

Receipts     

  Rs.26,217.05  OSA 

  Rs.0.00  Convention 2015 

  Rs.0.00  Convention 2016 

Payments     

  Rs.126,456.00  OSA 

  Rs.0.00  Convention 2015 

  Rs.200,000.00  Convention 2016 

Closing Balance (5/31/2016)    

Syndicate Bank  Rs.832,711.99   

Total Balance (5/31/2016) Rs.832,711.99   
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OSA Welcomes New Members 

(June 1st 2016 - May 31st 2017) 
 

New Life Members 
 
Dinesh Rout 
Debashis Das 
Sunil Kumar 
Soumendra Samal 
Subhasish Panda (upgrade) 
Kuldip Mohapatra 
Nilasundar Jena 
Basant Padhi 
Tapak K Jena (upgrade) 
Ardhendu Sarangi (upgrade) 

Rashmi R Sarangi (upgrade) 
Prasant Mohanty 
Pruthwiraj Pradhan 
Biswajit Das 
Sujit Mallik 
Minerva Mishra 
Pratik Srivastava 
Sanjeeb Swain 
Bibhudatta Dash 
Nilanjana Misra

 
 

 

New 5 year members 
 
Shankar Baral 
Bijay Das 
Dilli Kara 
Jyoti Biswal 
Sanjeev Roy 
Barun Patnayak 
Subhasish Parida 
Debabrat Nayak 
Malaya Mohanty 
Rakesh Babu 
Pradeep Das 
Tapas Kumar Jena 
Chandrika Kanungo 

Purna Mahapatra 
Debajit Mishra 
Pranaya Mishra 
Tushar Misra 
Ashok Padhy 
Aparajit Panda 
Subhasish Panda 
Bichitra Pattanayak 
Sambit Pradhan 
Parthasarathi Roy 
Hemanta Sinha 
Sujata Mohanty

 

Welcome OSA Officials (2017-2019) 
 

 
 
President: Lalatendu Mohanty ;  Vice President: Susil Panda; Secretary: Amar Senapati, Treasurer: Sachi Pati 
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OSA Regional Drama Festival, Status 2017:  An Update 

Sandip K. Dasverma, Chair RDF, National Coordination committee, OSA 

 

 

Epilogue: 

Started in 2009, the RDF (Reginal Drama Festival ) is going to be a decade old in 2018. 

 During Dallas convention of 2011, RDF coordination committee Chair Brajendra Panda 
presented a Power Point presentation on RDF at the seminar.  To our amazement and elation, Chief 
Guest for the Dallas Convention, Satyananda Mishra, the then Chief Information Commissioner of India, 
came up to me and told, “We are unable to present Odia drama in even Metropolitan cities of India, 
how come you have presented more than 30 Odia dramas all over America?” The number is now 
incidentally more than 80.  
 Saroj Behera, a past President of OSA and a good friend of mine, came up to me and said, 
“Sandip babu what you (RDF coordinators) have done is an admirable job.  Please keep it up."  Next 
morning, he made this commitment of his support to Kuku Das (the-then OSA Vice President and now 
CA Chapter President) in my presence.  In 2013 the 1st California RDF happened, where Kuku played a 
significant part. It was repeated this year (2017) in North California. For the 1st time a team from 
Portland, Oregon, travelled more than 700 miles to present its drama to Californians. 
History:   
  In July 2007, after Detroit convention, we stayed at Dr. SriGopal Mohanty’s home on our way to 
Niagra Falls. The RDF idea was then on my mind and I discussed it with him. He liked the idea. 
Subsequently, an OSA’s office came my way - unexpectedly.  I had a chance to give shape to my dream 
project. SriGopal babu promised to coordinate it after completion of Toronto convention. The rest as 
they say, is history. 
 OSA RDF will complete 9 years in 2017, and will be a decade old in 2018.  RDF was introduced in 
2008,  when the author was elected to OSA National Executive, 2007-2009.  The first RDF was staged in 
the year 2009 in Denton, TX on April 4, 2009 by DFW Orissa Society, a part of OSA South West Chapter.  
It was titled Southern Regional Drama Festival.  As per an OSA national executive resolution, in 2008, 
SriGopal Mohanty was appointed as the Coordinator to organize RDF in different regions of North 
America.  
 In 2010 at Dr. Mohanty’s initiative, a three-member Coordination Committee was formed 
consisting of Sri Gopal Mohanty, me (Sandip K. Dasverma) and Dr. Brajendra Panda(Chair).  This was 
confirmed by a resolution of OSA General Body Meeting at Dallas Convention, 2011.  At the end of 2011, 
Sri Gopal Mohanty withdrew from the Committee but remained an active advisor/ promoter of RDF.  In 
2012, Brajendra Panda also retired from the team. In Seattle convention, Priyadarshi Dash and 
Priyaranjan Mohapatra were nominated to the drama Coordination Committee with me as the Chair.    

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satyananda_Mishra
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 This committee was further expanded in 2014 to have 5 coordinators. Birendra Jena (North 
East), Leena Mishra (East), Gayatri Joshi (Pacific West), Tapas Sahoo (South Central) and Sandip K. 
Dasverma (Chair). It was decided that coordinators will put their effort in their respective zones.  
 Over the years, four flexible regions have been identified: Eastern, Northern/ North Eastern, 
Central/ Northern (Chicago) and Southwestern (Texas & AK). There have always been attempts to cover 
other areas.  In 2013 it was expanded to Western USA; Pacific South Western RDF was held at 
Woodside, CA. It was repeated in 2017 on March 26. This year, attempts are being made to have RDF in 
Seattle.  
 We need some bold steps to take RDF forward in its decennial year. Getting two expert 
dramatists from Odisha and holding camps in all five regions is being considered. A budget of $5,000 to 
$7,000 will be necessary, in addition to hosting of the expert dramatists by local Odias. The idea is still 
on the anvil. Coincidentally, the new OSA President is an avid drama lover and actor.  
 
Concept:  
The original concept of Regional Drama Festival was: 
 
1.  To revive the community contact via visiting families from outside the area and staying with host 
families of the visited area, like early OSA convention days.   
2.   To hold low-cost regional gatherings akin to mini-OSA convention gatherings to enhance lasting 
camaraderie among members and friendship among kids, in different neighboring states & chapters, in 
all the regions of USA. 
3.   To develop inherent and latent drama & language skills (acting, script writing, prop preparation, 
music etc.) in a region, among immigrant Odia communities.   
4.   To promote leadership growth via organizing multi-chapter events. 
 
    Subsequently, from experience we have added another two goals: 

5.  To encourage participation of kids to expose them to Odia language and culture. [In 2013, it 
finally took off with three childrens' dramas presented in RDF. More have since been presented 
and enjoyed by the community members. Enthusiasm of the kids & their parents have been 
phenomenal. Ask Swapnalata Rath (MI) or Prativa Sahoo (NE) or Tapas Sahu (Dallas) to share 
their experience.]  
6.   To ensure that the visiting teams are offered some program time for kids, if desired. The 
visiting kids may be integrated with locals to have a wholesome experience. 

 
 In summary, the objective of RDF is to develop a closer relation among communities of people 
from Odisha residing in various regions of North America (USA & Canada), through a festival with a 
special focus on drama. 
 
Highlights & status: 
 RDF has completed 8 years and is in its ninth year.  RDF is on the verge of a takeoff with 80 Odia 
dramas already staged in various regions of USA & Canada, up to the end of April 2017. In 2017 one RDF 
has been staged in Woodside CA, with St. Helens (Oregon Chapter) participating and staging Gogol’s 
classic Inspector General, translated and scripted in Odia by Rajashree Kanungo. In the adult drama 
titled “Agyan Hajur”, many kids participated. For the 1st time, a team from Portland Oregon, led by 
Seema Choudhury & Rajashree Kanungo with 22 adults & kids, travelled more than 700 miles to present 
their drama at California RDF, which is a “RECORD”. 
 Classic “Chha Mana Atha Gunth” of Byasakabi Fakir Mohan Senapati, dramatized by SriGopal 
Mohanty was staged by California chapter’s team. Led by Priyadarshi Dash it was a super rendition.  
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Another was organized on May 6, 2017 by NJ Chapter, in which 3 teams from NJ, Connecticut & 
Washington DC participated. Children participation is also increasing.  
 Three more RDFs are scheduled this year at Toronto, CA, Seattle, WA & Austin, TX. Dates are 
expected to be in October. Seattle RDF organizers have already rented the facility. Austin RDF is 
scheduled on October 28th. OSA National has budgeted money for five festivals this year.  
 The real miracle so far was the participation of 29 kids from Dallas in the kids drama “Mauna 
Sila” at the Austin Festival in 2014. This is a sweet memory as a second festival at Austin is in the offing.  
  
 My special thanks to Sumitra Padhi & Gyan Patnaik, who are the initiators of Children drama 
idea in 2009 through Toronto RDF & Chicago RDF, respectively.  So far, we have staged 15 or so kids’ 
dramas, as follows.   
 

1. Sakhi GopALa - 6th RDF, Toronto kids, Toronto, May 15, 2010 
2. Ayee Dhoom Diwali - 7th RDF, Chicago kids, Naperville, Nov 6, 2010 
3. Bhasmasura - 10th RDF, Chicago kids, Naperville, Nov 5, 2011 
4. Bandhu Mohanty, 11th RDF, DFW kids, Denton, TX, April 19th, 2012 
5. Mauna Shila, 15 th RDF, Dallas kids, Austin, September 14, 2013 
6. Mithai Sabha, 15th RDF, Austin kids, Austin, September 14, 2013 
7. Jai Jagannath, 16th RDF, MA kids, Chelmsford, MA, September 14, 2013 
8. Satyara Jai, 17th RDF, Detroit kids, Flint, MI, April 12, 2014 
9. Ame Sabu Kool, 18th RDF, WDC, May 17th, 2014 

(List is incomplete) 
 
 We are also eagerly eyeing Atlanta, GA & Florida and surrounding areas in the South-East Coast. 
It is hoped that a RDF will be held soon in the Atlantic South-Eastern region at Charlotte, NC. 
Coordinator Leena Mishra, WA is in charge. Ms. Ullasini Sahu, is a great enthusiast from the area, whose 
effusive enthusiasm is infectious. With election of OSA VP and Treasurer from the region, RDF should 
happen there soon.  
 The overall experience indicates that RDF has become part of the host Chapter’s activities, and 
is making them financially viable by attracting a larger audience. The initial reluctance to holding RDF 
due to financial burden is waning and community members in various regions are getting interested and 
enthused.  Members newly initiated into drama seem to enjoy the freshness and novelty of the drama 
world. In due course, families in the participating Chapters are developing rapport among themselves. 
The expected interest that RDF was expected to generate in OSA are already surfacing. 
 
Benefits accrued: 
1.  An Odiadrama Yahoogroup (odiadramagroup@yahoogroups.com) has been operating for years now, 
connecting the Odia drama enthusiasts all over North America. On its site, a number of Odia drama 
scripts are stored for use.  It is a discussion group to monitor, assess RDF and to bring ideas for the 
future to the fore. Additionally, now WhatsApp groups are being formed for each RDF & also a OSA  
National RDF group has been found for quick communication.  
 
2.   A few Odia drama playwrights have emerged in NA, often depicting the American experience.  Sri 
Gagan Panigrahi of Toronto, Manoj Mohapatra and Salil Mishra of Chicago, Birendra Jena & Basanta  
Mohapatra of Cleveland, Swapnalata Rath (Mishra) of MI., Prativa Sahoo, to mention a few.  Dr. 
Birendra Jena has already published a collection of his plays, into a book – “Dura Pahada O Anyanya 
Nataka”.   Dr. Jena acknowledges in his Book’s foreword that his difficulty in finding scripts to take part 
in RDF, led him to pen them. 

mailto:odiadramagroup@yahoogroups.com
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3.  The OSA Conventions rotate from city to city of different zones and are held in hotels, which makes it 
expensive to attend. Therefore, many cannot attend the conventions on a regular basis.  RDF plays a 
complementary role to fill the vacuum and provides opportunities to interact with other community 
members in a region and to participate in cultural activities.  As a positive consequence, new community 
leaders are sprouting.  
 
4.  The interaction among people living in the neighboring states/ region during RDF is creating release 
of positive energy, initiatives and communication, which leads to various other initiatives. 
 
Lessons Learned: 
 
1.  It is very difficult to rehearse a drama when the participants live more than 30 minutes of driving 
time apart.  Some have found innovative paths like participating remotely via conference calls/skype 
during rehearsals. The rewards of rehearsing in person is still far superior. So, to have the drama team in 
one city or within half hour of driving distance seems to be a relevant constraint. Therefore, some are 
even thinking of forming area (city) based teams. 
 
2.  The experience of people staying overnight with local families is way richer than the case when they 
come and go back the same day. The bonds developed with even one overnight hosting is found to be 
long lasting.  
 
3.  All festivals should have children participation to keep the kids excited, involved and to be part of 
parent’s cultural life and milieu.  
 
4.  The drama festivals can’t be held in cities, where population of Odia families is 50 or less because of 
shortage of audience. Most halls have a capacity of 200 or more. Cost is of course an additional 
constraint as of now.  This experience has been overcome in Austin, TX few years ago in 2013. This was 
possible when 29 kids (aged 5 to 15 years) participated in a children drama and brought in their parents 
with them. A bus was rented and the families and kids went to the drama in a festive mood. But so far 
this has been an exception rather than a routine occurrence. Other communities should try this 
successful experiment.  
 
5.  The RDFs in North/North East should be held on or before October 15.  This will help avoid snow 
storms, which are now regular threats in winter. Two festivals scheduled in November have already 
suffered for this reason as in the past in the 9th  RDF, the Eastern RDF in 2011 (NJ) & again in the 13th  
RDF due to the ‘Sandy’ cyclone in 2012 (Washington DC).  By changing the RDF time based on these 
experiences, we can overcome weather related hazards & challenges.  
 
A few issues: 
Two issues are coming up which need to be addressed by the OSA BOG for sustainability of RDF.  

1.   Cooperation and commitment of Chapter Presidents to RDF 
2.   Financial grant from OSA National to its Chapters for conducting RDF and making them 
viable. 

 
1.  Cooperation and Commitment of Chapter Presidents for RDF 

The core of RDF success is in the hands of the OSA Chapter Presidents. Without  their complete 
cooperation, effort & support, RDF would not have come this far.   
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They are the key figures in the OSA organization and should be credited overwhelmingly for the 
success of RDFs, which they have organized.  

We urge that the elected chapter officials consider making RDF a regular Chapter activity just 
like Kumar Purnima, Saraswati Puja etc.  From our national coordination experience, we have found that 
the following steps will be most helpful and should be taken for RDFs’ smooth operation and their 
eventual success: 

● Each Chapter President should select a RDF coordinator, who is enthusiastic and proactive, 
early. 

● Before beginning of each year, the chapter coordinators decide a mutually convenient date, 
location & host city and chapter. 

● The reservation of a hall should be made in time, preferably six months in advance so that it is 
easy to get a good but reasonably priced hall (rents vary widely). It also gives enough time to 
out-of-town teams to prepare.  Hold it (i) between February -May for the Spring RDF, which was 
originally conceived to sync with Odisha Day (April 1st).  (ii) October 15th for Fall RDF.  

● Allow sufficient practice time and patience to encourage new participants to join, who are 
necessary for sustenance of RDF in the future. 

● Make sure that a kids’ Drama team is organized for the chapter and all 5 to 15 year old kids are 
given an opportunity, to participate.  

 
2. Financial grant from OSA National to Chapters for RDF and its viability: 

● The finances are a matter of concern for some small chapters. So far, the festivals are being 
organized by the Chapters along with one of their regular programs – thus the costs ($2000 on 
an average) are absorbed by the local Chapters, with the $800 grant from OSA National.   

● Possible solutions: 
○ It will be a good idea if OSA raises the grant amount to $1000 by raising special funds in 

the future.  
○ RDF can be financed by naming it after a deceased OSA member in his memory by his 

friends & family. e.g. “XXX” Memorial RDF. Idea was originally proposed by Dr. Amar 
Pani, TN. 

○ Chapters can sell Ad-spaces in their brochures & raise donations from the local 
enthusiasts for the remaining amount. 

○ To reduce cost, attempts should be made to have a general insurance by the OSA 
National each year, so that each chapter does not have to buy a separate insurance 
coverage for the hall. The OSA President & the RDF-organizing Chapter President can co-
ordinate to reduce the cost significantly. 

○ Sync other children activities like Odia spelling Bee, Science Talent Test, Odishi Song 
Competition, etc..  

● OSA grants are a way of encouraging events which will expose new immigrants/ students to OSA 
activities, similar to conventions. So, this is expected to be a productive investment. Recruiting 
new Life members should be thus integral part of RDFs. The OSA national executives have, in the 
past, indicated that they would like to have around five new Life / Five year members at each 
festival, which is a fair expectation. 

● A future goal for RDF should be to make them self-sustaining via Ads, donations and 
sponsorship.    

 
Recommendations:  
1.  If you are a small-town resident, with only a few other Odia families around, you should visit the 
nearest RDF first as visitor/audience. Then you can form your own drama team from among Odias on 
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your town.  RDF is open to all, (OSA members & non-members alike). Odia script will be available to you, 
via Odiadramagroup@Yahoogroups.com. 
 
2.  When a few of your friends like to stage a drama, ask for help to get a script (with number of 
available female & male actors), dress (e.g. an Odia constable uniform) or sound (a typical cycle rickshaw 
honking in Cuttack street), are only a phone call or email away.  Information is available with the 
experienced group members, who eagerly share their expertise.  Contact them via 
odiadramagroup@yahoogroups.com, or me to access resources, to seek help or to share problems. 
 
3. From experience, it is found that if the wireless mics are of good quality and numbers are adequate 
(about eight), lots of problems just go away.  So, recommendation is to upgrade your mic quality & 
quantity for a smooth festival. This was a major problem in California 2017 RDF at Woodland, CA for the 
Portland team.  
 
4. We have recently developed a FAQ about the RDF (reference 3 below).   
 
Ref: 
1. OSA Regional Drama Festival - a Recap of 4 years   By   Sandip K. Dasverma 
(http://www.orissasociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/UtkarsaJune2013.pdf) Page 41 & 46. 
2. A List of Dramas presented in RDFs since  2009 - as updated till April 2014 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AlB9aioOwP9idFFST2ZrRWM2TGszNXFpNVFNWVZFLXc
&usp=drive_web#gid=0 
3.  RDF - FAQ: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N9XJveOfNtntrSl38hZcFDCqUYF1WH38BtyAJ0y1mHw/edit 
4. State of OSA Regional Drama Festival in 2014:  A Report: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z06X2ea5n_O3MxnC6m2Qh_EhNINBjD3hEuVLsjOq7G4/edit 
 
  

mailto:odiadramagroup@yahoogroups.com
http://www.orissasociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/UtkarsaJune2013.pdf
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AlB9aioOwP9idFFST2ZrRWM2TGszNXFpNVFNWVZFLXc&usp=drive_web#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AlB9aioOwP9idFFST2ZrRWM2TGszNXFpNVFNWVZFLXc&usp=drive_web#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N9XJveOfNtntrSl38hZcFDCqUYF1WH38BtyAJ0y1mHw/edit
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Odisha Dibasa Celebration and Odia Drama Festival in Bay Area, 
California –March 26th, 2017 

Kuku Das 

The Odias of Bay Area, California, celebrated the Odisha Dibasa and Odia 
Drama Festival on March 26th, 2017, under the leadership of iGurukul 
organization at Woodside High School Performing Arts Center, Woodside, 
California. OSA (The Odisha Society of The Americas) has co-sponsored the 
event. This celebration was attended in very large number by local Odia 
community members. A decoration embodied with colorful Odia artifacts 
transformed the place to a mini Odisha. A variety of handicrafts, tarakasi work, 
pattachitra, sarees and other famous workmanship from Odisha were 
displayed with traditional decoration.  

The multi ethnic cultural extravaganza which was organized by the  iGurukul 
Foundation showcased classical, folk, drama and traditional art forms of 
different countries around the world. This year, on the occasion of Odisha Day, the Odia community had 
the opportunity to celebrate the beautiful culture, heritage and language of the state of Odisha.  The 
event was a collage of cultural program and Odia Drama Festival. An Odia Food Festival marked the 
celebration. For the first time, a drama team from OSA Portland Chapter had come all the way to 
participate in this program. This was the longest drive for a team to travel this far in the history of OSA 
Regional Drama Festival! The Bay Area drama team presented a masterpiece “Chha Maana, Aatha 
Gunth” 

The audience was mesmerized by the beautiful execution of the individual characters in this play. 
Following are the remarks by few spectators: 
  
Shamuka Rath on Chha maan aatha gunth.... 
The team brought up a brilliant performance and made the Odia epic alive again. The actors seemed 
passionate about acting and did their best and engaged the audience. We felt like we were taken back in 
time to 19th century rural Odisha.  Personally I felt the drama act was so soothing and emotional. 
 
I congratulate all the actors, directors and the whole crew who made this a success. Waiting to witness 
more such drama performances . 
 
Pratibha Mallik: 
I had watched "Chaa Maan Atha Gunth" play on stage performed by all Odia artists like Priyadarshi 
Dash, Japani Dash etc. who were brilliant in the play. The Overall play was well directed and performed 
well by all artists. Looking forward to see more interesting play like "Chha Maan Atha Gunth".  
 
Mt. Hood Chapter ( PDX Odias) presented the play "Agyan Hajur", a contemporary political drama based 
on corruption, the ever popular evil in our societal existence. 

The celebration started with the lighting of the lamp for the Lord of the Universe, Lord Jagannatha, by 
the chief guest Mr. K. Venkata Ramana (Consul, India's Community Affairs, Information and Culture). He 
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spoke about his memories of Odisha, the significance of Odisha and its people, in India, California and 
the World. Among other guests that were present included the Cupertino city mayor Savitha 
Vaidyanathan, Rishi Kumar from Saratoga City Council, Dr. Surya and Anjalika Pattanaik. OSA Regional 
Drama Festival Chair Sandip Dasverma had given a glimpse on the history of the drama festival. A mural 
of Odissi and folk dance was performed by the iGurukul students. The Food Festival coordinated by the 
community volunteers included Odia breakfast, dessert, savory, snacks, and ‘pitha-paNa’ 

It was a memorable event where many Odias of Bay Area, California and Portland came forward to 
reunite, enjoy togetherness and relish traditional dishes of Odisha.  

Kuku Das 
OSA, California 
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OSA New York / New Jersey Chapter Events 

Sridhar Rana and Hemant Pradhan 

 

OSA NY/NJ Youth Mentorship Event: 

OSA NY/NJ started the 2017 events with the Annual Youth Mentorship Event on 2nd January at 

the STEAM Studio Works at the Forrestal Village, Princeton, NJ. More than 30 kids from the Middle 

School and up had joined the event.  

  
 

The kids participated in toy car racing, tower building activities. The right side picture shows the 

cars built by the children. Many fresh college entrants shared their experiences of the college 

application process like test preparation, essay writing, volunteering etc. and the importance of being 

involved in the community activities in shaping someone’s personal as well as professional life. It was a 

fun filled few hours event for the kids to enhance the bonding among the community kids.  OSA NY/NJ 

community thanks the participants and volunteers for their participation and Somna Pati and Aanji Pati 

for organizing the event. Also our special thanks goes to STEM Works Studio for providing the facility. 

 

Maa Saraswati Puja 

 

Maa Saraswati Puja was celebrated on February 

5, 2017 at the Balaji Temple Auditorium in 

Bridgewater, NJ. We crossed the previous year's 

participation count by huge number with around 

85 families (more than 300 members) joining the 

event. OSA NY/NJ community extended warm 

welcome to all the new members who joined the 

local OSA event for the first time.  

 

 

Many devotional songs were recited by the kids. Many kids participated in the devotional dance 

programs. Kids also participated in the Poster Competition on famous Odia Literary Personalities which 

was organized to promote the knowledge of Odisha and Odia among the kids. There was Khadichhuan 
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(Shikshya Anukula) program of introducing the kids to their ritualistic beginning of studies with divine 

blessings. 

 

Volunteers supported during the event as well as pre and post event stages like planning, procurement, 

decoration, bhoga preparation, stage setup, registration, puja and pushpanjali coordination, tea 

preparation, bhoga distribution, photography, lunch picking, setup, serving and cleaning. 
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OSA NY/NJ Professional /Technical Development Forum 

Our local Chapter had organized a Half Day Workshop on Mar 05 on Agile Project Management 

Methodologies as continuation of our forum on Professional / Technical Development to ignite 

discussions among the community members on current topics in the professional world. Around 30 

participants had joined the discussion which was very ably led by our Community Volunteer Nila Sundar 

Jena. The Community thanks our Volunteers Sarang Mahatwo and Naresh Dalua for providing the 

support and the logistics for the event. 

 

 
 

 

Naatya Mela (Eastern Regional Drama Festival) 

Regional Drama Festival was held in Wayne Gandhi Temple - drama performance, songs above 

all Pitha made the event wonderful. 

 

 
(Varieties of authentic Odia Pitha prepared by Ladies Volunteers) 
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(A still from the drama presented by the Washington DC Chapter) 

 

 
(Members from Boston Odias of New England Chapter) 

 
(A still from the drama presented by the Connecticut Odias of New England Chapter) 
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(A still from the drama presented by the New York/New Jersey Chapter) 

 
(Members from the New York/New Jersey Chapter Drama Team) 
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(Karaoke Music by the Local Talents) 

 

Washington DC, Connecticut and New 

Jersey Chapters presented original Odia 

dramas on May 6th afternoon. Boston 

Chapter represented with full heart and 

mind. Many singers sang classic Odia songs 

and threw in few classic Hindi songs to 

make the event lively.  

 

Many ladies took the Pitha challenge called 

by Mr. Lalatendu Mohanty. Many varieties 

of Pitha were served. Oh boy, it was 

nostalgic, especially reminded us of Raja festival.  Thanks to all the participants and the audience for 

spending the afternoon to present and enjoy the event.  

 

This event was a great success and demonstrated cooperation, collaboration and commitment of the 

community members for the Odia culture. 

 

 

Kids Volunteering Program 

The Chapter organizes the 

volunteering event for the kids 

every 3rd Saturday of the month to 

foster the volunteering spirit 

among the kids (middle schooler 

onwards). The kids have been 

going a Community Food Bank at 

Hillsdale, NJ. This initiative is being 

led by the Youth Volunteer Aman 

Mohapatra.  
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OSA South East 
Shankar Baral 

 

OSA-SE group primarily encompasses the Odias primarily in North Carolina and South Carolina.  
Historically (early 1980) there were few Odias(about 10 families) living in Charlotte, Raleigh and in South 
Carolina. In last 10 years, we have noticed inflow of Odia families from other parts of the country and 
from Odisha as students or on job. The community has several active members, who help the 
community live like an extended family. As of today, to our record we have about 50-60 permanent 
members and about 80 members in the process of settling down.  
 
In the OSA fiscal year that started from July 2016, our chapter observed(or planning to observe) 
following events. 
 
 
Kumar Purnami 
Description – Celebrating annual Kumar Purnami festival, get together and cultural activities. About 60 
families participated the event. 
Place, Time and Date – Charlotte, December 8th, 2016
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Saraswati Puja 
Saraswati Puja is celebrated in the January/February. People from all over NC and SC gather and 
celebrate Puja. OSA-SE RTP and Charlotte combinedly celebrates Saraswati puja every year.  
 
Saraswati Puja 2017: Place, Time and Date – Greensboro, Feb 15th, 2017 
 
Beach festival 
Description – This is an annual get together where OSA-SE members from RTP and Charlotte meet and 
greet each other following by an authentic pakahala party.  Kids get an opportunity to be part odiya 
culture. 
 
Beach Festival 2017: Place, Time and Date – Sunset Beach , May 26th 2017 
  
 
Achievements 
OSA-SE is proud to announce graduation of Ayesha Kar, Daughter of Mahendra Kar and Ullasini Sahoo. 
Ayesha graduated from Miami university and will be pursuing her medical study at Virginia tech. 
 
Prana Pratistha @ RTP
Odia members at RTP took the pride for “Prana 
Pritastha“ of Sri Jagannatha, Balabhadra and 
Subhadra in year 2016 at HSNC. 
 
First Monthly Puja @ Charlotte 
Members at Charlotte started their first  Shree 
Jagannath monthly puja at Hindu center in Feb 
2017. 

 

About us 

OSA SE has a face book page  - 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/osase/ 
Charlotte Odia face book page - 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/CharlotteOdia/ 
 
OSA SE Office bearers 
Shankar Baral(President) : presidentosase@gmail.com 
Amitabh Misro(Vice President) :  
vicepresidentosase@gmail.com 
Tarini Dash(Secretery) : secretaryosase@gmail.com 
Prabir Ranjan Khuntia :  treasurerosase@gmail.com  
 

https://www.hsnconline.org/
https://www.hcclt.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/osase/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/CharlotteOdia/
mailto:presidentosase@gmail.com
mailto:vicepresidentosase@gmail.com
mailto:secretaryosase@gmail.com
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OSA-Ohio Chapter Report 
Dr. Anil Patnaik, Chapter President 

 

Utkal Divas at Columbus 

On Apr. 16, 2016, we 
celebrated the 50th Utkal Divas as 
Ohio-Odia family, which turned 
out to be a very memorable event. 
Attached are a few pictures from 
the event.  All of the parents and 
kids had wonderful time. You can 
see more pictures at our Facebook 
page as given at the end of the 
report.  Thanks to OSA for being a 
sponsor of this event. 

Nazia-Kabu Night at Cincinnati 

On July 15, 2016 we experienced one of the most 
wonderful, magical and mesmerizing musical concert with our 
own Odia classical singer Nazia Alam (daughter of Sri Sikandar 
Alam) and the mystical tablist Prem Sankar (Kabu).  Their 
performances ranged from odia bhajans, odia movie songs 
(such as "sapana ra saathe saathe.."), gazals, hindi oldies and 
even new hindi songs.  It felt like almost 3 and half hours 
passed in no time and everyone had their “dil maange more” 
moments… It felt really proud to have such talented Odia 
singer and tablist visit our Ohio-Odia family here. 

Picnic at Cincinnati 

On August 20, 2016 we met for a 
picnic at Symmes Township Park.  The 
event was fun filled from all of the 
aspects such as food, games, dance and 
music.  The outdoor grills and the rain-forced spontaneous dance made it memorable. 
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Regional Drama Festival (RDF) & Kumar Purnima at Cleveland 

  

 

*We routinely update our Ohio Chapter event details, reports, news and activities in our 
Facebook page at: https://www.facebook.com/Ohio.Odias/ 
Please visit the page and Like to get updates.  Please note that other than these chapter-level 
reported events, the three city centers (Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati) celebrate several local 
events year around—please feel free to contact from the above Facebook page.  

https://www.facebook.com/Ohio.Odias/
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We celebrated the RDF of the northern region on Oct. 1, 2016 at Glenwood Intermediate School 
Auditorium at Canton, OH.  It was a huge success with four dramas, about 15 families visiting us from 
four neighboring chapters, 50+ family participation, and fun-filled drama and cultural programs.  Each of 
the drama were special in its own kind. We are very thankful to the visiting teams from other chapters, 
which made all the difference. Also, after the RDF there was a Mehfil where musical artists from other 
chapters and Ohio entertained the participants.  Thanks to OSA for being a sponsor and thanks also to 
OSA President Sushant bhai to kindly join this event.  A few pictures of the dramas are shown below. 

 

Utkal Divas and Youth Mentoring Conference at Cincinnati 

On April 2nd, 2017, we celebrated Utkal Divas and Youth mentoring conference. What a 
wonderful day to be with the purest amongst humans — the kids/youths — and celebrating Ohio-Odia 
Utkal Divas… Our celebration was in news at Kanak TV: 

https://www.facebook.com/KanakNews/videos/1476563315708545/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE 

And more pictures at: https://goo.gl/photos/qr7vcfjKBdopSLED7  
  

 

https://www.facebook.com/KanakNews/videos/1476563315708545/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE
https://goo.gl/photos/qr7vcfjKBdopSLED7
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OSA Rocky Mountain Chapter 
Suvendu Samal & Samrat Mohanty 

 

 
 

 

We are pleased to report that the OSA-Rocky Mountain Chapter (OSARM) has galloped along 

its upward trajectory over the past year.  The chapter has welcomed ten new families  into the fold, 

who have enthusiastically participated in all community activities.   The management responsibilities 

of the chapter has changed hands.    Several events have been hosted and coordinated by the chapter 

and its members, brief summaries of which follow. 
 
 

Members of OSARM participated in three outdoor picnics in 2016, enjoying the brief 

summer of Denver.  In keeping with our cultural roots, several ethnic festivals were celebrated by 

members.    Janmashtami was celebrated in association with the Denver ISKCON temple, where 

member devotees made offerings and a few devotional song/dances were performed. Diwali was 

celebrated in a local club, where the community kids joyously set the night air ablaze with firecrackers.   

In addition, annual Ganesh and Saraswati Puja celebrations were hosted by individuals, who were 

fantastically supported by other OSARM members. 

 

 
 

Scenes from Cultural Program, Jagannath Bandan (Left), Odia Skit (Right) 
 
 
In continuation with our tradition of the preceding years, the cohesion between the family members of 
OSARM and their camaraderie with other communities allowed us successfully execute the third annual 
cultural program in a row.   The cultural event had participation from talents from within the Odia 
community and the larger Indian community in the Denver metro area.  Participants of all ages 
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demonstrated their skills in various classical dance/music, modern dance/songs, fusion art elements, 
two Odia skits and a fashion show, in front of an audience of two hundred.    The highlight of the 
cultural event was a keynote video speech delivered by eminent writer Prof. Manoj Das 
(http://y2u.be/f1ejG46tqY8).  The show also featured a special video speech by the visionary 
technologist Mr. Sam Pitroda.  The quality and tenor of the overall event has been judged by all 
comers to be the best OSARM has produced over the last three years. 
 

 
 

Charity Event Standupforkids 
 
 

In the fall of 2016, OSARM members hosted a dinner drive for homeless and underprivileged 
kids in Denver, in association with the local charity organization Standupforkids. All families cooked 
and fed approximately hundred kids on a Sunday evening.    More heartening, several small kids of 
the community displayed their altruism with great zeal in company of the adults.  Lastly, Utkal 
Dibas was celebrated by the community members on April 1, 2017, where a small performance was 
held to the tunes of Bande Utkal Janani. 

 
 

In closing, it has been exciting and vibrant times at the OSARM, and we are aiming to shine 
brighter in the future. 

 

  

http://y2u.be/f1ejG46tqY8)
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OSA DC Chapter Report 
Anjana Chowdhury, Chapter President 

 

 

Washington DC chapter's first event in OSA fiscal year 2016-2017 was Ganesh Puja. Ganesh Puja was 
held at Virginia Manor Club House on September 10, 2016. Puja was performed by Pratap Dash. Many 
small children had "Khadi Chhuan" during the puja event. 

 

  
 

Kumar Purnami was celebrated at Jewish Community Center on October 15, 2016. Many families 
participated and enjoyed the program as well as the hospitality provided by the chapter officials Bimal 
Mishra, Bidya Parhi, Snigdha Hota and  Subrat Rout. 
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Washington DC chapter election was held and the new team consisting of Anjana Chowdhury (President), 

Ipsha Rout (Vice President), Geeta Mohanty (Secretary), Alok Mohanty (Treasurer) and Debanjan Chowdhury (Web 
Master) took charge of the chapter from November 2016. 

 

Following reports about Saraswati Puja and the Champu, Chhanda, Odissi competition are shared by 
Ajitesh Ojha. 

 

 
Odishi Chhanda Champu Compitition 2017 
 

Our OSA community is devoted to our classical singing. On February 4th, 2017, a large amount of the 
OSA community gathered at Pyle Thomas W. Middle School to acknowledge the children who have a 
great love and interest towards singing. The children who have showed a passion towards our Chhandra 
Champu Singing had an opportunity to enter the Chhanda Champu contest. Many children entered the 
contest. All of the participants were sorted into two groups—junior or senior. 
 
Our junior children consisted of those ages, ten years or younger, and our senior children consisted of 
children of those ages eleven and up. 
 

 

 

The children sang beautiful songs, and were awarded twenty dollars each. After having 
snacks, the singers were each presented with their twenty dollars, and the winners were 
called. 
 

 

Our junior third place participant was 
Swaroop Panda. 

Our senior third place participant was Spandan 
Das 
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Our junior second place participant was 
Shubam Dash 

Our senior second place participant was a 
tie between  Debanshi Chowdhry and 

Suchismita Ojha 

Our junior first place participant was Ajeetesh 
Ojha 

Our senior first place participant was Sulagna 
Dash. 

 
We hope that the children who show great interest towards singing continue practicing everyday. 
Everybody did a terrific job, and congratulations to all!  

 

Saraswati Puja 

 
On February 4th, 2017, a large number of the OSA community members gathered at Pyle Thomas W. 
Middle School to worship Maa Saraswati. Maa Saraswati is the goddess of knowledge, music, arts, 
wisdom, and learning.  Therefore, it is important that she is worshiped and respected on a daily basis so 

that a devotee can get her blessings  to do better in learning.  

 
Priest Pratap Dash performed the puja and encouraged the children to follow along. He asked the 
children questions during the puja, to see what they knew and explained every step of worshipping Maa 
Saraswati. 
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All children had individual plates with 
pictures of Maa Saraswati, flower petals, 
haldhi, raisins, and water. Thanks to our 
volunteers, we were able to have enough 
items for the children’s plates. As a result, 
the children could follow along with the 
ritual. 
 

Followed by the Aarati, was the Pushpanjali. The children chanted shlokas from the Saraswati Bandana, 
and after each shloka was done, we would offer the flowers to Maa Saraswati.  
 

 
 
After finishing the Maa Saraswati puja, the adults and children broke into groups, helped clean up, and 
ate Prasad and food. Our wonderful OSA community has gone so far to make this puja a success. This 
puja was certainly a day to remember and everyone had a good time. 
 

Raja Picnic in Wheaton Regional Park: 

 

OSA Washington DC had its annual Raja Picnic on June 17 in 

Wheaton 

Regional Park. 

Many families 

gathered to 

have good food, 

fun and 

friendship. Children had the face painting and adults 

had the tea. It was a fun day. Fathers gathered to cut 

the cake for upcoming father's day next day. 
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OSA Members in News: Shraddhananda (Dan) Mishra 
 

 
 
Longtime OSA Member,  Mr.  Shradhananda (Dan) Mishra has recently made a landmark donation of 
Canadian 5 million dollars to the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM)'s South Asian Arts Centre.  ROM 
organized a special event to recognize Dan Mishra for his philanthropy and generosity.  
 
Odias of Canada organized a special event to celebrate the Philanthropy of Mr. Shraddananda (Dan) 
Mishra.  Several members spoke highly about Dan Mishra's longtime ritual of generous giving for various 
causes of the society, for cultural preservation to supporting super-cyclone victims. 
 
Congratulations to Shraddhananda (Dan) Mishra for making all OSA members proud.  Following message 
about him appeared in ROM's webpage. 

For more than 30 years, Dan Mishra has built successful companies that help North America's 
leading public and private sector companies achieve their most important business goals. As 
CEO, Dan has been the driving force behind CSDC Systems, propelling the North-America-based 
company to become a recognized leader of a world-class software platform (AMANDA), that 
help governments engage their citizens. 

In addition to establishing a thriving international company, Dan's accomplishments include: 
introducing Smart Governance Systems to emerging countries in Asia and Africa, establishing a 
Young Entrepreneur Award for aspiring young students, investing in businesses led by young 
entrepreneurs, speaking and teaching management skills to business people. 

Because of his passion and foresight, Dan is regarded by leaders in the public and private sectors 
as an approachable visionary and successful entrepreneur. Dan is a philanthropist as well as a 
Kriya Yoga Master.  
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OSA Members in News: Akshay Parija 
 
OSA Benefactor Akshay Kumar Parija who was awarded with Member Achiever Award at OSA, San 

Francisco 2011,  for the 56th National Film  Award  for his path breaking Film Jiaanta Bhoot (The Living 

Ghost) has repeated the feat again in 2017 having won the 64th National Film Award for his new film 

“Kadvihawa“ conferred by the President of India,  Shri Pranab Mukharjee on May 3rd, 2017. 

 

When contacted to pen down his experience with this repeated honour,  Shri Parija wrote: 

 

We have a old saying in Odisha “ Jala Gahale Shrusti Nasha 

,Jala Bihune Shrusti Nasha”.Too much water is dangerous 

and too little also is dangerous. As the World is going 

through a very sensitive phenomenon of Global Warming 

and Climatic Change it was a social responsibility to create 

the  awareness in the world about imminent danger of 

such circumstances. 

 

In Odisha which saw cyclones once in ten or fifteen years in 

seventies to until early 2005  is witnessing the danger more 

than once every year. Unseasonal rain comes heavily since last many years around harvest season 

resulting in  heavy damages to the crop. We see viral fevers round the year or for that matter many 

unusual diseases like bird flu, swine flu etc unheard of a decade back. 

 

Kadvihawa is made in Hindi with intention to reach a larger global audience. The story was conceived by 

Padmashree Awardee Nila Madhab Panda and the film is also directed by him to get perfection. 

 

Unite Nations Framework Conference on Climatic Change(UNFCC) was signed and became effective on 

4th November 2016. The film was timely to supplement further awareness in the world. 

 

The story revolves around two unfortunate sufferers of Climatic Change but they have no role in the 

deteriorating world situation. 

 

The community which due to their unplanned actions affected the climate are not really the sufferers 

but the poor are. 

 

The film is slated for Venice and Toronto Film Festival opening after which it will be released all over the 

world. 

 

It is all Lord Jagannath’s blessings. Both of us two Odias making a splash in Hindi Film world and winning 
the award against stiff competition is only due to lots of hard work, passion and commitment. 
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OSA Members in News: Dr Dhabaleswar Panda 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Dhabaleswar Panda. has been interviewed by one of the major international news magazine 
for High-Performance Computing (HPC) and Supercomputing. Details of this interview is 
available at: 
 
https://insidehpc.com/2017/05/rock-stars-hpc-dk-panda/ 

He was also featured in the Computer Science and Engineering Department of Ohio State 

University. The feature has the following message: 

The Rock Stars of HPC series is about the men and women who are changing the way the HPC 

community develops, deploys and operates the supercomputers and social and economic impact 

of their discoveries. 

Over the past seven years insideHPC, has spent a lot of time on the road at high performance 

computing events. In that time, perhaps no other speaker has been more prolific than DK Panda 

from Ohio State University. As the newest Rock Star of HPC, DK sat down with insideHPC to 

discuss his passion for teaching High Performance Computing. 

  

http://insidehpc.com/category/resources/rock-stars-hpc/
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2017 OSA Awards 
Dear Friends,  

 

Please join me in congratulating 2017 OSA Award Winners.     

 

OSA Distinguished Odia Award: Dr. Sukant K Mohapatra 

 

 

 
Dr. Sukant K. Mohapatra currently works as a Chief Technology 

Officer (CTO) in Ericsson, USA. He is an alumnus of NIT, Rourkela 

and has a Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from Stevens Institute 

of Technology, New Jersey. His work and research interest 

includes: Next Generation Fixed and Mobile Network, Network 

Planning, Design and Optimization, Digital Transformation, Network 

Virtualization and Internet of Things (IoT). He has many 

publications in areas of his research interest. 

 

His work and research interest includes: Next Generation Fixed and Mobile Network, Network Planning, Design 

and Optimization, Digital Transformation, Network Virtualization and Internet of Things (IoT). He has many 

publications in areas of his research interest. He is recipient of DMTS award at Bell Laboratories and a senior 

member of IEEE. He has been invited speaker in various conferences and forums. 

Dr. Mohapatra is the founder chairman of first NRI promoted engineering higher education in the state and 

has established National Institute of Science & Technology (NIST), Berhampur, Odisha in 1996 with a vision to 

provide world-class higher education in our home state. NIST is the first engineering college in South Odisha, 

started under Berhampur University then and it is one of the best engineering institutes in the state in private 

sector. Dr. Mohapatra is also co-promoter of Kalinga Hospital, Bhubaneswar, Odisha. 

As a patron member of OSA, he has actively contributed to various community causes, OSA and Odisha 

initiatives. He is resident of NJ and live with his wife Sanjeeta, son Pranoy and daughter Prachi. 

 

2017 Arun Das Memorial Kalashree Award: Dr. Basant Mohapatra  

 

 

 

Dr. Basant Mohapatra is a physician by profession who specializes in 

Critical Care Medicine and Cardio-Thoracic Anesthesiology but he is 

also a multi-talented artist; a stand-up comedian, a dramatist, a 

director, and a singer. In India he had won best actor and comedian 

Award in SCB Medical College, Cuttack. He acted in many plays 

staged in Rabindra Mandap, Annapurna Rangamanch and KBK. He also 

took part in many TV plays, wrote humorous drama series for TV 

and acted in movies like Akashdeepa, AaKaMaBhai, and Bhanga 

Silata. He has also acted alongside eminent Odia comedians like Jai. 

Here in USA he has written, directed and acted in many popular dramas like Operation Successful, 
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CDC, Very Complicated, Duraneeti, Bom Bom Baba and Lights Camera Action which have been staged during RDF and 

OSA Annual Convnetion. Actively participated in and organized RDFs in multiple cities in USA and Canada. Organized 

many successful cultural programs including 2014 OSA convention's in Columbus, Ohio 

 

He lives in Youngstown, OH with his wife Madhusmita, daughter Marisa and son Devesh.   

 

2017 Subrina Biswal Award for Academic Excellence:  Jessika Baral 

 

 

Jessika Baral, daughter of Himanshu and Rashmita Baral, CA is 

recipient of 2017  OSA Subrina Biswal Award for Academic 

Excellence. Jessika was invited to the White House Science 

Fair during her 7th grade, and is a 2017 Regeneron (formerly 

Intel) Science Talent Scholar and top 40 Finalist. She has filed 

for a patent on OncoDetector, a tool for detecting lung cancer. 

Her research has been published in Cell science journal. Jessika 

has won Grand Award prizes at Intel ISEF for 2 years. Jessika 

was a top 10 Odissi dancers in the world in 2013, and has raised 

more than $30,000 for non-profits through her dances since age 

4. She is a Coca Cola Scholar, and a Research Science Institute 

(RSI) Scholar (US top 51). Jessika has received admissions from 

Harvard, Stanford, MIT and Washing Univ. in Saint Louis (direct 

BS-MD program with full-tuition merit scholarship). 

 

 

2017 OSA Youth Volunteer Award:  Anshuman Mishra 

 

 

Anshuman Mishra, son of Srikanta and Snigdha Mishra, is 

the 2017 recipient of the OSA Youth Service Award.  A resident of 

Dublin, OH, Anshuman recently graduated Summa-Cum-Laude from 

Dublin Jerome High School and was a class valedictorian.  He is also 

a 2017 National Merit Scholar.  Anshuman will be attending Lafayette 

College in Easton, PA, as a Marquis Scholar with plans to double major in 

Chemical Engineering and Government & Law.  His extra-curricular 

activities include participating in Lincoln-Douglas debate and quiz, 

running track, playing the guitar, and volunteering in projects to help 

the homeless. 

 

 

Congratulations to all 2017 Award winners, nominees and thanks to OSA Award Committee members Ms. Anjana 

Chowdhury, Ms. Eva Mohanty and Ms. Swapnalata Rath and all the judges for successfully carrying out 2017 award 

selection process. .  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Sushant Satpathy 

President, OSA 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zm_5b86KpVk&list=PLOutjv6Z5sFlFe7iQfkeD540ZFqy2D6VQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zm_5b86KpVk&list=PLOutjv6Z5sFlFe7iQfkeD540ZFqy2D6VQ
https://student.societyforscience.org/regeneronsts-finalists-2017
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Highlights of OSA Activities from July 2015 – June 2017 
 

Greetings and welcome to the 48th OSA convention of the Odisha Society of the Americas (OSA) in 

Bahamas Cruise, Bahamas. We take the opportunity to outline few important activities we have 

undertaken over last two year in office.  

 

Organizational 

A. PNW Chapter: After 2012 Convention PNW chapter was inactive; with the help of local leaders 
created Mt. Hood and Seattle Chapters and now both chapters are vibrant and active in many 
ways.   

B. OSA National and Chapter coordination: Increased the involvement of OSA and its chapters as 
chapters are pillars of local Odia communities. Encouraged chapters to raise funds and sent 
100% of the matching funds back to the chapter. Chapter presidents as part of BOG members 
are equal partners in the decision making process.  

C. OSA Digital Archive: With the help of Archive Committee members Lalu Mansinha, Manaranjan 
Pattnaik and Kula Mishra we have added digital copies of past souvenirs and news letters to OSA 
Website. 

D. OSA eVoting: With the help of eVoting System Selection Committee, OSA selected an eVoting 
Site and 2017 OSA election Committee carried out first OSA election using eVoting. OSA officials 
worked hard to prepare for eVoting, by updating contact list.  

E. Convention Guideline and Election Guideline:  Based on feedback from applying convention 
guideline to 2016 Convention, convention guideline is under review by committee consisting of 
Anil Patnaik, Sridhar Rana, Bimal Mishra and Amulya Das. Similarly, Election Guideline is being 
created by Durga Mishra, Jay Narayan Bhuyan, Abani Patra and Jagannath Mohanty. 

F. OSA Directory: Online OSA Directory was moved out of DOLA to OSA’s own domain with option 
to integrate with Annual Convention sites for registration. Also, added functionality to maintain 
donations which members can download. 

G. OSA Directory Download:  Henceforth OSA members can download OSA directory (without 
email address) in CSV/Excel format.  

H. OSA Google Apps: OSA officials took ownership of Google Apps and expanded its use. 
   

Cultural, Social and Community Outreach 

A. Existing Programs: Continued to support Odia Language and CCO competition at chapter and 
national level. Increased award amount for CCO and Odia Language during annual convention to 
$1000 for each event. 

B. New CCO CD: 4th CCO Karaoke CD is under production.  
C. Collaborate with OSNE for cultural showcase event in MFA: Supported OSNE in 

presentation/photo exhibition on Odisha culture, dance, and arts in Museum of Fine Arts (MFA), 
Boston. Produced a short video on Odishan arts, culture and dance which can be used by all 
chapters.  

D. Regional Drama Festivals:  Many of our chapters: SW, CanOSA, Ohio, NYNJ and CA have hosted 
RDFs over last two year. In recently held RDFs, CA hosted Mt.Hood chapter (Portland,OR) and 
NYNJ hosted Washington DC and OSNE chapters. 

E. Utkal Dibasa: OSA has promoted and financially supported chapters in organizing Utkal Dibasa. 
Chapters are encouraged to celebrate this event to showcase Odisha culture and heritage for 
other communities by inviting representatives from larger Indian and non-Indian communities 
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for this event. In 2016, six chapters and in 2017, seven chapters celebrated Utkal Dibasa. In 
2017, Utkal Dibasa organized by CA not only showcased Odia culture and arts, it also showcased 
Odia food and was attended by members from other communities.   

F. OSA is in initial discussion for advance academic and research opportunity in Odissi music and 
dance thru premier institution(s) in Odisha. 

G. Community Outreach/ Support: OSA Helpline is operational and we have provided support to 
individual/families who have reached out thru OSA help line by connecting them with right 
organizations or by providing requested assistance. At this point OSA is not equipped to support 
any request from outside US/Canada.  

H. OSA was recognized with Odia Samman Award by the President of India, Hon. Pranab 
Mukherjee during Odia Prabasi Conclave organized by Odisha Mancha in New Delhi on Jan 6th, 
2017.  
 

Conventions 

A. 2016 Convention in Providence, RI: OSNE chapter hosted its first ever convention in Providence, 
RI. It was a successful convention despite its many challenges.   

B. 2017 Convention on Bahamas Cruise/Bahamas: It is a unique one of its kind OSA convention on 
the cruise and we plan to keep our promise of maximizing attendee satisfaction without 
consideration for numbers and showcase Odia pride. This convention is planned for 30-300 
families and irrespective of number of attendees; our fund raising goals have been modest. We 
plan to celebrate all aspects of OSA Convention and try to make it a memorable one. Thanks to 
all volunteers working for this convention. 
 

 OSA and Odisha Development 

A. Library Open House and Library rules notification:  In Dec 2015, OSA in collaboration with Bakul 
library and Prafulla Pathagar organized Library Open house and more than 50 intellectuals from 
different walks of life joined the forum. Culture Secretary and Minister for Mass Education again 
promised to complete Library Rules notification for the 2001 Library Act. Govt. of Odisha 
subsequently notified Rules for 2001 Library Act. In the first year it has allocated Rs 30 lakhs and 
promised to increase the outlay in subsequent years.  

B. OSA Digital Public Library: The Brahmapur Public Library is almost complete with Building, 
Furniture etc. The project has lagged because of transfer of three BMC commissioners over last 
two years. With internet connection and setup of the server the library is expected to be 
operational very soon. Thanks to our library committee volunteers.  Similarly, funds for rural 
library have been released to Collectors for Balasore and Mayurbhanj and we have been 
working with concerned authorities to move it forward. 

C. Adopt-A-Village Initiative: For meaningful development of a village, in 2015 OSA in technical 
collaboration with Centurion University started skills development for women and night school 
for all adults of Badigam village. Over last one and half years 25 Women have been trained and 
they have started their own enterprise. In addition, there have been agricultural training for 
village farmer, health clinics for the village and a community hall is being built for the Village.   

D. Combat Blind International and LVPEI:  We had meetings with CBI and chairman of LVPEI and 
how the Odia community can help in their effort to provide vision care to all regions of Odisha. 
Now, CBI is helping to setup 3rd regional Eye Hospital in Balasore after completing one in 
Rajgangpur and Keonjhar. OSA-Chicago had a fundraising drive and raised 4k. OSA should 
explore and engage in this noble cause which is going to benefit all of Odisha once all these 
regional eye hospitals have been established.  
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OSA Youth and Youth Outreach 

 

A. Youth Mentorship Program: OSA has encouraged and financially supported chapters to initiate 
Youth mentorship program to connect different groups of Odia youth those in high school, those 
in college and youth in professional fields to connect and find mentors in the community.  OSA 
Youth Forum has been held in NYNJ, OSNE, Ohio and Chicago chapters.  

B. OSA Heritage Tour: OSA had planned heritage tour in Dec 2015. 
C. OSA Impact: OSA has encouraged youths to follow their passion and in case there is intersection 

with their desire to get involved in project(s) in Odisha, OSA can help. OSA Impact is a youth 
driven social entrepreneurship initiative. It was started by OSNE youth group and they have 
raised 4K and currently trying to find best way to invest the funds for social development. It is 
different than the traditional concept of donation for a project. We await the outcome of this 
initiative and other chapter youth groups to join in or have their own projects.  
 

Thank you to all our members for their help and support over past years.   

 

 

Meghna Memorial Award in Creative Writing 
 

Senior Category (Ages 13-18) 
First: Amrita Sahu, VA 
Second: Priyanka Choudhury, NJ 
Third: Aaryana Rajanala, NJ 

 

 

Junior Category (Ages 7-12) 
First: Sumedha Jena, NJ 
Second: Ananya Pradhan, NJ 
Third: Dhruv Das, MD

 
 

Congratulations to all the award winners! 

 

Amrita Sahu, Priyanka Choudhury, Aaryana Rajanala 

Ananya Pradhan, Druv Das  

(Sumedha Jena's picture not available) 
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THE ODISHA SOCIETY OF THE AMERICAS  

AND 
HELPING   PRESERVE  AND  PROMOTE 
RICH  ODIA HERITAGE  AND  CULTURE  
                   IN  AMERICA   AND  INDIA  
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